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·1· ·May 30, 2018· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·9:00 a.m.

·2· · · · · · · · · · ·P R O C E E D I N G S

·3· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Good morning.· We're

·4· ·back on the record in Public Service Commission docket

·5· ·17-35-40, the application of Rocky Mountain Power for

·6· ·approval of a significant energy resource decision and

·7· ·voluntary request for approval of the resource decision.

·8· · · · · · ·We were in the middle of cross-examination for

·9· ·witness Rick T. Link for the utility.· Are there any

10· ·preliminary matters before we continue with that

11· ·testimony?· Not seeing anything from anyone.

12· · · · · · ·So Mr. Link, if you want to take the stand.

13· ·You are still under oath from yesterday.· And I believe

14· ·it was Mr. Baker's turn to cross-examine.

15· · · · · · · · · · · · · RICK LINK,

16· ·was called as a witness, and having been previously

17· ·sworn, testified as follows:

18· · · · · · · · · · · ·CROSS-EXAMINATION

19· ·BY MR. BAKER:

20· · · · Q.· ·Good morning, Commissioners.· Thank you and

21· ·good morning, Mr. Link.· I just have a few questions for

22· ·you this morning.· Your model includes assumptions of

23· ·the generation profiles of these wind projects; is that

24· ·correct?

25· · · · A.· ·Yes, it does.
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·1· · · · Q.· ·And where did these generation profile

·2· ·assumptions come from?

·3· · · · A.· ·The generation profiles are based on the

·4· ·information supplied with the bids that were submitted

·5· ·into the 2017R RFP ultimately backed by the historical

·6· ·data sets that were a requirement as part of the RFP in

·7· ·terms of wind speed and their own assessment, using

·8· ·their own experts, to derive essentially what we call a

·9· ·12 by 24, which can get converted into an 8,760 hour

10· ·wind generation profile.

11· · · · · · ·And then we subsequently had our own expert

12· ·review that data and information to confirm whether

13· ·those profiles and ultimate expected performance levels

14· ·were -- were accurate in accordance with the data that

15· ·were provided.

16· · · · Q.· ·And from -- from these assumptions, you

17· ·generate the PTC value of the project; is that correct?

18· · · · A.· ·The PTC value is more a reflection of the

19· ·aggregate energy at any given point in time, or through

20· ·annually.· So it's -- in other words, the PTC value

21· ·doesn't matter, the time of day in which the generation

22· ·is being produced.· It's more a reflection of just the

23· ·total output, the total megawatt hours.

24· · · · Q.· ·So what other assumptions are in your PTC

25· ·value?
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·1· · · · A.· ·It's essentially the total volume by year.· So

·2· ·megawatts hours by project by year times the PTC value

·3· ·dollars per megawatt hour.

·4· · · · Q.· ·And the PTC values help drive your claimed

·5· ·economic benefits of the combined projects; is that

·6· ·correct?

·7· · · · A.· ·Yes.· The PTCs are a critical element of the

·8· ·net benefits that we're projecting for these projects.

·9· ·I think in aggregate we're at about 1.2 billion or so of

10· ·gross PTC benefits for the projects.

11· · · · Q.· ·And is the company guaranteeing the PTC values

12· ·used in its economic model?

13· · · · A.· ·The company is guaranteeing the qualification

14· ·for the PTCs, but we are not guaranteeing that the wind

15· ·will blow.

16· · · · Q.· ·Or that the generation profiles will actually

17· ·meet what are estimated; is that correct?

18· · · · A.· ·Correct.· The generation profiles on an hourly

19· ·basis across the year, as I indicated, are backed by the

20· ·historical data set supplied by the bidders, and then

21· ·validated by our own third party experts.· But the

22· ·actual, again, hourly profiles are not in and of

23· ·themselves a critical driver to the PTC benefit.· That's

24· ·more just aggregate generation levels.

25· · · · · · ·MR. BAKER:· No further questions.
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·1· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you.

·2· ·Ms. McDowell, do you have any redirect?

·3· · · · · · ·MS. MCDOWELL:· Yes, I just have one question

·4· ·for Mr. Link.

·5· · · · · · · · · · ·REDIRECT EXAMINATION

·6· ·BY MS. MCDOWELL:

·7· · · · Q.· ·And you were asked some questions about the IE

·8· ·report, specifically page 81 of the IE report.· Can you

·9· ·turn to that?· So yesterday there was some discussion

10· ·around the modeling of PTCs and how that impacted the

11· ·bid valuation.· Do you recall those questions?

12· · · · A.· ·Yes.

13· · · · Q.· ·And you were asked some questions about the

14· ·second full paragraph of the IE report.· I'd like to

15· ·direct your attention to the third full paragraph of

16· ·that report.· And can you give me your interpretation of

17· ·what that third paragraph means as it relates to the

18· ·paragraph you were questioned about yesterday?

19· · · · · · ·MR. BAKER:· Chair LeVar, at this point I'll

20· ·object to the question for the same reason that counsel

21· ·objected to other questions yesterday.· We have the

22· ·author of this report, who will testify before us.· We

23· ·can ask him about his understanding or his reasons for

24· ·writing that paragraph, I suppose.

25· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Ms. McDowell, do you want to
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·1· ·respond to the objection?

·2· · · · · · ·MS. MCDOWELL:· Well, we can ask that question

·3· ·to Mr. Oliver, but those questions were asked to

·4· ·Mr. Link yesterday.· So I think it's fair to get his

·5· ·interpretation of not just the second paragraph, but

·6· ·also the third paragraph.

·7· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Yeah.· Considering the extent

·8· ·of discussion during cross-examination, I think I am

·9· ·inclined to deny the objection and allow the question to

10· ·go forward.

11· · · · A.· ·So the paragraph states that the independent

12· ·evaluator essentially concluded, or did not believe that

13· ·any bid was -- had an inherent competitive disadvantage

14· ·associated with any of the parameters of the

15· ·solicitation process.

16· · · · · · ·So I believe, if I recall the line of

17· ·questioning yesterday, was in regard to the treatment of

18· ·PTCs, and how that might influence selections of a BTA,

19· ·a build transfer agreement, versus say a power purchase

20· ·agreement.· And I believe in my response I had indicated

21· ·that ultimately the IE, from what I recalled in the

22· ·report, found that it didn't cause a competitive

23· ·disadvantage, and I believe that reference to the third

24· ·paragraph is where I recall that being stated.

25· · · · · · ·MS. MCDOWELL:· That's all I have.· Thank you.
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·1· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you.· Any

·2· ·recross based on that question?· I am not seeing any

·3· ·indication from anyone.· Commissioner White, do you have

·4· ·any questions for Mr. Link?

·5· · · · · · · · · · · · · EXAMINATION

·6· ·BY COMMISSIONER WHITE:

·7· · · · Q.· ·Yeah.· It's been a while since yesterday.  I

·8· ·wanted to return to something you were explaining your

·9· ·summary about, the response of the company to the

10· ·commission's order on the RFP with respect to how it

11· ·performed the solar RFP.

12· · · · · · ·And what I thought I heard you say was

13· ·something to the extent that -- and let me back up here

14· ·for a second.· I recognize that we have had new portions

15· ·of the -- your testimony with respect to that report.

16· ·The analysis and part of the report itself has been

17· ·stricken.· So I certainly don't want to stray there.

18· · · · · · ·But could you go back and explain again what,

19· ·how that -- how the company responded to the

20· ·commission's direction in terms of including wind.· And

21· ·I think I heard you correctly, tell me if I am wrong,

22· ·that wind was included in the analysis of the solar RFP?

23· · · · A.· ·Yes.· And I can respond without addressing any

24· ·of the information that has been struck from the record

25· ·in my testimony.
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·1· · · · · · ·So when -- as -- because we were -- we were

·2· ·processing the two RFPs in parallel, they were on

·3· ·slightly different staggered schedules, but they were

·4· ·still being done concurrently with one another.· We had

·5· ·received, you know, initial pricing from the solar RFP

·6· ·at various stages of our evaluation of bids in the wind

·7· ·RFP, and then ultimately received best and final pricing

·8· ·from the solar bidders in the solar RFP in coordination

·9· ·with the wind RFP process.

10· · · · · · ·And as we received that information, we were

11· ·updating our sensitivities in this docket to account for

12· ·the solar RFP bids.· So initially we had kind of the

13· ·initial bids, the indicative offers that informed our

14· ·solar sensitivities, and then ultimately we had best and

15· ·final pricing from the solar RFP that we brought into

16· ·the winds RFP to perform those sensitivities.

17· · · · · · ·And I think what's key, and how I feel we

18· ·responded to the concerns raised in your order for the

19· ·RFP approval, is that when we performed the

20· ·sensitivities, we allowed our model to choose from all

21· ·bids, the wind and the solar.

22· · · · · · ·So we didn't hard code the wind projects into

23· ·the model's portfolio.· We allowed it to choose from

24· ·those bids and the solar bids, and it could choose any

25· ·combination it wanted to based on the economics to
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·1· ·arrive at essentially the least cost portfolio.

·2· · · · · · ·So that was why I made the statement yesterday

·3· ·in my summary that the sensitivities essentially were

·4· ·analyzed as if those bids were submitted into a single

·5· ·RFP.· That's how we would evaluate them if they were

·6· ·done through a single RFP.· And our models in those

·7· ·cases continued to choose the wind projects, along with

·8· ·the solar projects.

·9· · · · · · ·So when the solar bids were introduced as an

10· ·alternative, it didn't displace the wind bids as a

11· ·result of that.· It continued to choose them, and then

12· ·it added the solar bids to it.· And fundamentally,

13· ·that's the rationale behind my statements in the

14· ·position that the -- the solar bids do not displace the

15· ·wind projects, they are best viewed as really an

16· ·incremental opportunity in addition to the wind

17· ·projects.

18· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· There was discussion yesterday about

19· ·price policy scenarios and the company's use of the

20· ·official forward price curve.· Can you walk me through

21· ·how that was utilized in this RFP versus how that

22· ·particular data set is used in other scenarios that the

23· ·company utilizes it?· For example, the IRP or other --

24· ·other dockets.

25· · · · A.· ·Sure.· Yeah.· We use our official forward
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·1· ·price curve, the easy answer is really for everything

·2· ·that we do.· So it gets used in our avoided cost

·3· ·pricing.· It gets used in power cost studies.

·4· · · · · · ·The term obviously varies there.· Net power

·5· ·costs are typically a one year view.· But it's still the

·6· ·same official forward price curve that we use

·7· ·essentially throughout our business to support our

·8· ·financial analysis of projects, to support our position

·9· ·for which we trade around, to support really all of our

10· ·analysis that we perform.

11· · · · · · ·We routinely update our official forward price

12· ·curve no less than every quarter.· And our process for

13· ·establishing what our official forward price curve is,

14· ·fundamentally has not changed for many, many years.· And

15· ·that process is one in which we, at the end of a given

16· ·trading day, at the end of, let's say, of a calendar

17· ·quarter.

18· · · · · · ·So first quarter March 31st, as long as that's

19· ·a weekday, our traders in our front office have exposure

20· ·to where the market is transacting on that day, where

21· ·it's closing for various market hubs, both power and

22· ·natural gas.· They -- they lock those prices down at the

23· ·end of that trading day, and we use that data for

24· ·essentially the first six years of the term of our

25· ·forward curve, so actual observed market quotes of where
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·1· ·the market is transacting to form our official curve.

·2· · · · · · ·I would highlight that that -- those set of

·3· ·data get validated by our risk management team to ensure

·4· ·that they are consistent with their independent

·5· ·assessment of broker quotes that they received for that

·6· ·same trading day to make sure that they're within reason

·7· ·of what an independent broker is seeing in the market.

·8· · · · · · ·And then beyond that six year period, we use a

·9· ·fundamentals based or fundamental-driven forecast, and

10· ·then we blend the two together over a one year

11· ·transition period.· So in year seven, it's an average of

12· ·essentially the prior year's -- let's say January price

13· ·of market and the subsequent forward year of the

14· ·forecast so that we get a blended transition of market

15· ·to the fundamentals forecast.· And that's done for

16· ·natural gas.

17· · · · · · ·And then for power, we use that gas price

18· ·forecast to inform our electricity price projections on

19· ·the wholesale market, using a model that has the same

20· ·gas price information to get that fundamentals period.

21· ·And so that same curve is used throughout the company.

22· · · · Q.· ·And is that -- is that typically industry

23· ·practice?· I mean, I guess what I am wondering is what

24· ·other options are there in terms of data sets used if

25· ·you are doing, or trying to do future pricing
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·1· ·comparisons?

·2· · · · A.· ·Yeah.· In my experience, that general concept

·3· ·is what I am familiar with from my counterparts that I

·4· ·speak to routinely through IRPs or other forums; and

·5· ·even within our affiliates, let's say within Berkshire

·6· ·Hathaway, a very similar process is used.

·7· · · · · · ·Each company can use slightly different

·8· ·assumptions around how much market they use, whether

·9· ·it's six years, four years, longer periods, and which

10· ·fundamental curves they use.· So I think but

11· ·conceptually from my experience, a lot of utilities do a

12· ·very similar approach to establish their base forecast.

13· · · · · · ·Other alternatives that I have seen in other

14· ·forums is just to rely on, let's say, something like an

15· ·Energy Information Administration kind of reference case

16· ·type forecast, and we haven't done that.· That forecast

17· ·is actually higher than our current official forward

18· ·price curve as it stands today.· And that's primarily

19· ·because sometimes that EIA forecast can become a little

20· ·stale.· It's not updated as often relative to some of

21· ·the other forecasts that we have access to, which we

22· ·review every quarter along the way.

23· · · · · · ·So as changes are being implemented in

24· ·fundamental markets that these forecasters are seeing,

25· ·we try to stay on top of that to make sure we have kind
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·1· ·of the most current and up-to-date information

·2· ·available.

·3· · · · Q.· ·Thanks.· And I guess the final question --

·4· ·sorry.· The final question is, in terms of carbon

·5· ·policy, where does the company derive that?· I mean,

·6· ·obviously that's -- from a political standpoint, that's

·7· ·a real moving target right now.· But just help me

·8· ·understand where the company derives that.

·9· · · · A.· ·Sure.

10· · · · Q.· ·Those different options.

11· · · · A.· ·The pricing that we have used in our analysis

12· ·here is also based off third party.· So the same third

13· ·party forecasters that produce the natural gas price

14· ·forecasts that we review, and ultimately use to

15· ·establish not only our official curve but our low and

16· ·high price scenarios, also produce various scenarios

17· ·that include different CO2 price levels in their

18· ·assumptions.

19· · · · · · ·And so we rely on those forecasts to help

20· ·derive where -- in this docket essentially our medium

21· ·and high price assumptions would fall.· For the low

22· ·case, we use zero, conservatively throughout the entire

23· ·time frame.

24· · · · · · ·And so we really rely on those.· They are

25· ·intended to be kind of proxy price assumptions for
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·1· ·future regulations, because obviously we're a little

·2· ·uncertain how anything might be implemented, if it is

·3· ·implemented at some point in time, whether it's a tax or

·4· ·a cap and trade or some other structure to try to

·5· ·regulate those emissions.

·6· · · · · · ·But regardless of the structure, the

·7· ·regulatory paradigm behind those price forecasts, the

·8· ·concept is, there is still some incremental cost that

·9· ·has to be accounted for if there is a policy, and what's

10· ·an appropriate level or range that might be required to

11· ·achieve certain levels of emission reductions over --

12· ·over time.· So they're estimates.· They're forecasts.

13· · · · · · ·The numbers that we are using are relatively

14· ·low.· You know, we don't start the CO2 price assumption

15· ·in the medium case, I think until around 2030.· So a

16· ·full 10 years into the operation of the proposed

17· ·projects.· And the price point on those are relatively

18· ·low and not hugely impactful to the economic analysis.

19· · · · · · ·The high case it starts, I think in 2026, and

20· ·it's a little bit higher price point, but not nearly as

21· ·high, let's say, as some other alternatives, like a

22· ·social cost of carbon or some of those other numbers

23· ·that have been tossed out there.

24· · · · · · ·COMMISSIONER WHITE:· Thank you.· That's all

25· ·the questions I have.· Thank you.
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·1· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Thank you.· Commissioner

·2· ·Clark.

·3· · · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CLARK:· Thanks.

·4· · · · · · · · · · · · · EXAMINATION

·5· ·BY COMMISSIONER CLARK:

·6· · · · Q.· ·Good morning, Mr. Link.

·7· · · · A.· ·Good morning.

·8· · · · Q.· ·I also want to ask a few questions about the

·9· ·work that you did with the final results of the solar

10· ·bid process in relation to the projects that are under

11· ·consideration in this docket, the wind projects.· And

12· ·you mentioned that the model was selecting both the

13· ·projects in question here plus some solar --

14· · · · A.· ·Uh-huh.

15· · · · Q.· ·-- projects, or the wind and solar projects.

16· ·The -- what I am interested in is the relative value of

17· ·the projects that were selected.· So -- and I am -- I

18· ·certainly -- my questions are not intended to draw from

19· ·your -- invite you to share confidential information, or

20· ·invite you to the -- the material that's been stricken

21· ·relative to sensitivity modeling that you did with

22· ·respect to the solar projects.

23· · · · · · ·But I'd like to get a sense of where the

24· ·relative values are as you reviewed them, wind versus

25· ·solar.· Were the solar projects sprinkled among the
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·1· ·wind?· Were the solar projects coming in all of lesser

·2· ·value than all the wind?· Were they all of higher value

·3· ·than the wind projects in question?· What did -- what

·4· ·would that look like?

·5· · · · A.· ·Sure.· So our primary focus -- I'll start by

·6· ·answering, and noting that our primary focus on the

·7· ·sensitivities for the solar analysis were done through

·8· ·that 2036 time horizon, and that's primarily because

·9· ·that's the study period, as I think I noted yesterday,

10· ·where our models are choosing the projects among the --

11· ·all of the options, whether it's solar or wind.

12· · · · · · ·And so in reference to the results from those

13· ·studies, we -- we ran our sensitivities two ways, really

14· ·to help answer this specific type of question.· So we

15· ·first ran, as I described in response to Commissioner

16· ·White's question, allowing all bids to be chosen,

17· ·whether they are wind or solar, and in that case it

18· ·choose both.

19· · · · · · ·We also, of course, have in this proceeding

20· ·the 18 cases for the wind projects, kind of the wind by

21· ·itself without consideration of any of the solar bids.

22· ·And so to kind of close that loop, we also ran

23· ·sensitivities that were solar only and did not allow the

24· ·wind bids so that we could get a sense of how everything

25· ·compared and stacked up to one another.
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·1· · · · · · ·And essentially what we found when comparing

·2· ·the wind-only to the solar-only proposals through that

·3· ·2036 case, using our base case assumptions, is that the

·4· ·wind and transmission projects produced more value than

·5· ·the solar projects, in terms of a PVRRD benefit.

·6· · · · · · ·It's not to say that the solar projects, in

·7· ·and of themselves, didn't lower system cost.· And so

·8· ·there is still, you know, very much so an economic and

·9· ·opportunity to fill our remaining capacity needs with

10· ·those projects as well.· They provide incremental

11· ·benefits, but the wind was proportionately higher.

12· · · · · · ·I think we found that they were very similarly

13· ·situated or got a little closer when we went to the low

14· ·gas zero CO2 price policy sensitivity under that,

15· ·through 2036 perspective.

16· · · · · · ·But I would highlight then that when we ran

17· ·them together, given the fact that they both showed

18· ·value independently, when the model chose -- had the

19· ·ability to choose from all of them and chose both solar

20· ·and wind, the aggregate of the PVRRD of that combined

21· ·renewable portfolio, which was over a thousand megawatts

22· ·of solar and over a thousand megawatts of wind in

23· ·aggregate, had a higher overall PVRRD benefit than what

24· ·we're showing for just the combined projects in this

25· ·case, as summarized in my testimony.
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·1· · · · Q.· ·What conclusion would you draw from that?

·2· · · · A.· ·I think the most important conclusion that I

·3· ·draw that's pertinent to this proceeding is that there's

·4· ·an opportunity for us to pursue the solar as supported

·5· ·by that analysis, suggesting that there is value to

·6· ·doing the solar in addition to the wind.· But regardless

·7· ·of where that ultimately lands, and we're continuing to

·8· ·have active discussions with solar developers to

·9· ·identify, and if there's value there, to pursue those

10· ·projects.

11· · · · · · ·But regardless of what happens there, the

12· ·economics of the wind and transmission, the combined

13· ·projects in this proceeding, are retained and will only

14· ·grow if we add the additional resource.· So if we don't

15· ·do any solar, we have got that documented in my

16· ·testimony.· If we end up adding the solar to it and find

17· ·those additional opportunities that we think bring value

18· ·to our customers, that won't in any way harm the

19· ·economics that we're seeing from the combined projects.

20· ·Those economics will be retained.

21· · · · Q.· ·Could you also conclude that the solar

22· ·projects are more valuable than the wind projects?

23· · · · A.· ·I haven't concluded that, based on the

24· ·testimony and the analysis that I have performed.· And

25· ·this starts to dabble a little bit into the area of the
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·1· ·restricted information.

·2· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· I appreciate it.· And the model run

·3· ·that addressed both, and that selected wind and solar

·4· ·together, does that outcome give you any -- any

·5· ·indication of how they -- how -- any ability to rank

·6· ·order them, the ones that are selected from a value

·7· ·perspective?· Is it simply, it's in or it's out, or does

·8· ·it -- or can you assess some -- some differences in

·9· ·value?

10· · · · A.· ·I think it could be -- it could be estimated

11· ·from the information we have available to us.· We

12· ·haven't performed that estimate to try to rank order

13· ·project by project how that would exactly work.· To kind

14· ·of model it explicitly outside of an estimate, I think

15· ·would require, you know, ident -- having all of the

16· ·resources in the aggregate wind and solar portfolio, as

17· ·a starting point.

18· · · · · · ·We have that simulation of what system costs

19· ·are, and then stepwise removing one project at a time,

20· ·to try to get a sense of what its marginal contribution

21· ·is to that overall aggregate portfolio value.· And we

22· ·haven't gone through and done all of those model runs

23· ·independently at this stage.

24· · · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CLARK:· Thank you.· Those are my

25· ·questions.· Thank you.
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·1· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you.· And I

·2· ·don't have any further ones.· So thank you, Mr. Link.

·3· ·We appreciate your testimony --

·4· · · · · · ·THE WITNESS:· Thank you.

·5· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· -- yesterday and today.· And

·6· ·I think we are going to move to Mr. Oliver next to go a

·7· ·little bit out of order to accommodate his schedule.· So

·8· ·if you will come to the stand.

·9· · · · · · ·Mr. Oliver, do you swear to tell the truth?

10· · · · · · ·THE WITNESS:· Yes, I do.

11· · · · · · · · · · · · ·WAYNE OLIVER,

12· ·was called as a witness, and having been first duly

13· ·sworn, testified as follows:

14· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you.· And let me

15· ·just make a few comments before he starts.· His

16· ·statutory role in this process is a little bit unique.

17· ·He's employed by the commission.· We have elected during

18· ·his testimony today not to engage one of our commission

19· ·attorneys in an adversarial role in this process.· So to

20· ·accommodate his testimony and cross-examination, I think

21· ·the way we're going to move forward is, we'll allow him

22· ·to give a summary of his report, and then we'll allow

23· ·any of the attorneys in the room to cross-examine.

24· · · · · · ·We will entertain objections to any

25· ·cross-examination questions from any -- from any party.
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·1· ·So in the essence of him having a dedicated attorney,

·2· ·we'll entertain those objections if the -- if the need

·3· ·arises.· So feel free to do so.

·4· · · · · · ·So Mr. Oliver, why don't you start by just

·5· ·explaining your relationship with the commission in this

·6· ·docket, the work you performed and summarize your final

·7· ·report.

·8· · · · · · ·THE WITNESS:· Thank you, Chairman LeVar,

·9· ·Commissioners Clark and White.· My name is Wayne Oliver.

10· ·I am president of Merrimack Energy Group Incorporated.

11· ·My business address is 26 Shipway Place in Charlestown,

12· ·Massachusetts.

13· · · · · · ·Merrimack Energy was retained by the Public

14· ·Service Commission of Utah to serve as independent

15· ·evaluator for PacifiCorp's 2017 renewable energy

16· ·requests for proposals.· Merrimack Energy's involvement

17· ·as IE began at the initiation of the solicitation

18· ·process, at the time of development of the RFP, and

19· ·continued through evaluation and selection of the

20· ·preferred resources.

21· · · · · · ·As part of the IE's assignment, we are

22· ·required to prepare a final report on the solicitation

23· ·process, which is intended to provide an assessment of

24· ·all aspects of the solicitation process, including the

25· ·IE observations, conclusions, and recommendations.· The
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·1· ·IE report was filed as part of this docket on February

·2· ·27th, 2018.

·3· · · · · · ·The RFP was undertaken under the Utah statutes

·4· ·dealing with energy resource procurement, which

·5· ·establishes the requirements for undertaking the

·6· ·solicitation process and defines the role of the IE.

·7· ·Merrimack's Energy's -- Energy's final report provided a

·8· ·description of the entire solicitation process up

·9· ·through the final selection of the preferred resources.

10· · · · · · ·In that regard, I will focus on our primary

11· ·conclusions regarding the solicitation process.· I will

12· ·first address my observations regarding the

13· ·implementation of the solicitation process, as it

14· ·pertains to the Utah statutes.· I will then discuss the

15· ·risks that are present in this process, which could

16· ·potentially affect customers.

17· · · · · · ·From a solicitation process perspective, we

18· ·found that the 2017R RFP generally conformed to the

19· ·requirements of rule R 746-420, and that all bidders

20· ·were treated the same and were provided the same level

21· ·of information at the same time.· All bidders provided

22· ·the same information in their proposals, that allowed

23· ·for a consistent and equitable evaluation.

24· · · · · · ·The evaluation methodology used by PacifiCorp

25· ·was the same general methodology as adopted for its
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·1· ·integrated resource plan, and was based on the same

·2· ·models as used for IRP assessments, including the SO, or

·3· ·system optimizer model, and the planning and risk PaR

·4· ·model.· The IE found that the benchmark resources

·5· ·provide the same information as all other proposals and

·6· ·were evaluated using the same methodology and

·7· ·assumptions.

·8· · · · · · ·The results of the solicitation process

·9· ·illustrate that the pursuit of wind resources to take

10· ·advantage of the production tax credits should result in

11· ·significant savings to customers based on the SO and PaR

12· ·model runs.

13· · · · · · ·The result of the RFP was that cost for wind

14· ·resources were lower than the cost of -- than the costs

15· ·included in the original IRP analysis, and the benefits

16· ·to customers even higher than projected.· The IE found

17· ·that the initial short list evaluation and selection was

18· ·reasonable.

19· · · · · · ·The IE also found that PacifiCorp's selection

20· ·of the final portfolio of wind resources was a

21· ·reasonable selection based on the economics of the

22· ·resources selected, and given the transmission

23· ·constraints associated with the position of various

24· ·resources in the interconnection queue.

25· · · · · · ·The final resources selected were the top
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·1· ·ranked projects from an economic perspective.· While the

·2· ·process overall was undertaken in an effective and

·3· ·consistent manner, consistent with Utah statutes, the IE

·4· ·believes there are still several risks that need to be

·5· ·considered in any final decision on the value of the

·6· ·resource proposals put forward by PacifiCorp.

·7· · · · · · ·Merrimack Energy concluded that the capital

·8· ·cost of PacifiCorp's benchmark resources should be

·9· ·closely scrutinized to ensure that the costs on which

10· ·the economic evaluation was based are realistic.· We had

11· ·some reservations in our assessment, both of the initial

12· ·cost of the benchmarks as described in our report on the

13· ·benchmark resources, and also of the best and final

14· ·offers of the benchmarks.· In the latter regard, we were

15· ·concerned about the continuing lowering of costs for the

16· ·benchmark resources relative to the pricing of other

17· ·wind proposals submitted.

18· · · · · · ·As IE, one of our primary concerns with

19· ·utility ownership resources competing with third parties

20· ·is the case where the utility ownership option wins the

21· ·bid with a low cost estimate of its capital and

22· ·operating costs but then experiences higher actual

23· ·costs, or cost overruns relative to the winning proposal

24· ·that could have resulted in a different resource

25· ·selection if the costs had been more realistically
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·1· ·anticipated and properly accounted for.

·2· · · · · · ·Therefore, we are concerned, based on the

·3· ·benchmark costs relative -- relative to other wind

·4· ·projects that were competing with the risks that actual

·5· ·capital costs for PacifiCorp's benchmark resources could

·6· ·have been higher than bid.

·7· · · · · · ·The second major risk we were concerned about

·8· ·is the PTC risk.· We raised the issue in our report on

·9· ·the design of RPF that transmission facilities are not

10· ·completed on time, the benefits of the PTCs could be

11· ·lost or eroded.· The PT benefits -- PTC benefits are

12· ·significant and drive the economics of these resources.

13· · · · · · ·Merrimack Energy included a table in our final

14· ·report that listed the expected PTC benefits for each

15· ·project based on PacifiCorp's analysis, including the

16· ·estimated levels of generation for each PacifiCorp owned

17· ·resource.

18· · · · · · ·PTC benefits can be eroded depending on

19· ·several factors, including whether or not the actual

20· ·capacity factors of the wind resources are lower than

21· ·expected based on wind resource studies.· A third major

22· ·risk is the cost associated with the transmission

23· ·facilities, either as a result of potential cost

24· ·overruns or one or more wind generation projects fails.

25· · · · · · ·One of the concerns we had, as described in
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·1· ·our RFP design report, was that PacifiCorp's contracts

·2· ·attempted to shift risks onto PPAs and BTAs suppliers

·3· ·who were asked to absorb the risk that the transmission

·4· ·facilities would not be completed in time to be able to

·5· ·garner all the PTC benefits.· We noted that assigning

·6· ·risks to counterparties who cannot manage that risk was

·7· ·a concern.

·8· · · · · · ·Finally, one of the primary issues the IE is

·9· ·required to address in its assessments of the

10· ·solicitation process is whether the solicitation process

11· ·is consistent with Utah statutes, 54-17-101, and is in

12· ·the public interest taking into consideration whether it

13· ·will most likely result in the acquisition, production

14· ·and delivery of electricity at the lowest reasonable

15· ·cost to retail customers of an effective utility located

16· ·in the state, including 1, long-term or short-term

17· ·impaction, 2, risks, 3, reliability, 4, financial

18· ·impacts on the affected utility, and 5, other factors

19· ·determined by the commission to be relevant.

20· · · · · · ·In our view PacifiCorp's selection of the

21· ·final portfolio of wind resources is in the public

22· ·interest based on the wind proposal submitted, albeit

23· ·subject to cost risks associated with the benchmark

24· ·resources and other risks as discussed previously.

25· · · · · · ·Since PacifiCorp's solicitation is based on
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·1· ·procurement of wind resources, combined with new

·2· ·transmission capacity, it is not possible to determine

·3· ·if this combination meets the lowest reasonable cost

·4· ·standard, since the analysis did not determine other

·5· ·resources, including solar resources would have been

·6· ·included in a final least-cost, or least-risk system

·7· ·portfolio.

·8· · · · · · ·Thank you, and that concludes my initial

·9· ·comments.

10· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you, Mr. Oliver.

11· ·I think we'll go next to Ms. Hickey.· Do you have any

12· ·questions for Mr. Oliver?

13· · · · · · ·MS. HICKEY:· Good morning.· Thank you, Chair

14· ·LeVar.· Just a couple.

15· · · · · · · · · · · · · EXAMINATION

16· ·BY MS. HICKEY:

17· · · · Q.· ·I think that first of all, sir, my name is

18· ·Lisa Tormoen Hickey.· I represent the Interwest Energy

19· ·Alliance.· We're a trade association of wind and solar

20· ·developers working with renewable -- with environmental

21· ·groups.

22· · · · · · ·I wanted to leave aside most of what you said

23· ·but for the recommendations specific to future RFP.· Was

24· ·one of the goals of your work to develop recommendations

25· ·that might be viewed going forward into future RFPs?
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·1· · · · A.· ·One of our, you know, tasks was to provide

·2· ·recommendations as part of the process, and we did

·3· ·include several recommendations in our report.

·4· · · · Q.· ·Do any of those recommendations apply to all

·5· ·sorts of RFPs for renewable energy, including RFPs

·6· ·directed to solar resources as opposed to just wind

·7· ·resources?

·8· · · · A.· ·Do you have a specific reference in the report

·9· ·to that?

10· · · · Q.· ·Yes.· Now, I have a redacted nonconfidential

11· ·copy, but I will refer you to part B at the very end,

12· ·recommendation.· My page 83.

13· · · · A.· ·Okay.

14· · · · Q.· ·So I am assuming because it's at the end, and

15· ·these are general recommendations, that these

16· ·recommendations might apply to future RFPs; is that

17· ·true?

18· · · · A.· ·That's correct, yes.

19· · · · Q.· ·Now, you talked about a transmission workshop,

20· ·and I understand the PacifiCorp did pull a transmission

21· ·workshop in effect, combined with another workshop;

22· ·isn't that true?

23· · · · A.· ·Well, I guess I -- you know, we have been in

24· ·several PacifiCorp solicitations, and we have -- and

25· ·other solicitations requested a -- or suggested a
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·1· ·transmission specific workshop.· And that -- those were

·2· ·held by PacifiCorp.· And those workshops, I would --

·3· ·that type of workshop I would have considered consistent

·4· ·with the workshop of the entire solicitation that was

·5· ·presented in this case.

·6· · · · Q.· ·Would that be important in the solar RFP?

·7· · · · A.· ·Transmission issues and interconnection issues

·8· ·are important in any RFP, but I think -- you know, so I

·9· ·would say it would be applicable to a solar RFP as well.

10· · · · Q.· ·Would the spreadsheet model recommendation

11· ·number -- second bullet, simplifying that model, would

12· ·that improve RFPs going forward related to solar

13· ·resources?

14· · · · A.· ·I'm not sure if those models were used with

15· ·the solar valuation or not, but certainly we -- you

16· ·know, the model is -- the model is very detailed.· All

17· ·the models were very detailed, but they were somewhat

18· ·cumbersome to review and evaluate, and that was the

19· ·issue we were focusing on.

20· · · · · · ·But we were able to track through and follow

21· ·the results, you know, fairly easily.· But it was -- not

22· ·fairly easily, but we had to do a lot of, you know,

23· ·review back and forth to different tabs in the model.

24· ·But I think it really needs to be, you know, cleaned up

25· ·and better organized more than anything.
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·1· · · · Q.· ·Does that improve transparency for you in your

·2· ·role as an independent evaluator?

·3· · · · A.· ·Yes, it would.

·4· · · · Q.· ·Your third bullet point relates to benchmark

·5· ·costs.· I think you have talked about that.· Would

·6· ·that -- would that recommendation apply to solar

·7· ·resources also, if benchmark projects were included?

·8· · · · A.· ·Well, if there's a benchmark project, for any

·9· ·type of resource, I mean, one of the things that we

10· ·focus on is really scrutinizing in detail the resource

11· ·costs relative to market benchmark, and based on our own

12· ·knowledge of being involved in a number of different

13· ·solicitations with different types of resources, and we

14· ·also attempt to ensure that all costs are accounted for

15· ·by the utility in its cost structures.· So it really

16· ·would apply to any type of resource.

17· · · · Q.· ·If there is anticipated a solar RFP going

18· ·forward, would you want the opportunity to review the

19· ·RFP in advance, as you did this wind RFP, in order to

20· ·set it up to incorporate some of these recommendations?

21· · · · A.· ·Yes.· And ideally as an independent evaluator,

22· ·you had -- it's preferable to get involved up front in

23· ·the process, to at least be able to review the initial

24· ·RFP and provide comments if there's anything we see in

25· ·the RFP that could affect the integrity of the
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·1· ·valuation, integrity of the process.

·2· · · · Q.· ·As to your fourth bullet point related to the

·3· ·terminal value, would that apply to solar resources?

·4· ·Would that recommendation apply?

·5· · · · A.· ·I'm not certain about that.· If terminal value

·6· ·is just used for the wind RFP because of the unique

·7· ·aspects of the assets, that would apply to wind as

·8· ·opposed to solar.

·9· · · · · · ·MS. HICKEY:· Thank you.· I have no more

10· ·questions.

11· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you.

12· ·Mr. Holman, do you have any questions for Mr. Oliver?

13· · · · · · ·MR. HOLMAN:· Thank you, Mr. Chair.· No, I do

14· ·not.· Thanks.

15· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you.· Ms. Hayes?

16· · · · · · ·MS. HAYES:· No.· Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

17· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you.· I think

18· ·I'll go to Ms. McDowell next.

19· · · · · · ·MS. MCDOWELL:· Thank you.

20· · · · · · · · · · · · · EXAMINATION

21· ·BY MS. MCDOWELL:

22· · · · Q.· ·Good morning, Mr. Oliver.

23· · · · A.· ·Good morning.

24· · · · Q.· ·I'm Katherine McDowell, here on behalf of

25· ·Rocky Mountain Power.
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·1· · · · A.· ·Good morning.

·2· · · · Q.· ·Thank you for your testimony today.· I just

·3· ·have a few questions.· I believe your testimony was that

·4· ·you, on the ultimate question of whether this

·5· ·solicitation and results were in the public interest,

·6· ·your opinion is that it was in the public interest,

·7· ·correct?

·8· · · · A.· ·Yes.· The overall results associated with the

·9· ·wind solicitation, which I was a part of, were in the

10· ·public interest and are estimated to provide substantial

11· ·benefits.

12· · · · Q.· ·So in -- and you supported, just going back to

13· ·the RFP approval process, I did review your testimony in

14· ·that case, and it -- your testimony did support the

15· ·wind-only solicitation, the targeted solicitation; isn't

16· ·that correct?

17· · · · A.· ·Well, as I recall, I don't have my testimony

18· ·in front of me, but we did support the process of going

19· ·forward with the wind RFP.· But we also raised the issue

20· ·that a solar -- we thought a solar RFP could be

21· ·dovetailed on the wind RFP.

22· · · · Q.· ·And I -- let me just quote.· I didn't -- I

23· ·wasn't able to print out the transcript, but I am just

24· ·going to quote a section of your testimony from the

25· ·transcript and ask you to accept it, subject to check,
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·1· ·that it sounds like a reasonable statement of your

·2· ·position.· I think it does capture what you just said.

·3· · · · · · ·And this is a quote from the transcript at

·4· ·page 161 of the December 19th, hearing.· "It seemed to

·5· ·me that if the solicitation process that PacifiCorp has

·6· ·offered today, based on issuing this RFP at this time

·7· ·for wind resources only, and a separate RFP for other

·8· ·renewable resources as soon as practicable, is not

·9· ·unreasonable and provides a significant opportunity to

10· ·test the market and assess the potential system benefits

11· ·associated with other renewable resources."

12· · · · · · ·Does that sound like your position from the

13· ·RFP process?

14· · · · A.· ·It sounds consistent and reasonable, yes.

15· · · · Q.· ·And is it your understanding that PacifiCorp

16· ·in fact did conduct a concurrent solar RFP?

17· · · · A.· ·Yes.· I am aware that PacifiCorp did conduct a

18· ·separate RFP, yes.

19· · · · Q.· ·So just going to your statement that while the

20· ·wind resources provide significant benefit and are in

21· ·the public interest, you cannot determine whether

22· ·wind-only resources are in the lowest, are the lowest

23· ·reasonable cost without an integrated procurement

24· ·process.· I think you included that in your summary,

25· ·that conclusion.· Do you recall that?
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·1· · · · A.· ·Yes.

·2· · · · Q.· ·So you were not the IE for the solar RFP,

·3· ·correct?

·4· · · · A.· ·That's correct.

·5· · · · Q.· ·And you haven't studied all the testimony and

·6· ·analysis in this proceeding; is that true?

·7· · · · A.· ·I have read, you know, different pieces of

·8· ·testimony, but not all of them.

·9· · · · Q.· ·So I assume your limited scope of work

10· ·contributes to a conclusion that you cannot say whether

11· ·the wind resources are the lowest-cost resource; is that

12· ·correct?

13· · · · A.· ·Well, my scope of work really ended at the

14· ·time I -- we submitted the report in terms of, you know,

15· ·reviewing any resources.· And at that time, you know,

16· ·basically what we had presented to us, you know, by

17· ·PacifiCorp was, what I looked at was more of a parallel

18· ·evaluation, you know, the SO -- the SO and PaR model

19· ·results for wind versus the SO and PaR model results for

20· ·all the solar.

21· · · · · · ·It was, you know, no integration at that

22· ·point.· It was basically just -- you know, it was really

23· ·a parallel evaluation process, based on the last

24· ·information I had from, you know, as the IE in this

25· ·process.
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·1· · · · Q.· ·So you would agree that the commission could

·2· ·make that cost determination if it had that information,

·3· ·the information that integrated the results of those two

·4· ·RFPs, correct?

·5· · · · · · ·MR. BAKER:· Objection.· I believe that

·6· ·question is outside the scope of Mr. Oliver.· I think he

·7· ·had appropriately described what his scope was, and it's

·8· ·not to continue beyond after his report here.

·9· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Do you want to respond to the

10· ·objection?

11· · · · · · ·MS. MCDOWELL:· Yeah.· I mean, this just goes

12· ·to his statement about while he believes the results of

13· ·this RFP process are in the public interest, it's

14· ·difficult for him to conclude, given his scope of work,

15· ·that they are the lowest-cost resources available.· So I

16· ·am just exploring how it is that the commission could

17· ·make that determination, which is the ultimate

18· ·determination in this case.

19· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· And I think he is -- I think

20· ·he has given answers to what the scope was and what his

21· ·recommendations covered.· I think to that particular

22· ·question I am going to sustain the objection.

23· · · · Q.· ·(By Ms. McDowell)· So is it your understanding

24· ·that when the commission makes that public interest

25· ·determination, that the commission looks at several
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·1· ·factors?· You know, I think you listed the multiple

·2· ·factors, the low cost factor ones, but there is several

·3· ·other factors?

·4· · · · · · ·MR. BAKER:· Objection.· I don't believe his

·5· ·scope of work includes opining on what the commission

·6· ·should consider in making the overall public

·7· ·determination.· He looked and talked about what his --

·8· ·his interpretation is based on the specific RFP, not

·9· ·what the commission should decide based on the broader

10· ·statutory scheme.

11· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· I think I am going to

12· ·overrule that objection.· I think his statutory

13· ·relationship with the commission is advisory to the

14· ·commission.· So I am going to allow him to answer this

15· ·question.

16· · · · Q.· ·(By Ms. McDowell)· Do you need me to restate

17· ·the question?

18· · · · A.· ·Yes, if you could please.

19· · · · Q.· ·Yes.· So ultimately the question that the

20· ·commission needs to determine is whether these resources

21· ·are in the public interest, and the commission looks at

22· ·several factors.· And that low cost factor is one of

23· ·five; is that correct?

24· · · · A.· ·That's correct.· Yes.

25· · · · Q.· ·So I just want to review a couple of the key
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·1· ·conclusions of your report.· Would you agree that the

·2· ·response to this RFP was robust?

·3· · · · A.· ·Yes, it was, and we -- that was one of our

·4· ·conclusions in our report.

·5· · · · Q.· ·And just again, was your ultimate conclusion

·6· ·that PacifiCorp complied in general with the rules and

·7· ·statutes that pertain to the RFP process in Utah?

·8· · · · A.· ·That -- that was one of our conclusions, yes.

·9· · · · Q.· ·And I think you also mentioned that PacifiCorp

10· ·used a consistent and equitable evaluation process, and

11· ·by that, were you meaning that with respect to all of

12· ·the bids presented, it applied the same modeling

13· ·methodology?

14· · · · A.· ·Yes.· You know, the same modeling methodology,

15· ·same assumptions, same input forms that all the bidders

16· ·had to put -- all the bidders, including the benchmarks,

17· ·had to provide the same level of information.

18· · · · Q.· ·And that was the 20 year SO modeling.· Is that

19· ·the modeling and evaluation you are referring to?

20· · · · A.· ·The modeling and evaluation took several

21· ·forms.· It was -- you know, the short list analysis, it

22· ·was based on the spreadsheet model and the more detailed

23· ·analysis based on the SO and PaR models.

24· · · · Q.· ·So you mentioned that you had some concerns

25· ·about whether the benchmark bids could be potentially
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·1· ·understated in terms of the costs.· Do you recall that

·2· ·part of your summary?

·3· · · · A.· ·Yes, I do.

·4· · · · Q.· ·Are you aware that under this process, the

·5· ·commission preapproves the amount of costs only up to

·6· ·the company's estimates for the cost of the projects?

·7· · · · A.· ·I am not -- no, I am not -- I am not aware of

·8· ·that specific --

·9· · · · Q.· ·Well, let me just ask you to assume that

10· ·hypothetically.· Assume that the commission is approving

11· ·only the amounts that were bid into the process, only

12· ·the amounts of the estimate, and that any amount over

13· ·those estimates would be closely scrutinized by the

14· ·commission and would have to be established to be

15· ·prudent.

16· · · · · · ·Would that address the concerns you had about

17· ·the commission closely scrutinizing the actual costs of

18· ·the bids?

19· · · · A.· ·Well, certainly there are a number of ways of

20· ·doing that, and one is to establish, you know, a firm

21· ·cap.· There's -- you know -- but it's, you know, it's

22· ·not my -- you know, I don't look at it as my role to

23· ·firmly state that that's the way it should be done.· But

24· ·that's a requirement in some -- you know, that's one

25· ·option, I guess.
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·1· · · · · · ·The other is, you know, the prudent standard

·2· ·and how broad that could be.· But it's, you know, that's

·3· ·really, you know, up to the commission to determine, you

·4· ·know, that -- that process.

·5· · · · · · ·But I -- I raise that because there's, you

·6· ·know, there's some consideration that if, you know, you

·7· ·know, how do you define that prudent standard?· And if

·8· ·costs, you know, end up being a lot higher than

·9· ·anticipated, you know, the PPA bids are firm, they have

10· ·to live by the bid they submit.· Whereas, you know, I

11· ·have seen cases where they are self build or benchmark

12· ·could, you know, increase the price of it, and they may

13· ·not have won under that original price, but they could

14· ·win under the, you know, under the low price.

15· · · · · · ·And that's my concern.· And as IE, that's one

16· ·of the things we focus on all the time that, you know,

17· ·making sure that the pricing is reasonable and that, you

18· ·know, all costs for the benchmark are accounted for.

19· ·And that's what we try to do.

20· · · · Q.· ·So your recommendation would be in a -- in a

21· ·statutory scheme where the costs are preapproved up to

22· ·the estimate, and then prudence has to be established

23· ·for anything above that, that the commission apply a

24· ·strict prudence standard?

25· · · · A.· ·I think, yeah.· In a case like this, I think,
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·1· ·yeah, that prudent standard should be -- should be

·2· ·fairly strict.

·3· · · · · · ·MS. MCDOWELL:· That's all I have.· Thank you.

·4· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you,

·5· ·Ms. McDowell.· Mr. Jetter.

·6· · · · · · · · · · · · · EXAMINATION

·7· ·BY MR. JETTER:

·8· · · · Q.· ·Hi.· Good morning, Mr. Oliver.· My name is

·9· ·Justin Jetter.· I'm an attorney with the Utah Attorney

10· ·General's office, and I represent one of the Utah's

11· ·regulatory agencies, the Division of Public Utilities.

12· · · · A.· ·Good morning.

13· · · · Q.· ·I have just a few brief questions for you this

14· ·morning.· You described the comparison a little bit,

15· ·that you didn't have that available to you in your

16· ·analysis to directly compare the solar RFP results along

17· ·with the wind results.· Is that accurate?

18· · · · A.· ·Yes.· The only thing we had was the

19· ·presentation that PacifiCorp provided us that identified

20· ·the results.· But again, that was -- we looked at it as

21· ·more of a parallel path evaluation.· It was, you know,

22· ·two separate evaluations.

23· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Thank you.· And are you aware, there

24· ·was no all-source RFP, and so is it accurate that there

25· ·wasn't information on current bid prices for other
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·1· ·resource options?

·2· · · · A.· ·That's correct, yes.

·3· · · · Q.· ·And so it would be fair to say that those

·4· ·could be cheaper; we just don't know?

·5· · · · A.· ·That's -- that's a -- I can accept that

·6· ·statement, yes.

·7· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· And would you accept -- would you agree

·8· ·that if we were seeking to fill capacity need with a

·9· ·lowest-cost alternative resource, it would be prudent to

10· ·review all types of generation that could provide that

11· ·capacity?

12· · · · A.· ·You know, utilities, you know, generally, you

13· ·know, apply different -- different approaches, but I

14· ·think for, you know, for a capacity need, it should

15· ·be -- I would say, you know, given the market as it is

16· ·today with so many different options out there, I would

17· ·say that an all-source RFP would be an appropriate way

18· ·of filling a capacity need.· And in fact, many utilities

19· ·are doing that right now.

20· · · · Q.· ·Thank you for that.· I would like to just

21· ·change gears just a little bit to ask you a question

22· ·about some of the bids that were excluded because of

23· ·queue position in the transmission queue.

24· · · · · · ·Is my understanding accurate that there were

25· ·some PPAs that may have been lower cost resources if
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·1· ·they had been at a more preferential spot in the queue

·2· ·for transmission?

·3· · · · A.· ·There was one PPA that potentially could have

·4· ·been lower cost.

·5· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· In your experience, would you say that

·6· ·if third party developers had advanced knowledge of what

·7· ·the queue position cutoff would be, that would have

·8· ·given them some advantage ahead of time to be able to

·9· ·secure an earlier queue position?

10· · · · A.· ·Well, I don't know if it would allow them to

11· ·secure an earlier queue position, but it may have

12· ·affected how they -- how they bid, or if they bid.

13· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Thank you.· Mr. Oliver, those are all

14· ·of my questions.· Thank you for your time and your

15· ·report.· It's been very useful for the parties.

16· · · · A.· ·Thank you.

17· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Thank you, Mr. Jetter.

18· ·Mr. Moore.

19· · · · · · ·MR. RUSSELL:· The office has no questions.

20· ·Thank you.

21· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you.

22· ·Mr. Russell.

23· · · · · · ·MR. RUSSELL:· Thank you, Chair LeVar.

24· · · · · · · · · · · · · EXAMINATION

25· ·BY MR. RUSSELL:
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·1· · · · Q.· ·Mr. Oliver, my name is Phillip Russell.· I'm

·2· ·an attorney representing an industrial consumer group

·3· ·called the Utah Association of Energies or UAE.· I do

·4· ·have a few questions for you.

·5· · · · · · ·COURT REPORTER:· Can you pull your mic closer

·6· ·to you?

·7· · · · · · ·MR. RUSSELL:· Yeah, sorry.· She chastised me

·8· ·about that before the hearing started, and I'm

·9· ·apparently not a very good listener.

10· · · · Q.· ·(By Mr. Russell)· Your report addresses the

11· ·final short list, correct?

12· · · · A.· ·Yes.

13· · · · Q.· ·And that final short list consisted of four

14· ·projects totaling approximately 1,300 megawatts of

15· ·capacity, correct?

16· · · · A.· ·Subject to check, it should be correct.

17· · · · Q.· ·Yeah.· And are you aware that the -- that one

18· ·of those projects has been removed from consideration in

19· ·this docket?

20· · · · A.· ·Yes, I am.

21· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· And that's the Uinta project, correct?

22· · · · A.· ·Correct.

23· · · · Q.· ·And that is the one of the four that would not

24· ·have interconnected in the new -- on the new

25· ·transmission line that's also being considered, correct?
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·1· · · · A.· ·It's my understanding.

·2· · · · Q.· ·Do you have an understanding as to why the

·3· ·Uinta project has been removed?

·4· · · · A.· ·Not -- not totally.· I don't fully understand

·5· ·that, you know, justification behind the decision.

·6· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· As we have discussed, the Uinta project

·7· ·didn't interconnect to the new transmission segment, and

·8· ·so it could be built without incurring the expense of

·9· ·that transmission line, right?

10· · · · A.· ·That -- that's my understanding, correct.

11· · · · Q.· ·And you note in your report that the costs of

12· ·the transmission line are approximately $700 million,

13· ·right?

14· · · · A.· ·I believe that's correct.

15· · · · Q.· ·Yeah, and just -- if you need to check it,

16· ·it's on page 85 of your report, towards the top.

17· · · · A.· ·I -- subject to check, I think it's correct.

18· · · · Q.· ·All right.· When the company conducted its

19· ·economic review and analysis of the initial short list

20· ·that it developed, and then to narrow that initial short

21· ·list down to the final short list, it imposed the cost

22· ·of the transmission projects on all of those initial

23· ·short list projects, right?

24· · · · A.· ·I'm sorry.· Could you repeat that?· Are you

25· ·talking about the initial -- the short list evaluation?
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·1· · · · Q.· ·Yeah.· After they had the initial short list

·2· ·of projects, to narrow that initial short list to the

·3· ·final short list, they imposed the costs of the

·4· ·transmission projects on those initial short list

·5· ·projects, right?· To get it down to the final short

·6· ·list?

·7· · · · A.· ·That's my recollection, but I am not sure if

·8· ·you -- if you could point me?

·9· · · · Q.· ·I believe it's on page 31 of your report.

10· · · · A.· ·My report -- my report pages may be slightly

11· ·different than yours, so...

12· · · · Q.· ·That -- that that may be the case.· I'm in a

13· ·section in -- that's section 4, bid, evaluation,

14· ·methodology, and there's a subsection titled short list

15· ·evaluation methodology.

16· · · · A.· ·Okay.· I have that.

17· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· And I don't know what page we are

18· ·working with so let's just work from that sub header

19· ·down.

20· · · · A.· ·Okay.

21· · · · Q.· ·It's the third paragraph starting the nominal

22· ·levelized.· Do you see that?

23· · · · A.· ·Right.

24· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· And it states, "The nominal levelized

25· ·net benefit reflects interconnection network upgrade
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·1· ·costs but does not include the cost of the

·2· ·Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline transmission line, which

·3· ·would be captured in the economic analysis in forming

·4· ·selection of the final short list."· Do you see that?

·5· · · · A.· ·Yes.

·6· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· So does that -- does that refresh your

·7· ·recollection as to the question I had originally asked?

·8· · · · A.· ·Yeah.· Yeah.· Certainly the -- the only

·9· ·network upgrade costs are included in the initial short

10· ·list evaluation, but the full transmission costs were

11· ·included in the final.

12· · · · Q.· ·And that was true with respect to projects

13· ·that did not require the new transmission line in order

14· ·to interconnect, correct?

15· · · · A.· ·Yes.

16· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Including Uinta?

17· · · · A.· ·Yeah.· I, you know, again subject to check,

18· ·but I'm -- you know, there's a lot -- there's a lot of

19· ·data that was available.· You know, the company's

20· ·looking at a portfolio.· So, you know, the transmission

21· ·costs for the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline project were

22· ·included in that evaluation.

23· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Thank you.· So let's imagine a scenario

24· ·where the transmission project costs were only imposed

25· ·on those projects that required the transmission line to
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·1· ·be built in order to interconnect.

·2· · · · · · ·So those projects that did not require the

·3· ·transmission line, like Uinta and presumably others, is

·4· ·it possible that we could have ended up with a different

·5· ·mix of resources in the final short list than those

·6· ·currently being presented in the final short list?

·7· · · · · · ·MS. MCDOWELL:· I think I am going to object to

·8· ·this question on the basis that I think it goes outside

·9· ·his -- the scope of his report, which is to evaluate the

10· ·resources that were presented, not to get into

11· ·hypotheticals about what other -- how else it could have

12· ·been done, what else could have happened.

13· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Mr. Russell, could you repeat

14· ·the question again, and then respond to the objection?

15· · · · · · ·MR. RUSSELL:· Sure.· The question was if --

16· ·and, again, we're talking about the fact -- or we're

17· ·talking about the imposition of transmission project

18· ·costs on all projects that were selected to the initial

19· ·short list, and narrowing those down to the final short

20· ·list, regardless of whether those projects required the

21· ·new transmission segment to interconnect.

22· · · · · · ·And the question was, is it possible that if

23· ·the transmission project costs were imposed only on

24· ·those that required the new transmission segment to

25· ·interconnect, is it possible that we might have ended up
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·1· ·with a different final short list, if those PPAs or bids

·2· ·that were outside of that transmission constraint were

·3· ·not burdened with the cost of the transmission line?

·4· · · · · · ·In response to counsel's objection, I'll note

·5· ·that Mr. Oliver was involved from this process before

·6· ·the RFP was written.· He's been involved in this process

·7· ·from the timing of the selection of the bids, through

·8· ·the initial short list.· He was involved in the

·9· ·narrowing down from the initial short list to the final

10· ·short list.

11· · · · · · ·I think this question is well within

12· ·Mr. Oliver's purview as an evaluator of whether this RFP

13· ·was fair and transparent.

14· · · · · · ·MS. MCDOWELL:· So I think part of my concern

15· ·here is that I believe that the record is getting

16· ·confused by exactly how the transmission costs were

17· ·assigned.· They were not assigned on a project by

18· ·project basis, and I think that is the predicate for the

19· ·question.· And somehow or other we got from this part of

20· ·the report to that conclusion, which is really not what

21· ·happened.· And I think -- I am concerned about now we're

22· ·getting into a hypothetical that is based on a

23· ·misrepresentation of how the costs were assigned in this

24· ·RFP.

25· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Considering that and
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·1· ·considering the explanation, I think I'm going to allow

·2· ·Mr. Oliver to answer the question.· If you feel like any

·3· ·follow-up questions are appropriate for clarity after

·4· ·everyone has asked questions, I think we'll allow that.

·5· ·But I think it's an appropriate question for him to

·6· ·answer at this point.

·7· · · · A.· ·Okay.· Yeah, it was my understanding, the

·8· ·transmission costs were just -- the total transmission

·9· ·costs, it was, you know, basically the analysis was cost

10· ·and benefits.· And the transmission costs were applied,

11· ·you know, the costs for transmission was applied, you

12· ·know, to the cost of the portfolio.· So, you know, the

13· ·SO model selected a number of two different portfolios,

14· ·and then, you know, those portfolios were evaluated

15· ·through PaR.· So transmission was applied overall, not

16· ·individually to each project.

17· · · · Q.· ·(By Mr. Russell)· Well, yeah.· And I wasn't

18· ·suggesting that the transmission costs were imposed on

19· ·each project, on a project-by-project basis.· But what I

20· ·think you just said was that the SO model assumed the

21· ·cost of the $700 million transmission project regardless

22· ·of whether the bids that were being evaluated required

23· ·that project to interconnect, correct.

24· · · · A.· ·There's my understanding, yes.

25· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· I want to ask a different set of
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·1· ·questions now.· One of the projects as we discussed is

·2· ·the Cedar Springs project, right?

·3· · · · A.· ·Correct.

·4· · · · Q.· ·And that, I -- as I gather in the final short

·5· ·list, is a -- is a combined BTA and PPA project, yes?

·6· · · · A.· ·That's correct.

·7· · · · Q.· ·How -- how was that evaluated?· Was it

·8· ·evaluated as a single project or two separate projects?

·9· ·Because those are different formats and I'm curious as

10· ·to how -- how you evaluated that -- that project.

11· · · · A.· ·Well, it was -- several different options

12· ·there.· One was, the project was offered as a separate,

13· ·like you said, 200 megawatt BTA and 200 megawatt PBA,

14· ·and those were evaluated separately based on the type

15· ·of -- you know, the how PPA was evaluated with its costs

16· ·and benefits, and how BTA was evaluated with its costs

17· ·and benefits and then combined.

18· · · · · · ·And the second option was it was basically

19· ·399, 400 megawatt PPA, and that was evaluated as a PPA.

20· ·The BTA, PPA option was the one that was included in

21· ·the -- as -- in the final -- the final short list.

22· · · · Q.· ·Yeah, and the question I am trying to ask, is

23· ·it -- was that evaluated as two separate projects?

24· ·Really one approximately 200 megawatt BTA, and then one

25· ·approximately 200 megawatt PPA?
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·1· · · · A.· ·No.· You, I guess, the question -- I don't

·2· ·know if I can ask the question back.· But are you

·3· ·referring to the initial short list or the final short

·4· ·list?

·5· · · · Q.· ·The final.

·6· · · · A.· ·Well, the final short list, it was -- it was a

·7· ·combined project basically as a 200 megawatt PPA and a

·8· ·200 megawatt BTA.

·9· · · · Q.· ·Yeah, I understand that.· I'm just trying to

10· ·figure out how -- how you could evaluate that as a

11· ·single project, when it does have two different formats.

12· ·And I'll tell you why I am asking.

13· · · · · · ·There's a considerable amount of time in you,

14· ·you know, space spent in your report discussing the

15· ·different evaluations of BTA projects versus PPA

16· ·projects.· And I think the Cedar Springs may give us a

17· ·sense of how you went about ensuring that those were

18· ·evaluated on a level basis.

19· · · · A.· ·Well, you know, the projects were evaluated as

20· ·they were offered.· So the PP -- you know, again, it

21· ·was -- it was a portfolio.· But that portfolio does have

22· ·different -- would have different line items, I guess,

23· ·for lack of a better term.· And the 200 megawatt PPA was

24· ·evaluated as a PPA, and the 200 megawatt BTA was

25· ·evaluated as a BTA option.
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·1· · · · · · ·So it would be -- the company would eventually

·2· ·own that project, and it would be included in the rate

·3· ·base and evaluated like any other rate base project

·4· ·would be.

·5· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Let's talk about PPA projects and BTA

·6· ·projects more generally.· Your understanding is that the

·7· ·first model run -- say you got all the bids in, you have

·8· ·got some PPAs and some BTAs.· The first model run would

·9· ·be -- would go through the company's system optimizer

10· ·model, right?

11· · · · A.· ·Well, the bids come in -- the first run is

12· ·basically based on a spreadsheet model.· That would

13· ·include different cost -- cost and benefit items

14· ·depending on the type of resource.· And that's basically

15· ·just a spreadsheet model.· So, and you know, it would

16· ·basically project out over time depending on how many

17· ·years.

18· · · · · · ·So if it's a BTA, it would be -- you know,

19· ·have revenue requirements associated with it, you know,

20· ·primary cost components.· If it's a PPA, then it's the

21· ·bid price, times the generation.· So it would be an

22· ·annual cost.· And that that would be, you know, you

23· ·would model that depending on that cost structure.

24· · · · Q.· ·Sure.· And what length of time would you study

25· ·those projects?
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·1· · · · A.· ·The PPA was over the term of the bid, whether

·2· ·it was the 20 years plus.· You know, the bidders had an

·3· ·option of offering an extension.· That was one of the

·4· ·issues that we suggested earlier on to put the BTA and

·5· ·the PPA options on an equal footing.· And the BTA

·6· ·options were evaluated over 30 years.

·7· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· So you know, in an effort to put the

·8· ·BTA and the PPAs on an equal footing, you actually

·9· ·evaluated them based on the length of the project and

10· ·not cut off at some time, some year?

11· · · · A.· ·No.· We're talking about now, again, the

12· ·initial evaluation, the short list evaluation that was

13· ·based on the term of the project.

14· · · · Q.· ·Sorry.· I missed that last part.· The initial

15· ·was based on the term of the projects?

16· · · · A.· ·The term bid, yes.

17· · · · Q.· ·And that could be different for each bid?

18· · · · A.· ·That's correct.

19· · · · Q.· ·Okay.

20· · · · A.· ·One thing to keep in mind, just to follow up,

21· ·is that it's cost and benefits.· So there's really not

22· ·a -- I don't look at it as being a bias there, because

23· ·the cost and the benefit side is, you know, equally

24· ·accounted for, whether it's 20 years or 30 years.

25· ·It's -- you know, you are evaluating the costs and the
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·1· ·benefits of those resources over the time period that

·2· ·they had -- that they are bid at basically.

·3· · · · Q.· ·But in order to capture all of those costs and

·4· ·benefits of each project, you carried the analysis out

·5· ·to the term of each bid, right?

·6· · · · A.· ·Correct.

·7· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· I want to ask you some questions that

·8· ·touch on some of the questions that Ms. McDowell posed

·9· ·to you, and that relates to your statements.· You know,

10· ·I'll point to it here.

11· · · · A.· ·Okay.

12· · · · Q.· ·I think it's on page 71.· It's my page 71,

13· ·anyway.· This is your table 20.

14· · · · A.· ·Okay.

15· · · · Q.· ·And you look at the second bullet point under

16· ·general requirements there.· Do you have that?

17· · · · A.· ·Okay.· Yes, I do.

18· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· And on the left-hand side you cite the

19· ·commission rule stating the solicitation process must be

20· ·designed to lead to the acquisition of electricity at

21· ·the lowest reasonable cost, and I actually want to focus

22· ·on your statement on the right-hand side.

23· · · · · · ·The very last sentence there states, "However,

24· ·it is not possible to determine if the wind only

25· ·resources offer the lowest reasonable cost without an
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·1· ·integrated resource procurement and evaluation process

·2· ·that also includes solar and potentially other

·3· ·resources."

·4· · · · · · ·And I guess the question I have is, is it your

·5· ·belief that in order to determine whether a resource

·6· ·selected is the least cost, we need to test it against

·7· ·the whole market?· Is that the idea here?

·8· · · · A.· ·Well, like I said, as I mentioned before, I

·9· ·mean, I think -- there are different ways of designing a

10· ·solicitation.· In some cases it's tested against the

11· ·entire market.· In other cases it's, you know, defined

12· ·based on, you know, what type of product you are looking

13· ·to fill.

14· · · · · · ·If it's a resource need for firm capacity, you

15· ·know, as opposed to just a, you know, an intimate

16· ·resource, for example, you know, you could have

17· ·different -- different types of solicitations.

18· · · · · · ·But what I was saying here, the point I was

19· ·trying to make here is that I couldn't, as you know,

20· ·based on the information that I had -- I couldn't make

21· ·that determination, because I didn't, as I mentioned

22· ·before -- what we had at the end of the period when the

23· ·report was completed was a parallel evaluation for the

24· ·solar bids and the bids, and that was it.

25· · · · · · ·You know, how much, what the total of, you
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·1· ·know, the benefits were from solar versus wind and, you

·2· ·know, some discussion about how, if you add both of them

·3· ·together, it would still be additional benefits, you

·4· ·know, incremental benefits.· But that was it.· It was

·5· ·no, you know, assessment of how the -- you know, how the

·6· ·bids stack up.· Like, was it two wind bids and then

·7· ·three solar bids or what?· I mean, we had no idea how

·8· ·that -- how they were integrated.

·9· · · · Q.· ·Do you recall testifying in a separate docket

10· ·in this -- in this matter -- actually not in this

11· ·matter.· It's a separate docket -- in this commission,

12· ·regarding the solicitation process itself?

13· · · · A.· ·In this solicitation process?

14· · · · Q.· ·Yeah.· So there was -- there was the docket

15· ·that related to what the solicitation process would look

16· ·like.

17· · · · A.· ·Right, right.· Okay.

18· · · · Q.· ·And now we have done the RFP, or we're

19· ·finalizing the RFP I guess?

20· · · · A.· ·Right.

21· · · · Q.· ·And we, you know, proposed to select some

22· ·resources.· What I want to ask you about is the initial

23· ·scope of your work related to the solicitation process.

24· ·Do you remember testifying in that docket?

25· · · · A.· ·Yes, I do.
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·1· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· I have got some of your testimony I

·2· ·want to ask you some questions about.· It will take me a

·3· ·second to hand it out here.

·4· · · · · · ·For purposes of the record, I will note that I

·5· ·have handed out Mr. Oliver's September 13th, 2017,

·6· ·rebuttal testimony -- prefiled rebuttal testimony in

·7· ·docket 17-035-23 that we will mark as UAE Cross Exhibit

·8· ·2, and I'll ask you to take a look at it and see if you

·9· ·recognize it.

10· · · · · · ·(UAE Cross Exhibit No. 2 was marked.)

11· · · · A.· ·Yes, I do recognize this testimony.

12· · · · Q.· ·(Mr. Russell)· And was this the testimony that

13· ·you submitted in that docket?

14· · · · A.· ·Yes, it was.

15· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Let's turn to the next to last page,

16· ·and it's line 258.· And on that line you begin a

17· ·sentence that states, "Whether the RFP will most likely

18· ·result in the acquisition, production and delivery of

19· ·electricity at the lowest reasonable cost to retail

20· ·customers, the potential benefits to customers, and the

21· ·ability of the process to meet public interest

22· ·requirements will not be known at the time of issuance

23· ·of the RFP."

24· · · · · · ·Can you tell me, and I know we're going back a

25· ·little bit, what was -- what was your thinking with
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·1· ·respect to that particular statement?

·2· · · · A.· ·Well, I mean, this is a -- I look at this is a

·3· ·results oriented issue, that you really -- you know,

·4· ·that's one of the issues that we opine on at the end of

·5· ·the process once the process takes place.· But it's not

·6· ·known and knowable at the time the RFP is issued.

·7· · · · Q.· ·So you are saying just because you are at the

·8· ·front of the process, you don't know the answer?

·9· · · · A.· ·Correct.

10· · · · Q.· ·Is what you are telling me now?

11· · · · A.· ·Exactly.

12· · · · Q.· ·And we just read some -- going back to your

13· ·testimony in, excuse me, your final report, in this

14· ·docket, you have just said that looking at the wind and

15· ·solar on parallel tracks, you can't say whether the wind

16· ·projects selected here are the least cost, right?

17· · · · A.· ·From the information that we have, we can't.

18· · · · Q.· ·And I want to direct your attention to page

19· ·80 -- it's my page 84 of your report.· It's in your list

20· ·of conclusions.

21· · · · A.· ·Okay.

22· · · · Q.· ·There's a bullet point in that list of

23· ·conclusions that starts, "one of the primary issues."

24· ·Do you see that?

25· · · · A.· ·Yes, I do.
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·1· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· There's -- I want to talk to you about

·2· ·a sentence maybe two thirds of the way down that starts,

·3· ·"Since PacifiCorp's solicitation."· Do you see that?

·4· · · · A.· ·Right.

·5· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· "Since Pacific Corp's solicitation is

·6· ·based solely on the solicitation for system wind

·7· ·resources, it is not possible to determine if other

·8· ·resources would have been included in the final

·9· ·least-cost, least-risk system portfolio, potentially

10· ·displacing one or more wind resources."

11· · · · · · ·And so you testified that your testimony at

12· ·the front end on the solicitation process was results

13· ·oriented, and now that you have seen the results, your

14· ·conclusion is that you still can't tell whether this is

15· ·the least cost, right?

16· · · · A.· ·That's correct.· And I -- as I understand

17· ·also, that the process has changed a bit.· As we've gone

18· ·along we're -- you know, initially the discussion was

19· ·about, you know, taking advantage of a unique

20· ·opportunity as an intermittent resource, and now we are

21· ·talking about filling a resource need.· So there's a

22· ·difference there.

23· · · · · · ·And that's why it's very hard to make a

24· ·determination at the end of the day whether or not this

25· ·solicitation process, you know, meets the provisions
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·1· ·listed here.

·2· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Let's switch gears to another of the

·3· ·public interest factors, which is whether there was a

·4· ·robust response.

·5· · · · A.· ·Okay.

·6· · · · Q.· ·I'll ask you to turn to, it's back to page 71.

·7· ·It's that table 20 we were looking at earlier.

·8· · · · A.· ·Okay.

·9· · · · Q.· ·And it's the fourth bullet point from the top

10· ·in the general requirements.

11· · · · A.· ·Okay.

12· · · · Q.· ·And on the left do you see that you've got

13· ·the -- you cite the commission rule and state, "Be

14· ·designed to solicit a robust set of bids."· And you --

15· ·your testimony and your report indicated there was a

16· ·robust set of bids, right?

17· · · · A.· ·Correct.

18· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· You also have a statement in -- in

19· ·response to this element of the public interest factors

20· ·that says, and I am going to read it.· I'll help you get

21· ·there.· There's a sentence that starts in, you know,

22· ·that middle that says, "While there was a robust

23· ·response."· Do you see that?

24· · · · A.· ·Yes.

25· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· "While there was a robust response, it
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·1· ·became obvious later in the process that based on the

·2· ·interconnection queue, bidders who had only initiated

·3· ·project development had little or no chance to compete."

·4· ·Do you see that?

·5· · · · A.· ·Yes.

·6· · · · Q.· ·How does the fact that there were very few of

·7· ·the bidders could compete, while there were a number of

·8· ·bidders, how does that affect your evaluation as to

·9· ·whether the response was robust?

10· · · · A.· ·Well, the response itself was robust.· You

11· ·know, there were a number of bid -- we received a number

12· ·of bids and a number of different types of bids, you

13· ·know, PPAs and BTAs.· So from -- you know, that's how I

14· ·would define a robust response is the initial -- initial

15· ·response from the bidder.· So the bidders at that point,

16· ·you know, felt confident that they, you know, they had

17· ·good projects they were willing to, you know, offer

18· ·those projects into the solicitation.

19· · · · Q.· ·Does the robustness -- pardon me.· Does the

20· ·robustness of the response -- in your determination of

21· ·whether a response is robust, do you consider whether

22· ·those -- whether the bids can provide competition for

23· ·the benchmark resources?

24· · · · A.· ·When we look at a robust response -- when we

25· ·look at response to bids, we were looking at basically,
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·1· ·initially at this point, when I say robust, it really

·2· ·just gets into how many bids did you receive, what types

·3· ·of bids.· Were they, you know, all of one type or

·4· ·different types?

·5· · · · · · ·And we also look at what -- how many megawatts

·6· ·are offered relative to how much the company is looking

·7· ·for.· And in this case we -- you know, there was much

·8· ·more than the company was looking for.· So that's how I

·9· ·would define robust.

10· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· All right.· That's fair.· I'm going

11· ·to -- let's go back to this.· It's your rebuttal

12· ·testimony in the prior docket.

13· · · · A.· ·Okay.

14· · · · Q.· ·And I'll point you to that same page.· It's

15· ·actually the very next sentence, starting on line 261.

16· ·Do you have that?

17· · · · A.· ·Yes, I do.

18· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· You say, "However, the IE believes that

19· ·there are several off-ramps which are inherently

20· ·included in the solicitation process in schedule that

21· ·can lead either to termination of the solicitation by

22· ·PacifiCorp, or an opinion by the commission, IE or other

23· ·parties to suggest the solicitation process not

24· ·continue, if it appears that the public interest

25· ·standards will not be met."
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·1· · · · · · ·And does this -- does this kind of go back to

·2· ·your statement about your -- the sentence that we read

·3· ·previously that you were kind of at the front end of the

·4· ·process and you don't know how it's going to turn out?

·5· ·You are focused on the result, right?

·6· · · · A.· ·Right.· Like for example here, if there were

·7· ·only four bids or three bids or very -- only the

·8· ·benchmark bids were offered, then maybe it's, you know,

·9· ·you know, the IE may conclude or commission may conclude

10· ·that it's really not a robust process.· There's no

11· ·competition.· You know, do you even go forward with it?

12· · · · · · ·So it's that type of thing, I mean, that you

13· ·could -- that's why I was talking about off-ramps.

14· ·There'd be different points in time that you would have

15· ·an idea whether or not at least it's going to be a

16· ·competitive process where, you know, bidders have the

17· ·opportunity to compete.

18· · · · Q.· ·Sure.· And let's -- I'm going to talk about

19· ·this idea of the off-ramps, because, again, you are at

20· ·the front end of this process.· You are kind of looking

21· ·into the future, and if the process doesn't yield

22· ·competition or several other factors, you are saying,

23· ·you know, we can -- we can decide not to go forward.· We

24· ·can terminate it, right?

25· · · · A.· ·Right.
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·1· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· And let's look at this -- the next

·2· ·question and answer actually asks you to describe those

·3· ·off-ramps, or at least some of them.· And I want to read

·4· ·the first two.· You indicate that there are five.

·5· · · · A.· ·Yeah.

·6· · · · Q.· ·You state in your answer here on line 269, you

·7· ·say, "There are five off-ramps or key decision points in

·8· ·the solicitation process that could result in a go or no

·9· ·go decision for the solicitation process."· And I'll

10· ·just read the first two here.

11· · · · · · ·You state, "The first off-ramp is the response

12· ·of bidders.· If there is not a robust response from

13· ·bidders, resulting in little or no competition for the

14· ·benchmark option, this could be one basis for

15· ·terminating the solicitation process."· I'll stop there

16· ·for a second.

17· · · · · · ·You indicate that if the -- if the bids do not

18· ·result in competition for the benchmark resources, that

19· ·this could be an off-ramp, right?

20· · · · A.· ·Correct.

21· · · · Q.· ·Right.· And we've talked a little bit about --

22· ·there was -- there was a lot of response from bidders,

23· ·but you indicated in your report that that response

24· ·didn't necessarily result in a lot of competition for

25· ·the benchmark resources, right?
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·1· · · · A.· ·Sorry.· Could you repeat that, please?

·2· · · · Q.· ·Yeah.· When we were looking at the table 20 in

·3· ·your report, you indicated that while there was a robust

·4· ·response, that robust response didn't necessarily yield

·5· ·a lot of competition for the benchmark resources, right?

·6· · · · A.· ·Well, in the initial -- when the bids were

·7· ·initially submitted, it did.· There were a number of

·8· ·different -- you know, there were a number of PPA bids

·9· ·and benchmark and BTA bids that were submitted.

10· · · · Q.· ·Yeah.· But as you indicate in your discussion

11· ·of the interconnection queue, a lot of those were not

12· ·viable as a result of that -- the interconnection

13· ·process, right?

14· · · · A.· ·Yeah.· As we found out at the end of the day,

15· ·right.· That's correct.

16· · · · Q.· ·Yeah.· So I am kind of drawing a distinction

17· ·between the initial response from bids and whether those

18· ·bids could have provided competition and whether they

19· ·did.· And your indication, I think from your report, and

20· ·correct me if I'm wrong, is that at the end of the day,

21· ·while we got a lot of bids, they didn't provide a lot of

22· ·competition for the benchmark resources, right?

23· · · · A.· ·At the end of the day, it -- they didn't.· But

24· ·we didn't know that -- I didn't know that at the time.

25· · · · Q.· ·No.· Understood.· Yeah, yeah.· So let's talk
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·1· ·about the second off-ramp.· So we're at line 73 of your

·2· ·prior testimony.· "The second off-ramp will occur at the

·3· ·time of the initial short list selection.· Bidders

·4· ·selected for the initial short list will be required to

·5· ·provide a system impact study.· If competition is

·6· ·affected because bidders are not able to secure an SIS,

·7· ·this could also signal lack of competition and

·8· ·jeopardize the process going forward, particularly since

·9· ·PacifiCorp transmission will likely undertake the

10· ·studies."

11· · · · · · ·Now, I don't have a specific question about

12· ·the SIS, but, again, this is your concern that even if

13· ·we get a lot of bids, something could happen during the

14· ·process that results in those bids not providing

15· ·competition for the benchmark resources, right?

16· · · · A.· ·That's correct, yeah.

17· · · · · · ·MR. RUSSELL:· Okay.· I don't have any further

18· ·questions for Mr. Oliver.

19· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you,

20· ·Mr. Russell.· Mr. Baker.

21· · · · · · ·MR. BAKER:· Thank you.

22· · · · · · · · · · · · · EXAMINATION

23· ·BY MR. BAKER:

24· · · · Q.· ·Good morning, Mr. Oliver.

25· · · · A.· ·Good morning.
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·1· · · · Q.· ·My name is Chad Baker.· I represent an

·2· ·intervention coalition known as the Utah Industrial

·3· ·Energy Consumers.· I just have a couple of follow-up

·4· ·questions for you.

·5· · · · · · ·In the -- well, one, I believe in your report,

·6· ·or in your testimony here today, you have alluded to

·7· ·PPAs being less risky from a customer perspective; is

·8· ·that correct?

·9· · · · A.· ·Yeah, that's correct.

10· · · · Q.· ·In the selection of the resources of a BTA

11· ·versus a PPA, and how you try to put them on equal

12· ·footing, did that evaluation consider the risks to

13· ·customers of these different vehicles?

14· · · · A.· ·In doing the overall evaluation or --

15· · · · Q.· ·Yes.

16· · · · A.· ·Well, it -- we tried to account for that as

17· ·part of the -- as reviewing the quantitative evaluation,

18· ·you know, at that point.· Basically, as I mentioned, you

19· ·know, the list selection process, ensuring that, you

20· ·know, that all the costs and benefits for each of --

21· ·each of the options was, you know, was carefully looked

22· ·at and that type of thing.

23· · · · · · ·So we looked at it from a quantitative

24· ·perspective.· We didn't put any adders on or anything

25· ·for, you know, for qualitative.
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·1· · · · Q.· ·So the -- if I understand correctly, there was

·2· ·no quantitative assignment of the reduced -- of the

·3· ·reduction in risk that a PPA may provide?

·4· · · · A.· ·No.· There was not at that -- not at that

·5· ·stage in the process.

·6· · · · Q.· ·And --

·7· · · · A.· ·And by the way, we did actually -- based on

·8· ·our design report, we did scrutinize the contracts

·9· ·pretty closely as well, to identify those issues.

10· · · · Q.· ·When you say you "scrutinized the contracts,"

11· ·did you scrutinize the final contracts or the exemplar

12· ·contracts that were submitted in the bid package?

13· · · · A.· ·The pro forma contracts, were included in the

14· ·bid package.

15· · · · Q.· ·When -- when you were discussing the -- the

16· ·queue position and its impact on some of the bidders, I

17· ·can't recall, do those become nonviable because either

18· ·the transmission costs necessary to connect them to the

19· ·system had to be imposed and that sent it off, or were

20· ·they actually imposed and that made them nonviable?

21· · · · A.· ·No.· My recollection was that -- when we get

22· ·to that point and I think we -- I mention in my report

23· ·that I was, you know, surprised by, you know,

24· ·disappointed by the, you know, that result.

25· · · · · · ·That -- what happened at that point, for those
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·1· ·projects to be connected they would -- they would -- the

·2· ·company would have to build out Gateway South and

·3· ·Gateway West as I recall, and the costs associated with

·4· ·those would be substantial.· But it was never -- it was

·5· ·never quantified in the evaluation.

·6· · · · Q.· ·Thanks for that clarification.· Is

·7· ·guaranteeing the -- having the company guarantee the

·8· ·costs and capacity factors one way to address your

·9· ·concerns about project actuals equaling forecast?

10· · · · A.· ·I had -- say it --

11· · · · Q.· ·We had had a discussion earlier about your

12· ·concern.· I believe there's, you talked about cost

13· ·overruns?

14· · · · A.· ·Right.

15· · · · Q.· ·I also believe you talk about capacity

16· ·factors, and actuals not generally being below forecast.

17· ·And so would hard guarantees on costs and capacity

18· ·factors be one way to address that concern?

19· · · · A.· ·I think costs can be, you know, subject to --

20· ·you know, again, you know, I want to make policy, don't

21· ·try to suggest policy.· But you know, certain -- you

22· ·know, close scrutiny of the cost is one thing as I, you

23· ·know, have talked about before, and I think that's

24· ·reasonable.

25· · · · · · ·The capacity factors is somewhat difficult
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·1· ·because it is subject to, you know, to the wind and that

·2· ·type of thing and the forecasts and of, you know, of

·3· ·generation profiles that are submitted.· But, you know,

·4· ·the I -- I think, you know, how -- if the company is

·5· ·required to, or any company is required to meet the, you

·6· ·know, generation level to similar to how PPA would have

·7· ·to meet those levels, I think that would be one way of,

·8· ·you know, handling that.

·9· · · · · · ·So PPA is basically committed to, you know, to

10· ·meeting the, you know, within some limits of meeting

11· ·those levels.· I think that type of provision could be

12· ·applied to any resource.

13· · · · Q.· ·If we focus on cost for a moment then.· So

14· ·guarantee on the costs would be one mechanism to address

15· ·your concern of actuals not equaling forecasts, correct?

16· · · · A.· ·Yeah.· I think a cap on the costs or something

17· ·along those lines.

18· · · · Q.· ·Would -- would a cost cap provide better rate

19· ·payer protection than a prudence review of cost overruns

20· ·once the concrete's already been poured?

21· · · · A.· ·I am not sure.· I don't know if I can answer

22· ·that question.

23· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· That's fine.· I think the record has

24· ·established that, so I will leave it at that.· And with

25· ·that, I have no further questions for you today.· Thank
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·1· ·you.

·2· · · · A.· ·Thank you.

·3· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you, Mr. Baker.

·4· ·I think what we're going to do after a short break is,

·5· ·since we don't really have an opportunity for redirect

·6· ·for Mr. Oliver, I think the fairest way is to give

·7· ·everyone one more shot if they have follow-up questions.

·8· ·So after a short break, I will ask everyone whether you

·9· ·intend to do any follow-up questions, and if there are,

10· ·for those who do, we will go in generally the same

11· ·order.· So we will break until about 10:45.· Thank you.

12· · · · · · ·(Recess from 10:33 a.m. to 10:47 a.m.)

13· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· I think we're ready to

14· ·go back on the record.· We apologize that so many of our

15· ·hearing breaks happen when one or the other of the

16· ·restrooms are being cleaned.· We were discussing options

17· ·other than just not getting them clean, which I don't

18· ·think is the best option.· We'll continue to -- we might

19· ·make some of our morning breaks a little bit longer just

20· ·to accommodate, if people are taking the elevator down

21· ·to the first floor.

22· · · · · · ·With that, I think we will just go in the same

23· ·order that we previously had questions.· So I'll first

24· ·go to Ms. Hickey.· Do you have any follow-up questions

25· ·for Mr. Oliver?
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·1· · · · · · ·MS. HICKEY:· No, sir.· Thank you.

·2· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you.

·3· ·Mr. Holman.

·4· · · · · · ·MR. HOLMAN:· I have no questions.· Thank you.

·5· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Ms. Hayes.

·6· · · · · · ·MS. HAYES:· Yeah, just really briefly.· Thank

·7· ·you.

·8· · · · · · · · · · · · ·EXAMINATION

·9· ·BY MS. HAYES:

10· · · · Q.· ·My name is Sophie Hayes.· I'm representing

11· ·Western Resource Advocates.· You have testified a bit

12· ·about how some of the evaluation criteria includes

13· ·looking at IRP models.· Is that correct?

14· · · · A.· ·Yeah.· The quantitative evaluation criteria is

15· ·based on the IRP modeling approach.

16· · · · Q.· ·And you have also been asked a bit about

17· ·whether an all-source RFP would give you a

18· ·representation of sort of the full range of resources

19· ·able to meet -- cost effectively meet end capacity need;

20· ·is that correct?

21· · · · A.· ·I was asked that question, yes.

22· · · · Q.· ·Is it your understanding that in the -- in the

23· ·lead-up to this RFP, that the IRP itself selected wind

24· ·resources?

25· · · · A.· ·That's my understanding.· I mean, I think that
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·1· ·was what initiated the solicitation process.

·2· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Thank you.

·3· · · · · · ·MS. HAYES:· No questions.· No other questions.

·4· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Ms. McDowell.

·5· · · · · · · · · · · FURTHER EXAMINATION

·6· ·BY MS. MCDOWELL:

·7· · · · Q.· ·Thank you.· So Mr. Oliver, I just have a

·8· ·couple of questions for you.· Beginning with your -- the

·9· ·testimony that you were handed, UAE Cross Exhibit 2.· Do

10· ·you have that?

11· · · · A.· ·Yes.

12· · · · Q.· ·So can you turn to page 9 of that testimony.

13· ·I want to direct your attention to your testimony at

14· ·line 1 -- beginning on line 185, where you state, "While

15· ·I did not specifically state a recommendation for

16· ·resource eligibility, I believe that a targeted

17· ·solicitation is reasonable given the unique

18· ·circumstances associated with the potential value to

19· ·customers of procuring additional wind resources at this

20· ·time to take advantage of the PTC benefits."

21· · · · · · ·So what I wanted to ask you about that

22· ·testimony is, is I recall from reading the transcript

23· ·that you testified that an all-source RFP would

24· ·potentially take quite a bit longer than a targeted RFP;

25· ·is that correct?
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·1· · · · A.· ·I -- subject to check, that's correct.

·2· · · · Q.· ·So in your experience, generally, an

·3· ·all-source RFP is a more complex and protracted process

·4· ·than a targeted RFP?

·5· · · · A.· ·Yes.· And at the time that I submitted this,

·6· ·as I recall, the company was looking at more of an

·7· ·intermittent type, you know, to meet a specific need to

·8· ·take advantages of the PTCs.· And as I understand now,

·9· ·the solicitation or the justification has changed to be

10· ·more of a resource need.

11· · · · · · ·So that's why -- that was the gist here was

12· ·basically, you know, a tighter solicitation is generally

13· ·more applicable or can be more applicable for an

14· ·intermittent-type resource as opposed to a, you know, a

15· ·capacity-type resource where you are looking for -- you

16· ·know, or an all-source may be more applicable.

17· · · · Q.· ·So you could have a resource need that would

18· ·be both, correct?· Where you would be both seeking an

19· ·economic opportunity and looking to meet capacity need,

20· ·correct?

21· · · · A.· ·That's correct, yes.

22· · · · Q.· ·So I also wanted to ask you a question about

23· ·the issues on the assigning of transmission costs.  I

24· ·was concerned the record might have gotten a little

25· ·confused.· So just to take it back, because I think some
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·1· ·of the questions were about Uinta.· Could the model

·2· ·here, or could the RFP have chosen Uinta without any

·3· ·other bid, if it was the lowest-cost resource?

·4· · · · A.· ·The model was basically designed to establish

·5· ·the least-cost portfolio as a resource, so it could have

·6· ·selected Uinta without, you know, without the

·7· ·transmission.

·8· · · · Q.· ·In that -- is it your understanding in that

·9· ·case that the costs of the Aeolus-to-Bridger line would

10· ·not have been assigned to the Uinta bid?

11· · · · A.· ·Well, that's correct, yes.· I never expected

12· ·it, you know what I mean.· From all we knew that the

13· ·Uinta was basically a, you know, didn't need the

14· ·Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line to, you know, to become

15· ·part of the portfolio.

16· · · · Q.· ·So the last question I have for you was on the

17· ·interconnection issues you discussed.· So you indicated

18· ·that the short list was compiled before any of these

19· ·transmission issues, interconnection issues became --

20· ·surfaced, became known; is that correct?

21· · · · A.· ·That's correct.

22· · · · Q.· ·And can you turn to page 84 of your -- of your

23· ·report.· I wanted to ask you a little bit about the last

24· ·bullet on that page.· So there you talk a little bit

25· ·about the interconnection issue, and before I ask you
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·1· ·about your report, can you confirm that ultimately

·2· ·between the initial short list and the final short list

·3· ·there was only one resource that changed?

·4· · · · A.· ·The -- in the -- in the portfolios, that was

·5· ·correct.· However, you know, as I mentioned before,

·6· ·there was one PPA that both IEs had suggested that be

·7· ·included.· In our recommendation on this final short

·8· ·list, we had suggested that a PPA be included on that

·9· ·list.

10· · · · Q.· ·And that PPA did not -- was not able to

11· ·interconnect; is that correct?

12· · · · A.· ·It was further down in the queue, that's

13· ·correct.

14· · · · Q.· ·And ultimately on page 84, you concluded, and

15· ·this is the -- I think the second line from the bottom

16· ·of the page, "While the IE had concerns over the basis

17· ·of this constraint, these projects were the lowest-cost

18· ·options available."· So were you referring to the final

19· ·short list there?

20· · · · A.· ·Yes.· The final short list that was selected

21· ·were the lowest-cost projects, without constraints on

22· ·the transmission.· You know, with the, you know, as I

23· ·mentioned, I think there were -- the PPA was close, at

24· ·least in the initial evaluation, based on different

25· ·sensitivities.· But I think overall these four projects,
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·1· ·you know, based on the methodology were the, you know,

·2· ·were the least cost projects.

·3· · · · · · ·MS. MCDOWELL:· That's all I have, thank you.

·4· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you,

·5· ·Ms. McDowell.· Mr. Jetter.

·6· · · · · · · · · · · FURTHER EXAMINATION

·7· ·BY MR. JETTER:

·8· · · · Q.· ·Thank you.· I have just a few very brief

·9· ·follow-up questions.· Just to clarify for the record,

10· ·when you were discussing the final short list that you

11· ·recommended being the lowest-cost option, is it your

12· ·understanding that that is the same project being

13· ·proposed in this docket today by Rocky Mountain Power?

14· · · · A.· ·I'm not sure.· Could you repeat that please or

15· ·clarify that?

16· · · · Q.· ·So the final short list that you recommended

17· ·as being the least cost option, did that include the

18· ·Uinta project?

19· · · · A.· ·Well, the -- we sort of looked at the Uinta

20· ·project as being a separate project, because of the --

21· ·you know, I mean, it was part of the portfolio that was

22· ·included.· But, you know, our focus was really, you

23· ·know, I say more on the projects that were competing for

24· ·interconnection on the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line.

25· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Would it be fair to say that in your
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·1· ·analysis, the three projects, plus Uinta, offered more

·2· ·benefits to customers than the three projects without

·3· ·Uinta?

·4· · · · A.· ·As I recall, the Uinta project offered

·5· ·positive benefits.· So that would be the case, yes.

·6· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· And so the option, the final short list

·7· ·that you had recommended may have been better for

·8· ·customers than the final short list being presented

·9· ·today?

10· · · · A.· ·If Uinta -- if Uinta was on the final short

11· ·list, it would have added some positive benefits.

12· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Thank you.· And changing gears just

13· ·very briefly.· This is on page 86 of my version, which

14· ·is, the one I am looking at is the redacted version, and

15· ·what I am looking at is the header that says B,

16· ·recommendations.

17· · · · A.· ·Okay.

18· · · · Q.· ·And you had some discussions about what was

19· ·known by who about this and at what times about the

20· ·transmission constraints.· Would you just read the first

21· ·sentence of the first bullet point there?

22· · · · A.· ·"Merrimack Energy recommended that PacifiCorp

23· ·hold a transmission workshop for bidders," is that the

24· ·one?

25· · · · Q.· ·Yes.
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·1· · · · A.· ·"Transmission workshop for bidders as they

·2· ·have for previous solicitations."

·3· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· And do you know if PacifiCorp in fact

·4· ·held the recommended workshop for that?

·5· · · · A.· ·In my view they didn't.

·6· · · · Q.· ·Okay.

·7· · · · A.· ·It was one slide in the -- the bidders'

·8· ·conference presentation that talked about transmission

·9· ·issues, but it really didn't get into interconnection.

10· ·So, you know, I don't -- I don't think that was

11· ·sufficient to what I was thinking of, but, you know, I

12· ·didn't push it either.

13· · · · · · ·I mean, I guess -- and I, again, I mean, we

14· ·did have calls, the IEs did have calls with PacifiCorp's

15· ·transmission group to, you know, during the process.

16· ·One I think on the end of October, I think was the last

17· ·one, the end of October.

18· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· And do you know if any of the bidders

19· ·were privy to the information that you gained through

20· ·those phone calls?

21· · · · A.· ·No, not that I am aware of.· I don't -- but I

22· ·don't know what the bidders knew.

23· · · · Q.· ·Okay --

24· · · · A.· ·I mean, you know, I sort of look at this very

25· ·sophisticated bidders, that, -you know, bidding
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·1· ·throughout the industry and the whole process as well.

·2· ·So you know, I -- I would assume they were pretty, you

·3· ·know, they would have been somewhat knowledgeable about

·4· ·the process.· But I don't know for a fact.

·5· · · · · · ·MR. JETTER:· Okay.· Thank you.· Those are all

·6· ·my questions.· Thank you.

·7· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you.· Mr. Moore.

·8· · · · · · ·MR. MOORE:· No questions.· Thank you.

·9· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Thanks.· Mr. Russell.

10· · · · · · ·MR. RUSSELL:· I don't have any further

11· ·questions for the witness, but I would like to take the

12· ·opportunity to move for the admission of UAE Cross

13· ·Exhibit 2.

14· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· If any party objects to that

15· ·motion, please indicate to me.· I am not seeing any

16· ·objection, so the motion is granted.· Thank you.

17· ·Mr. Baker, do you have any further questions?

18· · · · · · ·MR. BAKER:· Just a couple follow-up.· Thank

19· ·you.

20· · · · · · · · · · · FURTHER EXAMINATION

21· ·BY MR. BAKER:

22· · · · Q.· ·So in some of the conversation about your

23· ·understanding of the initial RFP and what it was for,

24· ·can you clarify, am I correct that it was your

25· ·understanding it was premised on an economic opportunity
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·1· ·for PTCs?

·2· · · · A.· ·Yeah, yes.

·3· · · · Q.· ·And so would you say that an RFP for

·4· ·intermittent resources would help you identify the

·5· ·lowest-cost resource for a firm resource need?

·6· · · · A.· ·No, not necessarily.

·7· · · · · · ·MR. BAKER:· Thank you.· No further questions.

·8· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you, Mr. Baker.

·9· · · · · · · · · · · · · EXAMINATION

10· ·BY CHAIRMAN LEVAR:

11· · · · Q.· ·I have just one follow-up to an answer you

12· ·gave to Mr. Jetter during his first round of

13· ·questioning, and he was talking about the restrictions

14· ·that came later in the process with respect to

15· ·transmission queue position.· And I believe I heard your

16· ·answer to one of his questions to say, I don't know if a

17· ·bidder or potential bidder could have improved their

18· ·queue position if they had known that information

19· ·earlier.

20· · · · · · ·I'd like to ask you to follow up a little bit

21· ·on that.· Are you saying it would have been difficult

22· ·for a potential bidder or bidder to improve their queue

23· ·position if they had known the information earlier, or

24· ·was that something impossible?

25· · · · A.· ·I mean, I guess, bidders could -- you know,
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·1· ·queue is public information.· So they can always look at

·2· ·that and apply as soon as they can in terms of, you

·3· ·know, once they -- there is indication the RFP is coming

·4· ·out, they can, you know, submit their application, you

·5· ·know, immediately.· That would be one way, I guess, of

·6· ·improving the queue position.

·7· · · · · · ·But if others are already in there, then, you

·8· ·know, they are going to be behind other projects that

·9· ·are ahead of them, because the queue is a serial queue

10· ·and whoever is in first.

11· · · · · · ·Now, the one thing I always looked at, and I

12· ·believe Mr. Link mentioned in one of his -- and I don't

13· ·recall what round of testimony it was, that bidders

14· ·could always, you know, could move up in the queue if

15· ·someone withdraws from the queue or perhaps is not

16· ·selected in an RFP and decides that, you know, they are

17· ·going to withdraw their project or not pay the fees.

18· ·That's another way the bidders could move up, if someone

19· ·else drops out.

20· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you.  I

21· ·appreciate that clarification.· Commissioner Clark, do

22· ·you have any questions for him?

23· · · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CLARK:· Yes.· Yes.· Thank you.

24· · · · · · · · · · · · · EXAMINATION

25· ·BY COMMISSIONER CLARK:
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·1· · · · Q.· ·I'd like to begin with the way transmission

·2· ·interconnection requirements were addressed, and I think

·3· ·I became a little confused about that during the -- your

·4· ·earlier examination as well.· So I am going to -- I may

·5· ·be going over some very routine areas, but as I

·6· ·understand it, I think you told us that the

·7· ·Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline transmission upgrade costs

·8· ·were -- were basically treated as though they -- they

·9· ·were -- would be encountered regardless of any of the

10· ·projects under consideration.· Is that -- is that an

11· ·accurate characterization?

12· · · · A.· ·Well, the Bridger -- those costs were included

13· ·in the final evaluation.· But they -- you know, they

14· ·weren't allocated to any projects.· They were just, you

15· ·know, the projects that were selected would be -- would

16· ·have to connect to that line.· So those costs were just,

17· ·you know, overall part of the, you know, the cost

18· ·evaluation that was applied to the projects, you know,

19· ·that were going to be connecting to the Bridger

20· ·Anticline line.

21· · · · Q.· ·So initially at least there were wind bids

22· ·from projects that wouldn't have interconnected with

23· ·that line, right?

24· · · · A.· ·That's correct.

25· · · · Q.· ·And so when they were evaluated, how were the
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·1· ·costs of the transmission upgrades treated with respect

·2· ·to them?

·3· · · · A.· ·Well, the initial evaluation, the short list

·4· ·evaluation, they were -- none of the bids were allocated

·5· ·any costs to that line.· So all the bids were evaluated

·6· ·the same without any of those costs.· They were only

·7· ·included -- the only costs included were their specific

·8· ·interconnection costs.

·9· · · · · · ·So short list was selected, and then the SO

10· ·model was then used to select the portfolios.· And there

11· ·were two portfolios selected, which resulted -- as I

12· ·recall, two bids that weren't -- that wouldn't connect

13· ·to the -- two small bids that wouldn't connect to the

14· ·Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line.

15· · · · · · ·And one of the portfolios was selected then

16· ·for the PaR analysis, and the PaR analysis picked that

17· ·portfolio where -- was it three projects were, as I

18· ·recall, three projects I believe were -- would

19· ·transport -- would connect to that line, and then the

20· ·other project was the Uinta project that provided

21· ·benefits but didn't -- didn't connect to that line.

22· · · · Q.· ·Thank you.· With regard to queue position and

23· ·its effect on the ultimate selections, if parties had

24· ·known, or bidders had known that their queue position --

25· ·position would be so influential in the ultimate
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·1· ·outcome, and I think you suggested that it would have

·2· ·been desirable for them to learn that through a workshop

·3· ·earlier on in the process, because maybe they wouldn't

·4· ·have bid if they had known that, is that -- am I

·5· ·characterizing your report accurately to that point?

·6· · · · A.· ·Yes.· I think the more information they would

·7· ·have known, it would have been beneficial to them one

·8· ·way or another.· You know, whether they decided to bid

·9· ·or, you know, decide, you know, different location or

10· ·something.· I don't know what they could have done

11· ·differently.· But, you know, they were sophisticated

12· ·bidders, I guess that's the one thing.· The majority of

13· ·them were -- were very sophisticated.

14· · · · Q.· ·Just hypothetically, if they had understood

15· ·that, had then chosen not to participate in the process

16· ·because it -- for whatever reason, would you have

17· ·considered the participation of just the three bidders

18· ·that remained to be a robust response to the -- to the

19· ·RFP?

20· · · · A.· ·Probably not.· Because it would -- it would

21· ·have been probably less than the total capacity of the

22· ·trans -- you know, the company was looking for, but it

23· ·doesn't mean that, you know, that the RFP should be

24· ·canceled.

25· · · · · · ·I guess at that point it would -- you know, we
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·1· ·would have brought it to the, you know, commission's

·2· ·attention that there's not a big response here, but

·3· ·that, you know, that maybe there's a different way of

·4· ·proceeding with this process.· And I think that's what

·5· ·the outcome might have been if no one bid.

·6· · · · Q.· ·In other words we would have been at the

·7· ·position of exercising one of the options that you have

·8· ·described would have been available to us when you gave

·9· ·your testimony in the RFP proceeding, right?

10· · · · A.· ·One of the off-ramps, right.

11· · · · Q.· ·One of the off-ramps?

12· · · · A.· ·Right.

13· · · · Q.· ·Looking at UAE Cross Exhibit 2, and that

14· ·testimony on page 9 about targeted solicitation.

15· · · · A.· ·Yes, I have it.· Yes, I have it here.

16· · · · Q.· ·So knowing what you know now about the

17· ·objectives of the solicitation process, if you had -- if

18· ·you had known -- had that same knowledge when you gave

19· ·this testimony, would you have felt different about

20· ·limiting the resources that could respond to just wind

21· ·resources?

22· · · · A.· ·And that knowledge would be that this is now

23· ·more of a resource capacity need type?

24· · · · Q.· ·However you understand it to be now.· I mean,

25· ·I'm going to ask you to explain that in some detail in a
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·1· ·minute so...

·2· · · · A.· ·If -- if it's a capacity need or resource need

·3· ·that's -- that is being looked at here, I would have

·4· ·suggested something different, yes.

·5· · · · Q.· ·So can you take us through sort of what you

·6· ·understood the nature of your assignment to be in

·7· ·relation to the objective at the outset of your

·8· ·engagement, and then how that evolved over time to the

·9· ·issuance of your final report, and sort of when it --

10· ·when you became aware of the changing nature, and how

11· ·you became aware of the changing nature of your

12· ·assignment as -- or the objectives of the RFP process as

13· ·you understood them?

14· · · · A.· ·Well, I think when we started the process, I

15· ·had -- you know, as I recall, the whole objective was,

16· ·this was a unique opportunity to take advantage of the

17· ·PTC benefits.· And the company was going to issue an RFP

18· ·to solicit bids for wind resources that would be, you

19· ·know, targeted to that ben -- to taking advantage of

20· ·that benefit, and that would be, you know, that would

21· ·basically require transmission upgrade to meet those

22· ·requirements in Wyoming.

23· · · · · · ·When we were -- shortly after we were

24· ·retained, we actually submitted a number of questions,

25· ·probably 30, 40 questions, to the company to try and get
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·1· ·a better understanding of the whole nature of the

·2· ·process and the company, because I really wasn't sure at

·3· ·that time whether, you know, even on interconnection on

·4· ·what would the allowance be.

·5· · · · · · ·You know, are you interconnecting just to that

·6· ·Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line?· You know, that type

·7· ·of thing.· So the company provided, you know, pretty

·8· ·detailed responses back, which provided our better, you

·9· ·know, knowledge of what -- what the solicitation process

10· ·was, which is then reflected here.

11· · · · · · ·You know, I understood the process at that

12· ·point to be a unique opportunity, and that's why I

13· ·thought, you know, I said, you know, my view was

14· ·probably should be issued to see if there are very

15· ·positive benefits that are out there.

16· · · · Q.· ·And the unique opportunity would have been the

17· ·potential to build wind resources with the benefits of

18· ·the production tax credits, correct?

19· · · · A.· ·Correct.· And I don't recall when -- when I

20· ·knew when -- or when I heard that the company's, I don't

21· ·know if its objectives or what's the right word here,

22· ·but that the -- that it became more of a resource need

23· ·as opposed to, you know, just, you know, energy

24· ·procurement need to, you know, or energy procurement

25· ·requirement to maximize the PTC benefits.
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·1· · · · · · ·I don't recall the date.· But it seems like it

·2· ·has shifted over time, and I -- at least that's the

·3· ·impression I get.· But our involvement, like I said,

·4· ·really terminated or didn't continue once we filed the

·5· ·report in mid February.

·6· · · · · · ·We have been involved a little bit in

·7· ·negotiations, but in terms of the testimony and the

·8· ·proceeding and who is -- you know, you know, who is

·9· ·testifying to what, I haven't been following that on a

10· ·constant basis.

11· · · · Q.· ·Those conclude my questions.· Thanks very

12· ·much, Mr. Oliver, for your assistance to the commission.

13· · · · A.· ·Thank you.

14· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you.

15· ·Commissioner White.

16· · · · · · · · · · · · · EXAMINATION

17· ·BY COMMISSIONER WHITE:

18· · · · Q.· ·Good morning.

19· · · · A.· ·Good morning.

20· · · · Q.· ·Just following up on a couple questions from

21· ·Commissioner Clark.· Was there ever a question in your

22· ·mind that the purpose of the RFP was to take advantage

23· ·of an opportunity with respect to wind and the

24· ·associated DBCs to fill a need, meaning a capacity

25· ·that's now a capacity that's now being fulfilled by
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·1· ·front office transactions?

·2· · · · · · ·In other words, I mean, is it in your mind, is

·3· ·there a question that they were not pursuing an economic

·4· ·opportunity to pursue a generation resource to not

·5· ·supply load?· I mean to fill a load requirement?

·6· · · · A.· ·I guess in my view, initially, I was under the

·7· ·impression it was mostly an energy procurement as

·8· ·opposed to a capacity -- to capacity procurement.

·9· · · · Q.· ·Well, yeah, and I apologize.· Energy capacity,

10· ·mostly energy?

11· · · · A.· ·Right.

12· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Well, let me ask you a question

13· ·about -- you mentioned something -- you keep referring

14· ·to sophisticated bidders with respect to the

15· ·transmission issue.· Understanding that the transmission

16· ·information is publicly available on Oasis, et cetera,

17· ·is there something that you would recommend specifically

18· ·that, you know, if we go back in time to specifically

19· ·the company would have conveyed through a workshop to

20· ·these bidders?

21· · · · A.· ·Well, as I mentioned, I think, you know, some

22· ·of the previous solicitations that we have been IE for

23· ·PacifiCorp, we did have -- we did require -- suggest the

24· ·company have a workshop for bidders and they did.· And

25· ·that workshop generally included just the overall
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·1· ·assessment, overall description of the system, what some

·2· ·of the planned additions were to the system, how to get

·3· ·into the queue, you know, to apply for, you know,

·4· ·interconnection service, that type of thing.

·5· · · · · · ·So I didn't see that as a major effort, but I

·6· ·thought it was something that could be, you know, put

·7· ·together fairly quickly and would at least, you know,

·8· ·something -- that would have provided some value to

·9· ·bidders.· Even though they were sophisticated bidders,

10· ·there may have been some information that they weren't

11· ·-- they would at least have the opportunity to ask

12· ·questions, you know.

13· · · · · · ·And I know they did in other forums but, you

14· ·know, through the, you know, the Q and A process, but

15· ·they could have directly asked questions to the

16· ·PacifiCorp transmission folks.

17· · · · · · ·COMMISSIONER WHITE:· Thank you.· I have no

18· ·further questions.

19· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Thank you, Mr. Oliver.· We

20· ·appreciate your participation in this docket and your

21· ·testimony today.· Let me just ask both commissioners and

22· ·colleagues if there's any reason not to excuse

23· ·Mr. Oliver, or if anyone sees a potential need for

24· ·recall.· If you see a problem or a need for potential

25· ·recall, please indicate to me.· I am not seeing any
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·1· ·indication from anyone in the room.· So thank you,

·2· ·Mr. Oliver.

·3· · · · · · ·THE WITNESS:· Thank you very much.

·4· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Before we go back to Rocky

·5· ·Mountain Power's next witness, Ms. Hickey, is your

·6· ·witness here yet?

·7· · · · · · ·MS. HICKEY:· He is in town on his way over.

·8· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Well, maybe we'll try to get

·9· ·that witness in this afternoon or in the morning.· Would

10· ·either of those work?

11· · · · · · ·MS. HICKEY:· Yes, sir.· Perhaps we could

12· ·revisit later this afternoon a break or something.

13· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you.

14· · · · · · ·MS. HAYES:· Mr. Chair, I apologize for

15· ·interrupting.· While we're discussing that, I am

16· ·wondering if I could ask what you are considering in

17· ·terms of the general order of witnesses.· Are you

18· ·planning to go in the same order that you have been

19· ·calling on attorneys?· I am just trying to get a sense

20· ·of when my witness may come up.

21· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Sure.· Well, not necessarily.

22· ·I have been trying to do cross-examination trying to

23· ·group similar positions together.

24· · · · · · ·MS. HAYES:· Sure.

25· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· That's not necessarily -- I
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·1· ·hadn't thought about who I would go it to next after --

·2· · · · · · ·MS. HAYES:· Okay.

·3· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Typically we go to the

·4· ·division and the office next, but where we have some

·5· ·parties with positions more similar to the utility than

·6· ·the division and the office, it might make sense to go

·7· ·to -- in the order we have been doing cross-examination.

·8· ·As I think about your question right now, I'm probably

·9· ·inclined to do that.

10· · · · · · ·MS. HAYES:· Okay.

11· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Obviously, we have one timing

12· ·need.· But other than that, I think that's probably

13· ·where you are going, is to go -- I assume Utah Clean

14· ·Energy and Western Resource Advocates before we go to

15· ·the division and the office, if there's no objection to

16· ·that.· If anyone does have an objection, let me know

17· ·now.

18· · · · · · ·MR. RUSSELL:· Chair LeVar, I don't have a

19· ·specific objection to that.· That does put my witness

20· ·going last, and we may have some travel requirements.

21· ·I'll discuss that with him during the lunch break and

22· ·see if there's not.· I don't know that it's an issue,

23· ·but it may be.

24· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· You know, I think the

25· ·parties in these proceedings have generally been
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·1· ·flexible to try to meet travel needs of witnesses.· The

·2· ·order we go in typically doesn't have too much

·3· ·substantive impact, but we want to be open about it.· So

·4· ·thank you.

·5· · · · · · ·MR. LOWNEY:· The company's next witness is

·6· ·Rick Vail.

·7· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Mr. Vail, do you swear

·8· ·to tell the truth?

·9· · · · · · ·THE WITNESS:· I do.

10· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Thank you.

11· · · · · · · · · · · · · RICK VAIL,

12· ·was called as a witness, and having been first duly

13· ·sworn, testified as follows:

14· · · · · · · · · · · DIRECT EXAMINATION

15· ·BY MR. LOWNEY:

16· · · · Q.· ·Mr. Vail, could you please state and spell

17· ·your name for the record?

18· · · · A.· ·Yes.· It's Rick Vail.· It's R-I-C-K, V-A-I-L.

19· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Mr. Vail, how are you employed?

20· · · · A.· ·I am the vice president of transmission for

21· ·PacifiCorp.

22· · · · Q.· ·And in that capacity, did you file direct

23· ·testimony, supplemental direct and rebuttal testimony,

24· ·second supplemental direct testimony and surrebuttal

25· ·testimony in this case?
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·1· · · · A.· ·Yes, I did.

·2· · · · Q.· ·And Mr. Vail, do you have any corrections or

·3· ·changes to that testimony today?

·4· · · · A.· ·I do have one correction.· It's on my

·5· ·surrebuttal testimony.· That correction is on page 21.

·6· ·It's on line 461.· And I need to add the words "segment

·7· ·D-1" after "energy Gateway West."

·8· · · · Q.· ·I'll just give everyone a moment to reflect

·9· ·that change before we go one.

10· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Could I ask you just to

11· ·repeat that change.

12· · · · · · ·THE WITNESS:· Yes.· So it's surrebuttal

13· ·testimony, page 21, lines 461.· Following the words

14· ·"Gateway West," we need to add "Segment D-1."

15· · · · Q.· ·(By Mr. Lowney) Mr. Vail, with that change, if

16· ·I were to ask you the same questions today that are

17· ·included in your prefiled testimony, would your answers

18· ·be the same?

19· · · · A.· ·Yes, they would.

20· · · · · · ·MR. LOWNEY:· I would move to admit Mr. Veil's

21· ·testimony as it was in the record.

22· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· If any party objects

23· ·to that motion, please indicate to me.· I am not seeing

24· ·any objection in the room, so the motion is granted.

25· ·Thank you.
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·1· · · · · · ·MR. LOWNEY:· Mr. Vail is available for

·2· ·cross-examination and commissioner questions.

·3· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Do you want to put in a

·4· ·summary?

·5· · · · · · ·MR. LOWNEY:· I'm sorry.

·6· · · · Q.· ·(By Mr. Lowney)· Mr. Vail, have you prepared a

·7· ·summary today?

·8· · · · A.· ·I have.

·9· · · · Q.· ·All right.· Please proceed.

10· · · · A.· ·You bet.· I have to check, is it still

11· ·morning?· So good morning, Commission Chair LeVar,

12· ·Commissioner Clark and Commissioner White.· I oversee

13· ·the transmission system planning, the administration of

14· ·the company's open access transmission tariff or OATT,

15· ·the customer generation interconnection requests and the

16· ·regional transmission planning initiatives for

17· ·PacifiCorp.

18· · · · · · ·My testimony describes substantial and

19· ·immediate customer benefits resulting from the

20· ·construction of the transmission projects.· The

21· ·centerpiece of the transmission projects is the proposed

22· ·140 mile, 500 KV Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline

23· ·transmission line also known as segment D-2 of the

24· ·energy -- of the company's energy gateway transmission

25· ·expansion projects.
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·1· · · · · · ·This transmission line has been in development

·2· ·since 2007 and is part of the long-term transmission

·3· ·plan designed to strengthen the company's and the

·4· ·region's transmission system to better serve customers.

·5· ·The unprecedented opportunity before the commission

·6· ·today allows the company to construct this line with

·7· ·minimal customer rate impact.

·8· · · · · · ·So first, I'm going to address the need for

·9· ·the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline transmission line.· The

10· ·end -- the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline transmission line

11· ·is needed today.· The transmission system in southeast

12· ·Wyoming is currently constrained with generation

13· ·capacity behind the TOT 4A cut plane exceeding

14· ·transmission capacity.

15· · · · · · ·From a transmission planning perspective,

16· ·there is no reasonable basis to conclude that the

17· ·company will not need to construct the

18· ·Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line in the relatively near

19· ·future.· Although the company has been able to defer

20· ·construction of this line by upgrading the existing

21· ·transmission system and implementing alternative

22· ·transmission technologies, the upgrades that we have

23· ·made are not a long-term solution for this line.

24· · · · · · ·Given the existing constraints on the Wyoming

25· ·transmission system, the addition of the new
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·1· ·transmission capacity is the only long-term feasible

·2· ·solution.· It is not a question of if

·3· ·Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line will be constructed.

·4· ·It is a question of when.

·5· · · · · · ·This means that the real question presented by

·6· ·this case is whether it is in the public interest to

·7· ·construct the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line in 2020,

·8· ·when it is subsidized by the PTCs, or after 2020, when

·9· ·it is not.

10· · · · · · ·Foregoing today's opportunities presents

11· ·substantial downside risk for customers.· Current plans

12· ·call for the construction of this line by 2024.· But

13· ·even that date is not certain.· A small change in the

14· ·generation resources or a change in load could require

15· ·the line to be built without the benefit of the federal

16· ·production tax credits as an offset to the costs as

17· ·provided for in the company's open access transmission

18· ·tariff.

19· · · · · · ·It is possible that an interconnection or

20· ·transmission customer could also trigger the need to

21· ·construct the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line before

22· ·2024, and the cost to accelerate that construction would

23· ·ultimately be borne by the -- and paid for by the retail

24· ·customers.

25· · · · · · ·The sheer volume of new wind projects that are
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·1· ·being developed in the transmission constrained area,

·2· ·southeastern Wyoming, indicates that there is a very

·3· ·real risk the company could be forced to construct this

·4· ·line through one of those old mechanisms.· This means

·5· ·the retail customers would bear the full cost of 697

·6· ·million dollars, with only the revenue from third party

·7· ·transmission customers as an offset.· This is not an

·8· ·insubstantial or speculative risk.

·9· · · · · · ·I want to talk a little bit about the benefits

10· ·of the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line.· First the

11· ·Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line will increase the east

12· ·to west transmission capacity by approximately 951

13· ·megawatts.· It will also enable the company to more

14· ·efficiently utilize existing generation resources in

15· ·Wyoming that serve loads in Wyoming, Idaho, Utah, and

16· ·the Pacific Northwest.

17· · · · · · ·Second, with the transmission projects, the

18· ·company will also be able to interconnect up to a total

19· ·of 1,510 megawatts of resources in the prime region --

20· ·prime wind region in southeastern Wyoming, including the

21· ·three wind projects selected in the 2017R RFP.

22· · · · · · ·The third benefit is that the transmission

23· ·projects will improve system reliability.· Currently the

24· ·company operates its system to ensure that we meet

25· ·and/or exceed all acceptable reliability and performance
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·1· ·standards.· Due to the long lead time required to

·2· ·construct high voltage transmission lines, however, the

·3· ·company must be proactive to ensure that it remains in

·4· ·position to effectively meet its obligations in the face

·5· ·of future uncertainty or changing circumstances.

·6· · · · · · ·In particular, the North American Reliability

·7· ·Corporation, NERC, has established system planning

·8· ·requirements intended to ensure that the bulk electric

·9· ·system will operate reliably over a broad spectrum of

10· ·system conditions and following a wide range of probable

11· ·contingencies.

12· · · · · · ·The Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line has been

13· ·included in a required annual reliability assessment as

14· ·part of the company's short-term and long-term plans to

15· ·dependably meet both NERC and WECC reliability

16· ·requirements.· The company has thoroughly and

17· ·comprehensively studied the transmission projects to

18· ·verify that the expected benefits will materialize.

19· · · · · · ·Most importantly, the company has obtained its

20· ·final phase 3 path rating from WECC.· This WECC approval

21· ·is critical, because it allows the company to

22· ·interconnect this transmission line into the wider

23· ·transmission system in the entire area and reliably

24· ·operate the project at its approved rating.

25· · · · · · ·The company has also completed all of the
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·1· ·interconnection studies required for the wind projects

·2· ·and completed the Aeolus west transmission path transfer

·3· ·capability assessments.

·4· · · · · · ·The results of the final transfer capabilities

·5· ·assessments demonstrate that the company's initial

·6· ·assessments were conservative, and confirm that the

·7· ·transmission projects will increase transmission

·8· ·capability by approximately 200 megawatts more than what

·9· ·was originally anticipated or is factored into the

10· ·benefit calculation.

11· · · · · · ·More detailed studies of the wind projects

12· ·that were selected in the 2017R RFP, also increase the

13· ·interconnection capabilities from -- it was originally

14· ·1,270 megawatts, up to 1,510 megawatts.

15· · · · · · ·The company is confident that the remaining

16· ·studies confirm that the estimated costs and benefits of

17· ·the transmission projects, also as addressed in my

18· ·testimony, the risk of the transmission projects have

19· ·continued to decrease over the course of this case, and

20· ·the costs have become more certain.

21· · · · · · ·There is now greater cost certainty for the

22· ·transmission projects because of the competitive market

23· ·solicitations that have occurred during this case.· The

24· ·company's bid solicitation process for EPC contractors

25· ·for the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line have confirmed
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·1· ·the company's initial cost estimates.· Because the line

·2· ·represents approximately 85 percent of the total cost of

·3· ·the transmission projects, cost certainty for that

·4· ·portion of the project has increased.· The company is

·5· ·ready to build and confident that we can deliver the

·6· ·project on budget.

·7· · · · · · ·The risk of delay beyond 2020 has also

·8· ·decreased over the course of the case as project

·9· ·implementation has continued.· The company has extensive

10· ·past experience implementing projects comparable in

11· ·scope to the transmission projects and on similar

12· ·construction schedules.

13· · · · · · ·Like past projects, the company intends to use

14· ·contracting provisions to provide greater price

15· ·certainty and to ensure, through all available means,

16· ·the contractors meet the deadlines required for the

17· ·transmission projects to become operational by the end

18· ·of 2020.

19· · · · · · ·Finally, the company did not mismanage its

20· ·generation interconnection queue, or attempt to use the

21· ·generator interconnection queue to bias the outcome of

22· ·the 2017 request for proposals.· The company's treatment

23· ·of all projects in its generation interconnection queue,

24· ·whether bidders or not, was consistent with the terms

25· ·and conditions of its open access transmission tariff.
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·1· · · · · · ·The facts that the full build-out of Gateway

·2· ·South was trigged as queue position number 708 has been

·3· ·public knowledge.· It was public knowledge prior to the

·4· ·issuance of the 2017R RFP, and it has been public

·5· ·knowledge and out on Oasis since 2015.

·6· · · · · · ·The interconnection restudies which change the

·7· ·assumption of the inservice date for the bridge --

·8· ·sorry, Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line resulted in

·9· ·increasing the interconnection capability, prior to that

10· ·study.· And Gateway South went from being triggered at

11· ·queue position 708, down to queue position 713.

12· · · · · · ·So the final restudy of that generation

13· ·interconnection queue actually included more projects

14· ·that would be available to interconnect with the

15· ·addition of the segment D-2 line than were originally

16· ·assumed prior to the completion of those studies.

17· · · · · · ·In summary, this case does really present us

18· ·an unprecedented opportunity to obtain the numerous

19· ·benefits that the transmission projects provide with

20· ·little customer rate impacts, primarily because of the

21· ·PTCs generated by the wind projects.· This is a unique

22· ·time-limited opportunity to build a much needed

23· ·transmission line and actually save customers money by

24· ·doing so.

25· · · · · · ·If the company delays the construction of the
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·1· ·Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line until PTCs are no

·2· ·longer available, the customer rate impact will be

·3· ·significantly greater when the line is required to be

·4· ·built.· Thank you.

·5· · · · Q.· ·Mr. Vail, does that conclude your summary?

·6· · · · A.· ·Yes, it does.

·7· · · · · · ·MR. LOWNEY:· And now Mr. Vail is available for

·8· ·cross-examination and commissioner questions.

·9· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you, Mr. Lowney.

10· ·Ms. Hickey, do you have any questions for Mr. Vail?

11· · · · · · ·MS. HICKEY:· No.· Thank you, sir.

12· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you.

13· ·Mr. Holman.

14· · · · · · ·MR. HOLMAN:· I have no questions.· Thank you.

15· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Ms. Hayes.

16· · · · · · ·MS. HAYES:· No questions.· Thank you.

17· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Thank you.· Mr. Jetter.

18· · · · · · ·MR. JETTER:· I do have a few questions.

19· · · · · · · · · · · ·CROSS-EXAMINATION

20· ·BY MR. JETTER:

21· · · · Q.· ·Good morning.

22· · · · A.· ·Good morning.

23· · · · Q.· ·Do you have your direct testimony in front of

24· ·you?

25· · · · A.· ·Yes, I do.
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·1· · · · Q.· ·Would you please turn to -- this is page 19,

·2· ·and there is a question beginning on line 429, and the

·3· ·answer concludes on line 433.· Would you please read

·4· ·that question and answer?

·5· · · · A.· ·Starting on 429?

·6· · · · Q.· ·Yes, please.

·7· · · · A.· ·Okay.· "Will the transmission projects also

·8· ·enhance the company's ability to meet the reliability

·9· ·standards applicable to its transmission system?· Yes,

10· ·although the company currently meets or exceeds the

11· ·applicable reliability standards and criteria, the

12· ·addition of the transmission projects will allow the

13· ·company to more efficiently meet or exceed those

14· ·standards and criteria."

15· · · · Q.· ·Thank you.· And is that an accurate statement

16· ·that the current transmission in that area currently

17· ·meets or exceeds the applicable reliability standards

18· ·and criteria?

19· · · · A.· ·Yes, that's an accurate statement.

20· · · · Q.· ·Thank you.

21· · · · · · ·MR. JETTER:· I am going to -- if I may

22· ·approach?· I would like to present a cross-examination

23· ·exhibit.

24· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Yes.

25· · · · · · ·MR. JETTER:· Limited copies of this.· I only
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·1· ·have one extra copy of it.

·2· · · · Q.· ·(By Mr. Jetter)· Would you please identify

·3· ·what the cover page of this document is?

·4· · · · A.· ·The cover page states that this is the 2017

·5· ·integrated resource plan before the Public Utility

·6· ·Commission of Oregon.

·7· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· And does this on the, I guess the

·8· ·right-hand side of that first page, the final -- or

·9· ·excuse me, it says "staff final comments."· Is that

10· ·correct?

11· · · · A.· ·Yeah, that's what the cover page states.  I

12· ·don't see anything on the next page to verify.· But,

13· ·yeah, it looks like it's that document.

14· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Thank you.· And turning to the second

15· ·page of this document, I haven't reproduced the entire

16· ·document here, would you start -- there's a header that

17· ·is a No. 3.· And would you read that header along with

18· ·the rest of this document down to the end of that

19· ·paragraph before the next header that starts with the

20· ·No. 3?

21· · · · A.· ·You would like me to read that whole section?

22· · · · Q.· ·Yes, please.

23· · · · A.· ·"PacifiCorp concedes that its proposed

24· ·transmission line is not needed to address short-term

25· ·reliability concerns on a stand-alone basis.· In the
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·1· ·absence of a new wind acquisition, PacifiCorp would not

·2· ·construct or acquire the new transmission line.

·3· ·Representatives of PacifiCorp have repeatedly

·4· ·acknowledged this fact.

·5· · · · · · ·"Staff:· Quote, Without the 100 -- I'm sorry,

·6· ·1,100 megawatts of wind would PacifiCorp build this

·7· ·transmission line?

·8· · · · · · ·"PacifiCorp:· No.· In essence that's what

·9· ·we're trying to demonstrate, this transmission line paid

10· ·for by the benefits of the wind.

11· · · · · · ·"Staff:· So there is no reliability need to

12· ·put this transmission in place at some point; is that

13· ·correct?

14· · · · · · ·"Right.· We are currently compliant with the

15· ·NERC reliability standards and expect to be going

16· ·forward."

17· · · · Q.· ·And I could actually just stop you there.  I

18· ·think we can skip that next paragraph to speed things up

19· ·a little.· Is it accurate that at the bottom of those --

20· ·that transcript portion that you have just read, there

21· ·is a footnote notation for No. 26?

22· · · · A.· ·Yes.

23· · · · Q.· ·And if you go down to footnote 26, does that

24· ·read, "Approximately 2 hours 20 minutes to 2 hours 30

25· ·minutes of the September 14th, 2017, LC67 special public
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·1· ·meeting"?

·2· · · · A.· ·Yes, it does.

·3· · · · Q.· ·Do you have any reason to believe that that is

·4· ·an incorrect transcription of that public meeting?

·5· · · · A.· ·No.· I don't believe that is incorrect.· As I

·6· ·noted in my summary, I think I have been very clear in

·7· ·testimony all along, PacifiCorp is currently in

·8· ·compliance with the NERC reliability standards in

·9· ·southeastern Wyoming.· But I would also add that any

10· ·small change in circumstance could change that, and one

11· ·of the primary tools we have is our long-term

12· ·transmission planning in order to make sure that we're

13· ·ready to address those needs when that time does come.

14· · · · Q.· ·And you described this morning your opinion is

15· ·that if -- or let me actually ask you that.· Is it your

16· ·opinion that if a third party generator in that area

17· ·were to require network upgrades on that transmission

18· ·line, that Utah rate payers would pay for those costs?

19· · · · A.· ·Can you clarify on which transmission line and

20· ·when you are speaking of network upgrades what you are

21· ·referring to?

22· · · · Q.· ·Okay.

23· · · · A.· ·So I can be specific.· Are you talking

24· ·generation interconnection network upgrades?

25· · · · Q.· ·So I am speaking to, yes, interconnection
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·1· ·network upgrades that would be required to interconnect

·2· ·a third party generator, anywhere, I believe it's north

·3· ·or northeast, depending on how you look at the map, of

·4· ·the cut plane that you have described where the

·5· ·congestion is.

·6· · · · A.· ·And just so I can be responsive to the

·7· ·question, are these network upgrades part of the

·8· ·company's long-term transmission plan?

·9· · · · Q.· ·No.

10· · · · A.· ·Okay.· And so what was the question?

11· · · · Q.· ·So the question is, is if a third party

12· ·generator seeks an interconnection agreement for a

13· ·long-term generation interconnection -- excuse me.  A

14· ·long-term interconnection for a large generator in that

15· ·area, and it requires network upgrades, is it your

16· ·testimony today that rate payers of Rocky Mountain Power

17· ·would pay for those upgrades?

18· · · · A.· ·Yes.· Let me just clarify to be clear here.

19· ·What we're talking about is a FERC jurisdictional

20· ·generation interconnection request.· In that case the

21· ·network upgrades, the way FERC looks at those network

22· ·upgrades is that they benefit all users of the

23· ·transmission system so they would be rolled into the

24· ·formula rates.

25· · · · · · ·And then at the same time, PacifiCorp would
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·1· ·come in for recovery on those network upgrades, and then

·2· ·basically the -- the transmission so, again, you have to

·3· ·be careful here.· We went from interconnection being

·4· ·FERC jurisdictional.· They would also have to come in

·5· ·for a transmission service request.

·6· · · · · · ·When they enter into that transmission service

·7· ·request, they pay transmission service, and that

·8· ·transmission service that is collected would then be

·9· ·credited back to the individual states.

10· · · · Q.· ·And are you aware of an instance where --

11· ·maybe describe to me the most recent two or three

12· ·instances briefly where a third party generation

13· ·interconnection that are not approved PPAs between -- by

14· ·any of the six states that PacifiCorp serves, have

15· ·interconnected required network transmission upgrades

16· ·and that those upgrades have been paid for by customers,

17· ·in those six states.

18· · · · A.· ·I'm sorry.· I followed most of that.· So,

19· ·again, I just want to clarify.· Are we talking a FERC

20· ·jurisdictional interconnection?· So you have a FERC

21· ·jurisdictional generation interconnection request.

22· · · · Q.· ·I would actually say, a FERC jurisdictional

23· ·interconnection request.

24· · · · A.· ·Well, the answer is different, and it's

25· ·different depending on the state.· And that's why I am
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·1· ·asking for clarification.

·2· · · · Q.· ·So what I am asking you to describe is a

·3· ·situation where a third party generation provider

·4· ·interconnected and Utah rate payers were responsible for

·5· ·the cost of any network upgrade that was required as a

·6· ·result of that interconnection.

·7· · · · A.· ·So off the top of my head, I don't have a

·8· ·specific example.· I will say this.· Almost all FERC

·9· ·jurisdictional interconnection requests that have a

10· ·network upgrade requirement would then roll into the

11· ·retail rates.· They would be part of the capital

12· ·addition that the company would have.

13· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· I'd like permission to approach the

14· ·witness again.· Again, provide a document.

15· · · · · · ·I have handed you -- is this accurate that

16· ·what I've handed you is a cover page that identifies

17· ·this document as a 7th Circuit United States Court of

18· ·Appeals order, citation 798 F.3rd 603?· And it's Pioneer

19· ·Trail Wind Farm LLC versus FERC?

20· · · · A.· ·This -- that's what it reads.· Yeah.

21· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· And I have highlighted a portion of

22· ·that on page 3 of that document.

23· · · · · · ·MR. LOWNEY:· I'm going to object, before we

24· ·get too far down this path.· I don't think there's been

25· ·any basis established for Mr. Vail to be testifying
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·1· ·about a 7th Circuit case, particularly one that doesn't

·2· ·involve PacifiCorp, Rocky Mountain Power.· It involves

·3· ·difference generators.· It involves different utilities.

·4· ·It involves an RTO.· It's in the 7th Circuit.

·5· · · · · · ·MR. JETTER:· I think this is perfectly within

·6· ·the scope of his testimony that Utah customers would be

·7· ·paying for upgrades to this transmission line.· And

·8· ·rather than print out the roughly 2 or 3,000 pages that

·9· ·are PERC orders 2003 A, B, C, and I think it's D, as

10· ·well as there's a new FERC order 845 that also addresses

11· ·this, I thought it might be easier to summarize those

12· ·from a federal Court of Appeals to ask the witness if

13· ·his understanding matches the understanding of what the

14· ·federal court who wrote this opinion is on who would pay

15· ·for those upgrades.

16· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· I will note we didn't get a

17· ·copy of it.· So I'm at a little disadvantage on dealing

18· ·with the objection.· But it might be premature to rule

19· ·on the objection until we hear what kind of questions he

20· ·asks.· I don't know that I am ready to prohibit any

21· ·questions about this order, but it might depend on the

22· ·specific questions.

23· · · · · · ·MR. JETTER:· Maybe it would be easier if I

24· ·read it, and then ask if this is consistent with his

25· ·understanding.· Would that --
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·1· · · · · · ·MR. LOWNEY:· Well, I guess I would -- if I

·2· ·could ask one question.· (Mumbling.)

·3· · · · · · ·COURT REPORTER:· Is your mic on?

·4· · · · · · ·MS. MCDOWELL:· Yeah.· Mr. Vail, have you ever

·5· ·seen this order before?

·6· · · · · · ·THE WITNESS:· No, I have not.

·7· · · · · · ·MS. LOWNEY:· Are you familiar with the facts

·8· ·of this case?

·9· · · · · · ·THE WITNESS:· Not at all.

10· · · · · · ·MR. LOWNEY:· Are you familiar with MISO's

11· ·interconnection rules?

12· · · · · · ·THE WITNESS:· No, I am not.

13· · · · · · ·MR. LOWNEY:· And it appears MISO is the party

14· ·that the RTO that is whose interconnection issues are at

15· ·stake in this case.

16· · · · · · ·THE WITNESS:· Correct.

17· · · · · · ·MR. LOWNEY:· I would just offer that in

18· ·support of the objection.

19· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Let me just ask you this

20· ·question, Mr. Lowney.· Considering the testimony that

21· ·Mr. Vail just gave about interconnection costs, what

22· ·would you propose is the right forum for Mr. Jetter to

23· ·present this, I guess, rebuttal position?

24· · · · · · ·MR. LOWNEY:· Well, I think there -- you know,

25· ·there's the company's open access transition tariff.
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·1· ·There's potentially orders that maybe involved

·2· ·PacifiCorp that Mr. Vail may be familiar with.· You

·3· ·know, I have no problem with him perhaps asking

·4· ·questions here.· I just don't want Mr. Vail to testify

·5· ·about what the 7th Circuit did or didn't decide relative

·6· ·to a tariff that is not the company's tariff.

·7· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· I think again, subject to

·8· ·objections, if you have any further as we go on, I think

·9· ·I'm going to allow Mr. Jetter to do as he described, to

10· ·let him read this excerpt from this case and then ask

11· ·Mr. Vail, to the extent of whatever knowledge Mr. Vail

12· ·might or might not have, and we'll see where we go from

13· ·that point forward.

14· · · · · · ·MR. BAKER:· Commissioner LeVar, I apologize

15· ·for the quick interruption.· But Mr. Jetter, could you

16· ·please recite the case cite for us since we don't have a

17· ·copy?

18· · · · · · ·MR. JETTER:· Yes.· It's 798 F.3rd 603.

19· · · · · · ·I believe we're at the point, is that correct,

20· ·we can go ahead?

21· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Yes.· Yes.

22· · · · Q.· ·(By Mr. Jetter)· Would you please go ahead and

23· ·read that highlighted portion.

24· · · · A.· ·It states, "In 2003, FERC standardized the

25· ·generation interconnection process to which we
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·1· ·reluctantly refer to as the GIP, following the industry

·2· ·jargon.· Under the GIP the interconnection customers,

·3· ·such as Pioneer and Settlers, submit requests to the

·4· ·grid operator, in this case MISO.· MISO then produces

·5· ·studies to assess the impact of the projects on the

·6· ·grid.

·7· · · · · · ·"These studies identify what additional

·8· ·upgrades are needed to ensure that those additional

·9· ·connections do not adversely affect the grid.· These

10· ·studies also inform interconnection customers what the

11· ·costs of the upgrades will be.· The step is supposed to

12· ·enable the customers to decide if in fact they want to

13· ·be connected to the grid or perhaps even build the

14· ·plants at all.· The interconnection customers cover the

15· ·cost of MISO's studies."

16· · · · Q.· ·Thank you.· Now, was your understanding that

17· ·PacifiCorp's OATT, do you believe that PacifiCorp's

18· ·process is different from what has been described that

19· ·have you just read?

20· · · · A.· ·The process -- so you gave me a highlighted

21· ·portion.· I just note if you go to the next paragraph

22· ·down, it starts getting more specific about the

23· ·different studies and titles of studies that are

24· ·performed.· So I think we would probably need to -- I

25· ·would need to understand a little bit more.
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·1· · · · · · ·One other thing, and I'll be very clear on

·2· ·this, because FERC is really specific with the language

·3· ·that they utilize, and so when the circuit court here

·4· ·says these studies also inform interconnection customers

·5· ·what costs the upgrades will be, they are not being

·6· ·specific.

·7· · · · · · ·And I, as we got to spend some time together a

·8· ·while back on interconnection terminology and FERC, the

·9· ·language of FERC is very -- is very specific.· And in

10· ·this case, you know, it doesn't say generation

11· ·interconnection network upgrades.· It just says

12· ·upgrades, which in my mind could be either just the --

13· ·what we would call a direct assign charge to the

14· ·customer, just to be able to plug into the system.· Or

15· ·it could include network upgrades.

16· · · · · · ·I don't know.· So it's hard for me to -- I

17· ·just think there's some ambiguity in the language that

18· ·the circuit court chose to use in that statement.

19· · · · Q.· ·Thank you for that explanation.· But you are

20· ·not aware of any instance that you can identify where

21· ·it's actually happened that a third party

22· ·interconnection customer required a network upgrade and

23· ·Utah rate payers were burdened with that cost?

24· · · · A.· ·Again, I don't have a specific example off the

25· ·top of my mind.· I'd be happy to come back with, you
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·1· ·know, 40 or 50 examples, because that's very common

·2· ·within the interconnection process.· I just -- I don't

·3· ·have one off the top of my head.

·4· · · · Q.· ·And isn't it true that in your standard power

·5· ·purchase agreements that you have for third party

·6· ·generators, specifically typical qualifying facilities,

·7· ·that it requires those facilities to pay for all network

·8· ·upgrades?

·9· · · · A.· ·So I am on the transmission side of the

10· ·business.· I do not negotiate or see the power purchase

11· ·agreements.· I cannot answer that question.

12· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Are you aware of any qualifying

13· ·facility having interconnection that required a network

14· ·upgrade that would have not been paid for by the

15· ·interconnecting qualifying facility?

16· · · · A.· ·Okay.· So again, just to be clear, we're

17· ·talking about a QF here, which is a state jurisdiction.

18· ·So I am not sure which state you're referring to.· But

19· ·depending on the state, primarily the qualified

20· ·facilities would be paying for the network upgrades

21· ·themselves.· My answers up to this time have been

22· ·focused on FERC jurisdictional, which is a different

23· ·answer.

24· · · · Q.· ·Thank you.· And I am looking at the map on

25· ·page 6 which is RAV-1SR.· Could please turn to that
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·1· ·page?

·2· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Which testimony is this from?

·3· · · · · · ·MR. JETTER:· This is the surrebuttal testimony

·4· ·of Mr. Rick Vail, and it's --

·5· · · · A.· ·Sorry, one SR?

·6· · · · Q.· ·(By Mr. Jetter)· RAV-1SR, and this is page 6

·7· ·of 6.

·8· · · · A.· ·Okay.· I am there.

·9· · · · Q.· ·Are you aware of anywhere that would be on

10· ·this map, or in the vicinity of this map, that Rocky

11· ·Mountain Power intends to construct generation other

12· ·than these wind projects that would then connect to this

13· ·line?

14· · · · A.· ·I am not aware.

15· · · · Q.· ·Thank you.

16· · · · · · ·MR. JETTER:· I have no further questions.

17· ·Thank you, Mr. Vail.

18· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Thank you, Mr. Jetter.

19· ·Mr. Moore.

20· · · · · · ·MR. MOORE:· Mr. Snarr will be handling the

21· ·questions.

22· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Did you have an exhibit to

23· ·enter into evidence?

24· · · · · · ·MR. JETTER:· Oh, I do.· And I don't remember

25· ·what number I was at.
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·1· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Just the staff comments.

·2· · · · · · ·MR. JETTER:· Yeah.· We could call it DPU Cross

·3· ·Exhibit probably at five.· I think five is --

·4· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Yeah, I don't know.· Do you

·5· ·want to call it five?

·6· · · · · · ·MR. JETTER:· Yes.· I think the court reporter

·7· ·actually --

·8· · · · · · ·(Discussion off the record.)

·9· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Is there any objection to the

10· ·motion to enter that into evidence?· I am not seeing

11· ·any.· So the motion is granted.

12· · · · · · ·(DPU Cross Exhibit No. 5 was marked.)

13· · · · · · ·MR. JETTER:· Okay.· Thank you.

14· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay, Mr. Snarr.

15· · · · · · ·MR. SNARR:· Thank you.

16· · · · · · · · · · · ·CROSS-EXAMINATION

17· ·BY MR. SNARR:

18· · · · Q.· ·Mr. Vail, I'd like to touch on two or three

19· ·areas.· Should be brief though.

20· · · · A.· ·Okay.

21· · · · Q.· ·First, in your surrebuttal testimony filed in

22· ·May of 2018, at line 445, you indicate that because

23· ·the -- of the wind interconnection requirements, the

24· ·date for the completion of the transmission facilities

25· ·was moved up from 2024 to 2020; is that correct?
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·1· · · · A.· ·I am sorry.· I didn't hear your exact wording

·2· ·on that.· I would just note, yeah, from a long-term

·3· ·transmission plan standpoint, we moved the segment D-2

·4· ·line to be in service in 2020 instead of 2024.

·5· · · · Q.· ·And that's because of the new wind that you

·6· ·are planning to service there, right?

·7· · · · A.· ·Yeah.· It's to take advantages of the time

·8· ·limited opportunities of the BTCs, correct.

·9· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Now, if the 2 -- if the 2024 date

10· ·represents the company's best estimates of an inservice

11· ·date associated with the need for new transmission

12· ·facilities, but for those deadlines related to wind and

13· ·PTCs, then why wasn't the 2024 date used in the base

14· ·assumptions for the modeling analysis that took place

15· ·concerning the transmission facilities?

16· · · · A.· ·Which modeling assumptions?

17· · · · Q.· ·The modeling that took place to analyze the

18· ·benefits and to determine whether the project should go

19· ·forward.

20· · · · A.· ·So I'll just probably clarify.· My guess is

21· ·what we're talking about is the IRP, and then what came

22· ·out of the preferred portfolio of the IRP?

23· · · · Q.· ·It's the RFP and the portfolio of wind and

24· ·transmission that we're looking at today in this

25· ·proceeding.
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·1· · · · A.· ·And --

·2· · · · Q.· ·Mr. Link's analysis.· Why wasn't the 2024 date

·3· ·used as a basis to bring those transmission facilities

·4· ·into the analysis instead of the 2020 date?

·5· · · · · · ·MR. LOWNEY:· Objection.· The RFP modeling is

·6· ·in the purview of Mr. Link's testimony.· He is the one

·7· ·that testified on this issue.· He testified both in

·8· ·prefiled testimony as well as here during his live

·9· ·presentation.· So I think this question was -- should

10· ·have been, and I think was, directed to Mr. Link in

11· ·several different respects during his testimony in the

12· ·hearing.

13· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Mr. Snarr, do you want to

14· ·respond to the objection?· And I think your microphone

15· ·is not on.

16· · · · · · ·MR. SNARR:· I'll bring it closer.· I think

17· ·it's on.· Mr. Vail testifies about the change of the

18· ·date from 2024 to 2020.· He indicates that it's

19· ·appropriate to build the transmission facilities in 2020

20· ·because they are intertwined or codependent with the

21· ·wind facilities.

22· · · · · · ·And I am just asking if that's the case, then

23· ·looking at the question of whether we should build or

24· ·not build should have started with the assumption that

25· ·the 2024 facility should have been modeled as 2024
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·1· ·facilities.· If he knows an answer to that question,

·2· ·that's fine.· If he doesn't know or want to refer to

·3· ·back to Link, I understand.

·4· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· I think that's an appropriate

·5· ·way to go forward.· Mr. Vail, do you -- if you have --

·6· ·if you can answer that question, do so.· Just indicate

·7· ·whether you can't.

·8· · · · · · ·THE WITNESS:· Yeah, I don't know that I can

·9· ·answer that question.

10· · · · Q.· ·(By Mr. Snarr)· Okay.

11· · · · A.· ·I would just kind of repeat my answer though.

12· ·Because I don't want to not be responsive.· You know,

13· ·again, what we did is took that 2024 date, and in order

14· ·to be able to capture those PTC benefits, moved the line

15· ·into 2020.· So in my mind if you were going to do any

16· ·kind of modeling that captures the PTC benefits, you

17· ·would need to have the 2020 date of the transmission

18· ·line as the basis for that modeling.

19· · · · Q.· ·Let me just check my notes here.· Referring to

20· ·your testimony, in your surrebuttal testimony, I am

21· ·looking now at page 9, I believe it is.· In any event --

22· ·in any event lines 238 to 240.· If you could --

23· · · · A.· ·So in my surrebuttal I am seeing that as page

24· ·11.

25· · · · Q.· ·I am sorry.· Thank you.
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·1· · · · A.· ·Okay.· I am there.

·2· · · · Q.· ·You address there -- you indicate that if the

·3· ·solar projects were built instead of wind projects, that

·4· ·the transmission facilities would still be needed but

·5· ·the construction would more likely be moved back to

·6· ·2024; is that correct?

·7· · · · A.· ·That is correct.

·8· · · · Q.· ·Now, in response to questions that were

·9· ·proposed by division counsel, you -- you were

10· ·described -- you were asked to address whether or not

11· ·the transmission projects were actually needed to

12· ·improve the standards of your transmission system or

13· ·whether or not they would -- your transmission system

14· ·was currently in compliance with reliability standards,

15· ·right?

16· · · · A.· ·Yes, I was asked those questions.

17· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· And is it your testimony that your

18· ·system would be able to maintain the sort of reliability

19· ·through 2024, but for the opportunity to construct these

20· ·facilities earlier?

21· · · · A.· ·Yeah.· I think my testimony is pretty clear.

22· ·I mean, right now the company's best estimated time

23· ·frame to build the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line is

24· ·2024.· And again, I want to be very clear and on the

25· ·record that we are currently compliant with NERC
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·1· ·reliability standards.

·2· · · · · · ·As I mentioned in my summary, though, it can

·3· ·take a pretty small shift in load or a small shift in

·4· ·the generation resources that would trigger the

·5· ·immediate need to build this line for a reliability

·6· ·standard reason.· And it's a little bit

·7· ·counterintuitive, and I do want to kind of get this

·8· ·point across.

·9· · · · · · ·In Wyoming one of the biggest challenges we

10· ·face in meeting the NERC reliability standards is not

11· ·additional load.· It's actually a low load period when

12· ·you have the wind all of a sudden comes up and you have

13· ·a lot of wind generation in that area, as the thermal

14· ·fleet is also generating.· So there's been some

15· ·discussions around load forecast declining and stuff

16· ·like that, but one of the real difficult or challenges

17· ·that we face in eastern Wyoming area is actually a low

18· ·load period with high wind.· So it's a little bit

19· ·counterintuitive to some of the discussions we've had.

20· · · · Q.· ·Following up on that, Mr. Vail, under your

21· ·current proposal, my understanding is that the company

22· ·will be adding significant megawatts of new wind

23· ·capacity; is that correct?

24· · · · A.· ·Yes, that's correct.

25· · · · Q.· ·And what's the amount of that new wind
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·1· ·capacity?

·2· · · · A.· ·I believe it's 1,150 megawatts.

·3· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· And at page 24 of your surrebuttal, at

·4· ·line 519, you indicate that the company would be adding

·5· ·951 megawatts of transfer capability; is that correct?

·6· · · · A.· ·Yes, that is correct.

·7· · · · Q.· ·Now, you also indicated that earlier something

·8· ·about the capacity behind the TOT 4A cut plane.· Here is

·9· ·the question I have.· If you are adding more wind

10· ·capacity than transmission capacity, won't that add to

11· ·the problem that you already mentioned in which the

12· ·transmission system in eastern Wyoming is currently

13· ·constrained with generation capacity behind that TOT 4A

14· ·cut plane?

15· · · · A.· ·No.· That's actually not the case.· We will

16· ·actually be relieving the constraint here pretty

17· ·significantly.· We're talking about 1,150 megawatts of

18· ·load -- excuse me, 1,150 megawatts of wind being added

19· ·to the system.· Certainly the wind doesn't blow all the

20· ·time.· When we have that 950 megawatts of transfer

21· ·capability, we're going to not only be able to harness

22· ·all the new wind and the existing wind that is there,

23· ·but during significant periods throughout the year,

24· ·we'll also be able to harness additional generation out

25· ·of the DJ and the Wyodak plants, that are behind that
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·1· ·constraint.

·2· · · · · · ·So it comes down to a little bit of a matter

·3· ·of how much the wind is blowing and when it's blowing.

·4· ·But for the majority, or for significant hours

·5· ·throughout the year, we will actually be able to get our

·6· ·existing resources out of Wyoming more effectively than

·7· ·we do today.

·8· · · · Q.· ·Thank you.· Now, going back to the basic

·9· ·driver for this, the transmission projects.· I note in

10· ·your direct testimony of June 2017, I am looking at page

11· ·13.· You mention at line 298, you have described the

12· ·transmission projects and wind projects as codependent.

13· · · · · · ·Now, isn't it true that the codependence of

14· ·these projects and their combined economics is the

15· ·primary driver for proposing the current construction of

16· ·your transmission project?

17· · · · A.· ·Again, if what you are referring to is the

18· ·construction time line to get it in service by 2020, the

19· ·idea is to be able to build this transmission line and

20· ·take advantage of the PTCs, yes.

21· · · · Q.· ·Thank you.· Do you recall when the possible

22· ·construction of this transmission segment or line was

23· ·first contemplated or put into plans for the company?

24· · · · A.· ·The projects, I'll call it, you know, was

25· ·first thought about or from a concept standpoint was
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·1· ·2007, I believe.· And active work on the project began

·2· ·in 2008, I believe.

·3· · · · Q.· ·And I did review your 2008 IRP which listed

·4· ·the line and described its justification.· May I read

·5· ·that for you?· Or I can provide you a copy.

·6· · · · A.· ·Yeah.· A copy would be fantastic.

·7· · · · Q.· ·I have additional copies, but I think my

·8· ·question's going to be limited.· Let me know if someone

·9· ·else needs one.

10· · · · · · ·Mr. Vail, I have highlighted a few lines there

11· ·that are talking about the, as I believe the D-2 segment

12· ·of the line that is at issue today.· Do you see that

13· ·area highlighted in blue?

14· · · · A.· ·I do.

15· · · · Q.· ·Would you please read that for us?

16· · · · A.· ·It says that -- sorry.· "The last section will

17· ·connect the new annex substation located near Bridger

18· ·substation to the Populus substation that is being

19· ·constructed as part of the Populus to Terminal segment.

20· ·When completed in 2014, the entire segment will move

21· ·wind or other resources from eastern Wyoming to a

22· ·critical hub Populus, located near Downey, Idaho.

23· · · · Q.· ·Now, that's the same one we're talking about

24· ·as part of the Aeolus-to-Bridger line you are proposing

25· ·to construct; is that right?
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·1· · · · A.· ·Well, what this segment actually refers to

·2· ·here is going from Bridger substation to Populus.· And

·3· ·so it's actually the segment D-3.· And again, just for a

·4· ·little bit of clarification, the Gateway West was broken

·5· ·down into two segments initially.· We had segment D,

·6· ·which went from Windstar all the way over to Populus.

·7· ·And then we had segment E that went from Populus over to

·8· ·Hemmingway.

·9· · · · · · ·Later, I believe it was in the 2013 IRP, we

10· ·broke the segments apart into D-1, D-2 and D-3.· And so

11· ·the segment referenced here, Bridger to Populous, is

12· ·actually D-3 and not segment D-2.· D-2 is the segment

13· ·that we're discussing here today.

14· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· With respect to the segments that are

15· ·part of this Aeolus-to-Bridger Gateway project, this

16· ·indicates that at least some aspects of that -- that

17· ·project were being contemplated to meet the needs of

18· ·wind and other resources to move it from eastern Wyoming

19· ·to the west; is that right?

20· · · · A.· ·That is correct.

21· · · · Q.· ·And isn't that what you are contemplating by

22· ·the transmission project that is the subject of these

23· ·proceedings?

24· · · · A.· ·Yes.· This is a subsegment to move basically

25· ·from southeast Wyoming to the Bridger hub.
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·1· · · · Q.· ·So as early as 2008 in your IRPs, you are

·2· ·discussing this potential project, even though the

·3· ·inservice date has obviously slipped, but you are

·4· ·discussing this kind of transmission project to really

·5· ·aid the addition of new resources to move out onto the

·6· ·system and to move westward; isn't that correct?

·7· · · · A.· ·So just to clarify, you know, I was not part

·8· ·of the 2008 IRP process.· I just want to kind of frame

·9· ·that up.· When the Energy Gateway projects were first

10· ·conceptualized, there was, you know, forecasted

11· ·significant load growth along the Wasatch Front.· There

12· ·was plans to build significant resources in Wyoming and

13· ·in other places throughout the territory.

14· · · · · · ·So, you know, I would just say that if you

15· ·kind of go back to 2008, the world was very different,

16· ·and we had this economic crisis that relate -- you know,

17· ·significantly changed, I think, everybody's plans.· And

18· ·so you know, again, back then, just to kind of be clear,

19· ·it was to add additional renewables and then try to

20· ·serve the significant load growth that at that time was

21· ·anticipated along the Wasatch Front.

22· · · · Q.· ·All right.· Just one last area of questioning

23· ·here.· In your surrebuttal testimony filed in May of

24· ·2018, I am looking at pages 35 and 36, you discuss the

25· ·company's assumption that 12 percent of the revenue
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·1· ·requirement for the transmission projects will be

·2· ·recovered from third party transmission customers

·3· ·through FERC rates or FERC established OATT rates; is

·4· ·that correct?

·5· · · · A.· ·Yeah.· It is.· Can I just ask the line

·6· ·reference again?· I'm sorry.

·7· · · · Q.· ·Lines 35, 36.

·8· · · · A.· ·So I am on page 35 and 36.· Just the lines.

·9· · · · Q.· ·Okay, excuse me.· I missed the line reference.

10· ·I'm sorry.· It's at page 35, 36, and I didn't have the

11· ·line reference noted here.

12· · · · · · ·MS. SCHMID:· 750?

13· · · · · · ·MR. SNARR:· Counsel suggests 750.

14· · · · A.· ·Okay.

15· · · · Q.· ·(By Mr. Snarr) But the --

16· · · · A.· ·Here what -- basically what you are talking

17· ·about is the 12 percent assumption of third party

18· ·transmission.

19· · · · Q.· ·That's right.

20· · · · A.· ·Thank you.· I'm there.

21· · · · Q.· ·Does that reflect basically the current

22· ·allocation in terms of cost recovery through the OATT

23· ·process?

24· · · · A.· ·Yes, it does.· That's a, you know, basically

25· ·our best information today of what the third party
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·1· ·transmission revenues are on the system.

·2· · · · Q.· ·Now, of course, that would leave then 88

·3· ·percent to be recovered from retail rate payers?

·4· · · · A.· ·Yes, that's correct.

·5· · · · Q.· ·And just following on that, the next few lines

·6· ·you discuss that the estimated third party revenues

·7· ·should continue consistent with historical data, which

·8· ·is -- to continue with historical data; is that correct?

·9· · · · A.· ·Yeah, I do.· And just to note, we also get,

10· ·you know, updated load and resource forecasts from

11· ·all -- all users of the transmission system.· And so

12· ·what we've kind of seen recently is that a number of our

13· ·third party transmission customer load are actually

14· ·increasing a little bit, faster than PacifiCorp's load

15· ·forecast.

16· · · · · · ·So, again, there's been quiet a bit of

17· ·discussion in this case on the load forecast here, and I

18· ·would just note that we're starting to see additional

19· ·load increases from our third party transmission

20· ·customers over and above what we're seeing from

21· ·PacifiCorp load standpoint.

22· · · · Q.· ·You also note, I believe, that the PacifiCorp

23· ·load is expected to decline.· Isn't that correct?

24· · · · A.· ·I would just clarify that.· I am not expecting

25· ·the load to decline.· What we are talking about is the
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·1· ·load forecast continues to decline.· When you -- when

·2· ·you develop transmission, you actually have to develop

·3· ·to peak load.· And we are not seeing a decline in peak

·4· ·load.· What we're seeing is a decline in the forecast --

·5· ·the forecasted growth of peak load.

·6· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· In light of the discussions as you have

·7· ·explained it there, the company would not realistically

·8· ·be put at risk if this commission were to determine that

·9· ·retail customers should be protected by the

10· ·establishment of a cap at 88 percent for their revenue

11· ·responsibility for the transmission projects; isn't that

12· ·correct?

13· · · · A.· ·I am sorry.· Could you repeat the question.

14· · · · Q.· ·I am really contemplating that this

15· ·commission, in order to protect retail rate payers,

16· ·might establish a cap, a cap of 88 percent maximum

17· ·recovery through Utah retail rates for anything that

18· ·would come through the use of this transmission project.

19· ·And I am suggesting to you that the company really

20· ·wouldn't be put at risk if that cap at 88 percent was

21· ·established by this commission; isn't that correct?

22· · · · A.· ·So prior to answering the question, you know,

23· ·I guess looking at it, would a cap protect rate payers

24· ·and lock PacifiCorp, the company at 88 percent?· The

25· ·answer is yes.· I would just add to it though, just like
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·1· ·anything that goes through a prudence review, you know,

·2· ·this is -- this is, you know, based on the best

·3· ·information that we have today.

·4· · · · · · ·If, for some reason, like a third party

·5· ·transmission customer load were to be, you know, lost or

·6· ·something like that, you know, I think I would go back

·7· ·to, is it anything that the company has done at fault or

·8· ·not, and try to determine then -- you know, would we

·9· ·want to make, you know, that commitment.· And I don't

10· ·know if I am in a position today to be able to say the

11· ·company would be willing to take on that commitment.

12· · · · Q.· ·Two follow-ups to that.· Excuse me.· Two

13· ·follow-ups to that.· Number one, I am really asking you

14· ·to comment on the factual presentation you made.· And

15· ·that is, that historic data for third party transmission

16· ·customers seems to be steady or increasing?

17· · · · A.· ·Correct.

18· · · · Q.· ·And that your current forecast for PacifiCorp

19· ·load may decline?

20· · · · A.· ·Okay.

21· · · · Q.· ·As a factual matter.

22· · · · A.· ·Correct.

23· · · · Q.· ·All right.· And then the other question, would

24· ·you --

25· · · · A.· ·Let me just clarify.· Again, I am not saying
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·1· ·that PacifiCorp's load would decline.· I'm saying that

·2· ·the ratio of third party load to PacifiCorp load could

·3· ·change.

·4· · · · Q.· ·All right.

·5· · · · A.· ·I just want to be, for the record.

·6· · · · Q.· ·It's more likely that the change would be

·7· ·something that would move PacifiCorp's percentage a

·8· ·smidgen below 88 percent as opposed to going above 88

·9· ·percent, based upon the facts you have presented in your

10· ·testimony?

11· · · · A.· ·Correct.

12· · · · Q.· ·All right.· And you indicated that you were

13· ·concerned about whether or not it would be appropriate

14· ·to allow for any kind of penalization of the company for

15· ·something that might be out of their control; is that

16· ·right?

17· · · · A.· ·I think I did make that statement, yes.

18· · · · Q.· ·And wouldn't it also be a concern for this

19· ·commission to determine whether or not some kind of cost

20· ·fly-up or result might be out of the control of rate

21· ·payers, and that the rate payers themselves might need

22· ·to have protections?

23· · · · A.· ·And I would say, I would look to the

24· ·commission, as it's probably a part of their

25· ·responsibility, yes.
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·1· · · · Q.· ·All right.· Thank you.

·2· · · · · · ·MR. SNARR:· I have no more questions.

·3· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you, Mr. Snarr.

·4· ·I think it's probably an appropriate time for a break.

·5· ·So why don't we recess for one hour, and then we'll

·6· ·continue with cross-examination of Mr. Vail.· Thank you.

·7· · · · · · ·(Lunch recess from 12:13 p.m. to 1:14 p.m.)

·8· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Good afternoon.· We're

·9· ·back on the record, and we are continuing with the

10· ·cross-examination of Mr. Vail.· You are still under oath

11· ·from this morning.

12· · · · · · ·THE WITNESS:· Okay.

13· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· And we'll go next to

14· ·Mr. Russell.

15· · · · · · ·MR. RUSSELL:· Thank you, Chair LeVar.

16· · · · · · · · · · · ·CROSS-EXAMINATION

17· ·BY MR. RUSSELL:

18· · · · Q.· ·Mr. Vail, I want to ask you some questions,

19· ·but I'll have you turn in your surrebuttal testimony to

20· ·page 4.

21· · · · A.· ·Okay.· I'm there.

22· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Thanks.· I want to look at this

23· ·sentence on lines 78, which states, "In my previously

24· ·filed testimony, I explained that the

25· ·Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line is necessary to relieve
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·1· ·the existing congestion on the system, and that without

·2· ·the new transmission line, the company's ability to

·3· ·deliver resources to load will remain constrained."

·4· · · · · · ·And I want to get a better understanding what

·5· ·is meant by transmission congestion, and whether that's

·6· ·different than an a constraint, and if so, how.

·7· · · · A.· ·No.· It's -- I think those two terms are

·8· ·fairly interchangeable.· What I am trying to explain

·9· ·here is, is that we currently have a situation where we

10· ·have more generation behind the TOT 4A cut plane than we

11· ·have transmission capability.

12· · · · Q.· ·And you are talking about current existing

13· ·generation or potential generation?

14· · · · A.· ·Existing generation.

15· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Are any of the -- is any of the -- any

16· ·of that existing generation behind that cut plane

17· ·scheduled to be retired in the coming years?

18· · · · A.· ·I don't know the exact retirement dates of

19· ·each of the different facilities.· The Dave Johnson

20· ·plant does have a retirement life to it.· I am not sure

21· ·of the date, though.· It's within eight to ten years.

22· · · · Q.· ·Yeah.· We can get it out if we need to.· I'll

23· ·represent to you that I believe the 2017 IRP indicates

24· ·an expectation that the four units at Dave Johnson will

25· ·be retired by 2028.· Does that sound --
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·1· · · · A.· ·That sounds about right.

·2· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· What other generation resources behind

·3· ·that cut plane are you aware of that are scheduled for

·4· ·retirement in the coming years?

·5· · · · A.· ·Again, I am not the -- I don't have the exact

·6· ·date.· The Wyodak plant would also have a retirement

·7· ·life to it.· I'm not sure of that date.

·8· · · · Q.· ·And -- and I'm disadvantaged because I'm not

·9· ·sure I totally understand what a cut plane is.· So I'm

10· ·not sure what's behind it.

11· · · · A.· ·Sorry.· The Wyodak plant would be another one

12· ·that would be along that portion of the transmission

13· ·system that is constrained.

14· · · · Q.· ·And would retirements at Jim Bridger assist in

15· ·this relief of congestion or no?

16· · · · A.· ·No.· This transmission line basically

17· ·terminates at the Jim Bridger plant.· So what we're

18· ·trying to do here is take the existing transmission

19· ·system from eastern Wyoming and transport it over to the

20· ·Jim Bridger hub.· So retirement to Jim Bridger would not

21· ·impact the existing constraint on the cut plane I

22· ·referred to.

23· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Thanks.· And then just to circle back,

24· ·those retirements will help alleviate some of the -- the

25· ·existing congestion on the system, correct?
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·1· · · · A.· ·They will certainly help alleviate the

·2· ·congestion.· What it actually does is create some

·3· ·additional reliability issues out in that area.· If you

·4· ·think in terms of a couple of these coal-fired plants,

·5· ·they are very large spinning masses.

·6· · · · · · ·One of the things I have talked about is the

·7· ·voltage support and reliability in that area.· One of

·8· ·the additional benefits of this transmission line is

·9· ·getting that bigger pipe to help support the voltage and

10· ·stability out in that area.· The retirement of those big

11· ·spinning mass units will actually create more of a

12· ·reliability issue, even though it would help alleviate

13· ·some of the constraint that's there.

14· · · · Q.· ·Also in your testimony, you used the term

15· ·voltage support, and I'm not sure I totally understand

16· ·what voltage support is, and you indicate that the

17· ·transmission projects will help strengthen reliability

18· ·by adding voltage support.· What are you referring to

19· ·there?

20· · · · A.· ·So a couple of items on the voltage support.

21· ·One of the examples I gave a little bit earlier was,

22· ·when we have a pretty low load situation in eastern

23· ·Wyoming area, and the wind really starts to blow, the

24· ·voltage levels can get very high.

25· · · · · · ·And then you can also have high wind
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·1· ·generation type of situation, and all of a sudden the

·2· ·wind stops blowing.· And then those generators come off

·3· ·line or stop producing at the same amount, and then that

·4· ·actually creates a low voltage situation.

·5· · · · · · ·So what we have is quite a bit of generation

·6· ·out there that's on an existing 230 KV transmission

·7· ·system, and by adding this 500 KV line, we're in essence

·8· ·doubling the size of the pipe that connects those

·9· ·generation resources to our loads.

10· · · · Q.· ·But by adding the wind projects you are also

11· ·adding more wind out there, correct?

12· · · · A.· ·Yeah, that's correct.

13· · · · Q.· ·There was a -- there's a statement in the

14· ·transfer capability assessment that's attached to your

15· ·testimony.· I don't know that we need to go through it.

16· ·It refers to -- we can, I am not trying to prevent you

17· ·from doing that.· It refers to a 230 KV substation at

18· ·the Latham substation and that that particular

19· ·substation requires voltage control.· Maybe you can

20· ·speak to that a little bit.

21· · · · A.· ·Yeah.· So one of the components of the energy

22· ·division 2020 transmission projects here is a voltage

23· ·control or voltage support device at the Latham

24· ·substation.· We are still in the process of finalizing

25· ·the sizing of that particular device.· We assumed what
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·1· ·I'll call worst case or very conservative, that we would

·2· ·need a roughly 350 megabar synchronous -- I'm sorry,

·3· ·static voltage controller there.

·4· · · · · · ·Currently we are at, from an internal studies

·5· ·standpoint, we think it will be closer to 250 megabars,

·6· ·and we're finalizing the dynamic studies right now with

·7· ·an outside consultant that will finalize the size of

·8· ·that device within the Latham substation.

·9· · · · Q.· ·All right.· Thank you.· And tell me why that

10· ·particular voltage control substation, or why voltage

11· ·control is required at that substation.

12· · · · A.· ·So again, I talked a little bit about

13· ·current -- the current situation out in southeastern

14· ·Wyoming, and, you know, we are going to add this 500 KV

15· ·line, which helps us support.· But we are also adding

16· ·1,150 megawatts of wind, and so that device is, you

17· ·know -- one of the key factors as I talked about the

18· ·voltage going up or down, that device is a very fast

19· ·acting voltage control device.· It will help control the

20· ·voltages out in that area.

21· · · · Q.· ·Would a device like that installed on the

22· ·existing transmission system assist with the existing

23· ·voltage issues?

24· · · · A.· ·Yeah.· It certainly would assist, not to the

25· ·same degree.· So again, I talked a little bit about that
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·1· ·2 -- the 230 KV lines out there.· When we add this 500

·2· ·KV line, it's going to be a lot lower resistance line,

·3· ·and it basically doubles the size of the pipe.

·4· · · · · · ·So right now we've got basically three 230 KV

·5· ·lines out there.· When we add this one 500 KV line, it's

·6· ·going to basically be double the size of the wire going

·7· ·out there.· So this device can be much more effective

·8· ·with a 500 KV line in service versus the 230 -- having

·9· ·it on 230 system and not that 500 KV line there.

10· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Thank you.· I am going to switch gears

11· ·to your testimony that relates to the NTTG, or Northern

12· ·Tier Transmission Group.· My specific questions relate

13· ·to your testimony starting at line 225 in your

14· ·surrebuttal testimony.

15· · · · A.· ·Okay.· I am there.

16· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· You state on line 225 that "NTTG

17· ·concluded that the NTTG area would be reliably served in

18· ·the year 2026 only by including several proposed

19· ·transmission projects, including the

20· ·Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line."

21· · · · · · ·I want to talk a little bit about what the

22· ·NTTG area is.· That's not just PacifiCorp rate payers or

23· ·PacifiCorp concerns, correct?

24· · · · A.· ·No.· There are additional members of the

25· ·Northern Tier Transmission Group, and a number of those
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·1· ·are interconnected to PacifiCorp's transmission system.

·2· · · · Q.· ·And the reference here that you quote in that

·3· ·line that I just read comes from the regional

·4· ·transmission plan, correct?

·5· · · · A.· ·Correct.

·6· · · · Q.· ·And in creating that regional transmission

·7· ·plan, there was an assumption that the wind projects

·8· ·here would be interconnected, correct?

·9· · · · A.· ·Yes, that is correct.

10· · · · Q.· ·And also that there would be other

11· ·transmission projects built, separate and apart from

12· ·this one as well, correct?

13· · · · A.· ·Correct.

14· · · · Q.· ·And the regional transmission plan is not a

15· ·construction plan; is that right?

16· · · · A.· ·No, it's not.· You know, again, from a

17· ·transmission planning standpoint, we are required by

18· ·FERC order 1,000 to participate in regional transmission

19· ·planning, and it is what it is, is a long-term

20· ·transmission plan of the entities that make up each of

21· ·the different regional planning organizations.

22· · · · Q.· ·And in creating that regional transmission

23· ·plan, the process does not consider redispatch or

24· ·reoptimization of generation resources, correct?

25· · · · A.· ·I'm sorry.· I am pausing.· I honest -- I do
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·1· ·not know that I know the answer to that question.

·2· · · · Q.· ·I've got a copy of the regional transmission

·3· ·plan -- excuse me.· I've got a copy of that plan.· If I

·4· ·showed it to you, would that help?

·5· · · · A.· ·Yeah, definitely.

·6· · · · Q.· ·While the witness reviews the document, I have

·7· ·handed him a copy of the Northern Tier Transmission

·8· ·Group 2016, 2017 regional transmission plan.· I've got

·9· ·copies here if anybody else wants one.· I'm mostly just

10· ·trying to refresh his recollection.· It is -- Mr. Vail,

11· ·when you're ready.· Sorry.

12· · · · A.· ·No, you are fine.· You are correct.· I mean,

13· ·it states right in here.· "Does not consider the

14· ·redispatch of reoptimization of resource assumptions."

15· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Thank you.· Is it your understanding

16· ·that the process of creating this plan permits

17· ·stakeholders to request studies be done after the plan

18· ·is -- has been formulated?

19· · · · A.· ·Yeah.· So again, there is a -- it's a very

20· ·public process.· There are stakeholders that can request

21· ·different studies based on, you know, different

22· ·scenarios.· Primarily they tend to be policy-driven-type

23· ·scenarios that -- of policies that may or may not have

24· ·been enacted yet.

25· · · · Q.· ·And are you aware of a request for a study to
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·1· ·be performed in which Wyoming coal plants are

·2· ·redispatched down when Wyoming wind is assumed to be

·3· ·high?

·4· · · · A.· ·So I'll clarify -- I'll clarify just a little

·5· ·bit.· You know, my understanding is that some of the

·6· ·stakeholders of the Northern Tier Transmission Group

·7· ·submitted a policy study recommendation into the 2019,

·8· ·2020 planning cycle to NTTG.· I am not familiar with all

·9· ·of the details of what that request is.

10· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· I get that you may not be familiar with

11· ·all the details.· Do you understand that it includes a

12· ·request to study the plan with reduced generation from

13· ·coal resources when Wyoming wind generation is high?

14· · · · A.· ·Subject to check, I think that was the basic

15· ·idea of that study request.

16· · · · Q.· ·And you indicated that there is -- this is a

17· ·study request.· Is there a process to grant those types

18· ·of requests?

19· · · · A.· ·Yeah, so the NTTG has a number of different

20· ·committees.· They have a steering committee, and they

21· ·also have a planning committee.· Those requests are

22· ·submitted to the planning committee, and then eventually

23· ·a recommendation goes to the steering committee, and

24· ·they either approve or not approve the request for the

25· ·study to move forward.
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·1· · · · Q.· ·And this particular study that we have been

·2· ·talking about, do you know whether that -- where that is

·3· ·in the process?

·4· · · · A.· ·Again, subject to check, it was just within

·5· ·the last couple of weeks, I believe, that NTTG made some

·6· ·modifications to the study request.· And based on those

·7· ·modifications, they have agreed that they will study

·8· ·that policy consideration.

·9· · · · Q.· ·And so that -- that policy consideration will

10· ·be studied in the next regional training commission plan

11· ·or what?

12· · · · A.· ·Yes.· So right now the process is, we start

13· ·gathering what base cases will be utilized.· Each of the

14· ·member utilities submit their different integrated

15· ·resource plans, along with their long-term transmission

16· ·plans, and then any public policy or stakeholder studies

17· ·that are requested.· And so that study process will be

18· ·kicking off here shortly.

19· · · · Q.· ·And it will conclude when roughly?

20· · · · A.· ·Roughly, it will be about one year study time.

21· ·A draft -- draft study reports come out.· Then there's

22· ·stakeholder meetings to review those draft studies, and

23· ·there's a final report that is generated, approved by

24· ·the steering committee, and then issued -- or my best

25· ·guess is, we're probably about 18 months from having
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·1· ·that study finalized and issued.

·2· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Thank you.

·3· · · · · · ·MR. RUSSELL:· I don't have any further

·4· ·questions.

·5· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you.· Mr. Baker.

·6· · · · · · ·MR. BAKER:· Thank you, Chairman LeVar.

·7· · · · · · · · · · · ·CROSS-EXAMINATION

·8· ·BY MR. BAKER:

·9· · · · Q.· ·Good afternoon, Mr. Vail.· Can I direct you to

10· ·your surrebuttal testimony on page 15, lines 312 through

11· ·313?

12· · · · A.· ·Okay.· I am there.

13· · · · Q.· ·In that you state that the tower technology is

14· ·neither new nor undeveloped; is that correct?

15· · · · A.· ·That is correct.

16· · · · Q.· ·Can I refer you to your supplemental testimony

17· ·on page 6?

18· · · · A.· ·Supplemental direct and rebuttal.

19· · · · Q.· ·Direct -- yes.· Say your February testimony.

20· ·On page 6, lines 115?

21· · · · A.· ·I am sorry.· I am not --

22· · · · Q.· ·Still getting there.

23· · · · A.· ·-- there yet.· I apologize.· So we're at

24· ·second supplemental direct.

25· · · · Q.· ·Sorry, no.· I was correct first.· January.  I
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·1· ·apologize.

·2· · · · A.· ·So supplemental --

·3· · · · Q.· ·Supplemental direct and rebuttal.

·4· · · · A.· ·And I'm sorry.· What was the page number?

·5· · · · Q.· ·Page 6.

·6· · · · A.· ·Okay.· I'm there.

·7· · · · Q.· ·Lines 115 through 116.

·8· · · · A.· ·Okay.

·9· · · · Q.· ·And starting towards the end of line 115, "The

10· ·company decided it could use a new tower design."· Is

11· ·that correct?

12· · · · A.· ·Yes.

13· · · · Q.· ·On lines 118 through 119 you describe that the

14· ·company is in the process of developing and taking -- or

15· ·and testing these revised structures; is that correct?

16· · · · A.· ·That is correct.

17· · · · Q.· ·Can we please go to your exhibit RAV-2.· Now,

18· ·RAV-2 is in the initial application.

19· · · · A.· ·Okay.· I am there.

20· · · · Q.· ·That -- that drawing has, I read three

21· ·different dates on it; is that correct?

22· · · · A.· ·Yes.· It looks like there's an original and

23· ·then two revisions.

24· · · · Q.· ·And what's the date of the last revision?

25· · · · A.· ·January 23rd of 2015.
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·1· · · · Q.· ·Is this the drawing of the new design that was

·2· ·referenced in your supplemental direct testimony?

·3· · · · A.· ·No.· This is, you know, indicative design of

·4· ·what the transmission towers are going to look like.· We

·5· ·will be utilizing the same kind of L-shaped members.

·6· ·This is not the final design, just to be clear.· Also,

·7· ·there's six different, you know, tower designs that will

·8· ·be utilized on this project.

·9· · · · Q.· ·And the -- this -- this design for the 500 KV

10· ·is -- towers, is this the major tower design associated

11· ·with the -- I believe you said the Anticline portion was

12· ·85 percent of the cost of the transmission project?

13· · · · A.· ·Yeah.· So this is the main, what you call

14· ·tangent tower, that will be utilized on the project.· So

15· ·we talked about the towers being 85 percent -- I'm

16· ·sorry.· The cost of the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line

17· ·was about 85 percent of the overall project cost.· Out

18· ·of the towers that will be utilized for the 140 miles of

19· ·this, about 80 percent of them will be this particular

20· ·tower.

21· · · · · · ·I just note this was -- this is a preliminary

22· ·design, and throughout this case and throughout the

23· ·process, we have been finalizing the design, and we're

24· ·currently in testing on the final tower designs.

25· · · · Q.· ·Can I return you to your supplemental direct,
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·1· ·lines 148 through 151?

·2· · · · A.· ·I am there.

·3· · · · Q.· ·You testified then that the company was still

·4· ·in the competitive selection process for an EPC

·5· ·contractor for the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line; is

·6· ·that correct?

·7· · · · A.· ·Correct.

·8· · · · Q.· ·At the time that those bids went out, did you

·9· ·have the final drawing of these towers that are going to

10· ·comprise 80 percent of the 140 mile line?

11· · · · A.· ·I do not know the answer to that.

12· · · · Q.· ·Did the EPC contractors bid on the final tower

13· ·design?

14· · · · A.· ·To the best of my knowledge, yes.· I am not

15· ·the -- I am not exactly sure, though, what -- what date

16· ·we sent them, you know, the updated drawings.· I would

17· ·have to verify that date.

18· · · · Q.· ·On page 6, actually, earlier we testified that

19· ·during your supplemental direct testimony you indicated

20· ·that the company was still developing and testing the

21· ·structures, correct?

22· · · · A.· ·We're in final testing of -- of the final

23· ·three structures.· We've now had three of the structures

24· ·pass final tests, and we're in testing on the final

25· ·three.
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·1· · · · Q.· ·Yes.· So now you have -- you have completed

·2· ·that, but in January of 16th, you said you were still

·3· ·developing and testing, and I believe it said the design

·4· ·was not yet complete.

·5· · · · A.· ·If you could just direct me so I can, you

·6· ·know, verify that that's my testimony.· It sounds

·7· ·correct.· If you could just give me the line numbers,

·8· ·I'd appreciate it.

·9· · · · Q.· ·Yes.· Again, so we -- we're discussing on line

10· ·118 and 119, is it says, you are developing and testing

11· ·revised structures?

12· · · · A.· ·There, you go, yep.· Thank you.

13· · · · Q.· ·And so in January, as you were still

14· ·designing, revising and testing, and you were still in

15· ·the bid process, I don't -- I am having trouble

16· ·understanding how they could have had the final design

17· ·in their bid package.

18· · · · A.· ·So just to be clear, one of the key elements

19· ·when you bid on a transmission line is having,

20· ·obviously, where those sites are going to be located,

21· ·what the terrain is like, but getting a good idea of

22· ·what the steel cost is going to be on those towers.

23· · · · · · ·So the design is new to the company, this is

24· ·not a new transmission design out in this the world.  I

25· ·mean, this -- these particular transmission towers have
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·1· ·been, you know, utilized all over the world to build

·2· ·transmission lines.

·3· · · · · · ·So while it's a new design to the company, the

·4· ·number of members, the weights of the members, the tower

·5· ·heights are well known.· There's a lot of standard

·6· ·industry estimating that you can pull in order to get a

·7· ·very accurate cost estimate of what it would take to,

·8· ·you know, build towers like this.

·9· · · · · · ·So I would just submit that, you know, again,

10· ·I would need to check the date that they had the final

11· ·design.· If they did not have it prior to going out for

12· ·that initial contract bid, then, you know, as soon as we

13· ·have that final design, which is a key element before

14· ·you enter into final negotiation with the contractor to

15· ·bid on this, you would want to, you know, be able to

16· ·hand that off.

17· · · · · · ·But from a cost estimate standpoint, we're

18· ·very comfortable that there is plenty of data out there,

19· ·or again accurate cost estimate of the weights and what

20· ·it would cost to erect these towers.

21· · · · Q.· ·And I think earlier you also testified that

22· ·your contracts are going to provide mitigation measures

23· ·from potentially cost overruns, for example, associated

24· ·with, you know, the bidding on the project, and I am

25· ·adding that example.· I think you had said though that
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·1· ·the contract had -- would include mitigation measures on

·2· ·cost and schedule; is that correct?

·3· · · · A.· ·So just to be clear on the answer there, the

·4· ·way I would answer that is, you know, we enter into

·5· ·engineering procurement and construction contracts, and

·6· ·those are fixed price contracts that also have, you

·7· ·know, clearly identified performance targets for the

·8· ·contractors to meet.· And I am not trying to be evasive

·9· ·on the answer.· I just -- I want to be clear on what I

10· ·am answering.

11· · · · Q.· ·No, I appreciate that.· You answered my

12· ·question on that.· Now, those performance targets and

13· ·some of the other terms, those were subject to

14· ·negotiation during your bid selection process, correct?

15· · · · A.· ·So to be clear, we've gone out to bid and we

16· ·selected a contractor.· We have not, you know, signed

17· ·the final contract, and we have not provided even a

18· ·limited notice to proceed at this time.· We certainly,

19· ·with the transmission line being part of the critical

20· ·path here, we need to have clear understanding of where

21· ·we are through the regulatory process prior to

22· ·committing, you know, dollars to the construction of

23· ·this line.

24· · · · Q.· ·So the final contract hasn't been signed, but

25· ·you have a final contract that is ready to be signed?
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·1· ·Subject to approval by the commission?

·2· · · · A.· ·I don't believe we have the -- the final

·3· ·numbers.· Let me back up.· I would say, I am not a

·4· ·hundred percent sure of where we are as far as the

·5· ·contract being ready to sign or not sign.· I know

·6· ·there's a number of terms and conditions.· What we have

·7· ·is the firm price, you know, fixed bids from the

·8· ·contractors, and we will finalize the negotiation on

·9· ·those contracts once we understand what the regulatory

10· ·environment looks like.

11· · · · Q.· ·And so just so I understand, there are still

12· ·terms and conditions associated with the contract that

13· ·have not been finalized?

14· · · · A.· ·Again, I would answer, I do not know exactly

15· ·where we are at on that final contract.· So I would -- I

16· ·would have to go back to the delivery team and ask that

17· ·question.· I don't have that exact detail.

18· · · · · · ·I know we're in the final stages of getting

19· ·that contract completed, but I don't know exactly where

20· ·we are at today.

21· · · · Q.· ·So is it fair to say that there is not in this

22· ·record a final contract that is representative of the

23· ·exact deal you hope to strike with your PC contractor?

24· · · · A.· ·Again, we don't have a contract signed today.

25· ·So I think the answer would be, you're correct.
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·1· · · · · · ·MR. BAKER:· Thank you.· No further questions.

·2· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Mr. Lowney, any

·3· ·redirect?

·4· · · · · · ·MR. LOWNEY:· Yes.· We just have a few

·5· ·questions.

·6· · · · · · · · · · ·REDIRECT EXAMINATION

·7· ·BY MR. LOWNEY:

·8· · · · Q.· ·Mr. Vail, do you recall when you were being

·9· ·asked questions about the fact that the

10· ·Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline transmission line is

11· ·included in the company's long-term transmission plan,

12· ·and as part of that plan will be constructed in 2024, if

13· ·not constructed in 2020.· Do you recall those lines of

14· ·questions?

15· · · · A.· ·Yes, I do.

16· · · · Q.· ·And has the company -- and let me preface one

17· ·more question.· You were asked specifically about

18· ·whether or not or how the company accounted for that

19· ·fact in its RFP modeling.· Do you recall those

20· ·questions?

21· · · · A.· ·Yes.

22· · · · Q.· ·And has the company quantified the impact of

23· ·including that transmission line in the base case

24· ·modeling?

25· · · · A.· ·Yes, we have.· If we looked at Mr. Link's
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·1· ·testimony, had we included the modification or the cost

·2· ·of the transmission line in that base case,

·3· ·conservatively it would have added an additional $300

·4· ·million worth of benefits to customers, I think in --

·5· ·across all of the policy cases.

·6· · · · Q.· ·And Mr. Vail, you were also asked a series of

·7· ·questions about the company's current compliance with

·8· ·all of the applicable reliability standards.· Do you

·9· ·recall those questions?

10· · · · A.· ·Yes, I do.

11· · · · Q.· ·And just because the company is compliant

12· ·today, does that necessarily mean that the company will

13· ·be compliant in the future?

14· · · · A.· ·No, it doesn't.· And, you know, the long-term

15· ·transmission plan is one of the key tools to ensure that

16· ·we will be compliant going forward.· If I were to answer

17· ·today that we were not compliant, that would have --

18· ·that would be a pretty bad miss on my part.

19· · · · · · ·So what we have to do is continue, and we do

20· ·every year, we analyze the reliability of the system.

21· ·As I mentioned, any small changes out in the eastern

22· ·Wyoming area, in particular, you know, load in that area

23· ·or load along the Wasatch Front, could easily, you know,

24· ·generate the need for that line in the very near future.

25· · · · · · ·So the long-term transmission planning really
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·1· ·is the key tool to monitor and ensure that we're

·2· ·compliant with our reliability standards prior to the

·3· ·point where we're not, because failure is a million

·4· ·dollars per day, per incident fine from NERC.

·5· · · · Q.· ·Mr. Vail, you were also asked a series of

·6· ·questions related to the company's assumed third party

·7· ·transmission revenue.· Do you recall those questions?

·8· · · · A.· ·I do.

·9· · · · Q.· ·And just to be clear, because the record got a

10· ·little muddled, at least from my perspective, the

11· ·company has not agreed to guarantee the third party

12· ·transmission revenue in this case, has it?

13· · · · A.· ·No.· The company has not guaranteed that.

14· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· One more question.· I think it will be

15· ·my last.· Do you recall when you were being asked

16· ·questions regarding the voltage support benefits of the

17· ·new transmission line?

18· · · · A.· ·Yes.

19· · · · Q.· ·Now, would you agree that adding the new --

20· ·the new wind projects does not compromise the voltage

21· ·support benefits that are assumed for that transmission

22· ·line?

23· · · · A.· ·Yes.· That's correct.· I -- when I was trying

24· ·to explain the existing 230 KV transmission line system

25· ·and then adding 500 KV line, that 500 KV line basically
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·1· ·doubles the size of the wire that's going into that

·2· ·area.· It's also a lower impedence line.· So with that

·3· ·line there, it provides significant voltage support.

·4· ·And then, again, when you add in that additional

·5· ·reactive device, having that 500 KV line in there is a

·6· ·large benefit to the voltage support that we need in

·7· ·that area.

·8· · · · · · ·MR. LOWNEY:· Thank you.· I have no further

·9· ·questions.

10· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you.· Please

11· ·indicate if Mr. Lowney's questions on redirect prompt

12· ·any recross.· My Snarr?· Anyone else for recross?· Just

13· ·so we'll know.· Okay.· Mr. Snarr.

14· · · · · · · · · · · RECROSS-EXAMINATION

15· ·BY MR. SNARR:

16· · · · Q.· ·Thank you.· Mr. Vail, the questions that were

17· ·just asked prompt me just to ask a question or two for

18· ·clarification.

19· · · · A.· ·Okay.

20· · · · Q.· ·In connection with the OATT process

21· ·establishing rates, we talked about third party

22· ·transportation revenues.

23· · · · A.· ·Yes, we did.

24· · · · Q.· ·And we also talked about the percentage ratio

25· ·that I'll just say leftover for PacifiCorp to cover
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·1· ·because of its load; is that right?

·2· · · · A.· ·Yeah.· So we talked about the PacifiCorp's

·3· ·share of the transmission system is roughly 88 percent,

·4· ·with third party being 12 percent.

·5· · · · Q.· ·And you recall that my question was aimed at

·6· ·whether or not this commission might consider some sort

·7· ·of cap on the amount of revenues that would flow through

·8· ·PacifiCorp to the retail rates of the Utah jurisdiction;

·9· ·is that right?

10· · · · A.· ·I believe that that is what you said, yes.

11· · · · Q.· ·And we did not address in our questioning any

12· ·limits or magnitude of what might be happening with the

13· ·third party transportation rates; is that correct?

14· · · · A.· ·To the best of my knowledge, that is correct.

15· · · · Q.· ·Those clarifications are fine.· Thank you.

16· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you, Mr. Snarr.

17· ·Commissioner Clark, do you have any questions for

18· ·Mr. Vail?

19· · · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CLARK:· Yes.

20· · · · · · · · · · · · · EXAMINATION

21· ·BY COMMISSIONER CLARK:

22· · · · Q.· ·I'd like to understand better the implications

23· ·of the planned retirement, I think I can call it planned

24· ·retirement, or at least the assumed retirement Of the

25· ·Dave Johnson units in 2028.· The capacity of those units
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·1· ·is roughly what in the aggregate?

·2· · · · A.· ·Best guess in the 700 megawatt range.

·3· · · · Q.· ·I know one of them is 220, so it's going to be

·4· ·7 or 800 or something like that roughly?

·5· · · · A.· ·Yeah, subject to check.· I apologize.  I

·6· ·should know that off the top of my head.

·7· · · · Q.· ·So that's going to be a significant reduction

·8· ·in the load that that transmission line is currently

·9· ·called upon to address; isn't that true?

10· · · · A.· ·Yeah.· I would just say that I would just kind

11· ·of reverse it.· Obviously, there would be less

12· ·generation on the system when that coal unit retires.

13· ·One of the, you know, difficult aspects from a

14· ·transmission planning standpoint is understanding where

15· ·the replacement resource is going to come from.

16· · · · · · ·At the request at one of our other state's

17· ·proceedings, you know, we were asked to do a study of

18· ·what it would take to -- if we did not build the

19· ·Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line and you retire DJ and

20· ·you want to stick additional replacement resources back

21· ·there, and the cost of that alternative was actually a

22· ·little bit more expensive than the Aeolus-to-Bridger

23· ·transmission line, primarily because in order to

24· ·basically get the same benefits, you have to put a whole

25· ·bunch more 230 KV transmission lines in the area to keep
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·1· ·the stability.

·2· · · · · · ·So it's not a simple question to answer.· You

·3· ·know, I would say that certainly when that resource

·4· ·retires, there will be replacement resources.· Now,

·5· ·where exactly they are going to be located or what types

·6· ·of resources they are eventually going to be, I don't

·7· ·know the answer to that.

·8· · · · Q.· ·Sure.· Just assume then, since we don't know

·9· ·that, the replacement resources are not interconnected

10· ·with that line.· They are somewhere else.· If you were

11· ·to -- and the plant that's under consideration in this

12· ·application is not built for whatever reason.· So we

13· ·come to 2024, or at least we approach it, and we look at

14· ·that retirement of Dave Johnson generation.

15· · · · · · ·How would you address whatever reliability

16· ·concerns, voltage support concerns you might have,

17· ·frequency control concerns, whatever they are, that

18· ·result from the retirement of that plant?· How -- what

19· ·are your options to address those?

20· · · · A.· ·There are a couple of different options.· So

21· ·we talked about the large spinning mass.· You can put --

22· ·certainly put additional synchronous condensers out in

23· ·that area.· I will say the company has not had the

24· ·opportunity to fully study and understand from a

25· ·frequency response standpoint.· That's a relatively new
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·1· ·NERC reliability standard.

·2· · · · · · ·And one of the largest concerns, is having

·3· ·these large spinning masses taken out of the system

·4· ·because they do provide very effective frequency

·5· ·response.· So one of the alternatives obviously could be

·6· ·one synchronous condenser.· It could be a number of

·7· ·synchronous condensers out in that area.· It could also

·8· ·be, you know, additional transmission build.· So again,

·9· ·a lot of it will depend on the kind of assumptions

10· ·that -- or what the system is like when that day

11· ·happens.

12· · · · · · ·I will say though, even with the retirement of

13· ·the Dave Johnson plant, when this transmission line, the

14· ·existing wind resources that are out in that area, the,

15· ·you know, again, assuming that you add new resources,

16· ·and with the repowering effort as well, there is an

17· ·opportunity to basically keep that pipe, the new pipe

18· ·pretty full with the resources that would be out there.

19· · · · · · ·So again, the answer is going to be -- it

20· ·depends a little bit, but certainly large synchronous

21· ·condensers, capacitor banks and potentially additional

22· ·transmission into the area to provide that voltage

23· ·support when DJ retires.

24· · · · Q.· ·Roughly what's one large synchronous condenser

25· ·cost to install?
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·1· · · · A.· ·So a modest sized synchronous condenser, we

·2· ·did the standpipe synchronous condenser in Wyoming.  I

·3· ·think it was in the neighborhood of $36 million, $40

·4· ·million for the total project.

·5· · · · Q.· ·Is it also possible to spin the generator and

·6· ·create the inertia, but not generate power, and is that

·7· ·a technique that at least people are examining these

·8· ·days in order to provide the inertia in areas where

·9· ·there are a lot of renewable or variable generation

10· ·resources that are being installed and there's a need

11· ·for the inertia?

12· · · · A.· ·Yeah.· So from PacifiCorp's standpoint, I

13· ·don't believe we -- we certainly haven't attached any

14· ·cost to that or done an evaluation on it.· It's

15· ·certainly being looked at and talked about in the

16· ·industry itself.

17· · · · · · ·To your point the larger integration of

18· ·renewables into the system and then retiring of the

19· ·spinning mass is creating a big concern.· So yes, those

20· ·are some of the alternatives that are being evaluated.

21· ·I don't know of any specific examples where they are

22· ·being utilized today.

23· · · · · · ·And then just to give you one more option,

24· ·certainly it would be a conversion to, let's say,

25· ·natural gas of the existing plant, which would
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·1· ·accomplish similar to, you know, the idea you are

·2· ·talking about.

·3· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN CLARK:· Thank you very much.· Those

·4· ·are my questions.

·5· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you.

·6· ·Commissioner White.

·7· · · · · · · · · · · · · EXAMINATION

·8· ·BY COMMISSIONER WHITE:

·9· · · · Q.· ·Good afternoon.· We may be retreading some old

10· ·ground, but I just want to make sure I'm clear, because

11· ·I know there's been some back and forth in terms of

12· ·cross today.· It's left a few issues at least in my mind

13· ·confused.

14· · · · · · ·Bring me back to why -- what was driving the

15· ·need for this project that was set to go in place in

16· ·2024, and maybe talk a little bit more about the NTTG or

17· ·the long-term transition planning process.

18· · · · A.· ·Sure.· So a number of drivers.· You know, one

19· ·of the things that we have been able to do over the last

20· ·several years is take what I'll call incremental or

21· ·smaller steps to improve the reliability out in that --

22· ·in the southeastern Wyoming area.

23· · · · · · ·You know, we have added dynamic line ratings

24· ·to the system out there.· We added the synchronous

25· ·condenser as well.· We have also done some voltage
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·1· ·control type of activity as well.· And so again, one of

·2· ·the main drivers of that line is a combination of many

·3· ·things.· It is the existing congestion.

·4· · · · · · ·Without going into too much detail, there is a

·5· ·nomogram, and the path that we're talking about here,

·6· ·the TOT 4A path, is heavily impacted by another path

·7· ·that is the TOT 4B path.· So that interaction can

·8· ·extreme -- can limit the transfer capabilities that you

·9· ·get out of the system.

10· · · · · · ·So we evaluated 23 different system elements

11· ·at the 230 KV level that when they are taken out of

12· ·service, it has an impact on that nomogram, which then

13· ·has a direct impact on the capacity of the TOT 4A.· And

14· ·that can be a pretty limiting constraint out in that

15· ·area.

16· · · · · · ·The second thing is, trying to find windows of

17· ·opportunity to take those different segments out of

18· ·service for maintenance activities.· I am not answering

19· ·your question.

20· · · · Q.· ·Well, yeah.· Maybe I bring it down even

21· ·further level.· What is the suspect here?· Is this wind?

22· ·What is causing the need?· What is the congestion being

23· ·caused by?

24· · · · · · ·Because I guess what I am trying to get at --

25· ·let me get to the point here, is what input is the NTTG
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·1· ·process utilizing to get to the point where they are

·2· ·saying, yes, we think that there is a need here?· Is it

·3· ·being called by planned future projections for wind in

·4· ·that area?· Is it -- I guess, I am just trying to figure

·5· ·out what is the --

·6· · · · A.· ·Okay.· Fair enough.· I think I understand

·7· ·where you are going.· So from an NTTG perspective, all

·8· ·of the segment D energy Gateway West has been part of

·9· ·each of the planning cycles for a number of years now.

10· ·Certainly the NTTG organization takes the input from

11· ·each of the different member utilities.

12· · · · · · ·I will note, though, and this is one of the

13· ·reasons why PacifiCorp decided to sub segment, segment D

14· ·into D-1, D-2, and D-3.· During the previous NTTG

15· ·planning cycle, PacifiCorp submitted the entire segment

16· ·D, and the NTTG did their study.· This was prior to any

17· ·new wind generation even being contemplated, or the

18· ·combined projects being considered.

19· · · · · · ·The NTTG plan could not -- and they wanted an

20· ·example to do cost allocation from, and they made a

21· ·generic project from Aeolus to Jim Bridger area, and

22· ·that project was needed in that plan in order for it to

23· ·be able to solve just the power flow studies in the 2026

24· ·time frame.

25· · · · · · ·So there is a lot of value to this particular
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·1· ·segment, and what's contributing to that, certainly it's

·2· ·a combination of a couple of things.· It's the fairly

·3· ·weak 230 KV transmission system.· It's the fact that we

·4· ·have a lot of generation that is a long way from

·5· ·basically the load center.· And then it is also the

·6· ·variability of the wind resources that are behind that

·7· ·constraint.

·8· · · · · · ·And so based on the inputs that NTTG was

·9· ·given, they identified what is in essence this exact

10· ·Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline project as needed by 2026 in

11· ·order to solve their case in the previous planning

12· ·cycle.

13· · · · Q.· ·That's helpful.· So is it safe to assume then

14· ·that, you know, putting aside who gave input, but the

15· ·solution is driven by an assumption there will be wind

16· ·causing issues in that area?

17· · · · A.· ·So in that -- in that particular study cycle,

18· ·there was no additional new wind.· It was based on the

19· ·existing resources, and then any of the resources in the

20· ·member companies' IRPs that were identified, and I

21· ·don't -- from a PacifiCorp standpoint, Mr. Link could

22· ·speak to what was in there, but I believe it was only a

23· ·couple hundred megawatts of wind that were required.

24· · · · · · ·But again, in order to solve that, there was

25· ·no -- none of this new wind in the combined projects
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·1· ·assumed, and the line was still found to be necessary.

·2· · · · Q.· ·So you know, I want to -- I want to circle

·3· ·back to a couple questions that Mr. Jetter was asking in

·4· ·terms of who -- who pays for what.· This project that,

·5· ·you know -- let's just, you know, assume, you know, that

·6· ·NTTG's plan is, you know -- you know, ultimately the

·7· ·solution requires -- by NERC.· It's got to happen in

·8· ·2024.

·9· · · · · · ·Now, who again pays for that in 2024, absent

10· ·the potential opportunity to offset it with the benefits

11· ·from the PTCs?· Who pays for that then?

12· · · · A.· ·It would be the PacifiCorp retail customers,

13· ·and then there would be the revenue credit back from

14· ·third party transmission customers.· So the line would

15· ·go into service.

16· · · · · · ·Those costs -- I am assuming PacifiCorp would

17· ·come to the states for some kind of regulatory recovery,

18· ·and at the same time, the year following that asset

19· ·going into service, it would be included in the FERC

20· ·formula rate.· And then that 12 percent revenue, credit

21· ·assumption, would flow back to the states as a credit.

22· · · · Q.· ·And that's based upon PacifiCorp's current

23· ·OATT?· I mean, putting aside case law, et cetera, that's

24· ·based upon -- that construct for cost allocation is

25· ·based upon PacifiCorp's current OATT?
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·1· · · · A.· ·Yes.· And I would just -- I mean, significant

·2· ·for precedent, certainly that it's, you know, considered

·3· ·a network transmission asset.· Yes.

·4· · · · · · ·COMMISSIONER WHITE:· That's all the questions

·5· ·I have.· Thank you.

·6· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you.· I don't

·7· ·have anything to add to that.· So thank you for your

·8· ·testimony, Mr. Vail.

·9· · · · · · ·THE WITNESS:· Thank you.

10· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Would this be an appropriate

11· ·time to go out of order and get Mr. Jenner from

12· ·Interwest Energy Alliance on the stand?· Are there any

13· ·objections?

14· · · · · · ·MR. LONGSON:· Chairman, we would prefer that

15· ·Mr. Teply go first from the company.

16· · · · · · ·(Discussion off the record.)

17· · · · · · ·MR. LONGSON:· We would prefer that Mr. Teply

18· ·go first.· I think that might make more sense before

19· ·Mr. Jenner.

20· · · · · · ·MR. JETTER:· And since we're discussing this,

21· ·I'd like to bring up a brief discussion that some of the

22· ·parties have had during the lunch break today, which

23· ·was -- would be that we have -- all the -- I guess the

24· ·intervening parties have agreed that, excluding

25· ·Interwest going at this point, that the division would
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·1· ·follow the company's witnesses, then followed by the

·2· ·Office of Consumer Services, and the intervenors after

·3· ·that, generally, possibly making some readjustments in

·4· ·there for certain witnesses that may have to leave town,

·5· ·if that's okay with the Commission.

·6· · · · · · ·I think everyone else is either not objected

·7· ·or agreed that that would be a way to go forward.

·8· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Assuming there's no

·9· ·objection from any other the parties, we'll plan to

10· ·proceed that way.

11· · · · · · ·MR. JETTER:· Thank you.

12· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· So PacifiCorp's next

13· ·witness.

14· · · · · · ·MR. LOWNEY:· Company calls Nikki Kobliha.

15· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Ms. Kobliha, do you swear to

16· ·tell the truth?

17· · · · · · ·THE WITNESS:· Yes.

18· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Thank you.

19· · · · · · · · · · · · NIKKI KOBLIHA,

20· ·was called as a witness, and having been first duly

21· ·sworn, testified as follows:

22· · · · · · · · · · · DIRECT EXAMINATION

23· ·BY MR. LOWNEY:

24· · · · Q.· ·Ms. Kobliha, could please state and spell your

25· ·name for the record.
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·1· · · · A.· ·Nikki Kobliha.· N-I-K-K-I, K-O-B-L-I-H-A.

·2· · · · Q.· ·And how are you employed?

·3· · · · A.· ·I am vice president, chief financial officer

·4· ·and treasurer of PacifiCorp.

·5· · · · Q.· ·And in that capacity, did you file

·6· ·supplemental, direct and rebuttal testimony in this

·7· ·case?

·8· · · · A.· ·Yes, I did.

·9· · · · Q.· ·And do you have any corrections or changes to

10· ·that testimony today?

11· · · · A.· ·No, I do not.

12· · · · Q.· ·And if I were to ask you the same questions

13· ·that are posed in that testimony, would your answers be

14· ·the same?

15· · · · A.· ·Yes, they would.

16· · · · · · ·MR. LOWNEY:· I would move to admit

17· ·Ms. Kobliha's supplemental, direct and rebuttal

18· ·testimony into the record.

19· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· If any party objects

20· ·to that motion, please indicate to me.· I am not seeing

21· ·any objection, so the motion is granted.

22· · · · Q.· ·(By Mr. Lowney)· Ms. Kobliha, did you prepare

23· ·a summary for the commission today?

24· · · · A.· ·Yes, I did.

25· · · · Q.· ·Please proceed.
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·1· · · · A.· ·Thank you.· So good afternoon, Commissioner

·2· ·Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White.· I am

·3· ·pleased to be here today to discuss with you my

·4· ·testimony in this matter.

·5· · · · · · ·My testimony -- in my testimony I discuss the

·6· ·relevant provisions of the federal tax code that the

·7· ·company relies on to obtain the benefits of the federal

·8· ·wind production tax credits or PTCs, which provide

·9· ·significant value to the projects.· I also outline the

10· ·relevant provisions of the federal income tax reform

11· ·that was enacted in December of 2017 and confirm that

12· ·there are no changes in the federal income tax law as it

13· ·relates to PTCs.

14· · · · · · ·The internal revenue code provides that a wind

15· ·facility can generate a PTC equal to an inflation

16· ·adjusted 1.5 cents per kilowatt hour of electricity that

17· ·is produced and sold to a third party for a period of 10

18· ·years beginning on the date that the facility is placed

19· ·in service.

20· · · · · · ·PTCs, however, are being phased out.· A wind

21· ·facility is eligible for 100 percent of the PTCs.· So as

22· ·long as the construction began prior to January 1st,

23· ·2017.· A taxpayer can demonstrate that construction

24· ·began by incurring more than 5 percent of the eventual

25· ·total cost of the facility.
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·1· · · · · · ·The company is relying on this 5 percent safe

·2· ·harbor in order to demonstrate that it has met the

·3· ·construction of each -- sorry.· We're relying on the

·4· ·safe harbor to demonstrate that construction of each one

·5· ·of the wind facilities selected in 2017 RFP, began

·6· ·construction prior to that January 1st, 2017, date and

·7· ·are therefore eligible for 100 percent of the PTC.

·8· · · · · · ·In addition to the 5 percent safe harbor

·9· ·requirement, the wind facility must satisfy the

10· ·continuity of construction requirement.· The company

11· ·intends to meet this requirement through the four year

12· ·calendar year safe harbor, which in our case means that

13· ·the facilities must be placed in service no later than

14· ·December 31st, 2020.· The company plans to have the wind

15· ·projects placed in service by that December 31st, 2020,

16· ·date in order to qualify for the 100 percent of the

17· ·PTCs.

18· · · · · · ·In December of 2017, congress passed and the

19· ·president signed HR1, more commonly referred to as the

20· ·tax act.· The passage of the tax act resulted in several

21· ·changes that impacted the company, most notably the

22· ·reduction of the federal tax rate from 35 percent to 21

23· ·percent, and the modification of the bonus depreciation

24· ·rules related to public utility property.

25· · · · · · ·The tax act, however, does not make any
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·1· ·modifications to the federal income tax code or any

·2· ·Internal Revenue Service guidance related to the value

·3· ·of the PTCs, or of the methods by which the company

·4· ·intends for the wind projects to qualify for 100 percent

·5· ·of the PTCs.· The enactment of the tax act therefore

·6· ·resolved the uncertainty that existed in late 2017,

·7· ·because the impacts are now known as incorporated into

·8· ·the company's analysis.· That concludes my summary.

·9· · · · · · ·MR. DOWNEY:· Thank you.· Ms. Kobliha is

10· ·available for cross-examination and commissioner

11· ·questions.

12· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you.

13· ·Mr. Longson, do you have any questions?

14· · · · · · ·MR. LONGSON:· No questions.· Thank you.

15· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Thank you.· Mr. Holman.

16· · · · · · ·MR. HOLMAN:· I have no questions.· Thank you.

17· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Ms. Hayes.

18· · · · · · ·MS. HAYES:· No, thank you.

19· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Thank you.· Mr. Jetter.

20· · · · · · ·MR. JETTER:· No questions.· Thank you.

21· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Mr. Moore.

22· · · · · · ·MR. MOORE:· Just one quick question.

23· · · · · · · · · · · ·CROSS-EXAMINATION

24· ·BY MR. MOORE:

25· · · · Q.· ·You mentioned that they have to be in service
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·1· ·by 2020 to get a hundred percent of PTCs?

·2· · · · A.· ·Correct.

·3· · · · Q.· ·It's true, isn't it, that if they miss that by

·4· ·one day, they get zero percent of the PTCs?

·5· · · · A.· ·Not necessarily.· So it's not going to be an

·6· ·all for nothing provision where the entire project has

·7· ·to be placed in service.· Of course, the project has to

·8· ·be generating electricity and getting somehow onto the

·9· ·grid.· But I wouldn't say it's going to be, it's a one

10· ·or none type of situation.

11· · · · Q.· ·Are you talking about turbines, or are you

12· ·talking about the projects?· You mentioned that they

13· ·were phasing them out.· They are not phasing them out in

14· ·the last years, are they?· I mean, if you miss by one --

15· ·if a project misses by one day, they don't go down to 80

16· ·percent.· They go down to -- all the wind turbines that

17· ·are not functioning go down to zero percent; is that

18· ·correct?

19· · · · A.· ·So yeah.· I think that's what I meant in terms

20· ·of components of the project.· So we intend, of course,

21· ·to have everything complete and in service by that date,

22· ·and I think we have guaranteed that qualification

23· ·position.· But if you were to look at, let's say, you

24· ·know, 9 out of 10 towers was in service.· Then you would

25· ·receive PTCs so long as they are generating and putting
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·1· ·electricity onto the grid.

·2· · · · · · ·So in that scenario, that might be one tower

·3· ·that wouldn't qualify for PTCs, unless you can say that

·4· ·there is an allocation of the 5 percent safe harbor

·5· ·dollars that you could say maybe it qualified for 80

·6· ·percent, and you have one more year to place that

·7· ·particular tower in service.· So it kind of depends.

·8· · · · · · ·MR. MOORE:· I have no further questions.

·9· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you, Mr. Moore.

10· ·Mr. Russell?

11· · · · · · ·MR. RUSSELL:· No questions, Chair.· Thank you.

12· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Mr. Baker.

13· · · · · · ·MR. BAKER:· No questions.· Thank you.

14· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Commissioner White?

15· · · · · · ·COMMISSIONER WHITE:· I just have one question.

16· · · · · · · · · · · · · EXAMINATION

17· ·BY COMMISSIONER WHITE:

18· · · · Q.· ·You know, the statute that we were looking at

19· ·in terms of standards, you know, asks us to determine

20· ·the public interest based upon, you know, factors

21· ·including these costs, risk, liability.

22· · · · · · ·But the one I haven't heard a lot on, and

23· ·wondered if you have any thoughts on, is the financial

24· ·impacts on the effective electric facility and

25· ·whether -- and I know that's not necessarily in your
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·1· ·testimony, but if that's something you have an opinion

·2· ·as to -- as to whether this project affects it, and how

·3· ·it affects it?

·4· · · · A.· ·Sure.· So we report on the business plan

·5· ·process every year, and in our last planning cycle, we

·6· ·did include the projects that we are proposing here, at

·7· ·least some subset, you know.· As you know, they have

·8· ·continued to evolve.· And through that we were able to

·9· ·assess our, you know, financial needs, where going out

10· ·to the bond market or modifying our dividend payments,

11· ·for example, or using cash from operation.

12· · · · · · ·So all those things combined in our analysis

13· ·would lend me to conclude that, yes, we have the ability

14· ·to fund and finance all these projects through our

15· ·access to the markets would be the main source of

16· ·funding.

17· · · · Q.· ·The Oregon commission issued an order where

18· ·they have not acknowledged the short list.· Has there

19· ·been any nonconfidential information from the market as

20· ·to whether or not that would potentially affect the

21· ·potential, you know, lending or borrowing for those

22· ·projects?

23· · · · A.· ·So we actually don't borrow on a

24· ·project-by-project basis.· It's more of a big picture,

25· ·here is the entire needs of the company.· So we would
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·1· ·have never looked at, when we go out to market, this

·2· ·particular project, you know, isn't being acknowledged.

·3· ·Therefore, maybe there isn't a cash flow that you would

·4· ·expect.

·5· · · · · · ·That would never come into our conversations.

·6· ·It's definitely more big picture as to what's happening

·7· ·with the company.

·8· · · · · · ·COMMISSIONER WHITE:· Thanks.· That's all the

·9· ·questions I have.

10· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you.· Before we

11· ·go to Commissioner Clark, I failed to ask Mr. Lowney if

12· ·he had any redirect based on Mr. Moore's cross.

13· · · · · · ·MR. LOWNEY:· I do not.

14· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you.

15· ·Commissioner Clark.

16· · · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CLARK:· I'm desperately trying to

17· ·find something in the --

18· · · · · · ·THE WITNESS:· Taxes are my favorite subject.

19· · · · · · · · · · · · · EXAMINATION

20· ·BY COMMISSIONER CLARK:

21· · · · Q.· ·So I'm just going to ask you to help me rather

22· ·than try to find it in the IE report.· But I guess I am

23· ·following up on what Mr. Moore was asking you about.· Do

24· ·you have general familiarity with the investment tax

25· ·credits that apply to solar projects?
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·1· · · · A.· ·Yes, I do.

·2· · · · Q.· ·So as I understand it, at some point, and I

·3· ·can't remember if it's the end of 2020 or 2021, those

·4· ·tax credits start to glide away.· But the glide path is

·5· ·like a reduction from a hundred percent one year to 80

·6· ·percent, to 55 or 60 or something like that.· In other

·7· ·words, it steps down over a period of years.· Is that

·8· ·true with respect to ITCs?

·9· · · · A.· ·Yes.· So the investment tax credit is on a

10· ·phase-down plan.· So if construction begins prior to the

11· ·end of 2019, or you could say January 1st, 2020, then

12· ·the project would still be eligible for the 30 percent

13· ·investment tax credit.

14· · · · · · ·The next year, so calendar year 2020, it goes

15· ·down to 26 percent.· And then it steps down to 22

16· ·percent in the next year.· And then it steps down to 10

17· ·percent for projects that begin after 2020.· And then

18· ·projects where construction starts after 2027 is zero

19· ·percent.

20· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· And with respect to the PTCs that apply

21· ·to wind, we're not in a similar type of step-down

22· ·transition at the end of 2020.· Am I -- is that accurate

23· ·generally?

24· · · · A.· ·There is also the phase down with the PTCs,

25· ·where construction has to begin prior to 2017 to get a
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·1· ·hundred percent.· 2018 was 80 percent.· 2019 was 60

·2· ·percent, 40 percent, and then it goes to zero.

·3· · · · Q.· ·So it would harken back to the time that

·4· ·construction began, rather than it going into service,

·5· ·2021, or 2022 or 2023?

·6· · · · A.· ·Yeah.· In terms of the PTCs, that's where that

·7· ·four year calendar safe harbor comes in in terms of

·8· ·completing the projects.· The ITCs are a little bit

·9· ·different in there actually isn't any guidance out there

10· ·for what does the beginning of construction mean.· Like

11· ·our 5 percent safe harbor we have for PTCs.

12· · · · · · ·And there also isn't any guidance about that

13· ·four year calendar safe harbor at this point from the

14· ·IRS.· Parties have asked for that guidance to know what

15· ·does it actually mean that you began construction for a

16· ·solar facility.

17· · · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CLARK:· Thanks very much.· That

18· ·helps me.

19· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Thank you.· I don't have any

20· ·further questions.· So thank you for your testimony

21· ·today.

22· · · · · · ·THE WITNESS:· Thank you.

23· · · · · · ·MS. LOWNEY:· The company's next witness is

24· ·Chad Teply.

25· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Good afternoon, Mr. Teply.
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·1· ·Do you swear to tell the truths?

·2· · · · · · ·THE WITNESS:· Raise my hand?

·3· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· You can raise it or not.· Do

·4· ·you swear to tell the truth?

·5· · · · · · ·THE WITNESS:· I do.

·6· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.

·7· · · · · · · · · · · · · CHAD TEPLY,

·8· ·was called as a witness, and having been first duly

·9· ·sworn, testified as follows:

10· · · · · · · · · · · DIRECT EXAMINATION

11· ·BY MR. LOWNEY:

12· · · · Q.· ·Mr. Teply, would you please state and spell

13· ·your name for the record.

14· · · · A.· ·Sure.· My name is Chad -- my name is Chad

15· ·Teply.· That is spelled C-H-A-D, T-E-P-L-Y.

16· · · · Q.· ·And how are you employed, Mr. Teply?

17· · · · A.· ·I am employed as the senior vice president of

18· ·strategy and development for Rocky Mountain Power.

19· · · · Q.· ·And in that capacity, did you file direct

20· ·testimony, supplemental direct testimony, second

21· ·supplemental direct testimony, and surrebuttal testimony

22· ·in this case?

23· · · · A.· ·I did.

24· · · · Q.· ·And do you have any changes or corrections to

25· ·that testimony today?
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·1· · · · A.· ·I do not.

·2· · · · Q.· ·And if I were to ask you the same questions,

·3· ·would your answers be the same?

·4· · · · A.· ·Yes, they would.

·5· · · · · · ·MR. LOWNEY:· I would move for the admission of

·6· ·Mr. Teply's testimony and accompanying exhibits, and I

·7· ·would just note before we -- in support of that motion,

·8· ·in the exhibit list that we provided, we will not be

·9· ·moving for the admission of certain exhibits that are

10· ·struck through.

11· · · · · · ·And those consist of several highly

12· ·confidential documents that have been superseded by

13· ·subsequent -- either subsequent exhibits or, for

14· ·example, several of the exhibits relating to the

15· ·McFadden Ridge project.· And that's no longer part of

16· ·the case.· So I can walk through those exhibits.· That

17· ·would be CAT1-1.· CAT1-7.

18· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· If everyone has this list, it

19· ·may not be necessary to walk through.· Does everyone

20· ·have the list that shows the strikethroughs?

21· · · · · · ·MR. DOWNEY:· I did distribute it, and I have

22· ·more copies for everybody.

23· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· I don't think it's

24· ·necessary for you to walk through all the ones you have

25· ·stricken through it.· Is there any objection to entering
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·1· ·these into the record, with the exception of the ones

·2· ·that are stricken through on the exhibit list?

·3· ·Mr. Russell.

·4· · · · · · ·MR. RUSSELL:· No objection from UAE, although

·5· ·I would like clarification.· Some of these exhibits

·6· ·remain marked highly confidential.· I am just curious

·7· ·whether that designation remains on the exhibits.· And I

·8· ·ask that question partly because some of these were

·9· ·marked a number of months ago.· So I don't know whether

10· ·they remain highly confidential or not.

11· · · · · · ·MR. LOWNEY:· The ones that are marked highly

12· ·confidential remain highly confidential.

13· · · · · · ·MR. RUSSELL:· Okay.· Thanks.

14· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· With that clarification, is

15· ·there any objection to the motion?· I am not seeing any

16· ·objection, so the motion is granted.· Thank you.

17· · · · Q.· ·(By Mr. Lowney)· Mr. Teply, have you prepared

18· ·a summary?

19· · · · A.· ·I have.

20· · · · Q.· ·Would you please proceed.

21· · · · A.· ·Sure.· Good afternoon, Chair LeVar, Commission

22· ·Clark, Commissioner White.· My testimony in this

23· ·proceeding describes the wind projects that were

24· ·initially submitted as proxies in the company's

25· ·application in this docket, and those that were
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·1· ·ultimately selected via 2017R RFP for which we seek

·2· ·approval of the significant energy resource decision.

·3· · · · · · ·Two of the three originally submitted

·4· ·benchmark projects remain in the final short list, when

·5· ·considering TB Flats 1 and 2 as a single project at this

·6· ·point.

·7· · · · · · ·As discussed by Mr. Link, the company's 2017

·8· ·IRP or integrated resource plan, filed in April of 2017,

·9· ·identified a time-limited opportunity to procure wind

10· ·resources and needed transmission and to -- which

11· ·allowed interconnection and decongestion, if you will,

12· ·of the transmission in the north and southeastern

13· ·Wyoming.

14· · · · · · ·To support the subsequent 2017 RFP that

15· ·followed the IRP, the company engaged the competitive

16· ·market, including project developers with preferred

17· ·interconnection queue positions that I have described in

18· ·my direct testimony.· As discussed in that testimony, we

19· ·negotiated contingent development transfer agreements.

20· · · · · · ·Having identified through the public process,

21· ·and through our engagement with the developers in the

22· ·integrated resource planning process, these projects, we

23· ·entered into the development transfer agreement with the

24· ·focus on, one, ensuring that the company could submit

25· ·benchmark resources, not only in this application, but
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·1· ·ultimately in the 2017R RFP that ensured the company at

·2· ·a minimum would have an offering there for which the

·3· ·various regulatory parties could assess the economics of

·4· ·the combined winds and transmission.

·5· · · · · · ·A key component to the development transfer

·6· ·agreements that we negotiated is the fact that the

·7· ·developer that held those key interconnection queue

·8· ·positions and the development asset rights was also

·9· ·in -- retains the ability to bid into that same 2017R

10· ·RFP.

11· · · · · · ·The company ultimately submitted three

12· ·projects into the 2017R RFP, those three projects being

13· ·the TB Flats 1 and 2 project that I have just described,

14· ·which is a 500 megawatt project located immediately

15· ·adjacent to our Dunlap wind farm that has been in

16· ·operation since 2010; the Ekola Flats wind project.

17· ·It's a 250 megawatt project that is located immediately

18· ·in between Seven Mile Hill and the Dunlap wind farm that

19· ·were both constructed in the 2008 through 2010 time

20· ·frame; and ultimately our McFadden Ridge 2 project,

21· ·which is 109 megawatt project located near and adjacent

22· ·to our High Plains in McFadden Ridge 1 project.

23· · · · · · ·Each of our initial submittals and each of our

24· ·benchmarks was selected to the initial short list in the

25· ·2017R RFP, and requested to submit best and final offers
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·1· ·in November of 2017.

·2· · · · · · ·In the company's January 2018 filing in this

·3· ·proceeding, the final short list and the preliminary

·4· ·final short list of the 2017 RFP results were reported.

·5· ·Those results included the TB Flats 1 and 2 project and

·6· ·the McFadden Ridge 2 benchmark projects.

·7· · · · · · ·In addition, as we had described in direct

·8· ·testimony in the application, the RFP also resulted in

·9· ·two market offerings; the Cedar Springs project that you

10· ·have heard about today, which is a 400 megawatt project

11· ·bifurcated into two parts effectively, a 200 watt -- 200

12· ·megawatt field transfer agreement, and a 200 megawatt

13· ·power purchase agreement.· The fourth project that was

14· ·selected and reported in January was the Uinta project

15· ·that we talked about today.

16· · · · · · ·Following the interconnection restudies that

17· ·you have heard about in testimony from Mr. Vail and

18· ·Mr. Link earlier in this proceeding, the McFadden Ridge

19· ·project that I just described, was removed from the

20· ·final shot list selection in February and replaced with

21· ·the company's Ekola Flats benchmark project, the 250

22· ·megawatt project, which was larger and more economic

23· ·than the McFadden Ridge 2 project, but was facilitated

24· ·and enabled by the interconnection restudy.

25· · · · · · ·And as you heard in testimony from Mr. Vail,
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·1· ·the change in the queue positions with the change from

·2· ·the cut-off for the Gateway South, if you will, going

·3· ·from the interconnection queue position 708 down to, I

·4· ·believe he requested -- or he quoted 713.· So that

·5· ·facilitated the Ekola Flats addition, as well as the

·6· ·additional transfer capability that Mr. Vail has

·7· ·described earlier today.

·8· · · · · · ·We found that the 2017R RFP was a -- provided

·9· ·a good response.· We have heard about the robustness of

10· ·the response from the market.· But from a commercial --

11· ·commercial structures perspective, I think it's worth

12· ·talking a little bit about the different types of

13· ·commercial structures that were included and are

14· ·included today, following the 2017R RFP.

15· · · · · · ·We have our benchmark projects, the TB Flats 1

16· ·and 2 projects and the Ekola Flats projects that

17· ·effectively are structured to be contracted under an

18· ·engineer procure construct contract, one for each

19· ·project, and turbine supply agreements, separate for

20· ·each project.· Those agreements would be directly

21· ·between Pacific Corp and those -- and those contractors

22· ·and turbine supply providers.

23· · · · · · ·The build transfer agreements, the pro forma

24· ·which is included in the exhibits in my testimony, would

25· ·now apply to the next era 200 megawatt project.· So
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·1· ·there's a build transfer agreement.

·2· · · · · · ·And I think it's important to point out from a

·3· ·commercial perspective, the build transfer agreement is

·4· ·basically an arm's length commercial structure, wherein

·5· ·there is a contract between PacifiCorp and the developer

·6· ·of that project.· The developer of that project then

·7· ·goes to the market for construction and turbine supply.

·8· ·So an arm's length between PacifiCorp and say the

·9· ·contractors and turbine supply agreements.

10· · · · · · ·Also recognizing that under a build transfer

11· ·agreement, care, custody and control of the asset

12· ·typically transfers on a closing date following

13· ·commercial operation of the asset.· So different

14· ·commercial structure than an EPC, such as the benchmark.

15· · · · · · ·And then ultimately the power purchase

16· ·agreement, therein, again, a contract between PacifiCorp

17· ·and the developer of the individual project with the

18· ·developer there again having the responsibility to get

19· ·the project built, deliver it and meet certain

20· ·obligations for delivery.

21· · · · · · ·During the regulatory review process, we have

22· ·addressed this earlier in the proceeding, the company

23· ·has stipulated with parties in Wyoming and Idaho as to

24· ·the removal of the Uinta project, so leaving three

25· ·projects, TB Flats 1 and 2, Ekola Flats, all of which
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·1· ·were originally included in the application, and now

·2· ·plus the Cedar Springs 400 megawatt BTA PPA.

·3· · · · · · ·The project remains well positioned to provide

·4· ·the customer benefits incorporated into the case.· The

·5· ·timelines and off-ramps for the projects are being

·6· ·effectively developed and maintained in parallel to the

·7· ·ongoing regulatory proceedings like this one, the

·8· ·ongoing procurement activities, permitting at both the

·9· ·state and federal level, and actually -- and also

10· ·right-of-way acquisition, not only for the wind farms

11· ·but also for the transmission line.

12· · · · · · ·Procurement timelines have been adjusted along

13· ·the way, primarily to adjust and accommodate the

14· ·changing regulatory schedules, not only here in Utah,

15· ·but in our other states.· We've worked closely with the

16· ·project developers, the contractors and turbine

17· ·suppliers, as we discussed a little bit earlier today,

18· ·with respect to the criticality of those dates, bid

19· ·validity periods, et cetera.· We have been effective in

20· ·maintaining that schedule alignment to date.

21· · · · · · ·Our focus in that review was to maintain the

22· ·firm fixed pricing, to begin our negotiations, such that

23· ·we would have near final major agreements such as the

24· ·EPC, the turbine supply agreements, the build transfer

25· ·agreements, et cetera.· But to have the results of our
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·1· ·regulatory reviews prior to entering into binding

·2· ·agreements.

·3· · · · · · ·We have done that intentionally.· The company

·4· ·is positioned to execute binding agreements in June of

·5· ·2018, following regulatory approvals, assuming we get

·6· ·them, for the wind projects, and in particular the

·7· ·benchmarks, and in July, early July of 2018, with the

·8· ·current schedule with our build transfer supplier, BTA

·9· ·supplier for Cedar Springs.

10· · · · · · ·Project costs and delivery risks continue to

11· ·be reduced, through the successful competitive market

12· ·engagement that I described earlier.· We have -- we have

13· ·demonstrated and provided in our testimony significant

14· ·capital cost reductions, particularly for the wind

15· ·projects since the time of our application.

16· · · · · · ·For the benchmark projects in particular, that

17· ·was an item that was discussed earlier today from the

18· ·stand.· It's important to note that for the benchmark

19· ·project, the key driver to the capital cost differences

20· ·there is that as we engage the competitive market,

21· ·we selected bids from a wide variety of Tier 1 wind

22· ·turbine suppliers.

23· · · · · · ·The benchmark projects were ultimately based

24· ·on a large wind turbine generator design, large meaning

25· ·4.2 megawatt machines.· As compared to other bids, if
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·1· ·you were to look through the details, anywhere from I'd

·2· ·say one and a half to, say, 3.2 megawatt machines, so in

·3· ·effect, getting the same megawatt output with less

·4· ·infrastructure; i.e., less capital cost to construct.

·5· ·So a very key driver to the reason the benchmark project

·6· ·costs were much lower comparatively to the market for

·7· ·installation costs.

·8· · · · · · ·The other reason that we hang our hat on with

·9· ·respect to the benchmark project competitiveness is the

10· ·fact that we did go to the competitive market prior to

11· ·submitting our benchmark proposals in October of 2017,

12· ·not only for the turbine supply agreements, but also for

13· ·construction of contracts, EPC contracts.· So we had

14· ·begun negotiations -- sorry.· We had received proposals,

15· ·begun negotiations and based our proposals on that

16· ·status at the time.

17· · · · · · ·So I can't speak for the other bidders as to

18· ·what level of effort they went into to support their

19· ·proposals in the 2017 RFP, but I did think that was

20· ·worth flagging for the commission.

21· · · · · · ·We have been effective at maintaining our

22· ·off-ramps from a commercial perspective throughout the

23· ·process, I think in particular, with respect to the

24· ·major contracts for engineer procure and construct.

25· · · · · · ·On the wind farms, we have incorporated what
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·1· ·we consider -- what is traditionally termed a limited

·2· ·notice to proceed contract -- concept.· The limited

·3· ·notice to proceed concept allows your counterparty to

·4· ·begin key critical path activities, such as engineering,

·5· ·preliminary procurement, permitting, mobilizations of

·6· ·personnel, et cetera, early, before you have made that

·7· ·final commitment to actually begin spending major

·8· ·capital on equipment procurement, material supply, site

·9· ·work.

10· · · · · · ·The way we have incorporated that into the

11· ·benchmarks in particular is an LNTP concept that would

12· ·begin, assuming we sign contracts and binding agreements

13· ·in June time frame of this year, and ultimately carrying

14· ·through to a full notice to proceed concept at the

15· ·beginning of next year for the wind farms.· So in other

16· ·words, I would say the April 2019 time frame.

17· · · · · · ·The key driver for that limited notice to

18· ·proceed concept with respect to the wind farms is, we

19· ·want to make sure that the transmission project, in the

20· ·event we receive approvals, has time to acquire the

21· ·rights-of-way.· The rights-of-way acquisition leading

22· ·into the construction cycle for transmission is the

23· ·critical path for the overall combined projects.

24· · · · · · ·The rights-of-way acquisition cycle and

25· ·process effectively has already begun, but waiting on
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·1· ·regulatory approvals and the proceedings and outcomes in

·2· ·our various dockets, we have not yet signed final

·3· ·binding agreements.· So we have worked with and had

·4· ·negotiations with all of the parties along the

·5· ·transmission corridor, but we have a lot of work to do

·6· ·there.

·7· · · · · · ·We -- if you -- if you take a look at the

·8· ·transmission corridor in particular, and if you were

·9· ·following the Wyoming proceedings, we had upwards of six

10· ·intervenors, landowners, particularly in that

11· ·proceeding, all of which we engaged, five of which we

12· ·engaged successfully, one of which we did not.

13· · · · · · ·But we have reached agreements with those

14· ·parties that effectively allowed them to withdraw from

15· ·the Wyoming CPCN proceedings.· The Wyoming CPCNs that we

16· ·received for each project are conditioned on final

17· ·receipt of all right-of-way, particularly for the

18· ·transmission.· That becomes the tie back to my wind

19· ·projects, if you will.

20· · · · · · ·So we're managing through the right-of-way

21· ·process, with those landowners that I just mentioned

22· ·that we have, I'll say agreements in principal with, and

23· ·then if I include the federal -- the federal

24· ·checkerboard lands, that are included in transmission

25· ·right-of-way, as well as the state lands that we're
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·1· ·working to finalize agreements on, that equates to over

·2· ·50 percent of our corridor for the 500 KV transmission

·3· ·line.· So making good progress there, but work

·4· ·remaining.

·5· · · · · · ·We built into our schedule in the event we had

·6· ·had to revert to the approach of last resort, which

·7· ·would be eminent domain -- we have incorporated those

·8· ·schedules in the time frame for eminent domain into the

·9· ·project critical path schedule.· That ultimately leads

10· ·you to the April 1 time frame of 2019.

11· · · · · · ·As you heard from Mr. Vail, two construction

12· ·cycles or two seasons of construction, the summer of

13· ·2019 and the summer of 2020, are critical to the

14· ·transmission line, without having to invoke work-arounds

15· ·and accelerated plans.

16· · · · · · ·Equally as important as to the commercial

17· ·agreements that we have incorporated and are working to

18· ·finalize with our contractors is that we remain

19· ·committed to return to the commission should material

20· ·issues arise, not only during this predevelopment phase,

21· ·the remainder of 2018, but ultimately during the

22· ·implementation phases that would proceed through 2019

23· ·and ultimately 2020.

24· · · · · · ·We also are planning to maintain our

25· ·contracting off-ramps and manage those appropriately.
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·1· ·Each of our projects will qualify for the production tax

·2· ·credit safe harbor that you just heard described by

·3· ·Ms. Kobliha.

·4· · · · · · ·We have entered into the opportunity as we

·5· ·started to look at projects in the 2017 -- heading into

·6· ·the 2017 RFP, particularly from a benchmark perspective,

·7· ·looking for projects that could demonstrate and validate

·8· ·their ability to qualify, not only for the hundred

·9· ·percent PTC but ultimately ideally under the safe harbor

10· ·provision, because the safe harbor provision is viewed

11· ·as a more, I will call it a bright line test, with --

12· ·from the IRS's perspective.

13· · · · · · ·We'll get -- we have validated the three

14· ·projects that you have before you today, TB Flat 1 and

15· ·2, Ekola Flats and NextEra -- no, I mean, I'm sorry, and

16· ·Cedar Springs as being eligible under the safe harbor

17· ·provisions.

18· · · · · · ·The company's direct engagement on the EPC

19· ·front with respect to its benchmarks helps to mitigate

20· ·risk with respect to the PTC eligibility and ultimate

21· ·delivery of the projects by 2020.· I would say with each

22· ·commercial structure that I have described earlier, I've

23· ·become a little bit more arm's length with respect to my

24· ·ability to ensure that that -- those dates are achieved.

25· · · · · · ·Nonetheless, we have worked with respect to
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·1· ·the terms and pro forma contracts that I have included

·2· ·in my exhibits for the power -- for the build transfer

·3· ·agreement, as well as the EPC, to ensure that we have

·4· ·the appropriate checkpoints in place; schedule

·5· ·monitoring, guarantees from contractors and

·6· ·counterparties, oversight with respect to quality

·7· ·control, those types of issues that you would expect

·8· ·from a significant contract like the ones we're talking

·9· ·about today.

10· · · · · · ·The projects will be operated consistently

11· ·with PacifiCorp over a decade of experience operating

12· ·similar projects.· As we stated in our testimony, we

13· ·have guaranteed and will incorporate a 90 -- 97 percent

14· ·mechanical availability guarantee into our contracts.

15· · · · · · ·In summary, the construction of the new wind

16· ·project and the transmission projects are in the public

17· ·interest.· Projects provide an economically attractive

18· ·and environmentally responsible opportunity to serve our

19· ·customer load needs.

20· · · · · · ·The projects have been validated as desirable

21· ·due to their location-specific attributes, particularly

22· ·with respect to wind performance.· And that wind

23· ·performance has been assessed by an independent third

24· ·party to validate its -- the information we have used.

25· · · · · · ·The project timelines and development plans,
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·1· ·as well as the commercial off-ramps have been maintained

·2· ·to ensure that these wind projects become an essential

·3· ·part of Rocky Mountain Power's diversified portfolio.

·4· ·The commission's review of the company's prudence in

·5· ·maintaining the costs and managing material changes,

·6· ·should they occur, will be pursued.· And the combined

·7· ·projects will benefit the company's customers as a

·8· ·whole.

·9· · · · · · ·The company appreciates the parties'

10· ·engagements in these proceedings and believes that the

11· ·combined projects will benefit from this rigorous

12· ·review.· For all of those reasons, we urge you to

13· ·approve the significant energy resource decision that is

14· ·before you.· Thank you.

15· · · · · · ·MR. LOWNEY:· Mr. Teply is available for

16· ·cross-examination and commissioner questions.

17· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Thank you.· Why don't we take

18· ·a short break and return in about 10 minutes and start

19· ·cross-examination.· We'll be in brief recess.

20· · · · · · ·(Recess from 2:39 p.m. to 2:51 p.m.)

21· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· We are back on the

22· ·record.· Before we move to cross-examination of

23· ·Mr. Teply, I want to discuss one issue that I think we

24· ·should plan to maybe finalize tomorrow morning, and that

25· ·is the usefulness of closing arguments at the conclusion
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·1· ·of this hearing.

·2· · · · · · ·We do seem to be in a time frame where

·3· ·posthearing briefs probably is a luxury we do not have

·4· ·available to us, but maybe we could discuss.· And of

·5· ·course, this also -- I realize, you know, no one can

·6· ·predict how much time the rest of the hearing is going

·7· ·to take between now and Friday, and if we finish at 6:00

·8· ·p.m. Friday, there may not be a lot of interest in

·9· ·staying for a couple more hours.

10· · · · · · ·But I am throwing the issue out there that

11· ·maybe first thing tomorrow morning we can have a

12· ·conversation about whether parties see a benefit to

13· ·closing arguments at the conclusion of the hearing.  I

14· ·think we would want to cap them at no more than two

15· ·hours total.

16· · · · · · ·We have about eight parties, and how that

17· ·would be divided up, we could discuss in the morning, if

18· ·there's interest.· But I just want to throw the concept

19· ·out there so you can think about it and be prepared to

20· ·talk about it tomorrow morning before we start

21· ·testimony.

22· · · · · · ·So unless there's any questions, I think

23· ·that's a conversation we'll have in the morning and just

24· ·give you some time to think about that.· Obviously,

25· ·we're bringing it up because we might see some
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·1· ·usefulness to it, or otherwise we wouldn't be raising it

·2· ·at this point.

·3· · · · · · ·So with that, we'll go to cross-examination of

·4· ·Mr. Teply -- sorry.· And we'll start with, did you have

·5· ·something?

·6· · · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CLARK:· Chair LeVar, did you

·7· ·mention time frames, kind of what we are thinking?

·8· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Well, I said two hours at a

·9· ·maximum for the entirety of it.· I don't think we have

10· ·the luxury of more than that, you know.· Unless we

11· ·finish everything Friday morning and we a little more

12· ·time on our hands, but I don't think we can plan on

13· ·that.· So that's probably the time frame we ought to be

14· ·thinking about.

15· · · · · · ·MR. MICHEL:· Mr. Chairman.

16· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Yes, Mr. Michel.

17· · · · · · ·MR. MICHEL:· You had mentioned yesterday the

18· ·possibility of going evenings if this doesn't go as

19· ·quickly as we had -- folks had anticipated.· I was just

20· ·wondering if you had any more thoughts about either this

21· ·evening or tomorrow evening, or if it's still, if you --

22· ·just -- if you have any ideas on what -- where you think

23· ·that might be going.

24· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Well, I'll say, anybody

25· ·else's guess in this room is as good as mine on what we
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·1· ·are looking at in terms of cross-examination for the

·2· ·remaining witnesses.· Everyone knows how many witnesses

·3· ·we have.· I can say we made better progress today than

·4· ·we did yesterday.

·5· · · · · · ·In terms of today, you know, I think we'll see

·6· ·where we get, and if there's a good stopping point that

·7· ·seems like a convenient place to stop or -- I don't

·8· ·envision us going much past 6:00 or 6:30 this evening,

·9· ·but if we're at a point where it seems like pushing

10· ·until six or a little after six seems like we're --

11· ·might be -- if it seems like that might be a stopping

12· ·point, I'm not opposed to going a little bit late like

13· ·that this evening.

14· · · · · · ·I am not sure there's much need to go past

15· ·that, and then reassess where we are this same time

16· ·tomorrow.· So I mean that's how I am thinking about it,

17· ·but like I said, anybody else's guess is as good as mine

18· ·of what we are looking at on the remaining list of

19· ·witnesses and knowing what each other are thinking in

20· ·terms of your plans for cross-examination.

21· · · · · · ·So with that, I'll just ask if there's any --

22· ·if there's any party who cannot stay at all past five

23· ·o'clock today, please let me know.· But I am thinking we

24· ·might have some flexibility in just seeing what a

25· ·natural stopping point is going to be today, as we look
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·1· ·at approaching the next two days.· Also considering that

·2· ·we might want to reserve some time for closing

·3· ·arguments.

·4· · · · · · ·That was a long answer that didn't really tell

·5· ·you anything.· Thankfully most of you are giving shorter

·6· ·answers than that.· Mr. Longson.

·7· · · · · · ·MR.· LONGSON:· Chair, I will just note that

·8· ·Interwest will be happy to put Mr. Jenner on this

·9· ·evening after Mr. Teply, depending on how long he goes.

10· ·So either this evening or tomorrow morning works great

11· ·for us.

12· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· I think I was going to let

13· ·PacifiCorp decide if they wanted to do their final

14· ·witness first.· But I think we are in plenty of time to

15· ·get your witness within your time constraints ether

16· ·today or tomorrow morning.

17· · · · · · ·MR. LONGSON:· Okay.· Thank you.

18· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Anything else before we go to

19· ·cross-examination?· Okay.· Thank you.· Mr. Longson, do

20· ·you have any questions for Mr. Teply?

21· · · · · · ·MR. LONGSON:· No questions.· Thank you.

22· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Mr. Holman.

23· · · · · · ·MR. HOLMAN:· No questions.· Thank you.

24· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Mr. Michel.

25· · · · · · ·MR. MICHEL:· Just a couple questions.
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·1· · · · · · · · · · · ·CROSS-EXAMINATION

·2· ·BY MR. MICHEL:

·3· · · · Q.· ·Good afternoon, Mr. Teply.

·4· · · · A.· ·Good afternoon.

·5· · · · Q.· ·You have described the project that makes up

·6· ·the combined project that the company is seeking

·7· ·approval for in your testimony, right?

·8· · · · A.· ·Yes, that's correct.

·9· · · · Q.· ·And as part of your background, you did -- you

10· ·did work evaluating EPA's clean power plan?

11· · · · A.· ·I did.

12· · · · Q.· ·And if EPA's clean power plan were to be

13· ·revived in the future, would the projects or the

14· ·facilities that make up the combined project, exclusive

15· ·of the transmission facilities, would those be eligible

16· ·to receive emission reduction credits under that clean

17· ·power plan?· Or would those have been eligible?

18· · · · A.· ·Yeah.· I think the answer to -- if we are

19· ·basing the question on the originally prescribed clean

20· ·power plan, there were credits available for any

21· ·nonemitting resource.· So I would say in that context

22· ·the -- obviously, the new wind farms, enough wind

23· ·projects as part of this combined project would qualify

24· ·under the originally contemplated clean power plan.

25· · · · Q.· ·And those credits under certain circumstances
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·1· ·could be traded or sold much like renewable energy

·2· ·credits?

·3· · · · A.· ·The concept of trading was one of the

·4· ·considerations in the clean power plan as originally

·5· ·proposed, yes.

·6· · · · · · ·MR. MICHEL:· Okay.· That's all I have.· Thank

·7· ·you.

·8· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you.

·9· ·Mr. Jetter.

10· · · · · · · · · · · ·CROSS-EXAMINATION

11· ·BY MR. JETTER:

12· · · · Q.· ·Hi.· Good afternoon.

13· · · · A.· ·Good afternoon.

14· · · · Q.· ·I'll try to keep this as brief as I can.· You

15· ·mentioned that the company had purchased development

16· ·transfer agreements, which were a type of an option

17· ·agreements; is that correct?

18· · · · A.· ·Yes.· I did mention that we had entered into

19· ·development transfer agreements for the -- just to be

20· ·clear, the TB Flats 1 and 2, and the Ekola Flats

21· ·projects that I discussed earlier in testimony.

22· · · · Q.· ·And as part of that, you received the

23· ·opportunity to bid a relatively favorable queue

24· ·position?

25· · · · A.· ·So as we, as I described in my -- in my direct
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·1· ·testimony, we had reviewed the interconnection queue.

·2· ·We had engagements with several developers, obviously

·3· ·through the integrated resource plan, and integrated

·4· ·resource planning process that ran through 2016, into

·5· ·2017.

·6· · · · · · ·We get a lot of interest that -- in the

·7· ·strategy and development group from the sophisticated

·8· ·parties that you have heard a lot about today that

·9· ·monitor the queue, develop wind projects, solar

10· ·projects, all types of projects.

11· · · · · · ·So our interest, as we headed into the RFP

12· ·process here, was to ensure that we could, one, identify

13· ·whether or not there was an interested counterparty that

14· ·did have what I would call as a preferred

15· ·interconnection queue position, that would be willing to

16· ·let the company bid on that set of projects while

17· ·allowing them to bid on that set of projects as well.

18· · · · Q.· ·Thank you.· And so I understand that

19· ·correctly, you purchased those in sometime 2016?

20· · · · A.· ·Actually, no.· We engaged that party in the

21· ·spring of 2017, following the integrated resource plan

22· ·filing.· We ultimately signed the development transfer

23· ·agreement.

24· · · · · · ·And when you say purchased, I just want to be

25· ·clear.· There is a limited payment stream associated
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·1· ·with the development activities that are ongoing for

·2· ·those projects.· Those agreements are contingent, as I

·3· ·mentioned, upon receiving regulatory approvals across

·4· ·our regulated states.· They are also contingent upon

·5· ·that developer completing permitting through the end of

·6· ·this year.

·7· · · · · · ·And then ultimately they have a concept around

·8· ·a closing, which is when we would actually inquire and

·9· ·any interconnection queue positions as the agreements

10· ·would be assigned at that closing, which is anticipated,

11· ·assuming we continue to progress through the development

12· ·of the combined projects, late this year or early next

13· ·year.

14· · · · Q.· ·And so is it -- is it correct to say that for

15· ·the optionality you acquired with those options in --

16· ·in, it sounded like early 2017, that wasn't free, was

17· ·it?

18· · · · A.· ·No.· Those -- those were not free agreements.

19· ·But they were very limited, from a cost exposure

20· ·perspective, as compared to say, acquisition of an

21· ·entire project.

22· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· And your intention would be then for

23· ·those costs to be wrapped into the capital costs,

24· ·county-wise for these project; is that correct?

25· · · · A.· ·Yes.· Those costs are contemplated as part of
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·1· ·our project estimates that were submitted in the 2017

·2· ·RFP process.

·3· · · · Q.· ·And did you offer to transfer any rights to

·4· ·any of the other bidders who might have been in a lower

·5· ·queue position to also bid in at that project level

·6· ·if --

·7· · · · A.· ·I didn't have -- as I just explained, I

·8· ·didn't -- I don't have the right to transfer an

·9· ·interconnection queue position that I have contingently

10· ·acquired as a development transfer agreement that has

11· ·not yet closed.· So I don't have anything to transfer to

12· ·another bidder.· The developer of the project retains

13· ·all of their original development assets today.

14· · · · · · ·And as I mentioned, those are contingent

15· ·development transfer agreements, wherein, in the event

16· ·several conditions precedent throughout the course of

17· ·this year come to fruition, we would ultimately close on

18· ·a set of development assets, which would include the

19· ·interconnection queue agreements.

20· · · · Q.· ·In the event that the commission does not

21· ·approve this and the company decides not to go forward

22· ·with these projects, does the company still intend to

23· ·seek recovery for those dollars that were expended on

24· ·the development transfer agreement options?

25· · · · A.· ·I would presume that if the company did not --
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·1· ·well, if approvals were not received and the company did

·2· ·not choose to go forward in any context with respect to

·3· ·Utah, in that hypothetical, I would not assume that we

·4· ·could recover those costs because they were -- would not

·5· ·be used and useful.

·6· · · · · · ·MR. JETTER:· Thank you.· I have no further

·7· ·questions.

·8· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you.· Mr. Moore.

·9· · · · · · · · · · · ·CROSS-EXAMINATION

10· ·BY MR. MOORE:

11· · · · Q.· ·Hello, Mr. Teply.

12· · · · A.· ·Hello.

13· · · · Q.· ·May I direct your attention to lines 318 and

14· ·323 of your May 15th, 2018, surrebuttal testimony?

15· · · · A.· ·I'm there.

16· · · · Q.· ·You stated that you do not agree with the

17· ·office's witness, Commissioner Hayet's suggestions that

18· ·the commission place various conditions on preapproval

19· ·of the project, and categorize suggestions conditions as

20· ·unnecessary, unprecedented, unsupported and setting

21· ·positions that go well beyond the existing regulatory

22· ·compact.

23· · · · · · ·Did I state your testimony correctly?

24· · · · A.· ·That's what I stated, yes.

25· · · · Q.· ·Do you want me to repeat that?· Are you aware
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·1· ·that Utah code section 54-17-302(5)(b) provides the

·2· ·commission has the option to approve the significant

·3· ·energy resource decisions subject to conditions proposed

·4· ·by the commission?

·5· · · · A.· ·That sounds correct, subject to check.

·6· · · · Q.· ·Now, may I direct you to your May 15th,

·7· ·surrebuttal testimony, lines 88 and 99 -- 88 and 90.

·8· ·I'm sorry.

·9· · · · A.· ·One more time.· Sorry, I lost you.

10· · · · Q.· ·Your May 15th, 2018, surrebuttal testimony,

11· ·lines 88 through 90.

12· · · · A.· ·I'm there.

13· · · · Q.· ·You stated that the company's condition --

14· ·"The company conditionally guarantees to provide PC

15· ·eligible wind projects to achieve -- to activities for

16· ·which the company can control, clearly noting exceptions

17· ·for force majeure and changes in law."· Is that correct?

18· · · · A.· ·That's correct.

19· · · · Q.· ·Did you hear Ms. Crane's testimony yesterday

20· ·stating that that guarantee is also provided to your

21· ·contracting partners, for their failures to -- to -- a

22· ·failure that results in the loss of PATs that does not

23· ·constitute a force majeure -- force majeure or a change

24· ·in law?

25· · · · A.· ·I did hear Ms. Crane's testimony regarding
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·1· ·force majeure and contractor requirements.

·2· · · · Q.· ·Would you agree with me that I correctly

·3· ·summarized her testimony?

·4· · · · A.· ·Subject to check, in general, I believe that

·5· ·was the concept that Ms. Crane committed to.

·6· · · · Q.· ·Now, may I direct your testimony to your

·7· ·January 16th, 2018, supplemental direct and rebuttal

·8· ·testimony, lines 363 to 365?

·9· · · · A.· ·I'm there.

10· · · · Q.· ·This may be easier if I have you read those

11· ·two lines.· Starting with the company anticipates that

12· ·substantial completion.

13· · · · A.· ·"The company anticipates that substantial

14· ·completion for the wind projects under normal

15· ·construction circumstances, weather conditions, labor

16· ·availability, materials delivery, will be achieved by

17· ·November 15th, 2020, or as otherwise updated during

18· ·detail negotiation of project contracts, schedules and

19· ·implementation plans, with each of the short-listed wind

20· ·project counterparties."

21· · · · Q.· ·Now, could look at your February 16th, 2018,

22· ·second supplemental redirect testimony?

23· · · · A.· ·Okay.

24· · · · Q.· ·Lines 193, 195.· Again, you stated, "The

25· ·company anticipates a substantial completion for the
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·1· ·Ekola Flats project under again normal construction

·2· ·circumstances, weather conditions and labor

·3· ·availability, and materials will be achieved by November

·4· ·15th, 2020."· Is that correct?

·5· · · · A.· ·That's correct.

·6· · · · Q.· ·It's true, isn't it, that a number of

·7· ·circumstances could arise that vary from normal

·8· ·construction, weather and labor and material

·9· ·availability conditions?

10· · · · A.· ·Yes, absolutely.· And that's why when I

11· ·referred to those two excerpts as you noted, the dates

12· ·that I have provided are November 15th, versus the end

13· ·of the year, the intent of which really as we are

14· ·negotiating with our contracts is to provide some float

15· ·in the construction contracts, recognizing that on major

16· ·projects things like weather, delivery slips, those

17· ·types of things must be considered and accommodated

18· ·going into the contracting phase.

19· · · · · · ·So that's why we established the dates that I

20· ·have and -- in testimony and we'll continue to finalize

21· ·those dates with our contractors.

22· · · · Q.· ·Is it your contention that a weather condition

23· ·or a material availability condition that deviates from

24· ·normal would be subject to the company's guarantee for

25· ·providing PTCs?
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·1· · · · A.· ·No.· I think as we have testified, any -- any

·2· ·activities that are within our control, other than force

·3· ·majeure and change in law, would be the exclusions

·4· ·there.· I would say, when we define the term force

·5· ·majeure as we have included in the pro forma contract,

·6· ·for example, the EPC in my exhibits has a definition of

·7· ·force majeure.· Normal events are, you know, anything

·8· ·that cannot otherwise be defined as force majeure, would

·9· ·fall under the category company controlled and/or

10· ·contractor controlled events in that regard.

11· · · · Q.· ·Thank you.· Now, taking a different track now.

12· ·May I direct you to your January 16th, 2018,

13· ·supplemental and direct and rebuttal testimony?

14· · · · A.· ·Okay.

15· · · · Q.· ·Line 159 through 161.

16· · · · A.· ·I am there.

17· · · · Q.· ·You stated "That the company's targeted the

18· ·date of April 16th, 2018, for the execution of

19· ·definitive agreements regarding the TB Flats 1 and 2 and

20· ·the Cedar Springs projects."· Is that your testimony as

21· ·of January 16th, 2018?

22· · · · A.· ·Yes.· That was the testimony at that time.

23· ·Obviously, we have updated those dates to align with the

24· ·regulatory schedules that we now have before us as I

25· ·discussed in my summary.
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·1· · · · Q.· ·I am going to walk us through these changes

·2· ·for a second here.· So you can bear with me please?

·3· · · · A.· ·Sure.

·4· · · · Q.· ·Thank you.· Now, may I direct your attention

·5· ·to your February 16th, 2018, second supplemental direct

·6· ·testimony, lines 89, 93.

·7· · · · A.· ·I am there.

·8· · · · Q.· ·And again, you testified that your

·9· ·negotiations to finalize the terms and conditions of the

10· ·target for executing definitive agreements for the --

11· ·I'm paraphrasing here, for the EPC and TSA -- and TSA

12· ·contracts by April 16th, again, to align with -- and

13· ·this time you mentioned to align with the ongoing

14· ·regulatory review process.· Is that your testimony, as

15· ·of February 16th?

16· · · · A.· ·As of February 16th, yes.

17· · · · Q.· ·Directing your attention to your May 15th,

18· ·2018, surrebuttal testimony, lines 204, 220.

19· · · · A.· ·I am there.

20· · · · Q.· ·Your testimony is, well, April 16 has passed

21· ·without the execution of definitive agreements for DPTC

22· ·contracts for TB Flats 1 and 2, and Ekola Flats are now

23· ·scheduled for execution on May 31st, 2018.· And the TSA

24· ·contracts are scheduled for execution June 15th, 2018.

25· ·That's your testimony as of May 15th, 2018, correct?
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·1· · · · A.· ·Yes.· As I stated in my summary, we have

·2· ·adjusted the schedules for targeted dates for contract

·3· ·executions based on the changes that occurred from early

·4· ·in the year to today, or to the May 15th filing, amongst

·5· ·the various regulatory proceedings that ran across our

·6· ·various states.

·7· · · · Q.· ·My question to you is, what regulatory

·8· ·proceeding was the commission unaware of at the time of

·9· ·your February 16th testimony, when you stated -- when

10· ·you stated the April 16th, deadline for executing

11· ·definitive agreements aligned with ongoing regulatory

12· ·review proceedings that you became aware of after the

13· ·16th testimony after -- excuse me.· I'm going to start

14· ·that over.

15· · · · · · ·That you became aware of after your February

16· ·16th testimony before your May 15th testimony?

17· · · · A.· ·Yeah.· So the procedural schedules in Wyoming,

18· ·I am trying to think back.· I don't have the dates off

19· ·the top of my head with respect to when we adjusted

20· ·procedural schedules in Utah, with respect to hearing

21· ·dates and so forth and ultimately assumed order dates.

22· · · · · · ·But early in the year, as we made our filings

23· ·in January and February, parties had requested in

24· ·certain instances more time to review certain

25· ·information.· So we amended procedural schedules across,
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·1· ·I think all three of our states post-February, subject

·2· ·to check on those dates.

·3· · · · · · ·And then we engaged our counterparties and

·4· ·requested extensions of bid validity periods from that

·5· ·April 16th time frame that we had originally prescribed,

·6· ·not only in the 2017R RFP but also in our parallel path

·7· ·commercial engagements, and requested extensions from

·8· ·those counterparties to allow us to receive the results

·9· ·of the R -- of the regulatory reviews.

10· · · · · · ·And as I mentioned in my summary, so that we

11· ·could incorporate any outcomes into any definitive

12· ·binding agreements prior to their execution, and not to

13· ·preempt an assumed outcome from our regulators.

14· · · · Q.· ·In your May 15th, 2018, surrebuttal, lines 193

15· ·to 196 -- oh, I just.· I'm sorry.· That's a bad quote.

16· ·Bad cite.

17· · · · · · ·The -- I understand -- did I understand your

18· ·testimony that the definitive agreements are set for

19· ·June now?

20· · · · A.· ·Yes.· With the testimony you were just

21· ·referring to, lines 204 through 220 in my May testimony,

22· ·I list the various dates for the various agreements by

23· ·project, as to what we are currently targeting.· Here

24· ·again, as we discussed in response to some commission

25· ·questions earlier today, I believe it was today, we do
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·1· ·have some remaining flexibility there.

·2· · · · · · ·In the event we don't receive all orders, we

·3· ·are currently engaged with our counterparties to be

·4· ·flexible, if we are talking about a few days one way or

·5· ·the other.· So I would say, you know, that testimony

·6· ·could be changed and altered, depending on when orders

·7· ·would ultimately be received as we communicated, I

·8· ·believe, to the commission earlier today.· I think that

·9· ·was today.

10· · · · · · ·MR. MOORE:· Thank you.· That's all I have.

11· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you, Mr. Moore.

12· ·Mr. Russell.

13· · · · · · ·MR. RUSSELL:· Thank you, Chair LeVar.

14· · · · · · · · · · · ·CROSS-EXAMINATION

15· ·BY MR. RUSSELL:

16· · · · Q.· ·I've got some questions that kind of piggyback

17· ·on what we were just talking about.· I think it will

18· ·help if we focus on pages 9 and 10 of your surrebuttal

19· ·testimony.

20· · · · A.· ·Okay.· I'm there.

21· · · · Q.· ·On pages 9 and 10 you discuss in this sort of

22· ·bullet pointed form the progress and anticipated dates

23· ·for certain contracts related to the TB Flats 1 and 2,

24· ·Ekola Flats and Cedar Springs projects, right?

25· · · · A.· ·That's correct.
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·1· · · · Q.· ·And I -- I want to understand where things

·2· ·stand now so that we can understand what needs to happen

·3· ·between now and some of these dates that you have got

·4· ·that are set out in the future.· Because the TB Flats 1

·5· ·and 2 and Ekola Flats have kind of identical dates and

·6· ·formats, maybe we can talk about those together.· Both

·7· ·of those indicate firm price EPC and TSA offers received

·8· ·complete, but they also indicate that executable EPC and

·9· ·TSA contracts will be done sometime in the future.· Do

10· ·you see that?

11· · · · A.· ·I do.

12· · · · Q.· ·And tell me what needs to be done between now

13· ·and, say, June 15th to get to a point where you can have

14· ·an executable TSA for each of those projects.

15· · · · A.· ·So for the TB Flats and Ekola Flats projects

16· ·that we have listed, the TSA agreement by June 15, the

17· ·reason I have a lag between the May 31st date for the

18· ·executable EPC contract and the follow-on June 15th TSA

19· ·contract is that in the event we have some sort of a

20· ·schedule outcome from the regulatory proceedings, we

21· ·have effectively negotiated the contract terms for both

22· ·the EPC and the turbine supply agreements.

23· · · · · · ·But we are leaving open the potential need to

24· ·align delivery dates amongst the schedules.· Obviously,

25· ·the EPC contract is contingent upon timely receipt of
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·1· ·turbines so that they can meet their obligations under

·2· ·the EPC contract.· And then we need to be able to hold

·3· ·the turbine supply agreement -- or the turbine supplier

·4· ·accountable for delivery schedules.

·5· · · · · · ·So I'd say primarily the remaining terms to be

·6· ·negotiated are delivery schedules for equipment.· We

·7· ·have effectively exchanged the rounds and rounds of red

·8· ·lines, where applicable, to the form contracts for EPC

·9· ·and the TSA.· So from an agreement perspective, we've

10· ·largely come to terms.

11· · · · · · ·I would say, however, that the counterparties

12· ·in certain instances, depending on the amount of lag, in

13· ·the event we don't receive approvals, as I mentioned

14· ·earlier, bid validity periods do expire.· And in the

15· ·event they expire, that can change schedules, which are

16· ·exhibits to contracts, terms, pricing, those types of

17· ·things.

18· · · · · · ·So I would say that the items that remain to

19· ·be completed are largely those that are contingent upon

20· ·receiving approvals and then being able to finalize the

21· ·details of the interactions between an EPC contractor

22· ·and a turbine supplier with respect to TB Flats 1 and 2

23· ·and Ekola.· Sorry.

24· · · · Q.· ·So those additional terms that need to be

25· ·finalized, between now and whenever the contracts become
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·1· ·executable, those additional terms could be terms upon

·2· ·which the -- your counterparty could decide they no

·3· ·longer want to be a part of this contract, right?

·4· · · · A.· ·In the event we don't receive approvals, I

·5· ·would say, you know, I think there are potentials for

·6· ·changes there.· Counterparties are obviously watching

·7· ·our regulatory proceedings very closely, as you can

·8· ·imagine.

·9· · · · · · ·We -- we have engaged the market, but

10· ·ultimately, you know, if you do not receive approvals,

11· ·it is -- there is a potential that the terms do change,

12· ·and that's largely why we have attempted to enter into

13· ·good faith negotiations, take them as far as we can, but

14· ·recognize the fact that we still are subject to

15· ·regulatory reviews and approvals.

16· · · · · · ·And in trying to maintain that -- that status,

17· ·if you will, with the counterparties.· And as I

18· ·mentioned earlier, not preempt or presume commission

19· ·outcomes, regulator review outcomes by signing --

20· ·signing binding agreements and potentially commercial

21· ·commitments prior to receiving those approvals.

22· · · · Q.· ·And if -- if the company hasn't entered into

23· ·those commitments, neither have your counterparties,

24· ·right?

25· · · · A.· ·So the counterparties, as I mentioned, with
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·1· ·bid validity periods and so forth, they have engaged the

·2· ·competitive market for things like steel, aluminum,

·3· ·copper.· So we do know where they stand with respect to

·4· ·the current bid validity periods, but without binding

·5· ·agreements, they have not procured equipment, those

·6· ·types of things.

·7· · · · Q.· ·And I guess the direct point I am asking about

·8· ·is, if, you know, for some reason the -- your

·9· ·counterparty on the TSA contract for Ekola Flats

10· ·decides, setting aside the -- whatever ruling we get

11· ·from this commission on this issue, that they decide

12· ·they want to walk; maybe turbine costs are higher, steel

13· ·costs are higher, whatever it is, they could walk

14· ·tomorrow if they decided it was in their commercial best

15· ·interest?

16· · · · A.· ·I would say any party, until there is a

17· ·binding agreement, could walk if that's the term of art

18· ·today.· I would also mention that we also, obviously, as

19· ·I mentioned earlier, we did go to the competitive

20· ·market.· We short-listed EPC contractors.· We

21· ·short-listed turbine equipment suppliers.· So I think

22· ·the risk then becomes, do you go to your next best bid

23· ·and finalize negotiations there.

24· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· And I appreciate you walking through

25· ·this with me.· I -- in your testimony in this -- we can
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·1· ·get to the direct quote if we need to, but you indicate

·2· ·that the projects will have robust risk mitigation

·3· ·provisions in them.

·4· · · · · · ·And I guess my question about that is, that's

·5· ·your anticipation that the projects will have -- that

·6· ·the contracts you intend to sign with EPC TSA, ETA

·7· ·agreements, that they will have those risk mitigation

·8· ·measures that you testified about.· But until there's --

·9· ·those contracts are signed, those risk mitigation

10· ·measures can't be enforced, right?

11· · · · A.· ·I can't enforce an agreement that I haven't

12· ·signed.· But as I mentioned earlier, the parties that

13· ·were engaged with -- are engaged in the process, they

14· ·are looking forward to moving forward with these

15· ·projects.· So I don't see that as a -- as a major risk.

16· · · · · · ·But in the event we -- as I also mentioned, we

17· ·have intentionally not signed these agreements.· But

18· ·there is always that risk that a counterparty does

19· ·remove itself from a competitive offering, and as I

20· ·mentioned earlier, our next step or our work-around in

21· ·that regard would be to go to the next bidder.

22· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Thank you.· I want to switch gears here

23· ·for a second.· My next question may require us to give

24· ·you a copy of the Utah independent evaluator's report.

25· ·But we'll see where we get.· Have you reviewed that
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·1· ·report?

·2· · · · A.· ·Yes, I have.

·3· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· There was a provision in there, and

·4· ·it's on page 85 of the redacted -- excuse me, the

·5· ·unredacted confidential version, that there's a bullet

·6· ·point in the recommendations that discussed the

·7· ·potential for one of the projects to have a lower wind

·8· ·generation outcome than is anticipated.· Do you recall

·9· ·that?

10· · · · A.· ·Yes, I do.· The -- and if I am not mistaken,

11· ·it's the TB Flats 1 and 2 project.· Does that sound

12· ·right?

13· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· I think that's right, although I think

14· ·that part was redacted, but I'm not sure if that's --

15· · · · A.· ·When we're going by memory, I don't know what

16· ·was redacted.

17· · · · · · ·MS. MCDOWELL:· Let me just hand you a copy.

18· · · · · · ·MR. RUSSELL:· I don't know whether it was or

19· ·not.

20· · · · Q.· ·(By Mr. Russell) So yeah, let's turn -- it's

21· ·page 85 of that one.

22· · · · A.· ·I'm there.

23· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· And I think the bullet starts "a common

24· ·occurrence in the wind industry."· Do you see that?

25· · · · A.· ·Yes, I do.
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·1· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· And I don't intend to read the whole

·2· ·thing, but if you -- and if you need to read it before

·3· ·you answer this question, go ahead, but my question

·4· ·relates to the IE's concern about a project having --

·5· ·the representation that the wind generation from that

·6· ·project will be greater than what is, you know, realized

·7· ·in real life.

·8· · · · · · ·And my question to you is, what -- what

·9· ·provisions of the agreements seek to mitigate those

10· ·risks, if any?

11· · · · A.· ·Okay.· So with respect to those risks, the

12· ·risks that we are talking about are wake losses, and

13· ·with respect to that given project, there is an upstream

14· ·project that we own and operate.· I won't name it, even

15· ·though I already did.· But there's an upstream project

16· ·that is known.· We have assessed that wake effect from

17· ·that upstream project, not only in the report that's

18· ·mentioned here -- let me see if it's redacted.

19· · · · Q.· ·No.

20· · · · A.· ·No.· The superior report.· But also in our

21· ·original work that we did to assess the wind regime on

22· ·TB -- on that project with Blackened Beach.· So we have

23· ·looked at the wake effects.· We feel that that risk can

24· ·be mitigated.

25· · · · · · ·I think it's also important to note that the
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·1· ·typical way of mitigating any additional effects is as

·2· ·we get into micrositing of individual turbines, we'll

·3· ·continue to rely on wind assessments.· It's not a

·4· ·one-time deal.· We have obviously, based on our

·5· ·proposals and so forth on those initial assessments, but

·6· ·as we get into micrositing, we will be looking at that

·7· ·very closely, because obviously we're very familiar with

·8· ·that upwind farm.

·9· · · · Q.· ·Sure.· In the agreements that you are

10· ·contemplating, we talked a little bit earlier about the

11· ·TSA, the EPC contracts.· Are there any provisions in

12· ·those agreements that can help mitigate the risks that

13· ·the IE is talking about in this bullet pointed

14· ·paragraph?

15· · · · A.· ·Yeah.· I think the provisions in the contracts

16· ·that help mitigate their risks from a cost and

17· ·performance perspective, when you go into micrositing,

18· ·obviously there are -- there's bandwidth around what the

19· ·original proposal contemplated.· There's mechanism

20· ·within which to submit updated layouts.

21· · · · · · ·If there is a perceived change in work, for

22· ·example, to relocate a turbine, we'll look at the

23· ·offsetting costs.· Did we save collector system costs

24· ·versus a relocation?· Did we save on foundation costs

25· ·for an individual turbine?· So the protections and the
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·1· ·mitigations largely would be managed via the change in

·2· ·work provisions in the contract.

·3· · · · · · ·I don't know that that completely mitigates

·4· ·the risk.· I think the main focus is the fact that we

·5· ·have two -- two reports out of two independent wind

·6· ·assessments firms that have assessed the wind

·7· ·performance.· And then as I mentioned, as we get into

·8· ·micrositing, we'll take one more look at it, and that

·9· ·really becomes your risk mitigation for the long-term

10· ·operation of the facility.· That micrositing effort is

11· ·important to us.

12· · · · · · ·MR. RUSSELL:· Okay.· Thank you.· That's all I

13· ·have.

14· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you,

15· ·Mr. Russell.· Mr. Baker.

16· · · · · · ·MR. BAKER:· Thank you.

17· · · · · · · · · · · ·CROSS-EXAMINATION

18· ·BY MR. BAKER:

19· · · · Q.· ·Good afternoon Mr. Teply.

20· · · · A.· ·Good afternoon.

21· · · · Q.· ·I want to quickly follow up on a question

22· ·about clean power plan.· Are you aware that the Supreme

23· ·Court has stayed the rule that's known as the clean

24· ·power plan?

25· · · · A.· ·Absolutely.
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·1· · · · Q.· ·And are you aware that the current

·2· ·administration, through the EPA, has proposed the repeal

·3· ·of that stayed clean power plan?

·4· · · · A.· ·Yes.· I helped submit comments on that from

·5· ·Berkshire Hathaway Energy.

·6· · · · Q.· ·All right.· Moving to another issue here

·7· ·quickly, the robust mitigation measures that you speak

·8· ·of in the contract, those are in the various -- those

·9· ·are ultimately, will be determined by the executable

10· ·contracts; is that correct?

11· · · · A.· ·Yes.· The terms and conditions as included

12· ·originally in the pro forma agreements that I have

13· ·attached as exhibits ultimately are negotiated kind of

14· ·line by line, if you will.· Particularly the -- those

15· ·around, you know, significant provisions like force

16· ·majeure, indemnity, performance guarantees, the types of

17· ·terms we have in those agreements, and then we

18· ·actually -- we ultimately capture the agreement in the

19· ·executed documents.

20· · · · Q.· ·And so the -- the version that's currently --

21· ·that have been submitted as part of the record are just

22· ·the pro forma contracts; is that correct?

23· · · · A.· ·Yes.· As I mentioned, we've intentionally not

24· ·submitted nor finalized our definitive agreements at

25· ·this point.· We have negotiated them to the point that
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·1· ·we can deliver on the dates that I have in my testimony,

·2· ·but we have not included the executed contracts as of

·3· ·yet, because they are not executed as of yet.

·4· · · · Q.· ·But so the revised versions that have gone

·5· ·through numerous red lines, those are not -- where you

·6· ·sit today, those revised terms and conditions are not

·7· ·available for -- for review by any party or the

·8· ·commission today, are they?

·9· · · · A.· ·If they would have been requested, we would

10· ·have provided them under highly confidential

11· ·protections, but largely because they were still being

12· ·negotiated, we have not made them available.· Not that

13· ·we wouldn't have made them available if requested.

14· · · · Q.· ·They are not in the record though for the

15· ·commission to review today, are they?

16· · · · A.· ·Not at this time.· You know, we have followed

17· ·a very similar path with respect to this significant

18· ·energy resource decision docket as we did, for example,

19· ·with the Jim Bridger 3 and 4 SERS, where we ran a

20· ·parallel path, request for proposals process.

21· · · · · · ·We entered into this process recognizing the

22· ·timing required, and ultimately I think in that docket,

23· ·and subject to check, effectively were approved

24· ·conditionally upon ultimately submitting those contracts

25· ·for final reviews at the appropriate time, after they
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·1· ·had been executed.

·2· · · · Q.· ·So -- so the answer is no, they are presently

·3· ·not available, and that leaves us taking your word that

·4· ·they are robust mitigation measures, correct?

·5· · · · A.· ·To the extent that you have reviewed the pro

·6· ·forma documents that are in the exhibits in my -- in my

·7· ·testimony, I would say the final agreements remain

·8· ·material -- materially consistent.· But as you -- as

·9· ·anyone that's negotiated a contract can imagine, there

10· ·have been rounds of red lines on specific terms and

11· ·conditions, but I'd say materially consistent.· So from

12· ·a take my word for it, I would refer you to the pro

13· ·forma contracts that we have provided.

14· · · · Q.· ·And so we can't verify either the robustness

15· ·or that they are materially consistent at this point;

16· ·can we?

17· · · · A.· ·Only via the discovery opportunities that I

18· ·mentioned earlier.

19· · · · Q.· ·I want to go in -- while we're talking about

20· ·contracts, ask you about force majeure.· And, you know,

21· ·I think you said that, and Mr. Vail testified about two

22· ·construction windows, or two construction seasons puts

23· ·it tight, but perhaps adequate to meet the 2020

24· ·deadline; is that correct?

25· · · · A.· ·Yes.· We believe the remaining construction
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·1· ·schedules, the two construction seasons for the

·2· ·transmission in particular, remain appropriate to

·3· ·deliver the projects by 2020.

·4· · · · Q.· ·And so hypothetically speaking, if there is a

·5· ·forest fire that significantly disrupts one of those

·6· ·construction schedules -- one of those construction

·7· ·seasons or actually removes it all completely, would you

·8· ·view that as a force majeure event?

·9· · · · A.· ·I wouldn't -- with the right-of-way that we

10· ·have prescribed, as well as the wind farm sites that we

11· ·have identified, a forest fire is not a concern.· But

12· ·for that hypothetical, I would mention that I would say

13· ·depending upon the impact, the original cause, each

14· ·force majeure potential event is reviewed on a

15· ·circumstance-by-circumstance basis.

16· · · · · · ·While I don't think that's a good hypothetical

17· ·in this instance, in the event an event similar to a

18· ·forest fire was deemed to be a force majeure, pursuant

19· ·to the force majeure contract terms, we would bring that

20· ·back to the commission as we have committed to do.

21· · · · Q.· ·I guess a forest fire isn't a good example

22· ·because of the -- of a force majeure event because of

23· ·the rights-of-way and some of the other things that you

24· ·mentioned.· Are you then testifying that forest fires

25· ·are within -- or insulation from forest fires are within
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·1· ·your control?

·2· · · · A.· ·No.· That's not what I testified to.· I think

·3· ·the main point being force majeure is defined in each

·4· ·contract.· We have an example of force majeure

·5· ·definition in the contract in my exhibits, if we would

·6· ·like to read through that.

·7· · · · · · ·But my point being, a force majeure event will

·8· ·first be defined by the individual contract and force

·9· ·majeure definitions are not that -- are very somewhat

10· ·boilerplate, contract to contract.· I think you do get

11· ·some negotiation around particularly, you know, site

12· ·specific type of events.

13· · · · · · ·So I would -- I would just go back to force

14· ·majeure perspective.· It will be defined in the

15· ·contract.· We will administer force majeure pursuant to

16· ·those terms, and we would bring such an event to the

17· ·commission if it was not commercially resolvable and

18· ·became a material issue for the commission to weigh in

19· ·on.

20· · · · Q.· ·So switching gears here briefly.· So

21· ·yesterday, I was asking Cindy Crane about the company's

22· ·risk tolerances in kind of arm's length negotiations.

23· ·And one of the examples I want to use was your build

24· ·transfer agreements that you reference in your

25· ·testimony.· So we deferred that question until today.
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·1· · · · · · ·And I think during -- you said that BTAs

·2· ·reflect an arm's length transaction; is that correct?

·3· · · · A.· ·BTAs arm's length with respect to PacifiCorp's

·4· ·direct access to the constructors and the equipment

·5· ·suppliers.· Obviously our contract under a build

·6· ·transfer is with the developer or the project proponent.

·7· · · · Q.· ·Can I turn your attention to Exhibit CAT4SS-8.

·8· · · · A.· ·CAT4SS?

·9· · · · Q.· ·Yes, 4SS.· More specifically, page 28 of that.

10· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Let me just clarify.· Page 28

11· ·from what's at the top right of the page?

12· · · · · · ·MR. BAKER:· Yeah.· Page 28 to 117.

13· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you.

14· · · · Q.· ·(By Mr. Baker)· And I'm not sure if the -- I'm

15· ·looking at what was filed with the redacted version.· So

16· ·just to -- I want to be talking about -- or ask some

17· ·questions about section 4.5 of the build transfer

18· ·agreement, and I believe that's page 17 of your BTA.

19· · · · A.· ·I'm there.

20· · · · Q.· ·You are there.· So this section pertains to

21· ·developer permits and developer regulatory approvals; is

22· ·that correct?

23· · · · A.· ·Yes, it is.

24· · · · Q.· ·And the definition starting in paragraph 8

25· ·sets forth that all permits required by law, and I'm
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·1· ·paraphrasing here, with the design, engineering,

·2· ·development, construction, start-up, testing, commission

·3· ·and completion, ownership and operation of the project,

·4· ·in accordance with this agreement and other project

·5· ·documents are developer permits; is that correct?

·6· · · · A.· ·That is the language that we just looked at.

·7· · · · Q.· ·And I -- you know, will ask if you will agree

·8· ·that the definition of permit under these PTAs means any

·9· ·authorization, approval or consent.· It goes on and

10· ·related to any governmental authority.· That

11· ·unfortunately is in Appendix Z.· I am happy to read the

12· ·whole thing or give you a copy of Appendix Z if you

13· ·would prefer.

14· · · · · · ·I don't -- and I believe that at least the

15· ·version that was put online, Appendix Z was one of those

16· ·that was just referenced in the hyperlink to the RFT

17· ·documents, it was not actually included into the record.

18· · · · · · ·Do you know, did Rocky EMD -- or did

19· ·PacifiCorp in its formal filing submit all of the

20· ·exhibits, or just the ones that were included in the

21· ·online filing?· And I ask just to know if I need to

22· ·incorporate this into the record?

23· · · · A.· ·Yeah.· I am not sure I know the answer to

24· ·that, but I believe we incorporated the form of the

25· ·agreement, maybe not Exhibit Z.· I am not sure.
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·1· · · · Q.· ·Actually, at this point if Mr. Teply will just

·2· ·read into the definition of permit.· I probably don't

·3· ·need to mark it.

·4· · · · A.· ·So do you want to refer to section 4?

·5· · · · Q.· ·I'm sorry.· The BTA Appendix Z, please read

·6· ·the definition of permit.

·7· · · · A.· ·The permit definition reads, "It means any

·8· ·authorization, approval, consent, waiver, exception,

·9· ·variation -- or sorry, variance, order, publication,

10· ·license, filing, registration, ruling, permit, tariff,

11· ·certification, exemption and other action required by,

12· ·or with and noticed to and declarations of or with any

13· ·governmental authority."

14· · · · Q.· ·Thank you.· Now, would you -- would you

15· ·stipulate, I suppose subject to check, that that

16· ·definition of permits is what's used to modify the

17· ·definition of developer permit in section 4.5 A?

18· · · · A.· ·Yeah.· So I think section 4.5 A reads,

19· ·"Schedule 4.5 A sets forth all permits required by," and

20· ·skipping the hypothetical or the parenthetical there,

21· ·"required by applicable law in connection with the

22· ·design, engineering, development, construction,

23· ·start-up, testing, commissioning, completion, ownership

24· ·and operation of the project in accordance with this

25· ·agreement and other project documents."
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·1· · · · · · ·So there's a schedule, 4.5 A that we haven't

·2· ·looked at.

·3· · · · Q.· ·Correct.· But permits is a capital term, and

·4· ·in the first line on subparagraph A, permits is

·5· ·capitalized, correct?

·6· · · · A.· ·Yes.· Permit is capitalized, but the driver

·7· ·here would be schedule 4.5 A.

·8· · · · Q.· ·The schedule would set forth the specific

·9· ·permits.· But permits does -- is defined in the Appendix

10· ·Z that you just read, correct?

11· · · · A.· ·Yeah.· Permits is broadly defined, and then

12· ·schedule 4.5 A is intended to limit that list.

13· · · · Q.· ·Thank you.· If we move to subparagraph B, that

14· ·defines -- that says, "All developer permits" -- I'll

15· ·skip some of the standard, "are in full force and effect

16· ·and are final, and all appeal periods with respect

17· ·thereto have expired and terminated."· Is that correct?

18· · · · A.· ·Yes.· I would just continue to say, that is

19· ·with respect to the permits identified in schedule 4.5

20· ·A, which we don't have here.

21· · · · Q.· ·"And there is no action, suit, investigation

22· ·or proceeding pending, or to developer's knowledge

23· ·threatened that could result in the modification,

24· ·rescission, termination or suspension of any developer

25· ·permit obtained prior to the date this representation is
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·1· ·made or deemed made pursuant to this agreement."

·2· · · · · · ·Did I read that correctly?

·3· · · · A.· ·Yes.· You have read it correctly as it

·4· ·pertains to the developer permits on schedule 4.5 A.

·5· · · · Q.· ·Sure.· And so if -- if the RFP was a developer

·6· ·permit, this -- and Rocky Mountain Power was the

·7· ·developer, Rocky Mountain Power would not be able to

·8· ·make this representation, would it?

·9· · · · A.· ·It depends on what would be listed on schedule

10· ·4.5 A as a developer permit.

11· · · · Q.· ·So if an agreement between Rocky Mountain

12· ·Power and the rate payers, the rate payers put on

13· ·schedule 4.5 the request for approval -- the RFP

14· ·solicitation approval order out of docket 170 --

15· ·17-035 -- I believe it was 23, and because that order is

16· ·on appeal, Rocky Mountain Power could not make this

17· ·representation, correct?

18· · · · A.· ·Under that set of hypothetical circumstances,

19· ·that would be correct.

20· · · · Q.· ·Would you agree with that me that the RFP is

21· ·integral to the -- that the RFP approval was a necessary

22· ·step in moving forward in this development process?

23· · · · A.· ·I would say the RFP approval is a very

24· ·important step in moving ahead with this approval

25· ·process, yes.
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·1· · · · Q.· ·You couldn't have proceeded with this RFP

·2· ·solicitation without the approval of the RFP, correct?

·3· · · · A.· ·I -- I don't believe so.· But I would -- I am

·4· ·subject to check on that.

·5· · · · Q.· ·Well, it -- you said it was a very necessary,

·6· ·or it was a material component of the steps that you

·7· ·have gone through to present the specific request for

·8· ·approval of your research decision, correct?

·9· · · · A.· ·Correct, that is what I said.· If we're trying

10· ·to correlate this to the permits, though, under this

11· ·contract, that's not the same.

12· · · · Q.· ·I am not trying to correlate the RFP appeal to

13· ·the permits that the developers that are your -- your

14· ·counterparties in a BTA are.· I am trying to say that in

15· ·such -- what this says to me is, you would not accept an

16· ·appeal risk from your developers, your counterparties,

17· ·if that developer permit was -- was necessary for the

18· ·project to proceed.· Is that what section 4.5 says to

19· ·you?

20· · · · A.· ·Required to construct is what it says to me.

21· · · · Q.· ·In connection with the start-up, testing

22· ·design, engineering.· That solely relates to just the

23· ·ability to construct, not all of the approvals to get up

24· ·to the ability to start constructing?

25· · · · A.· ·The way I interpret section 4.5, developer
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·1· ·permits is -- is clearly targeted at construction

·2· ·related operational permits, permits that are required

·3· ·to begin construction and/or operate the facility.· I'm

·4· ·not sure I am tracking your question here.

·5· · · · Q.· ·Would this include things -- a governmental

·6· ·authorization such as a cultural resources review?

·7· · · · A.· ·If that cultural resources review was required

·8· ·to issue a permit to construct, I would say that would

·9· ·be a -- that would be included in schedule 4.5 A as

10· ·defined in this contract.

11· · · · Q.· ·So if there was a step that was necessary to

12· ·get to the -- government authorization that was

13· ·necessary in order for you to proceed to a construction,

14· ·that would be in schedule 4.5?

15· · · · A.· ·If it was required for me to be allowed to

16· ·construct.

17· · · · Q.· ·So you would not accept the appeal risk of

18· ·something that material to the project, would you?

19· · · · A.· ·If I clearly have a requirement to construct,

20· ·I will make sure that the developer is not subject to

21· ·appeal prior to beginning to move dirt, for example,

22· ·because that is a requirement to have that permit in

23· ·hand prior to starting construction.

24· · · · Q.· ·But you are asking the rate payers here to

25· ·take a risk on something that was necessary before you
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·1· ·could even begin the process to get to putting a shovel

·2· ·in the dirt; is that correct?

·3· · · · A.· ·Which risk are we talking about?

·4· · · · Q.· ·The RFP appeal that is currently pending.

·5· · · · A.· ·I don't see the RFP appeal as a permit to

·6· ·construct.· I guess that's the correlation I am not

·7· ·tying.

·8· · · · Q.· ·You don't see the RFP as a necessary step in

·9· ·this process that will eventually allow for you to begin

10· ·construction, if it is approved?

11· · · · A.· ·As I mentioned before, I do see it as a

12· ·necessary step.· What I am delineating here is, I don't

13· ·see it as a requirement to begin construction, per se.

14· ·I see that as being more in the -- in the ilk of the

15· ·regulatory review, the approval of our regulator, and

16· ·the indication as to how this project would ultimately

17· ·be included in rates in this example in the state of

18· ·Utah.

19· · · · Q.· ·Are you saying you do not need the regulatory

20· ·approval of the solicitation process to proceed with the

21· ·construction of this project?

22· · · · A.· ·That's not necessarily what I am saying.· But

23· ·what I am saying is, I don't see the approval of the RFP

24· ·as a permit to construct.

25· · · · Q.· ·I am not asking if it's a permit to construct.
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·1· · · · · · ·MR. LOWNEY:· Objection.· I think the question

·2· ·has been asked many times in many different ways, and

·3· ·the answer is the same from Mr. Teply every time.· I'm

·4· ·not sure we're getting anything new.

·5· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Do you want to respond to the

·6· ·objection?

·7· · · · · · ·MR. BAKER:· Well, I believe he is trying to

·8· ·evade the question.· I was -- when I was trying to cross

·9· ·Ms. Crane, I was asking generally about the contracting

10· ·positions of the company and was told to speak with

11· ·Mr. Teply.· Now Mr. Teply is evading the question by

12· ·trying to drive to a very specific, this contract only

13· ·applies to a very narrow area of construction.

14· · · · · · ·I still have not gotten an answer about the

15· ·company's broader acceptance of appeal risks when it has

16· ·third party negotiations.· And so I feel he is trying to

17· ·avoid the question.

18· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· I think I am going to rule

19· ·that Mr. Teply has answered the question to his -- to

20· ·his best knowledge and opinion.· I do think we get the

21· ·point also on the record.· But I am not inclined to

22· ·force Mr. Teply to answer in a different way than he has

23· ·so far.

24· · · · · · ·MR. BAKER:· I have no further questions.

25· ·Thank you.
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·1· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Thank you.· Any recross?  I

·2· ·mean, sorry, redirect.

·3· · · · · · ·MR. LOWNEY:· We have no redirect.

·4· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you.

·5· ·Commissioner White, do you have any questions?

·6· · · · · · ·COMMISSIONER WHITE:· No questions.· Thank you.

·7· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Commissioner Clark.

·8· · · · · · · · · · · · · EXAMINATION

·9· ·BY COMMISSIONER CLARK:

10· · · · Q.· ·Good afternoon, Mr. Teply.

11· · · · A.· ·Good afternoon.

12· · · · Q.· ·Forgive my lack of immediate recall of this

13· ·material.

14· · · · A.· ·Me too.

15· · · · Q.· ·But the development transfer agreements, the

16· ·financial arrangements associated with them, relative to

17· ·TB Flats and the Ekola, or I mean -- yeah, TB Flats and

18· ·Ekola Flats projects, are those costs, I'll call them,

19· ·or financial commitments, are they in the record in any

20· ·of the confidential material that we have from the

21· ·company?

22· · · · A.· ·They would be the -- the costs associated with

23· ·the development transfer agreements are incorporated

24· ·into our cost, the benchmark projects cost summaries.

25· ·I'd have to double-check which exhibits.
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·1· · · · Q.· ·What I am asking is if they are called out.

·2· · · · A.· ·Whether they are line item?

·3· · · · Q.· ·Right.

·4· · · · A.· ·I would have to double-check.· I know they are

·5· ·included in -- I have the rollup costs of the individual

·6· ·projects included in the exhibit.· I would need to

·7· ·double-check the broader sort of exhibits to find, did I

·8· ·get a line item on individual DTA costs.

·9· · · · Q.· ·Okay.

10· · · · A.· ·I'm not certain that I did.

11· · · · Q.· ·Uh-huh.· If that's a quick thing to do, but as

12· ·you go there, let me tell you what my next set of

13· ·questions are.· I -- because I'd like you to point me to

14· ·the place in the record where, if the commission wanted

15· ·to identify by specific project some -- the contract

16· ·amount, by -- which would be a condition of our approval

17· ·or something like that.

18· · · · · · ·In other words, you -- you have identified,

19· ·here is -- here is the amount of the -- of the TSA

20· ·agreement.· Here is the amount of -- or the value of the

21· ·EPC agreement relative to this particular facility or

22· ·unit.· Where will I find the numbers that are the

23· ·current state of your expectations?

24· · · · A.· ·Okay.

25· · · · Q.· ·Does that make sense to you?
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·1· · · · A.· ·I understand your question.

·2· · · · Q.· ·Probably in the same place as the other.

·3· · · · A.· ·I'll need to look, yes.

·4· · · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CLARK:· Okay.· So maybe we can go

·5· ·off the record for a moment while he does that, if

·6· ·that's all right.

·7· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Sure.· About how long do you

·8· ·think?

·9· · · · · · ·THE WITNESS:· Just a few minutes.· I think I

10· ·just need to flip through this book.

11· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Should we just sit

12· ·here while you do it?

13· · · · · · ·THE WITNESS:· That's fine.

14· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Is there any reason to

15· ·recess?

16· · · · · · ·THE WITNESS:· I think I can do it --· I've got

17· ·rollups in my exhibits.· I was going to check with

18· ·Mr. Link to see.· He's got them probably in his rollups

19· ·so...

20· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Maybe we should just take a

21· ·brief recess then.· Why don't we take 10 minutes, then

22· ·we'll reconvene in 10 minutes.

23· · · · · · ·THE WITNESS:· Yep.

24· · · · · · ·(Recess from 3:57 p.m. to 4:08 p.m.)

25· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· I think we're back on
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·1· ·the record, and I think Commissioner Clark wanted to

·2· ·make a brief clarification to his question.

·3· · · · Q.· ·(By Commissioner Clark)· I was a little vague.

·4· ·But, and please don't read more into my question than --

·5· ·you would make a mistake if you did read more into any

·6· ·of my questions than I'm intending.

·7· · · · · · ·But what I am attempting to do is, I am

·8· ·envisioning a scenario in which the commission wants to

·9· ·condition approval on at least the execution of

10· ·contracts that have the values and the terms that you

11· ·had represented in the -- in your testimony, or the

12· ·record generally, and that you based -- that is the

13· ·company has based its economic analysis on.

14· · · · A.· ·Uh-huh.

15· · · · Q.· ·So that's -- so I just want to know, in --

16· ·where we can exactly find the current state of play of

17· ·those items?

18· · · · A.· ·Okay.· Okay.· So I think when we have looked

19· ·at the various exhibits between my testimony and

20· ·Mr. Link's testimony, and the best rollup of those

21· ·costs -- now, I don't think it's to the level of detail

22· ·you are looking for.

23· · · · Q.· ·Right.

24· · · · A.· ·The best rollup of those costs is my Exhibit

25· ·CAT-5SS.· And would I just explain that exhibit provides
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·1· ·project-by-project costs.

·2· · · · Q.· ·Oh, good.

·3· · · · A.· ·What it doesn't do is then break my individual

·4· ·project costs down into individual line items, for

·5· ·example --

·6· · · · Q.· ·Sure.

·7· · · · A.· ·-- EPC, term and supply agreement, development

·8· ·transfer agreement.· We did submit that information as

·9· ·part of the RFP process.· So we have that information,

10· ·but we haven't submitted it as an exhibit, primarily

11· ·because it's highly confidential, and it literally lists

12· ·my bid price --

13· · · · Q.· ·Uh-huh.

14· · · · A.· ·-- for turbine supply agreement, EPC

15· ·agreement, et cetera.· So we could produce that.· It

16· ·would need to be retained under a level of highly

17· ·confidential protection, only for those line items,

18· ·because they effectively set the price that we have paid

19· ·for those individual contracts for the individual

20· ·projects.

21· · · · · · ·So I have the rollup by project, but the

22· ·detail underneath that is available.· We just haven't

23· ·submitted it because of the sensitivity of that

24· ·information.

25· · · · Q.· ·And the state of the art pro forma agreements
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·1· ·that I think you have told us you expect will be

·2· ·materially the same?

·3· · · · A.· ·Right.

·4· · · · Q.· ·When executed?

·5· · · · A.· ·Yes.· Those are exhibits in my testimony.

·6· · · · Q.· ·And are those -- where would those be exactly?

·7· · · · A.· ·So the one --

·8· · · · Q.· ·In their most current form?

·9· · · · A.· ·Yeah.· So the pro forma agreements, CAT, I

10· ·think it was 4SS-8, I believe.· The -- should be the

11· ·build transfer agreement.

12· · · · Q.· ·Uh-huh.

13· · · · A.· ·Formal contract.· Is that correct, Adam?· Just

14· ·want to double-check that reference.

15· · · · · · ·MR. LOWNEY:· Yep.

16· · · · A.· ·And then the EPC contract.

17· · · · Q.· ·(By Commissioner Clark)· Right.

18· · · · A.· ·CAT1SS-17.· And those would be the two, you

19· ·know, major agreements for our -- for the kind of the

20· ·contract body form-up agreements there.· And the turbine

21· ·supply agreements I have some early pro formas we could

22· ·submit something more recent there.

23· · · · Q.· ·And the PPA?

24· · · · A.· ·I don't have a PPA in my exhibits, and I'm not

25· ·sure if Mr. Link submitted that.· That's the form of the
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·1· ·PPA is available publicly on the RFP website, which we

·2· ·could make available.

·3· · · · Q.· ·Okay.

·4· · · · A.· ·But Mr. Link could confirm that.· I think

·5· ·that's the latest form.· Although I think he stepped out

·6· ·maybe.· But that's available per the RFP website.

·7· · · · Q.· ·So with regard at least to the -- thank you.

·8· ·I think that's the information I am looking for.· With

·9· ·regard to the BTA, there's a liquidated damages

10· ·performance provision in that agreement; am I correct?

11· · · · A.· ·Yeah.· There are several contractor

12· ·performance guarantees of that ilk with liquidated

13· ·damages, et cetera.· Primarily around schedule delivery,

14· ·megawatts, all the capacity of the facility.

15· · · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CLARK:· Thank you.· Those are my

16· ·questions.

17· · · · · · · · · · · · · EXAMINATION

18· ·BY CHAIRMAN LEVAR:

19· · · · Q.· ·I just have one question, to close the loop on

20· ·a question that Mr. Michel asked you, since I know you

21· ·enjoy talking about the clean power plan.

22· · · · A.· ·Absolutely.

23· · · · Q.· ·You know, he asked about what I will call the

24· ·REC-like credits that were potentially available under

25· ·that plan, and if I am referring to it in an artful way,
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·1· ·I apologize.· And recognizing the current status of the

·2· ·plan with the court stay and the current

·3· ·administration's position, as I recall, some -- some

·4· ·aspects of some kind of renewable credits under that

·5· ·plan were state specific, and some would be owned by the

·6· ·owner of the generation facility.

·7· · · · · · ·Would something like this project that we're

·8· ·looking at be a state specific that the EPA would have

·9· ·to decide whether it was -- whether it benefitted Utah

10· ·or Wyoming, or would that be a utility owned credit that

11· ·was marketable?

12· · · · A.· ·And obviously the -- oh, sorry.· Sorry.

13· · · · Q.· ·To the best of your recollection of the clean

14· ·power plan.· But since the issue was raised, I'd like to

15· ·see if we could close that loop a little bit more.

16· · · · A.· ·Sure.· I think the concepts were relatively

17· ·open to discussion at the time of the clean power plan

18· ·being proposed and challenged and so forth.· But a

19· ·variety of concepts existed, one of which I would say --

20· ·and the way we tended to assess the plan was, in the

21· ·event there was a tradeable commodity, per se, from a --

22· ·from a zero emitting resource like these projects.

23· · · · · · ·The way we tended to assess that was, we

24· ·assumed, for the lack of more clarity around the rule,

25· ·that the -- any value associated with that tradeable
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·1· ·commodity, per se, would be allocated on a

·2· ·state-by-state basis at the time pursuant to our

·3· ·multistate allocation of cost responsibilities and so

·4· ·forth across the state.

·5· · · · · · ·So we tried to -- we assumed for the sake of

·6· ·assessment of that particular potential value stream

·7· ·that we would allocate based on the same ratios of our

·8· ·cost allocation across our states from a value

·9· ·proposition, even though the facility was technically --

10· ·these facilities were located in Wyoming.

11· · · · · · ·There are arguments out there that, well, if

12· ·it's located in Wyoming, maybe Wyoming should, you know,

13· ·get the credits.· I would say those were all open-ended,

14· ·yet to be determined.· And now with the plan and in the

15· ·state that it is, you know, I think we have tried to

16· ·address the potential greenhouse gas CO2 side of things,

17· ·obviously with the various sensitivity that Mr. Link

18· ·described, High CO2, low CO2 and zero C2.

19· · · · · · ·So we kind of come at it maybe a different way

20· ·for this set of assessments, recognizing the clean power

21· ·plan is highly questionable.

22· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· I appreciate that for

23· ·that additional clarification.· Commissioner White, did

24· ·you have a follow-up question?

25· · · · · · ·COMMISSIONER WHITE:· Yeah, I actually did.
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·1· · · · · · · · · · · · · EXAMINATION

·2· ·BY COMMISSIONER WHITE:

·3· · · · Q.· ·So since we're speaking of environmental

·4· ·attributes, is it confidential as to the ownership of

·5· ·those environment attributes in terms of the BTA?· In

·6· ·other words, who would those -- who would those --

·7· · · · A.· ·No.· We would -- I don't know that it would be

·8· ·confidential.· I don't think it would be confidential.

·9· ·We would ultimately own the environment attributes as we

10· ·would own the asset.

11· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· And what other -- we've talked about

12· ·WECCs and NERCs.· And what other -- I mean, typically

13· ·what is that -- what -- what does that mean to you,

14· ·environment attributes in terms of that as being right

15· ·under the contract, I guess?

16· · · · A.· ·Well, I think to some extent to maybe to the

17· ·earlier discussion to some extent, it is, is there a

18· ·value established at some point with whether it be

19· ·federal rule making, state rule making, to establish

20· ·maybe more a broader tradable fungible commodity there?

21· ·Or is it more of a, you know, what we see today,

22· ·renewable portfolio standards, those types of things,

23· ·where you have a tangible value in certain states for

24· ·certain compliance obligations?

25· · · · · · ·So I'd say over time from a value proposition,
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·1· ·that could change, depending on, you know, federal law,

·2· ·state law, you know, if there are new programs that

·3· ·are -- that are promulgated that provide a fungible

·4· ·tradeable value to that attribute.

·5· · · · Q.· ·So I think what you are saying, tell me if I

·6· ·am wrong, is that, you know, assuming that the clean

·7· ·power plan does not go beyond or is, you know, repealed,

·8· ·you know, not revived, I guess, is there other options

·9· ·potentially that the company examines in their IRP

10· ·process that those could be utilized for purposes of

11· ·regulatory compliance?

12· · · · A.· ·I don't know that we have assessed any other

13· ·options per se at this time.· You know, as I mentioned,

14· ·we look at CO2.· We have looked at it more from a cost

15· ·of compliance perspective in our assessments in the IRP

16· ·and so forth.· I think there are potential values there.

17· · · · · · ·I think if you take a look at our, as a system

18· ·our CO2 emissions over time, as well as all our other

19· ·emissions, as well from our thermal resources, as

20· ·renewables expand their penetration level, you do see

21· ·those CO2 levels comings down as a fleet year on year,

22· ·which is an inherent environmental benefit, if you will.

23· · · · · · ·Whether there's a cost associated with that,

24· ·I'd say the best way we are capturing that right now is

25· ·through the IRP, the sensitivities around potential CO2
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·1· ·costs and how that might play into our portfolios.· But

·2· ·I think until there's a, you know, a new rule enacted at

·3· ·the federal level, other state laws enacted, that you

·4· ·know, provide some tradeable commodity that we can start

·5· ·to assess a little bit more from a tangible perspective,

·6· ·for now, we make assumptions around CO2 cost per ton as

·7· ·the surrogate.

·8· · · · · · ·COMMISSIONER WHITE:· That's all the questions

·9· ·I have.· Thanks.

10· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Thank you, Mr. Teply.· We

11· ·appreciate your testimony today.

12· · · · · · ·THE WITNESS:· Thank you.

13· · · · · · ·MR. LOWNEY:· I just have one follow-up to

14· ·Commissioner Clark's inquiry about the pro forma PPA.  I

15· ·believe that it is provided in the record as part of

16· ·Mr. Link's exhibits.· So it RTL11SS, which was the RPF

17· ·materials.

18· · · · · · ·It was an extremely -- I think it's a 6,000

19· ·page document so it was provided electronically.· So I

20· ·think it was on a CD is my understanding.· So in

21· ·addition to -- I believe Mr. Teply's correct is, it's

22· ·publicly available on the company's RFP website.· It

23· ·would also be found, I believe, in that exhibit.

24· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Thank you.· That gives us

25· ·some light reading to do.
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·1· · · · · · ·MR. LOWNEY:· I don't think the PPA was 6,000

·2· ·pages.

·3· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Ms. McDowell or Mr. Lowney,

·4· ·your next witness.

·5· · · · · · ·MR. LOWNEY:· The company calls Ms. Joelle

·6· ·Steward.

·7· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Ms. Steward, do you swear to

·8· ·tell the truth?

·9· · · · · · ·THE WITNESS:· I do.

10· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Thank you.

11· · · · · · · · · · · · JOELLE STEWARD,

12· ·was called as a witness, and having been first duly

13· ·sworn, testified as follows:

14· · · · · · · · · · · DIRECT EXAMINATION

15· ·BY MR. LOWNEY:

16· · · · Q.· ·Ms. Steward, could you please state and spell

17· ·your name for the record.

18· · · · A.· ·My name is Joelle Steward.· J-O-E-L-L-E,

19· ·S-T-E-W-A-R-D.

20· · · · Q.· ·And how are you employed?

21· · · · A.· ·I am the vice president of regulation.

22· · · · Q.· ·And in that capacity, have you either filed or

23· ·adopted the prefiled testimony that has been labeled

24· ·direct testimony, supplemental direct and rebuttal

25· ·testimony, second supplemental direct testimony and
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·1· ·surrebuttal testimony?

·2· · · · A.· ·Yes.

·3· · · · Q.· ·And do you have any changes or corrections to

·4· ·that testimony today?

·5· · · · A.· ·I do not.

·6· · · · Q.· ·And if I ask you the same questions as

·7· ·included in that testimony, will your answers be the

·8· ·same?

·9· · · · A.· ·Yes.

10· · · · · · ·MR. LOWNEY:· I move to admit the testimony of

11· ·Ms. Steward into the record.

12· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Any party object to that

13· ·motion, please indicate to me.· I am not seeing any

14· ·objection, so the motion is granted.· Thank you.

15· · · · Q.· ·(By Mr. Lowney)· Ms. Steward, have you

16· ·prepared a summary for the commission today?

17· · · · A.· ·I have.

18· · · · Q.· ·Please proceed.

19· · · · A.· ·Thank you.· Good afternoon.· My testimony

20· ·explains the company's proposed rate making treatment

21· ·for costs and benefits of the combined projects in this

22· ·application.· As in the repowering case, the company

23· ·proposes an interim mechanism, the resource trafficking

24· ·mechanism or RTM, to recover the costs and pass back the

25· ·full benefits of the projects until those are reflected
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·1· ·in base rates in a general rate case.

·2· · · · · · ·The RTM would work in conjunction with the

·3· ·energy balancing account or EBA, to match recovery of

·4· ·costs with the benefits.· The RTM would include the

·5· ·capital cost of the projects and the benefits from the

·6· ·production tax credits from the new wind resources.· The

·7· ·EBA, absent any adjustment, would include a hundred

·8· ·percent of the incremental zero fuel cost energy from

·9· ·the new wind projects, the wheeling revenue from the new

10· ·transmission line, and the costs of the PPA.

11· · · · · · ·I acknowledge the commission declined to adopt

12· ·the RTM in the repowering case and stated that the

13· ·company can seek recovery of the costs and benefits

14· ·through available rate making mechanisms, such as a

15· ·general rate case, deferral accounting treatment and/or

16· ·the EBA.

17· · · · · · ·As in the repowering case, the company

18· ·believes the RTM is the best proposal to match costs and

19· ·benefits of the new projects.· However, the company is

20· ·open to these rate making alternatives to the extent

21· ·they treat costs and benefits consistently.

22· · · · · · ·Being able to pursue rate making such as a

23· ·deferral in conjunction with the EBA, outside of a

24· ·general rate case, is beneficial for a couple of

25· ·reasons.· First and foremost, it matches benefits with
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·1· ·the cost.· Without the RTM or a deferral or a general

·2· ·rate case, customers will begin receiving benefits from

·3· ·the incremental zero fuel cost energy of the new wind

·4· ·projects without paying any of the costs incurred to

·5· ·obtain those benefits.

·6· · · · · · ·For example, in 2021, the first full year of

·7· ·operation for the combined projects, without a way to

·8· ·match the cost and benefits, customers would receive an

·9· ·estimated $35 million of net power cost benefits and new

10· ·wheeling revenue, which would equate to reduction in

11· ·rates of about 1.7 percent, while the company would

12· ·absorb $63 million in costs.

13· · · · · · ·As other parties have pointed out, the company

14· ·has added new resources in the past without requesting a

15· ·cost recovery mechanism.· However, that was prior to the

16· ·current power cost mechanism and at a smaller magnitude

17· ·in terms of both costs and benefits.

18· · · · · · ·Second, the combined projects are a key driver

19· ·for the company's next general rate case.· A deferral or

20· ·the RTM will allow the company to align that rate case

21· ·timing for these projects with other cost pressures the

22· ·company is facing over the next couple of years into one

23· ·general rate case, which will help avoid the cost and

24· ·complexity of back-to-back rate cases.

25· · · · · · ·Importantly, any rate making treatment outside
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·1· ·of a general rate case would only include costs up to

·2· ·the projected levels of the combined projects.· This is

·3· ·consistent with the approval statutes for both the

·4· ·significant energy resource decisions and the voluntary

·5· ·request for resource decisions.

·6· · · · · · ·The company would need to seek recovery of any

·7· ·costs in excess of the projected costs in a general rate

·8· ·case.· As such, approval of rate making treatment now

·9· ·will not diminish the company's incentive to prudently

10· ·manage the cost of the combined projects because all

11· ·costs will be subject to a prudence review before

12· ·inclusion in rates.

13· · · · · · ·Several parties propose conditions that they

14· ·argue should apply if the combined projects are

15· ·approved.· However, we believe these conditions are

16· ·entirely unnecessary because the preapproval statute

17· ·already provides sufficient customer protections.· As I

18· ·already mentioned, the law allows preapproval only up to

19· ·the projected cost.· Any cost overruns would need to be

20· ·evaluated in a general rate case.

21· · · · · · ·Additionally, in the event of a material

22· ·change in circumstance, the company will use the process

23· ·provided in the law for additional commission and

24· ·stakeholder review.· As in the repowering case, the

25· ·company bears the risk for meeting the PTC
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·1· ·qualifications for the new wind resources, except due to

·2· ·changes in law or an event that is beyond the reasonable

·3· ·control of the company, or those with whom the company

·4· ·has contracted for project development.

·5· · · · · · ·The company also agrees to pass back to

·6· ·customers any liquidated damages received by the company

·7· ·from vendors under contractual agreements.· However, the

·8· ·company does not agree it should be held responsible for

·9· ·risks outside of its control.

10· · · · · · ·Lastly, parties claim that there is an uneven

11· ·sharing of benefits between the company and customers.

12· ·The company believes that this claim is incorrect.· The

13· ·combined projects are traditional resources that will

14· ·meet customer needs at the lowest reasonable cost.· The

15· ·only customer benefit is the recovery of its cost,

16· ·including its cost of capital.

17· · · · · · ·In closing, the company requests that the

18· ·commission approve the combined projects up to the total

19· ·projected costs identified in Table 1 of my surrebuttal

20· ·testimony and rate making treatment that will provide a

21· ·matching of costs with benefits.· And that concludes my

22· ·summary.

23· · · · · · ·MR. LOWNEY:· Thank you.· Ms. Steward is

24· ·available for cross-examination and commissioner

25· ·questions.
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·1· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you.

·2· ·Mr. Longson, do you have any questions for Ms. Steward?

·3· · · · · · ·MR. LONGSON:· No questions.· Thank you.

·4· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you.

·5· ·Mr. Holman.

·6· · · · · · ·MR. HOLMAN:· No questions.· Thank you.

·7· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Ms. Hayes.

·8· · · · · · ·MS. HAYES:· No questions.· Thank you.

·9· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Thank you.· Mr. Jetter or

10· ·Ms. Schmid.

11· · · · · · ·MR. JETTER:· I'd just like to ask just a

12· ·couple brief questions.

13· · · · · · · · · · · ·CROSS-EXAMINATION

14· ·BY MR. JETTER:

15· · · · Q.· ·Good afternoon.· You would agree with us that

16· ·is -- if this project were approved, it would be a

17· ·significant increase in the company's rate base?

18· · · · A.· ·It's a significant, yes.· It's -- well, I

19· ·don't want to say any number, because it was

20· ·confidential in my testimony, but it's a large

21· ·investment.

22· · · · Q.· ·A large investment.· And it's even quite large

23· ·relative to the company's entire portfolio; is that

24· ·correct?

25· · · · A.· ·I believe you could say that.· I haven't seen
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·1· ·those proportions recently.· But --

·2· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· In fact, it was so large that the

·3· ·company witnesses in a tax refund docket testified that

·4· ·it might endanger the credit rating to give full tax

·5· ·refunds because of the size of the debt that would

·6· ·accompany this; is that correct?

·7· · · · A.· ·I don't believe that is correct.· I don't

·8· ·believe our -- the combined projects in this application

·9· ·had no bearing on our filing for tax reform.

10· · · · Q.· ·So the debt that would come along with this

11· ·was not part of the debt-to-revenue ratios that were

12· ·relevant in that case?

13· · · · A.· ·Well, it's included as Ms. Kobliha testified.

14· ·Our overall financing includes everything we do, not

15· ·project specific.

16· · · · Q.· ·Would you agree that the debt that would be

17· ·required for this project would make up a significant

18· ·portion of the company's overall debt?

19· · · · A.· ·I think Ms. Kobliha would actually be the

20· ·better witness for that.· She handles the financing.

21· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Are you aware of any company pressures

22· ·in the near future that would be more significant than

23· ·the value of this project?

24· · · · A.· ·More significant?· Not necessarily.· But we

25· ·do -- we haven't finalized our depreciation study, which
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·1· ·we're going to be filing in September, which we do

·2· ·expect to have significant cost pressures.· We also have

·3· ·our repowering and the drop-off of the current PTCs for

·4· ·the current wind assets.· So all together, we have

·5· ·several cost drivers coming in over a two-year period.

·6· · · · · · ·And even with this large project and the

·7· ·investment, the overall rate impact, because of the size

·8· ·of the benefits and the PTCs, is still relatively

·9· ·modest, at only 1.4 percent in the first full year of

10· ·operation.

11· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· But you -- is it your position that

12· ·it's a small enough impact on the company that it

13· ·wouldn't drive a rate case in its own right?

14· · · · A.· ·No.· I mean, because of all of the cost

15· ·pressures we have coming, and depending on what sort of

16· ·rate making treatment we have, if we're passing back the

17· ·benefits but not getting recovery of the costs, that

18· ·would likely -- very likely drive us in for a rate case.

19· · · · · · ·MR. JETTER:· Okay.· That's my only question.

20· ·Thank you.

21· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you, Mr. Jetter.

22· ·Mr. Moore or Mr. Snarr?

23· · · · · · · · · · · ·CROSS-EXAMINATION

24· ·BY MR. MOORE:

25· · · · Q.· ·Hello.
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·1· · · · A.· ·Hi.

·2· · · · Q.· ·Are you aware that in response to OCS data

·3· ·request 13.9, the company acknowledged that it plans to

·4· ·file a statutory rate case during the year 2020, using a

·5· ·proposed test year of 2021?

·6· · · · A.· ·I don't recall the specific data request, but

·7· ·I -- that -- I am aware that that is our plan, yes.

·8· · · · Q.· ·Now, the -- Mr. Teply, I believe, stated that

·9· ·the inservice date for TB Flats 2 -- 1 and 2, and Ekola

10· ·Flats is scheduled for November 15th, 2020, and Cedar

11· ·Springs is established for November 26, 2020.· Does that

12· ·sound correct to you?

13· · · · A.· ·Yes.

14· · · · Q.· ·Accordingly, isn't it true that the new wind

15· ·and transmission projects will only be in service for

16· ·approximately one and a half months prior to the

17· ·proposed year -- the next plan test year for the general

18· ·rate case?

19· · · · A.· ·Yes.· And that is still assuming we got the

20· ·test period we were seeking.

21· · · · Q.· ·Generally, you have criticized the office's

22· ·position regarding the need to have a general rate case,

23· ·because it allows customers to receive benefits of zero

24· ·fuel costs through the EBA prior to the costs of the

25· ·projects being incorporated into rates with a general
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·1· ·rate case; isn't that true?

·2· · · · A.· ·Yes.· We're looking for a balance, a match of

·3· ·costs and benefits.

·4· · · · Q.· ·However, given your plans to oppose the RTM

·5· ·and file a rate case in 2020, with the future test year

·6· ·proposed as 2021, the company's position is that it

·7· ·should recover all expenses prior to a general rate

·8· ·case, even if those expenditures do not cause the

·9· ·company to earn less than its authorized rate of return.

10· · · · · · ·And isn't it also true that the company's

11· ·position that the rate could be in effect for several

12· ·years, based on the capital costs in 2021, which is the

13· ·highest capital cost in the combined projects?· Do you

14· ·want me to break that up?

15· · · · A.· ·Yes, please.

16· · · · Q.· ·All right.· Given your plans concerning the

17· ·general rate case that we have discussed, the company's

18· ·position is that it should recover all expenditures

19· ·to -- prior to the general rate case, even if those

20· ·expenditures do not cause the company to earn less than

21· ·its authorized rate of return; is that true?

22· · · · A.· ·All expenditures, all are investments as well

23· ·as the benefits we proposed will be -- will start being

24· ·recovered consistently.· You know, I cannot speak to

25· ·whether or not we would be earning our authorized rate
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·1· ·of return at that time, at that point in time, two years

·2· ·from now, given all the other drivers we have before

·3· ·then.

·4· · · · Q.· ·And isn't it true that the company's position

·5· ·that rates could be in effect for several years, based

·6· ·on capital costs in 2021, the proposed test year, which

·7· ·is the highest year of capital costs in the combined

·8· ·projects; isn't that true?

·9· · · · A.· ·It's possible, if we do a rate case, and it

10· ·goes into service in 2021.· That is the first full year,

11· ·and at that point revenue requirement starts declining

12· ·for individual investments due to depreciation.

13· ·However, that helps us offset other costs that come in

14· ·during that time to help us stay out of a rate case, and

15· ·that's been traditional rate making.

16· · · · Q.· ·Isn't it true that the company has not

17· ·provided any evidence that pursuing these projects will

18· ·jeopardize its ability to earn its authorized rate of

19· ·return?

20· · · · A.· ·I would disagree with that.· We have made

21· ·available our -- our business plan is highly

22· ·confidential.· Parties have -- were able to come on site

23· ·and actually look at those returns forecasted over the

24· ·next 10 years.· And since they are highly confidential,

25· ·I will not speak to what they are specifically, but I
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·1· ·disagree that nothing was provided.

·2· · · · Q.· ·In lines 87 and 96 of the company's June 30,

·3· ·2017, direct testimony, which you adopted, the question

·4· ·was asked, "Under what authority is the company

·5· ·proposing approval for the rate making treatment for

·6· ·the -- for the wind and transmission projects?"

·7· · · · · · ·And was your answer by referring to three

·8· ·statutes, Utah code section 54-4-23, 54-17-202, and

·9· ·54-17-403?· Isn't that correct?

10· · · · A.· ·Yes, that's correct.

11· · · · Q.· ·Isn't it true that none of these provisions

12· ·have a section like 54-7-13.5(4)(c) of the EBA statute,

13· ·which provides an energy balancing account that is

14· ·formed and maintained in accordance with this section

15· ·does not constitute impermissible retroactive rate

16· ·manager or single issue rate making?

17· · · · A.· ·I don't have that statute you cited in front

18· ·of me.

19· · · · Q.· ·May I approach?

20· · · · A.· ·You will need to restate the cite again.

21· · · · Q.· ·54-7-13.5(4)(c).

22· · · · A.· ·That is correct.· Neither -- none of these,

23· ·the three of them, do not to my recollection have that

24· ·same energy balancing account.· But that would not make

25· ·it, in my view, prohibitive to adopt an RTM-like
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·1· ·mechanism, or a deferral of the costs and benefits.· We

·2· ·have the EBA or the RBA, which is not pursuant to this

·3· ·statute as well related to the EBA.

·4· · · · Q.· ·Isn't it true that the company contends that

·5· ·the rate making treatment is needed to match the costs

·6· ·and benefits, not because of the occurrence of an

·7· ·unforeseeable event that is beyond control of the

·8· ·company and that has an extraordinary impact on the

·9· ·company's finances?

10· · · · A.· ·Could you restate that again?

11· · · · Q.· ·Isn't it true that the company contends that

12· ·the RTM is needed primarily to match costs and benefits?

13· · · · A.· ·Yes.

14· · · · Q.· ·And you do not contend that it's needed

15· ·because of the occurrence of an unforeseen event that is

16· ·beyond the company's control and has extraordinary

17· ·impact on the company's finances?

18· · · · A.· ·That -- that's correct.· I mean, essentially

19· ·we're proposing it because of the benefits will be

20· ·passing through the EBA without recovery of those costs.

21· · · · Q.· ·All right.· This is a very similar question,

22· ·so bear with me.· Isn't it true that the company does

23· ·not contend the RTM is making -- is, taken as a whole,

24· ·is needed because of increase in recurring costs that

25· ·are both unexpected and beyond the company's control?
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·1· · · · A.· ·That's correct.

·2· · · · Q.· ·May I direct your attention to the May 15th,

·3· ·2018, surrebuttal testimony.

·4· · · · A.· ·Okay.

·5· · · · Q.· ·And I'll direct your attention to lines 22 and

·6· ·37.· And this coincides with your summary where you said

·7· ·that you believe the preconditions proposed by some of

·8· ·the parties are unnecessary?

·9· · · · A.· ·Yes.

10· · · · Q.· ·That's consistent with this testimony?

11· · · · A.· ·Yes.

12· · · · Q.· ·You also cited provisions -- you also cited to

13· ·provisions of the Energy Resource Procurement Act

14· ·related to recovery of costs above the preapproved costs

15· ·and seeking commission's guidance upon change in

16· ·circumstances and stated, "Additional conditions on caps

17· ·and operation and maintenance are inconsistent with Utah

18· ·resource approval laws."· Isn't that your testimony?

19· · · · A.· ·Could you point me to that?· Is that in the

20· ·surrebuttal?

21· · · · Q.· ·That's in the surrebuttal.· I think lines 23

22· ·-- lines 22 -- I'm sorry.· Lines 22 to 24.

23· · · · A.· ·I don't recall talking about O and M in -- was

24· ·that in your question?

25· · · · Q.· ·No, it was not meant to be.· I apologize if it
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·1· ·was.· This paragraph starting on lines 22 and finishing

·2· ·on lines 37.

·3· · · · A.· ·Yes.

·4· · · · Q.· ·That's what I was referring to, and it ends

·5· ·with, "petition for caps on" --

·6· · · · A.· ·Oh.

·7· · · · Q.· ·"For cost caps on capital operations and

·8· ·maintenance are inconsistent with Utah's resource

·9· ·approval laws."

10· · · · A.· ·Yes.

11· · · · Q.· ·All right.· However, isn't it true that

12· ·section 54-17-302 (5)(B) provides the commission can

13· ·approve significant resource decision subject to

14· ·conditions imposed by the commission?

15· · · · A.· ·Yes, it does say that.

16· · · · Q.· ·And similarly, section 54-17-402 (6)(B)

17· ·provides that the commission can approve all or part of

18· ·the voluntary resource decision subject to conditions

19· ·imposed by the commission?

20· · · · A.· ·Yes, it does say that.

21· · · · Q.· ·May I direct your attention to your May 15,

22· ·2018, surrebuttal testimony lines 281 to 289?

23· · · · A.· ·Okay.

24· · · · Q.· ·These lines include a question that states in

25· ·part, "Mr. Vastag expressed concern relating to the
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·1· ·current multistate process, MSP, and recommends that

·2· ·Mr. Hayet's cost caps should be adopted to address these

·3· ·concerns."· And then it references Mr. Vastag's rebuttal

·4· ·testimony.

·5· · · · A.· ·Yes.

·6· · · · Q.· ·The question is, are these reasonable

·7· ·recommendations?· Is that correct?

·8· · · · A.· ·Yes.· That's what the question is.

·9· · · · Q.· ·You answered this question no.· This is

10· ·contrary to 217 protocol currently approved for

11· ·interjurisdictional cost allocations in the Utah -- in

12· ·the state of Utah; isn't that correct?

13· · · · A.· ·Yes.

14· · · · Q.· ·Isn't it true that the combined projects are

15· ·not coming online for service until the end of 2020?

16· · · · A.· ·Yes.

17· · · · Q.· ·And there is presently no multistate

18· ·allocation method agreed upon for 2020; isn't that true?

19· · · · A.· ·Yes.· That's correct.

20· · · · Q.· ·Isn't it true that placing a cap on

21· ·preapproval, as Mr. Vastag and Mr. Hayet suggests, does

22· ·not limit the amount the company can ultimately seek for

23· ·recovery?· Do you want me to read that again?

24· · · · A.· ·Yeah.

25· · · · Q.· ·Isn't it true that placing a cap on
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·1· ·preapproval, as Mr. Vastag suggests, does not limit the

·2· ·amount the company can ultimately seek for recovery?

·3· · · · A.· ·That is not how I understood Mr. Vastag's

·4· ·testimony.· If it's preapproval as consistent with the

·5· ·law, with the ability to come in and seek recovery in a

·6· ·general rate case for any cost overruns, but I believe I

·7· ·read Mr. Vastag's testimony as an overall hard cap that

·8· ·we could never seek additional costs.

·9· · · · Q.· ·I am going to hand you a copy Mr. Vastag's

10· ·testimony that you cited.· It's in the record, but I

11· ·assume you don't have it.· The sentence starting

12· ·therefore on 87, and ending with responsible under

13· ·preapproval, will you read that sentence into the record

14· ·please?

15· · · · A.· ·I'm sorry.· On line?

16· · · · Q.· ·Here, I'll do it.

17· · · · A.· ·On 87.

18· · · · Q.· ·"Therefore, if the commission decides to

19· ·approve these economic opportunity projects, the office

20· ·recommends that the commission specify the maximum

21· ·dollar amount of the project cost for which Utah payers

22· ·would be responsible for under preapproval."

23· · · · A.· ·I see now, yes.

24· · · · Q.· ·With that clarification, does that change your

25· ·testimony regarding the -- whether the proposed cap on
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·1· ·preapproval violates the 2017 protocol?

·2· · · · A.· ·Well, the 2017 protocol may not be in effect

·3· ·at that time.· As we all know, those discussions are

·4· ·currently being determined.· Setting a Utah

·5· ·jurisdictional amount, and a cap on that, prejudges and,

·6· ·you know, imposes on those ongoing discussions a cap

·7· ·that I don't believe -- I don't agree with because right

·8· ·now allocation factors are dynamic based on loads and

·9· ·resources.

10· · · · Q.· ·That's under -- well, I am going to hand you a

11· ·portion of your testimony in the repowering docket.

12· ·Since this is not on the record, I'll make an exhibit of

13· ·it.

14· · · · · · ·Now, on page 2, this is a -- actually, it's

15· ·page 160 of the transcript, page 2 of the handout.· On

16· ·line 7.· This was, like, the last time I questioned you.

17· ·I asked, "Is it true that capping the amount of

18· ·preapproved costs does not violate the 2017 protocol"?

19· ·And you respond, "I believe that is correct, yes?"

20· · · · A.· ·Yes, I see that.

21· · · · Q.· ·And you are aware, as you have mentioned, that

22· ·your Oregon Public Service Commission issued an order

23· ·refusing to acknowledge PacifiCorp's final short list?

24· · · · A.· ·I'm aware of that, yes.

25· · · · Q.· ·Doesn't this create additional uncertainty
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·1· ·regarding how the new MSP cost allocation method will

·2· ·affect the cost sharing of the combined projects?

·3· · · · A.· ·I don't think that creates any additional

·4· ·uncertainty.

·5· · · · Q.· ·If the Oregon ultimately decides not to allow

·6· ·recovery costs for the combined projects and rates, how

·7· ·does the company plan to seek recovery of the costs for

·8· ·the combined projects under the multistate protocol?

·9· · · · A.· ·I can't speak to that.· I don't have -- I am

10· ·not involved in those MSP discussions at this point.

11· ·You are talking about seeking recovery in Oregon for

12· ·those?· Because in Oregon, they do not -- they have not

13· ·disallowed our ability to come in and seek recovery of

14· ·those costs.

15· · · · Q.· ·Yes.· My question was, assuming the

16· ·hypothetical, if they did, how would this affect how

17· ·these costs are allocated among the states, in the

18· ·multistate process?

19· · · · A.· ·With what we know right now, in the 2017, it

20· ·wouldn't.· Utah would still get its allocation based on

21· ·its -- the factors in the protocol.· And I imagine that

22· ·will be part of any discussions going forward in MSP.

23· ·We have a resource in Oregon that is not in rates in

24· ·Oregon.· We have a resource, actually Rolling Hill, that

25· ·is not in rates in Oregon that did not shift costs to
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·1· ·other states.

·2· · · · Q.· ·And that result's consistent with Mr. Hayet's

·3· ·cap on preapproval, isn't it?

·4· · · · A.· ·Mr. Hayet's cap?

·5· · · · Q.· ·Mr. -- Mr. Vastag mentioned Mr. Hayet's cap on

·6· ·preapproval?

·7· · · · A.· ·No.· I think the nuance is setting a Utah

·8· ·jurisdictional cap for a resource that's going into

·9· ·service in two years, when under the current methodology

10· ·for MSP or 2017 protocol, is based on dynamic factors

11· ·and what those loads are at that time.· That's my

12· ·concern about presetting a Utah jurisdictional cap now.

13· ·Loads could go up, load could go down in Utah, relative

14· ·to other states.

15· · · · Q.· ·And you could come in and make that argument

16· ·under a prudence review to allocate more -- more of the

17· ·cost to Utah.· But that would be your obligation if the

18· ·preapproval was just capped?

19· · · · A.· ·I don't think that's a prudence review

20· ·determination.· I think that's just an allocation

21· ·determination.· And I don't think we should preset or

22· ·predetermine what those allocations would be in two

23· ·years from now.

24· · · · Q.· ·Well, the cap is set on pre -- well, fine.

25· ·Thank you very much.
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·1· · · · A.· ·Okay.

·2· · · · · · ·MR. MOORE:· I have no further questions.

·3· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thanks, Mr. Moore.

·4· ·Mr. Russell.

·5· · · · · · ·MR. RUSSELL:· Thank you, Chair LeVar.· I don't

·6· ·have any questions for this witness.

·7· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Mr. Baker?

·8· · · · · · ·MR. BAKER:· Thank you.· I just have a couple

·9· ·of questions.

10· · · · · · · · · · · ·CROSS-EXAMINATION

11· ·BY MR. BAKER:

12· · · · Q.· ·In other states such as Wyoming, you have

13· ·agreed to abandon your request for an RTM; is that

14· ·correct?· Or I'm sorry, in Wyoming.· In Wyoming you have

15· ·abandoned your request for an RTM?

16· · · · A.· ·In Wyoming we have a comprehensive settlement

17· ·with several parties.· One in particular, Wyoming

18· ·Industrial Energy Users.· As a part of that settlement,

19· ·it had repowering, it had EB 2020, these resources

20· ·before us today, as well as tax reform.

21· · · · · · ·Within the overall context of those

22· ·settlements, we did agree not to pursue the RTM.

23· ·However, we do have cost recovery for these resources

24· ·through other aspects of that, those stipulations, and

25· ·specifically through the tax reform docket.· It allows
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·1· ·us to retain costs from the deferred tax benefits

·2· ·related to these resources once they go into service.

·3· · · · Q.· ·In Oregon you have to go back in for a full

·4· ·rate review should you proceed with this project; is

·5· ·that correct?

·6· · · · A.· ·That's -- that was always the plan.· The

·7· ·docket in Oregon was for acknowledgement of the final

·8· ·short list.· It was not a rate making proceeding.

·9· · · · Q.· ·And I just want to clarify what I think I

10· ·heard, was that the company will not shift any

11· ·unrecovered costs from a partial or full disallowance in

12· ·another state to Utah customers?

13· · · · A.· ·I don't believe that's exactly what I said.  I

14· ·used an example of under the current protocol, how that

15· ·did not occur, as we have discussed.· Those discussions

16· ·are ongoing.· I am not involved in those discussions.  I

17· ·cannot speak to what that potential outcome will be.

18· · · · Q.· ·So you can't state for certain what will

19· ·happen by the time these projects come online, if they

20· ·are approved?

21· · · · A.· ·No, I can't.· And I think our parties in that

22· ·process are aware of these projects, and that will be

23· ·part of those discussions.

24· · · · · · ·MR. BAKER:· Thanks.· I have no further

25· ·questions.
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·1· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you.

·2· ·Mr. Lowney, and redirect?

·3· · · · · · ·MR. LOWNEY:· Just a few questions.

·4· · · · · · · · · · ·REDIRECT EXAMINATION

·5· ·BY MR. LOWNEY:

·6· · · · Q.· ·First, do you recall when counsel for the

·7· ·division was asking you questions about the magnitude of

·8· ·this investment?

·9· · · · A.· ·Yes.

10· · · · Q.· ·Do you recall those questions -- and I believe

11· ·you noted in response to one of those questions that the

12· ·rate increase in the first year these projects will be

13· ·in operation is 1.4 percent.· Do you recall that?

14· · · · A.· ·The overall net impacts, yes.

15· · · · Q.· ·And isn't it true that that is the highest

16· ·rate increase, in the near term anyway, relative to

17· ·these projects?

18· · · · A.· ·Yes.

19· · · · Q.· ·And just one other clarifying question.· And I

20· ·would refer you to the OCS Exhibit D that you were asked

21· ·questions about.· This is your testimony in the

22· ·repowering case, and you were asked specifically about a

23· ·question on page 160 involving whether or not a cap on

24· ·the amount of preapproval costs violates the 2017

25· ·protocol.
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·1· · · · A.· ·Yes.

·2· · · · Q.· ·And I just wanted to be clear for the record.

·3· ·The discussion in that case involving the cap was not a

·4· ·hard cap in the sense that anything over and above those

·5· ·amounts would be, per se, unrecoverable.· This

·6· ·discussion involved the soft cap, correct?

·7· · · · A.· ·I believe so, yes.

·8· · · · · · ·MR. LOWNEY:· Thank you.· I have no further

·9· ·questions.

10· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· If Mr. Lowney's

11· ·questions prompt any recross, please indicate to me.

12· · · · · · ·MR. MOORE:· I have one quick question.

13· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Let me just ask, does anyone

14· ·else have any recross based Mr. Lowney's, or are we just

15· ·Mr. Moore?· Okay.

16· · · · · · · · · · · RECROSS-EXAMINATION

17· ·BY MR. MOORE:

18· · · · Q.· ·Do you understand the office's position in

19· ·this docket that having a preapproved cap is a soft cap

20· ·or a hard cap?· Is it the same cap we suggested in the

21· ·repowering docket or is it a different cap?

22· · · · A.· ·You have me a little uncertain now actually.

23· ·I had read the testimony as a hard cap.

24· · · · Q.· ·I'm sorry.· I guess we'll get this cleared up

25· ·on direct.· But you do agree that if the office is
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·1· ·referring to a soft cap, that that's not -- that would

·2· ·not in the hypothetical we discussed violate the 2017

·3· ·protocol?

·4· · · · A.· ·If it's a soft cap, it's consistent with the

·5· ·statute, and I think where we may disagree is whether or

·6· ·not that cap, soft cap should be set based on a Utah

·7· ·jurisdictional amount or a total project cost amount.

·8· · · · Q.· ·All right.· Let's assume the case as a Utah

·9· ·jurisdictional amount.

10· · · · A.· ·Okay.

11· · · · Q.· ·Would a soft cap on that amount violate the

12· ·2017 protocol?

13· · · · A.· ·I am not sure I see the point then of a soft

14· ·cap, if we can still come in under jurisdictional

15· ·allocations, with whatever jurisdictional allocation

16· ·there is at that time.

17· · · · Q.· ·So it doesn't prejudice Rocky Mountain Power

18· ·greatly?

19· · · · A.· ·I don't know that I would agree to that.  I

20· ·mean, it could, depending on how that played out.· It

21· ·shifts some additional risk to us that I don't think is

22· ·justified, based on the dynamics going on, and that are

23· ·known under the current revised protocol or 2017

24· ·protocol, as well as the ongoing discussions.

25· · · · · · ·MR. MOORE:· Thank you.· I have no further
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·1· ·questions.

·2· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you.

·3· ·Commissioner Clark, do you have any questions for

·4· ·Ms. Steward?

·5· · · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CLARK:· No questions.· Thank you.

·6· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Commissioner White?

·7· · · · · · ·COMMISSIONER WHITE:· No questions.· Thank you.

·8· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· And I don't have any

·9· ·other questions.· Thank you for your testimony today.

10· ·Ms. McDowell or Mr. Lowney.

11· · · · · · ·MR. LOWNEY:· That concludes the company's

12· ·case.

13· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you.· I think we

14· ·will go ahead at this time with Interwest Energy

15· ·Alliance.· If you would like to call your witness.

16· · · · · · ·MR. LONGSON:· Interwest calls Gregory Jenner.

17· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Mr. Jenner, do you swear to

18· ·tell the truth?

19· · · · · · ·THE WITNESS:· I do.

20· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Thank you.

21· · · · · · · · · · · · GREGORY JENNER,

22· ·was called as a witness, and having been first duly

23· ·sworn, testified as follows:

24· · · · · · · · · · · DIRECT EXAMINATION

25· ·BY MR. LONGSON:
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·1· · · · Q.· ·Mr. Jenner, could you please state and spell

·2· ·your name, please.

·3· · · · A.· ·My full name is Gregory Jenner.· That's

·4· ·G-R-E-G-O-R-Y, J-E-N-N-E-R.

·5· · · · Q.· ·And could you tell us your current employer

·6· ·and business address?

·7· · · · A.· ·I am a partner at Stoel Rives, LLP.· The

·8· ·address is 601 13th Street, Northwest, Washington, D.C.

·9· ·20005.

10· · · · Q.· ·And in this docket, Mr. Jenner, you submitted

11· ·for Interwest direct testimony and supplemental answer

12· ·testimony; is that correct?

13· · · · A.· ·That is correct.

14· · · · Q.· ·Interwest -- excuse me.· If the same questions

15· ·were asked in those documents today, would your answers

16· ·be the same?

17· · · · A.· ·Yes, they would.

18· · · · · · ·MR. LONGSON:· Interwest moves for the

19· ·admission of the direct and supplemental answer

20· ·testimony of Mr. Jenner.

21· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· If any party objects

22· ·to that, please indicate to me.· I am not seeing any

23· ·objection.· So motion is granted.· Thank you.

24· · · · Q.· ·(By Mr. Longson)· Have you prepared a summary

25· ·of your testimony, Mr. Jenner?
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·1· · · · A.· ·Yes, I have.

·2· · · · Q.· ·Go ahead.

·3· · · · A.· ·Thank you very much.· Mr. Chairman,

·4· ·Commissioners White and Clark.· It's a pleasure to be

·5· ·here.· The original purpose of my testimony early in --

·6· ·excuse me, in late 2017 was to talk about the new tax

·7· ·bill.· It was pending at the time, and there was some

·8· ·uncertainty about which way congress was going to go.

·9· · · · · · ·As we know, the concerns that had been raised

10· ·about the effects on renewable energy, certain negative

11· ·effects on renewable energy were resolved and resolved

12· ·favorably to the renewable energy industry so the

13· ·original purpose of my testimony is now somewhat moot.

14· · · · · · ·The secondary purpose of my testimony was

15· ·focused on my expertise in the renewable energy tax area

16· ·and to talk about the analysis of the possible risks

17· ·regarding completion of transmission, issues including

18· ·continuous construction and placed-in-service dates for

19· ·the combined facilities, principally to confirm Rocky

20· ·Mountain Power's analysis that the risks of losing the

21· ·PTCs were minimal and had been mitigated substantially.

22· · · · · · ·In my experience, it's understandable why

23· ·Rocky Mountain Power is pursuing wind first before

24· ·solar.· And frankly, that mirrors what's happening in

25· ·the industry generally.· My practice, which is about 85
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·1· ·percent renewable energy tax, we are seeing a

·2· ·substantial decline in solar projects because everybody

·3· ·is trying to get the wind projects in service before the

·4· ·various deadlines that have been talked about.· And I

·5· ·will go into those details in a minute.

·6· · · · · · ·I represent both developers and independent

·7· ·power producers.· They are all -- many of them are

·8· ·pursuing wind before solar.· Solar will be next, because

·9· ·as has been discussed, it phases down, but not out, as

10· ·wind does, after 2019.

11· · · · · · ·There's a lot of confusion about how the --

12· ·the various dates and deadlines and phase-outs of the

13· ·production tax credit works.· Rocky Mountain Power has

14· ·presented testimony correct in my view.· Absolutely

15· ·correct in my view.· But there has been again, I want to

16· ·get into some of the nuances.

17· · · · · · ·The first date that's important for everybody

18· ·to consider is when construction begins on a project.

19· ·As has been discussed, if construction begins in 2016,

20· ·that project, assuming all other things being equal,

21· ·will qualify for 100 percent of the PTCs.

22· · · · · · ·Redeeming item after beginning construction is

23· ·the continuity requirement, and there's been a little

24· ·bit of confusion about the continuity requirement.  I

25· ·wanted to explain in more detail what the continuity
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·1· ·requirement is so that it's clear for everybody.

·2· · · · · · ·Once construction has begun, the developer has

·3· ·an obligation to maintain continuous construction or

·4· ·continuous efforts.· And what the IRS has said is, they

·5· ·will presume that that standard has been met if the

·6· ·project has been placed in service within the fourth

·7· ·calendar year after the project begins construction.

·8· ·And that is why we are so focused on the 2020 date,

·9· ·because if you place the project in service within 2020,

10· ·assuming that you had begun construction in 2016, you

11· ·will qualify.· You will meet the continuity requirement,

12· ·and you will qualify for 100 percent of the PTCs.

13· · · · · · ·That is not the only way, however, that you

14· ·can qualify for 100 percent of the PTCs.· Even if the

15· ·project were not in service in 2020, there is still a

16· ·possibility, based on the facts and circumstances, that

17· ·the project will qualify for 100 percent of the PTCs.

18· ·As I said, it's a fact and circumstances determination.

19· ·But the IRS has laid out a series of what they call

20· ·excusable disruptions which they will look at and

21· ·consider in determining whether continuity has been met.

22· · · · · · ·One of those excusable disruptions is a delay

23· ·in interconnection and transmission.· So for example, if

24· ·a transmission facility were delayed for any reason, and

25· ·therefore the turbines could not be placed in service on
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·1· ·or before the end of 2020, the IRS may still consider

·2· ·that project as qualified for 100 percent of the PTCs.

·3· · · · · · ·So what Rocky Mountain Power has done is, has

·4· ·built in redundancy into the risk mitigation.· The first

·5· ·way that they are going to mitigate risk is to have the

·6· ·turbines in service before the end of 2020.

·7· · · · · · ·If for some reason or another the IRS deems

·8· ·that not -- those turbines not to be in service, they

·9· ·can -- because of the transmission facilities, they can

10· ·still look to the excusable disruption standard and

11· ·still qualify for 100 percent of the PTCs.· That's not a

12· ·given, but it certainly is a backstop to the 2020 placed

13· ·in service date.

14· · · · · · ·So I would say that Rocky Mountain Power has

15· ·in all regards, as best they possibly can, mitigated the

16· ·risk of missing out on 100 percent of the PTCs in their

17· ·plan.· With that, I'll conclude.

18· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Thank you.

19· · · · · · ·MR. LONGSON:· Mr. Jenner is available for

20· ·cross examination.

21· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Thank you.· Mr. Holman, do

22· ·you have any questions for Mr. Jenner?

23· · · · · · ·MR. HOLMAN:· I don't, thank you.

24· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Ms. Hayes, do you have any

25· ·questions?
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·1· · · · · · ·MS. HAYES:· I do not.· Thank you.

·2· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Thank you.· Ms. McDowell or

·3· ·Mr. Lowney?

·4· · · · · · ·MR. LOWNEY:· The company has no questions.

·5· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Mr. Jetter.

·6· · · · · · ·MR. JETTER:· I have no questions.· Thank you.

·7· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Mr. Moore.

·8· · · · · · ·MR. MOORE:· I'm going to ask just one quick

·9· ·question, and I apologize to all in this room.· This is

10· ·a question I asked before, but I didn't understand the

11· ·answer.

12· · · · · · ·THE WITNESS:· Okay.

13· · · · · · · · · · · ·CROSS-EXAMINATION

14· ·BY MR. MOORE:

15· · · · Q.· ·If a project seeks to qualify for PTCs by

16· ·beginning construction in 2016, and misses the 2020 date

17· ·by one day --

18· · · · A.· ·Uh-huh.

19· · · · Q.· ·-- they lose off on 100 percent PTCs, but do

20· ·they receive any lower amount of PTCs, or is it a

21· ·complete zero PTC?

22· · · · A.· ·Well, may I disagree with your premise?

23· · · · Q.· ·Well, you can restate a premise that makes

24· ·more sense if I didn't.

25· · · · A.· ·Thank you.· It is not correct that if they
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·1· ·miss the placed-in-service deadline by one day, they

·2· ·miss out on 100 percent of the PTCs.· If there is a

·3· ·reason, they would -- if they miss the placed-in-service

·4· ·deadline, they would then fall back on the facts and

·5· ·circumstances test.

·6· · · · · · ·As I mentioned, one of the facts that the IRS

·7· ·will look at, and this was promulgated in notice 2016-31

·8· ·for your review, one of the excusable disruptions that

·9· ·the IRS will consider is the failure of the ability to

10· ·put transmission in place to carry the load.· So in

11· ·other words, the IRS will not necessarily consider the

12· ·failure to place the turbines in service as in 2020 as

13· ·causing 100 percent of the PTCs to be lost.· So that's

14· ·why I was disagreeing with your question.

15· · · · · · ·Now, I think if I might, where you are going,

16· ·so I will try and address that question.· If for one

17· ·reason or another, either because the 2020

18· ·placed-in-service deadline was missed or because the IRS

19· ·after -- and I'm sure this would be litigated until the

20· ·cows come home.· If the taxpayer then was unable to

21· ·determine or establish that they had continuity under

22· ·the facts and circumstances, in other words, the

23· ·turbines were not placed in service in 2020, you missed

24· ·the continuity requirement, then you would not qualify

25· ·for any PTCs whatsoever.
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·1· · · · · · ·MR. MOORE:· Thank you very much.· I have no

·2· ·more questions.

·3· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you.

·4· ·Mr. Russell.

·5· · · · · · ·MR. RUSSELL:· Thank you.· I don't have any

·6· ·questions for Mr. Jenner.

·7· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Mr. Baker.

·8· · · · · · ·MR. BAKER:· Thank you.· I have no questions

·9· ·either.

10· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Commissioner White, do

11· ·you have any questions?

12· · · · · · ·COMMISSIONER WHITE:· Yeah.· Thank you,

13· ·Mr. Jenner.

14· · · · · · · · · · · · · EXAMINATION

15· ·BY COMMISSIONER WHITE:

16· · · · Q.· ·I am just wondering, the guidance you are

17· ·providing, is that -- how did the IRS -- is that through

18· ·like a code violation?· Is that a 5S letter ruling, or

19· ·how are they basing that?

20· · · · A.· ·None of the above.· It was done through what's

21· ·called a notice.· And that's all of the beginning

22· ·construction guidance has been done through the -- a

23· ·notice.· A series of them beginning in 2013, two in

24· ·2013, one in '14, one in '15, a couple in '16.· They've

25· ·been churning them out regularly.
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·1· · · · · · ·So notice 2016-31 repromulgated a list of

·2· ·excusable disruptions.· And what is significant in

·3· ·2016-31 is, they added transmission, disruption of

·4· ·transmission as an excusable disruption.· That was new.

·5· ·So we can -- you can draw your own conclusions.

·6· · · · · · ·I would conclude, based on what I know about

·7· ·how treasury and IRS operate, that industry

·8· ·representatives came to them and said, hey, we have a

·9· ·problem here with transmission.· There is at least the

10· ·possibility that transmission may not be in place.· And

11· ·therefore, we think it's appropriate that you add

12· ·transmission as an excusable disruption, and the IRS

13· ·agreed.· That would be my speculation.

14· · · · · · ·COMMISSIONER WHITE:· Thank you.· That's all I

15· ·have got.

16· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you.

17· ·Commissioner Clark.

18· · · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CLARK:· I just have a couple

19· ·questions too, Mr. Jenner.

20· · · · · · ·THE WITNESS:· Yes, sir.

21· · · · · · · · · · · · · EXAMINATION

22· ·BY COMMISSIONER CLARK:

23· · · · Q.· ·So the four year in-service horizon that you

24· ·described, is that -- in your world, is that the safe

25· ·harbor -- is that referred to as the safe harbor?
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·1· · · · A.· ·It is.· It's not the only safe harbor.· There

·2· ·was the 5 percent safe harbor that was referred to

·3· ·earlier, but yes, it is a safe harbor.

·4· · · · Q.· ·And the excusable disruptions that have been

·5· ·denominated, I -- it's been months since I looked at the

·6· ·list, but do any of them relate to governmental permits,

·7· ·regulatory approvals, any delays of that sort?

·8· · · · A.· ·Yes, they do.· I could give you the list.  I

·9· ·can't remember them off the top of my head.· There are

10· ·things as nuanced and esoteric as Indian tribes in the

11· ·list.· It is failure to get custom-made parts.· It looks

12· ·a lot like force majeure, but it's not denominated as

13· ·force majeure.

14· · · · Q.· ·What about the approval of a Public Service

15· ·Commission to go forward with the project?

16· · · · A.· ·With all due respect, Commissioner, I don't

17· ·think so.· That's probably not excused.

18· · · · Q.· ·It's disappointing.

19· · · · A.· ·Yeah, I was afraid you were going to say that.

20· ·No, I doubt seriously whether the failure of a Public

21· ·Service Commissioner -- Commission, exercising its

22· ·duties as such, would qualify as excusable disruption.

23· · · · Q.· ·And in relation to the facts and circumstances

24· ·alternative path for qualifying --

25· · · · A.· ·Uh-huh.
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·1· · · · Q.· ·-- would that be a situation where the

·2· ·taxpayer claims the credit in its filing to the service,

·3· ·and then the service challenges it and then there's --

·4· ·it's -- there's audit, and then there's the hearings

·5· ·that would ensue if -- if it wasn't resolved in some

·6· ·way?

·7· · · · A.· ·Yes, sir.· That's -- it's a full employment

·8· ·act for tax lawyers.

·9· · · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CLARK:· Thanks very much.· Those

10· ·are my questions.

11· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· I think I just have one

12· ·follow-up question.

13· · · · · · · · · · · · · EXAMINATION

14· ·BY CHAIRMAN LEVAR:

15· · · · Q.· ·Following up to Commissioner White's questions

16· ·as you described the notice -- the notices that the IRS

17· ·has used.· Just based on your experience and expertise

18· ·with the IRS, how would you describe the existence or

19· ·nonexistence, or what would be your description of any

20· ·potential risk that in the next few short years the IRS

21· ·might change its position in a way that's detrimental to

22· ·a developer of a PTC eligible resource?

23· · · · A.· ·With respect to wind, I think it highly

24· ·unlikely.· There have been -- there is so much water

25· ·under the bridge, too many decisions been -- that have
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·1· ·been made.· The guidance has been basically consistent,

·2· ·evolving, but consistent throughout the process.

·3· · · · · · ·I would find it remarkable if the IRS would

·4· ·reverse themselves on these things.· And there would be

·5· ·such an outcry, myself included.· You know, there would

·6· ·be people with pitchforks and torches standing outside

·7· ·the gates of the IRS to join all the others that are

·8· ·there already.· So I would doubt seriously that they

·9· ·would reverse themselves.

10· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· I don't think I have

11· ·follow-up questions.· So thank you.· We appreciate your

12· ·testimony today.

13· · · · · · ·THE WITNESS:· Thank you very much, sir.

14· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Anything else from Interwest

15· ·Energy Alliance?

16· · · · · · ·MR. LONGSON:· No.· Thank you, Chairman.

17· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Mr. Jetter, we could continue

18· ·for a little while, or we could see this as a natural

19· ·time to break for the day and come back tomorrow.· Would

20· ·there be any use to getting your first witness's summary

21· ·on the record, or would you rather just start fresh in

22· ·the morning?

23· · · · · · ·MR. JETTER:· I have spoken with my witness.  I

24· ·think we would prefer to proceed tonight, if we can.

25· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· We can plan to go a
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·1· ·little bit farther tonight.· Why don't you call your

·2· ·first witness.

·3· · · · · · ·MR. JETTER:· Thank you.· The division would

·4· ·like to call division witness Joni Zenger.

·5· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Good afternoon, Dr. Zenger.

·6· ·Do you swear to tell the truth?

·7· · · · · · ·THE WITNESS:· Yes.

·8· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Thank you.

·9· · · · · · · · · · · · JONI S. ZENGER,

10· ·was called as a witness, and having been first duly

11· ·sworn, testified as follows:

12· · · · · · · · · · · DIRECT EXAMINATION

13· ·BY MR. JETTER:

14· · · · Q.· ·Good afternoon, Ms. Zenger.· Would you please

15· ·state your name and occupation for the record?· Excuse

16· ·me, I'd like to correct that.· Dr. Zenger.

17· · · · A.· ·Dr. Joni S. Zenger, Z-E-N-G-E-R, technical

18· ·consultant for the energy section.

19· · · · Q.· ·Thank you.· And in the course of your

20· ·employment with the Utah Division of Public Utilities,

21· ·did you create and cause to be filed with the commission

22· ·direct, rebuttal and supplemental rebuttal and

23· ·surrebuttal testimonies?

24· · · · A.· ·Yes.

25· · · · Q.· ·If you were asked the same questions included
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·1· ·in those testimonies today, would your answers remain

·2· ·the same?

·3· · · · A.· ·Yes.

·4· · · · Q.· ·Do you have any corrections or edits you would

·5· ·like to make?

·6· · · · A.· ·I have one small correction.· It's on my

·7· ·direct testimony on page 10.· It's the very last line.

·8· ·It says, "the covered projects," and it should say "the

·9· ·combined projects."

10· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· Thank you.· And is the correct

11· ·identification of that is, that would be DPU 1.0 direct

12· ·testimony, and line 215?

13· · · · A.· ·Exactly.· Thank you.

14· · · · Q.· ·Thank you.· And have you prepared a statement

15· ·summarizing your testimony in this docket?

16· · · · A.· ·Yes.

17· · · · Q.· ·Please go ahead.

18· · · · A.· ·If you can stay awake a few more minutes here.

19· ·The division -- the commission should not approve the

20· ·combined projects according to the division's opinion.

21· ·They are not in the public interest.· The combined

22· ·projects, if they were approved, would require the

23· ·expenditure of billions of dollars of rate payer funds

24· ·over decades for the small hope of a low probability

25· ·benefit for customers and a large high probability
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·1· ·benefit for the utility.· The purported need for such a

·2· ·project is very modest capacity addition.

·3· · · · · · ·Further, the division has little confidence in

·4· ·the RFP results because of the limited nature of the RFP

·5· ·and utility-imposed constraints upon it.· The final

·6· ·removal of the Uinta PPA is largely unreviewed and

·7· ·unreviewable, given the exceedingly late date that the

·8· ·company informed Utah parties that it intended to remove

·9· ·it.

10· · · · · · ·Moreover, significant new risks have arisen.

11· ·Given the Oregon commission's recent decision to not

12· ·acknowledge the RFP results, new risks concerning

13· ·multistate allocation exist.

14· · · · · · ·The company's proposal offers a narrow benefit

15· ·if any.· It will be years before we know whether it

16· ·proves to be a beneficial resource or not.· It should

17· ·not be approved on the projections and assumptions

18· ·relied on by the utility, because forecast

19· ·uncertainties, the utility's predictive track record,

20· ·present unreasonable risk for a project that is not

21· ·needed.

22· · · · · · ·In particular, the gas forecasting by the

23· ·company has historically been higher than actual gas

24· ·prices.· Indeed in the Jim Bridger SER case, the

25· ·company's lowest-cost forecast was higher than actual
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·1· ·gas prices have been.· Similarly, in the last decade,

·2· ·customers have been subject to significant trading

·3· ·losses that resulted in part from over forecast gas

·4· ·prices.

·5· · · · · · ·Now, the company claims it has demonstrated

·6· ·the combined projects are the most -- are most likely

·7· ·the least-cost, least-risk resources through its IRP

·8· ·modeling analysis, and repeated SO and PaR sensitivity

·9· ·studies.· However, the results of the company's model

10· ·simulations are only as credible as the company inputs

11· ·and assumptions, which the division has shown are

12· ·questionable and uncertain.

13· · · · · · ·Caution is warranted based on the nature of

14· ·predictions, and the company's history of being wrong in

15· ·recent years in ways that led to unacceptable risk for

16· ·the unnecessary combined projects.

17· · · · · · ·Indeed, although the utility now claims a need

18· ·for these projects, the capacity contribution of the

19· ·combined projects is miniscule and costly.· The utility

20· ·argues that it is pursuing lower cost energy in the

21· ·customer's interest, yet customer groups oppose that

22· ·acquisition.· The customer groups are not naive or

23· ·confused.· They know the risks and ask the commission

24· ·not to take them.

25· · · · · · ·Although net benefits might materialize, there
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·1· ·is also a very good chance that they will not.· The

·2· ·benefits are far from certain as the division has

·3· ·testified.· The only certainty if the combined projects

·4· ·are approved is that customers will pay billions of

·5· ·dollars in capital costs in returns to the utility for

·6· ·decades.· And further, unlike in the repowering case,

·7· ·these projects have no operational history, adding

·8· ·additional risk to this resource decision.

·9· · · · · · ·While the company claims its results show the

10· ·combined projects are favorable in 16 out of 18 price

11· ·policies scenarios, in actuality, the division's

12· ·analysis shows the combined projects are not cost

13· ·effective in most price policy scenarios and can end up

14· ·harming Utah rate payers when considering the cost and

15· ·the risk tradeoffs in the proposal.

16· · · · · · ·Rocky Mountain Power continues to claim in its

17· ·analysis, and its analysis reveals benefits in most

18· ·scenarios, but the division neither agrees with those

19· ·scenarios nor the assumptions underlying them.

20· ·Mr. Peaco will address these points further.

21· · · · · · ·At times utilities and regulators must rely on

22· ·the best available information and projections and

23· ·proceed on those assumptions.· Those situations

24· ·typically involve the choice between two or more

25· ·similar -- similarly uncertain choices.· A no-action
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·1· ·alternative usually has a cost that is rarely

·2· ·quantified.· The cost of failure to serve customers for

·3· ·instance, is so high that the nonaction alternative is

·4· ·typically not considered.

·5· · · · · · ·We do not agree that this case presents a

·6· ·similar set of facts, where some action is necessary.

·7· ·The no-action alternative available here plainly

·8· ·represents the least-risk scenario.· It further provides

·9· ·flexibility in a quickly changing energy industry to

10· ·adapt to new opportunities.

11· · · · · · ·Locking in billions of dollars of long-term

12· ·assets that provide very little meaningful capacity

13· ·value for decades is not an appropriate choice for

14· ·customers, when there is no demonstrated need for new

15· ·resources.

16· · · · · · ·When speculating about future benefits, one

17· ·should be humble about the limits of current knowledge.

18· ·Multiple parties across multiple states conducting their

19· ·own independent analysis agree.· Though using different

20· ·methods of analysis and criticizing different parts of

21· ·the utility's analysis, the conclusions are largely the

22· ·same.· The utility is overstating benefits and

23· ·understating risks.

24· · · · · · ·Independent experts, consultants, economists,

25· ·engineers and accountants agree that the combined
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·1· ·projects should not be approved.· Rocky Mountain Power

·2· ·has cited the case of environmental controls at the Jim

·3· ·Bridger coal facility in Wyoming as an instant where the

·4· ·division tolerates similar uncertainties.· However, two

·5· ·points must be understood about the Bridger example.

·6· · · · · · ·First, as I have explained, the decision about

·7· ·adding controls repowering or closing, it had to be made

·8· ·based on the best available information.· The status quo

·9· ·was not an option in that case.· Second, in retrospect,

10· ·the decision was likely not the least-cost choice, given

11· ·the gas and the carbon prices since then have proven

12· ·such.

13· · · · · · ·The Bridger decision illustrates the risk that

14· ·facts will not match projections, making the decision

15· ·the wrong one in retrospect.· The division is not

16· ·suggesting making decisions about prudence with the

17· ·benefits of hindsight.· Rather, the division is

18· ·illustrating that predictions are inherently risky.

19· · · · · · ·Here, we have credible doubt before us that

20· ·the combined projects resulting from the RFP short list

21· ·are the lowest-cost and lowest-risk resources.· We know

22· ·this because of several demonstrated facts.

23· · · · · · ·No. 1, the commission determined the

24· ·foundational analysis of the company's plan to build the

25· ·wind and transmission resources to be less credible,
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·1· ·failing to meet its IRP guideline No. 3.· Parties were

·2· ·deprived of a process that might have resulted in more

·3· ·comprehensive consideration of resource options and a

·4· ·more stable analysis to evaluate.

·5· · · · · · ·Number 2, that deprivation has led to a clunky

·6· ·process in the RFP and in this docket, where parties

·7· ·have faced multiple changes in methods and analysis,

·8· ·arguing about shifting assumptions and facts.· The

·9· ·proposal in this docket has shifted in every round of

10· ·testimony filed by the utility.

11· · · · · · ·Not only did the division determine this

12· ·proposal had problems, but the Oregon commission also

13· ·found similar problems with the company's proposal as it

14· ·stated, quote, we simply are not persuaded at this time

15· ·that the RFP process was adequate to demonstrate that

16· ·the specific projects selected are the lowest cost and

17· ·lowest risk for utility customers.

18· · · · · · ·Due to the rushed nature of this RFP and

19· ·adjustments late in the process, related to accelerating

20· ·the completion of the transmission line, there remain

21· ·just four viable project options for consideration.· The

22· ·narrow short list left little ability to evaluate cost

23· ·and risks tradeoffs that we and the RFP's independent

24· ·evaluator considered important.· End quote.

25· · · · · · ·And No. 3, further, the IE evaluating the bids
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·1· ·confirmed that the selected bids were not the

·2· ·lowest-cost offers, but rather the lowest-cost offers

·3· ·that were viable under the current transmission

·4· ·assumptions and constraints imposed by the company in

·5· ·its RFP.

·6· · · · · · ·One important risk that the division has

·7· ·previously identified is the risk that other state

·8· ·commissions will not approve recovery of all or part of

·9· ·the combined projects.· That risk has come to partial

10· ·fruition in the Oregon order, refusing to acknowledge

11· ·the RFP results.

12· · · · · · ·In the event this commission approves the

13· ·combined projects and submits Utah rate payers to its

14· ·share of the costs, while other states do not, it may

15· ·leave Utah at a significant disadvantage when

16· ·negotiating allocation of those resource costs, as

17· ·compared to states that have not approved.

18· · · · · · ·Even within the narrow scope of the utility's

19· ·consideration of renewable resources, more options for

20· ·consideration would likely have been available had the

21· ·utility better sequenced and coordinated its resource,

22· ·planning and procurement.· The haste the utility claims

23· ·as an exigent circumstance preventing normal

24· ·consideration is self inflicted.

25· · · · · · ·Production tax credits have existed for years.
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·1· ·So the IRP results that now favor of the combined

·2· ·projects, that result in significant benefits to the

·3· ·utility are not credible.· The RFP results are

·4· ·questionable at best, and the company's analysis of the

·5· ·research decision is not persuasive.

·6· · · · · · ·Given the shifting set of projects,

·7· ·assumptions and data that we have had to work with in

·8· ·this case, in almost a year now, we arrive at this

·9· ·hearing uncertain of whether the removal of one selected

10· ·project was properly evaluated, how the removed project

11· ·would look without the other projects, and whether other

12· ·sources of generation may be more economical among other

13· ·things.· Rocky Mountain Power has had every opportunity

14· ·to present a consistent cohesive proposal that the

15· ·commission and parties could reasonably evaluate on the

16· ·merits.· It has failed to do so.

17· · · · · · ·The combined projects pose unacceptable risk

18· ·to customers and should be denied.· In its initial

19· ·filings, PacifiCorp admitted that the acquisition of the

20· ·combined projects was early, but that it still made

21· ·sense to acquire the resources because they presented

22· ·such a compelling opportunity.

23· · · · · · ·The company stated the following in IRP docket

24· ·No. 67 before the Oregon commission, quote, if taking an

25· ·early action is the least-cost, least-risk option, then
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·1· ·doing so is consistent with the commission's principles

·2· ·for least cost planning, even if there is no immediate

·3· ·need for additional resources.· Closed quote.· And that

·4· ·was on page 19 on October 5 of the staff's final

·5· ·comments.

·6· · · · · · ·Finally, with respect to the segment D-2

·7· ·transmission line, the September 14th, 2017, IRP

·8· ·technical conference, the company concedes that its

·9· ·proposed transmission line is not needed to address

10· ·short-term reliability concerns on a stand-alone basis.

11· ·In the absence of the new end acquisition, PacifiCorp

12· ·would not construct or acquire the new transmission

13· ·line, at least not until the year 2024.

14· · · · · · ·As the company stated, we are currently

15· ·complying with NERC reliability standards and expect to

16· ·be going forward.· Thus, PacifiCorp admitted in the

17· ·Oregon docket what it now denies in this one.· The

18· ·commission should evaluate this decision based on the

19· ·representation that the transmission line would not

20· ·otherwise be built.· Thank you.

21· · · · · · ·MR. JETTER:· Thank you, Dr. Zenger.· The

22· ·division would like to move, at this time, to enter into

23· ·the record direct, rebuttal and supplemental rebuttal

24· ·and surrebuttal testimonies filed by Dr. Zenger.· And

25· ·these are DPU Exhibits 1.1 DIR, 1.0 R, 1.0 RSUP, and 1.0
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·1· ·SR., and I believe that is all of Ms. Zenger's

·2· ·testimony.

·3· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you.· If any

·4· ·party objects to that motion, please indicate to me.

·5· ·Not seeing any objection, so the motion is granted.

·6· ·Thank you, Mr. Jetter.

·7· · · · · · ·MR. JETTER:· Thank you.· And I have been made

·8· ·aware that I have not entered the Public Utility

·9· ·Commission of Oregon order that I used as DPU Cross, I

10· ·believe it was Exhibit 3.· But I don't recall that I

11· ·marked it.· And I'd like to just move at this time to

12· ·enter that into the record.

13· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· If any party objects

14· ·to that motion, please indicate to me.· I am not seeing

15· ·any objection.· The motion is granted.

16· · · · · · ·MR. JETTER:· Thank you.· Ms. Zenger is

17· ·available for questions, cross from the parties or the

18· ·commission.· I'm not sure if the commission would like

19· ·to proceed with some of that now or --

20· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Why don't we go through some

21· ·of that, and see if we find a good stopping point after

22· ·a while.· Mr. Moore, do you have any questions for

23· ·Dr. Zenger?

24· · · · · · ·MR. MOORE:· No questions.· Thank you.

25· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Mr. Russell.
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·1· · · · · · ·MR. RUSSELL:· No questions.· Thank you, Chair.

·2· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Mr. Baker.

·3· · · · · · ·MR. BAKER:· No questions.· Thank you.

·4· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Mr. Holman.

·5· · · · · · ·MR. HOLMAN:· No questions.· Thank you.

·6· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Ms. Hayes.

·7· · · · · · ·MS. HAYES:· Just a very few.· Thank you.

·8· · · · · · · · · · · ·CROSS-EXAMINATION

·9· ·BY MS. HAYES:

10· · · · Q.· ·Good afternoon, Dr. Zenger.

11· · · · A.· ·Good afternoon.

12· · · · Q.· ·So your summary was very helpful.· I just want

13· ·to try and clarify a couple issues with the division's

14· ·position, and I'm looking at page 26 of your April 17th

15· ·testimony, which is the rebuttal -- supplemental

16· ·rebuttal and surrebuttal.

17· · · · A.· ·The confidential.

18· · · · Q.· ·Well, I think I am looking at a redacted

19· ·version.

20· · · · A.· ·Okay.

21· · · · Q.· ·But I am not getting into anything that would

22· ·be impacted.

23· · · · A.· ·Okay.· What page was that?

24· · · · Q.· ·Oh, 26.· And I am looking specifically at

25· ·footnote 43, where you -- well, maybe I'll just read
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·1· ·this to you.· "Table 514 of the 2017 IRP shows without

·2· ·the energy vision 2020 investment available FOTs of

·3· ·1,670 megawatts exceed the system requirements by a wide

·4· ·margin through the first 10 years of the study."

·5· ·Period.

·6· · · · · · ·"In 2026 PacifiCorp expects that currently

·7· ·available resources and FOTs will exceed total system

·8· ·requirements, including a 13 percent planning reserve,

·9· ·by approximately 447 megawatts.· This means that without

10· ·acquiring any new generating resources or transmission

11· ·lines, PacifiCorp will continue to be capable of

12· ·providing adequate services to customers in Utah,

13· ·inclusive of a material reserve margin.· As such, the

14· ·proposal cannot reasonably be characterized as

15· ·addressing a resource need."

16· · · · · · ·Did I read that correctly?

17· · · · A.· ·Yes.

18· · · · Q.· ·So is it the division's position that

19· ·available front office transactions should be pursued

20· ·irrespective of the availability of resources that are

21· ·lower cost?

22· · · · A.· ·No, not necessarily.· Low-cost resources

23· ·should be pursued.· If the FOTs are lower-cost resource,

24· ·then definitely pursue them.

25· · · · Q.· ·Okay.
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·1· · · · A.· ·This -- this is just the first time it's been

·2· ·introduced to us in an IRP context that it would be like

·3· ·treated as other supply side resource.

·4· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· So if there are resources that are

·5· ·lower cost than the front office transactions, what --

·6· ·let me back up and say, so in your -- in your testimony

·7· ·you -- you present pursuing the available front office

·8· ·transactions as sort of the no-action alternative; is

·9· ·that correct?

10· · · · A.· ·Well, it's correct that this IRP the -- with

11· ·the load and the resource deficit and balance that we

12· ·had, that the FOT -- we were just presented with the

13· ·numbers that the company gave us.· And so those are the

14· ·numbers that we accepted based on the availability in

15· ·many different hubs.

16· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· So just assuming that there are

17· ·resources that are lower cost than the front office

18· ·transactions, would -- and if front office transactions

19· ·are sort of the no-action alternative, wouldn't that

20· ·demonstrate that pursuing the no-action alternative is

21· ·more costly?

22· · · · A.· ·With the premise that front office

23· ·transactions cost more, it would be.

24· · · · Q.· ·Yes.· Yes.

25· · · · A.· ·Okay.
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·1· · · · Q.· ·Okay.· And so the -- the economics of the

·2· ·project costs, for example, the relative economics of

·3· ·front office transactions versus an alternative, is

·4· ·relevant to the issue of whether there is a resource

·5· ·need; is that correct?

·6· · · · A.· ·It's my understanding that it is going forward

·7· ·now.

·8· · · · · · ·MS. HAYES:· Okay.· I have no other questions.

·9· ·Thank you.

10· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you, Ms. Hayes.

11· ·Mr. Longson, do you have any questions for Dr. Zenger?

12· · · · · · ·MR. LONGSON:· No questions.· Thank you.

13· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Thank you.

14· ·Ms. McDowell or Mr. Lowney, I don't know if it makes

15· ·sense to start your cross-examination and have to finish

16· ·it tomorrow.· Unless you expect it to be 20 minutes or

17· ·less, it probably makes sense to wait until tomorrow.

18· ·Why don't you indicate to me what your preference is.

19· · · · · · ·MS. MCDOWELL:· I think my preference would be

20· ·to wait until tomorrow.· It will be longer than 20

21· ·minutes, and I -- you know, I know people start to fade

22· ·out as the day goes on.· So I appreciate being able to

23· ·start in the morning.

24· · · · · · ·CHAIRMAN LEVAR:· Okay.· Well, with that, I

25· ·think it's an appropriate time to recess for the day
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·1· ·unless anyone else has anything we should address

·2· ·procedurally before we recess.· I am not seeing anything

·3· ·from anyone, so we are in recess until 9:00 a.m.

·4· ·tomorrow morning.· Thank you.

·5· · · · · · ·(The hearing concluded at 5:40 p.m.)
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·1· · · · · · · · · · ·C E R T I F I C A T E

·2· ·STATE OF UTAH· · · ·)

·3· ·COUNTY OF SALT LAKE )

·4· · · · THIS IS TO CERTIFY that the foregoing proceedings

·5· ·were taken before me, Teri Hansen Cronenwett, Certified

·6· ·Realtime Reporter, Registered Merit Reporter and Notary

·7· ·Public in and for the State of Utah.

·8· · · · That the proceedings were reported by me in

·9· ·Stenotype, and thereafter transcribed by computer under

10· ·my supervision, and that a full, true, and correct

11· ·transcription is set forth in the foregoing pages,

12· ·numbered 264 through 567 inclusive.

13· · · · I further certify that I am not of kin or otherwise

14· ·associated with any of the parties to said cause of

15· ·action, and that I am not interested in the event

16· ·thereof.

17· · · · WITNESS MY HAND and official seal at Salt Lake

18· ·City, Utah, this 7th day of June, 2018.

19

20
· · · · · · · · · · · · ·Teri Hansen Cronenwett, CRR, RMR
21· · · · · · · · · · · ·License No. 91-109812-7801

22· ·My commission expires:
· · ·January 19, 2019
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		305						LN		268		8		false		               8   of discussion during cross-examination, I think I am				false

		306						LN		268		9		false		               9   inclined to deny the objection and allow the question to				false

		307						LN		268		10		false		              10   go forward.				false

		308						LN		268		11		false		              11        A.   So the paragraph states that the independent				false

		309						LN		268		12		false		              12   evaluator essentially concluded, or did not believe that				false

		310						LN		268		13		false		              13   any bid was -- had an inherent competitive disadvantage				false

		311						LN		268		14		false		              14   associated with any of the parameters of the				false

		312						LN		268		15		false		              15   solicitation process.				false

		313						LN		268		16		false		              16             So I believe, if I recall the line of				false

		314						LN		268		17		false		              17   questioning yesterday, was in regard to the treatment of				false

		315						LN		268		18		false		              18   PTCs, and how that might influence selections of a BTA,				false

		316						LN		268		19		false		              19   a build transfer agreement, versus say a power purchase				false

		317						LN		268		20		false		              20   agreement.  And I believe in my response I had indicated				false

		318						LN		268		21		false		              21   that ultimately the IE, from what I recalled in the				false

		319						LN		268		22		false		              22   report, found that it didn't cause a competitive				false

		320						LN		268		23		false		              23   disadvantage, and I believe that reference to the third				false

		321						LN		268		24		false		              24   paragraph is where I recall that being stated.				false

		322						LN		268		25		false		              25             MS. MCDOWELL:  That's all I have.  Thank you.				false
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		324						LN		269		1		false		               1             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.  Any				false

		325						LN		269		2		false		               2   recross based on that question?  I am not seeing any				false

		326						LN		269		3		false		               3   indication from anyone.  Commissioner White, do you have				false

		327						LN		269		4		false		               4   any questions for Mr. Link?				false

		328						LN		269		5		false		               5                          EXAMINATION				false

		329						LN		269		6		false		               6   BY COMMISSIONER WHITE:				false

		330						LN		269		7		false		               7        Q.   Yeah.  It's been a while since yesterday.  I				false

		331						LN		269		8		false		               8   wanted to return to something you were explaining your				false

		332						LN		269		9		false		               9   summary about, the response of the company to the				false

		333						LN		269		10		false		              10   commission's order on the RFP with respect to how it				false

		334						LN		269		11		false		              11   performed the solar RFP.				false

		335						LN		269		12		false		              12             And what I thought I heard you say was				false

		336						LN		269		13		false		              13   something to the extent that -- and let me back up here				false

		337						LN		269		14		false		              14   for a second.  I recognize that we have had new portions				false

		338						LN		269		15		false		              15   of the -- your testimony with respect to that report.				false

		339						LN		269		16		false		              16   The analysis and part of the report itself has been				false

		340						LN		269		17		false		              17   stricken.  So I certainly don't want to stray there.				false

		341						LN		269		18		false		              18             But could you go back and explain again what,				false

		342						LN		269		19		false		              19   how that -- how the company responded to the				false

		343						LN		269		20		false		              20   commission's direction in terms of including wind.  And				false

		344						LN		269		21		false		              21   I think I heard you correctly, tell me if I am wrong,				false

		345						LN		269		22		false		              22   that wind was included in the analysis of the solar RFP?				false

		346						LN		269		23		false		              23        A.   Yes.  And I can respond without addressing any				false

		347						LN		269		24		false		              24   of the information that has been struck from the record				false

		348						LN		269		25		false		              25   in my testimony.				false
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		351						LN		270		2		false		               2   processing the two RFPs in parallel, they were on				false

		352						LN		270		3		false		               3   slightly different staggered schedules, but they were				false

		353						LN		270		4		false		               4   still being done concurrently with one another.  We had				false

		354						LN		270		5		false		               5   received, you know, initial pricing from the solar RFP				false

		355						LN		270		6		false		               6   at various stages of our evaluation of bids in the wind				false

		356						LN		270		7		false		               7   RFP, and then ultimately received best and final pricing				false

		357						LN		270		8		false		               8   from the solar bidders in the solar RFP in coordination				false

		358						LN		270		9		false		               9   with the wind RFP process.				false

		359						LN		270		10		false		              10             And as we received that information, we were				false

		360						LN		270		11		false		              11   updating our sensitivities in this docket to account for				false

		361						LN		270		12		false		              12   the solar RFP bids.  So initially we had kind of the				false

		362						LN		270		13		false		              13   initial bids, the indicative offers that informed our				false

		363						LN		270		14		false		              14   solar sensitivities, and then ultimately we had best and				false

		364						LN		270		15		false		              15   final pricing from the solar RFP that we brought into				false

		365						LN		270		16		false		              16   the winds RFP to perform those sensitivities.				false

		366						LN		270		17		false		              17             And I think what's key, and how I feel we				false

		367						LN		270		18		false		              18   responded to the concerns raised in your order for the				false

		368						LN		270		19		false		              19   RFP approval, is that when we performed the				false

		369						LN		270		20		false		              20   sensitivities, we allowed our model to choose from all				false

		370						LN		270		21		false		              21   bids, the wind and the solar.				false

		371						LN		270		22		false		              22             So we didn't hard code the wind projects into				false

		372						LN		270		23		false		              23   the model's portfolio.  We allowed it to choose from				false

		373						LN		270		24		false		              24   those bids and the solar bids, and it could choose any				false

		374						LN		270		25		false		              25   combination it wanted to based on the economics to				false
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		377						LN		271		2		false		               2             So that was why I made the statement yesterday				false

		378						LN		271		3		false		               3   in my summary that the sensitivities essentially were				false

		379						LN		271		4		false		               4   analyzed as if those bids were submitted into a single				false

		380						LN		271		5		false		               5   RFP.  That's how we would evaluate them if they were				false

		381						LN		271		6		false		               6   done through a single RFP.  And our models in those				false

		382						LN		271		7		false		               7   cases continued to choose the wind projects, along with				false

		383						LN		271		8		false		               8   the solar projects.				false

		384						LN		271		9		false		               9             So when the solar bids were introduced as an				false

		385						LN		271		10		false		              10   alternative, it didn't displace the wind bids as a				false

		386						LN		271		11		false		              11   result of that.  It continued to choose them, and then				false

		387						LN		271		12		false		              12   it added the solar bids to it.  And fundamentally,				false

		388						LN		271		13		false		              13   that's the rationale behind my statements in the				false

		389						LN		271		14		false		              14   position that the -- the solar bids do not displace the				false

		390						LN		271		15		false		              15   wind projects, they are best viewed as really an				false

		391						LN		271		16		false		              16   incremental opportunity in addition to the wind				false

		392						LN		271		17		false		              17   projects.				false

		393						LN		271		18		false		              18        Q.   Okay.  There was discussion yesterday about				false

		394						LN		271		19		false		              19   price policy scenarios and the company's use of the				false

		395						LN		271		20		false		              20   official forward price curve.  Can you walk me through				false

		396						LN		271		21		false		              21   how that was utilized in this RFP versus how that				false

		397						LN		271		22		false		              22   particular data set is used in other scenarios that the				false

		398						LN		271		23		false		              23   company utilizes it?  For example, the IRP or other --				false

		399						LN		271		24		false		              24   other dockets.				false

		400						LN		271		25		false		              25        A.   Sure.  Yeah.  We use our official forward				false
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		402						LN		272		1		false		               1   price curve, the easy answer is really for everything				false

		403						LN		272		2		false		               2   that we do.  So it gets used in our avoided cost				false

		404						LN		272		3		false		               3   pricing.  It gets used in power cost studies.				false

		405						LN		272		4		false		               4             The term obviously varies there.  Net power				false

		406						LN		272		5		false		               5   costs are typically a one year view.  But it's still the				false

		407						LN		272		6		false		               6   same official forward price curve that we use				false

		408						LN		272		7		false		               7   essentially throughout our business to support our				false

		409						LN		272		8		false		               8   financial analysis of projects, to support our position				false

		410						LN		272		9		false		               9   for which we trade around, to support really all of our				false

		411						LN		272		10		false		              10   analysis that we perform.				false

		412						LN		272		11		false		              11             We routinely update our official forward price				false

		413						LN		272		12		false		              12   curve no less than every quarter.  And our process for				false

		414						LN		272		13		false		              13   establishing what our official forward price curve is,				false

		415						LN		272		14		false		              14   fundamentally has not changed for many, many years.  And				false

		416						LN		272		15		false		              15   that process is one in which we, at the end of a given				false

		417						LN		272		16		false		              16   trading day, at the end of, let's say, of a calendar				false

		418						LN		272		17		false		              17   quarter.				false

		419						LN		272		18		false		              18             So first quarter March 31st, as long as that's				false

		420						LN		272		19		false		              19   a weekday, our traders in our front office have exposure				false

		421						LN		272		20		false		              20   to where the market is transacting on that day, where				false

		422						LN		272		21		false		              21   it's closing for various market hubs, both power and				false

		423						LN		272		22		false		              22   natural gas.  They -- they lock those prices down at the				false

		424						LN		272		23		false		              23   end of that trading day, and we use that data for				false

		425						LN		272		24		false		              24   essentially the first six years of the term of our				false

		426						LN		272		25		false		              25   forward curve, so actual observed market quotes of where				false
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		429						LN		273		2		false		               2             I would highlight that that -- those set of				false

		430						LN		273		3		false		               3   data get validated by our risk management team to ensure				false

		431						LN		273		4		false		               4   that they are consistent with their independent				false

		432						LN		273		5		false		               5   assessment of broker quotes that they received for that				false

		433						LN		273		6		false		               6   same trading day to make sure that they're within reason				false

		434						LN		273		7		false		               7   of what an independent broker is seeing in the market.				false

		435						LN		273		8		false		               8             And then beyond that six year period, we use a				false

		436						LN		273		9		false		               9   fundamentals based or fundamental-driven forecast, and				false

		437						LN		273		10		false		              10   then we blend the two together over a one year				false

		438						LN		273		11		false		              11   transition period.  So in year seven, it's an average of				false

		439						LN		273		12		false		              12   essentially the prior year's -- let's say January price				false

		440						LN		273		13		false		              13   of market and the subsequent forward year of the				false

		441						LN		273		14		false		              14   forecast so that we get a blended transition of market				false

		442						LN		273		15		false		              15   to the fundamentals forecast.  And that's done for				false

		443						LN		273		16		false		              16   natural gas.				false

		444						LN		273		17		false		              17             And then for power, we use that gas price				false

		445						LN		273		18		false		              18   forecast to inform our electricity price projections on				false

		446						LN		273		19		false		              19   the wholesale market, using a model that has the same				false

		447						LN		273		20		false		              20   gas price information to get that fundamentals period.				false

		448						LN		273		21		false		              21   And so that same curve is used throughout the company.				false

		449						LN		273		22		false		              22        Q.   And is that -- is that typically industry				false

		450						LN		273		23		false		              23   practice?  I mean, I guess what I am wondering is what				false

		451						LN		273		24		false		              24   other options are there in terms of data sets used if				false

		452						LN		273		25		false		              25   you are doing, or trying to do future pricing				false
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		455						LN		274		2		false		               2        A.   Yeah.  In my experience, that general concept				false

		456						LN		274		3		false		               3   is what I am familiar with from my counterparts that I				false

		457						LN		274		4		false		               4   speak to routinely through IRPs or other forums; and				false

		458						LN		274		5		false		               5   even within our affiliates, let's say within Berkshire				false

		459						LN		274		6		false		               6   Hathaway, a very similar process is used.				false

		460						LN		274		7		false		               7             Each company can use slightly different				false

		461						LN		274		8		false		               8   assumptions around how much market they use, whether				false

		462						LN		274		9		false		               9   it's six years, four years, longer periods, and which				false

		463						LN		274		10		false		              10   fundamental curves they use.  So I think but				false

		464						LN		274		11		false		              11   conceptually from my experience, a lot of utilities do a				false

		465						LN		274		12		false		              12   very similar approach to establish their base forecast.				false

		466						LN		274		13		false		              13             Other alternatives that I have seen in other				false

		467						LN		274		14		false		              14   forums is just to rely on, let's say, something like an				false

		468						LN		274		15		false		              15   Energy Information Administration kind of reference case				false

		469						LN		274		16		false		              16   type forecast, and we haven't done that.  That forecast				false

		470						LN		274		17		false		              17   is actually higher than our current official forward				false

		471						LN		274		18		false		              18   price curve as it stands today.  And that's primarily				false

		472						LN		274		19		false		              19   because sometimes that EIA forecast can become a little				false

		473						LN		274		20		false		              20   stale.  It's not updated as often relative to some of				false

		474						LN		274		21		false		              21   the other forecasts that we have access to, which we				false
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		525						LN		276		20		false		              20   it's a little bit higher price point, but not nearly as				false
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		553						LN		277		22		false		              22   respect to the solar projects.				false

		554						LN		277		23		false		              23             But I'd like to get a sense of where the				false

		555						LN		277		24		false		              24   relative values are as you reviewed them, wind versus				false

		556						LN		277		25		false		              25   solar.  Were the solar projects sprinkled among the				false

		557						PG		278		0		false		page 278				false

		558						LN		278		1		false		               1   wind?  Were the solar projects coming in all of lesser				false

		559						LN		278		2		false		               2   value than all the wind?  Were they all of higher value				false

		560						LN		278		3		false		               3   than the wind projects in question?  What did -- what				false

		561						LN		278		4		false		               4   would that look like?				false

		562						LN		278		5		false		               5        A.   Sure.  So our primary focus -- I'll start by				false

		563						LN		278		6		false		               6   answering, and noting that our primary focus on the				false

		564						LN		278		7		false		               7   sensitivities for the solar analysis were done through				false

		565						LN		278		8		false		               8   that 2036 time horizon, and that's primarily because				false

		566						LN		278		9		false		               9   that's the study period, as I think I noted yesterday,				false

		567						LN		278		10		false		              10   where our models are choosing the projects among the --				false

		568						LN		278		11		false		              11   all of the options, whether it's solar or wind.				false

		569						LN		278		12		false		              12             And so in reference to the results from those				false

		570						LN		278		13		false		              13   studies, we -- we ran our sensitivities two ways, really				false

		571						LN		278		14		false		              14   to help answer this specific type of question.  So we				false

		572						LN		278		15		false		              15   first ran, as I described in response to Commissioner				false

		573						LN		278		16		false		              16   White's question, allowing all bids to be chosen,				false

		574						LN		278		17		false		              17   whether they are wind or solar, and in that case it				false

		575						LN		278		18		false		              18   choose both.				false

		576						LN		278		19		false		              19             We also, of course, have in this proceeding				false

		577						LN		278		20		false		              20   the 18 cases for the wind projects, kind of the wind by				false

		578						LN		278		21		false		              21   itself without consideration of any of the solar bids.				false

		579						LN		278		22		false		              22   And so to kind of close that loop, we also ran				false

		580						LN		278		23		false		              23   sensitivities that were solar only and did not allow the				false

		581						LN		278		24		false		              24   wind bids so that we could get a sense of how everything				false

		582						LN		278		25		false		              25   compared and stacked up to one another.				false

		583						PG		279		0		false		page 279				false

		584						LN		279		1		false		               1             And essentially what we found when comparing				false

		585						LN		279		2		false		               2   the wind-only to the solar-only proposals through that				false

		586						LN		279		3		false		               3   2036 case, using our base case assumptions, is that the				false

		587						LN		279		4		false		               4   wind and transmission projects produced more value than				false

		588						LN		279		5		false		               5   the solar projects, in terms of a PVRRD benefit.				false

		589						LN		279		6		false		               6             It's not to say that the solar projects, in				false

		590						LN		279		7		false		               7   and of themselves, didn't lower system cost.  And so				false

		591						LN		279		8		false		               8   there is still, you know, very much so an economic and				false

		592						LN		279		9		false		               9   opportunity to fill our remaining capacity needs with				false

		593						LN		279		10		false		              10   those projects as well.  They provide incremental				false

		594						LN		279		11		false		              11   benefits, but the wind was proportionately higher.				false

		595						LN		279		12		false		              12             I think we found that they were very similarly				false

		596						LN		279		13		false		              13   situated or got a little closer when we went to the low				false

		597						LN		279		14		false		              14   gas zero CO2 price policy sensitivity under that,				false

		598						LN		279		15		false		              15   through 2036 perspective.				false

		599						LN		279		16		false		              16             But I would highlight then that when we ran				false

		600						LN		279		17		false		              17   them together, given the fact that they both showed				false

		601						LN		279		18		false		              18   value independently, when the model chose -- had the				false

		602						LN		279		19		false		              19   ability to choose from all of them and chose both solar				false

		603						LN		279		20		false		              20   and wind, the aggregate of the PVRRD of that combined				false

		604						LN		279		21		false		              21   renewable portfolio, which was over a thousand megawatts				false

		605						LN		279		22		false		              22   of solar and over a thousand megawatts of wind in				false

		606						LN		279		23		false		              23   aggregate, had a higher overall PVRRD benefit than what				false

		607						LN		279		24		false		              24   we're showing for just the combined projects in this				false

		608						LN		279		25		false		              25   case, as summarized in my testimony.				false

		609						PG		280		0		false		page 280				false

		610						LN		280		1		false		               1        Q.   What conclusion would you draw from that?				false

		611						LN		280		2		false		               2        A.   I think the most important conclusion that I				false

		612						LN		280		3		false		               3   draw that's pertinent to this proceeding is that there's				false

		613						LN		280		4		false		               4   an opportunity for us to pursue the solar as supported				false

		614						LN		280		5		false		               5   by that analysis, suggesting that there is value to				false

		615						LN		280		6		false		               6   doing the solar in addition to the wind.  But regardless				false

		616						LN		280		7		false		               7   of where that ultimately lands, and we're continuing to				false

		617						LN		280		8		false		               8   have active discussions with solar developers to				false

		618						LN		280		9		false		               9   identify, and if there's value there, to pursue those				false

		619						LN		280		10		false		              10   projects.				false

		620						LN		280		11		false		              11             But regardless of what happens there, the				false

		621						LN		280		12		false		              12   economics of the wind and transmission, the combined				false

		622						LN		280		13		false		              13   projects in this proceeding, are retained and will only				false

		623						LN		280		14		false		              14   grow if we add the additional resource.  So if we don't				false

		624						LN		280		15		false		              15   do any solar, we have got that documented in my				false

		625						LN		280		16		false		              16   testimony.  If we end up adding the solar to it and find				false

		626						LN		280		17		false		              17   those additional opportunities that we think bring value				false

		627						LN		280		18		false		              18   to our customers, that won't in any way harm the				false

		628						LN		280		19		false		              19   economics that we're seeing from the combined projects.				false

		629						LN		280		20		false		              20   Those economics will be retained.				false

		630						LN		280		21		false		              21        Q.   Could you also conclude that the solar				false

		631						LN		280		22		false		              22   projects are more valuable than the wind projects?				false

		632						LN		280		23		false		              23        A.   I haven't concluded that, based on the				false

		633						LN		280		24		false		              24   testimony and the analysis that I have performed.  And				false

		634						LN		280		25		false		              25   this starts to dabble a little bit into the area of the				false

		635						PG		281		0		false		page 281				false

		636						LN		281		1		false		               1   restricted information.				false

		637						LN		281		2		false		               2        Q.   Okay.  I appreciate it.  And the model run				false

		638						LN		281		3		false		               3   that addressed both, and that selected wind and solar				false

		639						LN		281		4		false		               4   together, does that outcome give you any -- any				false

		640						LN		281		5		false		               5   indication of how they -- how -- any ability to rank				false

		641						LN		281		6		false		               6   order them, the ones that are selected from a value				false

		642						LN		281		7		false		               7   perspective?  Is it simply, it's in or it's out, or does				false

		643						LN		281		8		false		               8   it -- or can you assess some -- some differences in				false

		644						LN		281		9		false		               9   value?				false

		645						LN		281		10		false		              10        A.   I think it could be -- it could be estimated				false

		646						LN		281		11		false		              11   from the information we have available to us.  We				false

		647						LN		281		12		false		              12   haven't performed that estimate to try to rank order				false

		648						LN		281		13		false		              13   project by project how that would exactly work.  To kind				false

		649						LN		281		14		false		              14   of model it explicitly outside of an estimate, I think				false

		650						LN		281		15		false		              15   would require, you know, ident -- having all of the				false

		651						LN		281		16		false		              16   resources in the aggregate wind and solar portfolio, as				false

		652						LN		281		17		false		              17   a starting point.				false

		653						LN		281		18		false		              18             We have that simulation of what system costs				false

		654						LN		281		19		false		              19   are, and then stepwise removing one project at a time,				false

		655						LN		281		20		false		              20   to try to get a sense of what its marginal contribution				false

		656						LN		281		21		false		              21   is to that overall aggregate portfolio value.  And we				false

		657						LN		281		22		false		              22   haven't gone through and done all of those model runs				false

		658						LN		281		23		false		              23   independently at this stage.				false

		659						LN		281		24		false		              24             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Thank you.  Those are my				false

		660						LN		281		25		false		              25   questions.  Thank you.				false

		661						PG		282		0		false		page 282				false

		662						LN		282		1		false		               1             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.  And I				false

		663						LN		282		2		false		               2   don't have any further ones.  So thank you, Mr. Link.				false

		664						LN		282		3		false		               3   We appreciate your testimony --				false

		665						LN		282		4		false		               4             THE WITNESS:  Thank you.				false

		666						LN		282		5		false		               5             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  -- yesterday and today.  And				false

		667						LN		282		6		false		               6   I think we are going to move to Mr. Oliver next to go a				false

		668						LN		282		7		false		               7   little bit out of order to accommodate his schedule.  So				false

		669						LN		282		8		false		               8   if you will come to the stand.				false

		670						LN		282		9		false		               9             Mr. Oliver, do you swear to tell the truth?				false

		671						LN		282		10		false		              10             THE WITNESS:  Yes, I do.				false

		672						LN		282		11		false		              11                         WAYNE OLIVER,				false

		673						LN		282		12		false		              12   was called as a witness, and having been first duly				false

		674						LN		282		13		false		              13   sworn, testified as follows:				false

		675						LN		282		14		false		              14             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.  And let me				false

		676						LN		282		15		false		              15   just make a few comments before he starts.  His				false

		677						LN		282		16		false		              16   statutory role in this process is a little bit unique.				false

		678						LN		282		17		false		              17   He's employed by the commission.  We have elected during				false

		679						LN		282		18		false		              18   his testimony today not to engage one of our commission				false

		680						LN		282		19		false		              19   attorneys in an adversarial role in this process.  So to				false

		681						LN		282		20		false		              20   accommodate his testimony and cross-examination, I think				false

		682						LN		282		21		false		              21   the way we're going to move forward is, we'll allow him				false

		683						LN		282		22		false		              22   to give a summary of his report, and then we'll allow				false

		684						LN		282		23		false		              23   any of the attorneys in the room to cross-examine.				false

		685						LN		282		24		false		              24             We will entertain objections to any				false

		686						LN		282		25		false		              25   cross-examination questions from any -- from any party.				false

		687						PG		283		0		false		page 283				false

		688						LN		283		1		false		               1   So in the essence of him having a dedicated attorney,				false

		689						LN		283		2		false		               2   we'll entertain those objections if the -- if the need				false

		690						LN		283		3		false		               3   arises.  So feel free to do so.				false

		691						LN		283		4		false		               4             So Mr. Oliver, why don't you start by just				false

		692						LN		283		5		false		               5   explaining your relationship with the commission in this				false

		693						LN		283		6		false		               6   docket, the work you performed and summarize your final				false

		694						LN		283		7		false		               7   report.				false

		695						LN		283		8		false		               8             THE WITNESS:  Thank you, Chairman LeVar,				false

		696						LN		283		9		false		               9   Commissioners Clark and White.  My name is Wayne Oliver.				false

		697						LN		283		10		false		              10   I am president of Merrimack Energy Group Incorporated.				false

		698						LN		283		11		false		              11   My business address is 26 Shipway Place in Charlestown,				false

		699						LN		283		12		false		              12   Massachusetts.				false

		700						LN		283		13		false		              13             Merrimack Energy was retained by the Public				false

		701						LN		283		14		false		              14   Service Commission of Utah to serve as independent				false

		702						LN		283		15		false		              15   evaluator for PacifiCorp's 2017 renewable energy				false

		703						LN		283		16		false		              16   requests for proposals.  Merrimack Energy's involvement				false

		704						LN		283		17		false		              17   as IE began at the initiation of the solicitation				false

		705						LN		283		18		false		              18   process, at the time of development of the RFP, and				false

		706						LN		283		19		false		              19   continued through evaluation and selection of the				false

		707						LN		283		20		false		              20   preferred resources.				false

		708						LN		283		21		false		              21             As part of the IE's assignment, we are				false

		709						LN		283		22		false		              22   required to prepare a final report on the solicitation				false

		710						LN		283		23		false		              23   process, which is intended to provide an assessment of				false

		711						LN		283		24		false		              24   all aspects of the solicitation process, including the				false

		712						LN		283		25		false		              25   IE observations, conclusions, and recommendations.  The				false

		713						PG		284		0		false		page 284				false

		714						LN		284		1		false		               1   IE report was filed as part of this docket on February				false

		715						LN		284		2		false		               2   27th, 2018.				false

		716						LN		284		3		false		               3             The RFP was undertaken under the Utah statutes				false

		717						LN		284		4		false		               4   dealing with energy resource procurement, which				false

		718						LN		284		5		false		               5   establishes the requirements for undertaking the				false

		719						LN		284		6		false		               6   solicitation process and defines the role of the IE.				false

		720						LN		284		7		false		               7   Merrimack's Energy's -- Energy's final report provided a				false

		721						LN		284		8		false		               8   description of the entire solicitation process up				false

		722						LN		284		9		false		               9   through the final selection of the preferred resources.				false

		723						LN		284		10		false		              10             In that regard, I will focus on our primary				false

		724						LN		284		11		false		              11   conclusions regarding the solicitation process.  I will				false

		725						LN		284		12		false		              12   first address my observations regarding the				false

		726						LN		284		13		false		              13   implementation of the solicitation process, as it				false

		727						LN		284		14		false		              14   pertains to the Utah statutes.  I will then discuss the				false

		728						LN		284		15		false		              15   risks that are present in this process, which could				false

		729						LN		284		16		false		              16   potentially affect customers.				false

		730						LN		284		17		false		              17             From a solicitation process perspective, we				false

		731						LN		284		18		false		              18   found that the 2017R RFP generally conformed to the				false

		732						LN		284		19		false		              19   requirements of rule R 746-420, and that all bidders				false

		733						LN		284		20		false		              20   were treated the same and were provided the same level				false

		734						LN		284		21		false		              21   of information at the same time.  All bidders provided				false

		735						LN		284		22		false		              22   the same information in their proposals, that allowed				false

		736						LN		284		23		false		              23   for a consistent and equitable evaluation.				false

		737						LN		284		24		false		              24             The evaluation methodology used by PacifiCorp				false

		738						LN		284		25		false		              25   was the same general methodology as adopted for its				false

		739						PG		285		0		false		page 285				false

		740						LN		285		1		false		               1   integrated resource plan, and was based on the same				false

		741						LN		285		2		false		               2   models as used for IRP assessments, including the SO, or				false

		742						LN		285		3		false		               3   system optimizer model, and the planning and risk PaR				false

		743						LN		285		4		false		               4   model.  The IE found that the benchmark resources				false

		744						LN		285		5		false		               5   provide the same information as all other proposals and				false

		745						LN		285		6		false		               6   were evaluated using the same methodology and				false

		746						LN		285		7		false		               7   assumptions.				false

		747						LN		285		8		false		               8             The results of the solicitation process				false

		748						LN		285		9		false		               9   illustrate that the pursuit of wind resources to take				false

		749						LN		285		10		false		              10   advantage of the production tax credits should result in				false

		750						LN		285		11		false		              11   significant savings to customers based on the SO and PaR				false

		751						LN		285		12		false		              12   model runs.				false

		752						LN		285		13		false		              13             The result of the RFP was that cost for wind				false

		753						LN		285		14		false		              14   resources were lower than the cost of -- than the costs				false

		754						LN		285		15		false		              15   included in the original IRP analysis, and the benefits				false

		755						LN		285		16		false		              16   to customers even higher than projected.  The IE found				false

		756						LN		285		17		false		              17   that the initial short list evaluation and selection was				false

		757						LN		285		18		false		              18   reasonable.				false

		758						LN		285		19		false		              19             The IE also found that PacifiCorp's selection				false

		759						LN		285		20		false		              20   of the final portfolio of wind resources was a				false

		760						LN		285		21		false		              21   reasonable selection based on the economics of the				false

		761						LN		285		22		false		              22   resources selected, and given the transmission				false

		762						LN		285		23		false		              23   constraints associated with the position of various				false

		763						LN		285		24		false		              24   resources in the interconnection queue.				false

		764						LN		285		25		false		              25             The final resources selected were the top				false

		765						PG		286		0		false		page 286				false

		766						LN		286		1		false		               1   ranked projects from an economic perspective.  While the				false

		767						LN		286		2		false		               2   process overall was undertaken in an effective and				false

		768						LN		286		3		false		               3   consistent manner, consistent with Utah statutes, the IE				false

		769						LN		286		4		false		               4   believes there are still several risks that need to be				false

		770						LN		286		5		false		               5   considered in any final decision on the value of the				false

		771						LN		286		6		false		               6   resource proposals put forward by PacifiCorp.				false

		772						LN		286		7		false		               7             Merrimack Energy concluded that the capital				false

		773						LN		286		8		false		               8   cost of PacifiCorp's benchmark resources should be				false

		774						LN		286		9		false		               9   closely scrutinized to ensure that the costs on which				false

		775						LN		286		10		false		              10   the economic evaluation was based are realistic.  We had				false

		776						LN		286		11		false		              11   some reservations in our assessment, both of the initial				false

		777						LN		286		12		false		              12   cost of the benchmarks as described in our report on the				false

		778						LN		286		13		false		              13   benchmark resources, and also of the best and final				false

		779						LN		286		14		false		              14   offers of the benchmarks.  In the latter regard, we were				false

		780						LN		286		15		false		              15   concerned about the continuing lowering of costs for the				false

		781						LN		286		16		false		              16   benchmark resources relative to the pricing of other				false

		782						LN		286		17		false		              17   wind proposals submitted.				false

		783						LN		286		18		false		              18             As IE, one of our primary concerns with				false

		784						LN		286		19		false		              19   utility ownership resources competing with third parties				false

		785						LN		286		20		false		              20   is the case where the utility ownership option wins the				false

		786						LN		286		21		false		              21   bid with a low cost estimate of its capital and				false

		787						LN		286		22		false		              22   operating costs but then experiences higher actual				false

		788						LN		286		23		false		              23   costs, or cost overruns relative to the winning proposal				false

		789						LN		286		24		false		              24   that could have resulted in a different resource				false

		790						LN		286		25		false		              25   selection if the costs had been more realistically				false

		791						PG		287		0		false		page 287				false

		792						LN		287		1		false		               1   anticipated and properly accounted for.				false

		793						LN		287		2		false		               2             Therefore, we are concerned, based on the				false

		794						LN		287		3		false		               3   benchmark costs relative -- relative to other wind				false

		795						LN		287		4		false		               4   projects that were competing with the risks that actual				false

		796						LN		287		5		false		               5   capital costs for PacifiCorp's benchmark resources could				false

		797						LN		287		6		false		               6   have been higher than bid.				false

		798						LN		287		7		false		               7             The second major risk we were concerned about				false

		799						LN		287		8		false		               8   is the PTC risk.  We raised the issue in our report on				false

		800						LN		287		9		false		               9   the design of RPF that transmission facilities are not				false

		801						LN		287		10		false		              10   completed on time, the benefits of the PTCs could be				false

		802						LN		287		11		false		              11   lost or eroded.  The PT benefits -- PTC benefits are				false

		803						LN		287		12		false		              12   significant and drive the economics of these resources.				false

		804						LN		287		13		false		              13             Merrimack Energy included a table in our final				false

		805						LN		287		14		false		              14   report that listed the expected PTC benefits for each				false

		806						LN		287		15		false		              15   project based on PacifiCorp's analysis, including the				false

		807						LN		287		16		false		              16   estimated levels of generation for each PacifiCorp owned				false

		808						LN		287		17		false		              17   resource.				false

		809						LN		287		18		false		              18             PTC benefits can be eroded depending on				false

		810						LN		287		19		false		              19   several factors, including whether or not the actual				false

		811						LN		287		20		false		              20   capacity factors of the wind resources are lower than				false

		812						LN		287		21		false		              21   expected based on wind resource studies.  A third major				false

		813						LN		287		22		false		              22   risk is the cost associated with the transmission				false

		814						LN		287		23		false		              23   facilities, either as a result of potential cost				false

		815						LN		287		24		false		              24   overruns or one or more wind generation projects fails.				false

		816						LN		287		25		false		              25             One of the concerns we had, as described in				false
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		818						LN		288		1		false		               1   our RFP design report, was that PacifiCorp's contracts				false

		819						LN		288		2		false		               2   attempted to shift risks onto PPAs and BTAs suppliers				false

		820						LN		288		3		false		               3   who were asked to absorb the risk that the transmission				false

		821						LN		288		4		false		               4   facilities would not be completed in time to be able to				false

		822						LN		288		5		false		               5   garner all the PTC benefits.  We noted that assigning				false

		823						LN		288		6		false		               6   risks to counterparties who cannot manage that risk was				false

		824						LN		288		7		false		               7   a concern.				false

		825						LN		288		8		false		               8             Finally, one of the primary issues the IE is				false

		826						LN		288		9		false		               9   required to address in its assessments of the				false

		827						LN		288		10		false		              10   solicitation process is whether the solicitation process				false

		828						LN		288		11		false		              11   is consistent with Utah statutes, 54-17-101, and is in				false

		829						LN		288		12		false		              12   the public interest taking into consideration whether it				false

		830						LN		288		13		false		              13   will most likely result in the acquisition, production				false

		831						LN		288		14		false		              14   and delivery of electricity at the lowest reasonable				false

		832						LN		288		15		false		              15   cost to retail customers of an effective utility located				false

		833						LN		288		16		false		              16   in the state, including 1, long-term or short-term				false

		834						LN		288		17		false		              17   impaction, 2, risks, 3, reliability, 4, financial				false

		835						LN		288		18		false		              18   impacts on the affected utility, and 5, other factors				false

		836						LN		288		19		false		              19   determined by the commission to be relevant.				false

		837						LN		288		20		false		              20             In our view PacifiCorp's selection of the				false

		838						LN		288		21		false		              21   final portfolio of wind resources is in the public				false

		839						LN		288		22		false		              22   interest based on the wind proposal submitted, albeit				false

		840						LN		288		23		false		              23   subject to cost risks associated with the benchmark				false

		841						LN		288		24		false		              24   resources and other risks as discussed previously.				false
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		845						LN		289		2		false		               2   transmission capacity, it is not possible to determine				false

		846						LN		289		3		false		               3   if this combination meets the lowest reasonable cost				false

		847						LN		289		4		false		               4   standard, since the analysis did not determine other				false

		848						LN		289		5		false		               5   resources, including solar resources would have been				false

		849						LN		289		6		false		               6   included in a final least-cost, or least-risk system				false

		850						LN		289		7		false		               7   portfolio.				false

		851						LN		289		8		false		               8             Thank you, and that concludes my initial				false

		852						LN		289		9		false		               9   comments.				false

		853						LN		289		10		false		              10             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr. Oliver.				false

		854						LN		289		11		false		              11   I think we'll go next to Ms. Hickey.  Do you have any				false

		855						LN		289		12		false		              12   questions for Mr. Oliver?				false

		856						LN		289		13		false		              13             MS. HICKEY:  Good morning.  Thank you, Chair				false

		857						LN		289		14		false		              14   LeVar.  Just a couple.				false

		858						LN		289		15		false		              15                          EXAMINATION				false
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		860						LN		289		17		false		              17        Q.   I think that first of all, sir, my name is				false

		861						LN		289		18		false		              18   Lisa Tormoen Hickey.  I represent the Interwest Energy				false

		862						LN		289		19		false		              19   Alliance.  We're a trade association of wind and solar				false

		863						LN		289		20		false		              20   developers working with renewable -- with environmental				false

		864						LN		289		21		false		              21   groups.				false

		865						LN		289		22		false		              22             I wanted to leave aside most of what you said				false

		866						LN		289		23		false		              23   but for the recommendations specific to future RFP.  Was				false

		867						LN		289		24		false		              24   one of the goals of your work to develop recommendations				false
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		871						LN		290		2		false		               2   recommendations as part of the process, and we did				false

		872						LN		290		3		false		               3   include several recommendations in our report.				false

		873						LN		290		4		false		               4        Q.   Do any of those recommendations apply to all				false

		874						LN		290		5		false		               5   sorts of RFPs for renewable energy, including RFPs				false

		875						LN		290		6		false		               6   directed to solar resources as opposed to just wind				false

		876						LN		290		7		false		               7   resources?				false

		877						LN		290		8		false		               8        A.   Do you have a specific reference in the report				false

		878						LN		290		9		false		               9   to that?				false

		879						LN		290		10		false		              10        Q.   Yes.  Now, I have a redacted nonconfidential				false

		880						LN		290		11		false		              11   copy, but I will refer you to part B at the very end,				false

		881						LN		290		12		false		              12   recommendation.  My page 83.				false

		882						LN		290		13		false		              13        A.   Okay.				false

		883						LN		290		14		false		              14        Q.   So I am assuming because it's at the end, and				false

		884						LN		290		15		false		              15   these are general recommendations, that these				false

		885						LN		290		16		false		              16   recommendations might apply to future RFPs; is that				false

		886						LN		290		17		false		              17   true?				false

		887						LN		290		18		false		              18        A.   That's correct, yes.				false

		888						LN		290		19		false		              19        Q.   Now, you talked about a transmission workshop,				false

		889						LN		290		20		false		              20   and I understand the PacifiCorp did pull a transmission				false

		890						LN		290		21		false		              21   workshop in effect, combined with another workshop;				false

		891						LN		290		22		false		              22   isn't that true?				false

		892						LN		290		23		false		              23        A.   Well, I guess I -- you know, we have been in				false
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		897						LN		291		2		false		               2   held by PacifiCorp.  And those workshops, I would --				false

		898						LN		291		3		false		               3   that type of workshop I would have considered consistent				false

		899						LN		291		4		false		               4   with the workshop of the entire solicitation that was				false
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		902						LN		291		7		false		               7        A.   Transmission issues and interconnection issues				false

		903						LN		291		8		false		               8   are important in any RFP, but I think -- you know, so I				false

		904						LN		291		9		false		               9   would say it would be applicable to a solar RFP as well.				false

		905						LN		291		10		false		              10        Q.   Would the spreadsheet model recommendation				false
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		910						LN		291		15		false		              15   the solar valuation or not, but certainly we -- you				false

		911						LN		291		16		false		              16   know, the model is -- the model is very detailed.  All				false

		912						LN		291		17		false		              17   the models were very detailed, but they were somewhat				false

		913						LN		291		18		false		              18   cumbersome to review and evaluate, and that was the				false

		914						LN		291		19		false		              19   issue we were focusing on.				false

		915						LN		291		20		false		              20             But we were able to track through and follow				false

		916						LN		291		21		false		              21   the results, you know, fairly easily.  But it was -- not				false

		917						LN		291		22		false		              22   fairly easily, but we had to do a lot of, you know,				false

		918						LN		291		23		false		              23   review back and forth to different tabs in the model.				false

		919						LN		291		24		false		              24   But I think it really needs to be, you know, cleaned up				false
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		925						LN		292		4		false		               4        Q.   Your third bullet point relates to benchmark				false

		926						LN		292		5		false		               5   costs.  I think you have talked about that.  Would				false

		927						LN		292		6		false		               6   that -- would that recommendation apply to solar				false

		928						LN		292		7		false		               7   resources also, if benchmark projects were included?				false

		929						LN		292		8		false		               8        A.   Well, if there's a benchmark project, for any				false

		930						LN		292		9		false		               9   type of resource, I mean, one of the things that we				false

		931						LN		292		10		false		              10   focus on is really scrutinizing in detail the resource				false

		932						LN		292		11		false		              11   costs relative to market benchmark, and based on our own				false

		933						LN		292		12		false		              12   knowledge of being involved in a number of different				false

		934						LN		292		13		false		              13   solicitations with different types of resources, and we				false

		935						LN		292		14		false		              14   also attempt to ensure that all costs are accounted for				false

		936						LN		292		15		false		              15   by the utility in its cost structures.  So it really				false
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		938						LN		292		17		false		              17        Q.   If there is anticipated a solar RFP going				false

		939						LN		292		18		false		              18   forward, would you want the opportunity to review the				false

		940						LN		292		19		false		              19   RFP in advance, as you did this wind RFP, in order to				false

		941						LN		292		20		false		              20   set it up to incorporate some of these recommendations?				false

		942						LN		292		21		false		              21        A.   Yes.  And ideally as an independent evaluator,				false

		943						LN		292		22		false		              22   you had -- it's preferable to get involved up front in				false

		944						LN		292		23		false		              23   the process, to at least be able to review the initial				false

		945						LN		292		24		false		              24   RFP and provide comments if there's anything we see in				false

		946						LN		292		25		false		              25   the RFP that could affect the integrity of the				false
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		949						LN		293		2		false		               2        Q.   As to your fourth bullet point related to the				false

		950						LN		293		3		false		               3   terminal value, would that apply to solar resources?				false
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		952						LN		293		5		false		               5        A.   I'm not certain about that.  If terminal value				false

		953						LN		293		6		false		               6   is just used for the wind RFP because of the unique				false

		954						LN		293		7		false		               7   aspects of the assets, that would apply to wind as				false

		955						LN		293		8		false		               8   opposed to solar.				false

		956						LN		293		9		false		               9             MS. HICKEY:  Thank you.  I have no more				false

		957						LN		293		10		false		              10   questions.				false

		958						LN		293		11		false		              11             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.				false

		959						LN		293		12		false		              12   Mr. Holman, do you have any questions for Mr. Oliver?				false

		960						LN		293		13		false		              13             MR. HOLMAN:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  No, I do				false

		961						LN		293		14		false		              14   not.  Thanks.				false

		962						LN		293		15		false		              15             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.  Ms. Hayes?				false

		963						LN		293		16		false		              16             MS. HAYES:  No.  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.				false

		964						LN		293		17		false		              17             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.  I think				false

		965						LN		293		18		false		              18   I'll go to Ms. McDowell next.				false

		966						LN		293		19		false		              19             MS. MCDOWELL:  Thank you.				false
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		975						LN		294		2		false		               2        Q.   Thank you for your testimony today.  I just				false

		976						LN		294		3		false		               3   have a few questions.  I believe your testimony was that				false

		977						LN		294		4		false		               4   you, on the ultimate question of whether this				false

		978						LN		294		5		false		               5   solicitation and results were in the public interest,				false

		979						LN		294		6		false		               6   your opinion is that it was in the public interest,				false

		980						LN		294		7		false		               7   correct?				false

		981						LN		294		8		false		               8        A.   Yes.  The overall results associated with the				false

		982						LN		294		9		false		               9   wind solicitation, which I was a part of, were in the				false

		983						LN		294		10		false		              10   public interest and are estimated to provide substantial				false

		984						LN		294		11		false		              11   benefits.				false

		985						LN		294		12		false		              12        Q.   So in -- and you supported, just going back to				false

		986						LN		294		13		false		              13   the RFP approval process, I did review your testimony in				false

		987						LN		294		14		false		              14   that case, and it -- your testimony did support the				false

		988						LN		294		15		false		              15   wind-only solicitation, the targeted solicitation; isn't				false

		989						LN		294		16		false		              16   that correct?				false

		990						LN		294		17		false		              17        A.   Well, as I recall, I don't have my testimony				false

		991						LN		294		18		false		              18   in front of me, but we did support the process of going				false

		992						LN		294		19		false		              19   forward with the wind RFP.  But we also raised the issue				false

		993						LN		294		20		false		              20   that a solar -- we thought a solar RFP could be				false

		994						LN		294		21		false		              21   dovetailed on the wind RFP.				false

		995						LN		294		22		false		              22        Q.   And I -- let me just quote.  I didn't -- I				false

		996						LN		294		23		false		              23   wasn't able to print out the transcript, but I am just				false

		997						LN		294		24		false		              24   going to quote a section of your testimony from the				false

		998						LN		294		25		false		              25   transcript and ask you to accept it, subject to check,				false
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		1000						LN		295		1		false		               1   that it sounds like a reasonable statement of your				false

		1001						LN		295		2		false		               2   position.  I think it does capture what you just said.				false

		1002						LN		295		3		false		               3             And this is a quote from the transcript at				false

		1003						LN		295		4		false		               4   page 161 of the December 19th, hearing.  "It seemed to				false

		1004						LN		295		5		false		               5   me that if the solicitation process that PacifiCorp has				false

		1005						LN		295		6		false		               6   offered today, based on issuing this RFP at this time				false

		1006						LN		295		7		false		               7   for wind resources only, and a separate RFP for other				false

		1007						LN		295		8		false		               8   renewable resources as soon as practicable, is not				false

		1008						LN		295		9		false		               9   unreasonable and provides a significant opportunity to				false

		1009						LN		295		10		false		              10   test the market and assess the potential system benefits				false

		1010						LN		295		11		false		              11   associated with other renewable resources."				false
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		1013						LN		295		14		false		              14        A.   It sounds consistent and reasonable, yes.				false

		1014						LN		295		15		false		              15        Q.   And is it your understanding that PacifiCorp				false

		1015						LN		295		16		false		              16   in fact did conduct a concurrent solar RFP?				false

		1016						LN		295		17		false		              17        A.   Yes.  I am aware that PacifiCorp did conduct a				false

		1017						LN		295		18		false		              18   separate RFP, yes.				false

		1018						LN		295		19		false		              19        Q.   So just going to your statement that while the				false

		1019						LN		295		20		false		              20   wind resources provide significant benefit and are in				false

		1020						LN		295		21		false		              21   the public interest, you cannot determine whether				false

		1021						LN		295		22		false		              22   wind-only resources are in the lowest, are the lowest				false

		1022						LN		295		23		false		              23   reasonable cost without an integrated procurement				false

		1023						LN		295		24		false		              24   process.  I think you included that in your summary,				false
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		1042						LN		296		17		false		              17   PacifiCorp was, what I looked at was more of a parallel				false

		1043						LN		296		18		false		              18   evaluation, you know, the SO -- the SO and PaR model				false

		1044						LN		296		19		false		              19   results for wind versus the SO and PaR model results for				false
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		1046						LN		296		21		false		              21             It was, you know, no integration at that				false

		1047						LN		296		22		false		              22   point.  It was basically just -- you know, it was really				false

		1048						LN		296		23		false		              23   a parallel evaluation process, based on the last				false

		1049						LN		296		24		false		              24   information I had from, you know, as the IE in this				false

		1050						LN		296		25		false		              25   process.				false

		1051						PG		297		0		false		page 297				false

		1052						LN		297		1		false		               1        Q.   So you would agree that the commission could				false

		1053						LN		297		2		false		               2   make that cost determination if it had that information,				false

		1054						LN		297		3		false		               3   the information that integrated the results of those two				false

		1055						LN		297		4		false		               4   RFPs, correct?				false

		1056						LN		297		5		false		               5             MR. BAKER:  Objection.  I believe that				false

		1057						LN		297		6		false		               6   question is outside the scope of Mr. Oliver.  I think he				false

		1058						LN		297		7		false		               7   had appropriately described what his scope was, and it's				false

		1059						LN		297		8		false		               8   not to continue beyond after his report here.				false

		1060						LN		297		9		false		               9             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Do you want to respond to the				false

		1061						LN		297		10		false		              10   objection?				false

		1062						LN		297		11		false		              11             MS. MCDOWELL:  Yeah.  I mean, this just goes				false

		1063						LN		297		12		false		              12   to his statement about while he believes the results of				false

		1064						LN		297		13		false		              13   this RFP process are in the public interest, it's				false

		1065						LN		297		14		false		              14   difficult for him to conclude, given his scope of work,				false

		1066						LN		297		15		false		              15   that they are the lowest-cost resources available.  So I				false

		1067						LN		297		16		false		              16   am just exploring how it is that the commission could				false

		1068						LN		297		17		false		              17   make that determination, which is the ultimate				false

		1069						LN		297		18		false		              18   determination in this case.				false

		1070						LN		297		19		false		              19             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  And I think he is -- I think				false

		1071						LN		297		20		false		              20   he has given answers to what the scope was and what his				false

		1072						LN		297		21		false		              21   recommendations covered.  I think to that particular				false

		1073						LN		297		22		false		              22   question I am going to sustain the objection.				false

		1074						LN		297		23		false		              23        Q.   (By Ms. McDowell)  So is it your understanding				false

		1075						LN		297		24		false		              24   that when the commission makes that public interest				false

		1076						LN		297		25		false		              25   determination, that the commission looks at several				false

		1077						PG		298		0		false		page 298				false

		1078						LN		298		1		false		               1   factors?  You know, I think you listed the multiple				false

		1079						LN		298		2		false		               2   factors, the low cost factor ones, but there is several				false

		1080						LN		298		3		false		               3   other factors?				false

		1081						LN		298		4		false		               4             MR. BAKER:  Objection.  I don't believe his				false

		1082						LN		298		5		false		               5   scope of work includes opining on what the commission				false

		1083						LN		298		6		false		               6   should consider in making the overall public				false

		1084						LN		298		7		false		               7   determination.  He looked and talked about what his --				false

		1085						LN		298		8		false		               8   his interpretation is based on the specific RFP, not				false

		1086						LN		298		9		false		               9   what the commission should decide based on the broader				false

		1087						LN		298		10		false		              10   statutory scheme.				false

		1088						LN		298		11		false		              11             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  I think I am going to				false

		1089						LN		298		12		false		              12   overrule that objection.  I think his statutory				false

		1090						LN		298		13		false		              13   relationship with the commission is advisory to the				false

		1091						LN		298		14		false		              14   commission.  So I am going to allow him to answer this				false

		1092						LN		298		15		false		              15   question.				false

		1093						LN		298		16		false		              16        Q.   (By Ms. McDowell)  Do you need me to restate				false

		1094						LN		298		17		false		              17   the question?				false

		1095						LN		298		18		false		              18        A.   Yes, if you could please.				false

		1096						LN		298		19		false		              19        Q.   Yes.  So ultimately the question that the				false

		1097						LN		298		20		false		              20   commission needs to determine is whether these resources				false

		1098						LN		298		21		false		              21   are in the public interest, and the commission looks at				false

		1099						LN		298		22		false		              22   several factors.  And that low cost factor is one of				false

		1100						LN		298		23		false		              23   five; is that correct?				false

		1101						LN		298		24		false		              24        A.   That's correct.  Yes.				false

		1102						LN		298		25		false		              25        Q.   So I just want to review a couple of the key				false

		1103						PG		299		0		false		page 299				false

		1104						LN		299		1		false		               1   conclusions of your report.  Would you agree that the				false

		1105						LN		299		2		false		               2   response to this RFP was robust?				false

		1106						LN		299		3		false		               3        A.   Yes, it was, and we -- that was one of our				false

		1107						LN		299		4		false		               4   conclusions in our report.				false

		1108						LN		299		5		false		               5        Q.   And just again, was your ultimate conclusion				false

		1109						LN		299		6		false		               6   that PacifiCorp complied in general with the rules and				false

		1110						LN		299		7		false		               7   statutes that pertain to the RFP process in Utah?				false

		1111						LN		299		8		false		               8        A.   That -- that was one of our conclusions, yes.				false

		1112						LN		299		9		false		               9        Q.   And I think you also mentioned that PacifiCorp				false

		1113						LN		299		10		false		              10   used a consistent and equitable evaluation process, and				false

		1114						LN		299		11		false		              11   by that, were you meaning that with respect to all of				false

		1115						LN		299		12		false		              12   the bids presented, it applied the same modeling				false

		1116						LN		299		13		false		              13   methodology?				false

		1117						LN		299		14		false		              14        A.   Yes.  You know, the same modeling methodology,				false

		1118						LN		299		15		false		              15   same assumptions, same input forms that all the bidders				false

		1119						LN		299		16		false		              16   had to put -- all the bidders, including the benchmarks,				false

		1120						LN		299		17		false		              17   had to provide the same level of information.				false

		1121						LN		299		18		false		              18        Q.   And that was the 20 year SO modeling.  Is that				false

		1122						LN		299		19		false		              19   the modeling and evaluation you are referring to?				false

		1123						LN		299		20		false		              20        A.   The modeling and evaluation took several				false

		1124						LN		299		21		false		              21   forms.  It was -- you know, the short list analysis, it				false

		1125						LN		299		22		false		              22   was based on the spreadsheet model and the more detailed				false

		1126						LN		299		23		false		              23   analysis based on the SO and PaR models.				false

		1127						LN		299		24		false		              24        Q.   So you mentioned that you had some concerns				false

		1128						LN		299		25		false		              25   about whether the benchmark bids could be potentially				false
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		1130						LN		300		1		false		               1   understated in terms of the costs.  Do you recall that				false

		1131						LN		300		2		false		               2   part of your summary?				false

		1132						LN		300		3		false		               3        A.   Yes, I do.				false

		1133						LN		300		4		false		               4        Q.   Are you aware that under this process, the				false

		1134						LN		300		5		false		               5   commission preapproves the amount of costs only up to				false

		1135						LN		300		6		false		               6   the company's estimates for the cost of the projects?				false

		1136						LN		300		7		false		               7        A.   I am not -- no, I am not -- I am not aware of				false

		1137						LN		300		8		false		               8   that specific --				false

		1138						LN		300		9		false		               9        Q.   Well, let me just ask you to assume that				false

		1139						LN		300		10		false		              10   hypothetically.  Assume that the commission is approving				false

		1140						LN		300		11		false		              11   only the amounts that were bid into the process, only				false

		1141						LN		300		12		false		              12   the amounts of the estimate, and that any amount over				false

		1142						LN		300		13		false		              13   those estimates would be closely scrutinized by the				false

		1143						LN		300		14		false		              14   commission and would have to be established to be				false

		1144						LN		300		15		false		              15   prudent.				false

		1145						LN		300		16		false		              16             Would that address the concerns you had about				false

		1146						LN		300		17		false		              17   the commission closely scrutinizing the actual costs of				false

		1147						LN		300		18		false		              18   the bids?				false

		1148						LN		300		19		false		              19        A.   Well, certainly there are a number of ways of				false

		1149						LN		300		20		false		              20   doing that, and one is to establish, you know, a firm				false

		1150						LN		300		21		false		              21   cap.  There's -- you know -- but it's, you know, it's				false

		1151						LN		300		22		false		              22   not my -- you know, I don't look at it as my role to				false

		1152						LN		300		23		false		              23   firmly state that that's the way it should be done.  But				false

		1153						LN		300		24		false		              24   that's a requirement in some -- you know, that's one				false

		1154						LN		300		25		false		              25   option, I guess.				false
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		1157						LN		301		2		false		               2   and how broad that could be.  But it's, you know, that's				false

		1158						LN		301		3		false		               3   really, you know, up to the commission to determine, you				false

		1159						LN		301		4		false		               4   know, that -- that process.				false

		1160						LN		301		5		false		               5             But I -- I raise that because there's, you				false

		1161						LN		301		6		false		               6   know, there's some consideration that if, you know, you				false

		1162						LN		301		7		false		               7   know, how do you define that prudent standard?  And if				false

		1163						LN		301		8		false		               8   costs, you know, end up being a lot higher than				false

		1164						LN		301		9		false		               9   anticipated, you know, the PPA bids are firm, they have				false

		1165						LN		301		10		false		              10   to live by the bid they submit.  Whereas, you know, I				false

		1166						LN		301		11		false		              11   have seen cases where they are self build or benchmark				false

		1167						LN		301		12		false		              12   could, you know, increase the price of it, and they may				false

		1168						LN		301		13		false		              13   not have won under that original price, but they could				false

		1169						LN		301		14		false		              14   win under the, you know, under the low price.				false

		1170						LN		301		15		false		              15             And that's my concern.  And as IE, that's one				false

		1171						LN		301		16		false		              16   of the things we focus on all the time that, you know,				false

		1172						LN		301		17		false		              17   making sure that the pricing is reasonable and that, you				false

		1173						LN		301		18		false		              18   know, all costs for the benchmark are accounted for.				false

		1174						LN		301		19		false		              19   And that's what we try to do.				false

		1175						LN		301		20		false		              20        Q.   So your recommendation would be in a -- in a				false

		1176						LN		301		21		false		              21   statutory scheme where the costs are preapproved up to				false

		1177						LN		301		22		false		              22   the estimate, and then prudence has to be established				false

		1178						LN		301		23		false		              23   for anything above that, that the commission apply a				false

		1179						LN		301		24		false		              24   strict prudence standard?				false

		1180						LN		301		25		false		              25        A.   I think, yeah.  In a case like this, I think,				false
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		1183						LN		302		2		false		               2   fairly strict.				false

		1184						LN		302		3		false		               3             MS. MCDOWELL:  That's all I have.  Thank you.				false

		1185						LN		302		4		false		               4             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you,				false

		1186						LN		302		5		false		               5   Ms. McDowell.  Mr. Jetter.				false
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		1189						LN		302		8		false		               8        Q.   Hi.  Good morning, Mr. Oliver.  My name is				false

		1190						LN		302		9		false		               9   Justin Jetter.  I'm an attorney with the Utah Attorney				false

		1191						LN		302		10		false		              10   General's office, and I represent one of the Utah's				false

		1192						LN		302		11		false		              11   regulatory agencies, the Division of Public Utilities.				false

		1193						LN		302		12		false		              12        A.   Good morning.				false

		1194						LN		302		13		false		              13        Q.   I have just a few brief questions for you this				false

		1195						LN		302		14		false		              14   morning.  You described the comparison a little bit,				false

		1196						LN		302		15		false		              15   that you didn't have that available to you in your				false

		1197						LN		302		16		false		              16   analysis to directly compare the solar RFP results along				false

		1198						LN		302		17		false		              17   with the wind results.  Is that accurate?				false
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		1201						LN		302		20		false		              20   the results.  But again, that was -- we looked at it as				false

		1202						LN		302		21		false		              21   more of a parallel path evaluation.  It was, you know,				false

		1203						LN		302		22		false		              22   two separate evaluations.				false

		1204						LN		302		23		false		              23        Q.   Okay.  Thank you.  And are you aware, there				false

		1205						LN		302		24		false		              24   was no all-source RFP, and so is it accurate that there				false

		1206						LN		302		25		false		              25   wasn't information on current bid prices for other				false
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		1210						LN		303		3		false		               3        Q.   And so it would be fair to say that those				false

		1211						LN		303		4		false		               4   could be cheaper; we just don't know?				false

		1212						LN		303		5		false		               5        A.   That's -- that's a -- I can accept that				false
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		1214						LN		303		7		false		               7        Q.   Okay.  And would you accept -- would you agree				false

		1215						LN		303		8		false		               8   that if we were seeking to fill capacity need with a				false

		1216						LN		303		9		false		               9   lowest-cost alternative resource, it would be prudent to				false
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		1219						LN		303		12		false		              12        A.   You know, utilities, you know, generally, you				false

		1220						LN		303		13		false		              13   know, apply different -- different approaches, but I				false

		1221						LN		303		14		false		              14   think for, you know, for a capacity need, it should				false

		1222						LN		303		15		false		              15   be -- I would say, you know, given the market as it is				false

		1223						LN		303		16		false		              16   today with so many different options out there, I would				false

		1224						LN		303		17		false		              17   say that an all-source RFP would be an appropriate way				false

		1225						LN		303		18		false		              18   of filling a capacity need.  And in fact, many utilities				false

		1226						LN		303		19		false		              19   are doing that right now.				false

		1227						LN		303		20		false		              20        Q.   Thank you for that.  I would like to just				false

		1228						LN		303		21		false		              21   change gears just a little bit to ask you a question				false

		1229						LN		303		22		false		              22   about some of the bids that were excluded because of				false

		1230						LN		303		23		false		              23   queue position in the transmission queue.				false
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		1238						LN		304		5		false		               5        Q.   Okay.  In your experience, would you say that				false

		1239						LN		304		6		false		               6   if third party developers had advanced knowledge of what				false

		1240						LN		304		7		false		               7   the queue position cutoff would be, that would have				false

		1241						LN		304		8		false		               8   given them some advantage ahead of time to be able to				false

		1242						LN		304		9		false		               9   secure an earlier queue position?				false

		1243						LN		304		10		false		              10        A.   Well, I don't know if it would allow them to				false

		1244						LN		304		11		false		              11   secure an earlier queue position, but it may have				false

		1245						LN		304		12		false		              12   affected how they -- how they bid, or if they bid.				false

		1246						LN		304		13		false		              13        Q.   Okay.  Thank you.  Mr. Oliver, those are all				false

		1247						LN		304		14		false		              14   of my questions.  Thank you for your time and your				false

		1248						LN		304		15		false		              15   report.  It's been very useful for the parties.				false

		1249						LN		304		16		false		              16        A.   Thank you.				false

		1250						LN		304		17		false		              17             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you, Mr. Jetter.				false

		1251						LN		304		18		false		              18   Mr. Moore.				false

		1252						LN		304		19		false		              19             MR. RUSSELL:  The office has no questions.				false
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		1254						LN		304		21		false		              21             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.				false
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		1522						LN		315		3		false		               3   option of offering an extension.  That was one of the				false

		1523						LN		315		4		false		               4   issues that we suggested earlier on to put the BTA and				false

		1524						LN		315		5		false		               5   the PPA options on an equal footing.  And the BTA				false

		1525						LN		315		6		false		               6   options were evaluated over 30 years.				false

		1526						LN		315		7		false		               7        Q.   Okay.  So you know, in an effort to put the				false

		1527						LN		315		8		false		               8   BTA and the PPAs on an equal footing, you actually				false

		1528						LN		315		9		false		               9   evaluated them based on the length of the project and				false

		1529						LN		315		10		false		              10   not cut off at some time, some year?				false

		1530						LN		315		11		false		              11        A.   No.  We're talking about now, again, the				false

		1531						LN		315		12		false		              12   initial evaluation, the short list evaluation that was				false

		1532						LN		315		13		false		              13   based on the term of the project.				false

		1533						LN		315		14		false		              14        Q.   Sorry.  I missed that last part.  The initial				false

		1534						LN		315		15		false		              15   was based on the term of the projects?				false

		1535						LN		315		16		false		              16        A.   The term bid, yes.				false

		1536						LN		315		17		false		              17        Q.   And that could be different for each bid?				false

		1537						LN		315		18		false		              18        A.   That's correct.				false

		1538						LN		315		19		false		              19        Q.   Okay.				false

		1539						LN		315		20		false		              20        A.   One thing to keep in mind, just to follow up,				false

		1540						LN		315		21		false		              21   is that it's cost and benefits.  So there's really not				false

		1541						LN		315		22		false		              22   a -- I don't look at it as being a bias there, because				false

		1542						LN		315		23		false		              23   the cost and the benefit side is, you know, equally				false

		1543						LN		315		24		false		              24   accounted for, whether it's 20 years or 30 years.				false

		1544						LN		315		25		false		              25   It's -- you know, you are evaluating the costs and the				false

		1545						PG		316		0		false		page 316				false

		1546						LN		316		1		false		               1   benefits of those resources over the time period that				false

		1547						LN		316		2		false		               2   they had -- that they are bid at basically.				false

		1548						LN		316		3		false		               3        Q.   But in order to capture all of those costs and				false

		1549						LN		316		4		false		               4   benefits of each project, you carried the analysis out				false

		1550						LN		316		5		false		               5   to the term of each bid, right?				false

		1551						LN		316		6		false		               6        A.   Correct.				false

		1552						LN		316		7		false		               7        Q.   Okay.  I want to ask you some questions that				false

		1553						LN		316		8		false		               8   touch on some of the questions that Ms. McDowell posed				false

		1554						LN		316		9		false		               9   to you, and that relates to your statements.  You know,				false

		1555						LN		316		10		false		              10   I'll point to it here.				false

		1556						LN		316		11		false		              11        A.   Okay.				false

		1557						LN		316		12		false		              12        Q.   I think it's on page 71.  It's my page 71,				false

		1558						LN		316		13		false		              13   anyway.  This is your table 20.				false

		1559						LN		316		14		false		              14        A.   Okay.				false

		1560						LN		316		15		false		              15        Q.   And you look at the second bullet point under				false

		1561						LN		316		16		false		              16   general requirements there.  Do you have that?				false

		1562						LN		316		17		false		              17        A.   Okay.  Yes, I do.				false

		1563						LN		316		18		false		              18        Q.   Okay.  And on the left-hand side you cite the				false

		1564						LN		316		19		false		              19   commission rule stating the solicitation process must be				false

		1565						LN		316		20		false		              20   designed to lead to the acquisition of electricity at				false

		1566						LN		316		21		false		              21   the lowest reasonable cost, and I actually want to focus				false

		1567						LN		316		22		false		              22   on your statement on the right-hand side.				false

		1568						LN		316		23		false		              23             The very last sentence there states, "However,				false

		1569						LN		316		24		false		              24   it is not possible to determine if the wind only				false

		1570						LN		316		25		false		              25   resources offer the lowest reasonable cost without an				false

		1571						PG		317		0		false		page 317				false

		1572						LN		317		1		false		               1   integrated resource procurement and evaluation process				false

		1573						LN		317		2		false		               2   that also includes solar and potentially other				false

		1574						LN		317		3		false		               3   resources."				false

		1575						LN		317		4		false		               4             And I guess the question I have is, is it your				false

		1576						LN		317		5		false		               5   belief that in order to determine whether a resource				false

		1577						LN		317		6		false		               6   selected is the least cost, we need to test it against				false

		1578						LN		317		7		false		               7   the whole market?  Is that the idea here?				false

		1579						LN		317		8		false		               8        A.   Well, like I said, as I mentioned before, I				false

		1580						LN		317		9		false		               9   mean, I think -- there are different ways of designing a				false

		1581						LN		317		10		false		              10   solicitation.  In some cases it's tested against the				false

		1582						LN		317		11		false		              11   entire market.  In other cases it's, you know, defined				false

		1583						LN		317		12		false		              12   based on, you know, what type of product you are looking				false

		1584						LN		317		13		false		              13   to fill.				false

		1585						LN		317		14		false		              14             If it's a resource need for firm capacity, you				false

		1586						LN		317		15		false		              15   know, as opposed to just a, you know, an intimate				false

		1587						LN		317		16		false		              16   resource, for example, you know, you could have				false

		1588						LN		317		17		false		              17   different -- different types of solicitations.				false

		1589						LN		317		18		false		              18             But what I was saying here, the point I was				false

		1590						LN		317		19		false		              19   trying to make here is that I couldn't, as you know,				false

		1591						LN		317		20		false		              20   based on the information that I had -- I couldn't make				false

		1592						LN		317		21		false		              21   that determination, because I didn't, as I mentioned				false

		1593						LN		317		22		false		              22   before -- what we had at the end of the period when the				false

		1594						LN		317		23		false		              23   report was completed was a parallel evaluation for the				false

		1595						LN		317		24		false		              24   solar bids and the bids, and that was it.				false

		1596						LN		317		25		false		              25             You know, how much, what the total of, you				false

		1597						PG		318		0		false		page 318				false

		1598						LN		318		1		false		               1   know, the benefits were from solar versus wind and, you				false

		1599						LN		318		2		false		               2   know, some discussion about how, if you add both of them				false

		1600						LN		318		3		false		               3   together, it would still be additional benefits, you				false

		1601						LN		318		4		false		               4   know, incremental benefits.  But that was it.  It was				false

		1602						LN		318		5		false		               5   no, you know, assessment of how the -- you know, how the				false

		1603						LN		318		6		false		               6   bids stack up.  Like, was it two wind bids and then				false

		1604						LN		318		7		false		               7   three solar bids or what?  I mean, we had no idea how				false

		1605						LN		318		8		false		               8   that -- how they were integrated.				false

		1606						LN		318		9		false		               9        Q.   Do you recall testifying in a separate docket				false

		1607						LN		318		10		false		              10   in this -- in this matter -- actually not in this				false

		1608						LN		318		11		false		              11   matter.  It's a separate docket -- in this commission,				false

		1609						LN		318		12		false		              12   regarding the solicitation process itself?				false

		1610						LN		318		13		false		              13        A.   In this solicitation process?				false

		1611						LN		318		14		false		              14        Q.   Yeah.  So there was -- there was the docket				false

		1612						LN		318		15		false		              15   that related to what the solicitation process would look				false

		1613						LN		318		16		false		              16   like.				false

		1614						LN		318		17		false		              17        A.   Right, right.  Okay.				false

		1615						LN		318		18		false		              18        Q.   And now we have done the RFP, or we're				false

		1616						LN		318		19		false		              19   finalizing the RFP I guess?				false

		1617						LN		318		20		false		              20        A.   Right.				false

		1618						LN		318		21		false		              21        Q.   And we, you know, proposed to select some				false

		1619						LN		318		22		false		              22   resources.  What I want to ask you about is the initial				false

		1620						LN		318		23		false		              23   scope of your work related to the solicitation process.				false

		1621						LN		318		24		false		              24   Do you remember testifying in that docket?				false

		1622						LN		318		25		false		              25        A.   Yes, I do.				false

		1623						PG		319		0		false		page 319				false

		1624						LN		319		1		false		               1        Q.   Okay.  I have got some of your testimony I				false

		1625						LN		319		2		false		               2   want to ask you some questions about.  It will take me a				false

		1626						LN		319		3		false		               3   second to hand it out here.				false

		1627						LN		319		4		false		               4             For purposes of the record, I will note that I				false

		1628						LN		319		5		false		               5   have handed out Mr. Oliver's September 13th, 2017,				false

		1629						LN		319		6		false		               6   rebuttal testimony -- prefiled rebuttal testimony in				false

		1630						LN		319		7		false		               7   docket 17-035-23 that we will mark as UAE Cross Exhibit				false

		1631						LN		319		8		false		               8   2, and I'll ask you to take a look at it and see if you				false

		1632						LN		319		9		false		               9   recognize it.				false

		1633						LN		319		10		false		              10             (UAE Cross Exhibit No. 2 was marked.)				false

		1634						LN		319		11		false		              11        A.   Yes, I do recognize this testimony.				false

		1635						LN		319		12		false		              12        Q.   (Mr. Russell)  And was this the testimony that				false

		1636						LN		319		13		false		              13   you submitted in that docket?				false

		1637						LN		319		14		false		              14        A.   Yes, it was.				false

		1638						LN		319		15		false		              15        Q.   Okay.  Let's turn to the next to last page,				false

		1639						LN		319		16		false		              16   and it's line 258.  And on that line you begin a				false

		1640						LN		319		17		false		              17   sentence that states, "Whether the RFP will most likely				false

		1641						LN		319		18		false		              18   result in the acquisition, production and delivery of				false

		1642						LN		319		19		false		              19   electricity at the lowest reasonable cost to retail				false

		1643						LN		319		20		false		              20   customers, the potential benefits to customers, and the				false

		1644						LN		319		21		false		              21   ability of the process to meet public interest				false

		1645						LN		319		22		false		              22   requirements will not be known at the time of issuance				false

		1646						LN		319		23		false		              23   of the RFP."				false

		1647						LN		319		24		false		              24             Can you tell me, and I know we're going back a				false

		1648						LN		319		25		false		              25   little bit, what was -- what was your thinking with				false

		1649						PG		320		0		false		page 320				false

		1650						LN		320		1		false		               1   respect to that particular statement?				false

		1651						LN		320		2		false		               2        A.   Well, I mean, this is a -- I look at this is a				false

		1652						LN		320		3		false		               3   results oriented issue, that you really -- you know,				false

		1653						LN		320		4		false		               4   that's one of the issues that we opine on at the end of				false

		1654						LN		320		5		false		               5   the process once the process takes place.  But it's not				false

		1655						LN		320		6		false		               6   known and knowable at the time the RFP is issued.				false

		1656						LN		320		7		false		               7        Q.   So you are saying just because you are at the				false

		1657						LN		320		8		false		               8   front of the process, you don't know the answer?				false

		1658						LN		320		9		false		               9        A.   Correct.				false

		1659						LN		320		10		false		              10        Q.   Is what you are telling me now?				false

		1660						LN		320		11		false		              11        A.   Exactly.				false

		1661						LN		320		12		false		              12        Q.   And we just read some -- going back to your				false

		1662						LN		320		13		false		              13   testimony in, excuse me, your final report, in this				false

		1663						LN		320		14		false		              14   docket, you have just said that looking at the wind and				false

		1664						LN		320		15		false		              15   solar on parallel tracks, you can't say whether the wind				false

		1665						LN		320		16		false		              16   projects selected here are the least cost, right?				false

		1666						LN		320		17		false		              17        A.   From the information that we have, we can't.				false

		1667						LN		320		18		false		              18        Q.   And I want to direct your attention to page				false

		1668						LN		320		19		false		              19   80 -- it's my page 84 of your report.  It's in your list				false

		1669						LN		320		20		false		              20   of conclusions.				false

		1670						LN		320		21		false		              21        A.   Okay.				false

		1671						LN		320		22		false		              22        Q.   There's a bullet point in that list of				false

		1672						LN		320		23		false		              23   conclusions that starts, "one of the primary issues."				false

		1673						LN		320		24		false		              24   Do you see that?				false

		1674						LN		320		25		false		              25        A.   Yes, I do.				false

		1675						PG		321		0		false		page 321				false

		1676						LN		321		1		false		               1        Q.   Okay.  There's -- I want to talk to you about				false

		1677						LN		321		2		false		               2   a sentence maybe two thirds of the way down that starts,				false

		1678						LN		321		3		false		               3   "Since PacifiCorp's solicitation."  Do you see that?				false

		1679						LN		321		4		false		               4        A.   Right.				false

		1680						LN		321		5		false		               5        Q.   Okay.  "Since Pacific Corp's solicitation is				false

		1681						LN		321		6		false		               6   based solely on the solicitation for system wind				false

		1682						LN		321		7		false		               7   resources, it is not possible to determine if other				false

		1683						LN		321		8		false		               8   resources would have been included in the final				false

		1684						LN		321		9		false		               9   least-cost, least-risk system portfolio, potentially				false

		1685						LN		321		10		false		              10   displacing one or more wind resources."				false

		1686						LN		321		11		false		              11             And so you testified that your testimony at				false

		1687						LN		321		12		false		              12   the front end on the solicitation process was results				false

		1688						LN		321		13		false		              13   oriented, and now that you have seen the results, your				false

		1689						LN		321		14		false		              14   conclusion is that you still can't tell whether this is				false

		1690						LN		321		15		false		              15   the least cost, right?				false

		1691						LN		321		16		false		              16        A.   That's correct.  And I -- as I understand				false

		1692						LN		321		17		false		              17   also, that the process has changed a bit.  As we've gone				false

		1693						LN		321		18		false		              18   along we're -- you know, initially the discussion was				false

		1694						LN		321		19		false		              19   about, you know, taking advantage of a unique				false

		1695						LN		321		20		false		              20   opportunity as an intermittent resource, and now we are				false

		1696						LN		321		21		false		              21   talking about filling a resource need.  So there's a				false

		1697						LN		321		22		false		              22   difference there.				false

		1698						LN		321		23		false		              23             And that's why it's very hard to make a				false

		1699						LN		321		24		false		              24   determination at the end of the day whether or not this				false

		1700						LN		321		25		false		              25   solicitation process, you know, meets the provisions				false

		1701						PG		322		0		false		page 322				false

		1702						LN		322		1		false		               1   listed here.				false

		1703						LN		322		2		false		               2        Q.   Okay.  Let's switch gears to another of the				false

		1704						LN		322		3		false		               3   public interest factors, which is whether there was a				false

		1705						LN		322		4		false		               4   robust response.				false

		1706						LN		322		5		false		               5        A.   Okay.				false

		1707						LN		322		6		false		               6        Q.   I'll ask you to turn to, it's back to page 71.				false

		1708						LN		322		7		false		               7   It's that table 20 we were looking at earlier.				false

		1709						LN		322		8		false		               8        A.   Okay.				false

		1710						LN		322		9		false		               9        Q.   And it's the fourth bullet point from the top				false

		1711						LN		322		10		false		              10   in the general requirements.				false

		1712						LN		322		11		false		              11        A.   Okay.				false

		1713						LN		322		12		false		              12        Q.   And on the left do you see that you've got				false

		1714						LN		322		13		false		              13   the -- you cite the commission rule and state, "Be				false

		1715						LN		322		14		false		              14   designed to solicit a robust set of bids."  And you --				false

		1716						LN		322		15		false		              15   your testimony and your report indicated there was a				false

		1717						LN		322		16		false		              16   robust set of bids, right?				false

		1718						LN		322		17		false		              17        A.   Correct.				false

		1719						LN		322		18		false		              18        Q.   Okay.  You also have a statement in -- in				false

		1720						LN		322		19		false		              19   response to this element of the public interest factors				false

		1721						LN		322		20		false		              20   that says, and I am going to read it.  I'll help you get				false

		1722						LN		322		21		false		              21   there.  There's a sentence that starts in, you know,				false

		1723						LN		322		22		false		              22   that middle that says, "While there was a robust				false

		1724						LN		322		23		false		              23   response."  Do you see that?				false

		1725						LN		322		24		false		              24        A.   Yes.				false

		1726						LN		322		25		false		              25        Q.   Okay.  "While there was a robust response, it				false

		1727						PG		323		0		false		page 323				false

		1728						LN		323		1		false		               1   became obvious later in the process that based on the				false

		1729						LN		323		2		false		               2   interconnection queue, bidders who had only initiated				false

		1730						LN		323		3		false		               3   project development had little or no chance to compete."				false

		1731						LN		323		4		false		               4   Do you see that?				false

		1732						LN		323		5		false		               5        A.   Yes.				false

		1733						LN		323		6		false		               6        Q.   How does the fact that there were very few of				false

		1734						LN		323		7		false		               7   the bidders could compete, while there were a number of				false

		1735						LN		323		8		false		               8   bidders, how does that affect your evaluation as to				false

		1736						LN		323		9		false		               9   whether the response was robust?				false

		1737						LN		323		10		false		              10        A.   Well, the response itself was robust.  You				false

		1738						LN		323		11		false		              11   know, there were a number of bid -- we received a number				false

		1739						LN		323		12		false		              12   of bids and a number of different types of bids, you				false

		1740						LN		323		13		false		              13   know, PPAs and BTAs.  So from -- you know, that's how I				false

		1741						LN		323		14		false		              14   would define a robust response is the initial -- initial				false

		1742						LN		323		15		false		              15   response from the bidder.  So the bidders at that point,				false

		1743						LN		323		16		false		              16   you know, felt confident that they, you know, they had				false

		1744						LN		323		17		false		              17   good projects they were willing to, you know, offer				false

		1745						LN		323		18		false		              18   those projects into the solicitation.				false

		1746						LN		323		19		false		              19        Q.   Does the robustness -- pardon me.  Does the				false

		1747						LN		323		20		false		              20   robustness of the response -- in your determination of				false

		1748						LN		323		21		false		              21   whether a response is robust, do you consider whether				false

		1749						LN		323		22		false		              22   those -- whether the bids can provide competition for				false

		1750						LN		323		23		false		              23   the benchmark resources?				false

		1751						LN		323		24		false		              24        A.   When we look at a robust response -- when we				false

		1752						LN		323		25		false		              25   look at response to bids, we were looking at basically,				false

		1753						PG		324		0		false		page 324				false

		1754						LN		324		1		false		               1   initially at this point, when I say robust, it really				false

		1755						LN		324		2		false		               2   just gets into how many bids did you receive, what types				false

		1756						LN		324		3		false		               3   of bids.  Were they, you know, all of one type or				false

		1757						LN		324		4		false		               4   different types?				false

		1758						LN		324		5		false		               5             And we also look at what -- how many megawatts				false

		1759						LN		324		6		false		               6   are offered relative to how much the company is looking				false

		1760						LN		324		7		false		               7   for.  And in this case we -- you know, there was much				false

		1761						LN		324		8		false		               8   more than the company was looking for.  So that's how I				false

		1762						LN		324		9		false		               9   would define robust.				false

		1763						LN		324		10		false		              10        Q.   Okay.  All right.  That's fair.  I'm going				false

		1764						LN		324		11		false		              11   to -- let's go back to this.  It's your rebuttal				false

		1765						LN		324		12		false		              12   testimony in the prior docket.				false

		1766						LN		324		13		false		              13        A.   Okay.				false

		1767						LN		324		14		false		              14        Q.   And I'll point you to that same page.  It's				false

		1768						LN		324		15		false		              15   actually the very next sentence, starting on line 261.				false

		1769						LN		324		16		false		              16   Do you have that?				false

		1770						LN		324		17		false		              17        A.   Yes, I do.				false

		1771						LN		324		18		false		              18        Q.   Okay.  You say, "However, the IE believes that				false

		1772						LN		324		19		false		              19   there are several off-ramps which are inherently				false

		1773						LN		324		20		false		              20   included in the solicitation process in schedule that				false

		1774						LN		324		21		false		              21   can lead either to termination of the solicitation by				false

		1775						LN		324		22		false		              22   PacifiCorp, or an opinion by the commission, IE or other				false

		1776						LN		324		23		false		              23   parties to suggest the solicitation process not				false

		1777						LN		324		24		false		              24   continue, if it appears that the public interest				false

		1778						LN		324		25		false		              25   standards will not be met."				false

		1779						PG		325		0		false		page 325				false

		1780						LN		325		1		false		               1             And does this -- does this kind of go back to				false

		1781						LN		325		2		false		               2   your statement about your -- the sentence that we read				false

		1782						LN		325		3		false		               3   previously that you were kind of at the front end of the				false

		1783						LN		325		4		false		               4   process and you don't know how it's going to turn out?				false

		1784						LN		325		5		false		               5   You are focused on the result, right?				false

		1785						LN		325		6		false		               6        A.   Right.  Like for example here, if there were				false

		1786						LN		325		7		false		               7   only four bids or three bids or very -- only the				false

		1787						LN		325		8		false		               8   benchmark bids were offered, then maybe it's, you know,				false

		1788						LN		325		9		false		               9   you know, the IE may conclude or commission may conclude				false

		1789						LN		325		10		false		              10   that it's really not a robust process.  There's no				false

		1790						LN		325		11		false		              11   competition.  You know, do you even go forward with it?				false

		1791						LN		325		12		false		              12             So it's that type of thing, I mean, that you				false

		1792						LN		325		13		false		              13   could -- that's why I was talking about off-ramps.				false

		1793						LN		325		14		false		              14   There'd be different points in time that you would have				false

		1794						LN		325		15		false		              15   an idea whether or not at least it's going to be a				false

		1795						LN		325		16		false		              16   competitive process where, you know, bidders have the				false

		1796						LN		325		17		false		              17   opportunity to compete.				false

		1797						LN		325		18		false		              18        Q.   Sure.  And let's -- I'm going to talk about				false

		1798						LN		325		19		false		              19   this idea of the off-ramps, because, again, you are at				false

		1799						LN		325		20		false		              20   the front end of this process.  You are kind of looking				false

		1800						LN		325		21		false		              21   into the future, and if the process doesn't yield				false

		1801						LN		325		22		false		              22   competition or several other factors, you are saying,				false

		1802						LN		325		23		false		              23   you know, we can -- we can decide not to go forward.  We				false

		1803						LN		325		24		false		              24   can terminate it, right?				false

		1804						LN		325		25		false		              25        A.   Right.				false

		1805						PG		326		0		false		page 326				false

		1806						LN		326		1		false		               1        Q.   Okay.  And let's look at this -- the next				false

		1807						LN		326		2		false		               2   question and answer actually asks you to describe those				false

		1808						LN		326		3		false		               3   off-ramps, or at least some of them.  And I want to read				false

		1809						LN		326		4		false		               4   the first two.  You indicate that there are five.				false

		1810						LN		326		5		false		               5        A.   Yeah.				false

		1811						LN		326		6		false		               6        Q.   You state in your answer here on line 269, you				false

		1812						LN		326		7		false		               7   say, "There are five off-ramps or key decision points in				false

		1813						LN		326		8		false		               8   the solicitation process that could result in a go or no				false

		1814						LN		326		9		false		               9   go decision for the solicitation process."  And I'll				false

		1815						LN		326		10		false		              10   just read the first two here.				false

		1816						LN		326		11		false		              11             You state, "The first off-ramp is the response				false

		1817						LN		326		12		false		              12   of bidders.  If there is not a robust response from				false

		1818						LN		326		13		false		              13   bidders, resulting in little or no competition for the				false

		1819						LN		326		14		false		              14   benchmark option, this could be one basis for				false

		1820						LN		326		15		false		              15   terminating the solicitation process."  I'll stop there				false

		1821						LN		326		16		false		              16   for a second.				false

		1822						LN		326		17		false		              17             You indicate that if the -- if the bids do not				false

		1823						LN		326		18		false		              18   result in competition for the benchmark resources, that				false

		1824						LN		326		19		false		              19   this could be an off-ramp, right?				false

		1825						LN		326		20		false		              20        A.   Correct.				false

		1826						LN		326		21		false		              21        Q.   Right.  And we've talked a little bit about --				false

		1827						LN		326		22		false		              22   there was -- there was a lot of response from bidders,				false

		1828						LN		326		23		false		              23   but you indicated in your report that that response				false

		1829						LN		326		24		false		              24   didn't necessarily result in a lot of competition for				false

		1830						LN		326		25		false		              25   the benchmark resources, right?				false

		1831						PG		327		0		false		page 327				false

		1832						LN		327		1		false		               1        A.   Sorry.  Could you repeat that, please?				false

		1833						LN		327		2		false		               2        Q.   Yeah.  When we were looking at the table 20 in				false

		1834						LN		327		3		false		               3   your report, you indicated that while there was a robust				false

		1835						LN		327		4		false		               4   response, that robust response didn't necessarily yield				false

		1836						LN		327		5		false		               5   a lot of competition for the benchmark resources, right?				false

		1837						LN		327		6		false		               6        A.   Well, in the initial -- when the bids were				false

		1838						LN		327		7		false		               7   initially submitted, it did.  There were a number of				false

		1839						LN		327		8		false		               8   different -- you know, there were a number of PPA bids				false

		1840						LN		327		9		false		               9   and benchmark and BTA bids that were submitted.				false

		1841						LN		327		10		false		              10        Q.   Yeah.  But as you indicate in your discussion				false

		1842						LN		327		11		false		              11   of the interconnection queue, a lot of those were not				false

		1843						LN		327		12		false		              12   viable as a result of that -- the interconnection				false

		1844						LN		327		13		false		              13   process, right?				false

		1845						LN		327		14		false		              14        A.   Yeah.  As we found out at the end of the day,				false

		1846						LN		327		15		false		              15   right.  That's correct.				false

		1847						LN		327		16		false		              16        Q.   Yeah.  So I am kind of drawing a distinction				false

		1848						LN		327		17		false		              17   between the initial response from bids and whether those				false

		1849						LN		327		18		false		              18   bids could have provided competition and whether they				false

		1850						LN		327		19		false		              19   did.  And your indication, I think from your report, and				false

		1851						LN		327		20		false		              20   correct me if I'm wrong, is that at the end of the day,				false

		1852						LN		327		21		false		              21   while we got a lot of bids, they didn't provide a lot of				false

		1853						LN		327		22		false		              22   competition for the benchmark resources, right?				false

		1854						LN		327		23		false		              23        A.   At the end of the day, it -- they didn't.  But				false

		1855						LN		327		24		false		              24   we didn't know that -- I didn't know that at the time.				false

		1856						LN		327		25		false		              25        Q.   No.  Understood.  Yeah, yeah.  So let's talk				false

		1857						PG		328		0		false		page 328				false

		1858						LN		328		1		false		               1   about the second off-ramp.  So we're at line 73 of your				false

		1859						LN		328		2		false		               2   prior testimony.  "The second off-ramp will occur at the				false

		1860						LN		328		3		false		               3   time of the initial short list selection.  Bidders				false

		1861						LN		328		4		false		               4   selected for the initial short list will be required to				false

		1862						LN		328		5		false		               5   provide a system impact study.  If competition is				false

		1863						LN		328		6		false		               6   affected because bidders are not able to secure an SIS,				false

		1864						LN		328		7		false		               7   this could also signal lack of competition and				false

		1865						LN		328		8		false		               8   jeopardize the process going forward, particularly since				false

		1866						LN		328		9		false		               9   PacifiCorp transmission will likely undertake the				false

		1867						LN		328		10		false		              10   studies."				false

		1868						LN		328		11		false		              11             Now, I don't have a specific question about				false

		1869						LN		328		12		false		              12   the SIS, but, again, this is your concern that even if				false

		1870						LN		328		13		false		              13   we get a lot of bids, something could happen during the				false

		1871						LN		328		14		false		              14   process that results in those bids not providing				false

		1872						LN		328		15		false		              15   competition for the benchmark resources, right?				false

		1873						LN		328		16		false		              16        A.   That's correct, yeah.				false

		1874						LN		328		17		false		              17             MR. RUSSELL:  Okay.  I don't have any further				false

		1875						LN		328		18		false		              18   questions for Mr. Oliver.				false

		1876						LN		328		19		false		              19             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you,				false

		1877						LN		328		20		false		              20   Mr. Russell.  Mr. Baker.				false

		1878						LN		328		21		false		              21             MR. BAKER:  Thank you.				false

		1879						LN		328		22		false		              22                          EXAMINATION				false

		1880						LN		328		23		false		              23   BY MR. BAKER:				false

		1881						LN		328		24		false		              24        Q.   Good morning, Mr. Oliver.				false

		1882						LN		328		25		false		              25        A.   Good morning.				false

		1883						PG		329		0		false		page 329				false

		1884						LN		329		1		false		               1        Q.   My name is Chad Baker.  I represent an				false

		1885						LN		329		2		false		               2   intervention coalition known as the Utah Industrial				false

		1886						LN		329		3		false		               3   Energy Consumers.  I just have a couple of follow-up				false

		1887						LN		329		4		false		               4   questions for you.				false

		1888						LN		329		5		false		               5             In the -- well, one, I believe in your report,				false

		1889						LN		329		6		false		               6   or in your testimony here today, you have alluded to				false

		1890						LN		329		7		false		               7   PPAs being less risky from a customer perspective; is				false

		1891						LN		329		8		false		               8   that correct?				false

		1892						LN		329		9		false		               9        A.   Yeah, that's correct.				false

		1893						LN		329		10		false		              10        Q.   In the selection of the resources of a BTA				false

		1894						LN		329		11		false		              11   versus a PPA, and how you try to put them on equal				false

		1895						LN		329		12		false		              12   footing, did that evaluation consider the risks to				false

		1896						LN		329		13		false		              13   customers of these different vehicles?				false

		1897						LN		329		14		false		              14        A.   In doing the overall evaluation or --				false

		1898						LN		329		15		false		              15        Q.   Yes.				false

		1899						LN		329		16		false		              16        A.   Well, it -- we tried to account for that as				false

		1900						LN		329		17		false		              17   part of the -- as reviewing the quantitative evaluation,				false

		1901						LN		329		18		false		              18   you know, at that point.  Basically, as I mentioned, you				false

		1902						LN		329		19		false		              19   know, the list selection process, ensuring that, you				false

		1903						LN		329		20		false		              20   know, that all the costs and benefits for each of --				false

		1904						LN		329		21		false		              21   each of the options was, you know, was carefully looked				false

		1905						LN		329		22		false		              22   at and that type of thing.				false

		1906						LN		329		23		false		              23             So we looked at it from a quantitative				false

		1907						LN		329		24		false		              24   perspective.  We didn't put any adders on or anything				false

		1908						LN		329		25		false		              25   for, you know, for qualitative.				false

		1909						PG		330		0		false		page 330				false

		1910						LN		330		1		false		               1        Q.   So the -- if I understand correctly, there was				false

		1911						LN		330		2		false		               2   no quantitative assignment of the reduced -- of the				false

		1912						LN		330		3		false		               3   reduction in risk that a PPA may provide?				false

		1913						LN		330		4		false		               4        A.   No.  There was not at that -- not at that				false

		1914						LN		330		5		false		               5   stage in the process.				false

		1915						LN		330		6		false		               6        Q.   And --				false

		1916						LN		330		7		false		               7        A.   And by the way, we did actually -- based on				false

		1917						LN		330		8		false		               8   our design report, we did scrutinize the contracts				false

		1918						LN		330		9		false		               9   pretty closely as well, to identify those issues.				false

		1919						LN		330		10		false		              10        Q.   When you say you "scrutinized the contracts,"				false

		1920						LN		330		11		false		              11   did you scrutinize the final contracts or the exemplar				false

		1921						LN		330		12		false		              12   contracts that were submitted in the bid package?				false

		1922						LN		330		13		false		              13        A.   The pro forma contracts, were included in the				false

		1923						LN		330		14		false		              14   bid package.				false

		1924						LN		330		15		false		              15        Q.   When -- when you were discussing the -- the				false

		1925						LN		330		16		false		              16   queue position and its impact on some of the bidders, I				false

		1926						LN		330		17		false		              17   can't recall, do those become nonviable because either				false

		1927						LN		330		18		false		              18   the transmission costs necessary to connect them to the				false

		1928						LN		330		19		false		              19   system had to be imposed and that sent it off, or were				false

		1929						LN		330		20		false		              20   they actually imposed and that made them nonviable?				false

		1930						LN		330		21		false		              21        A.   No.  My recollection was that -- when we get				false

		1931						LN		330		22		false		              22   to that point and I think we -- I mention in my report				false

		1932						LN		330		23		false		              23   that I was, you know, surprised by, you know,				false

		1933						LN		330		24		false		              24   disappointed by the, you know, that result.				false

		1934						LN		330		25		false		              25             That -- what happened at that point, for those				false

		1935						PG		331		0		false		page 331				false

		1936						LN		331		1		false		               1   projects to be connected they would -- they would -- the				false

		1937						LN		331		2		false		               2   company would have to build out Gateway South and				false

		1938						LN		331		3		false		               3   Gateway West as I recall, and the costs associated with				false

		1939						LN		331		4		false		               4   those would be substantial.  But it was never -- it was				false

		1940						LN		331		5		false		               5   never quantified in the evaluation.				false

		1941						LN		331		6		false		               6        Q.   Thanks for that clarification.  Is				false

		1942						LN		331		7		false		               7   guaranteeing the -- having the company guarantee the				false

		1943						LN		331		8		false		               8   costs and capacity factors one way to address your				false

		1944						LN		331		9		false		               9   concerns about project actuals equaling forecast?				false

		1945						LN		331		10		false		              10        A.   I had -- say it --				false

		1946						LN		331		11		false		              11        Q.   We had had a discussion earlier about your				false

		1947						LN		331		12		false		              12   concern.  I believe there's, you talked about cost				false

		1948						LN		331		13		false		              13   overruns?				false

		1949						LN		331		14		false		              14        A.   Right.				false

		1950						LN		331		15		false		              15        Q.   I also believe you talk about capacity				false

		1951						LN		331		16		false		              16   factors, and actuals not generally being below forecast.				false

		1952						LN		331		17		false		              17   And so would hard guarantees on costs and capacity				false

		1953						LN		331		18		false		              18   factors be one way to address that concern?				false

		1954						LN		331		19		false		              19        A.   I think costs can be, you know, subject to --				false

		1955						LN		331		20		false		              20   you know, again, you know, I want to make policy, don't				false

		1956						LN		331		21		false		              21   try to suggest policy.  But you know, certain -- you				false

		1957						LN		331		22		false		              22   know, close scrutiny of the cost is one thing as I, you				false

		1958						LN		331		23		false		              23   know, have talked about before, and I think that's				false

		1959						LN		331		24		false		              24   reasonable.				false

		1960						LN		331		25		false		              25             The capacity factors is somewhat difficult				false

		1961						PG		332		0		false		page 332				false

		1962						LN		332		1		false		               1   because it is subject to, you know, to the wind and that				false

		1963						LN		332		2		false		               2   type of thing and the forecasts and of, you know, of				false

		1964						LN		332		3		false		               3   generation profiles that are submitted.  But, you know,				false

		1965						LN		332		4		false		               4   the I -- I think, you know, how -- if the company is				false

		1966						LN		332		5		false		               5   required to, or any company is required to meet the, you				false

		1967						LN		332		6		false		               6   know, generation level to similar to how PPA would have				false

		1968						LN		332		7		false		               7   to meet those levels, I think that would be one way of,				false

		1969						LN		332		8		false		               8   you know, handling that.				false

		1970						LN		332		9		false		               9             So PPA is basically committed to, you know, to				false

		1971						LN		332		10		false		              10   meeting the, you know, within some limits of meeting				false

		1972						LN		332		11		false		              11   those levels.  I think that type of provision could be				false

		1973						LN		332		12		false		              12   applied to any resource.				false

		1974						LN		332		13		false		              13        Q.   If we focus on cost for a moment then.  So				false

		1975						LN		332		14		false		              14   guarantee on the costs would be one mechanism to address				false

		1976						LN		332		15		false		              15   your concern of actuals not equaling forecasts, correct?				false

		1977						LN		332		16		false		              16        A.   Yeah.  I think a cap on the costs or something				false

		1978						LN		332		17		false		              17   along those lines.				false

		1979						LN		332		18		false		              18        Q.   Would -- would a cost cap provide better rate				false

		1980						LN		332		19		false		              19   payer protection than a prudence review of cost overruns				false

		1981						LN		332		20		false		              20   once the concrete's already been poured?				false

		1982						LN		332		21		false		              21        A.   I am not sure.  I don't know if I can answer				false

		1983						LN		332		22		false		              22   that question.				false

		1984						LN		332		23		false		              23        Q.   Okay.  That's fine.  I think the record has				false

		1985						LN		332		24		false		              24   established that, so I will leave it at that.  And with				false

		1986						LN		332		25		false		              25   that, I have no further questions for you today.  Thank				false

		1987						PG		333		0		false		page 333				false

		1988						LN		333		1		false		               1   you.				false

		1989						LN		333		2		false		               2        A.   Thank you.				false

		1990						LN		333		3		false		               3             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr. Baker.				false

		1991						LN		333		4		false		               4   I think what we're going to do after a short break is,				false

		1992						LN		333		5		false		               5   since we don't really have an opportunity for redirect				false

		1993						LN		333		6		false		               6   for Mr. Oliver, I think the fairest way is to give				false

		1994						LN		333		7		false		               7   everyone one more shot if they have follow-up questions.				false

		1995						LN		333		8		false		               8   So after a short break, I will ask everyone whether you				false

		1996						LN		333		9		false		               9   intend to do any follow-up questions, and if there are,				false

		1997						LN		333		10		false		              10   for those who do, we will go in generally the same				false

		1998						LN		333		11		false		              11   order.  So we will break until about 10:45.  Thank you.				false

		1999						LN		333		12		false		              12             (Recess from 10:33 a.m. to 10:47 a.m.)				false

		2000						LN		333		13		false		              13             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  I think we're ready to				false

		2001						LN		333		14		false		              14   go back on the record.  We apologize that so many of our				false

		2002						LN		333		15		false		              15   hearing breaks happen when one or the other of the				false

		2003						LN		333		16		false		              16   restrooms are being cleaned.  We were discussing options				false

		2004						LN		333		17		false		              17   other than just not getting them clean, which I don't				false

		2005						LN		333		18		false		              18   think is the best option.  We'll continue to -- we might				false

		2006						LN		333		19		false		              19   make some of our morning breaks a little bit longer just				false

		2007						LN		333		20		false		              20   to accommodate, if people are taking the elevator down				false

		2008						LN		333		21		false		              21   to the first floor.				false

		2009						LN		333		22		false		              22             With that, I think we will just go in the same				false

		2010						LN		333		23		false		              23   order that we previously had questions.  So I'll first				false

		2011						LN		333		24		false		              24   go to Ms. Hickey.  Do you have any follow-up questions				false

		2012						LN		333		25		false		              25   for Mr. Oliver?				false

		2013						PG		334		0		false		page 334				false

		2014						LN		334		1		false		               1             MS. HICKEY:  No, sir.  Thank you.				false

		2015						LN		334		2		false		               2             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.				false

		2016						LN		334		3		false		               3   Mr. Holman.				false

		2017						LN		334		4		false		               4             MR. HOLMAN:  I have no questions.  Thank you.				false

		2018						LN		334		5		false		               5             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Ms. Hayes.				false

		2019						LN		334		6		false		               6             MS. HAYES:  Yeah, just really briefly.  Thank				false

		2020						LN		334		7		false		               7   you.				false

		2021						LN		334		8		false		               8                         EXAMINATION				false

		2022						LN		334		9		false		               9   BY MS. HAYES:				false

		2023						LN		334		10		false		              10        Q.   My name is Sophie Hayes.  I'm representing				false

		2024						LN		334		11		false		              11   Western Resource Advocates.  You have testified a bit				false

		2025						LN		334		12		false		              12   about how some of the evaluation criteria includes				false

		2026						LN		334		13		false		              13   looking at IRP models.  Is that correct?				false

		2027						LN		334		14		false		              14        A.   Yeah.  The quantitative evaluation criteria is				false

		2028						LN		334		15		false		              15   based on the IRP modeling approach.				false

		2029						LN		334		16		false		              16        Q.   And you have also been asked a bit about				false

		2030						LN		334		17		false		              17   whether an all-source RFP would give you a				false

		2031						LN		334		18		false		              18   representation of sort of the full range of resources				false

		2032						LN		334		19		false		              19   able to meet -- cost effectively meet end capacity need;				false

		2033						LN		334		20		false		              20   is that correct?				false

		2034						LN		334		21		false		              21        A.   I was asked that question, yes.				false

		2035						LN		334		22		false		              22        Q.   Is it your understanding that in the -- in the				false

		2036						LN		334		23		false		              23   lead-up to this RFP, that the IRP itself selected wind				false

		2037						LN		334		24		false		              24   resources?				false

		2038						LN		334		25		false		              25        A.   That's my understanding.  I mean, I think that				false

		2039						PG		335		0		false		page 335				false

		2040						LN		335		1		false		               1   was what initiated the solicitation process.				false

		2041						LN		335		2		false		               2        Q.   Okay.  Thank you.				false

		2042						LN		335		3		false		               3             MS. HAYES:  No questions.  No other questions.				false

		2043						LN		335		4		false		               4             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Ms. McDowell.				false

		2044						LN		335		5		false		               5                      FURTHER EXAMINATION				false

		2045						LN		335		6		false		               6   BY MS. MCDOWELL:				false

		2046						LN		335		7		false		               7        Q.   Thank you.  So Mr. Oliver, I just have a				false

		2047						LN		335		8		false		               8   couple of questions for you.  Beginning with your -- the				false

		2048						LN		335		9		false		               9   testimony that you were handed, UAE Cross Exhibit 2.  Do				false

		2049						LN		335		10		false		              10   you have that?				false

		2050						LN		335		11		false		              11        A.   Yes.				false

		2051						LN		335		12		false		              12        Q.   So can you turn to page 9 of that testimony.				false

		2052						LN		335		13		false		              13   I want to direct your attention to your testimony at				false

		2053						LN		335		14		false		              14   line 1 -- beginning on line 185, where you state, "While				false

		2054						LN		335		15		false		              15   I did not specifically state a recommendation for				false

		2055						LN		335		16		false		              16   resource eligibility, I believe that a targeted				false

		2056						LN		335		17		false		              17   solicitation is reasonable given the unique				false

		2057						LN		335		18		false		              18   circumstances associated with the potential value to				false

		2058						LN		335		19		false		              19   customers of procuring additional wind resources at this				false

		2059						LN		335		20		false		              20   time to take advantage of the PTC benefits."				false

		2060						LN		335		21		false		              21             So what I wanted to ask you about that				false

		2061						LN		335		22		false		              22   testimony is, is I recall from reading the transcript				false

		2062						LN		335		23		false		              23   that you testified that an all-source RFP would				false

		2063						LN		335		24		false		              24   potentially take quite a bit longer than a targeted RFP;				false

		2064						LN		335		25		false		              25   is that correct?				false

		2065						PG		336		0		false		page 336				false

		2066						LN		336		1		false		               1        A.   I -- subject to check, that's correct.				false

		2067						LN		336		2		false		               2        Q.   So in your experience, generally, an				false

		2068						LN		336		3		false		               3   all-source RFP is a more complex and protracted process				false

		2069						LN		336		4		false		               4   than a targeted RFP?				false

		2070						LN		336		5		false		               5        A.   Yes.  And at the time that I submitted this,				false

		2071						LN		336		6		false		               6   as I recall, the company was looking at more of an				false

		2072						LN		336		7		false		               7   intermittent type, you know, to meet a specific need to				false

		2073						LN		336		8		false		               8   take advantages of the PTCs.  And as I understand now,				false

		2074						LN		336		9		false		               9   the solicitation or the justification has changed to be				false

		2075						LN		336		10		false		              10   more of a resource need.				false

		2076						LN		336		11		false		              11             So that's why -- that was the gist here was				false

		2077						LN		336		12		false		              12   basically, you know, a tighter solicitation is generally				false

		2078						LN		336		13		false		              13   more applicable or can be more applicable for an				false

		2079						LN		336		14		false		              14   intermittent-type resource as opposed to a, you know, a				false

		2080						LN		336		15		false		              15   capacity-type resource where you are looking for -- you				false

		2081						LN		336		16		false		              16   know, or an all-source may be more applicable.				false

		2082						LN		336		17		false		              17        Q.   So you could have a resource need that would				false

		2083						LN		336		18		false		              18   be both, correct?  Where you would be both seeking an				false

		2084						LN		336		19		false		              19   economic opportunity and looking to meet capacity need,				false

		2085						LN		336		20		false		              20   correct?				false

		2086						LN		336		21		false		              21        A.   That's correct, yes.				false

		2087						LN		336		22		false		              22        Q.   So I also wanted to ask you a question about				false

		2088						LN		336		23		false		              23   the issues on the assigning of transmission costs.  I				false

		2089						LN		336		24		false		              24   was concerned the record might have gotten a little				false

		2090						LN		336		25		false		              25   confused.  So just to take it back, because I think some				false

		2091						PG		337		0		false		page 337				false

		2092						LN		337		1		false		               1   of the questions were about Uinta.  Could the model				false

		2093						LN		337		2		false		               2   here, or could the RFP have chosen Uinta without any				false

		2094						LN		337		3		false		               3   other bid, if it was the lowest-cost resource?				false

		2095						LN		337		4		false		               4        A.   The model was basically designed to establish				false

		2096						LN		337		5		false		               5   the least-cost portfolio as a resource, so it could have				false

		2097						LN		337		6		false		               6   selected Uinta without, you know, without the				false

		2098						LN		337		7		false		               7   transmission.				false

		2099						LN		337		8		false		               8        Q.   In that -- is it your understanding in that				false

		2100						LN		337		9		false		               9   case that the costs of the Aeolus-to-Bridger line would				false

		2101						LN		337		10		false		              10   not have been assigned to the Uinta bid?				false

		2102						LN		337		11		false		              11        A.   Well, that's correct, yes.  I never expected				false

		2103						LN		337		12		false		              12   it, you know what I mean.  From all we knew that the				false

		2104						LN		337		13		false		              13   Uinta was basically a, you know, didn't need the				false

		2105						LN		337		14		false		              14   Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line to, you know, to become				false

		2106						LN		337		15		false		              15   part of the portfolio.				false

		2107						LN		337		16		false		              16        Q.   So the last question I have for you was on the				false

		2108						LN		337		17		false		              17   interconnection issues you discussed.  So you indicated				false

		2109						LN		337		18		false		              18   that the short list was compiled before any of these				false

		2110						LN		337		19		false		              19   transmission issues, interconnection issues became --				false

		2111						LN		337		20		false		              20   surfaced, became known; is that correct?				false

		2112						LN		337		21		false		              21        A.   That's correct.				false

		2113						LN		337		22		false		              22        Q.   And can you turn to page 84 of your -- of your				false

		2114						LN		337		23		false		              23   report.  I wanted to ask you a little bit about the last				false

		2115						LN		337		24		false		              24   bullet on that page.  So there you talk a little bit				false

		2116						LN		337		25		false		              25   about the interconnection issue, and before I ask you				false

		2117						PG		338		0		false		page 338				false

		2118						LN		338		1		false		               1   about your report, can you confirm that ultimately				false

		2119						LN		338		2		false		               2   between the initial short list and the final short list				false

		2120						LN		338		3		false		               3   there was only one resource that changed?				false

		2121						LN		338		4		false		               4        A.   The -- in the -- in the portfolios, that was				false

		2122						LN		338		5		false		               5   correct.  However, you know, as I mentioned before,				false

		2123						LN		338		6		false		               6   there was one PPA that both IEs had suggested that be				false

		2124						LN		338		7		false		               7   included.  In our recommendation on this final short				false

		2125						LN		338		8		false		               8   list, we had suggested that a PPA be included on that				false

		2126						LN		338		9		false		               9   list.				false

		2127						LN		338		10		false		              10        Q.   And that PPA did not -- was not able to				false

		2128						LN		338		11		false		              11   interconnect; is that correct?				false

		2129						LN		338		12		false		              12        A.   It was further down in the queue, that's				false

		2130						LN		338		13		false		              13   correct.				false

		2131						LN		338		14		false		              14        Q.   And ultimately on page 84, you concluded, and				false

		2132						LN		338		15		false		              15   this is the -- I think the second line from the bottom				false

		2133						LN		338		16		false		              16   of the page, "While the IE had concerns over the basis				false

		2134						LN		338		17		false		              17   of this constraint, these projects were the lowest-cost				false

		2135						LN		338		18		false		              18   options available."  So were you referring to the final				false

		2136						LN		338		19		false		              19   short list there?				false

		2137						LN		338		20		false		              20        A.   Yes.  The final short list that was selected				false

		2138						LN		338		21		false		              21   were the lowest-cost projects, without constraints on				false

		2139						LN		338		22		false		              22   the transmission.  You know, with the, you know, as I				false

		2140						LN		338		23		false		              23   mentioned, I think there were -- the PPA was close, at				false

		2141						LN		338		24		false		              24   least in the initial evaluation, based on different				false

		2142						LN		338		25		false		              25   sensitivities.  But I think overall these four projects,				false

		2143						PG		339		0		false		page 339				false

		2144						LN		339		1		false		               1   you know, based on the methodology were the, you know,				false

		2145						LN		339		2		false		               2   were the least cost projects.				false

		2146						LN		339		3		false		               3             MS. MCDOWELL:  That's all I have, thank you.				false

		2147						LN		339		4		false		               4             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you,				false

		2148						LN		339		5		false		               5   Ms. McDowell.  Mr. Jetter.				false

		2149						LN		339		6		false		               6                      FURTHER EXAMINATION				false

		2150						LN		339		7		false		               7   BY MR. JETTER:				false

		2151						LN		339		8		false		               8        Q.   Thank you.  I have just a few very brief				false

		2152						LN		339		9		false		               9   follow-up questions.  Just to clarify for the record,				false

		2153						LN		339		10		false		              10   when you were discussing the final short list that you				false

		2154						LN		339		11		false		              11   recommended being the lowest-cost option, is it your				false

		2155						LN		339		12		false		              12   understanding that that is the same project being				false

		2156						LN		339		13		false		              13   proposed in this docket today by Rocky Mountain Power?				false

		2157						LN		339		14		false		              14        A.   I'm not sure.  Could you repeat that please or				false

		2158						LN		339		15		false		              15   clarify that?				false

		2159						LN		339		16		false		              16        Q.   So the final short list that you recommended				false

		2160						LN		339		17		false		              17   as being the least cost option, did that include the				false

		2161						LN		339		18		false		              18   Uinta project?				false

		2162						LN		339		19		false		              19        A.   Well, the -- we sort of looked at the Uinta				false

		2163						LN		339		20		false		              20   project as being a separate project, because of the --				false

		2164						LN		339		21		false		              21   you know, I mean, it was part of the portfolio that was				false

		2165						LN		339		22		false		              22   included.  But, you know, our focus was really, you				false

		2166						LN		339		23		false		              23   know, I say more on the projects that were competing for				false

		2167						LN		339		24		false		              24   interconnection on the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line.				false

		2168						LN		339		25		false		              25        Q.   Okay.  Would it be fair to say that in your				false

		2169						PG		340		0		false		page 340				false

		2170						LN		340		1		false		               1   analysis, the three projects, plus Uinta, offered more				false

		2171						LN		340		2		false		               2   benefits to customers than the three projects without				false

		2172						LN		340		3		false		               3   Uinta?				false

		2173						LN		340		4		false		               4        A.   As I recall, the Uinta project offered				false

		2174						LN		340		5		false		               5   positive benefits.  So that would be the case, yes.				false

		2175						LN		340		6		false		               6        Q.   Okay.  And so the option, the final short list				false

		2176						LN		340		7		false		               7   that you had recommended may have been better for				false

		2177						LN		340		8		false		               8   customers than the final short list being presented				false

		2178						LN		340		9		false		               9   today?				false

		2179						LN		340		10		false		              10        A.   If Uinta -- if Uinta was on the final short				false

		2180						LN		340		11		false		              11   list, it would have added some positive benefits.				false

		2181						LN		340		12		false		              12        Q.   Okay.  Thank you.  And changing gears just				false

		2182						LN		340		13		false		              13   very briefly.  This is on page 86 of my version, which				false

		2183						LN		340		14		false		              14   is, the one I am looking at is the redacted version, and				false

		2184						LN		340		15		false		              15   what I am looking at is the header that says B,				false

		2185						LN		340		16		false		              16   recommendations.				false

		2186						LN		340		17		false		              17        A.   Okay.				false

		2187						LN		340		18		false		              18        Q.   And you had some discussions about what was				false

		2188						LN		340		19		false		              19   known by who about this and at what times about the				false

		2189						LN		340		20		false		              20   transmission constraints.  Would you just read the first				false

		2190						LN		340		21		false		              21   sentence of the first bullet point there?				false

		2191						LN		340		22		false		              22        A.   "Merrimack Energy recommended that PacifiCorp				false

		2192						LN		340		23		false		              23   hold a transmission workshop for bidders," is that the				false

		2193						LN		340		24		false		              24   one?				false

		2194						LN		340		25		false		              25        Q.   Yes.				false

		2195						PG		341		0		false		page 341				false

		2196						LN		341		1		false		               1        A.   "Transmission workshop for bidders as they				false

		2197						LN		341		2		false		               2   have for previous solicitations."				false

		2198						LN		341		3		false		               3        Q.   Okay.  And do you know if PacifiCorp in fact				false

		2199						LN		341		4		false		               4   held the recommended workshop for that?				false

		2200						LN		341		5		false		               5        A.   In my view they didn't.				false

		2201						LN		341		6		false		               6        Q.   Okay.				false

		2202						LN		341		7		false		               7        A.   It was one slide in the -- the bidders'				false

		2203						LN		341		8		false		               8   conference presentation that talked about transmission				false

		2204						LN		341		9		false		               9   issues, but it really didn't get into interconnection.				false

		2205						LN		341		10		false		              10   So, you know, I don't -- I don't think that was				false

		2206						LN		341		11		false		              11   sufficient to what I was thinking of, but, you know, I				false

		2207						LN		341		12		false		              12   didn't push it either.				false

		2208						LN		341		13		false		              13             I mean, I guess -- and I, again, I mean, we				false

		2209						LN		341		14		false		              14   did have calls, the IEs did have calls with PacifiCorp's				false

		2210						LN		341		15		false		              15   transmission group to, you know, during the process.				false

		2211						LN		341		16		false		              16   One I think on the end of October, I think was the last				false

		2212						LN		341		17		false		              17   one, the end of October.				false

		2213						LN		341		18		false		              18        Q.   Okay.  And do you know if any of the bidders				false

		2214						LN		341		19		false		              19   were privy to the information that you gained through				false

		2215						LN		341		20		false		              20   those phone calls?				false

		2216						LN		341		21		false		              21        A.   No, not that I am aware of.  I don't -- but I				false

		2217						LN		341		22		false		              22   don't know what the bidders knew.				false

		2218						LN		341		23		false		              23        Q.   Okay --				false

		2219						LN		341		24		false		              24        A.   I mean, you know, I sort of look at this very				false

		2220						LN		341		25		false		              25   sophisticated bidders, that, -you know, bidding				false

		2221						PG		342		0		false		page 342				false

		2222						LN		342		1		false		               1   throughout the industry and the whole process as well.				false

		2223						LN		342		2		false		               2   So you know, I -- I would assume they were pretty, you				false

		2224						LN		342		3		false		               3   know, they would have been somewhat knowledgeable about				false

		2225						LN		342		4		false		               4   the process.  But I don't know for a fact.				false

		2226						LN		342		5		false		               5             MR. JETTER:  Okay.  Thank you.  Those are all				false

		2227						LN		342		6		false		               6   my questions.  Thank you.				false

		2228						LN		342		7		false		               7             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.  Mr. Moore.				false

		2229						LN		342		8		false		               8             MR. MOORE:  No questions.  Thank you.				false

		2230						LN		342		9		false		               9             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thanks.  Mr. Russell.				false

		2231						LN		342		10		false		              10             MR. RUSSELL:  I don't have any further				false

		2232						LN		342		11		false		              11   questions for the witness, but I would like to take the				false

		2233						LN		342		12		false		              12   opportunity to move for the admission of UAE Cross				false

		2234						LN		342		13		false		              13   Exhibit 2.				false
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		2956						LN		370		7		false		               7   testimony all along, PacifiCorp is currently in				false

		2957						LN		370		8		false		               8   compliance with the NERC reliability standards in				false

		2958						LN		370		9		false		               9   southeastern Wyoming.  But I would also add that any				false

		2959						LN		370		10		false		              10   small change in circumstance could change that, and one				false

		2960						LN		370		11		false		              11   of the primary tools we have is our long-term				false

		2961						LN		370		12		false		              12   transmission planning in order to make sure that we're				false

		2962						LN		370		13		false		              13   ready to address those needs when that time does come.				false

		2963						LN		370		14		false		              14        Q.   And you described this morning your opinion is				false

		2964						LN		370		15		false		              15   that if -- or let me actually ask you that.  Is it your				false

		2965						LN		370		16		false		              16   opinion that if a third party generator in that area				false

		2966						LN		370		17		false		              17   were to require network upgrades on that transmission				false

		2967						LN		370		18		false		              18   line, that Utah rate payers would pay for those costs?				false

		2968						LN		370		19		false		              19        A.   Can you clarify on which transmission line and				false

		2969						LN		370		20		false		              20   when you are speaking of network upgrades what you are				false

		2970						LN		370		21		false		              21   referring to?				false

		2971						LN		370		22		false		              22        Q.   Okay.				false

		2972						LN		370		23		false		              23        A.   So I can be specific.  Are you talking				false

		2973						LN		370		24		false		              24   generation interconnection network upgrades?				false

		2974						LN		370		25		false		              25        Q.   So I am speaking to, yes, interconnection				false

		2975						PG		371		0		false		page 371				false

		2976						LN		371		1		false		               1   network upgrades that would be required to interconnect				false

		2977						LN		371		2		false		               2   a third party generator, anywhere, I believe it's north				false

		2978						LN		371		3		false		               3   or northeast, depending on how you look at the map, of				false

		2979						LN		371		4		false		               4   the cut plane that you have described where the				false

		2980						LN		371		5		false		               5   congestion is.				false

		2981						LN		371		6		false		               6        A.   And just so I can be responsive to the				false

		2982						LN		371		7		false		               7   question, are these network upgrades part of the				false

		2983						LN		371		8		false		               8   company's long-term transmission plan?				false

		2984						LN		371		9		false		               9        Q.   No.				false

		2985						LN		371		10		false		              10        A.   Okay.  And so what was the question?				false

		2986						LN		371		11		false		              11        Q.   So the question is, is if a third party				false

		2987						LN		371		12		false		              12   generator seeks an interconnection agreement for a				false

		2988						LN		371		13		false		              13   long-term generation interconnection -- excuse me.  A				false

		2989						LN		371		14		false		              14   long-term interconnection for a large generator in that				false

		2990						LN		371		15		false		              15   area, and it requires network upgrades, is it your				false

		2991						LN		371		16		false		              16   testimony today that rate payers of Rocky Mountain Power				false

		2992						LN		371		17		false		              17   would pay for those upgrades?				false

		2993						LN		371		18		false		              18        A.   Yes.  Let me just clarify to be clear here.				false

		2994						LN		371		19		false		              19   What we're talking about is a FERC jurisdictional				false

		2995						LN		371		20		false		              20   generation interconnection request.  In that case the				false

		2996						LN		371		21		false		              21   network upgrades, the way FERC looks at those network				false

		2997						LN		371		22		false		              22   upgrades is that they benefit all users of the				false

		2998						LN		371		23		false		              23   transmission system so they would be rolled into the				false

		2999						LN		371		24		false		              24   formula rates.				false

		3000						LN		371		25		false		              25             And then at the same time, PacifiCorp would				false

		3001						PG		372		0		false		page 372				false

		3002						LN		372		1		false		               1   come in for recovery on those network upgrades, and then				false

		3003						LN		372		2		false		               2   basically the -- the transmission so, again, you have to				false

		3004						LN		372		3		false		               3   be careful here.  We went from interconnection being				false

		3005						LN		372		4		false		               4   FERC jurisdictional.  They would also have to come in				false

		3006						LN		372		5		false		               5   for a transmission service request.				false

		3007						LN		372		6		false		               6             When they enter into that transmission service				false

		3008						LN		372		7		false		               7   request, they pay transmission service, and that				false

		3009						LN		372		8		false		               8   transmission service that is collected would then be				false

		3010						LN		372		9		false		               9   credited back to the individual states.				false

		3011						LN		372		10		false		              10        Q.   And are you aware of an instance where --				false

		3012						LN		372		11		false		              11   maybe describe to me the most recent two or three				false

		3013						LN		372		12		false		              12   instances briefly where a third party generation				false

		3014						LN		372		13		false		              13   interconnection that are not approved PPAs between -- by				false

		3015						LN		372		14		false		              14   any of the six states that PacifiCorp serves, have				false

		3016						LN		372		15		false		              15   interconnected required network transmission upgrades				false

		3017						LN		372		16		false		              16   and that those upgrades have been paid for by customers,				false

		3018						LN		372		17		false		              17   in those six states.				false

		3019						LN		372		18		false		              18        A.   I'm sorry.  I followed most of that.  So,				false

		3020						LN		372		19		false		              19   again, I just want to clarify.  Are we talking a FERC				false

		3021						LN		372		20		false		              20   jurisdictional interconnection?  So you have a FERC				false

		3022						LN		372		21		false		              21   jurisdictional generation interconnection request.				false

		3023						LN		372		22		false		              22        Q.   I would actually say, a FERC jurisdictional				false

		3024						LN		372		23		false		              23   interconnection request.				false

		3025						LN		372		24		false		              24        A.   Well, the answer is different, and it's				false

		3026						LN		372		25		false		              25   different depending on the state.  And that's why I am				false

		3027						PG		373		0		false		page 373				false

		3028						LN		373		1		false		               1   asking for clarification.				false

		3029						LN		373		2		false		               2        Q.   So what I am asking you to describe is a				false

		3030						LN		373		3		false		               3   situation where a third party generation provider				false

		3031						LN		373		4		false		               4   interconnected and Utah rate payers were responsible for				false

		3032						LN		373		5		false		               5   the cost of any network upgrade that was required as a				false

		3033						LN		373		6		false		               6   result of that interconnection.				false

		3034						LN		373		7		false		               7        A.   So off the top of my head, I don't have a				false

		3035						LN		373		8		false		               8   specific example.  I will say this.  Almost all FERC				false

		3036						LN		373		9		false		               9   jurisdictional interconnection requests that have a				false

		3037						LN		373		10		false		              10   network upgrade requirement would then roll into the				false

		3038						LN		373		11		false		              11   retail rates.  They would be part of the capital				false

		3039						LN		373		12		false		              12   addition that the company would have.				false

		3040						LN		373		13		false		              13        Q.   Okay.  I'd like permission to approach the				false

		3041						LN		373		14		false		              14   witness again.  Again, provide a document.				false

		3042						LN		373		15		false		              15             I have handed you -- is this accurate that				false

		3043						LN		373		16		false		              16   what I've handed you is a cover page that identifies				false

		3044						LN		373		17		false		              17   this document as a 7th Circuit United States Court of				false

		3045						LN		373		18		false		              18   Appeals order, citation 798 F.3rd 603?  And it's Pioneer				false

		3046						LN		373		19		false		              19   Trail Wind Farm LLC versus FERC?				false

		3047						LN		373		20		false		              20        A.   This -- that's what it reads.  Yeah.				false

		3048						LN		373		21		false		              21        Q.   Okay.  And I have highlighted a portion of				false

		3049						LN		373		22		false		              22   that on page 3 of that document.				false

		3050						LN		373		23		false		              23             MR. LOWNEY:  I'm going to object, before we				false

		3051						LN		373		24		false		              24   get too far down this path.  I don't think there's been				false

		3052						LN		373		25		false		              25   any basis established for Mr. Vail to be testifying				false

		3053						PG		374		0		false		page 374				false

		3054						LN		374		1		false		               1   about a 7th Circuit case, particularly one that doesn't				false

		3055						LN		374		2		false		               2   involve PacifiCorp, Rocky Mountain Power.  It involves				false

		3056						LN		374		3		false		               3   difference generators.  It involves different utilities.				false

		3057						LN		374		4		false		               4   It involves an RTO.  It's in the 7th Circuit.				false

		3058						LN		374		5		false		               5             MR. JETTER:  I think this is perfectly within				false

		3059						LN		374		6		false		               6   the scope of his testimony that Utah customers would be				false

		3060						LN		374		7		false		               7   paying for upgrades to this transmission line.  And				false

		3061						LN		374		8		false		               8   rather than print out the roughly 2 or 3,000 pages that				false

		3062						LN		374		9		false		               9   are PERC orders 2003 A, B, C, and I think it's D, as				false

		3063						LN		374		10		false		              10   well as there's a new FERC order 845 that also addresses				false

		3064						LN		374		11		false		              11   this, I thought it might be easier to summarize those				false

		3065						LN		374		12		false		              12   from a federal Court of Appeals to ask the witness if				false

		3066						LN		374		13		false		              13   his understanding matches the understanding of what the				false

		3067						LN		374		14		false		              14   federal court who wrote this opinion is on who would pay				false

		3068						LN		374		15		false		              15   for those upgrades.				false

		3069						LN		374		16		false		              16             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  I will note we didn't get a				false

		3070						LN		374		17		false		              17   copy of it.  So I'm at a little disadvantage on dealing				false

		3071						LN		374		18		false		              18   with the objection.  But it might be premature to rule				false

		3072						LN		374		19		false		              19   on the objection until we hear what kind of questions he				false

		3073						LN		374		20		false		              20   asks.  I don't know that I am ready to prohibit any				false

		3074						LN		374		21		false		              21   questions about this order, but it might depend on the				false

		3075						LN		374		22		false		              22   specific questions.				false

		3076						LN		374		23		false		              23             MR. JETTER:  Maybe it would be easier if I				false

		3077						LN		374		24		false		              24   read it, and then ask if this is consistent with his				false

		3078						LN		374		25		false		              25   understanding.  Would that --				false

		3079						PG		375		0		false		page 375				false

		3080						LN		375		1		false		               1             MR. LOWNEY:  Well, I guess I would -- if I				false

		3081						LN		375		2		false		               2   could ask one question.  (Mumbling.)				false

		3082						LN		375		3		false		               3             COURT REPORTER:  Is your mic on?				false

		3083						LN		375		4		false		               4             MS. MCDOWELL:  Yeah.  Mr. Vail, have you ever				false

		3084						LN		375		5		false		               5   seen this order before?				false

		3085						LN		375		6		false		               6             THE WITNESS:  No, I have not.				false

		3086						LN		375		7		false		               7             MS. LOWNEY:  Are you familiar with the facts				false

		3087						LN		375		8		false		               8   of this case?				false

		3088						LN		375		9		false		               9             THE WITNESS:  Not at all.				false

		3089						LN		375		10		false		              10             MR. LOWNEY:  Are you familiar with MISO's				false

		3090						LN		375		11		false		              11   interconnection rules?				false

		3091						LN		375		12		false		              12             THE WITNESS:  No, I am not.				false

		3092						LN		375		13		false		              13             MR. LOWNEY:  And it appears MISO is the party				false

		3093						LN		375		14		false		              14   that the RTO that is whose interconnection issues are at				false

		3094						LN		375		15		false		              15   stake in this case.				false

		3095						LN		375		16		false		              16             THE WITNESS:  Correct.				false

		3096						LN		375		17		false		              17             MR. LOWNEY:  I would just offer that in				false

		3097						LN		375		18		false		              18   support of the objection.				false

		3098						LN		375		19		false		              19             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Let me just ask you this				false

		3099						LN		375		20		false		              20   question, Mr. Lowney.  Considering the testimony that				false

		3100						LN		375		21		false		              21   Mr. Vail just gave about interconnection costs, what				false

		3101						LN		375		22		false		              22   would you propose is the right forum for Mr. Jetter to				false

		3102						LN		375		23		false		              23   present this, I guess, rebuttal position?				false

		3103						LN		375		24		false		              24             MR. LOWNEY:  Well, I think there -- you know,				false

		3104						LN		375		25		false		              25   there's the company's open access transition tariff.				false

		3105						PG		376		0		false		page 376				false

		3106						LN		376		1		false		               1   There's potentially orders that maybe involved				false

		3107						LN		376		2		false		               2   PacifiCorp that Mr. Vail may be familiar with.  You				false

		3108						LN		376		3		false		               3   know, I have no problem with him perhaps asking				false

		3109						LN		376		4		false		               4   questions here.  I just don't want Mr. Vail to testify				false

		3110						LN		376		5		false		               5   about what the 7th Circuit did or didn't decide relative				false

		3111						LN		376		6		false		               6   to a tariff that is not the company's tariff.				false

		3112						LN		376		7		false		               7             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  I think again, subject to				false

		3113						LN		376		8		false		               8   objections, if you have any further as we go on, I think				false

		3114						LN		376		9		false		               9   I'm going to allow Mr. Jetter to do as he described, to				false

		3115						LN		376		10		false		              10   let him read this excerpt from this case and then ask				false

		3116						LN		376		11		false		              11   Mr. Vail, to the extent of whatever knowledge Mr. Vail				false

		3117						LN		376		12		false		              12   might or might not have, and we'll see where we go from				false

		3118						LN		376		13		false		              13   that point forward.				false

		3119						LN		376		14		false		              14             MR. BAKER:  Commissioner LeVar, I apologize				false

		3120						LN		376		15		false		              15   for the quick interruption.  But Mr. Jetter, could you				false

		3121						LN		376		16		false		              16   please recite the case cite for us since we don't have a				false

		3122						LN		376		17		false		              17   copy?				false

		3123						LN		376		18		false		              18             MR. JETTER:  Yes.  It's 798 F.3rd 603.				false

		3124						LN		376		19		false		              19             I believe we're at the point, is that correct,				false

		3125						LN		376		20		false		              20   we can go ahead?				false

		3126						LN		376		21		false		              21             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Yes.  Yes.				false

		3127						LN		376		22		false		              22        Q.   (By Mr. Jetter)  Would you please go ahead and				false

		3128						LN		376		23		false		              23   read that highlighted portion.				false

		3129						LN		376		24		false		              24        A.   It states, "In 2003, FERC standardized the				false

		3130						LN		376		25		false		              25   generation interconnection process to which we				false

		3131						PG		377		0		false		page 377				false

		3132						LN		377		1		false		               1   reluctantly refer to as the GIP, following the industry				false

		3133						LN		377		2		false		               2   jargon.  Under the GIP the interconnection customers,				false

		3134						LN		377		3		false		               3   such as Pioneer and Settlers, submit requests to the				false

		3135						LN		377		4		false		               4   grid operator, in this case MISO.  MISO then produces				false

		3136						LN		377		5		false		               5   studies to assess the impact of the projects on the				false

		3137						LN		377		6		false		               6   grid.				false

		3138						LN		377		7		false		               7             "These studies identify what additional				false

		3139						LN		377		8		false		               8   upgrades are needed to ensure that those additional				false

		3140						LN		377		9		false		               9   connections do not adversely affect the grid.  These				false

		3141						LN		377		10		false		              10   studies also inform interconnection customers what the				false

		3142						LN		377		11		false		              11   costs of the upgrades will be.  The step is supposed to				false

		3143						LN		377		12		false		              12   enable the customers to decide if in fact they want to				false

		3144						LN		377		13		false		              13   be connected to the grid or perhaps even build the				false

		3145						LN		377		14		false		              14   plants at all.  The interconnection customers cover the				false

		3146						LN		377		15		false		              15   cost of MISO's studies."				false

		3147						LN		377		16		false		              16        Q.   Thank you.  Now, was your understanding that				false

		3148						LN		377		17		false		              17   PacifiCorp's OATT, do you believe that PacifiCorp's				false

		3149						LN		377		18		false		              18   process is different from what has been described that				false

		3150						LN		377		19		false		              19   have you just read?				false

		3151						LN		377		20		false		              20        A.   The process -- so you gave me a highlighted				false

		3152						LN		377		21		false		              21   portion.  I just note if you go to the next paragraph				false

		3153						LN		377		22		false		              22   down, it starts getting more specific about the				false

		3154						LN		377		23		false		              23   different studies and titles of studies that are				false

		3155						LN		377		24		false		              24   performed.  So I think we would probably need to -- I				false

		3156						LN		377		25		false		              25   would need to understand a little bit more.				false

		3157						PG		378		0		false		page 378				false

		3158						LN		378		1		false		               1             One other thing, and I'll be very clear on				false

		3159						LN		378		2		false		               2   this, because FERC is really specific with the language				false

		3160						LN		378		3		false		               3   that they utilize, and so when the circuit court here				false

		3161						LN		378		4		false		               4   says these studies also inform interconnection customers				false

		3162						LN		378		5		false		               5   what costs the upgrades will be, they are not being				false

		3163						LN		378		6		false		               6   specific.				false

		3164						LN		378		7		false		               7             And I, as we got to spend some time together a				false

		3165						LN		378		8		false		               8   while back on interconnection terminology and FERC, the				false

		3166						LN		378		9		false		               9   language of FERC is very -- is very specific.  And in				false

		3167						LN		378		10		false		              10   this case, you know, it doesn't say generation				false

		3168						LN		378		11		false		              11   interconnection network upgrades.  It just says				false

		3169						LN		378		12		false		              12   upgrades, which in my mind could be either just the --				false

		3170						LN		378		13		false		              13   what we would call a direct assign charge to the				false

		3171						LN		378		14		false		              14   customer, just to be able to plug into the system.  Or				false

		3172						LN		378		15		false		              15   it could include network upgrades.				false

		3173						LN		378		16		false		              16             I don't know.  So it's hard for me to -- I				false

		3174						LN		378		17		false		              17   just think there's some ambiguity in the language that				false

		3175						LN		378		18		false		              18   the circuit court chose to use in that statement.				false

		3176						LN		378		19		false		              19        Q.   Thank you for that explanation.  But you are				false

		3177						LN		378		20		false		              20   not aware of any instance that you can identify where				false

		3178						LN		378		21		false		              21   it's actually happened that a third party				false

		3179						LN		378		22		false		              22   interconnection customer required a network upgrade and				false

		3180						LN		378		23		false		              23   Utah rate payers were burdened with that cost?				false

		3181						LN		378		24		false		              24        A.   Again, I don't have a specific example off the				false

		3182						LN		378		25		false		              25   top of my mind.  I'd be happy to come back with, you				false

		3183						PG		379		0		false		page 379				false

		3184						LN		379		1		false		               1   know, 40 or 50 examples, because that's very common				false

		3185						LN		379		2		false		               2   within the interconnection process.  I just -- I don't				false

		3186						LN		379		3		false		               3   have one off the top of my head.				false

		3187						LN		379		4		false		               4        Q.   And isn't it true that in your standard power				false

		3188						LN		379		5		false		               5   purchase agreements that you have for third party				false

		3189						LN		379		6		false		               6   generators, specifically typical qualifying facilities,				false

		3190						LN		379		7		false		               7   that it requires those facilities to pay for all network				false

		3191						LN		379		8		false		               8   upgrades?				false

		3192						LN		379		9		false		               9        A.   So I am on the transmission side of the				false

		3193						LN		379		10		false		              10   business.  I do not negotiate or see the power purchase				false

		3194						LN		379		11		false		              11   agreements.  I cannot answer that question.				false

		3195						LN		379		12		false		              12        Q.   Okay.  Are you aware of any qualifying				false

		3196						LN		379		13		false		              13   facility having interconnection that required a network				false

		3197						LN		379		14		false		              14   upgrade that would have not been paid for by the				false

		3198						LN		379		15		false		              15   interconnecting qualifying facility?				false

		3199						LN		379		16		false		              16        A.   Okay.  So again, just to be clear, we're				false

		3200						LN		379		17		false		              17   talking about a QF here, which is a state jurisdiction.				false

		3201						LN		379		18		false		              18   So I am not sure which state you're referring to.  But				false

		3202						LN		379		19		false		              19   depending on the state, primarily the qualified				false

		3203						LN		379		20		false		              20   facilities would be paying for the network upgrades				false

		3204						LN		379		21		false		              21   themselves.  My answers up to this time have been				false

		3205						LN		379		22		false		              22   focused on FERC jurisdictional, which is a different				false

		3206						LN		379		23		false		              23   answer.				false

		3207						LN		379		24		false		              24        Q.   Thank you.  And I am looking at the map on				false

		3208						LN		379		25		false		              25   page 6 which is RAV-1SR.  Could please turn to that				false

		3209						PG		380		0		false		page 380				false

		3210						LN		380		1		false		               1   page?				false

		3211						LN		380		2		false		               2             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Which testimony is this from?				false

		3212						LN		380		3		false		               3             MR. JETTER:  This is the surrebuttal testimony				false

		3213						LN		380		4		false		               4   of Mr. Rick Vail, and it's --				false

		3214						LN		380		5		false		               5        A.   Sorry, one SR?				false

		3215						LN		380		6		false		               6        Q.   (By Mr. Jetter)  RAV-1SR, and this is page 6				false

		3216						LN		380		7		false		               7   of 6.				false

		3217						LN		380		8		false		               8        A.   Okay.  I am there.				false

		3218						LN		380		9		false		               9        Q.   Are you aware of anywhere that would be on				false

		3219						LN		380		10		false		              10   this map, or in the vicinity of this map, that Rocky				false

		3220						LN		380		11		false		              11   Mountain Power intends to construct generation other				false

		3221						LN		380		12		false		              12   than these wind projects that would then connect to this				false

		3222						LN		380		13		false		              13   line?				false

		3223						LN		380		14		false		              14        A.   I am not aware.				false

		3224						LN		380		15		false		              15        Q.   Thank you.				false

		3225						LN		380		16		false		              16             MR. JETTER:  I have no further questions.				false

		3226						LN		380		17		false		              17   Thank you, Mr. Vail.				false

		3227						LN		380		18		false		              18             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you, Mr. Jetter.				false

		3228						LN		380		19		false		              19   Mr. Moore.				false

		3229						LN		380		20		false		              20             MR. MOORE:  Mr. Snarr will be handling the				false

		3230						LN		380		21		false		              21   questions.				false

		3231						LN		380		22		false		              22             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Did you have an exhibit to				false

		3232						LN		380		23		false		              23   enter into evidence?				false

		3233						LN		380		24		false		              24             MR. JETTER:  Oh, I do.  And I don't remember				false

		3234						LN		380		25		false		              25   what number I was at.				false

		3235						PG		381		0		false		page 381				false

		3236						LN		381		1		false		               1             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Just the staff comments.				false

		3237						LN		381		2		false		               2             MR. JETTER:  Yeah.  We could call it DPU Cross				false

		3238						LN		381		3		false		               3   Exhibit probably at five.  I think five is --				false

		3239						LN		381		4		false		               4             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Yeah, I don't know.  Do you				false

		3240						LN		381		5		false		               5   want to call it five?				false

		3241						LN		381		6		false		               6             MR. JETTER:  Yes.  I think the court reporter				false

		3242						LN		381		7		false		               7   actually --				false

		3243						LN		381		8		false		               8             (Discussion off the record.)				false

		3244						LN		381		9		false		               9             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Is there any objection to the				false

		3245						LN		381		10		false		              10   motion to enter that into evidence?  I am not seeing				false

		3246						LN		381		11		false		              11   any.  So the motion is granted.				false

		3247						LN		381		12		false		              12             (DPU Cross Exhibit No. 5 was marked.)				false

		3248						LN		381		13		false		              13             MR. JETTER:  Okay.  Thank you.				false

		3249						LN		381		14		false		              14             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay, Mr. Snarr.				false

		3250						LN		381		15		false		              15             MR. SNARR:  Thank you.				false

		3251						LN		381		16		false		              16                       CROSS-EXAMINATION				false

		3252						LN		381		17		false		              17   BY MR. SNARR:				false

		3253						LN		381		18		false		              18        Q.   Mr. Vail, I'd like to touch on two or three				false

		3254						LN		381		19		false		              19   areas.  Should be brief though.				false

		3255						LN		381		20		false		              20        A.   Okay.				false

		3256						LN		381		21		false		              21        Q.   First, in your surrebuttal testimony filed in				false

		3257						LN		381		22		false		              22   May of 2018, at line 445, you indicate that because				false

		3258						LN		381		23		false		              23   the -- of the wind interconnection requirements, the				false

		3259						LN		381		24		false		              24   date for the completion of the transmission facilities				false

		3260						LN		381		25		false		              25   was moved up from 2024 to 2020; is that correct?				false

		3261						PG		382		0		false		page 382				false

		3262						LN		382		1		false		               1        A.   I am sorry.  I didn't hear your exact wording				false

		3263						LN		382		2		false		               2   on that.  I would just note, yeah, from a long-term				false

		3264						LN		382		3		false		               3   transmission plan standpoint, we moved the segment D-2				false

		3265						LN		382		4		false		               4   line to be in service in 2020 instead of 2024.				false

		3266						LN		382		5		false		               5        Q.   And that's because of the new wind that you				false

		3267						LN		382		6		false		               6   are planning to service there, right?				false

		3268						LN		382		7		false		               7        A.   Yeah.  It's to take advantages of the time				false

		3269						LN		382		8		false		               8   limited opportunities of the BTCs, correct.				false

		3270						LN		382		9		false		               9        Q.   Okay.  Now, if the 2 -- if the 2024 date				false

		3271						LN		382		10		false		              10   represents the company's best estimates of an inservice				false

		3272						LN		382		11		false		              11   date associated with the need for new transmission				false

		3273						LN		382		12		false		              12   facilities, but for those deadlines related to wind and				false

		3274						LN		382		13		false		              13   PTCs, then why wasn't the 2024 date used in the base				false

		3275						LN		382		14		false		              14   assumptions for the modeling analysis that took place				false

		3276						LN		382		15		false		              15   concerning the transmission facilities?				false

		3277						LN		382		16		false		              16        A.   Which modeling assumptions?				false

		3278						LN		382		17		false		              17        Q.   The modeling that took place to analyze the				false

		3279						LN		382		18		false		              18   benefits and to determine whether the project should go				false

		3280						LN		382		19		false		              19   forward.				false

		3281						LN		382		20		false		              20        A.   So I'll just probably clarify.  My guess is				false

		3282						LN		382		21		false		              21   what we're talking about is the IRP, and then what came				false

		3283						LN		382		22		false		              22   out of the preferred portfolio of the IRP?				false

		3284						LN		382		23		false		              23        Q.   It's the RFP and the portfolio of wind and				false

		3285						LN		382		24		false		              24   transmission that we're looking at today in this				false

		3286						LN		382		25		false		              25   proceeding.				false

		3287						PG		383		0		false		page 383				false

		3288						LN		383		1		false		               1        A.   And --				false

		3289						LN		383		2		false		               2        Q.   Mr. Link's analysis.  Why wasn't the 2024 date				false

		3290						LN		383		3		false		               3   used as a basis to bring those transmission facilities				false

		3291						LN		383		4		false		               4   into the analysis instead of the 2020 date?				false

		3292						LN		383		5		false		               5             MR. LOWNEY:  Objection.  The RFP modeling is				false

		3293						LN		383		6		false		               6   in the purview of Mr. Link's testimony.  He is the one				false

		3294						LN		383		7		false		               7   that testified on this issue.  He testified both in				false

		3295						LN		383		8		false		               8   prefiled testimony as well as here during his live				false

		3296						LN		383		9		false		               9   presentation.  So I think this question was -- should				false

		3297						LN		383		10		false		              10   have been, and I think was, directed to Mr. Link in				false

		3298						LN		383		11		false		              11   several different respects during his testimony in the				false

		3299						LN		383		12		false		              12   hearing.				false

		3300						LN		383		13		false		              13             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Mr. Snarr, do you want to				false

		3301						LN		383		14		false		              14   respond to the objection?  And I think your microphone				false

		3302						LN		383		15		false		              15   is not on.				false

		3303						LN		383		16		false		              16             MR. SNARR:  I'll bring it closer.  I think				false

		3304						LN		383		17		false		              17   it's on.  Mr. Vail testifies about the change of the				false

		3305						LN		383		18		false		              18   date from 2024 to 2020.  He indicates that it's				false

		3306						LN		383		19		false		              19   appropriate to build the transmission facilities in 2020				false

		3307						LN		383		20		false		              20   because they are intertwined or codependent with the				false

		3308						LN		383		21		false		              21   wind facilities.				false

		3309						LN		383		22		false		              22             And I am just asking if that's the case, then				false

		3310						LN		383		23		false		              23   looking at the question of whether we should build or				false

		3311						LN		383		24		false		              24   not build should have started with the assumption that				false

		3312						LN		383		25		false		              25   the 2024 facility should have been modeled as 2024				false

		3313						PG		384		0		false		page 384				false

		3314						LN		384		1		false		               1   facilities.  If he knows an answer to that question,				false

		3315						LN		384		2		false		               2   that's fine.  If he doesn't know or want to refer to				false

		3316						LN		384		3		false		               3   back to Link, I understand.				false

		3317						LN		384		4		false		               4             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  I think that's an appropriate				false

		3318						LN		384		5		false		               5   way to go forward.  Mr. Vail, do you -- if you have --				false

		3319						LN		384		6		false		               6   if you can answer that question, do so.  Just indicate				false

		3320						LN		384		7		false		               7   whether you can't.				false

		3321						LN		384		8		false		               8             THE WITNESS:  Yeah, I don't know that I can				false

		3322						LN		384		9		false		               9   answer that question.				false

		3323						LN		384		10		false		              10        Q.   (By Mr. Snarr)  Okay.				false

		3324						LN		384		11		false		              11        A.   I would just kind of repeat my answer though.				false

		3325						LN		384		12		false		              12   Because I don't want to not be responsive.  You know,				false

		3326						LN		384		13		false		              13   again, what we did is took that 2024 date, and in order				false

		3327						LN		384		14		false		              14   to be able to capture those PTC benefits, moved the line				false

		3328						LN		384		15		false		              15   into 2020.  So in my mind if you were going to do any				false

		3329						LN		384		16		false		              16   kind of modeling that captures the PTC benefits, you				false

		3330						LN		384		17		false		              17   would need to have the 2020 date of the transmission				false

		3331						LN		384		18		false		              18   line as the basis for that modeling.				false

		3332						LN		384		19		false		              19        Q.   Let me just check my notes here.  Referring to				false

		3333						LN		384		20		false		              20   your testimony, in your surrebuttal testimony, I am				false

		3334						LN		384		21		false		              21   looking now at page 9, I believe it is.  In any event --				false

		3335						LN		384		22		false		              22   in any event lines 238 to 240.  If you could --				false

		3336						LN		384		23		false		              23        A.   So in my surrebuttal I am seeing that as page				false

		3337						LN		384		24		false		              24   11.				false

		3338						LN		384		25		false		              25        Q.   I am sorry.  Thank you.				false

		3339						PG		385		0		false		page 385				false

		3340						LN		385		1		false		               1        A.   Okay.  I am there.				false

		3341						LN		385		2		false		               2        Q.   You address there -- you indicate that if the				false

		3342						LN		385		3		false		               3   solar projects were built instead of wind projects, that				false

		3343						LN		385		4		false		               4   the transmission facilities would still be needed but				false

		3344						LN		385		5		false		               5   the construction would more likely be moved back to				false

		3345						LN		385		6		false		               6   2024; is that correct?				false

		3346						LN		385		7		false		               7        A.   That is correct.				false

		3347						LN		385		8		false		               8        Q.   Now, in response to questions that were				false

		3348						LN		385		9		false		               9   proposed by division counsel, you -- you were				false

		3349						LN		385		10		false		              10   described -- you were asked to address whether or not				false

		3350						LN		385		11		false		              11   the transmission projects were actually needed to				false

		3351						LN		385		12		false		              12   improve the standards of your transmission system or				false

		3352						LN		385		13		false		              13   whether or not they would -- your transmission system				false

		3353						LN		385		14		false		              14   was currently in compliance with reliability standards,				false

		3354						LN		385		15		false		              15   right?				false

		3355						LN		385		16		false		              16        A.   Yes, I was asked those questions.				false

		3356						LN		385		17		false		              17        Q.   Okay.  And is it your testimony that your				false

		3357						LN		385		18		false		              18   system would be able to maintain the sort of reliability				false

		3358						LN		385		19		false		              19   through 2024, but for the opportunity to construct these				false

		3359						LN		385		20		false		              20   facilities earlier?				false

		3360						LN		385		21		false		              21        A.   Yeah.  I think my testimony is pretty clear.				false

		3361						LN		385		22		false		              22   I mean, right now the company's best estimated time				false

		3362						LN		385		23		false		              23   frame to build the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line is				false

		3363						LN		385		24		false		              24   2024.  And again, I want to be very clear and on the				false

		3364						LN		385		25		false		              25   record that we are currently compliant with NERC				false

		3365						PG		386		0		false		page 386				false

		3366						LN		386		1		false		               1   reliability standards.				false

		3367						LN		386		2		false		               2             As I mentioned in my summary, though, it can				false

		3368						LN		386		3		false		               3   take a pretty small shift in load or a small shift in				false

		3369						LN		386		4		false		               4   the generation resources that would trigger the				false

		3370						LN		386		5		false		               5   immediate need to build this line for a reliability				false

		3371						LN		386		6		false		               6   standard reason.  And it's a little bit				false

		3372						LN		386		7		false		               7   counterintuitive, and I do want to kind of get this				false

		3373						LN		386		8		false		               8   point across.				false

		3374						LN		386		9		false		               9             In Wyoming one of the biggest challenges we				false

		3375						LN		386		10		false		              10   face in meeting the NERC reliability standards is not				false

		3376						LN		386		11		false		              11   additional load.  It's actually a low load period when				false

		3377						LN		386		12		false		              12   you have the wind all of a sudden comes up and you have				false

		3378						LN		386		13		false		              13   a lot of wind generation in that area, as the thermal				false

		3379						LN		386		14		false		              14   fleet is also generating.  So there's been some				false

		3380						LN		386		15		false		              15   discussions around load forecast declining and stuff				false

		3381						LN		386		16		false		              16   like that, but one of the real difficult or challenges				false

		3382						LN		386		17		false		              17   that we face in eastern Wyoming area is actually a low				false

		3383						LN		386		18		false		              18   load period with high wind.  So it's a little bit				false

		3384						LN		386		19		false		              19   counterintuitive to some of the discussions we've had.				false

		3385						LN		386		20		false		              20        Q.   Following up on that, Mr. Vail, under your				false

		3386						LN		386		21		false		              21   current proposal, my understanding is that the company				false

		3387						LN		386		22		false		              22   will be adding significant megawatts of new wind				false

		3388						LN		386		23		false		              23   capacity; is that correct?				false

		3389						LN		386		24		false		              24        A.   Yes, that's correct.				false

		3390						LN		386		25		false		              25        Q.   And what's the amount of that new wind				false

		3391						PG		387		0		false		page 387				false

		3392						LN		387		1		false		               1   capacity?				false

		3393						LN		387		2		false		               2        A.   I believe it's 1,150 megawatts.				false

		3394						LN		387		3		false		               3        Q.   Okay.  And at page 24 of your surrebuttal, at				false

		3395						LN		387		4		false		               4   line 519, you indicate that the company would be adding				false

		3396						LN		387		5		false		               5   951 megawatts of transfer capability; is that correct?				false

		3397						LN		387		6		false		               6        A.   Yes, that is correct.				false

		3398						LN		387		7		false		               7        Q.   Now, you also indicated that earlier something				false

		3399						LN		387		8		false		               8   about the capacity behind the TOT 4A cut plane.  Here is				false

		3400						LN		387		9		false		               9   the question I have.  If you are adding more wind				false

		3401						LN		387		10		false		              10   capacity than transmission capacity, won't that add to				false

		3402						LN		387		11		false		              11   the problem that you already mentioned in which the				false

		3403						LN		387		12		false		              12   transmission system in eastern Wyoming is currently				false

		3404						LN		387		13		false		              13   constrained with generation capacity behind that TOT 4A				false

		3405						LN		387		14		false		              14   cut plane?				false

		3406						LN		387		15		false		              15        A.   No.  That's actually not the case.  We will				false

		3407						LN		387		16		false		              16   actually be relieving the constraint here pretty				false

		3408						LN		387		17		false		              17   significantly.  We're talking about 1,150 megawatts of				false

		3409						LN		387		18		false		              18   load -- excuse me, 1,150 megawatts of wind being added				false

		3410						LN		387		19		false		              19   to the system.  Certainly the wind doesn't blow all the				false

		3411						LN		387		20		false		              20   time.  When we have that 950 megawatts of transfer				false

		3412						LN		387		21		false		              21   capability, we're going to not only be able to harness				false

		3413						LN		387		22		false		              22   all the new wind and the existing wind that is there,				false

		3414						LN		387		23		false		              23   but during significant periods throughout the year,				false

		3415						LN		387		24		false		              24   we'll also be able to harness additional generation out				false

		3416						LN		387		25		false		              25   of the DJ and the Wyodak plants, that are behind that				false
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		3421						LN		388		4		false		               4   But for the majority, or for significant hours				false

		3422						LN		388		5		false		               5   throughout the year, we will actually be able to get our				false

		3423						LN		388		6		false		               6   existing resources out of Wyoming more effectively than				false

		3424						LN		388		7		false		               7   we do today.				false

		3425						LN		388		8		false		               8        Q.   Thank you.  Now, going back to the basic				false

		3426						LN		388		9		false		               9   driver for this, the transmission projects.  I note in				false

		3427						LN		388		10		false		              10   your direct testimony of June 2017, I am looking at page				false

		3428						LN		388		11		false		              11   13.  You mention at line 298, you have described the				false

		3429						LN		388		12		false		              12   transmission projects and wind projects as codependent.				false

		3430						LN		388		13		false		              13             Now, isn't it true that the codependence of				false

		3431						LN		388		14		false		              14   these projects and their combined economics is the				false

		3432						LN		388		15		false		              15   primary driver for proposing the current construction of				false

		3433						LN		388		16		false		              16   your transmission project?				false

		3434						LN		388		17		false		              17        A.   Again, if what you are referring to is the				false

		3435						LN		388		18		false		              18   construction time line to get it in service by 2020, the				false

		3436						LN		388		19		false		              19   idea is to be able to build this transmission line and				false

		3437						LN		388		20		false		              20   take advantage of the PTCs, yes.				false

		3438						LN		388		21		false		              21        Q.   Thank you.  Do you recall when the possible				false

		3439						LN		388		22		false		              22   construction of this transmission segment or line was				false

		3440						LN		388		23		false		              23   first contemplated or put into plans for the company?				false

		3441						LN		388		24		false		              24        A.   The projects, I'll call it, you know, was				false

		3442						LN		388		25		false		              25   first thought about or from a concept standpoint was				false

		3443						PG		389		0		false		page 389				false

		3444						LN		389		1		false		               1   2007, I believe.  And active work on the project began				false

		3445						LN		389		2		false		               2   in 2008, I believe.				false

		3446						LN		389		3		false		               3        Q.   And I did review your 2008 IRP which listed				false

		3447						LN		389		4		false		               4   the line and described its justification.  May I read				false

		3448						LN		389		5		false		               5   that for you?  Or I can provide you a copy.				false

		3449						LN		389		6		false		               6        A.   Yeah.  A copy would be fantastic.				false

		3450						LN		389		7		false		               7        Q.   I have additional copies, but I think my				false

		3451						LN		389		8		false		               8   question's going to be limited.  Let me know if someone				false

		3452						LN		389		9		false		               9   else needs one.				false

		3453						LN		389		10		false		              10             Mr. Vail, I have highlighted a few lines there				false

		3454						LN		389		11		false		              11   that are talking about the, as I believe the D-2 segment				false

		3455						LN		389		12		false		              12   of the line that is at issue today.  Do you see that				false

		3456						LN		389		13		false		              13   area highlighted in blue?				false

		3457						LN		389		14		false		              14        A.   I do.				false

		3458						LN		389		15		false		              15        Q.   Would you please read that for us?				false

		3459						LN		389		16		false		              16        A.   It says that -- sorry.  "The last section will				false

		3460						LN		389		17		false		              17   connect the new annex substation located near Bridger				false

		3461						LN		389		18		false		              18   substation to the Populus substation that is being				false

		3462						LN		389		19		false		              19   constructed as part of the Populus to Terminal segment.				false

		3463						LN		389		20		false		              20   When completed in 2014, the entire segment will move				false

		3464						LN		389		21		false		              21   wind or other resources from eastern Wyoming to a				false

		3465						LN		389		22		false		              22   critical hub Populus, located near Downey, Idaho.				false

		3466						LN		389		23		false		              23        Q.   Now, that's the same one we're talking about				false

		3467						LN		389		24		false		              24   as part of the Aeolus-to-Bridger line you are proposing				false

		3468						LN		389		25		false		              25   to construct; is that right?				false

		3469						PG		390		0		false		page 390				false

		3470						LN		390		1		false		               1        A.   Well, what this segment actually refers to				false

		3471						LN		390		2		false		               2   here is going from Bridger substation to Populus.  And				false

		3472						LN		390		3		false		               3   so it's actually the segment D-3.  And again, just for a				false

		3473						LN		390		4		false		               4   little bit of clarification, the Gateway West was broken				false

		3474						LN		390		5		false		               5   down into two segments initially.  We had segment D,				false

		3475						LN		390		6		false		               6   which went from Windstar all the way over to Populus.				false

		3476						LN		390		7		false		               7   And then we had segment E that went from Populus over to				false

		3477						LN		390		8		false		               8   Hemmingway.				false

		3478						LN		390		9		false		               9             Later, I believe it was in the 2013 IRP, we				false

		3479						LN		390		10		false		              10   broke the segments apart into D-1, D-2 and D-3.  And so				false

		3480						LN		390		11		false		              11   the segment referenced here, Bridger to Populous, is				false

		3481						LN		390		12		false		              12   actually D-3 and not segment D-2.  D-2 is the segment				false

		3482						LN		390		13		false		              13   that we're discussing here today.				false

		3483						LN		390		14		false		              14        Q.   Okay.  With respect to the segments that are				false

		3484						LN		390		15		false		              15   part of this Aeolus-to-Bridger Gateway project, this				false

		3485						LN		390		16		false		              16   indicates that at least some aspects of that -- that				false

		3486						LN		390		17		false		              17   project were being contemplated to meet the needs of				false

		3487						LN		390		18		false		              18   wind and other resources to move it from eastern Wyoming				false

		3488						LN		390		19		false		              19   to the west; is that right?				false

		3489						LN		390		20		false		              20        A.   That is correct.				false

		3490						LN		390		21		false		              21        Q.   And isn't that what you are contemplating by				false

		3491						LN		390		22		false		              22   the transmission project that is the subject of these				false

		3492						LN		390		23		false		              23   proceedings?				false

		3493						LN		390		24		false		              24        A.   Yes.  This is a subsegment to move basically				false

		3494						LN		390		25		false		              25   from southeast Wyoming to the Bridger hub.				false

		3495						PG		391		0		false		page 391				false

		3496						LN		391		1		false		               1        Q.   So as early as 2008 in your IRPs, you are				false

		3497						LN		391		2		false		               2   discussing this potential project, even though the				false

		3498						LN		391		3		false		               3   inservice date has obviously slipped, but you are				false

		3499						LN		391		4		false		               4   discussing this kind of transmission project to really				false

		3500						LN		391		5		false		               5   aid the addition of new resources to move out onto the				false

		3501						LN		391		6		false		               6   system and to move westward; isn't that correct?				false

		3502						LN		391		7		false		               7        A.   So just to clarify, you know, I was not part				false

		3503						LN		391		8		false		               8   of the 2008 IRP process.  I just want to kind of frame				false

		3504						LN		391		9		false		               9   that up.  When the Energy Gateway projects were first				false

		3505						LN		391		10		false		              10   conceptualized, there was, you know, forecasted				false

		3506						LN		391		11		false		              11   significant load growth along the Wasatch Front.  There				false

		3507						LN		391		12		false		              12   was plans to build significant resources in Wyoming and				false

		3508						LN		391		13		false		              13   in other places throughout the territory.				false

		3509						LN		391		14		false		              14             So, you know, I would just say that if you				false

		3510						LN		391		15		false		              15   kind of go back to 2008, the world was very different,				false

		3511						LN		391		16		false		              16   and we had this economic crisis that relate -- you know,				false

		3512						LN		391		17		false		              17   significantly changed, I think, everybody's plans.  And				false

		3513						LN		391		18		false		              18   so you know, again, back then, just to kind of be clear,				false

		3514						LN		391		19		false		              19   it was to add additional renewables and then try to				false

		3515						LN		391		20		false		              20   serve the significant load growth that at that time was				false

		3516						LN		391		21		false		              21   anticipated along the Wasatch Front.				false

		3517						LN		391		22		false		              22        Q.   All right.  Just one last area of questioning				false

		3518						LN		391		23		false		              23   here.  In your surrebuttal testimony filed in May of				false

		3519						LN		391		24		false		              24   2018, I am looking at pages 35 and 36, you discuss the				false

		3520						LN		391		25		false		              25   company's assumption that 12 percent of the revenue				false

		3521						PG		392		0		false		page 392				false

		3522						LN		392		1		false		               1   requirement for the transmission projects will be				false

		3523						LN		392		2		false		               2   recovered from third party transmission customers				false

		3524						LN		392		3		false		               3   through FERC rates or FERC established OATT rates; is				false

		3525						LN		392		4		false		               4   that correct?				false

		3526						LN		392		5		false		               5        A.   Yeah.  It is.  Can I just ask the line				false

		3527						LN		392		6		false		               6   reference again?  I'm sorry.				false

		3528						LN		392		7		false		               7        Q.   Lines 35, 36.				false

		3529						LN		392		8		false		               8        A.   So I am on page 35 and 36.  Just the lines.				false

		3530						LN		392		9		false		               9        Q.   Okay, excuse me.  I missed the line reference.				false

		3531						LN		392		10		false		              10   I'm sorry.  It's at page 35, 36, and I didn't have the				false

		3532						LN		392		11		false		              11   line reference noted here.				false

		3533						LN		392		12		false		              12             MS. SCHMID:  750?				false

		3534						LN		392		13		false		              13             MR. SNARR:  Counsel suggests 750.				false

		3535						LN		392		14		false		              14        A.   Okay.				false

		3536						LN		392		15		false		              15        Q.   (By Mr. Snarr) But the --				false

		3537						LN		392		16		false		              16        A.   Here what -- basically what you are talking				false

		3538						LN		392		17		false		              17   about is the 12 percent assumption of third party				false

		3539						LN		392		18		false		              18   transmission.				false

		3540						LN		392		19		false		              19        Q.   That's right.				false

		3541						LN		392		20		false		              20        A.   Thank you.  I'm there.				false

		3542						LN		392		21		false		              21        Q.   Does that reflect basically the current				false

		3543						LN		392		22		false		              22   allocation in terms of cost recovery through the OATT				false

		3544						LN		392		23		false		              23   process?				false

		3545						LN		392		24		false		              24        A.   Yes, it does.  That's a, you know, basically				false

		3546						LN		392		25		false		              25   our best information today of what the third party				false

		3547						PG		393		0		false		page 393				false

		3548						LN		393		1		false		               1   transmission revenues are on the system.				false

		3549						LN		393		2		false		               2        Q.   Now, of course, that would leave then 88				false

		3550						LN		393		3		false		               3   percent to be recovered from retail rate payers?				false

		3551						LN		393		4		false		               4        A.   Yes, that's correct.				false

		3552						LN		393		5		false		               5        Q.   And just following on that, the next few lines				false

		3553						LN		393		6		false		               6   you discuss that the estimated third party revenues				false

		3554						LN		393		7		false		               7   should continue consistent with historical data, which				false

		3555						LN		393		8		false		               8   is -- to continue with historical data; is that correct?				false

		3556						LN		393		9		false		               9        A.   Yeah, I do.  And just to note, we also get,				false

		3557						LN		393		10		false		              10   you know, updated load and resource forecasts from				false

		3558						LN		393		11		false		              11   all -- all users of the transmission system.  And so				false

		3559						LN		393		12		false		              12   what we've kind of seen recently is that a number of our				false

		3560						LN		393		13		false		              13   third party transmission customer load are actually				false

		3561						LN		393		14		false		              14   increasing a little bit, faster than PacifiCorp's load				false

		3562						LN		393		15		false		              15   forecast.				false

		3563						LN		393		16		false		              16             So, again, there's been quiet a bit of				false

		3564						LN		393		17		false		              17   discussion in this case on the load forecast here, and I				false

		3565						LN		393		18		false		              18   would just note that we're starting to see additional				false

		3566						LN		393		19		false		              19   load increases from our third party transmission				false

		3567						LN		393		20		false		              20   customers over and above what we're seeing from				false

		3568						LN		393		21		false		              21   PacifiCorp load standpoint.				false

		3569						LN		393		22		false		              22        Q.   You also note, I believe, that the PacifiCorp				false

		3570						LN		393		23		false		              23   load is expected to decline.  Isn't that correct?				false

		3571						LN		393		24		false		              24        A.   I would just clarify that.  I am not expecting				false

		3572						LN		393		25		false		              25   the load to decline.  What we are talking about is the				false

		3573						PG		394		0		false		page 394				false

		3574						LN		394		1		false		               1   load forecast continues to decline.  When you -- when				false

		3575						LN		394		2		false		               2   you develop transmission, you actually have to develop				false

		3576						LN		394		3		false		               3   to peak load.  And we are not seeing a decline in peak				false

		3577						LN		394		4		false		               4   load.  What we're seeing is a decline in the forecast --				false

		3578						LN		394		5		false		               5   the forecasted growth of peak load.				false

		3579						LN		394		6		false		               6        Q.   Okay.  In light of the discussions as you have				false

		3580						LN		394		7		false		               7   explained it there, the company would not realistically				false

		3581						LN		394		8		false		               8   be put at risk if this commission were to determine that				false

		3582						LN		394		9		false		               9   retail customers should be protected by the				false

		3583						LN		394		10		false		              10   establishment of a cap at 88 percent for their revenue				false

		3584						LN		394		11		false		              11   responsibility for the transmission projects; isn't that				false

		3585						LN		394		12		false		              12   correct?				false

		3586						LN		394		13		false		              13        A.   I am sorry.  Could you repeat the question.				false

		3587						LN		394		14		false		              14        Q.   I am really contemplating that this				false

		3588						LN		394		15		false		              15   commission, in order to protect retail rate payers,				false

		3589						LN		394		16		false		              16   might establish a cap, a cap of 88 percent maximum				false

		3590						LN		394		17		false		              17   recovery through Utah retail rates for anything that				false

		3591						LN		394		18		false		              18   would come through the use of this transmission project.				false

		3592						LN		394		19		false		              19   And I am suggesting to you that the company really				false

		3593						LN		394		20		false		              20   wouldn't be put at risk if that cap at 88 percent was				false

		3594						LN		394		21		false		              21   established by this commission; isn't that correct?				false

		3595						LN		394		22		false		              22        A.   So prior to answering the question, you know,				false

		3596						LN		394		23		false		              23   I guess looking at it, would a cap protect rate payers				false

		3597						LN		394		24		false		              24   and lock PacifiCorp, the company at 88 percent?  The				false

		3598						LN		394		25		false		              25   answer is yes.  I would just add to it though, just like				false

		3599						PG		395		0		false		page 395				false

		3600						LN		395		1		false		               1   anything that goes through a prudence review, you know,				false

		3601						LN		395		2		false		               2   this is -- this is, you know, based on the best				false

		3602						LN		395		3		false		               3   information that we have today.				false

		3603						LN		395		4		false		               4             If, for some reason, like a third party				false

		3604						LN		395		5		false		               5   transmission customer load were to be, you know, lost or				false

		3605						LN		395		6		false		               6   something like that, you know, I think I would go back				false

		3606						LN		395		7		false		               7   to, is it anything that the company has done at fault or				false

		3607						LN		395		8		false		               8   not, and try to determine then -- you know, would we				false

		3608						LN		395		9		false		               9   want to make, you know, that commitment.  And I don't				false

		3609						LN		395		10		false		              10   know if I am in a position today to be able to say the				false

		3610						LN		395		11		false		              11   company would be willing to take on that commitment.				false

		3611						LN		395		12		false		              12        Q.   Two follow-ups to that.  Excuse me.  Two				false

		3612						LN		395		13		false		              13   follow-ups to that.  Number one, I am really asking you				false

		3613						LN		395		14		false		              14   to comment on the factual presentation you made.  And				false

		3614						LN		395		15		false		              15   that is, that historic data for third party transmission				false

		3615						LN		395		16		false		              16   customers seems to be steady or increasing?				false

		3616						LN		395		17		false		              17        A.   Correct.				false

		3617						LN		395		18		false		              18        Q.   And that your current forecast for PacifiCorp				false

		3618						LN		395		19		false		              19   load may decline?				false

		3619						LN		395		20		false		              20        A.   Okay.				false

		3620						LN		395		21		false		              21        Q.   As a factual matter.				false

		3621						LN		395		22		false		              22        A.   Correct.				false

		3622						LN		395		23		false		              23        Q.   All right.  And then the other question, would				false

		3623						LN		395		24		false		              24   you --				false

		3624						LN		395		25		false		              25        A.   Let me just clarify.  Again, I am not saying				false

		3625						PG		396		0		false		page 396				false

		3626						LN		396		1		false		               1   that PacifiCorp's load would decline.  I'm saying that				false

		3627						LN		396		2		false		               2   the ratio of third party load to PacifiCorp load could				false

		3628						LN		396		3		false		               3   change.				false

		3629						LN		396		4		false		               4        Q.   All right.				false

		3630						LN		396		5		false		               5        A.   I just want to be, for the record.				false

		3631						LN		396		6		false		               6        Q.   It's more likely that the change would be				false

		3632						LN		396		7		false		               7   something that would move PacifiCorp's percentage a				false

		3633						LN		396		8		false		               8   smidgen below 88 percent as opposed to going above 88				false

		3634						LN		396		9		false		               9   percent, based upon the facts you have presented in your				false

		3635						LN		396		10		false		              10   testimony?				false

		3636						LN		396		11		false		              11        A.   Correct.				false

		3637						LN		396		12		false		              12        Q.   All right.  And you indicated that you were				false

		3638						LN		396		13		false		              13   concerned about whether or not it would be appropriate				false

		3639						LN		396		14		false		              14   to allow for any kind of penalization of the company for				false

		3640						LN		396		15		false		              15   something that might be out of their control; is that				false

		3641						LN		396		16		false		              16   right?				false

		3642						LN		396		17		false		              17        A.   I think I did make that statement, yes.				false

		3643						LN		396		18		false		              18        Q.   And wouldn't it also be a concern for this				false

		3644						LN		396		19		false		              19   commission to determine whether or not some kind of cost				false

		3645						LN		396		20		false		              20   fly-up or result might be out of the control of rate				false

		3646						LN		396		21		false		              21   payers, and that the rate payers themselves might need				false

		3647						LN		396		22		false		              22   to have protections?				false

		3648						LN		396		23		false		              23        A.   And I would say, I would look to the				false

		3649						LN		396		24		false		              24   commission, as it's probably a part of their				false

		3650						LN		396		25		false		              25   responsibility, yes.				false

		3651						PG		397		0		false		page 397				false

		3652						LN		397		1		false		               1        Q.   All right.  Thank you.				false

		3653						LN		397		2		false		               2             MR. SNARR:  I have no more questions.				false

		3654						LN		397		3		false		               3             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr. Snarr.				false

		3655						LN		397		4		false		               4   I think it's probably an appropriate time for a break.				false

		3656						LN		397		5		false		               5   So why don't we recess for one hour, and then we'll				false

		3657						LN		397		6		false		               6   continue with cross-examination of Mr. Vail.  Thank you.				false

		3658						LN		397		7		false		               7             (Lunch recess from 12:13 p.m. to 1:14 p.m.)				false

		3659						LN		397		8		false		               8             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Good afternoon.  We're				false

		3660						LN		397		9		false		               9   back on the record, and we are continuing with the				false

		3661						LN		397		10		false		              10   cross-examination of Mr. Vail.  You are still under oath				false

		3662						LN		397		11		false		              11   from this morning.				false

		3663						LN		397		12		false		              12             THE WITNESS:  Okay.				false

		3664						LN		397		13		false		              13             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  And we'll go next to				false

		3665						LN		397		14		false		              14   Mr. Russell.				false

		3666						LN		397		15		false		              15             MR. RUSSELL:  Thank you, Chair LeVar.				false

		3667						LN		397		16		false		              16                       CROSS-EXAMINATION				false

		3668						LN		397		17		false		              17   BY MR. RUSSELL:				false

		3669						LN		397		18		false		              18        Q.   Mr. Vail, I want to ask you some questions,				false

		3670						LN		397		19		false		              19   but I'll have you turn in your surrebuttal testimony to				false
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		3673						LN		397		22		false		              22        Q.   Okay.  Thanks.  I want to look at this				false

		3674						LN		397		23		false		              23   sentence on lines 78, which states, "In my previously				false

		3675						LN		397		24		false		              24   filed testimony, I explained that the				false
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		3682						LN		398		5		false		               5   is meant by transmission congestion, and whether that's				false

		3683						LN		398		6		false		               6   different than an a constraint, and if so, how.				false

		3684						LN		398		7		false		               7        A.   No.  It's -- I think those two terms are				false

		3685						LN		398		8		false		               8   fairly interchangeable.  What I am trying to explain				false

		3686						LN		398		9		false		               9   here is, is that we currently have a situation where we				false

		3687						LN		398		10		false		              10   have more generation behind the TOT 4A cut plane than we				false

		3688						LN		398		11		false		              11   have transmission capability.				false

		3689						LN		398		12		false		              12        Q.   And you are talking about current existing				false

		3690						LN		398		13		false		              13   generation or potential generation?				false

		3691						LN		398		14		false		              14        A.   Existing generation.				false

		3692						LN		398		15		false		              15        Q.   Okay.  Are any of the -- is any of the -- any				false

		3693						LN		398		16		false		              16   of that existing generation behind that cut plane				false

		3694						LN		398		17		false		              17   scheduled to be retired in the coming years?				false

		3695						LN		398		18		false		              18        A.   I don't know the exact retirement dates of				false

		3696						LN		398		19		false		              19   each of the different facilities.  The Dave Johnson				false

		3697						LN		398		20		false		              20   plant does have a retirement life to it.  I am not sure				false

		3698						LN		398		21		false		              21   of the date, though.  It's within eight to ten years.				false

		3699						LN		398		22		false		              22        Q.   Yeah.  We can get it out if we need to.  I'll				false

		3700						LN		398		23		false		              23   represent to you that I believe the 2017 IRP indicates				false

		3701						LN		398		24		false		              24   an expectation that the four units at Dave Johnson will				false
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		3705						LN		399		2		false		               2        Q.   Okay.  What other generation resources behind				false

		3706						LN		399		3		false		               3   that cut plane are you aware of that are scheduled for				false

		3707						LN		399		4		false		               4   retirement in the coming years?				false

		3708						LN		399		5		false		               5        A.   Again, I am not the -- I don't have the exact				false

		3709						LN		399		6		false		               6   date.  The Wyodak plant would also have a retirement				false

		3710						LN		399		7		false		               7   life to it.  I'm not sure of that date.				false

		3711						LN		399		8		false		               8        Q.   And -- and I'm disadvantaged because I'm not				false

		3712						LN		399		9		false		               9   sure I totally understand what a cut plane is.  So I'm				false

		3713						LN		399		10		false		              10   not sure what's behind it.				false
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		3715						LN		399		12		false		              12   that would be along that portion of the transmission				false

		3716						LN		399		13		false		              13   system that is constrained.				false

		3717						LN		399		14		false		              14        Q.   And would retirements at Jim Bridger assist in				false

		3718						LN		399		15		false		              15   this relief of congestion or no?				false

		3719						LN		399		16		false		              16        A.   No.  This transmission line basically				false

		3720						LN		399		17		false		              17   terminates at the Jim Bridger plant.  So what we're				false

		3721						LN		399		18		false		              18   trying to do here is take the existing transmission				false

		3722						LN		399		19		false		              19   system from eastern Wyoming and transport it over to the				false

		3723						LN		399		20		false		              20   Jim Bridger hub.  So retirement to Jim Bridger would not				false

		3724						LN		399		21		false		              21   impact the existing constraint on the cut plane I				false

		3725						LN		399		22		false		              22   referred to.				false

		3726						LN		399		23		false		              23        Q.   Okay.  Thanks.  And then just to circle back,				false

		3727						LN		399		24		false		              24   those retirements will help alleviate some of the -- the				false
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		3731						LN		400		2		false		               2   congestion.  What it actually does is create some				false

		3732						LN		400		3		false		               3   additional reliability issues out in that area.  If you				false

		3733						LN		400		4		false		               4   think in terms of a couple of these coal-fired plants,				false

		3734						LN		400		5		false		               5   they are very large spinning masses.				false

		3735						LN		400		6		false		               6             One of the things I have talked about is the				false

		3736						LN		400		7		false		               7   voltage support and reliability in that area.  One of				false

		3737						LN		400		8		false		               8   the additional benefits of this transmission line is				false

		3738						LN		400		9		false		               9   getting that bigger pipe to help support the voltage and				false

		3739						LN		400		10		false		              10   stability out in that area.  The retirement of those big				false

		3740						LN		400		11		false		              11   spinning mass units will actually create more of a				false

		3741						LN		400		12		false		              12   reliability issue, even though it would help alleviate				false

		3742						LN		400		13		false		              13   some of the constraint that's there.				false

		3743						LN		400		14		false		              14        Q.   Also in your testimony, you used the term				false

		3744						LN		400		15		false		              15   voltage support, and I'm not sure I totally understand				false

		3745						LN		400		16		false		              16   what voltage support is, and you indicate that the				false

		3746						LN		400		17		false		              17   transmission projects will help strengthen reliability				false

		3747						LN		400		18		false		              18   by adding voltage support.  What are you referring to				false

		3748						LN		400		19		false		              19   there?				false

		3749						LN		400		20		false		              20        A.   So a couple of items on the voltage support.				false
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		3757						LN		401		2		false		               2   wind stops blowing.  And then those generators come off				false

		3758						LN		401		3		false		               3   line or stop producing at the same amount, and then that				false

		3759						LN		401		4		false		               4   actually creates a low voltage situation.				false

		3760						LN		401		5		false		               5             So what we have is quite a bit of generation				false

		3761						LN		401		6		false		               6   out there that's on an existing 230 KV transmission				false

		3762						LN		401		7		false		               7   system, and by adding this 500 KV line, we're in essence				false

		3763						LN		401		8		false		               8   doubling the size of the pipe that connects those				false

		3764						LN		401		9		false		               9   generation resources to our loads.				false

		3765						LN		401		10		false		              10        Q.   But by adding the wind projects you are also				false
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		3907						LN		406		22		false		              22   submitted to the planning committee, and then eventually				false

		3908						LN		406		23		false		              23   a recommendation goes to the steering committee, and				false

		3909						LN		406		24		false		              24   they either approve or not approve the request for the				false

		3910						LN		406		25		false		              25   study to move forward.				false

		3911						PG		407		0		false		page 407				false

		3912						LN		407		1		false		               1        Q.   And this particular study that we have been				false

		3913						LN		407		2		false		               2   talking about, do you know whether that -- where that is				false

		3914						LN		407		3		false		               3   in the process?				false

		3915						LN		407		4		false		               4        A.   Again, subject to check, it was just within				false

		3916						LN		407		5		false		               5   the last couple of weeks, I believe, that NTTG made some				false

		3917						LN		407		6		false		               6   modifications to the study request.  And based on those				false

		3918						LN		407		7		false		               7   modifications, they have agreed that they will study				false

		3919						LN		407		8		false		               8   that policy consideration.				false

		3920						LN		407		9		false		               9        Q.   And so that -- that policy consideration will				false

		3921						LN		407		10		false		              10   be studied in the next regional training commission plan				false

		3922						LN		407		11		false		              11   or what?				false

		3923						LN		407		12		false		              12        A.   Yes.  So right now the process is, we start				false

		3924						LN		407		13		false		              13   gathering what base cases will be utilized.  Each of the				false

		3925						LN		407		14		false		              14   member utilities submit their different integrated				false

		3926						LN		407		15		false		              15   resource plans, along with their long-term transmission				false

		3927						LN		407		16		false		              16   plans, and then any public policy or stakeholder studies				false

		3928						LN		407		17		false		              17   that are requested.  And so that study process will be				false

		3929						LN		407		18		false		              18   kicking off here shortly.				false

		3930						LN		407		19		false		              19        Q.   And it will conclude when roughly?				false

		3931						LN		407		20		false		              20        A.   Roughly, it will be about one year study time.				false

		3932						LN		407		21		false		              21   A draft -- draft study reports come out.  Then there's				false

		3933						LN		407		22		false		              22   stakeholder meetings to review those draft studies, and				false

		3934						LN		407		23		false		              23   there's a final report that is generated, approved by				false

		3935						LN		407		24		false		              24   the steering committee, and then issued -- or my best				false

		3936						LN		407		25		false		              25   guess is, we're probably about 18 months from having				false

		3937						PG		408		0		false		page 408				false

		3938						LN		408		1		false		               1   that study finalized and issued.				false

		3939						LN		408		2		false		               2        Q.   Okay.  Thank you.				false

		3940						LN		408		3		false		               3             MR. RUSSELL:  I don't have any further				false

		3941						LN		408		4		false		               4   questions.				false

		3942						LN		408		5		false		               5             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.  Mr. Baker.				false

		3943						LN		408		6		false		               6             MR. BAKER:  Thank you, Chairman LeVar.				false

		3944						LN		408		7		false		               7                       CROSS-EXAMINATION				false

		3945						LN		408		8		false		               8   BY MR. BAKER:				false

		3946						LN		408		9		false		               9        Q.   Good afternoon, Mr. Vail.  Can I direct you to				false

		3947						LN		408		10		false		              10   your surrebuttal testimony on page 15, lines 312 through				false

		3948						LN		408		11		false		              11   313?				false

		3949						LN		408		12		false		              12        A.   Okay.  I am there.				false

		3950						LN		408		13		false		              13        Q.   In that you state that the tower technology is				false

		3951						LN		408		14		false		              14   neither new nor undeveloped; is that correct?				false

		3952						LN		408		15		false		              15        A.   That is correct.				false

		3953						LN		408		16		false		              16        Q.   Can I refer you to your supplemental testimony				false

		3954						LN		408		17		false		              17   on page 6?				false

		3955						LN		408		18		false		              18        A.   Supplemental direct and rebuttal.				false

		3956						LN		408		19		false		              19        Q.   Direct -- yes.  Say your February testimony.				false

		3957						LN		408		20		false		              20   On page 6, lines 115?				false

		3958						LN		408		21		false		              21        A.   I am sorry.  I am not --				false

		3959						LN		408		22		false		              22        Q.   Still getting there.				false

		3960						LN		408		23		false		              23        A.   -- there yet.  I apologize.  So we're at				false

		3961						LN		408		24		false		              24   second supplemental direct.				false

		3962						LN		408		25		false		              25        Q.   Sorry, no.  I was correct first.  January.  I				false

		3963						PG		409		0		false		page 409				false

		3964						LN		409		1		false		               1   apologize.				false

		3965						LN		409		2		false		               2        A.   So supplemental --				false

		3966						LN		409		3		false		               3        Q.   Supplemental direct and rebuttal.				false

		3967						LN		409		4		false		               4        A.   And I'm sorry.  What was the page number?				false

		3968						LN		409		5		false		               5        Q.   Page 6.				false

		3969						LN		409		6		false		               6        A.   Okay.  I'm there.				false

		3970						LN		409		7		false		               7        Q.   Lines 115 through 116.				false

		3971						LN		409		8		false		               8        A.   Okay.				false

		3972						LN		409		9		false		               9        Q.   And starting towards the end of line 115, "The				false

		3973						LN		409		10		false		              10   company decided it could use a new tower design."  Is				false

		3974						LN		409		11		false		              11   that correct?				false

		3975						LN		409		12		false		              12        A.   Yes.				false

		3976						LN		409		13		false		              13        Q.   On lines 118 through 119 you describe that the				false

		3977						LN		409		14		false		              14   company is in the process of developing and taking -- or				false

		3978						LN		409		15		false		              15   and testing these revised structures; is that correct?				false

		3979						LN		409		16		false		              16        A.   That is correct.				false

		3980						LN		409		17		false		              17        Q.   Can we please go to your exhibit RAV-2.  Now,				false

		3981						LN		409		18		false		              18   RAV-2 is in the initial application.				false

		3982						LN		409		19		false		              19        A.   Okay.  I am there.				false

		3983						LN		409		20		false		              20        Q.   That -- that drawing has, I read three				false

		3984						LN		409		21		false		              21   different dates on it; is that correct?				false

		3985						LN		409		22		false		              22        A.   Yes.  It looks like there's an original and				false

		3986						LN		409		23		false		              23   then two revisions.				false

		3987						LN		409		24		false		              24        Q.   And what's the date of the last revision?				false

		3988						LN		409		25		false		              25        A.   January 23rd of 2015.				false

		3989						PG		410		0		false		page 410				false

		3990						LN		410		1		false		               1        Q.   Is this the drawing of the new design that was				false

		3991						LN		410		2		false		               2   referenced in your supplemental direct testimony?				false

		3992						LN		410		3		false		               3        A.   No.  This is, you know, indicative design of				false

		3993						LN		410		4		false		               4   what the transmission towers are going to look like.  We				false

		3994						LN		410		5		false		               5   will be utilizing the same kind of L-shaped members.				false

		3995						LN		410		6		false		               6   This is not the final design, just to be clear.  Also,				false

		3996						LN		410		7		false		               7   there's six different, you know, tower designs that will				false

		3997						LN		410		8		false		               8   be utilized on this project.				false

		3998						LN		410		9		false		               9        Q.   And the -- this -- this design for the 500 KV				false

		3999						LN		410		10		false		              10   is -- towers, is this the major tower design associated				false

		4000						LN		410		11		false		              11   with the -- I believe you said the Anticline portion was				false

		4001						LN		410		12		false		              12   85 percent of the cost of the transmission project?				false

		4002						LN		410		13		false		              13        A.   Yeah.  So this is the main, what you call				false

		4003						LN		410		14		false		              14   tangent tower, that will be utilized on the project.  So				false

		4004						LN		410		15		false		              15   we talked about the towers being 85 percent -- I'm				false

		4005						LN		410		16		false		              16   sorry.  The cost of the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line				false

		4006						LN		410		17		false		              17   was about 85 percent of the overall project cost.  Out				false

		4007						LN		410		18		false		              18   of the towers that will be utilized for the 140 miles of				false

		4008						LN		410		19		false		              19   this, about 80 percent of them will be this particular				false

		4009						LN		410		20		false		              20   tower.				false

		4010						LN		410		21		false		              21             I just note this was -- this is a preliminary				false

		4011						LN		410		22		false		              22   design, and throughout this case and throughout the				false

		4012						LN		410		23		false		              23   process, we have been finalizing the design, and we're				false

		4013						LN		410		24		false		              24   currently in testing on the final tower designs.				false

		4014						LN		410		25		false		              25        Q.   Can I return you to your supplemental direct,				false

		4015						PG		411		0		false		page 411				false

		4016						LN		411		1		false		               1   lines 148 through 151?				false

		4017						LN		411		2		false		               2        A.   I am there.				false

		4018						LN		411		3		false		               3        Q.   You testified then that the company was still				false

		4019						LN		411		4		false		               4   in the competitive selection process for an EPC				false

		4020						LN		411		5		false		               5   contractor for the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line; is				false

		4021						LN		411		6		false		               6   that correct?				false

		4022						LN		411		7		false		               7        A.   Correct.				false

		4023						LN		411		8		false		               8        Q.   At the time that those bids went out, did you				false

		4024						LN		411		9		false		               9   have the final drawing of these towers that are going to				false

		4025						LN		411		10		false		              10   comprise 80 percent of the 140 mile line?				false

		4026						LN		411		11		false		              11        A.   I do not know the answer to that.				false

		4027						LN		411		12		false		              12        Q.   Did the EPC contractors bid on the final tower				false

		4028						LN		411		13		false		              13   design?				false

		4029						LN		411		14		false		              14        A.   To the best of my knowledge, yes.  I am not				false

		4030						LN		411		15		false		              15   the -- I am not exactly sure, though, what -- what date				false

		4031						LN		411		16		false		              16   we sent them, you know, the updated drawings.  I would				false

		4032						LN		411		17		false		              17   have to verify that date.				false

		4033						LN		411		18		false		              18        Q.   On page 6, actually, earlier we testified that				false

		4034						LN		411		19		false		              19   during your supplemental direct testimony you indicated				false

		4035						LN		411		20		false		              20   that the company was still developing and testing the				false

		4036						LN		411		21		false		              21   structures, correct?				false

		4037						LN		411		22		false		              22        A.   We're in final testing of -- of the final				false

		4038						LN		411		23		false		              23   three structures.  We've now had three of the structures				false

		4039						LN		411		24		false		              24   pass final tests, and we're in testing on the final				false

		4040						LN		411		25		false		              25   three.				false

		4041						PG		412		0		false		page 412				false

		4042						LN		412		1		false		               1        Q.   Yes.  So now you have -- you have completed				false

		4043						LN		412		2		false		               2   that, but in January of 16th, you said you were still				false

		4044						LN		412		3		false		               3   developing and testing, and I believe it said the design				false

		4045						LN		412		4		false		               4   was not yet complete.				false

		4046						LN		412		5		false		               5        A.   If you could just direct me so I can, you				false

		4047						LN		412		6		false		               6   know, verify that that's my testimony.  It sounds				false

		4048						LN		412		7		false		               7   correct.  If you could just give me the line numbers,				false

		4049						LN		412		8		false		               8   I'd appreciate it.				false

		4050						LN		412		9		false		               9        Q.   Yes.  Again, so we -- we're discussing on line				false

		4051						LN		412		10		false		              10   118 and 119, is it says, you are developing and testing				false

		4052						LN		412		11		false		              11   revised structures?				false

		4053						LN		412		12		false		              12        A.   There, you go, yep.  Thank you.				false

		4054						LN		412		13		false		              13        Q.   And so in January, as you were still				false

		4055						LN		412		14		false		              14   designing, revising and testing, and you were still in				false

		4056						LN		412		15		false		              15   the bid process, I don't -- I am having trouble				false

		4057						LN		412		16		false		              16   understanding how they could have had the final design				false

		4058						LN		412		17		false		              17   in their bid package.				false

		4059						LN		412		18		false		              18        A.   So just to be clear, one of the key elements				false

		4060						LN		412		19		false		              19   when you bid on a transmission line is having,				false

		4061						LN		412		20		false		              20   obviously, where those sites are going to be located,				false

		4062						LN		412		21		false		              21   what the terrain is like, but getting a good idea of				false

		4063						LN		412		22		false		              22   what the steel cost is going to be on those towers.				false

		4064						LN		412		23		false		              23             So the design is new to the company, this is				false

		4065						LN		412		24		false		              24   not a new transmission design out in this the world.  I				false

		4066						LN		412		25		false		              25   mean, this -- these particular transmission towers have				false

		4067						PG		413		0		false		page 413				false

		4068						LN		413		1		false		               1   been, you know, utilized all over the world to build				false

		4069						LN		413		2		false		               2   transmission lines.				false

		4070						LN		413		3		false		               3             So while it's a new design to the company, the				false

		4071						LN		413		4		false		               4   number of members, the weights of the members, the tower				false

		4072						LN		413		5		false		               5   heights are well known.  There's a lot of standard				false

		4073						LN		413		6		false		               6   industry estimating that you can pull in order to get a				false

		4074						LN		413		7		false		               7   very accurate cost estimate of what it would take to,				false

		4075						LN		413		8		false		               8   you know, build towers like this.				false

		4076						LN		413		9		false		               9             So I would just submit that, you know, again,				false

		4077						LN		413		10		false		              10   I would need to check the date that they had the final				false

		4078						LN		413		11		false		              11   design.  If they did not have it prior to going out for				false

		4079						LN		413		12		false		              12   that initial contract bid, then, you know, as soon as we				false

		4080						LN		413		13		false		              13   have that final design, which is a key element before				false

		4081						LN		413		14		false		              14   you enter into final negotiation with the contractor to				false

		4082						LN		413		15		false		              15   bid on this, you would want to, you know, be able to				false

		4083						LN		413		16		false		              16   hand that off.				false

		4084						LN		413		17		false		              17             But from a cost estimate standpoint, we're				false

		4085						LN		413		18		false		              18   very comfortable that there is plenty of data out there,				false

		4086						LN		413		19		false		              19   or again accurate cost estimate of the weights and what				false

		4087						LN		413		20		false		              20   it would cost to erect these towers.				false

		4088						LN		413		21		false		              21        Q.   And I think earlier you also testified that				false

		4089						LN		413		22		false		              22   your contracts are going to provide mitigation measures				false

		4090						LN		413		23		false		              23   from potentially cost overruns, for example, associated				false

		4091						LN		413		24		false		              24   with, you know, the bidding on the project, and I am				false

		4092						LN		413		25		false		              25   adding that example.  I think you had said though that				false

		4093						PG		414		0		false		page 414				false

		4094						LN		414		1		false		               1   the contract had -- would include mitigation measures on				false

		4095						LN		414		2		false		               2   cost and schedule; is that correct?				false

		4096						LN		414		3		false		               3        A.   So just to be clear on the answer there, the				false

		4097						LN		414		4		false		               4   way I would answer that is, you know, we enter into				false

		4098						LN		414		5		false		               5   engineering procurement and construction contracts, and				false

		4099						LN		414		6		false		               6   those are fixed price contracts that also have, you				false

		4100						LN		414		7		false		               7   know, clearly identified performance targets for the				false

		4101						LN		414		8		false		               8   contractors to meet.  And I am not trying to be evasive				false

		4102						LN		414		9		false		               9   on the answer.  I just -- I want to be clear on what I				false

		4103						LN		414		10		false		              10   am answering.				false

		4104						LN		414		11		false		              11        Q.   No, I appreciate that.  You answered my				false

		4105						LN		414		12		false		              12   question on that.  Now, those performance targets and				false

		4106						LN		414		13		false		              13   some of the other terms, those were subject to				false

		4107						LN		414		14		false		              14   negotiation during your bid selection process, correct?				false

		4108						LN		414		15		false		              15        A.   So to be clear, we've gone out to bid and we				false

		4109						LN		414		16		false		              16   selected a contractor.  We have not, you know, signed				false

		4110						LN		414		17		false		              17   the final contract, and we have not provided even a				false

		4111						LN		414		18		false		              18   limited notice to proceed at this time.  We certainly,				false

		4112						LN		414		19		false		              19   with the transmission line being part of the critical				false

		4113						LN		414		20		false		              20   path here, we need to have clear understanding of where				false

		4114						LN		414		21		false		              21   we are through the regulatory process prior to				false

		4115						LN		414		22		false		              22   committing, you know, dollars to the construction of				false

		4116						LN		414		23		false		              23   this line.				false

		4117						LN		414		24		false		              24        Q.   So the final contract hasn't been signed, but				false

		4118						LN		414		25		false		              25   you have a final contract that is ready to be signed?				false

		4119						PG		415		0		false		page 415				false

		4120						LN		415		1		false		               1   Subject to approval by the commission?				false

		4121						LN		415		2		false		               2        A.   I don't believe we have the -- the final				false

		4122						LN		415		3		false		               3   numbers.  Let me back up.  I would say, I am not a				false

		4123						LN		415		4		false		               4   hundred percent sure of where we are as far as the				false

		4124						LN		415		5		false		               5   contract being ready to sign or not sign.  I know				false

		4125						LN		415		6		false		               6   there's a number of terms and conditions.  What we have				false

		4126						LN		415		7		false		               7   is the firm price, you know, fixed bids from the				false

		4127						LN		415		8		false		               8   contractors, and we will finalize the negotiation on				false

		4128						LN		415		9		false		               9   those contracts once we understand what the regulatory				false

		4129						LN		415		10		false		              10   environment looks like.				false

		4130						LN		415		11		false		              11        Q.   And so just so I understand, there are still				false

		4131						LN		415		12		false		              12   terms and conditions associated with the contract that				false

		4132						LN		415		13		false		              13   have not been finalized?				false

		4133						LN		415		14		false		              14        A.   Again, I would answer, I do not know exactly				false

		4134						LN		415		15		false		              15   where we are at on that final contract.  So I would -- I				false

		4135						LN		415		16		false		              16   would have to go back to the delivery team and ask that				false

		4136						LN		415		17		false		              17   question.  I don't have that exact detail.				false

		4137						LN		415		18		false		              18             I know we're in the final stages of getting				false

		4138						LN		415		19		false		              19   that contract completed, but I don't know exactly where				false

		4139						LN		415		20		false		              20   we are at today.				false

		4140						LN		415		21		false		              21        Q.   So is it fair to say that there is not in this				false

		4141						LN		415		22		false		              22   record a final contract that is representative of the				false

		4142						LN		415		23		false		              23   exact deal you hope to strike with your PC contractor?				false

		4143						LN		415		24		false		              24        A.   Again, we don't have a contract signed today.				false

		4144						LN		415		25		false		              25   So I think the answer would be, you're correct.				false

		4145						PG		416		0		false		page 416				false
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		4624						LN		434		11		false		              11   intends to meet this requirement through the four year				false

		4625						LN		434		12		false		              12   calendar year safe harbor, which in our case means that				false

		4626						LN		434		13		false		              13   the facilities must be placed in service no later than				false

		4627						LN		434		14		false		              14   December 31st, 2020.  The company plans to have the wind				false

		4628						LN		434		15		false		              15   projects placed in service by that December 31st, 2020,				false

		4629						LN		434		16		false		              16   date in order to qualify for the 100 percent of the				false

		4630						LN		434		17		false		              17   PTCs.				false

		4631						LN		434		18		false		              18             In December of 2017, congress passed and the				false

		4632						LN		434		19		false		              19   president signed HR1, more commonly referred to as the				false

		4633						LN		434		20		false		              20   tax act.  The passage of the tax act resulted in several				false

		4634						LN		434		21		false		              21   changes that impacted the company, most notably the				false

		4635						LN		434		22		false		              22   reduction of the federal tax rate from 35 percent to 21				false

		4636						LN		434		23		false		              23   percent, and the modification of the bonus depreciation				false

		4637						LN		434		24		false		              24   rules related to public utility property.				false

		4638						LN		434		25		false		              25             The tax act, however, does not make any				false

		4639						PG		435		0		false		page 435				false

		4640						LN		435		1		false		               1   modifications to the federal income tax code or any				false

		4641						LN		435		2		false		               2   Internal Revenue Service guidance related to the value				false

		4642						LN		435		3		false		               3   of the PTCs, or of the methods by which the company				false

		4643						LN		435		4		false		               4   intends for the wind projects to qualify for 100 percent				false

		4644						LN		435		5		false		               5   of the PTCs.  The enactment of the tax act therefore				false

		4645						LN		435		6		false		               6   resolved the uncertainty that existed in late 2017,				false

		4646						LN		435		7		false		               7   because the impacts are now known as incorporated into				false

		4647						LN		435		8		false		               8   the company's analysis.  That concludes my summary.				false

		4648						LN		435		9		false		               9             MR. DOWNEY:  Thank you.  Ms. Kobliha is				false

		4649						LN		435		10		false		              10   available for cross-examination and commissioner				false

		4650						LN		435		11		false		              11   questions.				false

		4651						LN		435		12		false		              12             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.				false

		4652						LN		435		13		false		              13   Mr. Longson, do you have any questions?				false

		4653						LN		435		14		false		              14             MR. LONGSON:  No questions.  Thank you.				false

		4654						LN		435		15		false		              15             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.  Mr. Holman.				false

		4655						LN		435		16		false		              16             MR. HOLMAN:  I have no questions.  Thank you.				false

		4656						LN		435		17		false		              17             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Ms. Hayes.				false

		4657						LN		435		18		false		              18             MS. HAYES:  No, thank you.				false

		4658						LN		435		19		false		              19             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.  Mr. Jetter.				false

		4659						LN		435		20		false		              20             MR. JETTER:  No questions.  Thank you.				false

		4660						LN		435		21		false		              21             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Mr. Moore.				false

		4661						LN		435		22		false		              22             MR. MOORE:  Just one quick question.				false

		4662						LN		435		23		false		              23                       CROSS-EXAMINATION				false

		4663						LN		435		24		false		              24   BY MR. MOORE:				false

		4664						LN		435		25		false		              25        Q.   You mentioned that they have to be in service				false

		4665						PG		436		0		false		page 436				false

		4666						LN		436		1		false		               1   by 2020 to get a hundred percent of PTCs?				false

		4667						LN		436		2		false		               2        A.   Correct.				false

		4668						LN		436		3		false		               3        Q.   It's true, isn't it, that if they miss that by				false

		4669						LN		436		4		false		               4   one day, they get zero percent of the PTCs?				false

		4670						LN		436		5		false		               5        A.   Not necessarily.  So it's not going to be an				false

		4671						LN		436		6		false		               6   all for nothing provision where the entire project has				false

		4672						LN		436		7		false		               7   to be placed in service.  Of course, the project has to				false

		4673						LN		436		8		false		               8   be generating electricity and getting somehow onto the				false

		4674						LN		436		9		false		               9   grid.  But I wouldn't say it's going to be, it's a one				false

		4675						LN		436		10		false		              10   or none type of situation.				false

		4676						LN		436		11		false		              11        Q.   Are you talking about turbines, or are you				false

		4677						LN		436		12		false		              12   talking about the projects?  You mentioned that they				false

		4678						LN		436		13		false		              13   were phasing them out.  They are not phasing them out in				false

		4679						LN		436		14		false		              14   the last years, are they?  I mean, if you miss by one --				false

		4680						LN		436		15		false		              15   if a project misses by one day, they don't go down to 80				false

		4681						LN		436		16		false		              16   percent.  They go down to -- all the wind turbines that				false

		4682						LN		436		17		false		              17   are not functioning go down to zero percent; is that				false

		4683						LN		436		18		false		              18   correct?				false

		4684						LN		436		19		false		              19        A.   So yeah.  I think that's what I meant in terms				false

		4685						LN		436		20		false		              20   of components of the project.  So we intend, of course,				false

		4686						LN		436		21		false		              21   to have everything complete and in service by that date,				false

		4687						LN		436		22		false		              22   and I think we have guaranteed that qualification				false

		4688						LN		436		23		false		              23   position.  But if you were to look at, let's say, you				false

		4689						LN		436		24		false		              24   know, 9 out of 10 towers was in service.  Then you would				false

		4690						LN		436		25		false		              25   receive PTCs so long as they are generating and putting				false

		4691						PG		437		0		false		page 437				false

		4692						LN		437		1		false		               1   electricity onto the grid.				false

		4693						LN		437		2		false		               2             So in that scenario, that might be one tower				false

		4694						LN		437		3		false		               3   that wouldn't qualify for PTCs, unless you can say that				false

		4695						LN		437		4		false		               4   there is an allocation of the 5 percent safe harbor				false

		4696						LN		437		5		false		               5   dollars that you could say maybe it qualified for 80				false

		4697						LN		437		6		false		               6   percent, and you have one more year to place that				false

		4698						LN		437		7		false		               7   particular tower in service.  So it kind of depends.				false

		4699						LN		437		8		false		               8             MR. MOORE:  I have no further questions.				false

		4700						LN		437		9		false		               9             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr. Moore.				false

		4701						LN		437		10		false		              10   Mr. Russell?				false

		4702						LN		437		11		false		              11             MR. RUSSELL:  No questions, Chair.  Thank you.				false

		4703						LN		437		12		false		              12             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Mr. Baker.				false

		4704						LN		437		13		false		              13             MR. BAKER:  No questions.  Thank you.				false

		4705						LN		437		14		false		              14             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Commissioner White?				false

		4706						LN		437		15		false		              15             COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I just have one question.				false

		4707						LN		437		16		false		              16                          EXAMINATION				false

		4708						LN		437		17		false		              17   BY COMMISSIONER WHITE:				false

		4709						LN		437		18		false		              18        Q.   You know, the statute that we were looking at				false

		4710						LN		437		19		false		              19   in terms of standards, you know, asks us to determine				false

		4711						LN		437		20		false		              20   the public interest based upon, you know, factors				false

		4712						LN		437		21		false		              21   including these costs, risk, liability.				false

		4713						LN		437		22		false		              22             But the one I haven't heard a lot on, and				false

		4714						LN		437		23		false		              23   wondered if you have any thoughts on, is the financial				false

		4715						LN		437		24		false		              24   impacts on the effective electric facility and				false

		4716						LN		437		25		false		              25   whether -- and I know that's not necessarily in your				false

		4717						PG		438		0		false		page 438				false

		4718						LN		438		1		false		               1   testimony, but if that's something you have an opinion				false

		4719						LN		438		2		false		               2   as to -- as to whether this project affects it, and how				false

		4720						LN		438		3		false		               3   it affects it?				false

		4721						LN		438		4		false		               4        A.   Sure.  So we report on the business plan				false

		4722						LN		438		5		false		               5   process every year, and in our last planning cycle, we				false

		4723						LN		438		6		false		               6   did include the projects that we are proposing here, at				false

		4724						LN		438		7		false		               7   least some subset, you know.  As you know, they have				false

		4725						LN		438		8		false		               8   continued to evolve.  And through that we were able to				false

		4726						LN		438		9		false		               9   assess our, you know, financial needs, where going out				false

		4727						LN		438		10		false		              10   to the bond market or modifying our dividend payments,				false

		4728						LN		438		11		false		              11   for example, or using cash from operation.				false

		4729						LN		438		12		false		              12             So all those things combined in our analysis				false

		4730						LN		438		13		false		              13   would lend me to conclude that, yes, we have the ability				false

		4731						LN		438		14		false		              14   to fund and finance all these projects through our				false

		4732						LN		438		15		false		              15   access to the markets would be the main source of				false

		4733						LN		438		16		false		              16   funding.				false

		4734						LN		438		17		false		              17        Q.   The Oregon commission issued an order where				false

		4735						LN		438		18		false		              18   they have not acknowledged the short list.  Has there				false

		4736						LN		438		19		false		              19   been any nonconfidential information from the market as				false

		4737						LN		438		20		false		              20   to whether or not that would potentially affect the				false

		4738						LN		438		21		false		              21   potential, you know, lending or borrowing for those				false

		4739						LN		438		22		false		              22   projects?				false

		4740						LN		438		23		false		              23        A.   So we actually don't borrow on a				false

		4741						LN		438		24		false		              24   project-by-project basis.  It's more of a big picture,				false

		4742						LN		438		25		false		              25   here is the entire needs of the company.  So we would				false

		4743						PG		439		0		false		page 439				false

		4744						LN		439		1		false		               1   have never looked at, when we go out to market, this				false

		4745						LN		439		2		false		               2   particular project, you know, isn't being acknowledged.				false

		4746						LN		439		3		false		               3   Therefore, maybe there isn't a cash flow that you would				false

		4747						LN		439		4		false		               4   expect.				false

		4748						LN		439		5		false		               5             That would never come into our conversations.				false

		4749						LN		439		6		false		               6   It's definitely more big picture as to what's happening				false

		4750						LN		439		7		false		               7   with the company.				false

		4751						LN		439		8		false		               8             COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thanks.  That's all the				false

		4752						LN		439		9		false		               9   questions I have.				false

		4753						LN		439		10		false		              10             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.  Before we				false

		4754						LN		439		11		false		              11   go to Commissioner Clark, I failed to ask Mr. Lowney if				false

		4755						LN		439		12		false		              12   he had any redirect based on Mr. Moore's cross.				false

		4756						LN		439		13		false		              13             MR. LOWNEY:  I do not.				false

		4757						LN		439		14		false		              14             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.				false

		4758						LN		439		15		false		              15   Commissioner Clark.				false

		4759						LN		439		16		false		              16             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  I'm desperately trying to				false

		4760						LN		439		17		false		              17   find something in the --				false

		4761						LN		439		18		false		              18             THE WITNESS:  Taxes are my favorite subject.				false

		4762						LN		439		19		false		              19                          EXAMINATION				false

		4763						LN		439		20		false		              20   BY COMMISSIONER CLARK:				false

		4764						LN		439		21		false		              21        Q.   So I'm just going to ask you to help me rather				false

		4765						LN		439		22		false		              22   than try to find it in the IE report.  But I guess I am				false

		4766						LN		439		23		false		              23   following up on what Mr. Moore was asking you about.  Do				false

		4767						LN		439		24		false		              24   you have general familiarity with the investment tax				false

		4768						LN		439		25		false		              25   credits that apply to solar projects?				false
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		4771						LN		440		2		false		               2        Q.   So as I understand it, at some point, and I				false

		4772						LN		440		3		false		               3   can't remember if it's the end of 2020 or 2021, those				false

		4773						LN		440		4		false		               4   tax credits start to glide away.  But the glide path is				false

		4774						LN		440		5		false		               5   like a reduction from a hundred percent one year to 80				false

		4775						LN		440		6		false		               6   percent, to 55 or 60 or something like that.  In other				false

		4776						LN		440		7		false		               7   words, it steps down over a period of years.  Is that				false
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		4778						LN		440		9		false		               9        A.   Yes.  So the investment tax credit is on a				false

		4779						LN		440		10		false		              10   phase-down plan.  So if construction begins prior to the				false

		4780						LN		440		11		false		              11   end of 2019, or you could say January 1st, 2020, then				false

		4781						LN		440		12		false		              12   the project would still be eligible for the 30 percent				false

		4782						LN		440		13		false		              13   investment tax credit.				false

		4783						LN		440		14		false		              14             The next year, so calendar year 2020, it goes				false

		4784						LN		440		15		false		              15   down to 26 percent.  And then it steps down to 22				false

		4785						LN		440		16		false		              16   percent in the next year.  And then it steps down to 10				false

		4786						LN		440		17		false		              17   percent for projects that begin after 2020.  And then				false

		4787						LN		440		18		false		              18   projects where construction starts after 2027 is zero				false

		4788						LN		440		19		false		              19   percent.				false

		4789						LN		440		20		false		              20        Q.   Okay.  And with respect to the PTCs that apply				false

		4790						LN		440		21		false		              21   to wind, we're not in a similar type of step-down				false

		4791						LN		440		22		false		              22   transition at the end of 2020.  Am I -- is that accurate				false

		4792						LN		440		23		false		              23   generally?				false

		4793						LN		440		24		false		              24        A.   There is also the phase down with the PTCs,				false

		4794						LN		440		25		false		              25   where construction has to begin prior to 2017 to get a				false
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		4796						LN		441		1		false		               1   hundred percent.  2018 was 80 percent.  2019 was 60				false

		4797						LN		441		2		false		               2   percent, 40 percent, and then it goes to zero.				false

		4798						LN		441		3		false		               3        Q.   So it would harken back to the time that				false

		4799						LN		441		4		false		               4   construction began, rather than it going into service,				false

		4800						LN		441		5		false		               5   2021, or 2022 or 2023?				false

		4801						LN		441		6		false		               6        A.   Yeah.  In terms of the PTCs, that's where that				false

		4802						LN		441		7		false		               7   four year calendar safe harbor comes in in terms of				false

		4803						LN		441		8		false		               8   completing the projects.  The ITCs are a little bit				false

		4804						LN		441		9		false		               9   different in there actually isn't any guidance out there				false

		4805						LN		441		10		false		              10   for what does the beginning of construction mean.  Like				false
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		4808						LN		441		13		false		              13   four year calendar safe harbor at this point from the				false

		4809						LN		441		14		false		              14   IRS.  Parties have asked for that guidance to know what				false

		4810						LN		441		15		false		              15   does it actually mean that you began construction for a				false

		4811						LN		441		16		false		              16   solar facility.				false

		4812						LN		441		17		false		              17             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Thanks very much.  That				false

		4813						LN		441		18		false		              18   helps me.				false

		4814						LN		441		19		false		              19             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.  I don't have any				false

		4815						LN		441		20		false		              20   further questions.  So thank you for your testimony				false

		4816						LN		441		21		false		              21   today.				false

		4817						LN		441		22		false		              22             THE WITNESS:  Thank you.				false

		4818						LN		441		23		false		              23             MS. LOWNEY:  The company's next witness is				false

		4819						LN		441		24		false		              24   Chad Teply.				false

		4820						LN		441		25		false		              25             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Good afternoon, Mr. Teply.				false
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		4824						LN		442		3		false		               3             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  You can raise it or not.  Do				false
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		4827						LN		442		6		false		               6             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.				false

		4828						LN		442		7		false		               7                          CHAD TEPLY,				false

		4829						LN		442		8		false		               8   was called as a witness, and having been first duly				false

		4830						LN		442		9		false		               9   sworn, testified as follows:				false
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		4834						LN		442		13		false		              13   your name for the record.				false

		4835						LN		442		14		false		              14        A.   Sure.  My name is Chad -- my name is Chad				false

		4836						LN		442		15		false		              15   Teply.  That is spelled C-H-A-D, T-E-P-L-Y.				false

		4837						LN		442		16		false		              16        Q.   And how are you employed, Mr. Teply?				false

		4838						LN		442		17		false		              17        A.   I am employed as the senior vice president of				false

		4839						LN		442		18		false		              18   strategy and development for Rocky Mountain Power.				false

		4840						LN		442		19		false		              19        Q.   And in that capacity, did you file direct				false
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		4853						LN		443		6		false		               6   Mr. Teply's testimony and accompanying exhibits, and I				false
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		4968						LN		447		17		false		              17   you have heard about in testimony from Mr. Vail and				false
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		5104						LN		452		23		false		              23   process, I think in particular, with respect to the				false

		5105						LN		452		24		false		              24   major contracts for engineer procure and construct.				false

		5106						LN		452		25		false		              25             On the wind farms, we have incorporated what				false

		5107						PG		453		0		false		page 453				false

		5108						LN		453		1		false		               1   we consider -- what is traditionally termed a limited				false

		5109						LN		453		2		false		               2   notice to proceed contract -- concept.  The limited				false

		5110						LN		453		3		false		               3   notice to proceed concept allows your counterparty to				false

		5111						LN		453		4		false		               4   begin key critical path activities, such as engineering,				false

		5112						LN		453		5		false		               5   preliminary procurement, permitting, mobilizations of				false

		5113						LN		453		6		false		               6   personnel, et cetera, early, before you have made that				false

		5114						LN		453		7		false		               7   final commitment to actually begin spending major				false

		5115						LN		453		8		false		               8   capital on equipment procurement, material supply, site				false

		5116						LN		453		9		false		               9   work.				false

		5117						LN		453		10		false		              10             The way we have incorporated that into the				false

		5118						LN		453		11		false		              11   benchmarks in particular is an LNTP concept that would				false

		5119						LN		453		12		false		              12   begin, assuming we sign contracts and binding agreements				false

		5120						LN		453		13		false		              13   in June time frame of this year, and ultimately carrying				false

		5121						LN		453		14		false		              14   through to a full notice to proceed concept at the				false

		5122						LN		453		15		false		              15   beginning of next year for the wind farms.  So in other				false

		5123						LN		453		16		false		              16   words, I would say the April 2019 time frame.				false

		5124						LN		453		17		false		              17             The key driver for that limited notice to				false

		5125						LN		453		18		false		              18   proceed concept with respect to the wind farms is, we				false

		5126						LN		453		19		false		              19   want to make sure that the transmission project, in the				false

		5127						LN		453		20		false		              20   event we receive approvals, has time to acquire the				false

		5128						LN		453		21		false		              21   rights-of-way.  The rights-of-way acquisition leading				false

		5129						LN		453		22		false		              22   into the construction cycle for transmission is the				false

		5130						LN		453		23		false		              23   critical path for the overall combined projects.				false

		5131						LN		453		24		false		              24             The rights-of-way acquisition cycle and				false

		5132						LN		453		25		false		              25   process effectively has already begun, but waiting on				false

		5133						PG		454		0		false		page 454				false

		5134						LN		454		1		false		               1   regulatory approvals and the proceedings and outcomes in				false

		5135						LN		454		2		false		               2   our various dockets, we have not yet signed final				false

		5136						LN		454		3		false		               3   binding agreements.  So we have worked with and had				false

		5137						LN		454		4		false		               4   negotiations with all of the parties along the				false

		5138						LN		454		5		false		               5   transmission corridor, but we have a lot of work to do				false

		5139						LN		454		6		false		               6   there.				false

		5140						LN		454		7		false		               7             We -- if you -- if you take a look at the				false

		5141						LN		454		8		false		               8   transmission corridor in particular, and if you were				false

		5142						LN		454		9		false		               9   following the Wyoming proceedings, we had upwards of six				false

		5143						LN		454		10		false		              10   intervenors, landowners, particularly in that				false

		5144						LN		454		11		false		              11   proceeding, all of which we engaged, five of which we				false

		5145						LN		454		12		false		              12   engaged successfully, one of which we did not.				false

		5146						LN		454		13		false		              13             But we have reached agreements with those				false

		5147						LN		454		14		false		              14   parties that effectively allowed them to withdraw from				false

		5148						LN		454		15		false		              15   the Wyoming CPCN proceedings.  The Wyoming CPCNs that we				false

		5149						LN		454		16		false		              16   received for each project are conditioned on final				false

		5150						LN		454		17		false		              17   receipt of all right-of-way, particularly for the				false

		5151						LN		454		18		false		              18   transmission.  That becomes the tie back to my wind				false

		5152						LN		454		19		false		              19   projects, if you will.				false

		5153						LN		454		20		false		              20             So we're managing through the right-of-way				false

		5154						LN		454		21		false		              21   process, with those landowners that I just mentioned				false

		5155						LN		454		22		false		              22   that we have, I'll say agreements in principal with, and				false

		5156						LN		454		23		false		              23   then if I include the federal -- the federal				false

		5157						LN		454		24		false		              24   checkerboard lands, that are included in transmission				false

		5158						LN		454		25		false		              25   right-of-way, as well as the state lands that we're				false

		5159						PG		455		0		false		page 455				false

		5160						LN		455		1		false		               1   working to finalize agreements on, that equates to over				false

		5161						LN		455		2		false		               2   50 percent of our corridor for the 500 KV transmission				false

		5162						LN		455		3		false		               3   line.  So making good progress there, but work				false

		5163						LN		455		4		false		               4   remaining.				false

		5164						LN		455		5		false		               5             We built into our schedule in the event we had				false

		5165						LN		455		6		false		               6   had to revert to the approach of last resort, which				false

		5166						LN		455		7		false		               7   would be eminent domain -- we have incorporated those				false

		5167						LN		455		8		false		               8   schedules in the time frame for eminent domain into the				false

		5168						LN		455		9		false		               9   project critical path schedule.  That ultimately leads				false

		5169						LN		455		10		false		              10   you to the April 1 time frame of 2019.				false

		5170						LN		455		11		false		              11             As you heard from Mr. Vail, two construction				false

		5171						LN		455		12		false		              12   cycles or two seasons of construction, the summer of				false

		5172						LN		455		13		false		              13   2019 and the summer of 2020, are critical to the				false

		5173						LN		455		14		false		              14   transmission line, without having to invoke work-arounds				false

		5174						LN		455		15		false		              15   and accelerated plans.				false

		5175						LN		455		16		false		              16             Equally as important as to the commercial				false

		5176						LN		455		17		false		              17   agreements that we have incorporated and are working to				false

		5177						LN		455		18		false		              18   finalize with our contractors is that we remain				false

		5178						LN		455		19		false		              19   committed to return to the commission should material				false

		5179						LN		455		20		false		              20   issues arise, not only during this predevelopment phase,				false

		5180						LN		455		21		false		              21   the remainder of 2018, but ultimately during the				false

		5181						LN		455		22		false		              22   implementation phases that would proceed through 2019				false

		5182						LN		455		23		false		              23   and ultimately 2020.				false

		5183						LN		455		24		false		              24             We also are planning to maintain our				false

		5184						LN		455		25		false		              25   contracting off-ramps and manage those appropriately.				false

		5185						PG		456		0		false		page 456				false

		5186						LN		456		1		false		               1   Each of our projects will qualify for the production tax				false

		5187						LN		456		2		false		               2   credit safe harbor that you just heard described by				false

		5188						LN		456		3		false		               3   Ms. Kobliha.				false

		5189						LN		456		4		false		               4             We have entered into the opportunity as we				false

		5190						LN		456		5		false		               5   started to look at projects in the 2017 -- heading into				false

		5191						LN		456		6		false		               6   the 2017 RFP, particularly from a benchmark perspective,				false

		5192						LN		456		7		false		               7   looking for projects that could demonstrate and validate				false

		5193						LN		456		8		false		               8   their ability to qualify, not only for the hundred				false

		5194						LN		456		9		false		               9   percent PTC but ultimately ideally under the safe harbor				false

		5195						LN		456		10		false		              10   provision, because the safe harbor provision is viewed				false

		5196						LN		456		11		false		              11   as a more, I will call it a bright line test, with --				false

		5197						LN		456		12		false		              12   from the IRS's perspective.				false

		5198						LN		456		13		false		              13             We'll get -- we have validated the three				false

		5199						LN		456		14		false		              14   projects that you have before you today, TB Flat 1 and				false

		5200						LN		456		15		false		              15   2, Ekola Flats and NextEra -- no, I mean, I'm sorry, and				false

		5201						LN		456		16		false		              16   Cedar Springs as being eligible under the safe harbor				false

		5202						LN		456		17		false		              17   provisions.				false

		5203						LN		456		18		false		              18             The company's direct engagement on the EPC				false

		5204						LN		456		19		false		              19   front with respect to its benchmarks helps to mitigate				false

		5205						LN		456		20		false		              20   risk with respect to the PTC eligibility and ultimate				false

		5206						LN		456		21		false		              21   delivery of the projects by 2020.  I would say with each				false

		5207						LN		456		22		false		              22   commercial structure that I have described earlier, I've				false

		5208						LN		456		23		false		              23   become a little bit more arm's length with respect to my				false

		5209						LN		456		24		false		              24   ability to ensure that that -- those dates are achieved.				false

		5210						LN		456		25		false		              25             Nonetheless, we have worked with respect to				false

		5211						PG		457		0		false		page 457				false

		5212						LN		457		1		false		               1   the terms and pro forma contracts that I have included				false

		5213						LN		457		2		false		               2   in my exhibits for the power -- for the build transfer				false

		5214						LN		457		3		false		               3   agreement, as well as the EPC, to ensure that we have				false

		5215						LN		457		4		false		               4   the appropriate checkpoints in place; schedule				false

		5216						LN		457		5		false		               5   monitoring, guarantees from contractors and				false

		5217						LN		457		6		false		               6   counterparties, oversight with respect to quality				false

		5218						LN		457		7		false		               7   control, those types of issues that you would expect				false

		5219						LN		457		8		false		               8   from a significant contract like the ones we're talking				false

		5220						LN		457		9		false		               9   about today.				false

		5221						LN		457		10		false		              10             The projects will be operated consistently				false

		5222						LN		457		11		false		              11   with PacifiCorp over a decade of experience operating				false

		5223						LN		457		12		false		              12   similar projects.  As we stated in our testimony, we				false

		5224						LN		457		13		false		              13   have guaranteed and will incorporate a 90 -- 97 percent				false

		5225						LN		457		14		false		              14   mechanical availability guarantee into our contracts.				false

		5226						LN		457		15		false		              15             In summary, the construction of the new wind				false

		5227						LN		457		16		false		              16   project and the transmission projects are in the public				false

		5228						LN		457		17		false		              17   interest.  Projects provide an economically attractive				false

		5229						LN		457		18		false		              18   and environmentally responsible opportunity to serve our				false

		5230						LN		457		19		false		              19   customer load needs.				false

		5231						LN		457		20		false		              20             The projects have been validated as desirable				false

		5232						LN		457		21		false		              21   due to their location-specific attributes, particularly				false

		5233						LN		457		22		false		              22   with respect to wind performance.  And that wind				false

		5234						LN		457		23		false		              23   performance has been assessed by an independent third				false

		5235						LN		457		24		false		              24   party to validate its -- the information we have used.				false

		5236						LN		457		25		false		              25             The project timelines and development plans,				false

		5237						PG		458		0		false		page 458				false

		5238						LN		458		1		false		               1   as well as the commercial off-ramps have been maintained				false

		5239						LN		458		2		false		               2   to ensure that these wind projects become an essential				false

		5240						LN		458		3		false		               3   part of Rocky Mountain Power's diversified portfolio.				false

		5241						LN		458		4		false		               4   The commission's review of the company's prudence in				false

		5242						LN		458		5		false		               5   maintaining the costs and managing material changes,				false

		5243						LN		458		6		false		               6   should they occur, will be pursued.  And the combined				false

		5244						LN		458		7		false		               7   projects will benefit the company's customers as a				false

		5245						LN		458		8		false		               8   whole.				false

		5246						LN		458		9		false		               9             The company appreciates the parties'				false

		5247						LN		458		10		false		              10   engagements in these proceedings and believes that the				false

		5248						LN		458		11		false		              11   combined projects will benefit from this rigorous				false

		5249						LN		458		12		false		              12   review.  For all of those reasons, we urge you to				false

		5250						LN		458		13		false		              13   approve the significant energy resource decision that is				false

		5251						LN		458		14		false		              14   before you.  Thank you.				false

		5252						LN		458		15		false		              15             MR. LOWNEY:  Mr. Teply is available for				false

		5253						LN		458		16		false		              16   cross-examination and commissioner questions.				false

		5254						LN		458		17		false		              17             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.  Why don't we take				false

		5255						LN		458		18		false		              18   a short break and return in about 10 minutes and start				false

		5256						LN		458		19		false		              19   cross-examination.  We'll be in brief recess.				false

		5257						LN		458		20		false		              20             (Recess from 2:39 p.m. to 2:51 p.m.)				false

		5258						LN		458		21		false		              21             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  We are back on the				false

		5259						LN		458		22		false		              22   record.  Before we move to cross-examination of				false

		5260						LN		458		23		false		              23   Mr. Teply, I want to discuss one issue that I think we				false

		5261						LN		458		24		false		              24   should plan to maybe finalize tomorrow morning, and that				false

		5262						LN		458		25		false		              25   is the usefulness of closing arguments at the conclusion				false

		5263						PG		459		0		false		page 459				false

		5264						LN		459		1		false		               1   of this hearing.				false

		5265						LN		459		2		false		               2             We do seem to be in a time frame where				false

		5266						LN		459		3		false		               3   posthearing briefs probably is a luxury we do not have				false

		5267						LN		459		4		false		               4   available to us, but maybe we could discuss.  And of				false

		5268						LN		459		5		false		               5   course, this also -- I realize, you know, no one can				false

		5269						LN		459		6		false		               6   predict how much time the rest of the hearing is going				false

		5270						LN		459		7		false		               7   to take between now and Friday, and if we finish at 6:00				false

		5271						LN		459		8		false		               8   p.m. Friday, there may not be a lot of interest in				false

		5272						LN		459		9		false		               9   staying for a couple more hours.				false

		5273						LN		459		10		false		              10             But I am throwing the issue out there that				false

		5274						LN		459		11		false		              11   maybe first thing tomorrow morning we can have a				false

		5275						LN		459		12		false		              12   conversation about whether parties see a benefit to				false

		5276						LN		459		13		false		              13   closing arguments at the conclusion of the hearing.  I				false

		5277						LN		459		14		false		              14   think we would want to cap them at no more than two				false

		5278						LN		459		15		false		              15   hours total.				false

		5279						LN		459		16		false		              16             We have about eight parties, and how that				false

		5280						LN		459		17		false		              17   would be divided up, we could discuss in the morning, if				false

		5281						LN		459		18		false		              18   there's interest.  But I just want to throw the concept				false

		5282						LN		459		19		false		              19   out there so you can think about it and be prepared to				false

		5283						LN		459		20		false		              20   talk about it tomorrow morning before we start				false

		5284						LN		459		21		false		              21   testimony.				false

		5285						LN		459		22		false		              22             So unless there's any questions, I think				false

		5286						LN		459		23		false		              23   that's a conversation we'll have in the morning and just				false

		5287						LN		459		24		false		              24   give you some time to think about that.  Obviously,				false

		5288						LN		459		25		false		              25   we're bringing it up because we might see some				false

		5289						PG		460		0		false		page 460				false

		5290						LN		460		1		false		               1   usefulness to it, or otherwise we wouldn't be raising it				false

		5291						LN		460		2		false		               2   at this point.				false

		5292						LN		460		3		false		               3             So with that, we'll go to cross-examination of				false

		5293						LN		460		4		false		               4   Mr. Teply -- sorry.  And we'll start with, did you have				false

		5294						LN		460		5		false		               5   something?				false

		5295						LN		460		6		false		               6             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Chair LeVar, did you				false

		5296						LN		460		7		false		               7   mention time frames, kind of what we are thinking?				false

		5297						LN		460		8		false		               8             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Well, I said two hours at a				false

		5298						LN		460		9		false		               9   maximum for the entirety of it.  I don't think we have				false

		5299						LN		460		10		false		              10   the luxury of more than that, you know.  Unless we				false

		5300						LN		460		11		false		              11   finish everything Friday morning and we a little more				false

		5301						LN		460		12		false		              12   time on our hands, but I don't think we can plan on				false

		5302						LN		460		13		false		              13   that.  So that's probably the time frame we ought to be				false

		5303						LN		460		14		false		              14   thinking about.				false

		5304						LN		460		15		false		              15             MR. MICHEL:  Mr. Chairman.				false

		5305						LN		460		16		false		              16             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Yes, Mr. Michel.				false

		5306						LN		460		17		false		              17             MR. MICHEL:  You had mentioned yesterday the				false

		5307						LN		460		18		false		              18   possibility of going evenings if this doesn't go as				false

		5308						LN		460		19		false		              19   quickly as we had -- folks had anticipated.  I was just				false

		5309						LN		460		20		false		              20   wondering if you had any more thoughts about either this				false

		5310						LN		460		21		false		              21   evening or tomorrow evening, or if it's still, if you --				false

		5311						LN		460		22		false		              22   just -- if you have any ideas on what -- where you think				false

		5312						LN		460		23		false		              23   that might be going.				false

		5313						LN		460		24		false		              24             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Well, I'll say, anybody				false

		5314						LN		460		25		false		              25   else's guess in this room is as good as mine on what we				false

		5315						PG		461		0		false		page 461				false

		5316						LN		461		1		false		               1   are looking at in terms of cross-examination for the				false

		5317						LN		461		2		false		               2   remaining witnesses.  Everyone knows how many witnesses				false

		5318						LN		461		3		false		               3   we have.  I can say we made better progress today than				false

		5319						LN		461		4		false		               4   we did yesterday.				false

		5320						LN		461		5		false		               5             In terms of today, you know, I think we'll see				false

		5321						LN		461		6		false		               6   where we get, and if there's a good stopping point that				false

		5322						LN		461		7		false		               7   seems like a convenient place to stop or -- I don't				false

		5323						LN		461		8		false		               8   envision us going much past 6:00 or 6:30 this evening,				false

		5324						LN		461		9		false		               9   but if we're at a point where it seems like pushing				false

		5325						LN		461		10		false		              10   until six or a little after six seems like we're --				false

		5326						LN		461		11		false		              11   might be -- if it seems like that might be a stopping				false

		5327						LN		461		12		false		              12   point, I'm not opposed to going a little bit late like				false

		5328						LN		461		13		false		              13   that this evening.				false

		5329						LN		461		14		false		              14             I am not sure there's much need to go past				false

		5330						LN		461		15		false		              15   that, and then reassess where we are this same time				false

		5331						LN		461		16		false		              16   tomorrow.  So I mean that's how I am thinking about it,				false

		5332						LN		461		17		false		              17   but like I said, anybody else's guess is as good as mine				false

		5333						LN		461		18		false		              18   of what we are looking at on the remaining list of				false

		5334						LN		461		19		false		              19   witnesses and knowing what each other are thinking in				false

		5335						LN		461		20		false		              20   terms of your plans for cross-examination.				false

		5336						LN		461		21		false		              21             So with that, I'll just ask if there's any --				false

		5337						LN		461		22		false		              22   if there's any party who cannot stay at all past five				false

		5338						LN		461		23		false		              23   o'clock today, please let me know.  But I am thinking we				false

		5339						LN		461		24		false		              24   might have some flexibility in just seeing what a				false

		5340						LN		461		25		false		              25   natural stopping point is going to be today, as we look				false

		5341						PG		462		0		false		page 462				false

		5342						LN		462		1		false		               1   at approaching the next two days.  Also considering that				false

		5343						LN		462		2		false		               2   we might want to reserve some time for closing				false

		5344						LN		462		3		false		               3   arguments.				false
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		5829						LN		480		20		false		              20   market.  We short-listed EPC contractors.  We				false

		5830						LN		480		21		false		              21   short-listed turbine equipment suppliers.  So I think				false

		5831						LN		480		22		false		              22   the risk then becomes, do you go to your next best bid				false

		5832						LN		480		23		false		              23   and finalize negotiations there.				false

		5833						LN		480		24		false		              24        Q.   Okay.  And I appreciate you walking through				false

		5834						LN		480		25		false		              25   this with me.  I -- in your testimony in this -- we can				false

		5835						PG		481		0		false		page 481				false

		5836						LN		481		1		false		               1   get to the direct quote if we need to, but you indicate				false

		5837						LN		481		2		false		               2   that the projects will have robust risk mitigation				false

		5838						LN		481		3		false		               3   provisions in them.				false

		5839						LN		481		4		false		               4             And I guess my question about that is, that's				false

		5840						LN		481		5		false		               5   your anticipation that the projects will have -- that				false

		5841						LN		481		6		false		               6   the contracts you intend to sign with EPC TSA, ETA				false

		5842						LN		481		7		false		               7   agreements, that they will have those risk mitigation				false

		5843						LN		481		8		false		               8   measures that you testified about.  But until there's --				false

		5844						LN		481		9		false		               9   those contracts are signed, those risk mitigation				false

		5845						LN		481		10		false		              10   measures can't be enforced, right?				false

		5846						LN		481		11		false		              11        A.   I can't enforce an agreement that I haven't				false

		5847						LN		481		12		false		              12   signed.  But as I mentioned earlier, the parties that				false

		5848						LN		481		13		false		              13   were engaged with -- are engaged in the process, they				false

		5849						LN		481		14		false		              14   are looking forward to moving forward with these				false

		5850						LN		481		15		false		              15   projects.  So I don't see that as a -- as a major risk.				false

		5851						LN		481		16		false		              16             But in the event we -- as I also mentioned, we				false

		5852						LN		481		17		false		              17   have intentionally not signed these agreements.  But				false

		5853						LN		481		18		false		              18   there is always that risk that a counterparty does				false

		5854						LN		481		19		false		              19   remove itself from a competitive offering, and as I				false

		5855						LN		481		20		false		              20   mentioned earlier, our next step or our work-around in				false

		5856						LN		481		21		false		              21   that regard would be to go to the next bidder.				false

		5857						LN		481		22		false		              22        Q.   Okay.  Thank you.  I want to switch gears here				false

		5858						LN		481		23		false		              23   for a second.  My next question may require us to give				false

		5859						LN		481		24		false		              24   you a copy of the Utah independent evaluator's report.				false

		5860						LN		481		25		false		              25   But we'll see where we get.  Have you reviewed that				false

		5861						PG		482		0		false		page 482				false

		5862						LN		482		1		false		               1   report?				false

		5863						LN		482		2		false		               2        A.   Yes, I have.				false

		5864						LN		482		3		false		               3        Q.   Okay.  There was a provision in there, and				false

		5865						LN		482		4		false		               4   it's on page 85 of the redacted -- excuse me, the				false

		5866						LN		482		5		false		               5   unredacted confidential version, that there's a bullet				false

		5867						LN		482		6		false		               6   point in the recommendations that discussed the				false

		5868						LN		482		7		false		               7   potential for one of the projects to have a lower wind				false

		5869						LN		482		8		false		               8   generation outcome than is anticipated.  Do you recall				false

		5870						LN		482		9		false		               9   that?				false

		5871						LN		482		10		false		              10        A.   Yes, I do.  The -- and if I am not mistaken,				false

		5872						LN		482		11		false		              11   it's the TB Flats 1 and 2 project.  Does that sound				false

		5873						LN		482		12		false		              12   right?				false

		5874						LN		482		13		false		              13        Q.   Okay.  I think that's right, although I think				false

		5875						LN		482		14		false		              14   that part was redacted, but I'm not sure if that's --				false

		5876						LN		482		15		false		              15        A.   When we're going by memory, I don't know what				false

		5877						LN		482		16		false		              16   was redacted.				false

		5878						LN		482		17		false		              17             MS. MCDOWELL:  Let me just hand you a copy.				false

		5879						LN		482		18		false		              18             MR. RUSSELL:  I don't know whether it was or				false

		5880						LN		482		19		false		              19   not.				false

		5881						LN		482		20		false		              20        Q.   (By Mr. Russell) So yeah, let's turn -- it's				false

		5882						LN		482		21		false		              21   page 85 of that one.				false

		5883						LN		482		22		false		              22        A.   I'm there.				false

		5884						LN		482		23		false		              23        Q.   Okay.  And I think the bullet starts "a common				false

		5885						LN		482		24		false		              24   occurrence in the wind industry."  Do you see that?				false

		5886						LN		482		25		false		              25        A.   Yes, I do.				false

		5887						PG		483		0		false		page 483				false

		5888						LN		483		1		false		               1        Q.   Okay.  And I don't intend to read the whole				false

		5889						LN		483		2		false		               2   thing, but if you -- and if you need to read it before				false

		5890						LN		483		3		false		               3   you answer this question, go ahead, but my question				false

		5891						LN		483		4		false		               4   relates to the IE's concern about a project having --				false

		5892						LN		483		5		false		               5   the representation that the wind generation from that				false

		5893						LN		483		6		false		               6   project will be greater than what is, you know, realized				false

		5894						LN		483		7		false		               7   in real life.				false

		5895						LN		483		8		false		               8             And my question to you is, what -- what				false

		5896						LN		483		9		false		               9   provisions of the agreements seek to mitigate those				false

		5897						LN		483		10		false		              10   risks, if any?				false

		5898						LN		483		11		false		              11        A.   Okay.  So with respect to those risks, the				false

		5899						LN		483		12		false		              12   risks that we are talking about are wake losses, and				false

		5900						LN		483		13		false		              13   with respect to that given project, there is an upstream				false

		5901						LN		483		14		false		              14   project that we own and operate.  I won't name it, even				false

		5902						LN		483		15		false		              15   though I already did.  But there's an upstream project				false

		5903						LN		483		16		false		              16   that is known.  We have assessed that wake effect from				false

		5904						LN		483		17		false		              17   that upstream project, not only in the report that's				false

		5905						LN		483		18		false		              18   mentioned here -- let me see if it's redacted.				false

		5906						LN		483		19		false		              19        Q.   No.				false

		5907						LN		483		20		false		              20        A.   No.  The superior report.  But also in our				false

		5908						LN		483		21		false		              21   original work that we did to assess the wind regime on				false

		5909						LN		483		22		false		              22   TB -- on that project with Blackened Beach.  So we have				false

		5910						LN		483		23		false		              23   looked at the wake effects.  We feel that that risk can				false

		5911						LN		483		24		false		              24   be mitigated.				false

		5912						LN		483		25		false		              25             I think it's also important to note that the				false

		5913						PG		484		0		false		page 484				false

		5914						LN		484		1		false		               1   typical way of mitigating any additional effects is as				false

		5915						LN		484		2		false		               2   we get into micrositing of individual turbines, we'll				false

		5916						LN		484		3		false		               3   continue to rely on wind assessments.  It's not a				false

		5917						LN		484		4		false		               4   one-time deal.  We have obviously, based on our				false

		5918						LN		484		5		false		               5   proposals and so forth on those initial assessments, but				false

		5919						LN		484		6		false		               6   as we get into micrositing, we will be looking at that				false

		5920						LN		484		7		false		               7   very closely, because obviously we're very familiar with				false

		5921						LN		484		8		false		               8   that upwind farm.				false

		5922						LN		484		9		false		               9        Q.   Sure.  In the agreements that you are				false

		5923						LN		484		10		false		              10   contemplating, we talked a little bit earlier about the				false

		5924						LN		484		11		false		              11   TSA, the EPC contracts.  Are there any provisions in				false

		5925						LN		484		12		false		              12   those agreements that can help mitigate the risks that				false

		5926						LN		484		13		false		              13   the IE is talking about in this bullet pointed				false

		5927						LN		484		14		false		              14   paragraph?				false

		5928						LN		484		15		false		              15        A.   Yeah.  I think the provisions in the contracts				false

		5929						LN		484		16		false		              16   that help mitigate their risks from a cost and				false

		5930						LN		484		17		false		              17   performance perspective, when you go into micrositing,				false

		5931						LN		484		18		false		              18   obviously there are -- there's bandwidth around what the				false

		5932						LN		484		19		false		              19   original proposal contemplated.  There's mechanism				false

		5933						LN		484		20		false		              20   within which to submit updated layouts.				false

		5934						LN		484		21		false		              21             If there is a perceived change in work, for				false

		5935						LN		484		22		false		              22   example, to relocate a turbine, we'll look at the				false

		5936						LN		484		23		false		              23   offsetting costs.  Did we save collector system costs				false

		5937						LN		484		24		false		              24   versus a relocation?  Did we save on foundation costs				false

		5938						LN		484		25		false		              25   for an individual turbine?  So the protections and the				false

		5939						PG		485		0		false		page 485				false

		5940						LN		485		1		false		               1   mitigations largely would be managed via the change in				false

		5941						LN		485		2		false		               2   work provisions in the contract.				false

		5942						LN		485		3		false		               3             I don't know that that completely mitigates				false

		5943						LN		485		4		false		               4   the risk.  I think the main focus is the fact that we				false

		5944						LN		485		5		false		               5   have two -- two reports out of two independent wind				false

		5945						LN		485		6		false		               6   assessments firms that have assessed the wind				false

		5946						LN		485		7		false		               7   performance.  And then as I mentioned, as we get into				false

		5947						LN		485		8		false		               8   micrositing, we'll take one more look at it, and that				false

		5948						LN		485		9		false		               9   really becomes your risk mitigation for the long-term				false

		5949						LN		485		10		false		              10   operation of the facility.  That micrositing effort is				false

		5950						LN		485		11		false		              11   important to us.				false

		5951						LN		485		12		false		              12             MR. RUSSELL:  Okay.  Thank you.  That's all I				false

		5952						LN		485		13		false		              13   have.				false

		5953						LN		485		14		false		              14             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you,				false

		5954						LN		485		15		false		              15   Mr. Russell.  Mr. Baker.				false

		5955						LN		485		16		false		              16             MR. BAKER:  Thank you.				false

		5956						LN		485		17		false		              17                       CROSS-EXAMINATION				false

		5957						LN		485		18		false		              18   BY MR. BAKER:				false

		5958						LN		485		19		false		              19        Q.   Good afternoon Mr. Teply.				false

		5959						LN		485		20		false		              20        A.   Good afternoon.				false

		5960						LN		485		21		false		              21        Q.   I want to quickly follow up on a question				false

		5961						LN		485		22		false		              22   about clean power plan.  Are you aware that the Supreme				false

		5962						LN		485		23		false		              23   Court has stayed the rule that's known as the clean				false

		5963						LN		485		24		false		              24   power plan?				false

		5964						LN		485		25		false		              25        A.   Absolutely.				false

		5965						PG		486		0		false		page 486				false

		5966						LN		486		1		false		               1        Q.   And are you aware that the current				false

		5967						LN		486		2		false		               2   administration, through the EPA, has proposed the repeal				false

		5968						LN		486		3		false		               3   of that stayed clean power plan?				false

		5969						LN		486		4		false		               4        A.   Yes.  I helped submit comments on that from				false

		5970						LN		486		5		false		               5   Berkshire Hathaway Energy.				false

		5971						LN		486		6		false		               6        Q.   All right.  Moving to another issue here				false

		5972						LN		486		7		false		               7   quickly, the robust mitigation measures that you speak				false

		5973						LN		486		8		false		               8   of in the contract, those are in the various -- those				false

		5974						LN		486		9		false		               9   are ultimately, will be determined by the executable				false

		5975						LN		486		10		false		              10   contracts; is that correct?				false

		5976						LN		486		11		false		              11        A.   Yes.  The terms and conditions as included				false

		5977						LN		486		12		false		              12   originally in the pro forma agreements that I have				false

		5978						LN		486		13		false		              13   attached as exhibits ultimately are negotiated kind of				false

		5979						LN		486		14		false		              14   line by line, if you will.  Particularly the -- those				false

		5980						LN		486		15		false		              15   around, you know, significant provisions like force				false

		5981						LN		486		16		false		              16   majeure, indemnity, performance guarantees, the types of				false

		5982						LN		486		17		false		              17   terms we have in those agreements, and then we				false

		5983						LN		486		18		false		              18   actually -- we ultimately capture the agreement in the				false

		5984						LN		486		19		false		              19   executed documents.				false

		5985						LN		486		20		false		              20        Q.   And so the -- the version that's currently --				false

		5986						LN		486		21		false		              21   that have been submitted as part of the record are just				false

		5987						LN		486		22		false		              22   the pro forma contracts; is that correct?				false

		5988						LN		486		23		false		              23        A.   Yes.  As I mentioned, we've intentionally not				false

		5989						LN		486		24		false		              24   submitted nor finalized our definitive agreements at				false

		5990						LN		486		25		false		              25   this point.  We have negotiated them to the point that				false

		5991						PG		487		0		false		page 487				false

		5992						LN		487		1		false		               1   we can deliver on the dates that I have in my testimony,				false

		5993						LN		487		2		false		               2   but we have not included the executed contracts as of				false

		5994						LN		487		3		false		               3   yet, because they are not executed as of yet.				false

		5995						LN		487		4		false		               4        Q.   But so the revised versions that have gone				false

		5996						LN		487		5		false		               5   through numerous red lines, those are not -- where you				false

		5997						LN		487		6		false		               6   sit today, those revised terms and conditions are not				false

		5998						LN		487		7		false		               7   available for -- for review by any party or the				false

		5999						LN		487		8		false		               8   commission today, are they?				false

		6000						LN		487		9		false		               9        A.   If they would have been requested, we would				false

		6001						LN		487		10		false		              10   have provided them under highly confidential				false

		6002						LN		487		11		false		              11   protections, but largely because they were still being				false

		6003						LN		487		12		false		              12   negotiated, we have not made them available.  Not that				false

		6004						LN		487		13		false		              13   we wouldn't have made them available if requested.				false

		6005						LN		487		14		false		              14        Q.   They are not in the record though for the				false

		6006						LN		487		15		false		              15   commission to review today, are they?				false

		6007						LN		487		16		false		              16        A.   Not at this time.  You know, we have followed				false

		6008						LN		487		17		false		              17   a very similar path with respect to this significant				false

		6009						LN		487		18		false		              18   energy resource decision docket as we did, for example,				false

		6010						LN		487		19		false		              19   with the Jim Bridger 3 and 4 SERS, where we ran a				false

		6011						LN		487		20		false		              20   parallel path, request for proposals process.				false

		6012						LN		487		21		false		              21             We entered into this process recognizing the				false

		6013						LN		487		22		false		              22   timing required, and ultimately I think in that docket,				false

		6014						LN		487		23		false		              23   and subject to check, effectively were approved				false

		6015						LN		487		24		false		              24   conditionally upon ultimately submitting those contracts				false

		6016						LN		487		25		false		              25   for final reviews at the appropriate time, after they				false

		6017						PG		488		0		false		page 488				false

		6018						LN		488		1		false		               1   had been executed.				false

		6019						LN		488		2		false		               2        Q.   So -- so the answer is no, they are presently				false

		6020						LN		488		3		false		               3   not available, and that leaves us taking your word that				false

		6021						LN		488		4		false		               4   they are robust mitigation measures, correct?				false

		6022						LN		488		5		false		               5        A.   To the extent that you have reviewed the pro				false

		6023						LN		488		6		false		               6   forma documents that are in the exhibits in my -- in my				false

		6024						LN		488		7		false		               7   testimony, I would say the final agreements remain				false

		6025						LN		488		8		false		               8   material -- materially consistent.  But as you -- as				false

		6026						LN		488		9		false		               9   anyone that's negotiated a contract can imagine, there				false

		6027						LN		488		10		false		              10   have been rounds of red lines on specific terms and				false

		6028						LN		488		11		false		              11   conditions, but I'd say materially consistent.  So from				false

		6029						LN		488		12		false		              12   a take my word for it, I would refer you to the pro				false

		6030						LN		488		13		false		              13   forma contracts that we have provided.				false

		6031						LN		488		14		false		              14        Q.   And so we can't verify either the robustness				false

		6032						LN		488		15		false		              15   or that they are materially consistent at this point;				false

		6033						LN		488		16		false		              16   can we?				false

		6034						LN		488		17		false		              17        A.   Only via the discovery opportunities that I				false

		6035						LN		488		18		false		              18   mentioned earlier.				false

		6036						LN		488		19		false		              19        Q.   I want to go in -- while we're talking about				false

		6037						LN		488		20		false		              20   contracts, ask you about force majeure.  And, you know,				false

		6038						LN		488		21		false		              21   I think you said that, and Mr. Vail testified about two				false

		6039						LN		488		22		false		              22   construction windows, or two construction seasons puts				false

		6040						LN		488		23		false		              23   it tight, but perhaps adequate to meet the 2020				false

		6041						LN		488		24		false		              24   deadline; is that correct?				false

		6042						LN		488		25		false		              25        A.   Yes.  We believe the remaining construction				false

		6043						PG		489		0		false		page 489				false

		6044						LN		489		1		false		               1   schedules, the two construction seasons for the				false

		6045						LN		489		2		false		               2   transmission in particular, remain appropriate to				false

		6046						LN		489		3		false		               3   deliver the projects by 2020.				false

		6047						LN		489		4		false		               4        Q.   And so hypothetically speaking, if there is a				false

		6048						LN		489		5		false		               5   forest fire that significantly disrupts one of those				false

		6049						LN		489		6		false		               6   construction schedules -- one of those construction				false

		6050						LN		489		7		false		               7   seasons or actually removes it all completely, would you				false

		6051						LN		489		8		false		               8   view that as a force majeure event?				false

		6052						LN		489		9		false		               9        A.   I wouldn't -- with the right-of-way that we				false

		6053						LN		489		10		false		              10   have prescribed, as well as the wind farm sites that we				false

		6054						LN		489		11		false		              11   have identified, a forest fire is not a concern.  But				false

		6055						LN		489		12		false		              12   for that hypothetical, I would mention that I would say				false

		6056						LN		489		13		false		              13   depending upon the impact, the original cause, each				false

		6057						LN		489		14		false		              14   force majeure potential event is reviewed on a				false

		6058						LN		489		15		false		              15   circumstance-by-circumstance basis.				false

		6059						LN		489		16		false		              16             While I don't think that's a good hypothetical				false

		6060						LN		489		17		false		              17   in this instance, in the event an event similar to a				false

		6061						LN		489		18		false		              18   forest fire was deemed to be a force majeure, pursuant				false

		6062						LN		489		19		false		              19   to the force majeure contract terms, we would bring that				false

		6063						LN		489		20		false		              20   back to the commission as we have committed to do.				false

		6064						LN		489		21		false		              21        Q.   I guess a forest fire isn't a good example				false

		6065						LN		489		22		false		              22   because of the -- of a force majeure event because of				false

		6066						LN		489		23		false		              23   the rights-of-way and some of the other things that you				false

		6067						LN		489		24		false		              24   mentioned.  Are you then testifying that forest fires				false

		6068						LN		489		25		false		              25   are within -- or insulation from forest fires are within				false

		6069						PG		490		0		false		page 490				false

		6070						LN		490		1		false		               1   your control?				false

		6071						LN		490		2		false		               2        A.   No.  That's not what I testified to.  I think				false

		6072						LN		490		3		false		               3   the main point being force majeure is defined in each				false

		6073						LN		490		4		false		               4   contract.  We have an example of force majeure				false

		6074						LN		490		5		false		               5   definition in the contract in my exhibits, if we would				false

		6075						LN		490		6		false		               6   like to read through that.				false

		6076						LN		490		7		false		               7             But my point being, a force majeure event will				false

		6077						LN		490		8		false		               8   first be defined by the individual contract and force				false

		6078						LN		490		9		false		               9   majeure definitions are not that -- are very somewhat				false

		6079						LN		490		10		false		              10   boilerplate, contract to contract.  I think you do get				false

		6080						LN		490		11		false		              11   some negotiation around particularly, you know, site				false

		6081						LN		490		12		false		              12   specific type of events.				false

		6082						LN		490		13		false		              13             So I would -- I would just go back to force				false

		6083						LN		490		14		false		              14   majeure perspective.  It will be defined in the				false

		6084						LN		490		15		false		              15   contract.  We will administer force majeure pursuant to				false

		6085						LN		490		16		false		              16   those terms, and we would bring such an event to the				false

		6086						LN		490		17		false		              17   commission if it was not commercially resolvable and				false

		6087						LN		490		18		false		              18   became a material issue for the commission to weigh in				false

		6088						LN		490		19		false		              19   on.				false

		6089						LN		490		20		false		              20        Q.   So switching gears here briefly.  So				false

		6090						LN		490		21		false		              21   yesterday, I was asking Cindy Crane about the company's				false

		6091						LN		490		22		false		              22   risk tolerances in kind of arm's length negotiations.				false

		6092						LN		490		23		false		              23   And one of the examples I want to use was your build				false

		6093						LN		490		24		false		              24   transfer agreements that you reference in your				false

		6094						LN		490		25		false		              25   testimony.  So we deferred that question until today.				false

		6095						PG		491		0		false		page 491				false

		6096						LN		491		1		false		               1             And I think during -- you said that BTAs				false

		6097						LN		491		2		false		               2   reflect an arm's length transaction; is that correct?				false

		6098						LN		491		3		false		               3        A.   BTAs arm's length with respect to PacifiCorp's				false

		6099						LN		491		4		false		               4   direct access to the constructors and the equipment				false

		6100						LN		491		5		false		               5   suppliers.  Obviously our contract under a build				false

		6101						LN		491		6		false		               6   transfer is with the developer or the project proponent.				false

		6102						LN		491		7		false		               7        Q.   Can I turn your attention to Exhibit CAT4SS-8.				false

		6103						LN		491		8		false		               8        A.   CAT4SS?				false

		6104						LN		491		9		false		               9        Q.   Yes, 4SS.  More specifically, page 28 of that.				false

		6105						LN		491		10		false		              10             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Let me just clarify.  Page 28				false

		6106						LN		491		11		false		              11   from what's at the top right of the page?				false

		6107						LN		491		12		false		              12             MR. BAKER:  Yeah.  Page 28 to 117.				false

		6108						LN		491		13		false		              13             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.				false

		6109						LN		491		14		false		              14        Q.   (By Mr. Baker)  And I'm not sure if the -- I'm				false

		6110						LN		491		15		false		              15   looking at what was filed with the redacted version.  So				false

		6111						LN		491		16		false		              16   just to -- I want to be talking about -- or ask some				false

		6112						LN		491		17		false		              17   questions about section 4.5 of the build transfer				false

		6113						LN		491		18		false		              18   agreement, and I believe that's page 17 of your BTA.				false

		6114						LN		491		19		false		              19        A.   I'm there.				false

		6115						LN		491		20		false		              20        Q.   You are there.  So this section pertains to				false

		6116						LN		491		21		false		              21   developer permits and developer regulatory approvals; is				false

		6117						LN		491		22		false		              22   that correct?				false

		6118						LN		491		23		false		              23        A.   Yes, it is.				false

		6119						LN		491		24		false		              24        Q.   And the definition starting in paragraph 8				false

		6120						LN		491		25		false		              25   sets forth that all permits required by law, and I'm				false

		6121						PG		492		0		false		page 492				false

		6122						LN		492		1		false		               1   paraphrasing here, with the design, engineering,				false

		6123						LN		492		2		false		               2   development, construction, start-up, testing, commission				false

		6124						LN		492		3		false		               3   and completion, ownership and operation of the project,				false

		6125						LN		492		4		false		               4   in accordance with this agreement and other project				false

		6126						LN		492		5		false		               5   documents are developer permits; is that correct?				false

		6127						LN		492		6		false		               6        A.   That is the language that we just looked at.				false

		6128						LN		492		7		false		               7        Q.   And I -- you know, will ask if you will agree				false

		6129						LN		492		8		false		               8   that the definition of permit under these PTAs means any				false

		6130						LN		492		9		false		               9   authorization, approval or consent.  It goes on and				false

		6131						LN		492		10		false		              10   related to any governmental authority.  That				false

		6132						LN		492		11		false		              11   unfortunately is in Appendix Z.  I am happy to read the				false

		6133						LN		492		12		false		              12   whole thing or give you a copy of Appendix Z if you				false

		6134						LN		492		13		false		              13   would prefer.				false

		6135						LN		492		14		false		              14             I don't -- and I believe that at least the				false

		6136						LN		492		15		false		              15   version that was put online, Appendix Z was one of those				false

		6137						LN		492		16		false		              16   that was just referenced in the hyperlink to the RFT				false

		6138						LN		492		17		false		              17   documents, it was not actually included into the record.				false

		6139						LN		492		18		false		              18             Do you know, did Rocky EMD -- or did				false

		6140						LN		492		19		false		              19   PacifiCorp in its formal filing submit all of the				false

		6141						LN		492		20		false		              20   exhibits, or just the ones that were included in the				false

		6142						LN		492		21		false		              21   online filing?  And I ask just to know if I need to				false

		6143						LN		492		22		false		              22   incorporate this into the record?				false

		6144						LN		492		23		false		              23        A.   Yeah.  I am not sure I know the answer to				false

		6145						LN		492		24		false		              24   that, but I believe we incorporated the form of the				false

		6146						LN		492		25		false		              25   agreement, maybe not Exhibit Z.  I am not sure.				false

		6147						PG		493		0		false		page 493				false

		6148						LN		493		1		false		               1        Q.   Actually, at this point if Mr. Teply will just				false

		6149						LN		493		2		false		               2   read into the definition of permit.  I probably don't				false

		6150						LN		493		3		false		               3   need to mark it.				false

		6151						LN		493		4		false		               4        A.   So do you want to refer to section 4?				false

		6152						LN		493		5		false		               5        Q.   I'm sorry.  The BTA Appendix Z, please read				false

		6153						LN		493		6		false		               6   the definition of permit.				false

		6154						LN		493		7		false		               7        A.   The permit definition reads, "It means any				false

		6155						LN		493		8		false		               8   authorization, approval, consent, waiver, exception,				false

		6156						LN		493		9		false		               9   variation -- or sorry, variance, order, publication,				false

		6157						LN		493		10		false		              10   license, filing, registration, ruling, permit, tariff,				false

		6158						LN		493		11		false		              11   certification, exemption and other action required by,				false

		6159						LN		493		12		false		              12   or with and noticed to and declarations of or with any				false

		6160						LN		493		13		false		              13   governmental authority."				false

		6161						LN		493		14		false		              14        Q.   Thank you.  Now, would you -- would you				false

		6162						LN		493		15		false		              15   stipulate, I suppose subject to check, that that				false

		6163						LN		493		16		false		              16   definition of permits is what's used to modify the				false

		6164						LN		493		17		false		              17   definition of developer permit in section 4.5 A?				false

		6165						LN		493		18		false		              18        A.   Yeah.  So I think section 4.5 A reads,				false

		6166						LN		493		19		false		              19   "Schedule 4.5 A sets forth all permits required by," and				false

		6167						LN		493		20		false		              20   skipping the hypothetical or the parenthetical there,				false

		6168						LN		493		21		false		              21   "required by applicable law in connection with the				false

		6169						LN		493		22		false		              22   design, engineering, development, construction,				false

		6170						LN		493		23		false		              23   start-up, testing, commissioning, completion, ownership				false

		6171						LN		493		24		false		              24   and operation of the project in accordance with this				false

		6172						LN		493		25		false		              25   agreement and other project documents."				false

		6173						PG		494		0		false		page 494				false

		6174						LN		494		1		false		               1             So there's a schedule, 4.5 A that we haven't				false

		6175						LN		494		2		false		               2   looked at.				false

		6176						LN		494		3		false		               3        Q.   Correct.  But permits is a capital term, and				false

		6177						LN		494		4		false		               4   in the first line on subparagraph A, permits is				false

		6178						LN		494		5		false		               5   capitalized, correct?				false

		6179						LN		494		6		false		               6        A.   Yes.  Permit is capitalized, but the driver				false

		6180						LN		494		7		false		               7   here would be schedule 4.5 A.				false

		6181						LN		494		8		false		               8        Q.   The schedule would set forth the specific				false

		6182						LN		494		9		false		               9   permits.  But permits does -- is defined in the Appendix				false

		6183						LN		494		10		false		              10   Z that you just read, correct?				false

		6184						LN		494		11		false		              11        A.   Yeah.  Permits is broadly defined, and then				false

		6185						LN		494		12		false		              12   schedule 4.5 A is intended to limit that list.				false

		6186						LN		494		13		false		              13        Q.   Thank you.  If we move to subparagraph B, that				false

		6187						LN		494		14		false		              14   defines -- that says, "All developer permits" -- I'll				false

		6188						LN		494		15		false		              15   skip some of the standard, "are in full force and effect				false

		6189						LN		494		16		false		              16   and are final, and all appeal periods with respect				false

		6190						LN		494		17		false		              17   thereto have expired and terminated."  Is that correct?				false

		6191						LN		494		18		false		              18        A.   Yes.  I would just continue to say, that is				false

		6192						LN		494		19		false		              19   with respect to the permits identified in schedule 4.5				false

		6193						LN		494		20		false		              20   A, which we don't have here.				false

		6194						LN		494		21		false		              21        Q.   "And there is no action, suit, investigation				false

		6195						LN		494		22		false		              22   or proceeding pending, or to developer's knowledge				false

		6196						LN		494		23		false		              23   threatened that could result in the modification,				false

		6197						LN		494		24		false		              24   rescission, termination or suspension of any developer				false

		6198						LN		494		25		false		              25   permit obtained prior to the date this representation is				false

		6199						PG		495		0		false		page 495				false

		6200						LN		495		1		false		               1   made or deemed made pursuant to this agreement."				false

		6201						LN		495		2		false		               2             Did I read that correctly?				false

		6202						LN		495		3		false		               3        A.   Yes.  You have read it correctly as it				false

		6203						LN		495		4		false		               4   pertains to the developer permits on schedule 4.5 A.				false

		6204						LN		495		5		false		               5        Q.   Sure.  And so if -- if the RFP was a developer				false

		6205						LN		495		6		false		               6   permit, this -- and Rocky Mountain Power was the				false

		6206						LN		495		7		false		               7   developer, Rocky Mountain Power would not be able to				false

		6207						LN		495		8		false		               8   make this representation, would it?				false

		6208						LN		495		9		false		               9        A.   It depends on what would be listed on schedule				false

		6209						LN		495		10		false		              10   4.5 A as a developer permit.				false

		6210						LN		495		11		false		              11        Q.   So if an agreement between Rocky Mountain				false

		6211						LN		495		12		false		              12   Power and the rate payers, the rate payers put on				false

		6212						LN		495		13		false		              13   schedule 4.5 the request for approval -- the RFP				false

		6213						LN		495		14		false		              14   solicitation approval order out of docket 170 --				false

		6214						LN		495		15		false		              15   17-035 -- I believe it was 23, and because that order is				false

		6215						LN		495		16		false		              16   on appeal, Rocky Mountain Power could not make this				false

		6216						LN		495		17		false		              17   representation, correct?				false

		6217						LN		495		18		false		              18        A.   Under that set of hypothetical circumstances,				false

		6218						LN		495		19		false		              19   that would be correct.				false

		6219						LN		495		20		false		              20        Q.   Would you agree with that me that the RFP is				false

		6220						LN		495		21		false		              21   integral to the -- that the RFP approval was a necessary				false

		6221						LN		495		22		false		              22   step in moving forward in this development process?				false

		6222						LN		495		23		false		              23        A.   I would say the RFP approval is a very				false

		6223						LN		495		24		false		              24   important step in moving ahead with this approval				false

		6224						LN		495		25		false		              25   process, yes.				false

		6225						PG		496		0		false		page 496				false

		6226						LN		496		1		false		               1        Q.   You couldn't have proceeded with this RFP				false

		6227						LN		496		2		false		               2   solicitation without the approval of the RFP, correct?				false

		6228						LN		496		3		false		               3        A.   I -- I don't believe so.  But I would -- I am				false

		6229						LN		496		4		false		               4   subject to check on that.				false

		6230						LN		496		5		false		               5        Q.   Well, it -- you said it was a very necessary,				false

		6231						LN		496		6		false		               6   or it was a material component of the steps that you				false

		6232						LN		496		7		false		               7   have gone through to present the specific request for				false

		6233						LN		496		8		false		               8   approval of your research decision, correct?				false

		6234						LN		496		9		false		               9        A.   Correct, that is what I said.  If we're trying				false

		6235						LN		496		10		false		              10   to correlate this to the permits, though, under this				false

		6236						LN		496		11		false		              11   contract, that's not the same.				false

		6237						LN		496		12		false		              12        Q.   I am not trying to correlate the RFP appeal to				false

		6238						LN		496		13		false		              13   the permits that the developers that are your -- your				false

		6239						LN		496		14		false		              14   counterparties in a BTA are.  I am trying to say that in				false

		6240						LN		496		15		false		              15   such -- what this says to me is, you would not accept an				false

		6241						LN		496		16		false		              16   appeal risk from your developers, your counterparties,				false

		6242						LN		496		17		false		              17   if that developer permit was -- was necessary for the				false

		6243						LN		496		18		false		              18   project to proceed.  Is that what section 4.5 says to				false

		6244						LN		496		19		false		              19   you?				false

		6245						LN		496		20		false		              20        A.   Required to construct is what it says to me.				false

		6246						LN		496		21		false		              21        Q.   In connection with the start-up, testing				false

		6247						LN		496		22		false		              22   design, engineering.  That solely relates to just the				false

		6248						LN		496		23		false		              23   ability to construct, not all of the approvals to get up				false

		6249						LN		496		24		false		              24   to the ability to start constructing?				false

		6250						LN		496		25		false		              25        A.   The way I interpret section 4.5, developer				false

		6251						PG		497		0		false		page 497				false

		6252						LN		497		1		false		               1   permits is -- is clearly targeted at construction				false

		6253						LN		497		2		false		               2   related operational permits, permits that are required				false

		6254						LN		497		3		false		               3   to begin construction and/or operate the facility.  I'm				false

		6255						LN		497		4		false		               4   not sure I am tracking your question here.				false

		6256						LN		497		5		false		               5        Q.   Would this include things -- a governmental				false

		6257						LN		497		6		false		               6   authorization such as a cultural resources review?				false

		6258						LN		497		7		false		               7        A.   If that cultural resources review was required				false

		6259						LN		497		8		false		               8   to issue a permit to construct, I would say that would				false

		6260						LN		497		9		false		               9   be a -- that would be included in schedule 4.5 A as				false

		6261						LN		497		10		false		              10   defined in this contract.				false

		6262						LN		497		11		false		              11        Q.   So if there was a step that was necessary to				false

		6263						LN		497		12		false		              12   get to the -- government authorization that was				false

		6264						LN		497		13		false		              13   necessary in order for you to proceed to a construction,				false

		6265						LN		497		14		false		              14   that would be in schedule 4.5?				false

		6266						LN		497		15		false		              15        A.   If it was required for me to be allowed to				false

		6267						LN		497		16		false		              16   construct.				false

		6268						LN		497		17		false		              17        Q.   So you would not accept the appeal risk of				false

		6269						LN		497		18		false		              18   something that material to the project, would you?				false

		6270						LN		497		19		false		              19        A.   If I clearly have a requirement to construct,				false

		6271						LN		497		20		false		              20   I will make sure that the developer is not subject to				false

		6272						LN		497		21		false		              21   appeal prior to beginning to move dirt, for example,				false

		6273						LN		497		22		false		              22   because that is a requirement to have that permit in				false

		6274						LN		497		23		false		              23   hand prior to starting construction.				false

		6275						LN		497		24		false		              24        Q.   But you are asking the rate payers here to				false

		6276						LN		497		25		false		              25   take a risk on something that was necessary before you				false

		6277						PG		498		0		false		page 498				false

		6278						LN		498		1		false		               1   could even begin the process to get to putting a shovel				false

		6279						LN		498		2		false		               2   in the dirt; is that correct?				false

		6280						LN		498		3		false		               3        A.   Which risk are we talking about?				false

		6281						LN		498		4		false		               4        Q.   The RFP appeal that is currently pending.				false

		6282						LN		498		5		false		               5        A.   I don't see the RFP appeal as a permit to				false

		6283						LN		498		6		false		               6   construct.  I guess that's the correlation I am not				false

		6284						LN		498		7		false		               7   tying.				false

		6285						LN		498		8		false		               8        Q.   You don't see the RFP as a necessary step in				false

		6286						LN		498		9		false		               9   this process that will eventually allow for you to begin				false

		6287						LN		498		10		false		              10   construction, if it is approved?				false

		6288						LN		498		11		false		              11        A.   As I mentioned before, I do see it as a				false

		6289						LN		498		12		false		              12   necessary step.  What I am delineating here is, I don't				false

		6290						LN		498		13		false		              13   see it as a requirement to begin construction, per se.				false

		6291						LN		498		14		false		              14   I see that as being more in the -- in the ilk of the				false

		6292						LN		498		15		false		              15   regulatory review, the approval of our regulator, and				false

		6293						LN		498		16		false		              16   the indication as to how this project would ultimately				false

		6294						LN		498		17		false		              17   be included in rates in this example in the state of				false

		6295						LN		498		18		false		              18   Utah.				false

		6296						LN		498		19		false		              19        Q.   Are you saying you do not need the regulatory				false

		6297						LN		498		20		false		              20   approval of the solicitation process to proceed with the				false

		6298						LN		498		21		false		              21   construction of this project?				false

		6299						LN		498		22		false		              22        A.   That's not necessarily what I am saying.  But				false

		6300						LN		498		23		false		              23   what I am saying is, I don't see the approval of the RFP				false

		6301						LN		498		24		false		              24   as a permit to construct.				false

		6302						LN		498		25		false		              25        Q.   I am not asking if it's a permit to construct.				false

		6303						PG		499		0		false		page 499				false

		6304						LN		499		1		false		               1             MR. LOWNEY:  Objection.  I think the question				false

		6305						LN		499		2		false		               2   has been asked many times in many different ways, and				false

		6306						LN		499		3		false		               3   the answer is the same from Mr. Teply every time.  I'm				false

		6307						LN		499		4		false		               4   not sure we're getting anything new.				false

		6308						LN		499		5		false		               5             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Do you want to respond to the				false

		6309						LN		499		6		false		               6   objection?				false

		6310						LN		499		7		false		               7             MR. BAKER:  Well, I believe he is trying to				false

		6311						LN		499		8		false		               8   evade the question.  I was -- when I was trying to cross				false

		6312						LN		499		9		false		               9   Ms. Crane, I was asking generally about the contracting				false

		6313						LN		499		10		false		              10   positions of the company and was told to speak with				false

		6314						LN		499		11		false		              11   Mr. Teply.  Now Mr. Teply is evading the question by				false

		6315						LN		499		12		false		              12   trying to drive to a very specific, this contract only				false

		6316						LN		499		13		false		              13   applies to a very narrow area of construction.				false

		6317						LN		499		14		false		              14             I still have not gotten an answer about the				false

		6318						LN		499		15		false		              15   company's broader acceptance of appeal risks when it has				false

		6319						LN		499		16		false		              16   third party negotiations.  And so I feel he is trying to				false

		6320						LN		499		17		false		              17   avoid the question.				false

		6321						LN		499		18		false		              18             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  I think I am going to rule				false

		6322						LN		499		19		false		              19   that Mr. Teply has answered the question to his -- to				false

		6323						LN		499		20		false		              20   his best knowledge and opinion.  I do think we get the				false

		6324						LN		499		21		false		              21   point also on the record.  But I am not inclined to				false

		6325						LN		499		22		false		              22   force Mr. Teply to answer in a different way than he has				false

		6326						LN		499		23		false		              23   so far.				false

		6327						LN		499		24		false		              24             MR. BAKER:  I have no further questions.				false

		6328						LN		499		25		false		              25   Thank you.				false

		6329						PG		500		0		false		page 500				false

		6330						LN		500		1		false		               1             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.  Any recross?  I				false

		6331						LN		500		2		false		               2   mean, sorry, redirect.				false

		6332						LN		500		3		false		               3             MR. LOWNEY:  We have no redirect.				false

		6333						LN		500		4		false		               4             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.				false

		6334						LN		500		5		false		               5   Commissioner White, do you have any questions?				false

		6335						LN		500		6		false		               6             COMMISSIONER WHITE:  No questions.  Thank you.				false

		6336						LN		500		7		false		               7             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Commissioner Clark.				false

		6337						LN		500		8		false		               8                          EXAMINATION				false

		6338						LN		500		9		false		               9   BY COMMISSIONER CLARK:				false

		6339						LN		500		10		false		              10        Q.   Good afternoon, Mr. Teply.				false

		6340						LN		500		11		false		              11        A.   Good afternoon.				false

		6341						LN		500		12		false		              12        Q.   Forgive my lack of immediate recall of this				false

		6342						LN		500		13		false		              13   material.				false

		6343						LN		500		14		false		              14        A.   Me too.				false

		6344						LN		500		15		false		              15        Q.   But the development transfer agreements, the				false

		6345						LN		500		16		false		              16   financial arrangements associated with them, relative to				false

		6346						LN		500		17		false		              17   TB Flats and the Ekola, or I mean -- yeah, TB Flats and				false

		6347						LN		500		18		false		              18   Ekola Flats projects, are those costs, I'll call them,				false

		6348						LN		500		19		false		              19   or financial commitments, are they in the record in any				false

		6349						LN		500		20		false		              20   of the confidential material that we have from the				false

		6350						LN		500		21		false		              21   company?				false

		6351						LN		500		22		false		              22        A.   They would be the -- the costs associated with				false

		6352						LN		500		23		false		              23   the development transfer agreements are incorporated				false

		6353						LN		500		24		false		              24   into our cost, the benchmark projects cost summaries.				false

		6354						LN		500		25		false		              25   I'd have to double-check which exhibits.				false

		6355						PG		501		0		false		page 501				false

		6356						LN		501		1		false		               1        Q.   What I am asking is if they are called out.				false

		6357						LN		501		2		false		               2        A.   Whether they are line item?				false

		6358						LN		501		3		false		               3        Q.   Right.				false

		6359						LN		501		4		false		               4        A.   I would have to double-check.  I know they are				false

		6360						LN		501		5		false		               5   included in -- I have the rollup costs of the individual				false

		6361						LN		501		6		false		               6   projects included in the exhibit.  I would need to				false

		6362						LN		501		7		false		               7   double-check the broader sort of exhibits to find, did I				false

		6363						LN		501		8		false		               8   get a line item on individual DTA costs.				false

		6364						LN		501		9		false		               9        Q.   Okay.				false

		6365						LN		501		10		false		              10        A.   I'm not certain that I did.				false

		6366						LN		501		11		false		              11        Q.   Uh-huh.  If that's a quick thing to do, but as				false

		6367						LN		501		12		false		              12   you go there, let me tell you what my next set of				false

		6368						LN		501		13		false		              13   questions are.  I -- because I'd like you to point me to				false

		6369						LN		501		14		false		              14   the place in the record where, if the commission wanted				false

		6370						LN		501		15		false		              15   to identify by specific project some -- the contract				false

		6371						LN		501		16		false		              16   amount, by -- which would be a condition of our approval				false

		6372						LN		501		17		false		              17   or something like that.				false

		6373						LN		501		18		false		              18             In other words, you -- you have identified,				false

		6374						LN		501		19		false		              19   here is -- here is the amount of the -- of the TSA				false

		6375						LN		501		20		false		              20   agreement.  Here is the amount of -- or the value of the				false

		6376						LN		501		21		false		              21   EPC agreement relative to this particular facility or				false

		6377						LN		501		22		false		              22   unit.  Where will I find the numbers that are the				false

		6378						LN		501		23		false		              23   current state of your expectations?				false

		6379						LN		501		24		false		              24        A.   Okay.				false

		6380						LN		501		25		false		              25        Q.   Does that make sense to you?				false

		6381						PG		502		0		false		page 502				false

		6382						LN		502		1		false		               1        A.   I understand your question.				false

		6383						LN		502		2		false		               2        Q.   Probably in the same place as the other.				false

		6384						LN		502		3		false		               3        A.   I'll need to look, yes.				false

		6385						LN		502		4		false		               4             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Okay.  So maybe we can go				false

		6386						LN		502		5		false		               5   off the record for a moment while he does that, if				false

		6387						LN		502		6		false		               6   that's all right.				false

		6388						LN		502		7		false		               7             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Sure.  About how long do you				false

		6389						LN		502		8		false		               8   think?				false

		6390						LN		502		9		false		               9             THE WITNESS:  Just a few minutes.  I think I				false

		6391						LN		502		10		false		              10   just need to flip through this book.				false

		6392						LN		502		11		false		              11             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Should we just sit				false

		6393						LN		502		12		false		              12   here while you do it?				false

		6394						LN		502		13		false		              13             THE WITNESS:  That's fine.				false

		6395						LN		502		14		false		              14             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Is there any reason to				false

		6396						LN		502		15		false		              15   recess?				false

		6397						LN		502		16		false		              16             THE WITNESS:  I think I can do it --  I've got				false

		6398						LN		502		17		false		              17   rollups in my exhibits.  I was going to check with				false

		6399						LN		502		18		false		              18   Mr. Link to see.  He's got them probably in his rollups				false

		6400						LN		502		19		false		              19   so...				false

		6401						LN		502		20		false		              20             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Maybe we should just take a				false

		6402						LN		502		21		false		              21   brief recess then.  Why don't we take 10 minutes, then				false

		6403						LN		502		22		false		              22   we'll reconvene in 10 minutes.				false

		6404						LN		502		23		false		              23             THE WITNESS:  Yep.				false

		6405						LN		502		24		false		              24             (Recess from 3:57 p.m. to 4:08 p.m.)				false

		6406						LN		502		25		false		              25             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  I think we're back on				false

		6407						PG		503		0		false		page 503				false

		6408						LN		503		1		false		               1   the record, and I think Commissioner Clark wanted to				false

		6409						LN		503		2		false		               2   make a brief clarification to his question.				false

		6410						LN		503		3		false		               3        Q.   (By Commissioner Clark)  I was a little vague.				false

		6411						LN		503		4		false		               4   But, and please don't read more into my question than --				false

		6412						LN		503		5		false		               5   you would make a mistake if you did read more into any				false

		6413						LN		503		6		false		               6   of my questions than I'm intending.				false

		6414						LN		503		7		false		               7             But what I am attempting to do is, I am				false

		6415						LN		503		8		false		               8   envisioning a scenario in which the commission wants to				false

		6416						LN		503		9		false		               9   condition approval on at least the execution of				false

		6417						LN		503		10		false		              10   contracts that have the values and the terms that you				false

		6418						LN		503		11		false		              11   had represented in the -- in your testimony, or the				false

		6419						LN		503		12		false		              12   record generally, and that you based -- that is the				false

		6420						LN		503		13		false		              13   company has based its economic analysis on.				false

		6421						LN		503		14		false		              14        A.   Uh-huh.				false

		6422						LN		503		15		false		              15        Q.   So that's -- so I just want to know, in --				false

		6423						LN		503		16		false		              16   where we can exactly find the current state of play of				false

		6424						LN		503		17		false		              17   those items?				false

		6425						LN		503		18		false		              18        A.   Okay.  Okay.  So I think when we have looked				false

		6426						LN		503		19		false		              19   at the various exhibits between my testimony and				false

		6427						LN		503		20		false		              20   Mr. Link's testimony, and the best rollup of those				false

		6428						LN		503		21		false		              21   costs -- now, I don't think it's to the level of detail				false

		6429						LN		503		22		false		              22   you are looking for.				false

		6430						LN		503		23		false		              23        Q.   Right.				false

		6431						LN		503		24		false		              24        A.   The best rollup of those costs is my Exhibit				false

		6432						LN		503		25		false		              25   CAT-5SS.  And would I just explain that exhibit provides				false

		6433						PG		504		0		false		page 504				false

		6434						LN		504		1		false		               1   project-by-project costs.				false

		6435						LN		504		2		false		               2        Q.   Oh, good.				false

		6436						LN		504		3		false		               3        A.   What it doesn't do is then break my individual				false

		6437						LN		504		4		false		               4   project costs down into individual line items, for				false

		6438						LN		504		5		false		               5   example --				false

		6439						LN		504		6		false		               6        Q.   Sure.				false

		6440						LN		504		7		false		               7        A.   -- EPC, term and supply agreement, development				false

		6441						LN		504		8		false		               8   transfer agreement.  We did submit that information as				false

		6442						LN		504		9		false		               9   part of the RFP process.  So we have that information,				false

		6443						LN		504		10		false		              10   but we haven't submitted it as an exhibit, primarily				false

		6444						LN		504		11		false		              11   because it's highly confidential, and it literally lists				false

		6445						LN		504		12		false		              12   my bid price --				false

		6446						LN		504		13		false		              13        Q.   Uh-huh.				false

		6447						LN		504		14		false		              14        A.   -- for turbine supply agreement, EPC				false

		6448						LN		504		15		false		              15   agreement, et cetera.  So we could produce that.  It				false

		6449						LN		504		16		false		              16   would need to be retained under a level of highly				false

		6450						LN		504		17		false		              17   confidential protection, only for those line items,				false

		6451						LN		504		18		false		              18   because they effectively set the price that we have paid				false

		6452						LN		504		19		false		              19   for those individual contracts for the individual				false

		6453						LN		504		20		false		              20   projects.				false

		6454						LN		504		21		false		              21             So I have the rollup by project, but the				false

		6455						LN		504		22		false		              22   detail underneath that is available.  We just haven't				false

		6456						LN		504		23		false		              23   submitted it because of the sensitivity of that				false

		6457						LN		504		24		false		              24   information.				false

		6458						LN		504		25		false		              25        Q.   And the state of the art pro forma agreements				false

		6459						PG		505		0		false		page 505				false

		6460						LN		505		1		false		               1   that I think you have told us you expect will be				false

		6461						LN		505		2		false		               2   materially the same?				false

		6462						LN		505		3		false		               3        A.   Right.				false

		6463						LN		505		4		false		               4        Q.   When executed?				false

		6464						LN		505		5		false		               5        A.   Yes.  Those are exhibits in my testimony.				false

		6465						LN		505		6		false		               6        Q.   And are those -- where would those be exactly?				false

		6466						LN		505		7		false		               7        A.   So the one --				false

		6467						LN		505		8		false		               8        Q.   In their most current form?				false

		6468						LN		505		9		false		               9        A.   Yeah.  So the pro forma agreements, CAT, I				false

		6469						LN		505		10		false		              10   think it was 4SS-8, I believe.  The -- should be the				false

		6470						LN		505		11		false		              11   build transfer agreement.				false

		6471						LN		505		12		false		              12        Q.   Uh-huh.				false

		6472						LN		505		13		false		              13        A.   Formal contract.  Is that correct, Adam?  Just				false

		6473						LN		505		14		false		              14   want to double-check that reference.				false

		6474						LN		505		15		false		              15             MR. LOWNEY:  Yep.				false

		6475						LN		505		16		false		              16        A.   And then the EPC contract.				false

		6476						LN		505		17		false		              17        Q.   (By Commissioner Clark)  Right.				false

		6477						LN		505		18		false		              18        A.   CAT1SS-17.  And those would be the two, you				false

		6478						LN		505		19		false		              19   know, major agreements for our -- for the kind of the				false

		6479						LN		505		20		false		              20   contract body form-up agreements there.  And the turbine				false

		6480						LN		505		21		false		              21   supply agreements I have some early pro formas we could				false

		6481						LN		505		22		false		              22   submit something more recent there.				false

		6482						LN		505		23		false		              23        Q.   And the PPA?				false

		6483						LN		505		24		false		              24        A.   I don't have a PPA in my exhibits, and I'm not				false

		6484						LN		505		25		false		              25   sure if Mr. Link submitted that.  That's the form of the				false

		6485						PG		506		0		false		page 506				false

		6486						LN		506		1		false		               1   PPA is available publicly on the RFP website, which we				false

		6487						LN		506		2		false		               2   could make available.				false

		6488						LN		506		3		false		               3        Q.   Okay.				false

		6489						LN		506		4		false		               4        A.   But Mr. Link could confirm that.  I think				false

		6490						LN		506		5		false		               5   that's the latest form.  Although I think he stepped out				false

		6491						LN		506		6		false		               6   maybe.  But that's available per the RFP website.				false

		6492						LN		506		7		false		               7        Q.   So with regard at least to the -- thank you.				false

		6493						LN		506		8		false		               8   I think that's the information I am looking for.  With				false

		6494						LN		506		9		false		               9   regard to the BTA, there's a liquidated damages				false

		6495						LN		506		10		false		              10   performance provision in that agreement; am I correct?				false

		6496						LN		506		11		false		              11        A.   Yeah.  There are several contractor				false

		6497						LN		506		12		false		              12   performance guarantees of that ilk with liquidated				false

		6498						LN		506		13		false		              13   damages, et cetera.  Primarily around schedule delivery,				false

		6499						LN		506		14		false		              14   megawatts, all the capacity of the facility.				false

		6500						LN		506		15		false		              15             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Thank you.  Those are my				false

		6501						LN		506		16		false		              16   questions.				false

		6502						LN		506		17		false		              17                          EXAMINATION				false

		6503						LN		506		18		false		              18   BY CHAIRMAN LEVAR:				false

		6504						LN		506		19		false		              19        Q.   I just have one question, to close the loop on				false

		6505						LN		506		20		false		              20   a question that Mr. Michel asked you, since I know you				false

		6506						LN		506		21		false		              21   enjoy talking about the clean power plan.				false

		6507						LN		506		22		false		              22        A.   Absolutely.				false

		6508						LN		506		23		false		              23        Q.   You know, he asked about what I will call the				false

		6509						LN		506		24		false		              24   REC-like credits that were potentially available under				false

		6510						LN		506		25		false		              25   that plan, and if I am referring to it in an artful way,				false

		6511						PG		507		0		false		page 507				false

		6512						LN		507		1		false		               1   I apologize.  And recognizing the current status of the				false

		6513						LN		507		2		false		               2   plan with the court stay and the current				false

		6514						LN		507		3		false		               3   administration's position, as I recall, some -- some				false

		6515						LN		507		4		false		               4   aspects of some kind of renewable credits under that				false

		6516						LN		507		5		false		               5   plan were state specific, and some would be owned by the				false

		6517						LN		507		6		false		               6   owner of the generation facility.				false

		6518						LN		507		7		false		               7             Would something like this project that we're				false

		6519						LN		507		8		false		               8   looking at be a state specific that the EPA would have				false

		6520						LN		507		9		false		               9   to decide whether it was -- whether it benefitted Utah				false

		6521						LN		507		10		false		              10   or Wyoming, or would that be a utility owned credit that				false

		6522						LN		507		11		false		              11   was marketable?				false

		6523						LN		507		12		false		              12        A.   And obviously the -- oh, sorry.  Sorry.				false

		6524						LN		507		13		false		              13        Q.   To the best of your recollection of the clean				false

		6525						LN		507		14		false		              14   power plan.  But since the issue was raised, I'd like to				false

		6526						LN		507		15		false		              15   see if we could close that loop a little bit more.				false

		6527						LN		507		16		false		              16        A.   Sure.  I think the concepts were relatively				false

		6528						LN		507		17		false		              17   open to discussion at the time of the clean power plan				false

		6529						LN		507		18		false		              18   being proposed and challenged and so forth.  But a				false

		6530						LN		507		19		false		              19   variety of concepts existed, one of which I would say --				false

		6531						LN		507		20		false		              20   and the way we tended to assess the plan was, in the				false

		6532						LN		507		21		false		              21   event there was a tradeable commodity, per se, from a --				false

		6533						LN		507		22		false		              22   from a zero emitting resource like these projects.				false

		6534						LN		507		23		false		              23             The way we tended to assess that was, we				false

		6535						LN		507		24		false		              24   assumed, for the lack of more clarity around the rule,				false

		6536						LN		507		25		false		              25   that the -- any value associated with that tradeable				false

		6537						PG		508		0		false		page 508				false

		6538						LN		508		1		false		               1   commodity, per se, would be allocated on a				false

		6539						LN		508		2		false		               2   state-by-state basis at the time pursuant to our				false

		6540						LN		508		3		false		               3   multistate allocation of cost responsibilities and so				false

		6541						LN		508		4		false		               4   forth across the state.				false

		6542						LN		508		5		false		               5             So we tried to -- we assumed for the sake of				false

		6543						LN		508		6		false		               6   assessment of that particular potential value stream				false

		6544						LN		508		7		false		               7   that we would allocate based on the same ratios of our				false

		6545						LN		508		8		false		               8   cost allocation across our states from a value				false

		6546						LN		508		9		false		               9   proposition, even though the facility was technically --				false

		6547						LN		508		10		false		              10   these facilities were located in Wyoming.				false

		6548						LN		508		11		false		              11             There are arguments out there that, well, if				false

		6549						LN		508		12		false		              12   it's located in Wyoming, maybe Wyoming should, you know,				false

		6550						LN		508		13		false		              13   get the credits.  I would say those were all open-ended,				false

		6551						LN		508		14		false		              14   yet to be determined.  And now with the plan and in the				false

		6552						LN		508		15		false		              15   state that it is, you know, I think we have tried to				false

		6553						LN		508		16		false		              16   address the potential greenhouse gas CO2 side of things,				false

		6554						LN		508		17		false		              17   obviously with the various sensitivity that Mr. Link				false

		6555						LN		508		18		false		              18   described, High CO2, low CO2 and zero C2.				false

		6556						LN		508		19		false		              19             So we kind of come at it maybe a different way				false

		6557						LN		508		20		false		              20   for this set of assessments, recognizing the clean power				false

		6558						LN		508		21		false		              21   plan is highly questionable.				false

		6559						LN		508		22		false		              22             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  I appreciate that for				false

		6560						LN		508		23		false		              23   that additional clarification.  Commissioner White, did				false

		6561						LN		508		24		false		              24   you have a follow-up question?				false

		6562						LN		508		25		false		              25             COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yeah, I actually did.				false
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		6564						LN		509		1		false		               1                          EXAMINATION				false

		6565						LN		509		2		false		               2   BY COMMISSIONER WHITE:				false

		6566						LN		509		3		false		               3        Q.   So since we're speaking of environmental				false

		6567						LN		509		4		false		               4   attributes, is it confidential as to the ownership of				false

		6568						LN		509		5		false		               5   those environment attributes in terms of the BTA?  In				false

		6569						LN		509		6		false		               6   other words, who would those -- who would those --				false

		6570						LN		509		7		false		               7        A.   No.  We would -- I don't know that it would be				false

		6571						LN		509		8		false		               8   confidential.  I don't think it would be confidential.				false

		6572						LN		509		9		false		               9   We would ultimately own the environment attributes as we				false

		6573						LN		509		10		false		              10   would own the asset.				false

		6574						LN		509		11		false		              11        Q.   Okay.  And what other -- we've talked about				false

		6575						LN		509		12		false		              12   WECCs and NERCs.  And what other -- I mean, typically				false

		6576						LN		509		13		false		              13   what is that -- what -- what does that mean to you,				false

		6577						LN		509		14		false		              14   environment attributes in terms of that as being right				false

		6578						LN		509		15		false		              15   under the contract, I guess?				false

		6579						LN		509		16		false		              16        A.   Well, I think to some extent to maybe to the				false

		6580						LN		509		17		false		              17   earlier discussion to some extent, it is, is there a				false

		6581						LN		509		18		false		              18   value established at some point with whether it be				false

		6582						LN		509		19		false		              19   federal rule making, state rule making, to establish				false

		6583						LN		509		20		false		              20   maybe more a broader tradable fungible commodity there?				false

		6584						LN		509		21		false		              21   Or is it more of a, you know, what we see today,				false

		6585						LN		509		22		false		              22   renewable portfolio standards, those types of things,				false

		6586						LN		509		23		false		              23   where you have a tangible value in certain states for				false

		6587						LN		509		24		false		              24   certain compliance obligations?				false

		6588						LN		509		25		false		              25             So I'd say over time from a value proposition,				false
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		6590						LN		510		1		false		               1   that could change, depending on, you know, federal law,				false

		6591						LN		510		2		false		               2   state law, you know, if there are new programs that				false

		6592						LN		510		3		false		               3   are -- that are promulgated that provide a fungible				false

		6593						LN		510		4		false		               4   tradeable value to that attribute.				false

		6594						LN		510		5		false		               5        Q.   So I think what you are saying, tell me if I				false

		6595						LN		510		6		false		               6   am wrong, is that, you know, assuming that the clean				false

		6596						LN		510		7		false		               7   power plan does not go beyond or is, you know, repealed,				false

		6597						LN		510		8		false		               8   you know, not revived, I guess, is there other options				false

		6598						LN		510		9		false		               9   potentially that the company examines in their IRP				false

		6599						LN		510		10		false		              10   process that those could be utilized for purposes of				false

		6600						LN		510		11		false		              11   regulatory compliance?				false

		6601						LN		510		12		false		              12        A.   I don't know that we have assessed any other				false

		6602						LN		510		13		false		              13   options per se at this time.  You know, as I mentioned,				false

		6603						LN		510		14		false		              14   we look at CO2.  We have looked at it more from a cost				false

		6604						LN		510		15		false		              15   of compliance perspective in our assessments in the IRP				false

		6605						LN		510		16		false		              16   and so forth.  I think there are potential values there.				false

		6606						LN		510		17		false		              17             I think if you take a look at our, as a system				false

		6607						LN		510		18		false		              18   our CO2 emissions over time, as well as all our other				false

		6608						LN		510		19		false		              19   emissions, as well from our thermal resources, as				false

		6609						LN		510		20		false		              20   renewables expand their penetration level, you do see				false

		6610						LN		510		21		false		              21   those CO2 levels comings down as a fleet year on year,				false

		6611						LN		510		22		false		              22   which is an inherent environmental benefit, if you will.				false

		6612						LN		510		23		false		              23             Whether there's a cost associated with that,				false

		6613						LN		510		24		false		              24   I'd say the best way we are capturing that right now is				false

		6614						LN		510		25		false		              25   through the IRP, the sensitivities around potential CO2				false

		6615						PG		511		0		false		page 511				false

		6616						LN		511		1		false		               1   costs and how that might play into our portfolios.  But				false

		6617						LN		511		2		false		               2   I think until there's a, you know, a new rule enacted at				false

		6618						LN		511		3		false		               3   the federal level, other state laws enacted, that you				false

		6619						LN		511		4		false		               4   know, provide some tradeable commodity that we can start				false

		6620						LN		511		5		false		               5   to assess a little bit more from a tangible perspective,				false

		6621						LN		511		6		false		               6   for now, we make assumptions around CO2 cost per ton as				false

		6622						LN		511		7		false		               7   the surrogate.				false

		6623						LN		511		8		false		               8             COMMISSIONER WHITE:  That's all the questions				false

		6624						LN		511		9		false		               9   I have.  Thanks.				false

		6625						LN		511		10		false		              10             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you, Mr. Teply.  We				false

		6626						LN		511		11		false		              11   appreciate your testimony today.				false

		6627						LN		511		12		false		              12             THE WITNESS:  Thank you.				false

		6628						LN		511		13		false		              13             MR. LOWNEY:  I just have one follow-up to				false

		6629						LN		511		14		false		              14   Commissioner Clark's inquiry about the pro forma PPA.  I				false

		6630						LN		511		15		false		              15   believe that it is provided in the record as part of				false

		6631						LN		511		16		false		              16   Mr. Link's exhibits.  So it RTL11SS, which was the RPF				false

		6632						LN		511		17		false		              17   materials.				false

		6633						LN		511		18		false		              18             It was an extremely -- I think it's a 6,000				false

		6634						LN		511		19		false		              19   page document so it was provided electronically.  So I				false

		6635						LN		511		20		false		              20   think it was on a CD is my understanding.  So in				false

		6636						LN		511		21		false		              21   addition to -- I believe Mr. Teply's correct is, it's				false

		6637						LN		511		22		false		              22   publicly available on the company's RFP website.  It				false

		6638						LN		511		23		false		              23   would also be found, I believe, in that exhibit.				false

		6639						LN		511		24		false		              24             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.  That gives us				false

		6640						LN		511		25		false		              25   some light reading to do.				false
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		6642						LN		512		1		false		               1             MR. LOWNEY:  I don't think the PPA was 6,000				false

		6643						LN		512		2		false		               2   pages.				false

		6644						LN		512		3		false		               3             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Ms. McDowell or Mr. Lowney,				false

		6645						LN		512		4		false		               4   your next witness.				false

		6646						LN		512		5		false		               5             MR. LOWNEY:  The company calls Ms. Joelle				false

		6647						LN		512		6		false		               6   Steward.				false

		6648						LN		512		7		false		               7             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Ms. Steward, do you swear to				false

		6649						LN		512		8		false		               8   tell the truth?				false

		6650						LN		512		9		false		               9             THE WITNESS:  I do.				false

		6651						LN		512		10		false		              10             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.				false

		6652						LN		512		11		false		              11                        JOELLE STEWARD,				false

		6653						LN		512		12		false		              12   was called as a witness, and having been first duly				false

		6654						LN		512		13		false		              13   sworn, testified as follows:				false

		6655						LN		512		14		false		              14                      DIRECT EXAMINATION				false

		6656						LN		512		15		false		              15   BY MR. LOWNEY:				false

		6657						LN		512		16		false		              16        Q.   Ms. Steward, could you please state and spell				false

		6658						LN		512		17		false		              17   your name for the record.				false

		6659						LN		512		18		false		              18        A.   My name is Joelle Steward.  J-O-E-L-L-E,				false

		6660						LN		512		19		false		              19   S-T-E-W-A-R-D.				false

		6661						LN		512		20		false		              20        Q.   And how are you employed?				false

		6662						LN		512		21		false		              21        A.   I am the vice president of regulation.				false

		6663						LN		512		22		false		              22        Q.   And in that capacity, have you either filed or				false

		6664						LN		512		23		false		              23   adopted the prefiled testimony that has been labeled				false

		6665						LN		512		24		false		              24   direct testimony, supplemental direct and rebuttal				false

		6666						LN		512		25		false		              25   testimony, second supplemental direct testimony and				false

		6667						PG		513		0		false		page 513				false

		6668						LN		513		1		false		               1   surrebuttal testimony?				false

		6669						LN		513		2		false		               2        A.   Yes.				false

		6670						LN		513		3		false		               3        Q.   And do you have any changes or corrections to				false

		6671						LN		513		4		false		               4   that testimony today?				false

		6672						LN		513		5		false		               5        A.   I do not.				false

		6673						LN		513		6		false		               6        Q.   And if I ask you the same questions as				false

		6674						LN		513		7		false		               7   included in that testimony, will your answers be the				false

		6675						LN		513		8		false		               8   same?				false

		6676						LN		513		9		false		               9        A.   Yes.				false

		6677						LN		513		10		false		              10             MR. LOWNEY:  I move to admit the testimony of				false

		6678						LN		513		11		false		              11   Ms. Steward into the record.				false

		6679						LN		513		12		false		              12             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Any party object to that				false

		6680						LN		513		13		false		              13   motion, please indicate to me.  I am not seeing any				false

		6681						LN		513		14		false		              14   objection, so the motion is granted.  Thank you.				false

		6682						LN		513		15		false		              15        Q.   (By Mr. Lowney)  Ms. Steward, have you				false

		6683						LN		513		16		false		              16   prepared a summary for the commission today?				false

		6684						LN		513		17		false		              17        A.   I have.				false

		6685						LN		513		18		false		              18        Q.   Please proceed.				false

		6686						LN		513		19		false		              19        A.   Thank you.  Good afternoon.  My testimony				false

		6687						LN		513		20		false		              20   explains the company's proposed rate making treatment				false

		6688						LN		513		21		false		              21   for costs and benefits of the combined projects in this				false

		6689						LN		513		22		false		              22   application.  As in the repowering case, the company				false

		6690						LN		513		23		false		              23   proposes an interim mechanism, the resource trafficking				false

		6691						LN		513		24		false		              24   mechanism or RTM, to recover the costs and pass back the				false

		6692						LN		513		25		false		              25   full benefits of the projects until those are reflected				false

		6693						PG		514		0		false		page 514				false

		6694						LN		514		1		false		               1   in base rates in a general rate case.				false

		6695						LN		514		2		false		               2             The RTM would work in conjunction with the				false

		6696						LN		514		3		false		               3   energy balancing account or EBA, to match recovery of				false

		6697						LN		514		4		false		               4   costs with the benefits.  The RTM would include the				false

		6698						LN		514		5		false		               5   capital cost of the projects and the benefits from the				false

		6699						LN		514		6		false		               6   production tax credits from the new wind resources.  The				false

		6700						LN		514		7		false		               7   EBA, absent any adjustment, would include a hundred				false

		6701						LN		514		8		false		               8   percent of the incremental zero fuel cost energy from				false

		6702						LN		514		9		false		               9   the new wind projects, the wheeling revenue from the new				false

		6703						LN		514		10		false		              10   transmission line, and the costs of the PPA.				false

		6704						LN		514		11		false		              11             I acknowledge the commission declined to adopt				false

		6705						LN		514		12		false		              12   the RTM in the repowering case and stated that the				false

		6706						LN		514		13		false		              13   company can seek recovery of the costs and benefits				false

		6707						LN		514		14		false		              14   through available rate making mechanisms, such as a				false

		6708						LN		514		15		false		              15   general rate case, deferral accounting treatment and/or				false

		6709						LN		514		16		false		              16   the EBA.				false

		6710						LN		514		17		false		              17             As in the repowering case, the company				false

		6711						LN		514		18		false		              18   believes the RTM is the best proposal to match costs and				false

		6712						LN		514		19		false		              19   benefits of the new projects.  However, the company is				false

		6713						LN		514		20		false		              20   open to these rate making alternatives to the extent				false

		6714						LN		514		21		false		              21   they treat costs and benefits consistently.				false

		6715						LN		514		22		false		              22             Being able to pursue rate making such as a				false

		6716						LN		514		23		false		              23   deferral in conjunction with the EBA, outside of a				false

		6717						LN		514		24		false		              24   general rate case, is beneficial for a couple of				false

		6718						LN		514		25		false		              25   reasons.  First and foremost, it matches benefits with				false
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		6720						LN		515		1		false		               1   the cost.  Without the RTM or a deferral or a general				false

		6721						LN		515		2		false		               2   rate case, customers will begin receiving benefits from				false

		6722						LN		515		3		false		               3   the incremental zero fuel cost energy of the new wind				false

		6723						LN		515		4		false		               4   projects without paying any of the costs incurred to				false

		6724						LN		515		5		false		               5   obtain those benefits.				false

		6725						LN		515		6		false		               6             For example, in 2021, the first full year of				false

		6726						LN		515		7		false		               7   operation for the combined projects, without a way to				false

		6727						LN		515		8		false		               8   match the cost and benefits, customers would receive an				false

		6728						LN		515		9		false		               9   estimated $35 million of net power cost benefits and new				false

		6729						LN		515		10		false		              10   wheeling revenue, which would equate to reduction in				false

		6730						LN		515		11		false		              11   rates of about 1.7 percent, while the company would				false

		6731						LN		515		12		false		              12   absorb $63 million in costs.				false

		6732						LN		515		13		false		              13             As other parties have pointed out, the company				false

		6733						LN		515		14		false		              14   has added new resources in the past without requesting a				false

		6734						LN		515		15		false		              15   cost recovery mechanism.  However, that was prior to the				false

		6735						LN		515		16		false		              16   current power cost mechanism and at a smaller magnitude				false

		6736						LN		515		17		false		              17   in terms of both costs and benefits.				false

		6737						LN		515		18		false		              18             Second, the combined projects are a key driver				false

		6738						LN		515		19		false		              19   for the company's next general rate case.  A deferral or				false

		6739						LN		515		20		false		              20   the RTM will allow the company to align that rate case				false

		6740						LN		515		21		false		              21   timing for these projects with other cost pressures the				false

		6741						LN		515		22		false		              22   company is facing over the next couple of years into one				false

		6742						LN		515		23		false		              23   general rate case, which will help avoid the cost and				false

		6743						LN		515		24		false		              24   complexity of back-to-back rate cases.				false

		6744						LN		515		25		false		              25             Importantly, any rate making treatment outside				false
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		6746						LN		516		1		false		               1   of a general rate case would only include costs up to				false

		6747						LN		516		2		false		               2   the projected levels of the combined projects.  This is				false

		6748						LN		516		3		false		               3   consistent with the approval statutes for both the				false

		6749						LN		516		4		false		               4   significant energy resource decisions and the voluntary				false

		6750						LN		516		5		false		               5   request for resource decisions.				false

		6751						LN		516		6		false		               6             The company would need to seek recovery of any				false

		6752						LN		516		7		false		               7   costs in excess of the projected costs in a general rate				false

		6753						LN		516		8		false		               8   case.  As such, approval of rate making treatment now				false

		6754						LN		516		9		false		               9   will not diminish the company's incentive to prudently				false

		6755						LN		516		10		false		              10   manage the cost of the combined projects because all				false

		6756						LN		516		11		false		              11   costs will be subject to a prudence review before				false

		6757						LN		516		12		false		              12   inclusion in rates.				false

		6758						LN		516		13		false		              13             Several parties propose conditions that they				false

		6759						LN		516		14		false		              14   argue should apply if the combined projects are				false

		6760						LN		516		15		false		              15   approved.  However, we believe these conditions are				false

		6761						LN		516		16		false		              16   entirely unnecessary because the preapproval statute				false

		6762						LN		516		17		false		              17   already provides sufficient customer protections.  As I				false

		6763						LN		516		18		false		              18   already mentioned, the law allows preapproval only up to				false

		6764						LN		516		19		false		              19   the projected cost.  Any cost overruns would need to be				false

		6765						LN		516		20		false		              20   evaluated in a general rate case.				false

		6766						LN		516		21		false		              21             Additionally, in the event of a material				false

		6767						LN		516		22		false		              22   change in circumstance, the company will use the process				false

		6768						LN		516		23		false		              23   provided in the law for additional commission and				false

		6769						LN		516		24		false		              24   stakeholder review.  As in the repowering case, the				false

		6770						LN		516		25		false		              25   company bears the risk for meeting the PTC				false
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		6772						LN		517		1		false		               1   qualifications for the new wind resources, except due to				false

		6773						LN		517		2		false		               2   changes in law or an event that is beyond the reasonable				false

		6774						LN		517		3		false		               3   control of the company, or those with whom the company				false

		6775						LN		517		4		false		               4   has contracted for project development.				false

		6776						LN		517		5		false		               5             The company also agrees to pass back to				false

		6777						LN		517		6		false		               6   customers any liquidated damages received by the company				false

		6778						LN		517		7		false		               7   from vendors under contractual agreements.  However, the				false

		6779						LN		517		8		false		               8   company does not agree it should be held responsible for				false
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		6783						LN		517		12		false		              12   The company believes that this claim is incorrect.  The				false
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		7755						LN		554		22		false		              22   acquisition.  The customer groups are not naive or				false

		7756						LN		554		23		false		              23   confused.  They know the risks and ask the commission				false
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		7792						LN		556		7		false		               7   The no-action alternative available here plainly				false

		7793						LN		556		8		false		               8   represents the least-risk scenario.  It further provides				false
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		7798						LN		556		13		false		              13   value for decades is not an appropriate choice for				false

		7799						LN		556		14		false		              14   customers, when there is no demonstrated need for new				false

		7800						LN		556		15		false		              15   resources.				false

		7801						LN		556		16		false		              16             When speculating about future benefits, one				false

		7802						LN		556		17		false		              17   should be humble about the limits of current knowledge.				false

		7803						LN		556		18		false		              18   Multiple parties across multiple states conducting their				false

		7804						LN		556		19		false		              19   own independent analysis agree.  Though using different				false

		7805						LN		556		20		false		              20   methods of analysis and criticizing different parts of				false

		7806						LN		556		21		false		              21   the utility's analysis, the conclusions are largely the				false

		7807						LN		556		22		false		              22   same.  The utility is overstating benefits and				false
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		7813						LN		557		2		false		               2   has cited the case of environmental controls at the Jim				false

		7814						LN		557		3		false		               3   Bridger coal facility in Wyoming as an instant where the				false

		7815						LN		557		4		false		               4   division tolerates similar uncertainties.  However, two				false

		7816						LN		557		5		false		               5   points must be understood about the Bridger example.				false

		7817						LN		557		6		false		               6             First, as I have explained, the decision about				false

		7818						LN		557		7		false		               7   adding controls repowering or closing, it had to be made				false

		7819						LN		557		8		false		               8   based on the best available information.  The status quo				false

		7820						LN		557		9		false		               9   was not an option in that case.  Second, in retrospect,				false

		7821						LN		557		10		false		              10   the decision was likely not the least-cost choice, given				false

		7822						LN		557		11		false		              11   the gas and the carbon prices since then have proven				false
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		7824						LN		557		13		false		              13             The Bridger decision illustrates the risk that				false

		7825						LN		557		14		false		              14   facts will not match projections, making the decision				false

		7826						LN		557		15		false		              15   the wrong one in retrospect.  The division is not				false

		7827						LN		557		16		false		              16   suggesting making decisions about prudence with the				false

		7828						LN		557		17		false		              17   benefits of hindsight.  Rather, the division is				false
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		7856						LN		558		19		false		              19   adjustments late in the process, related to accelerating				false
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 1   May 30, 2018                                   9:00 a.m.
 2                     P R O C E E D I N G S
 3             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Good morning.  We're
 4   back on the record in Public Service Commission docket
 5   17-35-40, the application of Rocky Mountain Power for
 6   approval of a significant energy resource decision and
 7   voluntary request for approval of the resource decision.
 8             We were in the middle of cross-examination for
 9   witness Rick T. Link for the utility.  Are there any
10   preliminary matters before we continue with that
11   testimony?  Not seeing anything from anyone.
12             So Mr. Link, if you want to take the stand.
13   You are still under oath from yesterday.  And I believe
14   it was Mr. Baker's turn to cross-examine.
15                          RICK LINK,
16   was called as a witness, and having been previously
17   sworn, testified as follows:
18                       CROSS-EXAMINATION
19   BY MR. BAKER:
20        Q.   Good morning, Commissioners.  Thank you and
21   good morning, Mr. Link.  I just have a few questions for
22   you this morning.  Your model includes assumptions of
23   the generation profiles of these wind projects; is that
24   correct?
25        A.   Yes, it does.
0265
 1        Q.   And where did these generation profile
 2   assumptions come from?
 3        A.   The generation profiles are based on the
 4   information supplied with the bids that were submitted
 5   into the 2017R RFP ultimately backed by the historical
 6   data sets that were a requirement as part of the RFP in
 7   terms of wind speed and their own assessment, using
 8   their own experts, to derive essentially what we call a
 9   12 by 24, which can get converted into an 8,760 hour
10   wind generation profile.
11             And then we subsequently had our own expert
12   review that data and information to confirm whether
13   those profiles and ultimate expected performance levels
14   were -- were accurate in accordance with the data that
15   were provided.
16        Q.   And from -- from these assumptions, you
17   generate the PTC value of the project; is that correct?
18        A.   The PTC value is more a reflection of the
19   aggregate energy at any given point in time, or through
20   annually.  So it's -- in other words, the PTC value
21   doesn't matter, the time of day in which the generation
22   is being produced.  It's more a reflection of just the
23   total output, the total megawatt hours.
24        Q.   So what other assumptions are in your PTC
25   value?
0266
 1        A.   It's essentially the total volume by year.  So
 2   megawatts hours by project by year times the PTC value
 3   dollars per megawatt hour.
 4        Q.   And the PTC values help drive your claimed
 5   economic benefits of the combined projects; is that
 6   correct?
 7        A.   Yes.  The PTCs are a critical element of the
 8   net benefits that we're projecting for these projects.
 9   I think in aggregate we're at about 1.2 billion or so of
10   gross PTC benefits for the projects.
11        Q.   And is the company guaranteeing the PTC values
12   used in its economic model?
13        A.   The company is guaranteeing the qualification
14   for the PTCs, but we are not guaranteeing that the wind
15   will blow.
16        Q.   Or that the generation profiles will actually
17   meet what are estimated; is that correct?
18        A.   Correct.  The generation profiles on an hourly
19   basis across the year, as I indicated, are backed by the
20   historical data set supplied by the bidders, and then
21   validated by our own third party experts.  But the
22   actual, again, hourly profiles are not in and of
23   themselves a critical driver to the PTC benefit.  That's
24   more just aggregate generation levels.
25             MR. BAKER:  No further questions.
0267
 1             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.
 2   Ms. McDowell, do you have any redirect?
 3             MS. MCDOWELL:  Yes, I just have one question
 4   for Mr. Link.
 5                     REDIRECT EXAMINATION
 6   BY MS. MCDOWELL:
 7        Q.   And you were asked some questions about the IE
 8   report, specifically page 81 of the IE report.  Can you
 9   turn to that?  So yesterday there was some discussion
10   around the modeling of PTCs and how that impacted the
11   bid valuation.  Do you recall those questions?
12        A.   Yes.
13        Q.   And you were asked some questions about the
14   second full paragraph of the IE report.  I'd like to
15   direct your attention to the third full paragraph of
16   that report.  And can you give me your interpretation of
17   what that third paragraph means as it relates to the
18   paragraph you were questioned about yesterday?
19             MR. BAKER:  Chair LeVar, at this point I'll
20   object to the question for the same reason that counsel
21   objected to other questions yesterday.  We have the
22   author of this report, who will testify before us.  We
23   can ask him about his understanding or his reasons for
24   writing that paragraph, I suppose.
25             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Ms. McDowell, do you want to
0268
 1   respond to the objection?
 2             MS. MCDOWELL:  Well, we can ask that question
 3   to Mr. Oliver, but those questions were asked to
 4   Mr. Link yesterday.  So I think it's fair to get his
 5   interpretation of not just the second paragraph, but
 6   also the third paragraph.
 7             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Yeah.  Considering the extent
 8   of discussion during cross-examination, I think I am
 9   inclined to deny the objection and allow the question to
10   go forward.
11        A.   So the paragraph states that the independent
12   evaluator essentially concluded, or did not believe that
13   any bid was -- had an inherent competitive disadvantage
14   associated with any of the parameters of the
15   solicitation process.
16             So I believe, if I recall the line of
17   questioning yesterday, was in regard to the treatment of
18   PTCs, and how that might influence selections of a BTA,
19   a build transfer agreement, versus say a power purchase
20   agreement.  And I believe in my response I had indicated
21   that ultimately the IE, from what I recalled in the
22   report, found that it didn't cause a competitive
23   disadvantage, and I believe that reference to the third
24   paragraph is where I recall that being stated.
25             MS. MCDOWELL:  That's all I have.  Thank you.
0269
 1             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.  Any
 2   recross based on that question?  I am not seeing any
 3   indication from anyone.  Commissioner White, do you have
 4   any questions for Mr. Link?
 5                          EXAMINATION
 6   BY COMMISSIONER WHITE:
 7        Q.   Yeah.  It's been a while since yesterday.  I
 8   wanted to return to something you were explaining your
 9   summary about, the response of the company to the
10   commission's order on the RFP with respect to how it
11   performed the solar RFP.
12             And what I thought I heard you say was
13   something to the extent that -- and let me back up here
14   for a second.  I recognize that we have had new portions
15   of the -- your testimony with respect to that report.
16   The analysis and part of the report itself has been
17   stricken.  So I certainly don't want to stray there.
18             But could you go back and explain again what,
19   how that -- how the company responded to the
20   commission's direction in terms of including wind.  And
21   I think I heard you correctly, tell me if I am wrong,
22   that wind was included in the analysis of the solar RFP?
23        A.   Yes.  And I can respond without addressing any
24   of the information that has been struck from the record
25   in my testimony.
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 1             So when -- as -- because we were -- we were
 2   processing the two RFPs in parallel, they were on
 3   slightly different staggered schedules, but they were
 4   still being done concurrently with one another.  We had
 5   received, you know, initial pricing from the solar RFP
 6   at various stages of our evaluation of bids in the wind
 7   RFP, and then ultimately received best and final pricing
 8   from the solar bidders in the solar RFP in coordination
 9   with the wind RFP process.
10             And as we received that information, we were
11   updating our sensitivities in this docket to account for
12   the solar RFP bids.  So initially we had kind of the
13   initial bids, the indicative offers that informed our
14   solar sensitivities, and then ultimately we had best and
15   final pricing from the solar RFP that we brought into
16   the winds RFP to perform those sensitivities.
17             And I think what's key, and how I feel we
18   responded to the concerns raised in your order for the
19   RFP approval, is that when we performed the
20   sensitivities, we allowed our model to choose from all
21   bids, the wind and the solar.
22             So we didn't hard code the wind projects into
23   the model's portfolio.  We allowed it to choose from
24   those bids and the solar bids, and it could choose any
25   combination it wanted to based on the economics to
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 1   arrive at essentially the least cost portfolio.
 2             So that was why I made the statement yesterday
 3   in my summary that the sensitivities essentially were
 4   analyzed as if those bids were submitted into a single
 5   RFP.  That's how we would evaluate them if they were
 6   done through a single RFP.  And our models in those
 7   cases continued to choose the wind projects, along with
 8   the solar projects.
 9             So when the solar bids were introduced as an
10   alternative, it didn't displace the wind bids as a
11   result of that.  It continued to choose them, and then
12   it added the solar bids to it.  And fundamentally,
13   that's the rationale behind my statements in the
14   position that the -- the solar bids do not displace the
15   wind projects, they are best viewed as really an
16   incremental opportunity in addition to the wind
17   projects.
18        Q.   Okay.  There was discussion yesterday about
19   price policy scenarios and the company's use of the
20   official forward price curve.  Can you walk me through
21   how that was utilized in this RFP versus how that
22   particular data set is used in other scenarios that the
23   company utilizes it?  For example, the IRP or other --
24   other dockets.
25        A.   Sure.  Yeah.  We use our official forward
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 1   price curve, the easy answer is really for everything
 2   that we do.  So it gets used in our avoided cost
 3   pricing.  It gets used in power cost studies.
 4             The term obviously varies there.  Net power
 5   costs are typically a one year view.  But it's still the
 6   same official forward price curve that we use
 7   essentially throughout our business to support our
 8   financial analysis of projects, to support our position
 9   for which we trade around, to support really all of our
10   analysis that we perform.
11             We routinely update our official forward price
12   curve no less than every quarter.  And our process for
13   establishing what our official forward price curve is,
14   fundamentally has not changed for many, many years.  And
15   that process is one in which we, at the end of a given
16   trading day, at the end of, let's say, of a calendar
17   quarter.
18             So first quarter March 31st, as long as that's
19   a weekday, our traders in our front office have exposure
20   to where the market is transacting on that day, where
21   it's closing for various market hubs, both power and
22   natural gas.  They -- they lock those prices down at the
23   end of that trading day, and we use that data for
24   essentially the first six years of the term of our
25   forward curve, so actual observed market quotes of where
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 1   the market is transacting to form our official curve.
 2             I would highlight that that -- those set of
 3   data get validated by our risk management team to ensure
 4   that they are consistent with their independent
 5   assessment of broker quotes that they received for that
 6   same trading day to make sure that they're within reason
 7   of what an independent broker is seeing in the market.
 8             And then beyond that six year period, we use a
 9   fundamentals based or fundamental-driven forecast, and
10   then we blend the two together over a one year
11   transition period.  So in year seven, it's an average of
12   essentially the prior year's -- let's say January price
13   of market and the subsequent forward year of the
14   forecast so that we get a blended transition of market
15   to the fundamentals forecast.  And that's done for
16   natural gas.
17             And then for power, we use that gas price
18   forecast to inform our electricity price projections on
19   the wholesale market, using a model that has the same
20   gas price information to get that fundamentals period.
21   And so that same curve is used throughout the company.
22        Q.   And is that -- is that typically industry
23   practice?  I mean, I guess what I am wondering is what
24   other options are there in terms of data sets used if
25   you are doing, or trying to do future pricing
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 1   comparisons?
 2        A.   Yeah.  In my experience, that general concept
 3   is what I am familiar with from my counterparts that I
 4   speak to routinely through IRPs or other forums; and
 5   even within our affiliates, let's say within Berkshire
 6   Hathaway, a very similar process is used.
 7             Each company can use slightly different
 8   assumptions around how much market they use, whether
 9   it's six years, four years, longer periods, and which
10   fundamental curves they use.  So I think but
11   conceptually from my experience, a lot of utilities do a
12   very similar approach to establish their base forecast.
13             Other alternatives that I have seen in other
14   forums is just to rely on, let's say, something like an
15   Energy Information Administration kind of reference case
16   type forecast, and we haven't done that.  That forecast
17   is actually higher than our current official forward
18   price curve as it stands today.  And that's primarily
19   because sometimes that EIA forecast can become a little
20   stale.  It's not updated as often relative to some of
21   the other forecasts that we have access to, which we
22   review every quarter along the way.
23             So as changes are being implemented in
24   fundamental markets that these forecasters are seeing,
25   we try to stay on top of that to make sure we have kind
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 1   of the most current and up-to-date information
 2   available.
 3        Q.   Thanks.  And I guess the final question --
 4   sorry.  The final question is, in terms of carbon
 5   policy, where does the company derive that?  I mean,
 6   obviously that's -- from a political standpoint, that's
 7   a real moving target right now.  But just help me
 8   understand where the company derives that.
 9        A.   Sure.
10        Q.   Those different options.
11        A.   The pricing that we have used in our analysis
12   here is also based off third party.  So the same third
13   party forecasters that produce the natural gas price
14   forecasts that we review, and ultimately use to
15   establish not only our official curve but our low and
16   high price scenarios, also produce various scenarios
17   that include different CO2 price levels in their
18   assumptions.
19             And so we rely on those forecasts to help
20   derive where -- in this docket essentially our medium
21   and high price assumptions would fall.  For the low
22   case, we use zero, conservatively throughout the entire
23   time frame.
24             And so we really rely on those.  They are
25   intended to be kind of proxy price assumptions for
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 1   future regulations, because obviously we're a little
 2   uncertain how anything might be implemented, if it is
 3   implemented at some point in time, whether it's a tax or
 4   a cap and trade or some other structure to try to
 5   regulate those emissions.
 6             But regardless of the structure, the
 7   regulatory paradigm behind those price forecasts, the
 8   concept is, there is still some incremental cost that
 9   has to be accounted for if there is a policy, and what's
10   an appropriate level or range that might be required to
11   achieve certain levels of emission reductions over --
12   over time.  So they're estimates.  They're forecasts.
13             The numbers that we are using are relatively
14   low.  You know, we don't start the CO2 price assumption
15   in the medium case, I think until around 2030.  So a
16   full 10 years into the operation of the proposed
17   projects.  And the price point on those are relatively
18   low and not hugely impactful to the economic analysis.
19             The high case it starts, I think in 2026, and
20   it's a little bit higher price point, but not nearly as
21   high, let's say, as some other alternatives, like a
22   social cost of carbon or some of those other numbers
23   that have been tossed out there.
24             COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you.  That's all
25   the questions I have.  Thank you.
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 1             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.  Commissioner
 2   Clark.
 3             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Thanks.
 4                          EXAMINATION
 5   BY COMMISSIONER CLARK:
 6        Q.   Good morning, Mr. Link.
 7        A.   Good morning.
 8        Q.   I also want to ask a few questions about the
 9   work that you did with the final results of the solar
10   bid process in relation to the projects that are under
11   consideration in this docket, the wind projects.  And
12   you mentioned that the model was selecting both the
13   projects in question here plus some solar --
14        A.   Uh-huh.
15        Q.   -- projects, or the wind and solar projects.
16   The -- what I am interested in is the relative value of
17   the projects that were selected.  So -- and I am -- I
18   certainly -- my questions are not intended to draw from
19   your -- invite you to share confidential information, or
20   invite you to the -- the material that's been stricken
21   relative to sensitivity modeling that you did with
22   respect to the solar projects.
23             But I'd like to get a sense of where the
24   relative values are as you reviewed them, wind versus
25   solar.  Were the solar projects sprinkled among the
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 1   wind?  Were the solar projects coming in all of lesser
 2   value than all the wind?  Were they all of higher value
 3   than the wind projects in question?  What did -- what
 4   would that look like?
 5        A.   Sure.  So our primary focus -- I'll start by
 6   answering, and noting that our primary focus on the
 7   sensitivities for the solar analysis were done through
 8   that 2036 time horizon, and that's primarily because
 9   that's the study period, as I think I noted yesterday,
10   where our models are choosing the projects among the --
11   all of the options, whether it's solar or wind.
12             And so in reference to the results from those
13   studies, we -- we ran our sensitivities two ways, really
14   to help answer this specific type of question.  So we
15   first ran, as I described in response to Commissioner
16   White's question, allowing all bids to be chosen,
17   whether they are wind or solar, and in that case it
18   choose both.
19             We also, of course, have in this proceeding
20   the 18 cases for the wind projects, kind of the wind by
21   itself without consideration of any of the solar bids.
22   And so to kind of close that loop, we also ran
23   sensitivities that were solar only and did not allow the
24   wind bids so that we could get a sense of how everything
25   compared and stacked up to one another.
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 1             And essentially what we found when comparing
 2   the wind-only to the solar-only proposals through that
 3   2036 case, using our base case assumptions, is that the
 4   wind and transmission projects produced more value than
 5   the solar projects, in terms of a PVRRD benefit.
 6             It's not to say that the solar projects, in
 7   and of themselves, didn't lower system cost.  And so
 8   there is still, you know, very much so an economic and
 9   opportunity to fill our remaining capacity needs with
10   those projects as well.  They provide incremental
11   benefits, but the wind was proportionately higher.
12             I think we found that they were very similarly
13   situated or got a little closer when we went to the low
14   gas zero CO2 price policy sensitivity under that,
15   through 2036 perspective.
16             But I would highlight then that when we ran
17   them together, given the fact that they both showed
18   value independently, when the model chose -- had the
19   ability to choose from all of them and chose both solar
20   and wind, the aggregate of the PVRRD of that combined
21   renewable portfolio, which was over a thousand megawatts
22   of solar and over a thousand megawatts of wind in
23   aggregate, had a higher overall PVRRD benefit than what
24   we're showing for just the combined projects in this
25   case, as summarized in my testimony.
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 1        Q.   What conclusion would you draw from that?
 2        A.   I think the most important conclusion that I
 3   draw that's pertinent to this proceeding is that there's
 4   an opportunity for us to pursue the solar as supported
 5   by that analysis, suggesting that there is value to
 6   doing the solar in addition to the wind.  But regardless
 7   of where that ultimately lands, and we're continuing to
 8   have active discussions with solar developers to
 9   identify, and if there's value there, to pursue those
10   projects.
11             But regardless of what happens there, the
12   economics of the wind and transmission, the combined
13   projects in this proceeding, are retained and will only
14   grow if we add the additional resource.  So if we don't
15   do any solar, we have got that documented in my
16   testimony.  If we end up adding the solar to it and find
17   those additional opportunities that we think bring value
18   to our customers, that won't in any way harm the
19   economics that we're seeing from the combined projects.
20   Those economics will be retained.
21        Q.   Could you also conclude that the solar
22   projects are more valuable than the wind projects?
23        A.   I haven't concluded that, based on the
24   testimony and the analysis that I have performed.  And
25   this starts to dabble a little bit into the area of the
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 1   restricted information.
 2        Q.   Okay.  I appreciate it.  And the model run
 3   that addressed both, and that selected wind and solar
 4   together, does that outcome give you any -- any
 5   indication of how they -- how -- any ability to rank
 6   order them, the ones that are selected from a value
 7   perspective?  Is it simply, it's in or it's out, or does
 8   it -- or can you assess some -- some differences in
 9   value?
10        A.   I think it could be -- it could be estimated
11   from the information we have available to us.  We
12   haven't performed that estimate to try to rank order
13   project by project how that would exactly work.  To kind
14   of model it explicitly outside of an estimate, I think
15   would require, you know, ident -- having all of the
16   resources in the aggregate wind and solar portfolio, as
17   a starting point.
18             We have that simulation of what system costs
19   are, and then stepwise removing one project at a time,
20   to try to get a sense of what its marginal contribution
21   is to that overall aggregate portfolio value.  And we
22   haven't gone through and done all of those model runs
23   independently at this stage.
24             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Thank you.  Those are my
25   questions.  Thank you.
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 1             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.  And I
 2   don't have any further ones.  So thank you, Mr. Link.
 3   We appreciate your testimony --
 4             THE WITNESS:  Thank you.
 5             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  -- yesterday and today.  And
 6   I think we are going to move to Mr. Oliver next to go a
 7   little bit out of order to accommodate his schedule.  So
 8   if you will come to the stand.
 9             Mr. Oliver, do you swear to tell the truth?
10             THE WITNESS:  Yes, I do.
11                         WAYNE OLIVER,
12   was called as a witness, and having been first duly
13   sworn, testified as follows:
14             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.  And let me
15   just make a few comments before he starts.  His
16   statutory role in this process is a little bit unique.
17   He's employed by the commission.  We have elected during
18   his testimony today not to engage one of our commission
19   attorneys in an adversarial role in this process.  So to
20   accommodate his testimony and cross-examination, I think
21   the way we're going to move forward is, we'll allow him
22   to give a summary of his report, and then we'll allow
23   any of the attorneys in the room to cross-examine.
24             We will entertain objections to any
25   cross-examination questions from any -- from any party.
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 1   So in the essence of him having a dedicated attorney,
 2   we'll entertain those objections if the -- if the need
 3   arises.  So feel free to do so.
 4             So Mr. Oliver, why don't you start by just
 5   explaining your relationship with the commission in this
 6   docket, the work you performed and summarize your final
 7   report.
 8             THE WITNESS:  Thank you, Chairman LeVar,
 9   Commissioners Clark and White.  My name is Wayne Oliver.
10   I am president of Merrimack Energy Group Incorporated.
11   My business address is 26 Shipway Place in Charlestown,
12   Massachusetts.
13             Merrimack Energy was retained by the Public
14   Service Commission of Utah to serve as independent
15   evaluator for PacifiCorp's 2017 renewable energy
16   requests for proposals.  Merrimack Energy's involvement
17   as IE began at the initiation of the solicitation
18   process, at the time of development of the RFP, and
19   continued through evaluation and selection of the
20   preferred resources.
21             As part of the IE's assignment, we are
22   required to prepare a final report on the solicitation
23   process, which is intended to provide an assessment of
24   all aspects of the solicitation process, including the
25   IE observations, conclusions, and recommendations.  The
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 1   IE report was filed as part of this docket on February
 2   27th, 2018.
 3             The RFP was undertaken under the Utah statutes
 4   dealing with energy resource procurement, which
 5   establishes the requirements for undertaking the
 6   solicitation process and defines the role of the IE.
 7   Merrimack's Energy's -- Energy's final report provided a
 8   description of the entire solicitation process up
 9   through the final selection of the preferred resources.
10             In that regard, I will focus on our primary
11   conclusions regarding the solicitation process.  I will
12   first address my observations regarding the
13   implementation of the solicitation process, as it
14   pertains to the Utah statutes.  I will then discuss the
15   risks that are present in this process, which could
16   potentially affect customers.
17             From a solicitation process perspective, we
18   found that the 2017R RFP generally conformed to the
19   requirements of rule R 746-420, and that all bidders
20   were treated the same and were provided the same level
21   of information at the same time.  All bidders provided
22   the same information in their proposals, that allowed
23   for a consistent and equitable evaluation.
24             The evaluation methodology used by PacifiCorp
25   was the same general methodology as adopted for its
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 1   integrated resource plan, and was based on the same
 2   models as used for IRP assessments, including the SO, or
 3   system optimizer model, and the planning and risk PaR
 4   model.  The IE found that the benchmark resources
 5   provide the same information as all other proposals and
 6   were evaluated using the same methodology and
 7   assumptions.
 8             The results of the solicitation process
 9   illustrate that the pursuit of wind resources to take
10   advantage of the production tax credits should result in
11   significant savings to customers based on the SO and PaR
12   model runs.
13             The result of the RFP was that cost for wind
14   resources were lower than the cost of -- than the costs
15   included in the original IRP analysis, and the benefits
16   to customers even higher than projected.  The IE found
17   that the initial short list evaluation and selection was
18   reasonable.
19             The IE also found that PacifiCorp's selection
20   of the final portfolio of wind resources was a
21   reasonable selection based on the economics of the
22   resources selected, and given the transmission
23   constraints associated with the position of various
24   resources in the interconnection queue.
25             The final resources selected were the top
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 1   ranked projects from an economic perspective.  While the
 2   process overall was undertaken in an effective and
 3   consistent manner, consistent with Utah statutes, the IE
 4   believes there are still several risks that need to be
 5   considered in any final decision on the value of the
 6   resource proposals put forward by PacifiCorp.
 7             Merrimack Energy concluded that the capital
 8   cost of PacifiCorp's benchmark resources should be
 9   closely scrutinized to ensure that the costs on which
10   the economic evaluation was based are realistic.  We had
11   some reservations in our assessment, both of the initial
12   cost of the benchmarks as described in our report on the
13   benchmark resources, and also of the best and final
14   offers of the benchmarks.  In the latter regard, we were
15   concerned about the continuing lowering of costs for the
16   benchmark resources relative to the pricing of other
17   wind proposals submitted.
18             As IE, one of our primary concerns with
19   utility ownership resources competing with third parties
20   is the case where the utility ownership option wins the
21   bid with a low cost estimate of its capital and
22   operating costs but then experiences higher actual
23   costs, or cost overruns relative to the winning proposal
24   that could have resulted in a different resource
25   selection if the costs had been more realistically
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 1   anticipated and properly accounted for.
 2             Therefore, we are concerned, based on the
 3   benchmark costs relative -- relative to other wind
 4   projects that were competing with the risks that actual
 5   capital costs for PacifiCorp's benchmark resources could
 6   have been higher than bid.
 7             The second major risk we were concerned about
 8   is the PTC risk.  We raised the issue in our report on
 9   the design of RPF that transmission facilities are not
10   completed on time, the benefits of the PTCs could be
11   lost or eroded.  The PT benefits -- PTC benefits are
12   significant and drive the economics of these resources.
13             Merrimack Energy included a table in our final
14   report that listed the expected PTC benefits for each
15   project based on PacifiCorp's analysis, including the
16   estimated levels of generation for each PacifiCorp owned
17   resource.
18             PTC benefits can be eroded depending on
19   several factors, including whether or not the actual
20   capacity factors of the wind resources are lower than
21   expected based on wind resource studies.  A third major
22   risk is the cost associated with the transmission
23   facilities, either as a result of potential cost
24   overruns or one or more wind generation projects fails.
25             One of the concerns we had, as described in
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 1   our RFP design report, was that PacifiCorp's contracts
 2   attempted to shift risks onto PPAs and BTAs suppliers
 3   who were asked to absorb the risk that the transmission
 4   facilities would not be completed in time to be able to
 5   garner all the PTC benefits.  We noted that assigning
 6   risks to counterparties who cannot manage that risk was
 7   a concern.
 8             Finally, one of the primary issues the IE is
 9   required to address in its assessments of the
10   solicitation process is whether the solicitation process
11   is consistent with Utah statutes, 54-17-101, and is in
12   the public interest taking into consideration whether it
13   will most likely result in the acquisition, production
14   and delivery of electricity at the lowest reasonable
15   cost to retail customers of an effective utility located
16   in the state, including 1, long-term or short-term
17   impaction, 2, risks, 3, reliability, 4, financial
18   impacts on the affected utility, and 5, other factors
19   determined by the commission to be relevant.
20             In our view PacifiCorp's selection of the
21   final portfolio of wind resources is in the public
22   interest based on the wind proposal submitted, albeit
23   subject to cost risks associated with the benchmark
24   resources and other risks as discussed previously.
25             Since PacifiCorp's solicitation is based on
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 1   procurement of wind resources, combined with new
 2   transmission capacity, it is not possible to determine
 3   if this combination meets the lowest reasonable cost
 4   standard, since the analysis did not determine other
 5   resources, including solar resources would have been
 6   included in a final least-cost, or least-risk system
 7   portfolio.
 8             Thank you, and that concludes my initial
 9   comments.
10             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr. Oliver.
11   I think we'll go next to Ms. Hickey.  Do you have any
12   questions for Mr. Oliver?
13             MS. HICKEY:  Good morning.  Thank you, Chair
14   LeVar.  Just a couple.
15                          EXAMINATION
16   BY MS. HICKEY:
17        Q.   I think that first of all, sir, my name is
18   Lisa Tormoen Hickey.  I represent the Interwest Energy
19   Alliance.  We're a trade association of wind and solar
20   developers working with renewable -- with environmental
21   groups.
22             I wanted to leave aside most of what you said
23   but for the recommendations specific to future RFP.  Was
24   one of the goals of your work to develop recommendations
25   that might be viewed going forward into future RFPs?
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 1        A.   One of our, you know, tasks was to provide
 2   recommendations as part of the process, and we did
 3   include several recommendations in our report.
 4        Q.   Do any of those recommendations apply to all
 5   sorts of RFPs for renewable energy, including RFPs
 6   directed to solar resources as opposed to just wind
 7   resources?
 8        A.   Do you have a specific reference in the report
 9   to that?
10        Q.   Yes.  Now, I have a redacted nonconfidential
11   copy, but I will refer you to part B at the very end,
12   recommendation.  My page 83.
13        A.   Okay.
14        Q.   So I am assuming because it's at the end, and
15   these are general recommendations, that these
16   recommendations might apply to future RFPs; is that
17   true?
18        A.   That's correct, yes.
19        Q.   Now, you talked about a transmission workshop,
20   and I understand the PacifiCorp did pull a transmission
21   workshop in effect, combined with another workshop;
22   isn't that true?
23        A.   Well, I guess I -- you know, we have been in
24   several PacifiCorp solicitations, and we have -- and
25   other solicitations requested a -- or suggested a
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 1   transmission specific workshop.  And that -- those were
 2   held by PacifiCorp.  And those workshops, I would --
 3   that type of workshop I would have considered consistent
 4   with the workshop of the entire solicitation that was
 5   presented in this case.
 6        Q.   Would that be important in the solar RFP?
 7        A.   Transmission issues and interconnection issues
 8   are important in any RFP, but I think -- you know, so I
 9   would say it would be applicable to a solar RFP as well.
10        Q.   Would the spreadsheet model recommendation
11   number -- second bullet, simplifying that model, would
12   that improve RFPs going forward related to solar
13   resources?
14        A.   I'm not sure if those models were used with
15   the solar valuation or not, but certainly we -- you
16   know, the model is -- the model is very detailed.  All
17   the models were very detailed, but they were somewhat
18   cumbersome to review and evaluate, and that was the
19   issue we were focusing on.
20             But we were able to track through and follow
21   the results, you know, fairly easily.  But it was -- not
22   fairly easily, but we had to do a lot of, you know,
23   review back and forth to different tabs in the model.
24   But I think it really needs to be, you know, cleaned up
25   and better organized more than anything.
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 1        Q.   Does that improve transparency for you in your
 2   role as an independent evaluator?
 3        A.   Yes, it would.
 4        Q.   Your third bullet point relates to benchmark
 5   costs.  I think you have talked about that.  Would
 6   that -- would that recommendation apply to solar
 7   resources also, if benchmark projects were included?
 8        A.   Well, if there's a benchmark project, for any
 9   type of resource, I mean, one of the things that we
10   focus on is really scrutinizing in detail the resource
11   costs relative to market benchmark, and based on our own
12   knowledge of being involved in a number of different
13   solicitations with different types of resources, and we
14   also attempt to ensure that all costs are accounted for
15   by the utility in its cost structures.  So it really
16   would apply to any type of resource.
17        Q.   If there is anticipated a solar RFP going
18   forward, would you want the opportunity to review the
19   RFP in advance, as you did this wind RFP, in order to
20   set it up to incorporate some of these recommendations?
21        A.   Yes.  And ideally as an independent evaluator,
22   you had -- it's preferable to get involved up front in
23   the process, to at least be able to review the initial
24   RFP and provide comments if there's anything we see in
25   the RFP that could affect the integrity of the
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 1   valuation, integrity of the process.
 2        Q.   As to your fourth bullet point related to the
 3   terminal value, would that apply to solar resources?
 4   Would that recommendation apply?
 5        A.   I'm not certain about that.  If terminal value
 6   is just used for the wind RFP because of the unique
 7   aspects of the assets, that would apply to wind as
 8   opposed to solar.
 9             MS. HICKEY:  Thank you.  I have no more
10   questions.
11             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.
12   Mr. Holman, do you have any questions for Mr. Oliver?
13             MR. HOLMAN:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  No, I do
14   not.  Thanks.
15             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.  Ms. Hayes?
16             MS. HAYES:  No.  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
17             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.  I think
18   I'll go to Ms. McDowell next.
19             MS. MCDOWELL:  Thank you.
20                          EXAMINATION
21   BY MS. MCDOWELL:
22        Q.   Good morning, Mr. Oliver.
23        A.   Good morning.
24        Q.   I'm Katherine McDowell, here on behalf of
25   Rocky Mountain Power.
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 1        A.   Good morning.
 2        Q.   Thank you for your testimony today.  I just
 3   have a few questions.  I believe your testimony was that
 4   you, on the ultimate question of whether this
 5   solicitation and results were in the public interest,
 6   your opinion is that it was in the public interest,
 7   correct?
 8        A.   Yes.  The overall results associated with the
 9   wind solicitation, which I was a part of, were in the
10   public interest and are estimated to provide substantial
11   benefits.
12        Q.   So in -- and you supported, just going back to
13   the RFP approval process, I did review your testimony in
14   that case, and it -- your testimony did support the
15   wind-only solicitation, the targeted solicitation; isn't
16   that correct?
17        A.   Well, as I recall, I don't have my testimony
18   in front of me, but we did support the process of going
19   forward with the wind RFP.  But we also raised the issue
20   that a solar -- we thought a solar RFP could be
21   dovetailed on the wind RFP.
22        Q.   And I -- let me just quote.  I didn't -- I
23   wasn't able to print out the transcript, but I am just
24   going to quote a section of your testimony from the
25   transcript and ask you to accept it, subject to check,
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 1   that it sounds like a reasonable statement of your
 2   position.  I think it does capture what you just said.
 3             And this is a quote from the transcript at
 4   page 161 of the December 19th, hearing.  "It seemed to
 5   me that if the solicitation process that PacifiCorp has
 6   offered today, based on issuing this RFP at this time
 7   for wind resources only, and a separate RFP for other
 8   renewable resources as soon as practicable, is not
 9   unreasonable and provides a significant opportunity to
10   test the market and assess the potential system benefits
11   associated with other renewable resources."
12             Does that sound like your position from the
13   RFP process?
14        A.   It sounds consistent and reasonable, yes.
15        Q.   And is it your understanding that PacifiCorp
16   in fact did conduct a concurrent solar RFP?
17        A.   Yes.  I am aware that PacifiCorp did conduct a
18   separate RFP, yes.
19        Q.   So just going to your statement that while the
20   wind resources provide significant benefit and are in
21   the public interest, you cannot determine whether
22   wind-only resources are in the lowest, are the lowest
23   reasonable cost without an integrated procurement
24   process.  I think you included that in your summary,
25   that conclusion.  Do you recall that?
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 1        A.   Yes.
 2        Q.   So you were not the IE for the solar RFP,
 3   correct?
 4        A.   That's correct.
 5        Q.   And you haven't studied all the testimony and
 6   analysis in this proceeding; is that true?
 7        A.   I have read, you know, different pieces of
 8   testimony, but not all of them.
 9        Q.   So I assume your limited scope of work
10   contributes to a conclusion that you cannot say whether
11   the wind resources are the lowest-cost resource; is that
12   correct?
13        A.   Well, my scope of work really ended at the
14   time I -- we submitted the report in terms of, you know,
15   reviewing any resources.  And at that time, you know,
16   basically what we had presented to us, you know, by
17   PacifiCorp was, what I looked at was more of a parallel
18   evaluation, you know, the SO -- the SO and PaR model
19   results for wind versus the SO and PaR model results for
20   all the solar.
21             It was, you know, no integration at that
22   point.  It was basically just -- you know, it was really
23   a parallel evaluation process, based on the last
24   information I had from, you know, as the IE in this
25   process.
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 1        Q.   So you would agree that the commission could
 2   make that cost determination if it had that information,
 3   the information that integrated the results of those two
 4   RFPs, correct?
 5             MR. BAKER:  Objection.  I believe that
 6   question is outside the scope of Mr. Oliver.  I think he
 7   had appropriately described what his scope was, and it's
 8   not to continue beyond after his report here.
 9             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Do you want to respond to the
10   objection?
11             MS. MCDOWELL:  Yeah.  I mean, this just goes
12   to his statement about while he believes the results of
13   this RFP process are in the public interest, it's
14   difficult for him to conclude, given his scope of work,
15   that they are the lowest-cost resources available.  So I
16   am just exploring how it is that the commission could
17   make that determination, which is the ultimate
18   determination in this case.
19             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  And I think he is -- I think
20   he has given answers to what the scope was and what his
21   recommendations covered.  I think to that particular
22   question I am going to sustain the objection.
23        Q.   (By Ms. McDowell)  So is it your understanding
24   that when the commission makes that public interest
25   determination, that the commission looks at several
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 1   factors?  You know, I think you listed the multiple
 2   factors, the low cost factor ones, but there is several
 3   other factors?
 4             MR. BAKER:  Objection.  I don't believe his
 5   scope of work includes opining on what the commission
 6   should consider in making the overall public
 7   determination.  He looked and talked about what his --
 8   his interpretation is based on the specific RFP, not
 9   what the commission should decide based on the broader
10   statutory scheme.
11             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  I think I am going to
12   overrule that objection.  I think his statutory
13   relationship with the commission is advisory to the
14   commission.  So I am going to allow him to answer this
15   question.
16        Q.   (By Ms. McDowell)  Do you need me to restate
17   the question?
18        A.   Yes, if you could please.
19        Q.   Yes.  So ultimately the question that the
20   commission needs to determine is whether these resources
21   are in the public interest, and the commission looks at
22   several factors.  And that low cost factor is one of
23   five; is that correct?
24        A.   That's correct.  Yes.
25        Q.   So I just want to review a couple of the key
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 1   conclusions of your report.  Would you agree that the
 2   response to this RFP was robust?
 3        A.   Yes, it was, and we -- that was one of our
 4   conclusions in our report.
 5        Q.   And just again, was your ultimate conclusion
 6   that PacifiCorp complied in general with the rules and
 7   statutes that pertain to the RFP process in Utah?
 8        A.   That -- that was one of our conclusions, yes.
 9        Q.   And I think you also mentioned that PacifiCorp
10   used a consistent and equitable evaluation process, and
11   by that, were you meaning that with respect to all of
12   the bids presented, it applied the same modeling
13   methodology?
14        A.   Yes.  You know, the same modeling methodology,
15   same assumptions, same input forms that all the bidders
16   had to put -- all the bidders, including the benchmarks,
17   had to provide the same level of information.
18        Q.   And that was the 20 year SO modeling.  Is that
19   the modeling and evaluation you are referring to?
20        A.   The modeling and evaluation took several
21   forms.  It was -- you know, the short list analysis, it
22   was based on the spreadsheet model and the more detailed
23   analysis based on the SO and PaR models.
24        Q.   So you mentioned that you had some concerns
25   about whether the benchmark bids could be potentially
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 1   understated in terms of the costs.  Do you recall that
 2   part of your summary?
 3        A.   Yes, I do.
 4        Q.   Are you aware that under this process, the
 5   commission preapproves the amount of costs only up to
 6   the company's estimates for the cost of the projects?
 7        A.   I am not -- no, I am not -- I am not aware of
 8   that specific --
 9        Q.   Well, let me just ask you to assume that
10   hypothetically.  Assume that the commission is approving
11   only the amounts that were bid into the process, only
12   the amounts of the estimate, and that any amount over
13   those estimates would be closely scrutinized by the
14   commission and would have to be established to be
15   prudent.
16             Would that address the concerns you had about
17   the commission closely scrutinizing the actual costs of
18   the bids?
19        A.   Well, certainly there are a number of ways of
20   doing that, and one is to establish, you know, a firm
21   cap.  There's -- you know -- but it's, you know, it's
22   not my -- you know, I don't look at it as my role to
23   firmly state that that's the way it should be done.  But
24   that's a requirement in some -- you know, that's one
25   option, I guess.
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 1             The other is, you know, the prudent standard
 2   and how broad that could be.  But it's, you know, that's
 3   really, you know, up to the commission to determine, you
 4   know, that -- that process.
 5             But I -- I raise that because there's, you
 6   know, there's some consideration that if, you know, you
 7   know, how do you define that prudent standard?  And if
 8   costs, you know, end up being a lot higher than
 9   anticipated, you know, the PPA bids are firm, they have
10   to live by the bid they submit.  Whereas, you know, I
11   have seen cases where they are self build or benchmark
12   could, you know, increase the price of it, and they may
13   not have won under that original price, but they could
14   win under the, you know, under the low price.
15             And that's my concern.  And as IE, that's one
16   of the things we focus on all the time that, you know,
17   making sure that the pricing is reasonable and that, you
18   know, all costs for the benchmark are accounted for.
19   And that's what we try to do.
20        Q.   So your recommendation would be in a -- in a
21   statutory scheme where the costs are preapproved up to
22   the estimate, and then prudence has to be established
23   for anything above that, that the commission apply a
24   strict prudence standard?
25        A.   I think, yeah.  In a case like this, I think,
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 1   yeah, that prudent standard should be -- should be
 2   fairly strict.
 3             MS. MCDOWELL:  That's all I have.  Thank you.
 4             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you,
 5   Ms. McDowell.  Mr. Jetter.
 6                          EXAMINATION
 7   BY MR. JETTER:
 8        Q.   Hi.  Good morning, Mr. Oliver.  My name is
 9   Justin Jetter.  I'm an attorney with the Utah Attorney
10   General's office, and I represent one of the Utah's
11   regulatory agencies, the Division of Public Utilities.
12        A.   Good morning.
13        Q.   I have just a few brief questions for you this
14   morning.  You described the comparison a little bit,
15   that you didn't have that available to you in your
16   analysis to directly compare the solar RFP results along
17   with the wind results.  Is that accurate?
18        A.   Yes.  The only thing we had was the
19   presentation that PacifiCorp provided us that identified
20   the results.  But again, that was -- we looked at it as
21   more of a parallel path evaluation.  It was, you know,
22   two separate evaluations.
23        Q.   Okay.  Thank you.  And are you aware, there
24   was no all-source RFP, and so is it accurate that there
25   wasn't information on current bid prices for other
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 1   resource options?
 2        A.   That's correct, yes.
 3        Q.   And so it would be fair to say that those
 4   could be cheaper; we just don't know?
 5        A.   That's -- that's a -- I can accept that
 6   statement, yes.
 7        Q.   Okay.  And would you accept -- would you agree
 8   that if we were seeking to fill capacity need with a
 9   lowest-cost alternative resource, it would be prudent to
10   review all types of generation that could provide that
11   capacity?
12        A.   You know, utilities, you know, generally, you
13   know, apply different -- different approaches, but I
14   think for, you know, for a capacity need, it should
15   be -- I would say, you know, given the market as it is
16   today with so many different options out there, I would
17   say that an all-source RFP would be an appropriate way
18   of filling a capacity need.  And in fact, many utilities
19   are doing that right now.
20        Q.   Thank you for that.  I would like to just
21   change gears just a little bit to ask you a question
22   about some of the bids that were excluded because of
23   queue position in the transmission queue.
24             Is my understanding accurate that there were
25   some PPAs that may have been lower cost resources if
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 1   they had been at a more preferential spot in the queue
 2   for transmission?
 3        A.   There was one PPA that potentially could have
 4   been lower cost.
 5        Q.   Okay.  In your experience, would you say that
 6   if third party developers had advanced knowledge of what
 7   the queue position cutoff would be, that would have
 8   given them some advantage ahead of time to be able to
 9   secure an earlier queue position?
10        A.   Well, I don't know if it would allow them to
11   secure an earlier queue position, but it may have
12   affected how they -- how they bid, or if they bid.
13        Q.   Okay.  Thank you.  Mr. Oliver, those are all
14   of my questions.  Thank you for your time and your
15   report.  It's been very useful for the parties.
16        A.   Thank you.
17             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you, Mr. Jetter.
18   Mr. Moore.
19             MR. RUSSELL:  The office has no questions.
20   Thank you.
21             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.
22   Mr. Russell.
23             MR. RUSSELL:  Thank you, Chair LeVar.
24                          EXAMINATION
25   BY MR. RUSSELL:
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 1        Q.   Mr. Oliver, my name is Phillip Russell.  I'm
 2   an attorney representing an industrial consumer group
 3   called the Utah Association of Energies or UAE.  I do
 4   have a few questions for you.
 5             COURT REPORTER:  Can you pull your mic closer
 6   to you?
 7             MR. RUSSELL:  Yeah, sorry.  She chastised me
 8   about that before the hearing started, and I'm
 9   apparently not a very good listener.
10        Q.   (By Mr. Russell)  Your report addresses the
11   final short list, correct?
12        A.   Yes.
13        Q.   And that final short list consisted of four
14   projects totaling approximately 1,300 megawatts of
15   capacity, correct?
16        A.   Subject to check, it should be correct.
17        Q.   Yeah.  And are you aware that the -- that one
18   of those projects has been removed from consideration in
19   this docket?
20        A.   Yes, I am.
21        Q.   Okay.  And that's the Uinta project, correct?
22        A.   Correct.
23        Q.   And that is the one of the four that would not
24   have interconnected in the new -- on the new
25   transmission line that's also being considered, correct?
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 1        A.   It's my understanding.
 2        Q.   Do you have an understanding as to why the
 3   Uinta project has been removed?
 4        A.   Not -- not totally.  I don't fully understand
 5   that, you know, justification behind the decision.
 6        Q.   Okay.  As we have discussed, the Uinta project
 7   didn't interconnect to the new transmission segment, and
 8   so it could be built without incurring the expense of
 9   that transmission line, right?
10        A.   That -- that's my understanding, correct.
11        Q.   And you note in your report that the costs of
12   the transmission line are approximately $700 million,
13   right?
14        A.   I believe that's correct.
15        Q.   Yeah, and just -- if you need to check it,
16   it's on page 85 of your report, towards the top.
17        A.   I -- subject to check, I think it's correct.
18        Q.   All right.  When the company conducted its
19   economic review and analysis of the initial short list
20   that it developed, and then to narrow that initial short
21   list down to the final short list, it imposed the cost
22   of the transmission projects on all of those initial
23   short list projects, right?
24        A.   I'm sorry.  Could you repeat that?  Are you
25   talking about the initial -- the short list evaluation?
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 1        Q.   Yeah.  After they had the initial short list
 2   of projects, to narrow that initial short list to the
 3   final short list, they imposed the costs of the
 4   transmission projects on those initial short list
 5   projects, right?  To get it down to the final short
 6   list?
 7        A.   That's my recollection, but I am not sure if
 8   you -- if you could point me?
 9        Q.   I believe it's on page 31 of your report.
10        A.   My report -- my report pages may be slightly
11   different than yours, so...
12        Q.   That -- that that may be the case.  I'm in a
13   section in -- that's section 4, bid, evaluation,
14   methodology, and there's a subsection titled short list
15   evaluation methodology.
16        A.   Okay.  I have that.
17        Q.   Okay.  And I don't know what page we are
18   working with so let's just work from that sub header
19   down.
20        A.   Okay.
21        Q.   It's the third paragraph starting the nominal
22   levelized.  Do you see that?
23        A.   Right.
24        Q.   Okay.  And it states, "The nominal levelized
25   net benefit reflects interconnection network upgrade
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 1   costs but does not include the cost of the
 2   Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline transmission line, which
 3   would be captured in the economic analysis in forming
 4   selection of the final short list."  Do you see that?
 5        A.   Yes.
 6        Q.   Okay.  So does that -- does that refresh your
 7   recollection as to the question I had originally asked?
 8        A.   Yeah.  Yeah.  Certainly the -- the only
 9   network upgrade costs are included in the initial short
10   list evaluation, but the full transmission costs were
11   included in the final.
12        Q.   And that was true with respect to projects
13   that did not require the new transmission line in order
14   to interconnect, correct?
15        A.   Yes.
16        Q.   Okay.  Including Uinta?
17        A.   Yeah.  I, you know, again subject to check,
18   but I'm -- you know, there's a lot -- there's a lot of
19   data that was available.  You know, the company's
20   looking at a portfolio.  So, you know, the transmission
21   costs for the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline project were
22   included in that evaluation.
23        Q.   Okay.  Thank you.  So let's imagine a scenario
24   where the transmission project costs were only imposed
25   on those projects that required the transmission line to
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 1   be built in order to interconnect.
 2             So those projects that did not require the
 3   transmission line, like Uinta and presumably others, is
 4   it possible that we could have ended up with a different
 5   mix of resources in the final short list than those
 6   currently being presented in the final short list?
 7             MS. MCDOWELL:  I think I am going to object to
 8   this question on the basis that I think it goes outside
 9   his -- the scope of his report, which is to evaluate the
10   resources that were presented, not to get into
11   hypotheticals about what other -- how else it could have
12   been done, what else could have happened.
13             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Mr. Russell, could you repeat
14   the question again, and then respond to the objection?
15             MR. RUSSELL:  Sure.  The question was if --
16   and, again, we're talking about the fact -- or we're
17   talking about the imposition of transmission project
18   costs on all projects that were selected to the initial
19   short list, and narrowing those down to the final short
20   list, regardless of whether those projects required the
21   new transmission segment to interconnect.
22             And the question was, is it possible that if
23   the transmission project costs were imposed only on
24   those that required the new transmission segment to
25   interconnect, is it possible that we might have ended up
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 1   with a different final short list, if those PPAs or bids
 2   that were outside of that transmission constraint were
 3   not burdened with the cost of the transmission line?
 4             In response to counsel's objection, I'll note
 5   that Mr. Oliver was involved from this process before
 6   the RFP was written.  He's been involved in this process
 7   from the timing of the selection of the bids, through
 8   the initial short list.  He was involved in the
 9   narrowing down from the initial short list to the final
10   short list.
11             I think this question is well within
12   Mr. Oliver's purview as an evaluator of whether this RFP
13   was fair and transparent.
14             MS. MCDOWELL:  So I think part of my concern
15   here is that I believe that the record is getting
16   confused by exactly how the transmission costs were
17   assigned.  They were not assigned on a project by
18   project basis, and I think that is the predicate for the
19   question.  And somehow or other we got from this part of
20   the report to that conclusion, which is really not what
21   happened.  And I think -- I am concerned about now we're
22   getting into a hypothetical that is based on a
23   misrepresentation of how the costs were assigned in this
24   RFP.
25             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Considering that and
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 1   considering the explanation, I think I'm going to allow
 2   Mr. Oliver to answer the question.  If you feel like any
 3   follow-up questions are appropriate for clarity after
 4   everyone has asked questions, I think we'll allow that.
 5   But I think it's an appropriate question for him to
 6   answer at this point.
 7        A.   Okay.  Yeah, it was my understanding, the
 8   transmission costs were just -- the total transmission
 9   costs, it was, you know, basically the analysis was cost
10   and benefits.  And the transmission costs were applied,
11   you know, the costs for transmission was applied, you
12   know, to the cost of the portfolio.  So, you know, the
13   SO model selected a number of two different portfolios,
14   and then, you know, those portfolios were evaluated
15   through PaR.  So transmission was applied overall, not
16   individually to each project.
17        Q.   (By Mr. Russell)  Well, yeah.  And I wasn't
18   suggesting that the transmission costs were imposed on
19   each project, on a project-by-project basis.  But what I
20   think you just said was that the SO model assumed the
21   cost of the $700 million transmission project regardless
22   of whether the bids that were being evaluated required
23   that project to interconnect, correct.
24        A.   There's my understanding, yes.
25        Q.   Okay.  I want to ask a different set of
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 1   questions now.  One of the projects as we discussed is
 2   the Cedar Springs project, right?
 3        A.   Correct.
 4        Q.   And that, I -- as I gather in the final short
 5   list, is a -- is a combined BTA and PPA project, yes?
 6        A.   That's correct.
 7        Q.   How -- how was that evaluated?  Was it
 8   evaluated as a single project or two separate projects?
 9   Because those are different formats and I'm curious as
10   to how -- how you evaluated that -- that project.
11        A.   Well, it was -- several different options
12   there.  One was, the project was offered as a separate,
13   like you said, 200 megawatt BTA and 200 megawatt PBA,
14   and those were evaluated separately based on the type
15   of -- you know, the how PPA was evaluated with its costs
16   and benefits, and how BTA was evaluated with its costs
17   and benefits and then combined.
18             And the second option was it was basically
19   399, 400 megawatt PPA, and that was evaluated as a PPA.
20   The BTA, PPA option was the one that was included in
21   the -- as -- in the final -- the final short list.
22        Q.   Yeah, and the question I am trying to ask, is
23   it -- was that evaluated as two separate projects?
24   Really one approximately 200 megawatt BTA, and then one
25   approximately 200 megawatt PPA?
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 1        A.   No.  You, I guess, the question -- I don't
 2   know if I can ask the question back.  But are you
 3   referring to the initial short list or the final short
 4   list?
 5        Q.   The final.
 6        A.   Well, the final short list, it was -- it was a
 7   combined project basically as a 200 megawatt PPA and a
 8   200 megawatt BTA.
 9        Q.   Yeah, I understand that.  I'm just trying to
10   figure out how -- how you could evaluate that as a
11   single project, when it does have two different formats.
12   And I'll tell you why I am asking.
13             There's a considerable amount of time in you,
14   you know, space spent in your report discussing the
15   different evaluations of BTA projects versus PPA
16   projects.  And I think the Cedar Springs may give us a
17   sense of how you went about ensuring that those were
18   evaluated on a level basis.
19        A.   Well, you know, the projects were evaluated as
20   they were offered.  So the PP -- you know, again, it
21   was -- it was a portfolio.  But that portfolio does have
22   different -- would have different line items, I guess,
23   for lack of a better term.  And the 200 megawatt PPA was
24   evaluated as a PPA, and the 200 megawatt BTA was
25   evaluated as a BTA option.
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 1             So it would be -- the company would eventually
 2   own that project, and it would be included in the rate
 3   base and evaluated like any other rate base project
 4   would be.
 5        Q.   Okay.  Let's talk about PPA projects and BTA
 6   projects more generally.  Your understanding is that the
 7   first model run -- say you got all the bids in, you have
 8   got some PPAs and some BTAs.  The first model run would
 9   be -- would go through the company's system optimizer
10   model, right?
11        A.   Well, the bids come in -- the first run is
12   basically based on a spreadsheet model.  That would
13   include different cost -- cost and benefit items
14   depending on the type of resource.  And that's basically
15   just a spreadsheet model.  So, and you know, it would
16   basically project out over time depending on how many
17   years.
18             So if it's a BTA, it would be -- you know,
19   have revenue requirements associated with it, you know,
20   primary cost components.  If it's a PPA, then it's the
21   bid price, times the generation.  So it would be an
22   annual cost.  And that that would be, you know, you
23   would model that depending on that cost structure.
24        Q.   Sure.  And what length of time would you study
25   those projects?
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 1        A.   The PPA was over the term of the bid, whether
 2   it was the 20 years plus.  You know, the bidders had an
 3   option of offering an extension.  That was one of the
 4   issues that we suggested earlier on to put the BTA and
 5   the PPA options on an equal footing.  And the BTA
 6   options were evaluated over 30 years.
 7        Q.   Okay.  So you know, in an effort to put the
 8   BTA and the PPAs on an equal footing, you actually
 9   evaluated them based on the length of the project and
10   not cut off at some time, some year?
11        A.   No.  We're talking about now, again, the
12   initial evaluation, the short list evaluation that was
13   based on the term of the project.
14        Q.   Sorry.  I missed that last part.  The initial
15   was based on the term of the projects?
16        A.   The term bid, yes.
17        Q.   And that could be different for each bid?
18        A.   That's correct.
19        Q.   Okay.
20        A.   One thing to keep in mind, just to follow up,
21   is that it's cost and benefits.  So there's really not
22   a -- I don't look at it as being a bias there, because
23   the cost and the benefit side is, you know, equally
24   accounted for, whether it's 20 years or 30 years.
25   It's -- you know, you are evaluating the costs and the
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 1   benefits of those resources over the time period that
 2   they had -- that they are bid at basically.
 3        Q.   But in order to capture all of those costs and
 4   benefits of each project, you carried the analysis out
 5   to the term of each bid, right?
 6        A.   Correct.
 7        Q.   Okay.  I want to ask you some questions that
 8   touch on some of the questions that Ms. McDowell posed
 9   to you, and that relates to your statements.  You know,
10   I'll point to it here.
11        A.   Okay.
12        Q.   I think it's on page 71.  It's my page 71,
13   anyway.  This is your table 20.
14        A.   Okay.
15        Q.   And you look at the second bullet point under
16   general requirements there.  Do you have that?
17        A.   Okay.  Yes, I do.
18        Q.   Okay.  And on the left-hand side you cite the
19   commission rule stating the solicitation process must be
20   designed to lead to the acquisition of electricity at
21   the lowest reasonable cost, and I actually want to focus
22   on your statement on the right-hand side.
23             The very last sentence there states, "However,
24   it is not possible to determine if the wind only
25   resources offer the lowest reasonable cost without an
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 1   integrated resource procurement and evaluation process
 2   that also includes solar and potentially other
 3   resources."
 4             And I guess the question I have is, is it your
 5   belief that in order to determine whether a resource
 6   selected is the least cost, we need to test it against
 7   the whole market?  Is that the idea here?
 8        A.   Well, like I said, as I mentioned before, I
 9   mean, I think -- there are different ways of designing a
10   solicitation.  In some cases it's tested against the
11   entire market.  In other cases it's, you know, defined
12   based on, you know, what type of product you are looking
13   to fill.
14             If it's a resource need for firm capacity, you
15   know, as opposed to just a, you know, an intimate
16   resource, for example, you know, you could have
17   different -- different types of solicitations.
18             But what I was saying here, the point I was
19   trying to make here is that I couldn't, as you know,
20   based on the information that I had -- I couldn't make
21   that determination, because I didn't, as I mentioned
22   before -- what we had at the end of the period when the
23   report was completed was a parallel evaluation for the
24   solar bids and the bids, and that was it.
25             You know, how much, what the total of, you
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 1   know, the benefits were from solar versus wind and, you
 2   know, some discussion about how, if you add both of them
 3   together, it would still be additional benefits, you
 4   know, incremental benefits.  But that was it.  It was
 5   no, you know, assessment of how the -- you know, how the
 6   bids stack up.  Like, was it two wind bids and then
 7   three solar bids or what?  I mean, we had no idea how
 8   that -- how they were integrated.
 9        Q.   Do you recall testifying in a separate docket
10   in this -- in this matter -- actually not in this
11   matter.  It's a separate docket -- in this commission,
12   regarding the solicitation process itself?
13        A.   In this solicitation process?
14        Q.   Yeah.  So there was -- there was the docket
15   that related to what the solicitation process would look
16   like.
17        A.   Right, right.  Okay.
18        Q.   And now we have done the RFP, or we're
19   finalizing the RFP I guess?
20        A.   Right.
21        Q.   And we, you know, proposed to select some
22   resources.  What I want to ask you about is the initial
23   scope of your work related to the solicitation process.
24   Do you remember testifying in that docket?
25        A.   Yes, I do.
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 1        Q.   Okay.  I have got some of your testimony I
 2   want to ask you some questions about.  It will take me a
 3   second to hand it out here.
 4             For purposes of the record, I will note that I
 5   have handed out Mr. Oliver's September 13th, 2017,
 6   rebuttal testimony -- prefiled rebuttal testimony in
 7   docket 17-035-23 that we will mark as UAE Cross Exhibit
 8   2, and I'll ask you to take a look at it and see if you
 9   recognize it.
10             (UAE Cross Exhibit No. 2 was marked.)
11        A.   Yes, I do recognize this testimony.
12        Q.   (Mr. Russell)  And was this the testimony that
13   you submitted in that docket?
14        A.   Yes, it was.
15        Q.   Okay.  Let's turn to the next to last page,
16   and it's line 258.  And on that line you begin a
17   sentence that states, "Whether the RFP will most likely
18   result in the acquisition, production and delivery of
19   electricity at the lowest reasonable cost to retail
20   customers, the potential benefits to customers, and the
21   ability of the process to meet public interest
22   requirements will not be known at the time of issuance
23   of the RFP."
24             Can you tell me, and I know we're going back a
25   little bit, what was -- what was your thinking with
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 1   respect to that particular statement?
 2        A.   Well, I mean, this is a -- I look at this is a
 3   results oriented issue, that you really -- you know,
 4   that's one of the issues that we opine on at the end of
 5   the process once the process takes place.  But it's not
 6   known and knowable at the time the RFP is issued.
 7        Q.   So you are saying just because you are at the
 8   front of the process, you don't know the answer?
 9        A.   Correct.
10        Q.   Is what you are telling me now?
11        A.   Exactly.
12        Q.   And we just read some -- going back to your
13   testimony in, excuse me, your final report, in this
14   docket, you have just said that looking at the wind and
15   solar on parallel tracks, you can't say whether the wind
16   projects selected here are the least cost, right?
17        A.   From the information that we have, we can't.
18        Q.   And I want to direct your attention to page
19   80 -- it's my page 84 of your report.  It's in your list
20   of conclusions.
21        A.   Okay.
22        Q.   There's a bullet point in that list of
23   conclusions that starts, "one of the primary issues."
24   Do you see that?
25        A.   Yes, I do.
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 1        Q.   Okay.  There's -- I want to talk to you about
 2   a sentence maybe two thirds of the way down that starts,
 3   "Since PacifiCorp's solicitation."  Do you see that?
 4        A.   Right.
 5        Q.   Okay.  "Since Pacific Corp's solicitation is
 6   based solely on the solicitation for system wind
 7   resources, it is not possible to determine if other
 8   resources would have been included in the final
 9   least-cost, least-risk system portfolio, potentially
10   displacing one or more wind resources."
11             And so you testified that your testimony at
12   the front end on the solicitation process was results
13   oriented, and now that you have seen the results, your
14   conclusion is that you still can't tell whether this is
15   the least cost, right?
16        A.   That's correct.  And I -- as I understand
17   also, that the process has changed a bit.  As we've gone
18   along we're -- you know, initially the discussion was
19   about, you know, taking advantage of a unique
20   opportunity as an intermittent resource, and now we are
21   talking about filling a resource need.  So there's a
22   difference there.
23             And that's why it's very hard to make a
24   determination at the end of the day whether or not this
25   solicitation process, you know, meets the provisions
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 1   listed here.
 2        Q.   Okay.  Let's switch gears to another of the
 3   public interest factors, which is whether there was a
 4   robust response.
 5        A.   Okay.
 6        Q.   I'll ask you to turn to, it's back to page 71.
 7   It's that table 20 we were looking at earlier.
 8        A.   Okay.
 9        Q.   And it's the fourth bullet point from the top
10   in the general requirements.
11        A.   Okay.
12        Q.   And on the left do you see that you've got
13   the -- you cite the commission rule and state, "Be
14   designed to solicit a robust set of bids."  And you --
15   your testimony and your report indicated there was a
16   robust set of bids, right?
17        A.   Correct.
18        Q.   Okay.  You also have a statement in -- in
19   response to this element of the public interest factors
20   that says, and I am going to read it.  I'll help you get
21   there.  There's a sentence that starts in, you know,
22   that middle that says, "While there was a robust
23   response."  Do you see that?
24        A.   Yes.
25        Q.   Okay.  "While there was a robust response, it
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 1   became obvious later in the process that based on the
 2   interconnection queue, bidders who had only initiated
 3   project development had little or no chance to compete."
 4   Do you see that?
 5        A.   Yes.
 6        Q.   How does the fact that there were very few of
 7   the bidders could compete, while there were a number of
 8   bidders, how does that affect your evaluation as to
 9   whether the response was robust?
10        A.   Well, the response itself was robust.  You
11   know, there were a number of bid -- we received a number
12   of bids and a number of different types of bids, you
13   know, PPAs and BTAs.  So from -- you know, that's how I
14   would define a robust response is the initial -- initial
15   response from the bidder.  So the bidders at that point,
16   you know, felt confident that they, you know, they had
17   good projects they were willing to, you know, offer
18   those projects into the solicitation.
19        Q.   Does the robustness -- pardon me.  Does the
20   robustness of the response -- in your determination of
21   whether a response is robust, do you consider whether
22   those -- whether the bids can provide competition for
23   the benchmark resources?
24        A.   When we look at a robust response -- when we
25   look at response to bids, we were looking at basically,
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 1   initially at this point, when I say robust, it really
 2   just gets into how many bids did you receive, what types
 3   of bids.  Were they, you know, all of one type or
 4   different types?
 5             And we also look at what -- how many megawatts
 6   are offered relative to how much the company is looking
 7   for.  And in this case we -- you know, there was much
 8   more than the company was looking for.  So that's how I
 9   would define robust.
10        Q.   Okay.  All right.  That's fair.  I'm going
11   to -- let's go back to this.  It's your rebuttal
12   testimony in the prior docket.
13        A.   Okay.
14        Q.   And I'll point you to that same page.  It's
15   actually the very next sentence, starting on line 261.
16   Do you have that?
17        A.   Yes, I do.
18        Q.   Okay.  You say, "However, the IE believes that
19   there are several off-ramps which are inherently
20   included in the solicitation process in schedule that
21   can lead either to termination of the solicitation by
22   PacifiCorp, or an opinion by the commission, IE or other
23   parties to suggest the solicitation process not
24   continue, if it appears that the public interest
25   standards will not be met."
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 1             And does this -- does this kind of go back to
 2   your statement about your -- the sentence that we read
 3   previously that you were kind of at the front end of the
 4   process and you don't know how it's going to turn out?
 5   You are focused on the result, right?
 6        A.   Right.  Like for example here, if there were
 7   only four bids or three bids or very -- only the
 8   benchmark bids were offered, then maybe it's, you know,
 9   you know, the IE may conclude or commission may conclude
10   that it's really not a robust process.  There's no
11   competition.  You know, do you even go forward with it?
12             So it's that type of thing, I mean, that you
13   could -- that's why I was talking about off-ramps.
14   There'd be different points in time that you would have
15   an idea whether or not at least it's going to be a
16   competitive process where, you know, bidders have the
17   opportunity to compete.
18        Q.   Sure.  And let's -- I'm going to talk about
19   this idea of the off-ramps, because, again, you are at
20   the front end of this process.  You are kind of looking
21   into the future, and if the process doesn't yield
22   competition or several other factors, you are saying,
23   you know, we can -- we can decide not to go forward.  We
24   can terminate it, right?
25        A.   Right.
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 1        Q.   Okay.  And let's look at this -- the next
 2   question and answer actually asks you to describe those
 3   off-ramps, or at least some of them.  And I want to read
 4   the first two.  You indicate that there are five.
 5        A.   Yeah.
 6        Q.   You state in your answer here on line 269, you
 7   say, "There are five off-ramps or key decision points in
 8   the solicitation process that could result in a go or no
 9   go decision for the solicitation process."  And I'll
10   just read the first two here.
11             You state, "The first off-ramp is the response
12   of bidders.  If there is not a robust response from
13   bidders, resulting in little or no competition for the
14   benchmark option, this could be one basis for
15   terminating the solicitation process."  I'll stop there
16   for a second.
17             You indicate that if the -- if the bids do not
18   result in competition for the benchmark resources, that
19   this could be an off-ramp, right?
20        A.   Correct.
21        Q.   Right.  And we've talked a little bit about --
22   there was -- there was a lot of response from bidders,
23   but you indicated in your report that that response
24   didn't necessarily result in a lot of competition for
25   the benchmark resources, right?
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 1        A.   Sorry.  Could you repeat that, please?
 2        Q.   Yeah.  When we were looking at the table 20 in
 3   your report, you indicated that while there was a robust
 4   response, that robust response didn't necessarily yield
 5   a lot of competition for the benchmark resources, right?
 6        A.   Well, in the initial -- when the bids were
 7   initially submitted, it did.  There were a number of
 8   different -- you know, there were a number of PPA bids
 9   and benchmark and BTA bids that were submitted.
10        Q.   Yeah.  But as you indicate in your discussion
11   of the interconnection queue, a lot of those were not
12   viable as a result of that -- the interconnection
13   process, right?
14        A.   Yeah.  As we found out at the end of the day,
15   right.  That's correct.
16        Q.   Yeah.  So I am kind of drawing a distinction
17   between the initial response from bids and whether those
18   bids could have provided competition and whether they
19   did.  And your indication, I think from your report, and
20   correct me if I'm wrong, is that at the end of the day,
21   while we got a lot of bids, they didn't provide a lot of
22   competition for the benchmark resources, right?
23        A.   At the end of the day, it -- they didn't.  But
24   we didn't know that -- I didn't know that at the time.
25        Q.   No.  Understood.  Yeah, yeah.  So let's talk
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 1   about the second off-ramp.  So we're at line 73 of your
 2   prior testimony.  "The second off-ramp will occur at the
 3   time of the initial short list selection.  Bidders
 4   selected for the initial short list will be required to
 5   provide a system impact study.  If competition is
 6   affected because bidders are not able to secure an SIS,
 7   this could also signal lack of competition and
 8   jeopardize the process going forward, particularly since
 9   PacifiCorp transmission will likely undertake the
10   studies."
11             Now, I don't have a specific question about
12   the SIS, but, again, this is your concern that even if
13   we get a lot of bids, something could happen during the
14   process that results in those bids not providing
15   competition for the benchmark resources, right?
16        A.   That's correct, yeah.
17             MR. RUSSELL:  Okay.  I don't have any further
18   questions for Mr. Oliver.
19             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you,
20   Mr. Russell.  Mr. Baker.
21             MR. BAKER:  Thank you.
22                          EXAMINATION
23   BY MR. BAKER:
24        Q.   Good morning, Mr. Oliver.
25        A.   Good morning.
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 1        Q.   My name is Chad Baker.  I represent an
 2   intervention coalition known as the Utah Industrial
 3   Energy Consumers.  I just have a couple of follow-up
 4   questions for you.
 5             In the -- well, one, I believe in your report,
 6   or in your testimony here today, you have alluded to
 7   PPAs being less risky from a customer perspective; is
 8   that correct?
 9        A.   Yeah, that's correct.
10        Q.   In the selection of the resources of a BTA
11   versus a PPA, and how you try to put them on equal
12   footing, did that evaluation consider the risks to
13   customers of these different vehicles?
14        A.   In doing the overall evaluation or --
15        Q.   Yes.
16        A.   Well, it -- we tried to account for that as
17   part of the -- as reviewing the quantitative evaluation,
18   you know, at that point.  Basically, as I mentioned, you
19   know, the list selection process, ensuring that, you
20   know, that all the costs and benefits for each of --
21   each of the options was, you know, was carefully looked
22   at and that type of thing.
23             So we looked at it from a quantitative
24   perspective.  We didn't put any adders on or anything
25   for, you know, for qualitative.
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 1        Q.   So the -- if I understand correctly, there was
 2   no quantitative assignment of the reduced -- of the
 3   reduction in risk that a PPA may provide?
 4        A.   No.  There was not at that -- not at that
 5   stage in the process.
 6        Q.   And --
 7        A.   And by the way, we did actually -- based on
 8   our design report, we did scrutinize the contracts
 9   pretty closely as well, to identify those issues.
10        Q.   When you say you "scrutinized the contracts,"
11   did you scrutinize the final contracts or the exemplar
12   contracts that were submitted in the bid package?
13        A.   The pro forma contracts, were included in the
14   bid package.
15        Q.   When -- when you were discussing the -- the
16   queue position and its impact on some of the bidders, I
17   can't recall, do those become nonviable because either
18   the transmission costs necessary to connect them to the
19   system had to be imposed and that sent it off, or were
20   they actually imposed and that made them nonviable?
21        A.   No.  My recollection was that -- when we get
22   to that point and I think we -- I mention in my report
23   that I was, you know, surprised by, you know,
24   disappointed by the, you know, that result.
25             That -- what happened at that point, for those
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 1   projects to be connected they would -- they would -- the
 2   company would have to build out Gateway South and
 3   Gateway West as I recall, and the costs associated with
 4   those would be substantial.  But it was never -- it was
 5   never quantified in the evaluation.
 6        Q.   Thanks for that clarification.  Is
 7   guaranteeing the -- having the company guarantee the
 8   costs and capacity factors one way to address your
 9   concerns about project actuals equaling forecast?
10        A.   I had -- say it --
11        Q.   We had had a discussion earlier about your
12   concern.  I believe there's, you talked about cost
13   overruns?
14        A.   Right.
15        Q.   I also believe you talk about capacity
16   factors, and actuals not generally being below forecast.
17   And so would hard guarantees on costs and capacity
18   factors be one way to address that concern?
19        A.   I think costs can be, you know, subject to --
20   you know, again, you know, I want to make policy, don't
21   try to suggest policy.  But you know, certain -- you
22   know, close scrutiny of the cost is one thing as I, you
23   know, have talked about before, and I think that's
24   reasonable.
25             The capacity factors is somewhat difficult
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 1   because it is subject to, you know, to the wind and that
 2   type of thing and the forecasts and of, you know, of
 3   generation profiles that are submitted.  But, you know,
 4   the I -- I think, you know, how -- if the company is
 5   required to, or any company is required to meet the, you
 6   know, generation level to similar to how PPA would have
 7   to meet those levels, I think that would be one way of,
 8   you know, handling that.
 9             So PPA is basically committed to, you know, to
10   meeting the, you know, within some limits of meeting
11   those levels.  I think that type of provision could be
12   applied to any resource.
13        Q.   If we focus on cost for a moment then.  So
14   guarantee on the costs would be one mechanism to address
15   your concern of actuals not equaling forecasts, correct?
16        A.   Yeah.  I think a cap on the costs or something
17   along those lines.
18        Q.   Would -- would a cost cap provide better rate
19   payer protection than a prudence review of cost overruns
20   once the concrete's already been poured?
21        A.   I am not sure.  I don't know if I can answer
22   that question.
23        Q.   Okay.  That's fine.  I think the record has
24   established that, so I will leave it at that.  And with
25   that, I have no further questions for you today.  Thank
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 1   you.
 2        A.   Thank you.
 3             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr. Baker.
 4   I think what we're going to do after a short break is,
 5   since we don't really have an opportunity for redirect
 6   for Mr. Oliver, I think the fairest way is to give
 7   everyone one more shot if they have follow-up questions.
 8   So after a short break, I will ask everyone whether you
 9   intend to do any follow-up questions, and if there are,
10   for those who do, we will go in generally the same
11   order.  So we will break until about 10:45.  Thank you.
12             (Recess from 10:33 a.m. to 10:47 a.m.)
13             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  I think we're ready to
14   go back on the record.  We apologize that so many of our
15   hearing breaks happen when one or the other of the
16   restrooms are being cleaned.  We were discussing options
17   other than just not getting them clean, which I don't
18   think is the best option.  We'll continue to -- we might
19   make some of our morning breaks a little bit longer just
20   to accommodate, if people are taking the elevator down
21   to the first floor.
22             With that, I think we will just go in the same
23   order that we previously had questions.  So I'll first
24   go to Ms. Hickey.  Do you have any follow-up questions
25   for Mr. Oliver?
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 1             MS. HICKEY:  No, sir.  Thank you.
 2             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.
 3   Mr. Holman.
 4             MR. HOLMAN:  I have no questions.  Thank you.
 5             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Ms. Hayes.
 6             MS. HAYES:  Yeah, just really briefly.  Thank
 7   you.
 8                         EXAMINATION
 9   BY MS. HAYES:
10        Q.   My name is Sophie Hayes.  I'm representing
11   Western Resource Advocates.  You have testified a bit
12   about how some of the evaluation criteria includes
13   looking at IRP models.  Is that correct?
14        A.   Yeah.  The quantitative evaluation criteria is
15   based on the IRP modeling approach.
16        Q.   And you have also been asked a bit about
17   whether an all-source RFP would give you a
18   representation of sort of the full range of resources
19   able to meet -- cost effectively meet end capacity need;
20   is that correct?
21        A.   I was asked that question, yes.
22        Q.   Is it your understanding that in the -- in the
23   lead-up to this RFP, that the IRP itself selected wind
24   resources?
25        A.   That's my understanding.  I mean, I think that
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 1   was what initiated the solicitation process.
 2        Q.   Okay.  Thank you.
 3             MS. HAYES:  No questions.  No other questions.
 4             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Ms. McDowell.
 5                      FURTHER EXAMINATION
 6   BY MS. MCDOWELL:
 7        Q.   Thank you.  So Mr. Oliver, I just have a
 8   couple of questions for you.  Beginning with your -- the
 9   testimony that you were handed, UAE Cross Exhibit 2.  Do
10   you have that?
11        A.   Yes.
12        Q.   So can you turn to page 9 of that testimony.
13   I want to direct your attention to your testimony at
14   line 1 -- beginning on line 185, where you state, "While
15   I did not specifically state a recommendation for
16   resource eligibility, I believe that a targeted
17   solicitation is reasonable given the unique
18   circumstances associated with the potential value to
19   customers of procuring additional wind resources at this
20   time to take advantage of the PTC benefits."
21             So what I wanted to ask you about that
22   testimony is, is I recall from reading the transcript
23   that you testified that an all-source RFP would
24   potentially take quite a bit longer than a targeted RFP;
25   is that correct?
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 1        A.   I -- subject to check, that's correct.
 2        Q.   So in your experience, generally, an
 3   all-source RFP is a more complex and protracted process
 4   than a targeted RFP?
 5        A.   Yes.  And at the time that I submitted this,
 6   as I recall, the company was looking at more of an
 7   intermittent type, you know, to meet a specific need to
 8   take advantages of the PTCs.  And as I understand now,
 9   the solicitation or the justification has changed to be
10   more of a resource need.
11             So that's why -- that was the gist here was
12   basically, you know, a tighter solicitation is generally
13   more applicable or can be more applicable for an
14   intermittent-type resource as opposed to a, you know, a
15   capacity-type resource where you are looking for -- you
16   know, or an all-source may be more applicable.
17        Q.   So you could have a resource need that would
18   be both, correct?  Where you would be both seeking an
19   economic opportunity and looking to meet capacity need,
20   correct?
21        A.   That's correct, yes.
22        Q.   So I also wanted to ask you a question about
23   the issues on the assigning of transmission costs.  I
24   was concerned the record might have gotten a little
25   confused.  So just to take it back, because I think some
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 1   of the questions were about Uinta.  Could the model
 2   here, or could the RFP have chosen Uinta without any
 3   other bid, if it was the lowest-cost resource?
 4        A.   The model was basically designed to establish
 5   the least-cost portfolio as a resource, so it could have
 6   selected Uinta without, you know, without the
 7   transmission.
 8        Q.   In that -- is it your understanding in that
 9   case that the costs of the Aeolus-to-Bridger line would
10   not have been assigned to the Uinta bid?
11        A.   Well, that's correct, yes.  I never expected
12   it, you know what I mean.  From all we knew that the
13   Uinta was basically a, you know, didn't need the
14   Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line to, you know, to become
15   part of the portfolio.
16        Q.   So the last question I have for you was on the
17   interconnection issues you discussed.  So you indicated
18   that the short list was compiled before any of these
19   transmission issues, interconnection issues became --
20   surfaced, became known; is that correct?
21        A.   That's correct.
22        Q.   And can you turn to page 84 of your -- of your
23   report.  I wanted to ask you a little bit about the last
24   bullet on that page.  So there you talk a little bit
25   about the interconnection issue, and before I ask you
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 1   about your report, can you confirm that ultimately
 2   between the initial short list and the final short list
 3   there was only one resource that changed?
 4        A.   The -- in the -- in the portfolios, that was
 5   correct.  However, you know, as I mentioned before,
 6   there was one PPA that both IEs had suggested that be
 7   included.  In our recommendation on this final short
 8   list, we had suggested that a PPA be included on that
 9   list.
10        Q.   And that PPA did not -- was not able to
11   interconnect; is that correct?
12        A.   It was further down in the queue, that's
13   correct.
14        Q.   And ultimately on page 84, you concluded, and
15   this is the -- I think the second line from the bottom
16   of the page, "While the IE had concerns over the basis
17   of this constraint, these projects were the lowest-cost
18   options available."  So were you referring to the final
19   short list there?
20        A.   Yes.  The final short list that was selected
21   were the lowest-cost projects, without constraints on
22   the transmission.  You know, with the, you know, as I
23   mentioned, I think there were -- the PPA was close, at
24   least in the initial evaluation, based on different
25   sensitivities.  But I think overall these four projects,
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 1   you know, based on the methodology were the, you know,
 2   were the least cost projects.
 3             MS. MCDOWELL:  That's all I have, thank you.
 4             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you,
 5   Ms. McDowell.  Mr. Jetter.
 6                      FURTHER EXAMINATION
 7   BY MR. JETTER:
 8        Q.   Thank you.  I have just a few very brief
 9   follow-up questions.  Just to clarify for the record,
10   when you were discussing the final short list that you
11   recommended being the lowest-cost option, is it your
12   understanding that that is the same project being
13   proposed in this docket today by Rocky Mountain Power?
14        A.   I'm not sure.  Could you repeat that please or
15   clarify that?
16        Q.   So the final short list that you recommended
17   as being the least cost option, did that include the
18   Uinta project?
19        A.   Well, the -- we sort of looked at the Uinta
20   project as being a separate project, because of the --
21   you know, I mean, it was part of the portfolio that was
22   included.  But, you know, our focus was really, you
23   know, I say more on the projects that were competing for
24   interconnection on the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line.
25        Q.   Okay.  Would it be fair to say that in your
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 1   analysis, the three projects, plus Uinta, offered more
 2   benefits to customers than the three projects without
 3   Uinta?
 4        A.   As I recall, the Uinta project offered
 5   positive benefits.  So that would be the case, yes.
 6        Q.   Okay.  And so the option, the final short list
 7   that you had recommended may have been better for
 8   customers than the final short list being presented
 9   today?
10        A.   If Uinta -- if Uinta was on the final short
11   list, it would have added some positive benefits.
12        Q.   Okay.  Thank you.  And changing gears just
13   very briefly.  This is on page 86 of my version, which
14   is, the one I am looking at is the redacted version, and
15   what I am looking at is the header that says B,
16   recommendations.
17        A.   Okay.
18        Q.   And you had some discussions about what was
19   known by who about this and at what times about the
20   transmission constraints.  Would you just read the first
21   sentence of the first bullet point there?
22        A.   "Merrimack Energy recommended that PacifiCorp
23   hold a transmission workshop for bidders," is that the
24   one?
25        Q.   Yes.
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 1        A.   "Transmission workshop for bidders as they
 2   have for previous solicitations."
 3        Q.   Okay.  And do you know if PacifiCorp in fact
 4   held the recommended workshop for that?
 5        A.   In my view they didn't.
 6        Q.   Okay.
 7        A.   It was one slide in the -- the bidders'
 8   conference presentation that talked about transmission
 9   issues, but it really didn't get into interconnection.
10   So, you know, I don't -- I don't think that was
11   sufficient to what I was thinking of, but, you know, I
12   didn't push it either.
13             I mean, I guess -- and I, again, I mean, we
14   did have calls, the IEs did have calls with PacifiCorp's
15   transmission group to, you know, during the process.
16   One I think on the end of October, I think was the last
17   one, the end of October.
18        Q.   Okay.  And do you know if any of the bidders
19   were privy to the information that you gained through
20   those phone calls?
21        A.   No, not that I am aware of.  I don't -- but I
22   don't know what the bidders knew.
23        Q.   Okay --
24        A.   I mean, you know, I sort of look at this very
25   sophisticated bidders, that, -you know, bidding
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 1   throughout the industry and the whole process as well.
 2   So you know, I -- I would assume they were pretty, you
 3   know, they would have been somewhat knowledgeable about
 4   the process.  But I don't know for a fact.
 5             MR. JETTER:  Okay.  Thank you.  Those are all
 6   my questions.  Thank you.
 7             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.  Mr. Moore.
 8             MR. MOORE:  No questions.  Thank you.
 9             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thanks.  Mr. Russell.
10             MR. RUSSELL:  I don't have any further
11   questions for the witness, but I would like to take the
12   opportunity to move for the admission of UAE Cross
13   Exhibit 2.
14             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  If any party objects to that
15   motion, please indicate to me.  I am not seeing any
16   objection, so the motion is granted.  Thank you.
17   Mr. Baker, do you have any further questions?
18             MR. BAKER:  Just a couple follow-up.  Thank
19   you.
20                      FURTHER EXAMINATION
21   BY MR. BAKER:
22        Q.   So in some of the conversation about your
23   understanding of the initial RFP and what it was for,
24   can you clarify, am I correct that it was your
25   understanding it was premised on an economic opportunity
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 1   for PTCs?
 2        A.   Yeah, yes.
 3        Q.   And so would you say that an RFP for
 4   intermittent resources would help you identify the
 5   lowest-cost resource for a firm resource need?
 6        A.   No, not necessarily.
 7             MR. BAKER:  Thank you.  No further questions.
 8             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr. Baker.
 9                          EXAMINATION
10   BY CHAIRMAN LEVAR:
11        Q.   I have just one follow-up to an answer you
12   gave to Mr. Jetter during his first round of
13   questioning, and he was talking about the restrictions
14   that came later in the process with respect to
15   transmission queue position.  And I believe I heard your
16   answer to one of his questions to say, I don't know if a
17   bidder or potential bidder could have improved their
18   queue position if they had known that information
19   earlier.
20             I'd like to ask you to follow up a little bit
21   on that.  Are you saying it would have been difficult
22   for a potential bidder or bidder to improve their queue
23   position if they had known the information earlier, or
24   was that something impossible?
25        A.   I mean, I guess, bidders could -- you know,
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 1   queue is public information.  So they can always look at
 2   that and apply as soon as they can in terms of, you
 3   know, once they -- there is indication the RFP is coming
 4   out, they can, you know, submit their application, you
 5   know, immediately.  That would be one way, I guess, of
 6   improving the queue position.
 7             But if others are already in there, then, you
 8   know, they are going to be behind other projects that
 9   are ahead of them, because the queue is a serial queue
10   and whoever is in first.
11             Now, the one thing I always looked at, and I
12   believe Mr. Link mentioned in one of his -- and I don't
13   recall what round of testimony it was, that bidders
14   could always, you know, could move up in the queue if
15   someone withdraws from the queue or perhaps is not
16   selected in an RFP and decides that, you know, they are
17   going to withdraw their project or not pay the fees.
18   That's another way the bidders could move up, if someone
19   else drops out.
20             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.  I
21   appreciate that clarification.  Commissioner Clark, do
22   you have any questions for him?
23             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Yes.  Yes.  Thank you.
24                          EXAMINATION
25   BY COMMISSIONER CLARK:
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 1        Q.   I'd like to begin with the way transmission
 2   interconnection requirements were addressed, and I think
 3   I became a little confused about that during the -- your
 4   earlier examination as well.  So I am going to -- I may
 5   be going over some very routine areas, but as I
 6   understand it, I think you told us that the
 7   Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline transmission upgrade costs
 8   were -- were basically treated as though they -- they
 9   were -- would be encountered regardless of any of the
10   projects under consideration.  Is that -- is that an
11   accurate characterization?
12        A.   Well, the Bridger -- those costs were included
13   in the final evaluation.  But they -- you know, they
14   weren't allocated to any projects.  They were just, you
15   know, the projects that were selected would be -- would
16   have to connect to that line.  So those costs were just,
17   you know, overall part of the, you know, the cost
18   evaluation that was applied to the projects, you know,
19   that were going to be connecting to the Bridger
20   Anticline line.
21        Q.   So initially at least there were wind bids
22   from projects that wouldn't have interconnected with
23   that line, right?
24        A.   That's correct.
25        Q.   And so when they were evaluated, how were the
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 1   costs of the transmission upgrades treated with respect
 2   to them?
 3        A.   Well, the initial evaluation, the short list
 4   evaluation, they were -- none of the bids were allocated
 5   any costs to that line.  So all the bids were evaluated
 6   the same without any of those costs.  They were only
 7   included -- the only costs included were their specific
 8   interconnection costs.
 9             So short list was selected, and then the SO
10   model was then used to select the portfolios.  And there
11   were two portfolios selected, which resulted -- as I
12   recall, two bids that weren't -- that wouldn't connect
13   to the -- two small bids that wouldn't connect to the
14   Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line.
15             And one of the portfolios was selected then
16   for the PaR analysis, and the PaR analysis picked that
17   portfolio where -- was it three projects were, as I
18   recall, three projects I believe were -- would
19   transport -- would connect to that line, and then the
20   other project was the Uinta project that provided
21   benefits but didn't -- didn't connect to that line.
22        Q.   Thank you.  With regard to queue position and
23   its effect on the ultimate selections, if parties had
24   known, or bidders had known that their queue position --
25   position would be so influential in the ultimate
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 1   outcome, and I think you suggested that it would have
 2   been desirable for them to learn that through a workshop
 3   earlier on in the process, because maybe they wouldn't
 4   have bid if they had known that, is that -- am I
 5   characterizing your report accurately to that point?
 6        A.   Yes.  I think the more information they would
 7   have known, it would have been beneficial to them one
 8   way or another.  You know, whether they decided to bid
 9   or, you know, decide, you know, different location or
10   something.  I don't know what they could have done
11   differently.  But, you know, they were sophisticated
12   bidders, I guess that's the one thing.  The majority of
13   them were -- were very sophisticated.
14        Q.   Just hypothetically, if they had understood
15   that, had then chosen not to participate in the process
16   because it -- for whatever reason, would you have
17   considered the participation of just the three bidders
18   that remained to be a robust response to the -- to the
19   RFP?
20        A.   Probably not.  Because it would -- it would
21   have been probably less than the total capacity of the
22   trans -- you know, the company was looking for, but it
23   doesn't mean that, you know, that the RFP should be
24   canceled.
25             I guess at that point it would -- you know, we
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 1   would have brought it to the, you know, commission's
 2   attention that there's not a big response here, but
 3   that, you know, that maybe there's a different way of
 4   proceeding with this process.  And I think that's what
 5   the outcome might have been if no one bid.
 6        Q.   In other words we would have been at the
 7   position of exercising one of the options that you have
 8   described would have been available to us when you gave
 9   your testimony in the RFP proceeding, right?
10        A.   One of the off-ramps, right.
11        Q.   One of the off-ramps?
12        A.   Right.
13        Q.   Looking at UAE Cross Exhibit 2, and that
14   testimony on page 9 about targeted solicitation.
15        A.   Yes, I have it.  Yes, I have it here.
16        Q.   So knowing what you know now about the
17   objectives of the solicitation process, if you had -- if
18   you had known -- had that same knowledge when you gave
19   this testimony, would you have felt different about
20   limiting the resources that could respond to just wind
21   resources?
22        A.   And that knowledge would be that this is now
23   more of a resource capacity need type?
24        Q.   However you understand it to be now.  I mean,
25   I'm going to ask you to explain that in some detail in a
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 1   minute so...
 2        A.   If -- if it's a capacity need or resource need
 3   that's -- that is being looked at here, I would have
 4   suggested something different, yes.
 5        Q.   So can you take us through sort of what you
 6   understood the nature of your assignment to be in
 7   relation to the objective at the outset of your
 8   engagement, and then how that evolved over time to the
 9   issuance of your final report, and sort of when it --
10   when you became aware of the changing nature, and how
11   you became aware of the changing nature of your
12   assignment as -- or the objectives of the RFP process as
13   you understood them?
14        A.   Well, I think when we started the process, I
15   had -- you know, as I recall, the whole objective was,
16   this was a unique opportunity to take advantage of the
17   PTC benefits.  And the company was going to issue an RFP
18   to solicit bids for wind resources that would be, you
19   know, targeted to that ben -- to taking advantage of
20   that benefit, and that would be, you know, that would
21   basically require transmission upgrade to meet those
22   requirements in Wyoming.
23             When we were -- shortly after we were
24   retained, we actually submitted a number of questions,
25   probably 30, 40 questions, to the company to try and get
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 1   a better understanding of the whole nature of the
 2   process and the company, because I really wasn't sure at
 3   that time whether, you know, even on interconnection on
 4   what would the allowance be.
 5             You know, are you interconnecting just to that
 6   Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line?  You know, that type
 7   of thing.  So the company provided, you know, pretty
 8   detailed responses back, which provided our better, you
 9   know, knowledge of what -- what the solicitation process
10   was, which is then reflected here.
11             You know, I understood the process at that
12   point to be a unique opportunity, and that's why I
13   thought, you know, I said, you know, my view was
14   probably should be issued to see if there are very
15   positive benefits that are out there.
16        Q.   And the unique opportunity would have been the
17   potential to build wind resources with the benefits of
18   the production tax credits, correct?
19        A.   Correct.  And I don't recall when -- when I
20   knew when -- or when I heard that the company's, I don't
21   know if its objectives or what's the right word here,
22   but that the -- that it became more of a resource need
23   as opposed to, you know, just, you know, energy
24   procurement need to, you know, or energy procurement
25   requirement to maximize the PTC benefits.
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 1             I don't recall the date.  But it seems like it
 2   has shifted over time, and I -- at least that's the
 3   impression I get.  But our involvement, like I said,
 4   really terminated or didn't continue once we filed the
 5   report in mid February.
 6             We have been involved a little bit in
 7   negotiations, but in terms of the testimony and the
 8   proceeding and who is -- you know, you know, who is
 9   testifying to what, I haven't been following that on a
10   constant basis.
11        Q.   Those conclude my questions.  Thanks very
12   much, Mr. Oliver, for your assistance to the commission.
13        A.   Thank you.
14             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.
15   Commissioner White.
16                          EXAMINATION
17   BY COMMISSIONER WHITE:
18        Q.   Good morning.
19        A.   Good morning.
20        Q.   Just following up on a couple questions from
21   Commissioner Clark.  Was there ever a question in your
22   mind that the purpose of the RFP was to take advantage
23   of an opportunity with respect to wind and the
24   associated DBCs to fill a need, meaning a capacity
25   that's now a capacity that's now being fulfilled by
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 1   front office transactions?
 2             In other words, I mean, is it in your mind, is
 3   there a question that they were not pursuing an economic
 4   opportunity to pursue a generation resource to not
 5   supply load?  I mean to fill a load requirement?
 6        A.   I guess in my view, initially, I was under the
 7   impression it was mostly an energy procurement as
 8   opposed to a capacity -- to capacity procurement.
 9        Q.   Well, yeah, and I apologize.  Energy capacity,
10   mostly energy?
11        A.   Right.
12        Q.   Okay.  Well, let me ask you a question
13   about -- you mentioned something -- you keep referring
14   to sophisticated bidders with respect to the
15   transmission issue.  Understanding that the transmission
16   information is publicly available on Oasis, et cetera,
17   is there something that you would recommend specifically
18   that, you know, if we go back in time to specifically
19   the company would have conveyed through a workshop to
20   these bidders?
21        A.   Well, as I mentioned, I think, you know, some
22   of the previous solicitations that we have been IE for
23   PacifiCorp, we did have -- we did require -- suggest the
24   company have a workshop for bidders and they did.  And
25   that workshop generally included just the overall
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 1   assessment, overall description of the system, what some
 2   of the planned additions were to the system, how to get
 3   into the queue, you know, to apply for, you know,
 4   interconnection service, that type of thing.
 5             So I didn't see that as a major effort, but I
 6   thought it was something that could be, you know, put
 7   together fairly quickly and would at least, you know,
 8   something -- that would have provided some value to
 9   bidders.  Even though they were sophisticated bidders,
10   there may have been some information that they weren't
11   -- they would at least have the opportunity to ask
12   questions, you know.
13             And I know they did in other forums but, you
14   know, through the, you know, the Q and A process, but
15   they could have directly asked questions to the
16   PacifiCorp transmission folks.
17             COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you.  I have no
18   further questions.
19             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you, Mr. Oliver.  We
20   appreciate your participation in this docket and your
21   testimony today.  Let me just ask both commissioners and
22   colleagues if there's any reason not to excuse
23   Mr. Oliver, or if anyone sees a potential need for
24   recall.  If you see a problem or a need for potential
25   recall, please indicate to me.  I am not seeing any
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 1   indication from anyone in the room.  So thank you,
 2   Mr. Oliver.
 3             THE WITNESS:  Thank you very much.
 4             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Before we go back to Rocky
 5   Mountain Power's next witness, Ms. Hickey, is your
 6   witness here yet?
 7             MS. HICKEY:  He is in town on his way over.
 8             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Well, maybe we'll try to get
 9   that witness in this afternoon or in the morning.  Would
10   either of those work?
11             MS. HICKEY:  Yes, sir.  Perhaps we could
12   revisit later this afternoon a break or something.
13             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.
14             MS. HAYES:  Mr. Chair, I apologize for
15   interrupting.  While we're discussing that, I am
16   wondering if I could ask what you are considering in
17   terms of the general order of witnesses.  Are you
18   planning to go in the same order that you have been
19   calling on attorneys?  I am just trying to get a sense
20   of when my witness may come up.
21             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Sure.  Well, not necessarily.
22   I have been trying to do cross-examination trying to
23   group similar positions together.
24             MS. HAYES:  Sure.
25             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  That's not necessarily -- I
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 1   hadn't thought about who I would go it to next after --
 2             MS. HAYES:  Okay.
 3             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Typically we go to the
 4   division and the office next, but where we have some
 5   parties with positions more similar to the utility than
 6   the division and the office, it might make sense to go
 7   to -- in the order we have been doing cross-examination.
 8   As I think about your question right now, I'm probably
 9   inclined to do that.
10             MS. HAYES:  Okay.
11             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Obviously, we have one timing
12   need.  But other than that, I think that's probably
13   where you are going, is to go -- I assume Utah Clean
14   Energy and Western Resource Advocates before we go to
15   the division and the office, if there's no objection to
16   that.  If anyone does have an objection, let me know
17   now.
18             MR. RUSSELL:  Chair LeVar, I don't have a
19   specific objection to that.  That does put my witness
20   going last, and we may have some travel requirements.
21   I'll discuss that with him during the lunch break and
22   see if there's not.  I don't know that it's an issue,
23   but it may be.
24             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  You know, I think the
25   parties in these proceedings have generally been
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 1   flexible to try to meet travel needs of witnesses.  The
 2   order we go in typically doesn't have too much
 3   substantive impact, but we want to be open about it.  So
 4   thank you.
 5             MR. LOWNEY:  The company's next witness is
 6   Rick Vail.
 7             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Mr. Vail, do you swear
 8   to tell the truth?
 9             THE WITNESS:  I do.
10             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.
11                          RICK VAIL,
12   was called as a witness, and having been first duly
13   sworn, testified as follows:
14                      DIRECT EXAMINATION
15   BY MR. LOWNEY:
16        Q.   Mr. Vail, could you please state and spell
17   your name for the record?
18        A.   Yes.  It's Rick Vail.  It's R-I-C-K, V-A-I-L.
19        Q.   Okay.  Mr. Vail, how are you employed?
20        A.   I am the vice president of transmission for
21   PacifiCorp.
22        Q.   And in that capacity, did you file direct
23   testimony, supplemental direct and rebuttal testimony,
24   second supplemental direct testimony and surrebuttal
25   testimony in this case?
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 1        A.   Yes, I did.
 2        Q.   And Mr. Vail, do you have any corrections or
 3   changes to that testimony today?
 4        A.   I do have one correction.  It's on my
 5   surrebuttal testimony.  That correction is on page 21.
 6   It's on line 461.  And I need to add the words "segment
 7   D-1" after "energy Gateway West."
 8        Q.   I'll just give everyone a moment to reflect
 9   that change before we go one.
10             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Could I ask you just to
11   repeat that change.
12             THE WITNESS:  Yes.  So it's surrebuttal
13   testimony, page 21, lines 461.  Following the words
14   "Gateway West," we need to add "Segment D-1."
15        Q.   (By Mr. Lowney) Mr. Vail, with that change, if
16   I were to ask you the same questions today that are
17   included in your prefiled testimony, would your answers
18   be the same?
19        A.   Yes, they would.
20             MR. LOWNEY:  I would move to admit Mr. Veil's
21   testimony as it was in the record.
22             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  If any party objects
23   to that motion, please indicate to me.  I am not seeing
24   any objection in the room, so the motion is granted.
25   Thank you.
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 1             MR. LOWNEY:  Mr. Vail is available for
 2   cross-examination and commissioner questions.
 3             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Do you want to put in a
 4   summary?
 5             MR. LOWNEY:  I'm sorry.
 6        Q.   (By Mr. Lowney)  Mr. Vail, have you prepared a
 7   summary today?
 8        A.   I have.
 9        Q.   All right.  Please proceed.
10        A.   You bet.  I have to check, is it still
11   morning?  So good morning, Commission Chair LeVar,
12   Commissioner Clark and Commissioner White.  I oversee
13   the transmission system planning, the administration of
14   the company's open access transmission tariff or OATT,
15   the customer generation interconnection requests and the
16   regional transmission planning initiatives for
17   PacifiCorp.
18             My testimony describes substantial and
19   immediate customer benefits resulting from the
20   construction of the transmission projects.  The
21   centerpiece of the transmission projects is the proposed
22   140 mile, 500 KV Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline
23   transmission line also known as segment D-2 of the
24   energy -- of the company's energy gateway transmission
25   expansion projects.
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 1             This transmission line has been in development
 2   since 2007 and is part of the long-term transmission
 3   plan designed to strengthen the company's and the
 4   region's transmission system to better serve customers.
 5   The unprecedented opportunity before the commission
 6   today allows the company to construct this line with
 7   minimal customer rate impact.
 8             So first, I'm going to address the need for
 9   the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline transmission line.  The
10   end -- the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline transmission line
11   is needed today.  The transmission system in southeast
12   Wyoming is currently constrained with generation
13   capacity behind the TOT 4A cut plane exceeding
14   transmission capacity.
15             From a transmission planning perspective,
16   there is no reasonable basis to conclude that the
17   company will not need to construct the
18   Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line in the relatively near
19   future.  Although the company has been able to defer
20   construction of this line by upgrading the existing
21   transmission system and implementing alternative
22   transmission technologies, the upgrades that we have
23   made are not a long-term solution for this line.
24             Given the existing constraints on the Wyoming
25   transmission system, the addition of the new
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 1   transmission capacity is the only long-term feasible
 2   solution.  It is not a question of if
 3   Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line will be constructed.
 4   It is a question of when.
 5             This means that the real question presented by
 6   this case is whether it is in the public interest to
 7   construct the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line in 2020,
 8   when it is subsidized by the PTCs, or after 2020, when
 9   it is not.
10             Foregoing today's opportunities presents
11   substantial downside risk for customers.  Current plans
12   call for the construction of this line by 2024.  But
13   even that date is not certain.  A small change in the
14   generation resources or a change in load could require
15   the line to be built without the benefit of the federal
16   production tax credits as an offset to the costs as
17   provided for in the company's open access transmission
18   tariff.
19             It is possible that an interconnection or
20   transmission customer could also trigger the need to
21   construct the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line before
22   2024, and the cost to accelerate that construction would
23   ultimately be borne by the -- and paid for by the retail
24   customers.
25             The sheer volume of new wind projects that are
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 1   being developed in the transmission constrained area,
 2   southeastern Wyoming, indicates that there is a very
 3   real risk the company could be forced to construct this
 4   line through one of those old mechanisms.  This means
 5   the retail customers would bear the full cost of 697
 6   million dollars, with only the revenue from third party
 7   transmission customers as an offset.  This is not an
 8   insubstantial or speculative risk.
 9             I want to talk a little bit about the benefits
10   of the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line.  First the
11   Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line will increase the east
12   to west transmission capacity by approximately 951
13   megawatts.  It will also enable the company to more
14   efficiently utilize existing generation resources in
15   Wyoming that serve loads in Wyoming, Idaho, Utah, and
16   the Pacific Northwest.
17             Second, with the transmission projects, the
18   company will also be able to interconnect up to a total
19   of 1,510 megawatts of resources in the prime region --
20   prime wind region in southeastern Wyoming, including the
21   three wind projects selected in the 2017R RFP.
22             The third benefit is that the transmission
23   projects will improve system reliability.  Currently the
24   company operates its system to ensure that we meet
25   and/or exceed all acceptable reliability and performance
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 1   standards.  Due to the long lead time required to
 2   construct high voltage transmission lines, however, the
 3   company must be proactive to ensure that it remains in
 4   position to effectively meet its obligations in the face
 5   of future uncertainty or changing circumstances.
 6             In particular, the North American Reliability
 7   Corporation, NERC, has established system planning
 8   requirements intended to ensure that the bulk electric
 9   system will operate reliably over a broad spectrum of
10   system conditions and following a wide range of probable
11   contingencies.
12             The Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line has been
13   included in a required annual reliability assessment as
14   part of the company's short-term and long-term plans to
15   dependably meet both NERC and WECC reliability
16   requirements.  The company has thoroughly and
17   comprehensively studied the transmission projects to
18   verify that the expected benefits will materialize.
19             Most importantly, the company has obtained its
20   final phase 3 path rating from WECC.  This WECC approval
21   is critical, because it allows the company to
22   interconnect this transmission line into the wider
23   transmission system in the entire area and reliably
24   operate the project at its approved rating.
25             The company has also completed all of the
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 1   interconnection studies required for the wind projects
 2   and completed the Aeolus west transmission path transfer
 3   capability assessments.
 4             The results of the final transfer capabilities
 5   assessments demonstrate that the company's initial
 6   assessments were conservative, and confirm that the
 7   transmission projects will increase transmission
 8   capability by approximately 200 megawatts more than what
 9   was originally anticipated or is factored into the
10   benefit calculation.
11             More detailed studies of the wind projects
12   that were selected in the 2017R RFP, also increase the
13   interconnection capabilities from -- it was originally
14   1,270 megawatts, up to 1,510 megawatts.
15             The company is confident that the remaining
16   studies confirm that the estimated costs and benefits of
17   the transmission projects, also as addressed in my
18   testimony, the risk of the transmission projects have
19   continued to decrease over the course of this case, and
20   the costs have become more certain.
21             There is now greater cost certainty for the
22   transmission projects because of the competitive market
23   solicitations that have occurred during this case.  The
24   company's bid solicitation process for EPC contractors
25   for the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line have confirmed
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 1   the company's initial cost estimates.  Because the line
 2   represents approximately 85 percent of the total cost of
 3   the transmission projects, cost certainty for that
 4   portion of the project has increased.  The company is
 5   ready to build and confident that we can deliver the
 6   project on budget.
 7             The risk of delay beyond 2020 has also
 8   decreased over the course of the case as project
 9   implementation has continued.  The company has extensive
10   past experience implementing projects comparable in
11   scope to the transmission projects and on similar
12   construction schedules.
13             Like past projects, the company intends to use
14   contracting provisions to provide greater price
15   certainty and to ensure, through all available means,
16   the contractors meet the deadlines required for the
17   transmission projects to become operational by the end
18   of 2020.
19             Finally, the company did not mismanage its
20   generation interconnection queue, or attempt to use the
21   generator interconnection queue to bias the outcome of
22   the 2017 request for proposals.  The company's treatment
23   of all projects in its generation interconnection queue,
24   whether bidders or not, was consistent with the terms
25   and conditions of its open access transmission tariff.
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 1             The facts that the full build-out of Gateway
 2   South was trigged as queue position number 708 has been
 3   public knowledge.  It was public knowledge prior to the
 4   issuance of the 2017R RFP, and it has been public
 5   knowledge and out on Oasis since 2015.
 6             The interconnection restudies which change the
 7   assumption of the inservice date for the bridge --
 8   sorry, Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line resulted in
 9   increasing the interconnection capability, prior to that
10   study.  And Gateway South went from being triggered at
11   queue position 708, down to queue position 713.
12             So the final restudy of that generation
13   interconnection queue actually included more projects
14   that would be available to interconnect with the
15   addition of the segment D-2 line than were originally
16   assumed prior to the completion of those studies.
17             In summary, this case does really present us
18   an unprecedented opportunity to obtain the numerous
19   benefits that the transmission projects provide with
20   little customer rate impacts, primarily because of the
21   PTCs generated by the wind projects.  This is a unique
22   time-limited opportunity to build a much needed
23   transmission line and actually save customers money by
24   doing so.
25             If the company delays the construction of the
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 1   Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line until PTCs are no
 2   longer available, the customer rate impact will be
 3   significantly greater when the line is required to be
 4   built.  Thank you.
 5        Q.   Mr. Vail, does that conclude your summary?
 6        A.   Yes, it does.
 7             MR. LOWNEY:  And now Mr. Vail is available for
 8   cross-examination and commissioner questions.
 9             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr. Lowney.
10   Ms. Hickey, do you have any questions for Mr. Vail?
11             MS. HICKEY:  No.  Thank you, sir.
12             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.
13   Mr. Holman.
14             MR. HOLMAN:  I have no questions.  Thank you.
15             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Ms. Hayes.
16             MS. HAYES:  No questions.  Thank you.
17             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.  Mr. Jetter.
18             MR. JETTER:  I do have a few questions.
19                       CROSS-EXAMINATION
20   BY MR. JETTER:
21        Q.   Good morning.
22        A.   Good morning.
23        Q.   Do you have your direct testimony in front of
24   you?
25        A.   Yes, I do.
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 1        Q.   Would you please turn to -- this is page 19,
 2   and there is a question beginning on line 429, and the
 3   answer concludes on line 433.  Would you please read
 4   that question and answer?
 5        A.   Starting on 429?
 6        Q.   Yes, please.
 7        A.   Okay.  "Will the transmission projects also
 8   enhance the company's ability to meet the reliability
 9   standards applicable to its transmission system?  Yes,
10   although the company currently meets or exceeds the
11   applicable reliability standards and criteria, the
12   addition of the transmission projects will allow the
13   company to more efficiently meet or exceed those
14   standards and criteria."
15        Q.   Thank you.  And is that an accurate statement
16   that the current transmission in that area currently
17   meets or exceeds the applicable reliability standards
18   and criteria?
19        A.   Yes, that's an accurate statement.
20        Q.   Thank you.
21             MR. JETTER:  I am going to -- if I may
22   approach?  I would like to present a cross-examination
23   exhibit.
24             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Yes.
25             MR. JETTER:  Limited copies of this.  I only
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 1   have one extra copy of it.
 2        Q.   (By Mr. Jetter)  Would you please identify
 3   what the cover page of this document is?
 4        A.   The cover page states that this is the 2017
 5   integrated resource plan before the Public Utility
 6   Commission of Oregon.
 7        Q.   Okay.  And does this on the, I guess the
 8   right-hand side of that first page, the final -- or
 9   excuse me, it says "staff final comments."  Is that
10   correct?
11        A.   Yeah, that's what the cover page states.  I
12   don't see anything on the next page to verify.  But,
13   yeah, it looks like it's that document.
14        Q.   Okay.  Thank you.  And turning to the second
15   page of this document, I haven't reproduced the entire
16   document here, would you start -- there's a header that
17   is a No. 3.  And would you read that header along with
18   the rest of this document down to the end of that
19   paragraph before the next header that starts with the
20   No. 3?
21        A.   You would like me to read that whole section?
22        Q.   Yes, please.
23        A.   "PacifiCorp concedes that its proposed
24   transmission line is not needed to address short-term
25   reliability concerns on a stand-alone basis.  In the
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 1   absence of a new wind acquisition, PacifiCorp would not
 2   construct or acquire the new transmission line.
 3   Representatives of PacifiCorp have repeatedly
 4   acknowledged this fact.
 5             "Staff:  Quote, Without the 100 -- I'm sorry,
 6   1,100 megawatts of wind would PacifiCorp build this
 7   transmission line?
 8             "PacifiCorp:  No.  In essence that's what
 9   we're trying to demonstrate, this transmission line paid
10   for by the benefits of the wind.
11             "Staff:  So there is no reliability need to
12   put this transmission in place at some point; is that
13   correct?
14             "Right.  We are currently compliant with the
15   NERC reliability standards and expect to be going
16   forward."
17        Q.   And I could actually just stop you there.  I
18   think we can skip that next paragraph to speed things up
19   a little.  Is it accurate that at the bottom of those --
20   that transcript portion that you have just read, there
21   is a footnote notation for No. 26?
22        A.   Yes.
23        Q.   And if you go down to footnote 26, does that
24   read, "Approximately 2 hours 20 minutes to 2 hours 30
25   minutes of the September 14th, 2017, LC67 special public
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 1   meeting"?
 2        A.   Yes, it does.
 3        Q.   Do you have any reason to believe that that is
 4   an incorrect transcription of that public meeting?
 5        A.   No.  I don't believe that is incorrect.  As I
 6   noted in my summary, I think I have been very clear in
 7   testimony all along, PacifiCorp is currently in
 8   compliance with the NERC reliability standards in
 9   southeastern Wyoming.  But I would also add that any
10   small change in circumstance could change that, and one
11   of the primary tools we have is our long-term
12   transmission planning in order to make sure that we're
13   ready to address those needs when that time does come.
14        Q.   And you described this morning your opinion is
15   that if -- or let me actually ask you that.  Is it your
16   opinion that if a third party generator in that area
17   were to require network upgrades on that transmission
18   line, that Utah rate payers would pay for those costs?
19        A.   Can you clarify on which transmission line and
20   when you are speaking of network upgrades what you are
21   referring to?
22        Q.   Okay.
23        A.   So I can be specific.  Are you talking
24   generation interconnection network upgrades?
25        Q.   So I am speaking to, yes, interconnection
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 1   network upgrades that would be required to interconnect
 2   a third party generator, anywhere, I believe it's north
 3   or northeast, depending on how you look at the map, of
 4   the cut plane that you have described where the
 5   congestion is.
 6        A.   And just so I can be responsive to the
 7   question, are these network upgrades part of the
 8   company's long-term transmission plan?
 9        Q.   No.
10        A.   Okay.  And so what was the question?
11        Q.   So the question is, is if a third party
12   generator seeks an interconnection agreement for a
13   long-term generation interconnection -- excuse me.  A
14   long-term interconnection for a large generator in that
15   area, and it requires network upgrades, is it your
16   testimony today that rate payers of Rocky Mountain Power
17   would pay for those upgrades?
18        A.   Yes.  Let me just clarify to be clear here.
19   What we're talking about is a FERC jurisdictional
20   generation interconnection request.  In that case the
21   network upgrades, the way FERC looks at those network
22   upgrades is that they benefit all users of the
23   transmission system so they would be rolled into the
24   formula rates.
25             And then at the same time, PacifiCorp would
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 1   come in for recovery on those network upgrades, and then
 2   basically the -- the transmission so, again, you have to
 3   be careful here.  We went from interconnection being
 4   FERC jurisdictional.  They would also have to come in
 5   for a transmission service request.
 6             When they enter into that transmission service
 7   request, they pay transmission service, and that
 8   transmission service that is collected would then be
 9   credited back to the individual states.
10        Q.   And are you aware of an instance where --
11   maybe describe to me the most recent two or three
12   instances briefly where a third party generation
13   interconnection that are not approved PPAs between -- by
14   any of the six states that PacifiCorp serves, have
15   interconnected required network transmission upgrades
16   and that those upgrades have been paid for by customers,
17   in those six states.
18        A.   I'm sorry.  I followed most of that.  So,
19   again, I just want to clarify.  Are we talking a FERC
20   jurisdictional interconnection?  So you have a FERC
21   jurisdictional generation interconnection request.
22        Q.   I would actually say, a FERC jurisdictional
23   interconnection request.
24        A.   Well, the answer is different, and it's
25   different depending on the state.  And that's why I am
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 1   asking for clarification.
 2        Q.   So what I am asking you to describe is a
 3   situation where a third party generation provider
 4   interconnected and Utah rate payers were responsible for
 5   the cost of any network upgrade that was required as a
 6   result of that interconnection.
 7        A.   So off the top of my head, I don't have a
 8   specific example.  I will say this.  Almost all FERC
 9   jurisdictional interconnection requests that have a
10   network upgrade requirement would then roll into the
11   retail rates.  They would be part of the capital
12   addition that the company would have.
13        Q.   Okay.  I'd like permission to approach the
14   witness again.  Again, provide a document.
15             I have handed you -- is this accurate that
16   what I've handed you is a cover page that identifies
17   this document as a 7th Circuit United States Court of
18   Appeals order, citation 798 F.3rd 603?  And it's Pioneer
19   Trail Wind Farm LLC versus FERC?
20        A.   This -- that's what it reads.  Yeah.
21        Q.   Okay.  And I have highlighted a portion of
22   that on page 3 of that document.
23             MR. LOWNEY:  I'm going to object, before we
24   get too far down this path.  I don't think there's been
25   any basis established for Mr. Vail to be testifying
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 1   about a 7th Circuit case, particularly one that doesn't
 2   involve PacifiCorp, Rocky Mountain Power.  It involves
 3   difference generators.  It involves different utilities.
 4   It involves an RTO.  It's in the 7th Circuit.
 5             MR. JETTER:  I think this is perfectly within
 6   the scope of his testimony that Utah customers would be
 7   paying for upgrades to this transmission line.  And
 8   rather than print out the roughly 2 or 3,000 pages that
 9   are PERC orders 2003 A, B, C, and I think it's D, as
10   well as there's a new FERC order 845 that also addresses
11   this, I thought it might be easier to summarize those
12   from a federal Court of Appeals to ask the witness if
13   his understanding matches the understanding of what the
14   federal court who wrote this opinion is on who would pay
15   for those upgrades.
16             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  I will note we didn't get a
17   copy of it.  So I'm at a little disadvantage on dealing
18   with the objection.  But it might be premature to rule
19   on the objection until we hear what kind of questions he
20   asks.  I don't know that I am ready to prohibit any
21   questions about this order, but it might depend on the
22   specific questions.
23             MR. JETTER:  Maybe it would be easier if I
24   read it, and then ask if this is consistent with his
25   understanding.  Would that --
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 1             MR. LOWNEY:  Well, I guess I would -- if I
 2   could ask one question.  (Mumbling.)
 3             COURT REPORTER:  Is your mic on?
 4             MS. MCDOWELL:  Yeah.  Mr. Vail, have you ever
 5   seen this order before?
 6             THE WITNESS:  No, I have not.
 7             MS. LOWNEY:  Are you familiar with the facts
 8   of this case?
 9             THE WITNESS:  Not at all.
10             MR. LOWNEY:  Are you familiar with MISO's
11   interconnection rules?
12             THE WITNESS:  No, I am not.
13             MR. LOWNEY:  And it appears MISO is the party
14   that the RTO that is whose interconnection issues are at
15   stake in this case.
16             THE WITNESS:  Correct.
17             MR. LOWNEY:  I would just offer that in
18   support of the objection.
19             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Let me just ask you this
20   question, Mr. Lowney.  Considering the testimony that
21   Mr. Vail just gave about interconnection costs, what
22   would you propose is the right forum for Mr. Jetter to
23   present this, I guess, rebuttal position?
24             MR. LOWNEY:  Well, I think there -- you know,
25   there's the company's open access transition tariff.
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 1   There's potentially orders that maybe involved
 2   PacifiCorp that Mr. Vail may be familiar with.  You
 3   know, I have no problem with him perhaps asking
 4   questions here.  I just don't want Mr. Vail to testify
 5   about what the 7th Circuit did or didn't decide relative
 6   to a tariff that is not the company's tariff.
 7             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  I think again, subject to
 8   objections, if you have any further as we go on, I think
 9   I'm going to allow Mr. Jetter to do as he described, to
10   let him read this excerpt from this case and then ask
11   Mr. Vail, to the extent of whatever knowledge Mr. Vail
12   might or might not have, and we'll see where we go from
13   that point forward.
14             MR. BAKER:  Commissioner LeVar, I apologize
15   for the quick interruption.  But Mr. Jetter, could you
16   please recite the case cite for us since we don't have a
17   copy?
18             MR. JETTER:  Yes.  It's 798 F.3rd 603.
19             I believe we're at the point, is that correct,
20   we can go ahead?
21             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Yes.  Yes.
22        Q.   (By Mr. Jetter)  Would you please go ahead and
23   read that highlighted portion.
24        A.   It states, "In 2003, FERC standardized the
25   generation interconnection process to which we
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 1   reluctantly refer to as the GIP, following the industry
 2   jargon.  Under the GIP the interconnection customers,
 3   such as Pioneer and Settlers, submit requests to the
 4   grid operator, in this case MISO.  MISO then produces
 5   studies to assess the impact of the projects on the
 6   grid.
 7             "These studies identify what additional
 8   upgrades are needed to ensure that those additional
 9   connections do not adversely affect the grid.  These
10   studies also inform interconnection customers what the
11   costs of the upgrades will be.  The step is supposed to
12   enable the customers to decide if in fact they want to
13   be connected to the grid or perhaps even build the
14   plants at all.  The interconnection customers cover the
15   cost of MISO's studies."
16        Q.   Thank you.  Now, was your understanding that
17   PacifiCorp's OATT, do you believe that PacifiCorp's
18   process is different from what has been described that
19   have you just read?
20        A.   The process -- so you gave me a highlighted
21   portion.  I just note if you go to the next paragraph
22   down, it starts getting more specific about the
23   different studies and titles of studies that are
24   performed.  So I think we would probably need to -- I
25   would need to understand a little bit more.
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 1             One other thing, and I'll be very clear on
 2   this, because FERC is really specific with the language
 3   that they utilize, and so when the circuit court here
 4   says these studies also inform interconnection customers
 5   what costs the upgrades will be, they are not being
 6   specific.
 7             And I, as we got to spend some time together a
 8   while back on interconnection terminology and FERC, the
 9   language of FERC is very -- is very specific.  And in
10   this case, you know, it doesn't say generation
11   interconnection network upgrades.  It just says
12   upgrades, which in my mind could be either just the --
13   what we would call a direct assign charge to the
14   customer, just to be able to plug into the system.  Or
15   it could include network upgrades.
16             I don't know.  So it's hard for me to -- I
17   just think there's some ambiguity in the language that
18   the circuit court chose to use in that statement.
19        Q.   Thank you for that explanation.  But you are
20   not aware of any instance that you can identify where
21   it's actually happened that a third party
22   interconnection customer required a network upgrade and
23   Utah rate payers were burdened with that cost?
24        A.   Again, I don't have a specific example off the
25   top of my mind.  I'd be happy to come back with, you
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 1   know, 40 or 50 examples, because that's very common
 2   within the interconnection process.  I just -- I don't
 3   have one off the top of my head.
 4        Q.   And isn't it true that in your standard power
 5   purchase agreements that you have for third party
 6   generators, specifically typical qualifying facilities,
 7   that it requires those facilities to pay for all network
 8   upgrades?
 9        A.   So I am on the transmission side of the
10   business.  I do not negotiate or see the power purchase
11   agreements.  I cannot answer that question.
12        Q.   Okay.  Are you aware of any qualifying
13   facility having interconnection that required a network
14   upgrade that would have not been paid for by the
15   interconnecting qualifying facility?
16        A.   Okay.  So again, just to be clear, we're
17   talking about a QF here, which is a state jurisdiction.
18   So I am not sure which state you're referring to.  But
19   depending on the state, primarily the qualified
20   facilities would be paying for the network upgrades
21   themselves.  My answers up to this time have been
22   focused on FERC jurisdictional, which is a different
23   answer.
24        Q.   Thank you.  And I am looking at the map on
25   page 6 which is RAV-1SR.  Could please turn to that
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 1   page?
 2             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Which testimony is this from?
 3             MR. JETTER:  This is the surrebuttal testimony
 4   of Mr. Rick Vail, and it's --
 5        A.   Sorry, one SR?
 6        Q.   (By Mr. Jetter)  RAV-1SR, and this is page 6
 7   of 6.
 8        A.   Okay.  I am there.
 9        Q.   Are you aware of anywhere that would be on
10   this map, or in the vicinity of this map, that Rocky
11   Mountain Power intends to construct generation other
12   than these wind projects that would then connect to this
13   line?
14        A.   I am not aware.
15        Q.   Thank you.
16             MR. JETTER:  I have no further questions.
17   Thank you, Mr. Vail.
18             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you, Mr. Jetter.
19   Mr. Moore.
20             MR. MOORE:  Mr. Snarr will be handling the
21   questions.
22             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Did you have an exhibit to
23   enter into evidence?
24             MR. JETTER:  Oh, I do.  And I don't remember
25   what number I was at.
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 1             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Just the staff comments.
 2             MR. JETTER:  Yeah.  We could call it DPU Cross
 3   Exhibit probably at five.  I think five is --
 4             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Yeah, I don't know.  Do you
 5   want to call it five?
 6             MR. JETTER:  Yes.  I think the court reporter
 7   actually --
 8             (Discussion off the record.)
 9             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Is there any objection to the
10   motion to enter that into evidence?  I am not seeing
11   any.  So the motion is granted.
12             (DPU Cross Exhibit No. 5 was marked.)
13             MR. JETTER:  Okay.  Thank you.
14             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay, Mr. Snarr.
15             MR. SNARR:  Thank you.
16                       CROSS-EXAMINATION
17   BY MR. SNARR:
18        Q.   Mr. Vail, I'd like to touch on two or three
19   areas.  Should be brief though.
20        A.   Okay.
21        Q.   First, in your surrebuttal testimony filed in
22   May of 2018, at line 445, you indicate that because
23   the -- of the wind interconnection requirements, the
24   date for the completion of the transmission facilities
25   was moved up from 2024 to 2020; is that correct?
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 1        A.   I am sorry.  I didn't hear your exact wording
 2   on that.  I would just note, yeah, from a long-term
 3   transmission plan standpoint, we moved the segment D-2
 4   line to be in service in 2020 instead of 2024.
 5        Q.   And that's because of the new wind that you
 6   are planning to service there, right?
 7        A.   Yeah.  It's to take advantages of the time
 8   limited opportunities of the BTCs, correct.
 9        Q.   Okay.  Now, if the 2 -- if the 2024 date
10   represents the company's best estimates of an inservice
11   date associated with the need for new transmission
12   facilities, but for those deadlines related to wind and
13   PTCs, then why wasn't the 2024 date used in the base
14   assumptions for the modeling analysis that took place
15   concerning the transmission facilities?
16        A.   Which modeling assumptions?
17        Q.   The modeling that took place to analyze the
18   benefits and to determine whether the project should go
19   forward.
20        A.   So I'll just probably clarify.  My guess is
21   what we're talking about is the IRP, and then what came
22   out of the preferred portfolio of the IRP?
23        Q.   It's the RFP and the portfolio of wind and
24   transmission that we're looking at today in this
25   proceeding.
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 1        A.   And --
 2        Q.   Mr. Link's analysis.  Why wasn't the 2024 date
 3   used as a basis to bring those transmission facilities
 4   into the analysis instead of the 2020 date?
 5             MR. LOWNEY:  Objection.  The RFP modeling is
 6   in the purview of Mr. Link's testimony.  He is the one
 7   that testified on this issue.  He testified both in
 8   prefiled testimony as well as here during his live
 9   presentation.  So I think this question was -- should
10   have been, and I think was, directed to Mr. Link in
11   several different respects during his testimony in the
12   hearing.
13             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Mr. Snarr, do you want to
14   respond to the objection?  And I think your microphone
15   is not on.
16             MR. SNARR:  I'll bring it closer.  I think
17   it's on.  Mr. Vail testifies about the change of the
18   date from 2024 to 2020.  He indicates that it's
19   appropriate to build the transmission facilities in 2020
20   because they are intertwined or codependent with the
21   wind facilities.
22             And I am just asking if that's the case, then
23   looking at the question of whether we should build or
24   not build should have started with the assumption that
25   the 2024 facility should have been modeled as 2024
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 1   facilities.  If he knows an answer to that question,
 2   that's fine.  If he doesn't know or want to refer to
 3   back to Link, I understand.
 4             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  I think that's an appropriate
 5   way to go forward.  Mr. Vail, do you -- if you have --
 6   if you can answer that question, do so.  Just indicate
 7   whether you can't.
 8             THE WITNESS:  Yeah, I don't know that I can
 9   answer that question.
10        Q.   (By Mr. Snarr)  Okay.
11        A.   I would just kind of repeat my answer though.
12   Because I don't want to not be responsive.  You know,
13   again, what we did is took that 2024 date, and in order
14   to be able to capture those PTC benefits, moved the line
15   into 2020.  So in my mind if you were going to do any
16   kind of modeling that captures the PTC benefits, you
17   would need to have the 2020 date of the transmission
18   line as the basis for that modeling.
19        Q.   Let me just check my notes here.  Referring to
20   your testimony, in your surrebuttal testimony, I am
21   looking now at page 9, I believe it is.  In any event --
22   in any event lines 238 to 240.  If you could --
23        A.   So in my surrebuttal I am seeing that as page
24   11.
25        Q.   I am sorry.  Thank you.
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 1        A.   Okay.  I am there.
 2        Q.   You address there -- you indicate that if the
 3   solar projects were built instead of wind projects, that
 4   the transmission facilities would still be needed but
 5   the construction would more likely be moved back to
 6   2024; is that correct?
 7        A.   That is correct.
 8        Q.   Now, in response to questions that were
 9   proposed by division counsel, you -- you were
10   described -- you were asked to address whether or not
11   the transmission projects were actually needed to
12   improve the standards of your transmission system or
13   whether or not they would -- your transmission system
14   was currently in compliance with reliability standards,
15   right?
16        A.   Yes, I was asked those questions.
17        Q.   Okay.  And is it your testimony that your
18   system would be able to maintain the sort of reliability
19   through 2024, but for the opportunity to construct these
20   facilities earlier?
21        A.   Yeah.  I think my testimony is pretty clear.
22   I mean, right now the company's best estimated time
23   frame to build the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line is
24   2024.  And again, I want to be very clear and on the
25   record that we are currently compliant with NERC
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 1   reliability standards.
 2             As I mentioned in my summary, though, it can
 3   take a pretty small shift in load or a small shift in
 4   the generation resources that would trigger the
 5   immediate need to build this line for a reliability
 6   standard reason.  And it's a little bit
 7   counterintuitive, and I do want to kind of get this
 8   point across.
 9             In Wyoming one of the biggest challenges we
10   face in meeting the NERC reliability standards is not
11   additional load.  It's actually a low load period when
12   you have the wind all of a sudden comes up and you have
13   a lot of wind generation in that area, as the thermal
14   fleet is also generating.  So there's been some
15   discussions around load forecast declining and stuff
16   like that, but one of the real difficult or challenges
17   that we face in eastern Wyoming area is actually a low
18   load period with high wind.  So it's a little bit
19   counterintuitive to some of the discussions we've had.
20        Q.   Following up on that, Mr. Vail, under your
21   current proposal, my understanding is that the company
22   will be adding significant megawatts of new wind
23   capacity; is that correct?
24        A.   Yes, that's correct.
25        Q.   And what's the amount of that new wind
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 1   capacity?
 2        A.   I believe it's 1,150 megawatts.
 3        Q.   Okay.  And at page 24 of your surrebuttal, at
 4   line 519, you indicate that the company would be adding
 5   951 megawatts of transfer capability; is that correct?
 6        A.   Yes, that is correct.
 7        Q.   Now, you also indicated that earlier something
 8   about the capacity behind the TOT 4A cut plane.  Here is
 9   the question I have.  If you are adding more wind
10   capacity than transmission capacity, won't that add to
11   the problem that you already mentioned in which the
12   transmission system in eastern Wyoming is currently
13   constrained with generation capacity behind that TOT 4A
14   cut plane?
15        A.   No.  That's actually not the case.  We will
16   actually be relieving the constraint here pretty
17   significantly.  We're talking about 1,150 megawatts of
18   load -- excuse me, 1,150 megawatts of wind being added
19   to the system.  Certainly the wind doesn't blow all the
20   time.  When we have that 950 megawatts of transfer
21   capability, we're going to not only be able to harness
22   all the new wind and the existing wind that is there,
23   but during significant periods throughout the year,
24   we'll also be able to harness additional generation out
25   of the DJ and the Wyodak plants, that are behind that
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 1   constraint.
 2             So it comes down to a little bit of a matter
 3   of how much the wind is blowing and when it's blowing.
 4   But for the majority, or for significant hours
 5   throughout the year, we will actually be able to get our
 6   existing resources out of Wyoming more effectively than
 7   we do today.
 8        Q.   Thank you.  Now, going back to the basic
 9   driver for this, the transmission projects.  I note in
10   your direct testimony of June 2017, I am looking at page
11   13.  You mention at line 298, you have described the
12   transmission projects and wind projects as codependent.
13             Now, isn't it true that the codependence of
14   these projects and their combined economics is the
15   primary driver for proposing the current construction of
16   your transmission project?
17        A.   Again, if what you are referring to is the
18   construction time line to get it in service by 2020, the
19   idea is to be able to build this transmission line and
20   take advantage of the PTCs, yes.
21        Q.   Thank you.  Do you recall when the possible
22   construction of this transmission segment or line was
23   first contemplated or put into plans for the company?
24        A.   The projects, I'll call it, you know, was
25   first thought about or from a concept standpoint was
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 1   2007, I believe.  And active work on the project began
 2   in 2008, I believe.
 3        Q.   And I did review your 2008 IRP which listed
 4   the line and described its justification.  May I read
 5   that for you?  Or I can provide you a copy.
 6        A.   Yeah.  A copy would be fantastic.
 7        Q.   I have additional copies, but I think my
 8   question's going to be limited.  Let me know if someone
 9   else needs one.
10             Mr. Vail, I have highlighted a few lines there
11   that are talking about the, as I believe the D-2 segment
12   of the line that is at issue today.  Do you see that
13   area highlighted in blue?
14        A.   I do.
15        Q.   Would you please read that for us?
16        A.   It says that -- sorry.  "The last section will
17   connect the new annex substation located near Bridger
18   substation to the Populus substation that is being
19   constructed as part of the Populus to Terminal segment.
20   When completed in 2014, the entire segment will move
21   wind or other resources from eastern Wyoming to a
22   critical hub Populus, located near Downey, Idaho.
23        Q.   Now, that's the same one we're talking about
24   as part of the Aeolus-to-Bridger line you are proposing
25   to construct; is that right?
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 1        A.   Well, what this segment actually refers to
 2   here is going from Bridger substation to Populus.  And
 3   so it's actually the segment D-3.  And again, just for a
 4   little bit of clarification, the Gateway West was broken
 5   down into two segments initially.  We had segment D,
 6   which went from Windstar all the way over to Populus.
 7   And then we had segment E that went from Populus over to
 8   Hemmingway.
 9             Later, I believe it was in the 2013 IRP, we
10   broke the segments apart into D-1, D-2 and D-3.  And so
11   the segment referenced here, Bridger to Populous, is
12   actually D-3 and not segment D-2.  D-2 is the segment
13   that we're discussing here today.
14        Q.   Okay.  With respect to the segments that are
15   part of this Aeolus-to-Bridger Gateway project, this
16   indicates that at least some aspects of that -- that
17   project were being contemplated to meet the needs of
18   wind and other resources to move it from eastern Wyoming
19   to the west; is that right?
20        A.   That is correct.
21        Q.   And isn't that what you are contemplating by
22   the transmission project that is the subject of these
23   proceedings?
24        A.   Yes.  This is a subsegment to move basically
25   from southeast Wyoming to the Bridger hub.
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 1        Q.   So as early as 2008 in your IRPs, you are
 2   discussing this potential project, even though the
 3   inservice date has obviously slipped, but you are
 4   discussing this kind of transmission project to really
 5   aid the addition of new resources to move out onto the
 6   system and to move westward; isn't that correct?
 7        A.   So just to clarify, you know, I was not part
 8   of the 2008 IRP process.  I just want to kind of frame
 9   that up.  When the Energy Gateway projects were first
10   conceptualized, there was, you know, forecasted
11   significant load growth along the Wasatch Front.  There
12   was plans to build significant resources in Wyoming and
13   in other places throughout the territory.
14             So, you know, I would just say that if you
15   kind of go back to 2008, the world was very different,
16   and we had this economic crisis that relate -- you know,
17   significantly changed, I think, everybody's plans.  And
18   so you know, again, back then, just to kind of be clear,
19   it was to add additional renewables and then try to
20   serve the significant load growth that at that time was
21   anticipated along the Wasatch Front.
22        Q.   All right.  Just one last area of questioning
23   here.  In your surrebuttal testimony filed in May of
24   2018, I am looking at pages 35 and 36, you discuss the
25   company's assumption that 12 percent of the revenue
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 1   requirement for the transmission projects will be
 2   recovered from third party transmission customers
 3   through FERC rates or FERC established OATT rates; is
 4   that correct?
 5        A.   Yeah.  It is.  Can I just ask the line
 6   reference again?  I'm sorry.
 7        Q.   Lines 35, 36.
 8        A.   So I am on page 35 and 36.  Just the lines.
 9        Q.   Okay, excuse me.  I missed the line reference.
10   I'm sorry.  It's at page 35, 36, and I didn't have the
11   line reference noted here.
12             MS. SCHMID:  750?
13             MR. SNARR:  Counsel suggests 750.
14        A.   Okay.
15        Q.   (By Mr. Snarr) But the --
16        A.   Here what -- basically what you are talking
17   about is the 12 percent assumption of third party
18   transmission.
19        Q.   That's right.
20        A.   Thank you.  I'm there.
21        Q.   Does that reflect basically the current
22   allocation in terms of cost recovery through the OATT
23   process?
24        A.   Yes, it does.  That's a, you know, basically
25   our best information today of what the third party
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 1   transmission revenues are on the system.
 2        Q.   Now, of course, that would leave then 88
 3   percent to be recovered from retail rate payers?
 4        A.   Yes, that's correct.
 5        Q.   And just following on that, the next few lines
 6   you discuss that the estimated third party revenues
 7   should continue consistent with historical data, which
 8   is -- to continue with historical data; is that correct?
 9        A.   Yeah, I do.  And just to note, we also get,
10   you know, updated load and resource forecasts from
11   all -- all users of the transmission system.  And so
12   what we've kind of seen recently is that a number of our
13   third party transmission customer load are actually
14   increasing a little bit, faster than PacifiCorp's load
15   forecast.
16             So, again, there's been quiet a bit of
17   discussion in this case on the load forecast here, and I
18   would just note that we're starting to see additional
19   load increases from our third party transmission
20   customers over and above what we're seeing from
21   PacifiCorp load standpoint.
22        Q.   You also note, I believe, that the PacifiCorp
23   load is expected to decline.  Isn't that correct?
24        A.   I would just clarify that.  I am not expecting
25   the load to decline.  What we are talking about is the
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 1   load forecast continues to decline.  When you -- when
 2   you develop transmission, you actually have to develop
 3   to peak load.  And we are not seeing a decline in peak
 4   load.  What we're seeing is a decline in the forecast --
 5   the forecasted growth of peak load.
 6        Q.   Okay.  In light of the discussions as you have
 7   explained it there, the company would not realistically
 8   be put at risk if this commission were to determine that
 9   retail customers should be protected by the
10   establishment of a cap at 88 percent for their revenue
11   responsibility for the transmission projects; isn't that
12   correct?
13        A.   I am sorry.  Could you repeat the question.
14        Q.   I am really contemplating that this
15   commission, in order to protect retail rate payers,
16   might establish a cap, a cap of 88 percent maximum
17   recovery through Utah retail rates for anything that
18   would come through the use of this transmission project.
19   And I am suggesting to you that the company really
20   wouldn't be put at risk if that cap at 88 percent was
21   established by this commission; isn't that correct?
22        A.   So prior to answering the question, you know,
23   I guess looking at it, would a cap protect rate payers
24   and lock PacifiCorp, the company at 88 percent?  The
25   answer is yes.  I would just add to it though, just like
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 1   anything that goes through a prudence review, you know,
 2   this is -- this is, you know, based on the best
 3   information that we have today.
 4             If, for some reason, like a third party
 5   transmission customer load were to be, you know, lost or
 6   something like that, you know, I think I would go back
 7   to, is it anything that the company has done at fault or
 8   not, and try to determine then -- you know, would we
 9   want to make, you know, that commitment.  And I don't
10   know if I am in a position today to be able to say the
11   company would be willing to take on that commitment.
12        Q.   Two follow-ups to that.  Excuse me.  Two
13   follow-ups to that.  Number one, I am really asking you
14   to comment on the factual presentation you made.  And
15   that is, that historic data for third party transmission
16   customers seems to be steady or increasing?
17        A.   Correct.
18        Q.   And that your current forecast for PacifiCorp
19   load may decline?
20        A.   Okay.
21        Q.   As a factual matter.
22        A.   Correct.
23        Q.   All right.  And then the other question, would
24   you --
25        A.   Let me just clarify.  Again, I am not saying
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 1   that PacifiCorp's load would decline.  I'm saying that
 2   the ratio of third party load to PacifiCorp load could
 3   change.
 4        Q.   All right.
 5        A.   I just want to be, for the record.
 6        Q.   It's more likely that the change would be
 7   something that would move PacifiCorp's percentage a
 8   smidgen below 88 percent as opposed to going above 88
 9   percent, based upon the facts you have presented in your
10   testimony?
11        A.   Correct.
12        Q.   All right.  And you indicated that you were
13   concerned about whether or not it would be appropriate
14   to allow for any kind of penalization of the company for
15   something that might be out of their control; is that
16   right?
17        A.   I think I did make that statement, yes.
18        Q.   And wouldn't it also be a concern for this
19   commission to determine whether or not some kind of cost
20   fly-up or result might be out of the control of rate
21   payers, and that the rate payers themselves might need
22   to have protections?
23        A.   And I would say, I would look to the
24   commission, as it's probably a part of their
25   responsibility, yes.
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 1        Q.   All right.  Thank you.
 2             MR. SNARR:  I have no more questions.
 3             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr. Snarr.
 4   I think it's probably an appropriate time for a break.
 5   So why don't we recess for one hour, and then we'll
 6   continue with cross-examination of Mr. Vail.  Thank you.
 7             (Lunch recess from 12:13 p.m. to 1:14 p.m.)
 8             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Good afternoon.  We're
 9   back on the record, and we are continuing with the
10   cross-examination of Mr. Vail.  You are still under oath
11   from this morning.
12             THE WITNESS:  Okay.
13             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  And we'll go next to
14   Mr. Russell.
15             MR. RUSSELL:  Thank you, Chair LeVar.
16                       CROSS-EXAMINATION
17   BY MR. RUSSELL:
18        Q.   Mr. Vail, I want to ask you some questions,
19   but I'll have you turn in your surrebuttal testimony to
20   page 4.
21        A.   Okay.  I'm there.
22        Q.   Okay.  Thanks.  I want to look at this
23   sentence on lines 78, which states, "In my previously
24   filed testimony, I explained that the
25   Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line is necessary to relieve
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 1   the existing congestion on the system, and that without
 2   the new transmission line, the company's ability to
 3   deliver resources to load will remain constrained."
 4             And I want to get a better understanding what
 5   is meant by transmission congestion, and whether that's
 6   different than an a constraint, and if so, how.
 7        A.   No.  It's -- I think those two terms are
 8   fairly interchangeable.  What I am trying to explain
 9   here is, is that we currently have a situation where we
10   have more generation behind the TOT 4A cut plane than we
11   have transmission capability.
12        Q.   And you are talking about current existing
13   generation or potential generation?
14        A.   Existing generation.
15        Q.   Okay.  Are any of the -- is any of the -- any
16   of that existing generation behind that cut plane
17   scheduled to be retired in the coming years?
18        A.   I don't know the exact retirement dates of
19   each of the different facilities.  The Dave Johnson
20   plant does have a retirement life to it.  I am not sure
21   of the date, though.  It's within eight to ten years.
22        Q.   Yeah.  We can get it out if we need to.  I'll
23   represent to you that I believe the 2017 IRP indicates
24   an expectation that the four units at Dave Johnson will
25   be retired by 2028.  Does that sound --
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 1        A.   That sounds about right.
 2        Q.   Okay.  What other generation resources behind
 3   that cut plane are you aware of that are scheduled for
 4   retirement in the coming years?
 5        A.   Again, I am not the -- I don't have the exact
 6   date.  The Wyodak plant would also have a retirement
 7   life to it.  I'm not sure of that date.
 8        Q.   And -- and I'm disadvantaged because I'm not
 9   sure I totally understand what a cut plane is.  So I'm
10   not sure what's behind it.
11        A.   Sorry.  The Wyodak plant would be another one
12   that would be along that portion of the transmission
13   system that is constrained.
14        Q.   And would retirements at Jim Bridger assist in
15   this relief of congestion or no?
16        A.   No.  This transmission line basically
17   terminates at the Jim Bridger plant.  So what we're
18   trying to do here is take the existing transmission
19   system from eastern Wyoming and transport it over to the
20   Jim Bridger hub.  So retirement to Jim Bridger would not
21   impact the existing constraint on the cut plane I
22   referred to.
23        Q.   Okay.  Thanks.  And then just to circle back,
24   those retirements will help alleviate some of the -- the
25   existing congestion on the system, correct?
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 1        A.   They will certainly help alleviate the
 2   congestion.  What it actually does is create some
 3   additional reliability issues out in that area.  If you
 4   think in terms of a couple of these coal-fired plants,
 5   they are very large spinning masses.
 6             One of the things I have talked about is the
 7   voltage support and reliability in that area.  One of
 8   the additional benefits of this transmission line is
 9   getting that bigger pipe to help support the voltage and
10   stability out in that area.  The retirement of those big
11   spinning mass units will actually create more of a
12   reliability issue, even though it would help alleviate
13   some of the constraint that's there.
14        Q.   Also in your testimony, you used the term
15   voltage support, and I'm not sure I totally understand
16   what voltage support is, and you indicate that the
17   transmission projects will help strengthen reliability
18   by adding voltage support.  What are you referring to
19   there?
20        A.   So a couple of items on the voltage support.
21   One of the examples I gave a little bit earlier was,
22   when we have a pretty low load situation in eastern
23   Wyoming area, and the wind really starts to blow, the
24   voltage levels can get very high.
25             And then you can also have high wind
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 1   generation type of situation, and all of a sudden the
 2   wind stops blowing.  And then those generators come off
 3   line or stop producing at the same amount, and then that
 4   actually creates a low voltage situation.
 5             So what we have is quite a bit of generation
 6   out there that's on an existing 230 KV transmission
 7   system, and by adding this 500 KV line, we're in essence
 8   doubling the size of the pipe that connects those
 9   generation resources to our loads.
10        Q.   But by adding the wind projects you are also
11   adding more wind out there, correct?
12        A.   Yeah, that's correct.
13        Q.   There was a -- there's a statement in the
14   transfer capability assessment that's attached to your
15   testimony.  I don't know that we need to go through it.
16   It refers to -- we can, I am not trying to prevent you
17   from doing that.  It refers to a 230 KV substation at
18   the Latham substation and that that particular
19   substation requires voltage control.  Maybe you can
20   speak to that a little bit.
21        A.   Yeah.  So one of the components of the energy
22   division 2020 transmission projects here is a voltage
23   control or voltage support device at the Latham
24   substation.  We are still in the process of finalizing
25   the sizing of that particular device.  We assumed what
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 1   I'll call worst case or very conservative, that we would
 2   need a roughly 350 megabar synchronous -- I'm sorry,
 3   static voltage controller there.
 4             Currently we are at, from an internal studies
 5   standpoint, we think it will be closer to 250 megabars,
 6   and we're finalizing the dynamic studies right now with
 7   an outside consultant that will finalize the size of
 8   that device within the Latham substation.
 9        Q.   All right.  Thank you.  And tell me why that
10   particular voltage control substation, or why voltage
11   control is required at that substation.
12        A.   So again, I talked a little bit about
13   current -- the current situation out in southeastern
14   Wyoming, and, you know, we are going to add this 500 KV
15   line, which helps us support.  But we are also adding
16   1,150 megawatts of wind, and so that device is, you
17   know -- one of the key factors as I talked about the
18   voltage going up or down, that device is a very fast
19   acting voltage control device.  It will help control the
20   voltages out in that area.
21        Q.   Would a device like that installed on the
22   existing transmission system assist with the existing
23   voltage issues?
24        A.   Yeah.  It certainly would assist, not to the
25   same degree.  So again, I talked a little bit about that
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 1   2 -- the 230 KV lines out there.  When we add this 500
 2   KV line, it's going to be a lot lower resistance line,
 3   and it basically doubles the size of the pipe.
 4             So right now we've got basically three 230 KV
 5   lines out there.  When we add this one 500 KV line, it's
 6   going to basically be double the size of the wire going
 7   out there.  So this device can be much more effective
 8   with a 500 KV line in service versus the 230 -- having
 9   it on 230 system and not that 500 KV line there.
10        Q.   Okay.  Thank you.  I am going to switch gears
11   to your testimony that relates to the NTTG, or Northern
12   Tier Transmission Group.  My specific questions relate
13   to your testimony starting at line 225 in your
14   surrebuttal testimony.
15        A.   Okay.  I am there.
16        Q.   Okay.  You state on line 225 that "NTTG
17   concluded that the NTTG area would be reliably served in
18   the year 2026 only by including several proposed
19   transmission projects, including the
20   Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line."
21             I want to talk a little bit about what the
22   NTTG area is.  That's not just PacifiCorp rate payers or
23   PacifiCorp concerns, correct?
24        A.   No.  There are additional members of the
25   Northern Tier Transmission Group, and a number of those
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 1   are interconnected to PacifiCorp's transmission system.
 2        Q.   And the reference here that you quote in that
 3   line that I just read comes from the regional
 4   transmission plan, correct?
 5        A.   Correct.
 6        Q.   And in creating that regional transmission
 7   plan, there was an assumption that the wind projects
 8   here would be interconnected, correct?
 9        A.   Yes, that is correct.
10        Q.   And also that there would be other
11   transmission projects built, separate and apart from
12   this one as well, correct?
13        A.   Correct.
14        Q.   And the regional transmission plan is not a
15   construction plan; is that right?
16        A.   No, it's not.  You know, again, from a
17   transmission planning standpoint, we are required by
18   FERC order 1,000 to participate in regional transmission
19   planning, and it is what it is, is a long-term
20   transmission plan of the entities that make up each of
21   the different regional planning organizations.
22        Q.   And in creating that regional transmission
23   plan, the process does not consider redispatch or
24   reoptimization of generation resources, correct?
25        A.   I'm sorry.  I am pausing.  I honest -- I do
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 1   not know that I know the answer to that question.
 2        Q.   I've got a copy of the regional transmission
 3   plan -- excuse me.  I've got a copy of that plan.  If I
 4   showed it to you, would that help?
 5        A.   Yeah, definitely.
 6        Q.   While the witness reviews the document, I have
 7   handed him a copy of the Northern Tier Transmission
 8   Group 2016, 2017 regional transmission plan.  I've got
 9   copies here if anybody else wants one.  I'm mostly just
10   trying to refresh his recollection.  It is -- Mr. Vail,
11   when you're ready.  Sorry.
12        A.   No, you are fine.  You are correct.  I mean,
13   it states right in here.  "Does not consider the
14   redispatch of reoptimization of resource assumptions."
15        Q.   Okay.  Thank you.  Is it your understanding
16   that the process of creating this plan permits
17   stakeholders to request studies be done after the plan
18   is -- has been formulated?
19        A.   Yeah.  So again, there is a -- it's a very
20   public process.  There are stakeholders that can request
21   different studies based on, you know, different
22   scenarios.  Primarily they tend to be policy-driven-type
23   scenarios that -- of policies that may or may not have
24   been enacted yet.
25        Q.   And are you aware of a request for a study to
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 1   be performed in which Wyoming coal plants are
 2   redispatched down when Wyoming wind is assumed to be
 3   high?
 4        A.   So I'll clarify -- I'll clarify just a little
 5   bit.  You know, my understanding is that some of the
 6   stakeholders of the Northern Tier Transmission Group
 7   submitted a policy study recommendation into the 2019,
 8   2020 planning cycle to NTTG.  I am not familiar with all
 9   of the details of what that request is.
10        Q.   Okay.  I get that you may not be familiar with
11   all the details.  Do you understand that it includes a
12   request to study the plan with reduced generation from
13   coal resources when Wyoming wind generation is high?
14        A.   Subject to check, I think that was the basic
15   idea of that study request.
16        Q.   And you indicated that there is -- this is a
17   study request.  Is there a process to grant those types
18   of requests?
19        A.   Yeah, so the NTTG has a number of different
20   committees.  They have a steering committee, and they
21   also have a planning committee.  Those requests are
22   submitted to the planning committee, and then eventually
23   a recommendation goes to the steering committee, and
24   they either approve or not approve the request for the
25   study to move forward.
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 1        Q.   And this particular study that we have been
 2   talking about, do you know whether that -- where that is
 3   in the process?
 4        A.   Again, subject to check, it was just within
 5   the last couple of weeks, I believe, that NTTG made some
 6   modifications to the study request.  And based on those
 7   modifications, they have agreed that they will study
 8   that policy consideration.
 9        Q.   And so that -- that policy consideration will
10   be studied in the next regional training commission plan
11   or what?
12        A.   Yes.  So right now the process is, we start
13   gathering what base cases will be utilized.  Each of the
14   member utilities submit their different integrated
15   resource plans, along with their long-term transmission
16   plans, and then any public policy or stakeholder studies
17   that are requested.  And so that study process will be
18   kicking off here shortly.
19        Q.   And it will conclude when roughly?
20        A.   Roughly, it will be about one year study time.
21   A draft -- draft study reports come out.  Then there's
22   stakeholder meetings to review those draft studies, and
23   there's a final report that is generated, approved by
24   the steering committee, and then issued -- or my best
25   guess is, we're probably about 18 months from having
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 1   that study finalized and issued.
 2        Q.   Okay.  Thank you.
 3             MR. RUSSELL:  I don't have any further
 4   questions.
 5             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.  Mr. Baker.
 6             MR. BAKER:  Thank you, Chairman LeVar.
 7                       CROSS-EXAMINATION
 8   BY MR. BAKER:
 9        Q.   Good afternoon, Mr. Vail.  Can I direct you to
10   your surrebuttal testimony on page 15, lines 312 through
11   313?
12        A.   Okay.  I am there.
13        Q.   In that you state that the tower technology is
14   neither new nor undeveloped; is that correct?
15        A.   That is correct.
16        Q.   Can I refer you to your supplemental testimony
17   on page 6?
18        A.   Supplemental direct and rebuttal.
19        Q.   Direct -- yes.  Say your February testimony.
20   On page 6, lines 115?
21        A.   I am sorry.  I am not --
22        Q.   Still getting there.
23        A.   -- there yet.  I apologize.  So we're at
24   second supplemental direct.
25        Q.   Sorry, no.  I was correct first.  January.  I
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 1   apologize.
 2        A.   So supplemental --
 3        Q.   Supplemental direct and rebuttal.
 4        A.   And I'm sorry.  What was the page number?
 5        Q.   Page 6.
 6        A.   Okay.  I'm there.
 7        Q.   Lines 115 through 116.
 8        A.   Okay.
 9        Q.   And starting towards the end of line 115, "The
10   company decided it could use a new tower design."  Is
11   that correct?
12        A.   Yes.
13        Q.   On lines 118 through 119 you describe that the
14   company is in the process of developing and taking -- or
15   and testing these revised structures; is that correct?
16        A.   That is correct.
17        Q.   Can we please go to your exhibit RAV-2.  Now,
18   RAV-2 is in the initial application.
19        A.   Okay.  I am there.
20        Q.   That -- that drawing has, I read three
21   different dates on it; is that correct?
22        A.   Yes.  It looks like there's an original and
23   then two revisions.
24        Q.   And what's the date of the last revision?
25        A.   January 23rd of 2015.
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 1        Q.   Is this the drawing of the new design that was
 2   referenced in your supplemental direct testimony?
 3        A.   No.  This is, you know, indicative design of
 4   what the transmission towers are going to look like.  We
 5   will be utilizing the same kind of L-shaped members.
 6   This is not the final design, just to be clear.  Also,
 7   there's six different, you know, tower designs that will
 8   be utilized on this project.
 9        Q.   And the -- this -- this design for the 500 KV
10   is -- towers, is this the major tower design associated
11   with the -- I believe you said the Anticline portion was
12   85 percent of the cost of the transmission project?
13        A.   Yeah.  So this is the main, what you call
14   tangent tower, that will be utilized on the project.  So
15   we talked about the towers being 85 percent -- I'm
16   sorry.  The cost of the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line
17   was about 85 percent of the overall project cost.  Out
18   of the towers that will be utilized for the 140 miles of
19   this, about 80 percent of them will be this particular
20   tower.
21             I just note this was -- this is a preliminary
22   design, and throughout this case and throughout the
23   process, we have been finalizing the design, and we're
24   currently in testing on the final tower designs.
25        Q.   Can I return you to your supplemental direct,
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 1   lines 148 through 151?
 2        A.   I am there.
 3        Q.   You testified then that the company was still
 4   in the competitive selection process for an EPC
 5   contractor for the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line; is
 6   that correct?
 7        A.   Correct.
 8        Q.   At the time that those bids went out, did you
 9   have the final drawing of these towers that are going to
10   comprise 80 percent of the 140 mile line?
11        A.   I do not know the answer to that.
12        Q.   Did the EPC contractors bid on the final tower
13   design?
14        A.   To the best of my knowledge, yes.  I am not
15   the -- I am not exactly sure, though, what -- what date
16   we sent them, you know, the updated drawings.  I would
17   have to verify that date.
18        Q.   On page 6, actually, earlier we testified that
19   during your supplemental direct testimony you indicated
20   that the company was still developing and testing the
21   structures, correct?
22        A.   We're in final testing of -- of the final
23   three structures.  We've now had three of the structures
24   pass final tests, and we're in testing on the final
25   three.
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 1        Q.   Yes.  So now you have -- you have completed
 2   that, but in January of 16th, you said you were still
 3   developing and testing, and I believe it said the design
 4   was not yet complete.
 5        A.   If you could just direct me so I can, you
 6   know, verify that that's my testimony.  It sounds
 7   correct.  If you could just give me the line numbers,
 8   I'd appreciate it.
 9        Q.   Yes.  Again, so we -- we're discussing on line
10   118 and 119, is it says, you are developing and testing
11   revised structures?
12        A.   There, you go, yep.  Thank you.
13        Q.   And so in January, as you were still
14   designing, revising and testing, and you were still in
15   the bid process, I don't -- I am having trouble
16   understanding how they could have had the final design
17   in their bid package.
18        A.   So just to be clear, one of the key elements
19   when you bid on a transmission line is having,
20   obviously, where those sites are going to be located,
21   what the terrain is like, but getting a good idea of
22   what the steel cost is going to be on those towers.
23             So the design is new to the company, this is
24   not a new transmission design out in this the world.  I
25   mean, this -- these particular transmission towers have
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 1   been, you know, utilized all over the world to build
 2   transmission lines.
 3             So while it's a new design to the company, the
 4   number of members, the weights of the members, the tower
 5   heights are well known.  There's a lot of standard
 6   industry estimating that you can pull in order to get a
 7   very accurate cost estimate of what it would take to,
 8   you know, build towers like this.
 9             So I would just submit that, you know, again,
10   I would need to check the date that they had the final
11   design.  If they did not have it prior to going out for
12   that initial contract bid, then, you know, as soon as we
13   have that final design, which is a key element before
14   you enter into final negotiation with the contractor to
15   bid on this, you would want to, you know, be able to
16   hand that off.
17             But from a cost estimate standpoint, we're
18   very comfortable that there is plenty of data out there,
19   or again accurate cost estimate of the weights and what
20   it would cost to erect these towers.
21        Q.   And I think earlier you also testified that
22   your contracts are going to provide mitigation measures
23   from potentially cost overruns, for example, associated
24   with, you know, the bidding on the project, and I am
25   adding that example.  I think you had said though that
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 1   the contract had -- would include mitigation measures on
 2   cost and schedule; is that correct?
 3        A.   So just to be clear on the answer there, the
 4   way I would answer that is, you know, we enter into
 5   engineering procurement and construction contracts, and
 6   those are fixed price contracts that also have, you
 7   know, clearly identified performance targets for the
 8   contractors to meet.  And I am not trying to be evasive
 9   on the answer.  I just -- I want to be clear on what I
10   am answering.
11        Q.   No, I appreciate that.  You answered my
12   question on that.  Now, those performance targets and
13   some of the other terms, those were subject to
14   negotiation during your bid selection process, correct?
15        A.   So to be clear, we've gone out to bid and we
16   selected a contractor.  We have not, you know, signed
17   the final contract, and we have not provided even a
18   limited notice to proceed at this time.  We certainly,
19   with the transmission line being part of the critical
20   path here, we need to have clear understanding of where
21   we are through the regulatory process prior to
22   committing, you know, dollars to the construction of
23   this line.
24        Q.   So the final contract hasn't been signed, but
25   you have a final contract that is ready to be signed?
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 1   Subject to approval by the commission?
 2        A.   I don't believe we have the -- the final
 3   numbers.  Let me back up.  I would say, I am not a
 4   hundred percent sure of where we are as far as the
 5   contract being ready to sign or not sign.  I know
 6   there's a number of terms and conditions.  What we have
 7   is the firm price, you know, fixed bids from the
 8   contractors, and we will finalize the negotiation on
 9   those contracts once we understand what the regulatory
10   environment looks like.
11        Q.   And so just so I understand, there are still
12   terms and conditions associated with the contract that
13   have not been finalized?
14        A.   Again, I would answer, I do not know exactly
15   where we are at on that final contract.  So I would -- I
16   would have to go back to the delivery team and ask that
17   question.  I don't have that exact detail.
18             I know we're in the final stages of getting
19   that contract completed, but I don't know exactly where
20   we are at today.
21        Q.   So is it fair to say that there is not in this
22   record a final contract that is representative of the
23   exact deal you hope to strike with your PC contractor?
24        A.   Again, we don't have a contract signed today.
25   So I think the answer would be, you're correct.
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 1             MR. BAKER:  Thank you.  No further questions.
 2             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Mr. Lowney, any
 3   redirect?
 4             MR. LOWNEY:  Yes.  We just have a few
 5   questions.
 6                     REDIRECT EXAMINATION
 7   BY MR. LOWNEY:
 8        Q.   Mr. Vail, do you recall when you were being
 9   asked questions about the fact that the
10   Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline transmission line is
11   included in the company's long-term transmission plan,
12   and as part of that plan will be constructed in 2024, if
13   not constructed in 2020.  Do you recall those lines of
14   questions?
15        A.   Yes, I do.
16        Q.   And has the company -- and let me preface one
17   more question.  You were asked specifically about
18   whether or not or how the company accounted for that
19   fact in its RFP modeling.  Do you recall those
20   questions?
21        A.   Yes.
22        Q.   And has the company quantified the impact of
23   including that transmission line in the base case
24   modeling?
25        A.   Yes, we have.  If we looked at Mr. Link's
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 1   testimony, had we included the modification or the cost
 2   of the transmission line in that base case,
 3   conservatively it would have added an additional $300
 4   million worth of benefits to customers, I think in --
 5   across all of the policy cases.
 6        Q.   And Mr. Vail, you were also asked a series of
 7   questions about the company's current compliance with
 8   all of the applicable reliability standards.  Do you
 9   recall those questions?
10        A.   Yes, I do.
11        Q.   And just because the company is compliant
12   today, does that necessarily mean that the company will
13   be compliant in the future?
14        A.   No, it doesn't.  And, you know, the long-term
15   transmission plan is one of the key tools to ensure that
16   we will be compliant going forward.  If I were to answer
17   today that we were not compliant, that would have --
18   that would be a pretty bad miss on my part.
19             So what we have to do is continue, and we do
20   every year, we analyze the reliability of the system.
21   As I mentioned, any small changes out in the eastern
22   Wyoming area, in particular, you know, load in that area
23   or load along the Wasatch Front, could easily, you know,
24   generate the need for that line in the very near future.
25             So the long-term transmission planning really
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 1   is the key tool to monitor and ensure that we're
 2   compliant with our reliability standards prior to the
 3   point where we're not, because failure is a million
 4   dollars per day, per incident fine from NERC.
 5        Q.   Mr. Vail, you were also asked a series of
 6   questions related to the company's assumed third party
 7   transmission revenue.  Do you recall those questions?
 8        A.   I do.
 9        Q.   And just to be clear, because the record got a
10   little muddled, at least from my perspective, the
11   company has not agreed to guarantee the third party
12   transmission revenue in this case, has it?
13        A.   No.  The company has not guaranteed that.
14        Q.   Okay.  One more question.  I think it will be
15   my last.  Do you recall when you were being asked
16   questions regarding the voltage support benefits of the
17   new transmission line?
18        A.   Yes.
19        Q.   Now, would you agree that adding the new --
20   the new wind projects does not compromise the voltage
21   support benefits that are assumed for that transmission
22   line?
23        A.   Yes.  That's correct.  I -- when I was trying
24   to explain the existing 230 KV transmission line system
25   and then adding 500 KV line, that 500 KV line basically
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 1   doubles the size of the wire that's going into that
 2   area.  It's also a lower impedence line.  So with that
 3   line there, it provides significant voltage support.
 4   And then, again, when you add in that additional
 5   reactive device, having that 500 KV line in there is a
 6   large benefit to the voltage support that we need in
 7   that area.
 8             MR. LOWNEY:  Thank you.  I have no further
 9   questions.
10             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.  Please
11   indicate if Mr. Lowney's questions on redirect prompt
12   any recross.  My Snarr?  Anyone else for recross?  Just
13   so we'll know.  Okay.  Mr. Snarr.
14                      RECROSS-EXAMINATION
15   BY MR. SNARR:
16        Q.   Thank you.  Mr. Vail, the questions that were
17   just asked prompt me just to ask a question or two for
18   clarification.
19        A.   Okay.
20        Q.   In connection with the OATT process
21   establishing rates, we talked about third party
22   transportation revenues.
23        A.   Yes, we did.
24        Q.   And we also talked about the percentage ratio
25   that I'll just say leftover for PacifiCorp to cover
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 1   because of its load; is that right?
 2        A.   Yeah.  So we talked about the PacifiCorp's
 3   share of the transmission system is roughly 88 percent,
 4   with third party being 12 percent.
 5        Q.   And you recall that my question was aimed at
 6   whether or not this commission might consider some sort
 7   of cap on the amount of revenues that would flow through
 8   PacifiCorp to the retail rates of the Utah jurisdiction;
 9   is that right?
10        A.   I believe that that is what you said, yes.
11        Q.   And we did not address in our questioning any
12   limits or magnitude of what might be happening with the
13   third party transportation rates; is that correct?
14        A.   To the best of my knowledge, that is correct.
15        Q.   Those clarifications are fine.  Thank you.
16             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr. Snarr.
17   Commissioner Clark, do you have any questions for
18   Mr. Vail?
19             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Yes.
20                          EXAMINATION
21   BY COMMISSIONER CLARK:
22        Q.   I'd like to understand better the implications
23   of the planned retirement, I think I can call it planned
24   retirement, or at least the assumed retirement Of the
25   Dave Johnson units in 2028.  The capacity of those units
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 1   is roughly what in the aggregate?
 2        A.   Best guess in the 700 megawatt range.
 3        Q.   I know one of them is 220, so it's going to be
 4   7 or 800 or something like that roughly?
 5        A.   Yeah, subject to check.  I apologize.  I
 6   should know that off the top of my head.
 7        Q.   So that's going to be a significant reduction
 8   in the load that that transmission line is currently
 9   called upon to address; isn't that true?
10        A.   Yeah.  I would just say that I would just kind
11   of reverse it.  Obviously, there would be less
12   generation on the system when that coal unit retires.
13   One of the, you know, difficult aspects from a
14   transmission planning standpoint is understanding where
15   the replacement resource is going to come from.
16             At the request at one of our other state's
17   proceedings, you know, we were asked to do a study of
18   what it would take to -- if we did not build the
19   Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line and you retire DJ and
20   you want to stick additional replacement resources back
21   there, and the cost of that alternative was actually a
22   little bit more expensive than the Aeolus-to-Bridger
23   transmission line, primarily because in order to
24   basically get the same benefits, you have to put a whole
25   bunch more 230 KV transmission lines in the area to keep
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 1   the stability.
 2             So it's not a simple question to answer.  You
 3   know, I would say that certainly when that resource
 4   retires, there will be replacement resources.  Now,
 5   where exactly they are going to be located or what types
 6   of resources they are eventually going to be, I don't
 7   know the answer to that.
 8        Q.   Sure.  Just assume then, since we don't know
 9   that, the replacement resources are not interconnected
10   with that line.  They are somewhere else.  If you were
11   to -- and the plant that's under consideration in this
12   application is not built for whatever reason.  So we
13   come to 2024, or at least we approach it, and we look at
14   that retirement of Dave Johnson generation.
15             How would you address whatever reliability
16   concerns, voltage support concerns you might have,
17   frequency control concerns, whatever they are, that
18   result from the retirement of that plant?  How -- what
19   are your options to address those?
20        A.   There are a couple of different options.  So
21   we talked about the large spinning mass.  You can put --
22   certainly put additional synchronous condensers out in
23   that area.  I will say the company has not had the
24   opportunity to fully study and understand from a
25   frequency response standpoint.  That's a relatively new
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 1   NERC reliability standard.
 2             And one of the largest concerns, is having
 3   these large spinning masses taken out of the system
 4   because they do provide very effective frequency
 5   response.  So one of the alternatives obviously could be
 6   one synchronous condenser.  It could be a number of
 7   synchronous condensers out in that area.  It could also
 8   be, you know, additional transmission build.  So again,
 9   a lot of it will depend on the kind of assumptions
10   that -- or what the system is like when that day
11   happens.
12             I will say though, even with the retirement of
13   the Dave Johnson plant, when this transmission line, the
14   existing wind resources that are out in that area, the,
15   you know, again, assuming that you add new resources,
16   and with the repowering effort as well, there is an
17   opportunity to basically keep that pipe, the new pipe
18   pretty full with the resources that would be out there.
19             So again, the answer is going to be -- it
20   depends a little bit, but certainly large synchronous
21   condensers, capacitor banks and potentially additional
22   transmission into the area to provide that voltage
23   support when DJ retires.
24        Q.   Roughly what's one large synchronous condenser
25   cost to install?
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 1        A.   So a modest sized synchronous condenser, we
 2   did the standpipe synchronous condenser in Wyoming.  I
 3   think it was in the neighborhood of $36 million, $40
 4   million for the total project.
 5        Q.   Is it also possible to spin the generator and
 6   create the inertia, but not generate power, and is that
 7   a technique that at least people are examining these
 8   days in order to provide the inertia in areas where
 9   there are a lot of renewable or variable generation
10   resources that are being installed and there's a need
11   for the inertia?
12        A.   Yeah.  So from PacifiCorp's standpoint, I
13   don't believe we -- we certainly haven't attached any
14   cost to that or done an evaluation on it.  It's
15   certainly being looked at and talked about in the
16   industry itself.
17             To your point the larger integration of
18   renewables into the system and then retiring of the
19   spinning mass is creating a big concern.  So yes, those
20   are some of the alternatives that are being evaluated.
21   I don't know of any specific examples where they are
22   being utilized today.
23             And then just to give you one more option,
24   certainly it would be a conversion to, let's say,
25   natural gas of the existing plant, which would
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 1   accomplish similar to, you know, the idea you are
 2   talking about.
 3             CHAIRMAN CLARK:  Thank you very much.  Those
 4   are my questions.
 5             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.
 6   Commissioner White.
 7                          EXAMINATION
 8   BY COMMISSIONER WHITE:
 9        Q.   Good afternoon.  We may be retreading some old
10   ground, but I just want to make sure I'm clear, because
11   I know there's been some back and forth in terms of
12   cross today.  It's left a few issues at least in my mind
13   confused.
14             Bring me back to why -- what was driving the
15   need for this project that was set to go in place in
16   2024, and maybe talk a little bit more about the NTTG or
17   the long-term transition planning process.
18        A.   Sure.  So a number of drivers.  You know, one
19   of the things that we have been able to do over the last
20   several years is take what I'll call incremental or
21   smaller steps to improve the reliability out in that --
22   in the southeastern Wyoming area.
23             You know, we have added dynamic line ratings
24   to the system out there.  We added the synchronous
25   condenser as well.  We have also done some voltage
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 1   control type of activity as well.  And so again, one of
 2   the main drivers of that line is a combination of many
 3   things.  It is the existing congestion.
 4             Without going into too much detail, there is a
 5   nomogram, and the path that we're talking about here,
 6   the TOT 4A path, is heavily impacted by another path
 7   that is the TOT 4B path.  So that interaction can
 8   extreme -- can limit the transfer capabilities that you
 9   get out of the system.
10             So we evaluated 23 different system elements
11   at the 230 KV level that when they are taken out of
12   service, it has an impact on that nomogram, which then
13   has a direct impact on the capacity of the TOT 4A.  And
14   that can be a pretty limiting constraint out in that
15   area.
16             The second thing is, trying to find windows of
17   opportunity to take those different segments out of
18   service for maintenance activities.  I am not answering
19   your question.
20        Q.   Well, yeah.  Maybe I bring it down even
21   further level.  What is the suspect here?  Is this wind?
22   What is causing the need?  What is the congestion being
23   caused by?
24             Because I guess what I am trying to get at --
25   let me get to the point here, is what input is the NTTG
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 1   process utilizing to get to the point where they are
 2   saying, yes, we think that there is a need here?  Is it
 3   being called by planned future projections for wind in
 4   that area?  Is it -- I guess, I am just trying to figure
 5   out what is the --
 6        A.   Okay.  Fair enough.  I think I understand
 7   where you are going.  So from an NTTG perspective, all
 8   of the segment D energy Gateway West has been part of
 9   each of the planning cycles for a number of years now.
10   Certainly the NTTG organization takes the input from
11   each of the different member utilities.
12             I will note, though, and this is one of the
13   reasons why PacifiCorp decided to sub segment, segment D
14   into D-1, D-2, and D-3.  During the previous NTTG
15   planning cycle, PacifiCorp submitted the entire segment
16   D, and the NTTG did their study.  This was prior to any
17   new wind generation even being contemplated, or the
18   combined projects being considered.
19             The NTTG plan could not -- and they wanted an
20   example to do cost allocation from, and they made a
21   generic project from Aeolus to Jim Bridger area, and
22   that project was needed in that plan in order for it to
23   be able to solve just the power flow studies in the 2026
24   time frame.
25             So there is a lot of value to this particular
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 1   segment, and what's contributing to that, certainly it's
 2   a combination of a couple of things.  It's the fairly
 3   weak 230 KV transmission system.  It's the fact that we
 4   have a lot of generation that is a long way from
 5   basically the load center.  And then it is also the
 6   variability of the wind resources that are behind that
 7   constraint.
 8             And so based on the inputs that NTTG was
 9   given, they identified what is in essence this exact
10   Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline project as needed by 2026 in
11   order to solve their case in the previous planning
12   cycle.
13        Q.   That's helpful.  So is it safe to assume then
14   that, you know, putting aside who gave input, but the
15   solution is driven by an assumption there will be wind
16   causing issues in that area?
17        A.   So in that -- in that particular study cycle,
18   there was no additional new wind.  It was based on the
19   existing resources, and then any of the resources in the
20   member companies' IRPs that were identified, and I
21   don't -- from a PacifiCorp standpoint, Mr. Link could
22   speak to what was in there, but I believe it was only a
23   couple hundred megawatts of wind that were required.
24             But again, in order to solve that, there was
25   no -- none of this new wind in the combined projects
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 1   assumed, and the line was still found to be necessary.
 2        Q.   So you know, I want to -- I want to circle
 3   back to a couple questions that Mr. Jetter was asking in
 4   terms of who -- who pays for what.  This project that,
 5   you know -- let's just, you know, assume, you know, that
 6   NTTG's plan is, you know -- you know, ultimately the
 7   solution requires -- by NERC.  It's got to happen in
 8   2024.
 9             Now, who again pays for that in 2024, absent
10   the potential opportunity to offset it with the benefits
11   from the PTCs?  Who pays for that then?
12        A.   It would be the PacifiCorp retail customers,
13   and then there would be the revenue credit back from
14   third party transmission customers.  So the line would
15   go into service.
16             Those costs -- I am assuming PacifiCorp would
17   come to the states for some kind of regulatory recovery,
18   and at the same time, the year following that asset
19   going into service, it would be included in the FERC
20   formula rate.  And then that 12 percent revenue, credit
21   assumption, would flow back to the states as a credit.
22        Q.   And that's based upon PacifiCorp's current
23   OATT?  I mean, putting aside case law, et cetera, that's
24   based upon -- that construct for cost allocation is
25   based upon PacifiCorp's current OATT?
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 1        A.   Yes.  And I would just -- I mean, significant
 2   for precedent, certainly that it's, you know, considered
 3   a network transmission asset.  Yes.
 4             COMMISSIONER WHITE:  That's all the questions
 5   I have.  Thank you.
 6             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.  I don't
 7   have anything to add to that.  So thank you for your
 8   testimony, Mr. Vail.
 9             THE WITNESS:  Thank you.
10             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Would this be an appropriate
11   time to go out of order and get Mr. Jenner from
12   Interwest Energy Alliance on the stand?  Are there any
13   objections?
14             MR. LONGSON:  Chairman, we would prefer that
15   Mr. Teply go first from the company.
16             (Discussion off the record.)
17             MR. LONGSON:  We would prefer that Mr. Teply
18   go first.  I think that might make more sense before
19   Mr. Jenner.
20             MR. JETTER:  And since we're discussing this,
21   I'd like to bring up a brief discussion that some of the
22   parties have had during the lunch break today, which
23   was -- would be that we have -- all the -- I guess the
24   intervening parties have agreed that, excluding
25   Interwest going at this point, that the division would
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 1   follow the company's witnesses, then followed by the
 2   Office of Consumer Services, and the intervenors after
 3   that, generally, possibly making some readjustments in
 4   there for certain witnesses that may have to leave town,
 5   if that's okay with the Commission.
 6             I think everyone else is either not objected
 7   or agreed that that would be a way to go forward.
 8             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Assuming there's no
 9   objection from any other the parties, we'll plan to
10   proceed that way.
11             MR. JETTER:  Thank you.
12             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  So PacifiCorp's next
13   witness.
14             MR. LOWNEY:  Company calls Nikki Kobliha.
15             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Ms. Kobliha, do you swear to
16   tell the truth?
17             THE WITNESS:  Yes.
18             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.
19                        NIKKI KOBLIHA,
20   was called as a witness, and having been first duly
21   sworn, testified as follows:
22                      DIRECT EXAMINATION
23   BY MR. LOWNEY:
24        Q.   Ms. Kobliha, could please state and spell your
25   name for the record.
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 1        A.   Nikki Kobliha.  N-I-K-K-I, K-O-B-L-I-H-A.
 2        Q.   And how are you employed?
 3        A.   I am vice president, chief financial officer
 4   and treasurer of PacifiCorp.
 5        Q.   And in that capacity, did you file
 6   supplemental, direct and rebuttal testimony in this
 7   case?
 8        A.   Yes, I did.
 9        Q.   And do you have any corrections or changes to
10   that testimony today?
11        A.   No, I do not.
12        Q.   And if I were to ask you the same questions
13   that are posed in that testimony, would your answers be
14   the same?
15        A.   Yes, they would.
16             MR. LOWNEY:  I would move to admit
17   Ms. Kobliha's supplemental, direct and rebuttal
18   testimony into the record.
19             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  If any party objects
20   to that motion, please indicate to me.  I am not seeing
21   any objection, so the motion is granted.
22        Q.   (By Mr. Lowney)  Ms. Kobliha, did you prepare
23   a summary for the commission today?
24        A.   Yes, I did.
25        Q.   Please proceed.
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 1        A.   Thank you.  So good afternoon, Commissioner
 2   Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White.  I am
 3   pleased to be here today to discuss with you my
 4   testimony in this matter.
 5             My testimony -- in my testimony I discuss the
 6   relevant provisions of the federal tax code that the
 7   company relies on to obtain the benefits of the federal
 8   wind production tax credits or PTCs, which provide
 9   significant value to the projects.  I also outline the
10   relevant provisions of the federal income tax reform
11   that was enacted in December of 2017 and confirm that
12   there are no changes in the federal income tax law as it
13   relates to PTCs.
14             The internal revenue code provides that a wind
15   facility can generate a PTC equal to an inflation
16   adjusted 1.5 cents per kilowatt hour of electricity that
17   is produced and sold to a third party for a period of 10
18   years beginning on the date that the facility is placed
19   in service.
20             PTCs, however, are being phased out.  A wind
21   facility is eligible for 100 percent of the PTCs.  So as
22   long as the construction began prior to January 1st,
23   2017.  A taxpayer can demonstrate that construction
24   began by incurring more than 5 percent of the eventual
25   total cost of the facility.
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 1             The company is relying on this 5 percent safe
 2   harbor in order to demonstrate that it has met the
 3   construction of each -- sorry.  We're relying on the
 4   safe harbor to demonstrate that construction of each one
 5   of the wind facilities selected in 2017 RFP, began
 6   construction prior to that January 1st, 2017, date and
 7   are therefore eligible for 100 percent of the PTC.
 8             In addition to the 5 percent safe harbor
 9   requirement, the wind facility must satisfy the
10   continuity of construction requirement.  The company
11   intends to meet this requirement through the four year
12   calendar year safe harbor, which in our case means that
13   the facilities must be placed in service no later than
14   December 31st, 2020.  The company plans to have the wind
15   projects placed in service by that December 31st, 2020,
16   date in order to qualify for the 100 percent of the
17   PTCs.
18             In December of 2017, congress passed and the
19   president signed HR1, more commonly referred to as the
20   tax act.  The passage of the tax act resulted in several
21   changes that impacted the company, most notably the
22   reduction of the federal tax rate from 35 percent to 21
23   percent, and the modification of the bonus depreciation
24   rules related to public utility property.
25             The tax act, however, does not make any
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 1   modifications to the federal income tax code or any
 2   Internal Revenue Service guidance related to the value
 3   of the PTCs, or of the methods by which the company
 4   intends for the wind projects to qualify for 100 percent
 5   of the PTCs.  The enactment of the tax act therefore
 6   resolved the uncertainty that existed in late 2017,
 7   because the impacts are now known as incorporated into
 8   the company's analysis.  That concludes my summary.
 9             MR. DOWNEY:  Thank you.  Ms. Kobliha is
10   available for cross-examination and commissioner
11   questions.
12             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.
13   Mr. Longson, do you have any questions?
14             MR. LONGSON:  No questions.  Thank you.
15             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.  Mr. Holman.
16             MR. HOLMAN:  I have no questions.  Thank you.
17             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Ms. Hayes.
18             MS. HAYES:  No, thank you.
19             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.  Mr. Jetter.
20             MR. JETTER:  No questions.  Thank you.
21             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Mr. Moore.
22             MR. MOORE:  Just one quick question.
23                       CROSS-EXAMINATION
24   BY MR. MOORE:
25        Q.   You mentioned that they have to be in service
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 1   by 2020 to get a hundred percent of PTCs?
 2        A.   Correct.
 3        Q.   It's true, isn't it, that if they miss that by
 4   one day, they get zero percent of the PTCs?
 5        A.   Not necessarily.  So it's not going to be an
 6   all for nothing provision where the entire project has
 7   to be placed in service.  Of course, the project has to
 8   be generating electricity and getting somehow onto the
 9   grid.  But I wouldn't say it's going to be, it's a one
10   or none type of situation.
11        Q.   Are you talking about turbines, or are you
12   talking about the projects?  You mentioned that they
13   were phasing them out.  They are not phasing them out in
14   the last years, are they?  I mean, if you miss by one --
15   if a project misses by one day, they don't go down to 80
16   percent.  They go down to -- all the wind turbines that
17   are not functioning go down to zero percent; is that
18   correct?
19        A.   So yeah.  I think that's what I meant in terms
20   of components of the project.  So we intend, of course,
21   to have everything complete and in service by that date,
22   and I think we have guaranteed that qualification
23   position.  But if you were to look at, let's say, you
24   know, 9 out of 10 towers was in service.  Then you would
25   receive PTCs so long as they are generating and putting
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 1   electricity onto the grid.
 2             So in that scenario, that might be one tower
 3   that wouldn't qualify for PTCs, unless you can say that
 4   there is an allocation of the 5 percent safe harbor
 5   dollars that you could say maybe it qualified for 80
 6   percent, and you have one more year to place that
 7   particular tower in service.  So it kind of depends.
 8             MR. MOORE:  I have no further questions.
 9             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr. Moore.
10   Mr. Russell?
11             MR. RUSSELL:  No questions, Chair.  Thank you.
12             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Mr. Baker.
13             MR. BAKER:  No questions.  Thank you.
14             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Commissioner White?
15             COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I just have one question.
16                          EXAMINATION
17   BY COMMISSIONER WHITE:
18        Q.   You know, the statute that we were looking at
19   in terms of standards, you know, asks us to determine
20   the public interest based upon, you know, factors
21   including these costs, risk, liability.
22             But the one I haven't heard a lot on, and
23   wondered if you have any thoughts on, is the financial
24   impacts on the effective electric facility and
25   whether -- and I know that's not necessarily in your
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 1   testimony, but if that's something you have an opinion
 2   as to -- as to whether this project affects it, and how
 3   it affects it?
 4        A.   Sure.  So we report on the business plan
 5   process every year, and in our last planning cycle, we
 6   did include the projects that we are proposing here, at
 7   least some subset, you know.  As you know, they have
 8   continued to evolve.  And through that we were able to
 9   assess our, you know, financial needs, where going out
10   to the bond market or modifying our dividend payments,
11   for example, or using cash from operation.
12             So all those things combined in our analysis
13   would lend me to conclude that, yes, we have the ability
14   to fund and finance all these projects through our
15   access to the markets would be the main source of
16   funding.
17        Q.   The Oregon commission issued an order where
18   they have not acknowledged the short list.  Has there
19   been any nonconfidential information from the market as
20   to whether or not that would potentially affect the
21   potential, you know, lending or borrowing for those
22   projects?
23        A.   So we actually don't borrow on a
24   project-by-project basis.  It's more of a big picture,
25   here is the entire needs of the company.  So we would
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 1   have never looked at, when we go out to market, this
 2   particular project, you know, isn't being acknowledged.
 3   Therefore, maybe there isn't a cash flow that you would
 4   expect.
 5             That would never come into our conversations.
 6   It's definitely more big picture as to what's happening
 7   with the company.
 8             COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thanks.  That's all the
 9   questions I have.
10             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.  Before we
11   go to Commissioner Clark, I failed to ask Mr. Lowney if
12   he had any redirect based on Mr. Moore's cross.
13             MR. LOWNEY:  I do not.
14             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.
15   Commissioner Clark.
16             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  I'm desperately trying to
17   find something in the --
18             THE WITNESS:  Taxes are my favorite subject.
19                          EXAMINATION
20   BY COMMISSIONER CLARK:
21        Q.   So I'm just going to ask you to help me rather
22   than try to find it in the IE report.  But I guess I am
23   following up on what Mr. Moore was asking you about.  Do
24   you have general familiarity with the investment tax
25   credits that apply to solar projects?
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 1        A.   Yes, I do.
 2        Q.   So as I understand it, at some point, and I
 3   can't remember if it's the end of 2020 or 2021, those
 4   tax credits start to glide away.  But the glide path is
 5   like a reduction from a hundred percent one year to 80
 6   percent, to 55 or 60 or something like that.  In other
 7   words, it steps down over a period of years.  Is that
 8   true with respect to ITCs?
 9        A.   Yes.  So the investment tax credit is on a
10   phase-down plan.  So if construction begins prior to the
11   end of 2019, or you could say January 1st, 2020, then
12   the project would still be eligible for the 30 percent
13   investment tax credit.
14             The next year, so calendar year 2020, it goes
15   down to 26 percent.  And then it steps down to 22
16   percent in the next year.  And then it steps down to 10
17   percent for projects that begin after 2020.  And then
18   projects where construction starts after 2027 is zero
19   percent.
20        Q.   Okay.  And with respect to the PTCs that apply
21   to wind, we're not in a similar type of step-down
22   transition at the end of 2020.  Am I -- is that accurate
23   generally?
24        A.   There is also the phase down with the PTCs,
25   where construction has to begin prior to 2017 to get a
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 1   hundred percent.  2018 was 80 percent.  2019 was 60
 2   percent, 40 percent, and then it goes to zero.
 3        Q.   So it would harken back to the time that
 4   construction began, rather than it going into service,
 5   2021, or 2022 or 2023?
 6        A.   Yeah.  In terms of the PTCs, that's where that
 7   four year calendar safe harbor comes in in terms of
 8   completing the projects.  The ITCs are a little bit
 9   different in there actually isn't any guidance out there
10   for what does the beginning of construction mean.  Like
11   our 5 percent safe harbor we have for PTCs.
12             And there also isn't any guidance about that
13   four year calendar safe harbor at this point from the
14   IRS.  Parties have asked for that guidance to know what
15   does it actually mean that you began construction for a
16   solar facility.
17             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Thanks very much.  That
18   helps me.
19             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.  I don't have any
20   further questions.  So thank you for your testimony
21   today.
22             THE WITNESS:  Thank you.
23             MS. LOWNEY:  The company's next witness is
24   Chad Teply.
25             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Good afternoon, Mr. Teply.
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 1   Do you swear to tell the truths?
 2             THE WITNESS:  Raise my hand?
 3             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  You can raise it or not.  Do
 4   you swear to tell the truth?
 5             THE WITNESS:  I do.
 6             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.
 7                          CHAD TEPLY,
 8   was called as a witness, and having been first duly
 9   sworn, testified as follows:
10                      DIRECT EXAMINATION
11   BY MR. LOWNEY:
12        Q.   Mr. Teply, would you please state and spell
13   your name for the record.
14        A.   Sure.  My name is Chad -- my name is Chad
15   Teply.  That is spelled C-H-A-D, T-E-P-L-Y.
16        Q.   And how are you employed, Mr. Teply?
17        A.   I am employed as the senior vice president of
18   strategy and development for Rocky Mountain Power.
19        Q.   And in that capacity, did you file direct
20   testimony, supplemental direct testimony, second
21   supplemental direct testimony, and surrebuttal testimony
22   in this case?
23        A.   I did.
24        Q.   And do you have any changes or corrections to
25   that testimony today?
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 1        A.   I do not.
 2        Q.   And if I were to ask you the same questions,
 3   would your answers be the same?
 4        A.   Yes, they would.
 5             MR. LOWNEY:  I would move for the admission of
 6   Mr. Teply's testimony and accompanying exhibits, and I
 7   would just note before we -- in support of that motion,
 8   in the exhibit list that we provided, we will not be
 9   moving for the admission of certain exhibits that are
10   struck through.
11             And those consist of several highly
12   confidential documents that have been superseded by
13   subsequent -- either subsequent exhibits or, for
14   example, several of the exhibits relating to the
15   McFadden Ridge project.  And that's no longer part of
16   the case.  So I can walk through those exhibits.  That
17   would be CAT1-1.  CAT1-7.
18             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  If everyone has this list, it
19   may not be necessary to walk through.  Does everyone
20   have the list that shows the strikethroughs?
21             MR. DOWNEY:  I did distribute it, and I have
22   more copies for everybody.
23             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  I don't think it's
24   necessary for you to walk through all the ones you have
25   stricken through it.  Is there any objection to entering
0444
 1   these into the record, with the exception of the ones
 2   that are stricken through on the exhibit list?
 3   Mr. Russell.
 4             MR. RUSSELL:  No objection from UAE, although
 5   I would like clarification.  Some of these exhibits
 6   remain marked highly confidential.  I am just curious
 7   whether that designation remains on the exhibits.  And I
 8   ask that question partly because some of these were
 9   marked a number of months ago.  So I don't know whether
10   they remain highly confidential or not.
11             MR. LOWNEY:  The ones that are marked highly
12   confidential remain highly confidential.
13             MR. RUSSELL:  Okay.  Thanks.
14             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  With that clarification, is
15   there any objection to the motion?  I am not seeing any
16   objection, so the motion is granted.  Thank you.
17        Q.   (By Mr. Lowney)  Mr. Teply, have you prepared
18   a summary?
19        A.   I have.
20        Q.   Would you please proceed.
21        A.   Sure.  Good afternoon, Chair LeVar, Commission
22   Clark, Commissioner White.  My testimony in this
23   proceeding describes the wind projects that were
24   initially submitted as proxies in the company's
25   application in this docket, and those that were
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 1   ultimately selected via 2017R RFP for which we seek
 2   approval of the significant energy resource decision.
 3             Two of the three originally submitted
 4   benchmark projects remain in the final short list, when
 5   considering TB Flats 1 and 2 as a single project at this
 6   point.
 7             As discussed by Mr. Link, the company's 2017
 8   IRP or integrated resource plan, filed in April of 2017,
 9   identified a time-limited opportunity to procure wind
10   resources and needed transmission and to -- which
11   allowed interconnection and decongestion, if you will,
12   of the transmission in the north and southeastern
13   Wyoming.
14             To support the subsequent 2017 RFP that
15   followed the IRP, the company engaged the competitive
16   market, including project developers with preferred
17   interconnection queue positions that I have described in
18   my direct testimony.  As discussed in that testimony, we
19   negotiated contingent development transfer agreements.
20             Having identified through the public process,
21   and through our engagement with the developers in the
22   integrated resource planning process, these projects, we
23   entered into the development transfer agreement with the
24   focus on, one, ensuring that the company could submit
25   benchmark resources, not only in this application, but
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 1   ultimately in the 2017R RFP that ensured the company at
 2   a minimum would have an offering there for which the
 3   various regulatory parties could assess the economics of
 4   the combined winds and transmission.
 5             A key component to the development transfer
 6   agreements that we negotiated is the fact that the
 7   developer that held those key interconnection queue
 8   positions and the development asset rights was also
 9   in -- retains the ability to bid into that same 2017R
10   RFP.
11             The company ultimately submitted three
12   projects into the 2017R RFP, those three projects being
13   the TB Flats 1 and 2 project that I have just described,
14   which is a 500 megawatt project located immediately
15   adjacent to our Dunlap wind farm that has been in
16   operation since 2010; the Ekola Flats wind project.
17   It's a 250 megawatt project that is located immediately
18   in between Seven Mile Hill and the Dunlap wind farm that
19   were both constructed in the 2008 through 2010 time
20   frame; and ultimately our McFadden Ridge 2 project,
21   which is 109 megawatt project located near and adjacent
22   to our High Plains in McFadden Ridge 1 project.
23             Each of our initial submittals and each of our
24   benchmarks was selected to the initial short list in the
25   2017R RFP, and requested to submit best and final offers
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 1   in November of 2017.
 2             In the company's January 2018 filing in this
 3   proceeding, the final short list and the preliminary
 4   final short list of the 2017 RFP results were reported.
 5   Those results included the TB Flats 1 and 2 project and
 6   the McFadden Ridge 2 benchmark projects.
 7             In addition, as we had described in direct
 8   testimony in the application, the RFP also resulted in
 9   two market offerings; the Cedar Springs project that you
10   have heard about today, which is a 400 megawatt project
11   bifurcated into two parts effectively, a 200 watt -- 200
12   megawatt field transfer agreement, and a 200 megawatt
13   power purchase agreement.  The fourth project that was
14   selected and reported in January was the Uinta project
15   that we talked about today.
16             Following the interconnection restudies that
17   you have heard about in testimony from Mr. Vail and
18   Mr. Link earlier in this proceeding, the McFadden Ridge
19   project that I just described, was removed from the
20   final shot list selection in February and replaced with
21   the company's Ekola Flats benchmark project, the 250
22   megawatt project, which was larger and more economic
23   than the McFadden Ridge 2 project, but was facilitated
24   and enabled by the interconnection restudy.
25             And as you heard in testimony from Mr. Vail,
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 1   the change in the queue positions with the change from
 2   the cut-off for the Gateway South, if you will, going
 3   from the interconnection queue position 708 down to, I
 4   believe he requested -- or he quoted 713.  So that
 5   facilitated the Ekola Flats addition, as well as the
 6   additional transfer capability that Mr. Vail has
 7   described earlier today.
 8             We found that the 2017R RFP was a -- provided
 9   a good response.  We have heard about the robustness of
10   the response from the market.  But from a commercial --
11   commercial structures perspective, I think it's worth
12   talking a little bit about the different types of
13   commercial structures that were included and are
14   included today, following the 2017R RFP.
15             We have our benchmark projects, the TB Flats 1
16   and 2 projects and the Ekola Flats projects that
17   effectively are structured to be contracted under an
18   engineer procure construct contract, one for each
19   project, and turbine supply agreements, separate for
20   each project.  Those agreements would be directly
21   between Pacific Corp and those -- and those contractors
22   and turbine supply providers.
23             The build transfer agreements, the pro forma
24   which is included in the exhibits in my testimony, would
25   now apply to the next era 200 megawatt project.  So
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 1   there's a build transfer agreement.
 2             And I think it's important to point out from a
 3   commercial perspective, the build transfer agreement is
 4   basically an arm's length commercial structure, wherein
 5   there is a contract between PacifiCorp and the developer
 6   of that project.  The developer of that project then
 7   goes to the market for construction and turbine supply.
 8   So an arm's length between PacifiCorp and say the
 9   contractors and turbine supply agreements.
10             Also recognizing that under a build transfer
11   agreement, care, custody and control of the asset
12   typically transfers on a closing date following
13   commercial operation of the asset.  So different
14   commercial structure than an EPC, such as the benchmark.
15             And then ultimately the power purchase
16   agreement, therein, again, a contract between PacifiCorp
17   and the developer of the individual project with the
18   developer there again having the responsibility to get
19   the project built, deliver it and meet certain
20   obligations for delivery.
21             During the regulatory review process, we have
22   addressed this earlier in the proceeding, the company
23   has stipulated with parties in Wyoming and Idaho as to
24   the removal of the Uinta project, so leaving three
25   projects, TB Flats 1 and 2, Ekola Flats, all of which
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 1   were originally included in the application, and now
 2   plus the Cedar Springs 400 megawatt BTA PPA.
 3             The project remains well positioned to provide
 4   the customer benefits incorporated into the case.  The
 5   timelines and off-ramps for the projects are being
 6   effectively developed and maintained in parallel to the
 7   ongoing regulatory proceedings like this one, the
 8   ongoing procurement activities, permitting at both the
 9   state and federal level, and actually -- and also
10   right-of-way acquisition, not only for the wind farms
11   but also for the transmission line.
12             Procurement timelines have been adjusted along
13   the way, primarily to adjust and accommodate the
14   changing regulatory schedules, not only here in Utah,
15   but in our other states.  We've worked closely with the
16   project developers, the contractors and turbine
17   suppliers, as we discussed a little bit earlier today,
18   with respect to the criticality of those dates, bid
19   validity periods, et cetera.  We have been effective in
20   maintaining that schedule alignment to date.
21             Our focus in that review was to maintain the
22   firm fixed pricing, to begin our negotiations, such that
23   we would have near final major agreements such as the
24   EPC, the turbine supply agreements, the build transfer
25   agreements, et cetera.  But to have the results of our
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 1   regulatory reviews prior to entering into binding
 2   agreements.
 3             We have done that intentionally.  The company
 4   is positioned to execute binding agreements in June of
 5   2018, following regulatory approvals, assuming we get
 6   them, for the wind projects, and in particular the
 7   benchmarks, and in July, early July of 2018, with the
 8   current schedule with our build transfer supplier, BTA
 9   supplier for Cedar Springs.
10             Project costs and delivery risks continue to
11   be reduced, through the successful competitive market
12   engagement that I described earlier.  We have -- we have
13   demonstrated and provided in our testimony significant
14   capital cost reductions, particularly for the wind
15   projects since the time of our application.
16             For the benchmark projects in particular, that
17   was an item that was discussed earlier today from the
18   stand.  It's important to note that for the benchmark
19   project, the key driver to the capital cost differences
20   there is that as we engage the competitive market,
21   we selected bids from a wide variety of Tier 1 wind
22   turbine suppliers.
23             The benchmark projects were ultimately based
24   on a large wind turbine generator design, large meaning
25   4.2 megawatt machines.  As compared to other bids, if
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 1   you were to look through the details, anywhere from I'd
 2   say one and a half to, say, 3.2 megawatt machines, so in
 3   effect, getting the same megawatt output with less
 4   infrastructure; i.e., less capital cost to construct.
 5   So a very key driver to the reason the benchmark project
 6   costs were much lower comparatively to the market for
 7   installation costs.
 8             The other reason that we hang our hat on with
 9   respect to the benchmark project competitiveness is the
10   fact that we did go to the competitive market prior to
11   submitting our benchmark proposals in October of 2017,
12   not only for the turbine supply agreements, but also for
13   construction of contracts, EPC contracts.  So we had
14   begun negotiations -- sorry.  We had received proposals,
15   begun negotiations and based our proposals on that
16   status at the time.
17             So I can't speak for the other bidders as to
18   what level of effort they went into to support their
19   proposals in the 2017 RFP, but I did think that was
20   worth flagging for the commission.
21             We have been effective at maintaining our
22   off-ramps from a commercial perspective throughout the
23   process, I think in particular, with respect to the
24   major contracts for engineer procure and construct.
25             On the wind farms, we have incorporated what
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 1   we consider -- what is traditionally termed a limited
 2   notice to proceed contract -- concept.  The limited
 3   notice to proceed concept allows your counterparty to
 4   begin key critical path activities, such as engineering,
 5   preliminary procurement, permitting, mobilizations of
 6   personnel, et cetera, early, before you have made that
 7   final commitment to actually begin spending major
 8   capital on equipment procurement, material supply, site
 9   work.
10             The way we have incorporated that into the
11   benchmarks in particular is an LNTP concept that would
12   begin, assuming we sign contracts and binding agreements
13   in June time frame of this year, and ultimately carrying
14   through to a full notice to proceed concept at the
15   beginning of next year for the wind farms.  So in other
16   words, I would say the April 2019 time frame.
17             The key driver for that limited notice to
18   proceed concept with respect to the wind farms is, we
19   want to make sure that the transmission project, in the
20   event we receive approvals, has time to acquire the
21   rights-of-way.  The rights-of-way acquisition leading
22   into the construction cycle for transmission is the
23   critical path for the overall combined projects.
24             The rights-of-way acquisition cycle and
25   process effectively has already begun, but waiting on
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 1   regulatory approvals and the proceedings and outcomes in
 2   our various dockets, we have not yet signed final
 3   binding agreements.  So we have worked with and had
 4   negotiations with all of the parties along the
 5   transmission corridor, but we have a lot of work to do
 6   there.
 7             We -- if you -- if you take a look at the
 8   transmission corridor in particular, and if you were
 9   following the Wyoming proceedings, we had upwards of six
10   intervenors, landowners, particularly in that
11   proceeding, all of which we engaged, five of which we
12   engaged successfully, one of which we did not.
13             But we have reached agreements with those
14   parties that effectively allowed them to withdraw from
15   the Wyoming CPCN proceedings.  The Wyoming CPCNs that we
16   received for each project are conditioned on final
17   receipt of all right-of-way, particularly for the
18   transmission.  That becomes the tie back to my wind
19   projects, if you will.
20             So we're managing through the right-of-way
21   process, with those landowners that I just mentioned
22   that we have, I'll say agreements in principal with, and
23   then if I include the federal -- the federal
24   checkerboard lands, that are included in transmission
25   right-of-way, as well as the state lands that we're
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 1   working to finalize agreements on, that equates to over
 2   50 percent of our corridor for the 500 KV transmission
 3   line.  So making good progress there, but work
 4   remaining.
 5             We built into our schedule in the event we had
 6   had to revert to the approach of last resort, which
 7   would be eminent domain -- we have incorporated those
 8   schedules in the time frame for eminent domain into the
 9   project critical path schedule.  That ultimately leads
10   you to the April 1 time frame of 2019.
11             As you heard from Mr. Vail, two construction
12   cycles or two seasons of construction, the summer of
13   2019 and the summer of 2020, are critical to the
14   transmission line, without having to invoke work-arounds
15   and accelerated plans.
16             Equally as important as to the commercial
17   agreements that we have incorporated and are working to
18   finalize with our contractors is that we remain
19   committed to return to the commission should material
20   issues arise, not only during this predevelopment phase,
21   the remainder of 2018, but ultimately during the
22   implementation phases that would proceed through 2019
23   and ultimately 2020.
24             We also are planning to maintain our
25   contracting off-ramps and manage those appropriately.
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 1   Each of our projects will qualify for the production tax
 2   credit safe harbor that you just heard described by
 3   Ms. Kobliha.
 4             We have entered into the opportunity as we
 5   started to look at projects in the 2017 -- heading into
 6   the 2017 RFP, particularly from a benchmark perspective,
 7   looking for projects that could demonstrate and validate
 8   their ability to qualify, not only for the hundred
 9   percent PTC but ultimately ideally under the safe harbor
10   provision, because the safe harbor provision is viewed
11   as a more, I will call it a bright line test, with --
12   from the IRS's perspective.
13             We'll get -- we have validated the three
14   projects that you have before you today, TB Flat 1 and
15   2, Ekola Flats and NextEra -- no, I mean, I'm sorry, and
16   Cedar Springs as being eligible under the safe harbor
17   provisions.
18             The company's direct engagement on the EPC
19   front with respect to its benchmarks helps to mitigate
20   risk with respect to the PTC eligibility and ultimate
21   delivery of the projects by 2020.  I would say with each
22   commercial structure that I have described earlier, I've
23   become a little bit more arm's length with respect to my
24   ability to ensure that that -- those dates are achieved.
25             Nonetheless, we have worked with respect to
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 1   the terms and pro forma contracts that I have included
 2   in my exhibits for the power -- for the build transfer
 3   agreement, as well as the EPC, to ensure that we have
 4   the appropriate checkpoints in place; schedule
 5   monitoring, guarantees from contractors and
 6   counterparties, oversight with respect to quality
 7   control, those types of issues that you would expect
 8   from a significant contract like the ones we're talking
 9   about today.
10             The projects will be operated consistently
11   with PacifiCorp over a decade of experience operating
12   similar projects.  As we stated in our testimony, we
13   have guaranteed and will incorporate a 90 -- 97 percent
14   mechanical availability guarantee into our contracts.
15             In summary, the construction of the new wind
16   project and the transmission projects are in the public
17   interest.  Projects provide an economically attractive
18   and environmentally responsible opportunity to serve our
19   customer load needs.
20             The projects have been validated as desirable
21   due to their location-specific attributes, particularly
22   with respect to wind performance.  And that wind
23   performance has been assessed by an independent third
24   party to validate its -- the information we have used.
25             The project timelines and development plans,
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 1   as well as the commercial off-ramps have been maintained
 2   to ensure that these wind projects become an essential
 3   part of Rocky Mountain Power's diversified portfolio.
 4   The commission's review of the company's prudence in
 5   maintaining the costs and managing material changes,
 6   should they occur, will be pursued.  And the combined
 7   projects will benefit the company's customers as a
 8   whole.
 9             The company appreciates the parties'
10   engagements in these proceedings and believes that the
11   combined projects will benefit from this rigorous
12   review.  For all of those reasons, we urge you to
13   approve the significant energy resource decision that is
14   before you.  Thank you.
15             MR. LOWNEY:  Mr. Teply is available for
16   cross-examination and commissioner questions.
17             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.  Why don't we take
18   a short break and return in about 10 minutes and start
19   cross-examination.  We'll be in brief recess.
20             (Recess from 2:39 p.m. to 2:51 p.m.)
21             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  We are back on the
22   record.  Before we move to cross-examination of
23   Mr. Teply, I want to discuss one issue that I think we
24   should plan to maybe finalize tomorrow morning, and that
25   is the usefulness of closing arguments at the conclusion
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 1   of this hearing.
 2             We do seem to be in a time frame where
 3   posthearing briefs probably is a luxury we do not have
 4   available to us, but maybe we could discuss.  And of
 5   course, this also -- I realize, you know, no one can
 6   predict how much time the rest of the hearing is going
 7   to take between now and Friday, and if we finish at 6:00
 8   p.m. Friday, there may not be a lot of interest in
 9   staying for a couple more hours.
10             But I am throwing the issue out there that
11   maybe first thing tomorrow morning we can have a
12   conversation about whether parties see a benefit to
13   closing arguments at the conclusion of the hearing.  I
14   think we would want to cap them at no more than two
15   hours total.
16             We have about eight parties, and how that
17   would be divided up, we could discuss in the morning, if
18   there's interest.  But I just want to throw the concept
19   out there so you can think about it and be prepared to
20   talk about it tomorrow morning before we start
21   testimony.
22             So unless there's any questions, I think
23   that's a conversation we'll have in the morning and just
24   give you some time to think about that.  Obviously,
25   we're bringing it up because we might see some
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 1   usefulness to it, or otherwise we wouldn't be raising it
 2   at this point.
 3             So with that, we'll go to cross-examination of
 4   Mr. Teply -- sorry.  And we'll start with, did you have
 5   something?
 6             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Chair LeVar, did you
 7   mention time frames, kind of what we are thinking?
 8             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Well, I said two hours at a
 9   maximum for the entirety of it.  I don't think we have
10   the luxury of more than that, you know.  Unless we
11   finish everything Friday morning and we a little more
12   time on our hands, but I don't think we can plan on
13   that.  So that's probably the time frame we ought to be
14   thinking about.
15             MR. MICHEL:  Mr. Chairman.
16             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Yes, Mr. Michel.
17             MR. MICHEL:  You had mentioned yesterday the
18   possibility of going evenings if this doesn't go as
19   quickly as we had -- folks had anticipated.  I was just
20   wondering if you had any more thoughts about either this
21   evening or tomorrow evening, or if it's still, if you --
22   just -- if you have any ideas on what -- where you think
23   that might be going.
24             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Well, I'll say, anybody
25   else's guess in this room is as good as mine on what we
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 1   are looking at in terms of cross-examination for the
 2   remaining witnesses.  Everyone knows how many witnesses
 3   we have.  I can say we made better progress today than
 4   we did yesterday.
 5             In terms of today, you know, I think we'll see
 6   where we get, and if there's a good stopping point that
 7   seems like a convenient place to stop or -- I don't
 8   envision us going much past 6:00 or 6:30 this evening,
 9   but if we're at a point where it seems like pushing
10   until six or a little after six seems like we're --
11   might be -- if it seems like that might be a stopping
12   point, I'm not opposed to going a little bit late like
13   that this evening.
14             I am not sure there's much need to go past
15   that, and then reassess where we are this same time
16   tomorrow.  So I mean that's how I am thinking about it,
17   but like I said, anybody else's guess is as good as mine
18   of what we are looking at on the remaining list of
19   witnesses and knowing what each other are thinking in
20   terms of your plans for cross-examination.
21             So with that, I'll just ask if there's any --
22   if there's any party who cannot stay at all past five
23   o'clock today, please let me know.  But I am thinking we
24   might have some flexibility in just seeing what a
25   natural stopping point is going to be today, as we look
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 1   at approaching the next two days.  Also considering that
 2   we might want to reserve some time for closing
 3   arguments.
 4             That was a long answer that didn't really tell
 5   you anything.  Thankfully most of you are giving shorter
 6   answers than that.  Mr. Longson.
 7             MR.  LONGSON:  Chair, I will just note that
 8   Interwest will be happy to put Mr. Jenner on this
 9   evening after Mr. Teply, depending on how long he goes.
10   So either this evening or tomorrow morning works great
11   for us.
12             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  I think I was going to let
13   PacifiCorp decide if they wanted to do their final
14   witness first.  But I think we are in plenty of time to
15   get your witness within your time constraints ether
16   today or tomorrow morning.
17             MR. LONGSON:  Okay.  Thank you.
18             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Anything else before we go to
19   cross-examination?  Okay.  Thank you.  Mr. Longson, do
20   you have any questions for Mr. Teply?
21             MR. LONGSON:  No questions.  Thank you.
22             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Mr. Holman.
23             MR. HOLMAN:  No questions.  Thank you.
24             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Mr. Michel.
25             MR. MICHEL:  Just a couple questions.
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 1                       CROSS-EXAMINATION
 2   BY MR. MICHEL:
 3        Q.   Good afternoon, Mr. Teply.
 4        A.   Good afternoon.
 5        Q.   You have described the project that makes up
 6   the combined project that the company is seeking
 7   approval for in your testimony, right?
 8        A.   Yes, that's correct.
 9        Q.   And as part of your background, you did -- you
10   did work evaluating EPA's clean power plan?
11        A.   I did.
12        Q.   And if EPA's clean power plan were to be
13   revived in the future, would the projects or the
14   facilities that make up the combined project, exclusive
15   of the transmission facilities, would those be eligible
16   to receive emission reduction credits under that clean
17   power plan?  Or would those have been eligible?
18        A.   Yeah.  I think the answer to -- if we are
19   basing the question on the originally prescribed clean
20   power plan, there were credits available for any
21   nonemitting resource.  So I would say in that context
22   the -- obviously, the new wind farms, enough wind
23   projects as part of this combined project would qualify
24   under the originally contemplated clean power plan.
25        Q.   And those credits under certain circumstances
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 1   could be traded or sold much like renewable energy
 2   credits?
 3        A.   The concept of trading was one of the
 4   considerations in the clean power plan as originally
 5   proposed, yes.
 6             MR. MICHEL:  Okay.  That's all I have.  Thank
 7   you.
 8             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.
 9   Mr. Jetter.
10                       CROSS-EXAMINATION
11   BY MR. JETTER:
12        Q.   Hi.  Good afternoon.
13        A.   Good afternoon.
14        Q.   I'll try to keep this as brief as I can.  You
15   mentioned that the company had purchased development
16   transfer agreements, which were a type of an option
17   agreements; is that correct?
18        A.   Yes.  I did mention that we had entered into
19   development transfer agreements for the -- just to be
20   clear, the TB Flats 1 and 2, and the Ekola Flats
21   projects that I discussed earlier in testimony.
22        Q.   And as part of that, you received the
23   opportunity to bid a relatively favorable queue
24   position?
25        A.   So as we, as I described in my -- in my direct
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 1   testimony, we had reviewed the interconnection queue.
 2   We had engagements with several developers, obviously
 3   through the integrated resource plan, and integrated
 4   resource planning process that ran through 2016, into
 5   2017.
 6             We get a lot of interest that -- in the
 7   strategy and development group from the sophisticated
 8   parties that you have heard a lot about today that
 9   monitor the queue, develop wind projects, solar
10   projects, all types of projects.
11             So our interest, as we headed into the RFP
12   process here, was to ensure that we could, one, identify
13   whether or not there was an interested counterparty that
14   did have what I would call as a preferred
15   interconnection queue position, that would be willing to
16   let the company bid on that set of projects while
17   allowing them to bid on that set of projects as well.
18        Q.   Thank you.  And so I understand that
19   correctly, you purchased those in sometime 2016?
20        A.   Actually, no.  We engaged that party in the
21   spring of 2017, following the integrated resource plan
22   filing.  We ultimately signed the development transfer
23   agreement.
24             And when you say purchased, I just want to be
25   clear.  There is a limited payment stream associated
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 1   with the development activities that are ongoing for
 2   those projects.  Those agreements are contingent, as I
 3   mentioned, upon receiving regulatory approvals across
 4   our regulated states.  They are also contingent upon
 5   that developer completing permitting through the end of
 6   this year.
 7             And then ultimately they have a concept around
 8   a closing, which is when we would actually inquire and
 9   any interconnection queue positions as the agreements
10   would be assigned at that closing, which is anticipated,
11   assuming we continue to progress through the development
12   of the combined projects, late this year or early next
13   year.
14        Q.   And so is it -- is it correct to say that for
15   the optionality you acquired with those options in --
16   in, it sounded like early 2017, that wasn't free, was
17   it?
18        A.   No.  Those -- those were not free agreements.
19   But they were very limited, from a cost exposure
20   perspective, as compared to say, acquisition of an
21   entire project.
22        Q.   Okay.  And your intention would be then for
23   those costs to be wrapped into the capital costs,
24   county-wise for these project; is that correct?
25        A.   Yes.  Those costs are contemplated as part of
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 1   our project estimates that were submitted in the 2017
 2   RFP process.
 3        Q.   And did you offer to transfer any rights to
 4   any of the other bidders who might have been in a lower
 5   queue position to also bid in at that project level
 6   if --
 7        A.   I didn't have -- as I just explained, I
 8   didn't -- I don't have the right to transfer an
 9   interconnection queue position that I have contingently
10   acquired as a development transfer agreement that has
11   not yet closed.  So I don't have anything to transfer to
12   another bidder.  The developer of the project retains
13   all of their original development assets today.
14             And as I mentioned, those are contingent
15   development transfer agreements, wherein, in the event
16   several conditions precedent throughout the course of
17   this year come to fruition, we would ultimately close on
18   a set of development assets, which would include the
19   interconnection queue agreements.
20        Q.   In the event that the commission does not
21   approve this and the company decides not to go forward
22   with these projects, does the company still intend to
23   seek recovery for those dollars that were expended on
24   the development transfer agreement options?
25        A.   I would presume that if the company did not --
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 1   well, if approvals were not received and the company did
 2   not choose to go forward in any context with respect to
 3   Utah, in that hypothetical, I would not assume that we
 4   could recover those costs because they were -- would not
 5   be used and useful.
 6             MR. JETTER:  Thank you.  I have no further
 7   questions.
 8             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.  Mr. Moore.
 9                       CROSS-EXAMINATION
10   BY MR. MOORE:
11        Q.   Hello, Mr. Teply.
12        A.   Hello.
13        Q.   May I direct your attention to lines 318 and
14   323 of your May 15th, 2018, surrebuttal testimony?
15        A.   I'm there.
16        Q.   You stated that you do not agree with the
17   office's witness, Commissioner Hayet's suggestions that
18   the commission place various conditions on preapproval
19   of the project, and categorize suggestions conditions as
20   unnecessary, unprecedented, unsupported and setting
21   positions that go well beyond the existing regulatory
22   compact.
23             Did I state your testimony correctly?
24        A.   That's what I stated, yes.
25        Q.   Do you want me to repeat that?  Are you aware
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 1   that Utah code section 54-17-302(5)(b) provides the
 2   commission has the option to approve the significant
 3   energy resource decisions subject to conditions proposed
 4   by the commission?
 5        A.   That sounds correct, subject to check.
 6        Q.   Now, may I direct you to your May 15th,
 7   surrebuttal testimony, lines 88 and 99 -- 88 and 90.
 8   I'm sorry.
 9        A.   One more time.  Sorry, I lost you.
10        Q.   Your May 15th, 2018, surrebuttal testimony,
11   lines 88 through 90.
12        A.   I'm there.
13        Q.   You stated that the company's condition --
14   "The company conditionally guarantees to provide PC
15   eligible wind projects to achieve -- to activities for
16   which the company can control, clearly noting exceptions
17   for force majeure and changes in law."  Is that correct?
18        A.   That's correct.
19        Q.   Did you hear Ms. Crane's testimony yesterday
20   stating that that guarantee is also provided to your
21   contracting partners, for their failures to -- to -- a
22   failure that results in the loss of PATs that does not
23   constitute a force majeure -- force majeure or a change
24   in law?
25        A.   I did hear Ms. Crane's testimony regarding
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 1   force majeure and contractor requirements.
 2        Q.   Would you agree with me that I correctly
 3   summarized her testimony?
 4        A.   Subject to check, in general, I believe that
 5   was the concept that Ms. Crane committed to.
 6        Q.   Now, may I direct your testimony to your
 7   January 16th, 2018, supplemental direct and rebuttal
 8   testimony, lines 363 to 365?
 9        A.   I'm there.
10        Q.   This may be easier if I have you read those
11   two lines.  Starting with the company anticipates that
12   substantial completion.
13        A.   "The company anticipates that substantial
14   completion for the wind projects under normal
15   construction circumstances, weather conditions, labor
16   availability, materials delivery, will be achieved by
17   November 15th, 2020, or as otherwise updated during
18   detail negotiation of project contracts, schedules and
19   implementation plans, with each of the short-listed wind
20   project counterparties."
21        Q.   Now, could look at your February 16th, 2018,
22   second supplemental redirect testimony?
23        A.   Okay.
24        Q.   Lines 193, 195.  Again, you stated, "The
25   company anticipates a substantial completion for the
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 1   Ekola Flats project under again normal construction
 2   circumstances, weather conditions and labor
 3   availability, and materials will be achieved by November
 4   15th, 2020."  Is that correct?
 5        A.   That's correct.
 6        Q.   It's true, isn't it, that a number of
 7   circumstances could arise that vary from normal
 8   construction, weather and labor and material
 9   availability conditions?
10        A.   Yes, absolutely.  And that's why when I
11   referred to those two excerpts as you noted, the dates
12   that I have provided are November 15th, versus the end
13   of the year, the intent of which really as we are
14   negotiating with our contracts is to provide some float
15   in the construction contracts, recognizing that on major
16   projects things like weather, delivery slips, those
17   types of things must be considered and accommodated
18   going into the contracting phase.
19             So that's why we established the dates that I
20   have and -- in testimony and we'll continue to finalize
21   those dates with our contractors.
22        Q.   Is it your contention that a weather condition
23   or a material availability condition that deviates from
24   normal would be subject to the company's guarantee for
25   providing PTCs?
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 1        A.   No.  I think as we have testified, any -- any
 2   activities that are within our control, other than force
 3   majeure and change in law, would be the exclusions
 4   there.  I would say, when we define the term force
 5   majeure as we have included in the pro forma contract,
 6   for example, the EPC in my exhibits has a definition of
 7   force majeure.  Normal events are, you know, anything
 8   that cannot otherwise be defined as force majeure, would
 9   fall under the category company controlled and/or
10   contractor controlled events in that regard.
11        Q.   Thank you.  Now, taking a different track now.
12   May I direct you to your January 16th, 2018,
13   supplemental and direct and rebuttal testimony?
14        A.   Okay.
15        Q.   Line 159 through 161.
16        A.   I am there.
17        Q.   You stated "That the company's targeted the
18   date of April 16th, 2018, for the execution of
19   definitive agreements regarding the TB Flats 1 and 2 and
20   the Cedar Springs projects."  Is that your testimony as
21   of January 16th, 2018?
22        A.   Yes.  That was the testimony at that time.
23   Obviously, we have updated those dates to align with the
24   regulatory schedules that we now have before us as I
25   discussed in my summary.
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 1        Q.   I am going to walk us through these changes
 2   for a second here.  So you can bear with me please?
 3        A.   Sure.
 4        Q.   Thank you.  Now, may I direct your attention
 5   to your February 16th, 2018, second supplemental direct
 6   testimony, lines 89, 93.
 7        A.   I am there.
 8        Q.   And again, you testified that your
 9   negotiations to finalize the terms and conditions of the
10   target for executing definitive agreements for the --
11   I'm paraphrasing here, for the EPC and TSA -- and TSA
12   contracts by April 16th, again, to align with -- and
13   this time you mentioned to align with the ongoing
14   regulatory review process.  Is that your testimony, as
15   of February 16th?
16        A.   As of February 16th, yes.
17        Q.   Directing your attention to your May 15th,
18   2018, surrebuttal testimony, lines 204, 220.
19        A.   I am there.
20        Q.   Your testimony is, well, April 16 has passed
21   without the execution of definitive agreements for DPTC
22   contracts for TB Flats 1 and 2, and Ekola Flats are now
23   scheduled for execution on May 31st, 2018.  And the TSA
24   contracts are scheduled for execution June 15th, 2018.
25   That's your testimony as of May 15th, 2018, correct?
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 1        A.   Yes.  As I stated in my summary, we have
 2   adjusted the schedules for targeted dates for contract
 3   executions based on the changes that occurred from early
 4   in the year to today, or to the May 15th filing, amongst
 5   the various regulatory proceedings that ran across our
 6   various states.
 7        Q.   My question to you is, what regulatory
 8   proceeding was the commission unaware of at the time of
 9   your February 16th testimony, when you stated -- when
10   you stated the April 16th, deadline for executing
11   definitive agreements aligned with ongoing regulatory
12   review proceedings that you became aware of after the
13   16th testimony after -- excuse me.  I'm going to start
14   that over.
15             That you became aware of after your February
16   16th testimony before your May 15th testimony?
17        A.   Yeah.  So the procedural schedules in Wyoming,
18   I am trying to think back.  I don't have the dates off
19   the top of my head with respect to when we adjusted
20   procedural schedules in Utah, with respect to hearing
21   dates and so forth and ultimately assumed order dates.
22             But early in the year, as we made our filings
23   in January and February, parties had requested in
24   certain instances more time to review certain
25   information.  So we amended procedural schedules across,
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 1   I think all three of our states post-February, subject
 2   to check on those dates.
 3             And then we engaged our counterparties and
 4   requested extensions of bid validity periods from that
 5   April 16th time frame that we had originally prescribed,
 6   not only in the 2017R RFP but also in our parallel path
 7   commercial engagements, and requested extensions from
 8   those counterparties to allow us to receive the results
 9   of the R -- of the regulatory reviews.
10             And as I mentioned in my summary, so that we
11   could incorporate any outcomes into any definitive
12   binding agreements prior to their execution, and not to
13   preempt an assumed outcome from our regulators.
14        Q.   In your May 15th, 2018, surrebuttal, lines 193
15   to 196 -- oh, I just.  I'm sorry.  That's a bad quote.
16   Bad cite.
17             The -- I understand -- did I understand your
18   testimony that the definitive agreements are set for
19   June now?
20        A.   Yes.  With the testimony you were just
21   referring to, lines 204 through 220 in my May testimony,
22   I list the various dates for the various agreements by
23   project, as to what we are currently targeting.  Here
24   again, as we discussed in response to some commission
25   questions earlier today, I believe it was today, we do
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 1   have some remaining flexibility there.
 2             In the event we don't receive all orders, we
 3   are currently engaged with our counterparties to be
 4   flexible, if we are talking about a few days one way or
 5   the other.  So I would say, you know, that testimony
 6   could be changed and altered, depending on when orders
 7   would ultimately be received as we communicated, I
 8   believe, to the commission earlier today.  I think that
 9   was today.
10             MR. MOORE:  Thank you.  That's all I have.
11             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr. Moore.
12   Mr. Russell.
13             MR. RUSSELL:  Thank you, Chair LeVar.
14                       CROSS-EXAMINATION
15   BY MR. RUSSELL:
16        Q.   I've got some questions that kind of piggyback
17   on what we were just talking about.  I think it will
18   help if we focus on pages 9 and 10 of your surrebuttal
19   testimony.
20        A.   Okay.  I'm there.
21        Q.   On pages 9 and 10 you discuss in this sort of
22   bullet pointed form the progress and anticipated dates
23   for certain contracts related to the TB Flats 1 and 2,
24   Ekola Flats and Cedar Springs projects, right?
25        A.   That's correct.
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 1        Q.   And I -- I want to understand where things
 2   stand now so that we can understand what needs to happen
 3   between now and some of these dates that you have got
 4   that are set out in the future.  Because the TB Flats 1
 5   and 2 and Ekola Flats have kind of identical dates and
 6   formats, maybe we can talk about those together.  Both
 7   of those indicate firm price EPC and TSA offers received
 8   complete, but they also indicate that executable EPC and
 9   TSA contracts will be done sometime in the future.  Do
10   you see that?
11        A.   I do.
12        Q.   And tell me what needs to be done between now
13   and, say, June 15th to get to a point where you can have
14   an executable TSA for each of those projects.
15        A.   So for the TB Flats and Ekola Flats projects
16   that we have listed, the TSA agreement by June 15, the
17   reason I have a lag between the May 31st date for the
18   executable EPC contract and the follow-on June 15th TSA
19   contract is that in the event we have some sort of a
20   schedule outcome from the regulatory proceedings, we
21   have effectively negotiated the contract terms for both
22   the EPC and the turbine supply agreements.
23             But we are leaving open the potential need to
24   align delivery dates amongst the schedules.  Obviously,
25   the EPC contract is contingent upon timely receipt of
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 1   turbines so that they can meet their obligations under
 2   the EPC contract.  And then we need to be able to hold
 3   the turbine supply agreement -- or the turbine supplier
 4   accountable for delivery schedules.
 5             So I'd say primarily the remaining terms to be
 6   negotiated are delivery schedules for equipment.  We
 7   have effectively exchanged the rounds and rounds of red
 8   lines, where applicable, to the form contracts for EPC
 9   and the TSA.  So from an agreement perspective, we've
10   largely come to terms.
11             I would say, however, that the counterparties
12   in certain instances, depending on the amount of lag, in
13   the event we don't receive approvals, as I mentioned
14   earlier, bid validity periods do expire.  And in the
15   event they expire, that can change schedules, which are
16   exhibits to contracts, terms, pricing, those types of
17   things.
18             So I would say that the items that remain to
19   be completed are largely those that are contingent upon
20   receiving approvals and then being able to finalize the
21   details of the interactions between an EPC contractor
22   and a turbine supplier with respect to TB Flats 1 and 2
23   and Ekola.  Sorry.
24        Q.   So those additional terms that need to be
25   finalized, between now and whenever the contracts become
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 1   executable, those additional terms could be terms upon
 2   which the -- your counterparty could decide they no
 3   longer want to be a part of this contract, right?
 4        A.   In the event we don't receive approvals, I
 5   would say, you know, I think there are potentials for
 6   changes there.  Counterparties are obviously watching
 7   our regulatory proceedings very closely, as you can
 8   imagine.
 9             We -- we have engaged the market, but
10   ultimately, you know, if you do not receive approvals,
11   it is -- there is a potential that the terms do change,
12   and that's largely why we have attempted to enter into
13   good faith negotiations, take them as far as we can, but
14   recognize the fact that we still are subject to
15   regulatory reviews and approvals.
16             And in trying to maintain that -- that status,
17   if you will, with the counterparties.  And as I
18   mentioned earlier, not preempt or presume commission
19   outcomes, regulator review outcomes by signing --
20   signing binding agreements and potentially commercial
21   commitments prior to receiving those approvals.
22        Q.   And if -- if the company hasn't entered into
23   those commitments, neither have your counterparties,
24   right?
25        A.   So the counterparties, as I mentioned, with
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 1   bid validity periods and so forth, they have engaged the
 2   competitive market for things like steel, aluminum,
 3   copper.  So we do know where they stand with respect to
 4   the current bid validity periods, but without binding
 5   agreements, they have not procured equipment, those
 6   types of things.
 7        Q.   And I guess the direct point I am asking about
 8   is, if, you know, for some reason the -- your
 9   counterparty on the TSA contract for Ekola Flats
10   decides, setting aside the -- whatever ruling we get
11   from this commission on this issue, that they decide
12   they want to walk; maybe turbine costs are higher, steel
13   costs are higher, whatever it is, they could walk
14   tomorrow if they decided it was in their commercial best
15   interest?
16        A.   I would say any party, until there is a
17   binding agreement, could walk if that's the term of art
18   today.  I would also mention that we also, obviously, as
19   I mentioned earlier, we did go to the competitive
20   market.  We short-listed EPC contractors.  We
21   short-listed turbine equipment suppliers.  So I think
22   the risk then becomes, do you go to your next best bid
23   and finalize negotiations there.
24        Q.   Okay.  And I appreciate you walking through
25   this with me.  I -- in your testimony in this -- we can
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 1   get to the direct quote if we need to, but you indicate
 2   that the projects will have robust risk mitigation
 3   provisions in them.
 4             And I guess my question about that is, that's
 5   your anticipation that the projects will have -- that
 6   the contracts you intend to sign with EPC TSA, ETA
 7   agreements, that they will have those risk mitigation
 8   measures that you testified about.  But until there's --
 9   those contracts are signed, those risk mitigation
10   measures can't be enforced, right?
11        A.   I can't enforce an agreement that I haven't
12   signed.  But as I mentioned earlier, the parties that
13   were engaged with -- are engaged in the process, they
14   are looking forward to moving forward with these
15   projects.  So I don't see that as a -- as a major risk.
16             But in the event we -- as I also mentioned, we
17   have intentionally not signed these agreements.  But
18   there is always that risk that a counterparty does
19   remove itself from a competitive offering, and as I
20   mentioned earlier, our next step or our work-around in
21   that regard would be to go to the next bidder.
22        Q.   Okay.  Thank you.  I want to switch gears here
23   for a second.  My next question may require us to give
24   you a copy of the Utah independent evaluator's report.
25   But we'll see where we get.  Have you reviewed that
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 1   report?
 2        A.   Yes, I have.
 3        Q.   Okay.  There was a provision in there, and
 4   it's on page 85 of the redacted -- excuse me, the
 5   unredacted confidential version, that there's a bullet
 6   point in the recommendations that discussed the
 7   potential for one of the projects to have a lower wind
 8   generation outcome than is anticipated.  Do you recall
 9   that?
10        A.   Yes, I do.  The -- and if I am not mistaken,
11   it's the TB Flats 1 and 2 project.  Does that sound
12   right?
13        Q.   Okay.  I think that's right, although I think
14   that part was redacted, but I'm not sure if that's --
15        A.   When we're going by memory, I don't know what
16   was redacted.
17             MS. MCDOWELL:  Let me just hand you a copy.
18             MR. RUSSELL:  I don't know whether it was or
19   not.
20        Q.   (By Mr. Russell) So yeah, let's turn -- it's
21   page 85 of that one.
22        A.   I'm there.
23        Q.   Okay.  And I think the bullet starts "a common
24   occurrence in the wind industry."  Do you see that?
25        A.   Yes, I do.
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 1        Q.   Okay.  And I don't intend to read the whole
 2   thing, but if you -- and if you need to read it before
 3   you answer this question, go ahead, but my question
 4   relates to the IE's concern about a project having --
 5   the representation that the wind generation from that
 6   project will be greater than what is, you know, realized
 7   in real life.
 8             And my question to you is, what -- what
 9   provisions of the agreements seek to mitigate those
10   risks, if any?
11        A.   Okay.  So with respect to those risks, the
12   risks that we are talking about are wake losses, and
13   with respect to that given project, there is an upstream
14   project that we own and operate.  I won't name it, even
15   though I already did.  But there's an upstream project
16   that is known.  We have assessed that wake effect from
17   that upstream project, not only in the report that's
18   mentioned here -- let me see if it's redacted.
19        Q.   No.
20        A.   No.  The superior report.  But also in our
21   original work that we did to assess the wind regime on
22   TB -- on that project with Blackened Beach.  So we have
23   looked at the wake effects.  We feel that that risk can
24   be mitigated.
25             I think it's also important to note that the
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 1   typical way of mitigating any additional effects is as
 2   we get into micrositing of individual turbines, we'll
 3   continue to rely on wind assessments.  It's not a
 4   one-time deal.  We have obviously, based on our
 5   proposals and so forth on those initial assessments, but
 6   as we get into micrositing, we will be looking at that
 7   very closely, because obviously we're very familiar with
 8   that upwind farm.
 9        Q.   Sure.  In the agreements that you are
10   contemplating, we talked a little bit earlier about the
11   TSA, the EPC contracts.  Are there any provisions in
12   those agreements that can help mitigate the risks that
13   the IE is talking about in this bullet pointed
14   paragraph?
15        A.   Yeah.  I think the provisions in the contracts
16   that help mitigate their risks from a cost and
17   performance perspective, when you go into micrositing,
18   obviously there are -- there's bandwidth around what the
19   original proposal contemplated.  There's mechanism
20   within which to submit updated layouts.
21             If there is a perceived change in work, for
22   example, to relocate a turbine, we'll look at the
23   offsetting costs.  Did we save collector system costs
24   versus a relocation?  Did we save on foundation costs
25   for an individual turbine?  So the protections and the
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 1   mitigations largely would be managed via the change in
 2   work provisions in the contract.
 3             I don't know that that completely mitigates
 4   the risk.  I think the main focus is the fact that we
 5   have two -- two reports out of two independent wind
 6   assessments firms that have assessed the wind
 7   performance.  And then as I mentioned, as we get into
 8   micrositing, we'll take one more look at it, and that
 9   really becomes your risk mitigation for the long-term
10   operation of the facility.  That micrositing effort is
11   important to us.
12             MR. RUSSELL:  Okay.  Thank you.  That's all I
13   have.
14             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you,
15   Mr. Russell.  Mr. Baker.
16             MR. BAKER:  Thank you.
17                       CROSS-EXAMINATION
18   BY MR. BAKER:
19        Q.   Good afternoon Mr. Teply.
20        A.   Good afternoon.
21        Q.   I want to quickly follow up on a question
22   about clean power plan.  Are you aware that the Supreme
23   Court has stayed the rule that's known as the clean
24   power plan?
25        A.   Absolutely.
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 1        Q.   And are you aware that the current
 2   administration, through the EPA, has proposed the repeal
 3   of that stayed clean power plan?
 4        A.   Yes.  I helped submit comments on that from
 5   Berkshire Hathaway Energy.
 6        Q.   All right.  Moving to another issue here
 7   quickly, the robust mitigation measures that you speak
 8   of in the contract, those are in the various -- those
 9   are ultimately, will be determined by the executable
10   contracts; is that correct?
11        A.   Yes.  The terms and conditions as included
12   originally in the pro forma agreements that I have
13   attached as exhibits ultimately are negotiated kind of
14   line by line, if you will.  Particularly the -- those
15   around, you know, significant provisions like force
16   majeure, indemnity, performance guarantees, the types of
17   terms we have in those agreements, and then we
18   actually -- we ultimately capture the agreement in the
19   executed documents.
20        Q.   And so the -- the version that's currently --
21   that have been submitted as part of the record are just
22   the pro forma contracts; is that correct?
23        A.   Yes.  As I mentioned, we've intentionally not
24   submitted nor finalized our definitive agreements at
25   this point.  We have negotiated them to the point that
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 1   we can deliver on the dates that I have in my testimony,
 2   but we have not included the executed contracts as of
 3   yet, because they are not executed as of yet.
 4        Q.   But so the revised versions that have gone
 5   through numerous red lines, those are not -- where you
 6   sit today, those revised terms and conditions are not
 7   available for -- for review by any party or the
 8   commission today, are they?
 9        A.   If they would have been requested, we would
10   have provided them under highly confidential
11   protections, but largely because they were still being
12   negotiated, we have not made them available.  Not that
13   we wouldn't have made them available if requested.
14        Q.   They are not in the record though for the
15   commission to review today, are they?
16        A.   Not at this time.  You know, we have followed
17   a very similar path with respect to this significant
18   energy resource decision docket as we did, for example,
19   with the Jim Bridger 3 and 4 SERS, where we ran a
20   parallel path, request for proposals process.
21             We entered into this process recognizing the
22   timing required, and ultimately I think in that docket,
23   and subject to check, effectively were approved
24   conditionally upon ultimately submitting those contracts
25   for final reviews at the appropriate time, after they
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 1   had been executed.
 2        Q.   So -- so the answer is no, they are presently
 3   not available, and that leaves us taking your word that
 4   they are robust mitigation measures, correct?
 5        A.   To the extent that you have reviewed the pro
 6   forma documents that are in the exhibits in my -- in my
 7   testimony, I would say the final agreements remain
 8   material -- materially consistent.  But as you -- as
 9   anyone that's negotiated a contract can imagine, there
10   have been rounds of red lines on specific terms and
11   conditions, but I'd say materially consistent.  So from
12   a take my word for it, I would refer you to the pro
13   forma contracts that we have provided.
14        Q.   And so we can't verify either the robustness
15   or that they are materially consistent at this point;
16   can we?
17        A.   Only via the discovery opportunities that I
18   mentioned earlier.
19        Q.   I want to go in -- while we're talking about
20   contracts, ask you about force majeure.  And, you know,
21   I think you said that, and Mr. Vail testified about two
22   construction windows, or two construction seasons puts
23   it tight, but perhaps adequate to meet the 2020
24   deadline; is that correct?
25        A.   Yes.  We believe the remaining construction
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 1   schedules, the two construction seasons for the
 2   transmission in particular, remain appropriate to
 3   deliver the projects by 2020.
 4        Q.   And so hypothetically speaking, if there is a
 5   forest fire that significantly disrupts one of those
 6   construction schedules -- one of those construction
 7   seasons or actually removes it all completely, would you
 8   view that as a force majeure event?
 9        A.   I wouldn't -- with the right-of-way that we
10   have prescribed, as well as the wind farm sites that we
11   have identified, a forest fire is not a concern.  But
12   for that hypothetical, I would mention that I would say
13   depending upon the impact, the original cause, each
14   force majeure potential event is reviewed on a
15   circumstance-by-circumstance basis.
16             While I don't think that's a good hypothetical
17   in this instance, in the event an event similar to a
18   forest fire was deemed to be a force majeure, pursuant
19   to the force majeure contract terms, we would bring that
20   back to the commission as we have committed to do.
21        Q.   I guess a forest fire isn't a good example
22   because of the -- of a force majeure event because of
23   the rights-of-way and some of the other things that you
24   mentioned.  Are you then testifying that forest fires
25   are within -- or insulation from forest fires are within
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 1   your control?
 2        A.   No.  That's not what I testified to.  I think
 3   the main point being force majeure is defined in each
 4   contract.  We have an example of force majeure
 5   definition in the contract in my exhibits, if we would
 6   like to read through that.
 7             But my point being, a force majeure event will
 8   first be defined by the individual contract and force
 9   majeure definitions are not that -- are very somewhat
10   boilerplate, contract to contract.  I think you do get
11   some negotiation around particularly, you know, site
12   specific type of events.
13             So I would -- I would just go back to force
14   majeure perspective.  It will be defined in the
15   contract.  We will administer force majeure pursuant to
16   those terms, and we would bring such an event to the
17   commission if it was not commercially resolvable and
18   became a material issue for the commission to weigh in
19   on.
20        Q.   So switching gears here briefly.  So
21   yesterday, I was asking Cindy Crane about the company's
22   risk tolerances in kind of arm's length negotiations.
23   And one of the examples I want to use was your build
24   transfer agreements that you reference in your
25   testimony.  So we deferred that question until today.
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 1             And I think during -- you said that BTAs
 2   reflect an arm's length transaction; is that correct?
 3        A.   BTAs arm's length with respect to PacifiCorp's
 4   direct access to the constructors and the equipment
 5   suppliers.  Obviously our contract under a build
 6   transfer is with the developer or the project proponent.
 7        Q.   Can I turn your attention to Exhibit CAT4SS-8.
 8        A.   CAT4SS?
 9        Q.   Yes, 4SS.  More specifically, page 28 of that.
10             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Let me just clarify.  Page 28
11   from what's at the top right of the page?
12             MR. BAKER:  Yeah.  Page 28 to 117.
13             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.
14        Q.   (By Mr. Baker)  And I'm not sure if the -- I'm
15   looking at what was filed with the redacted version.  So
16   just to -- I want to be talking about -- or ask some
17   questions about section 4.5 of the build transfer
18   agreement, and I believe that's page 17 of your BTA.
19        A.   I'm there.
20        Q.   You are there.  So this section pertains to
21   developer permits and developer regulatory approvals; is
22   that correct?
23        A.   Yes, it is.
24        Q.   And the definition starting in paragraph 8
25   sets forth that all permits required by law, and I'm
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 1   paraphrasing here, with the design, engineering,
 2   development, construction, start-up, testing, commission
 3   and completion, ownership and operation of the project,
 4   in accordance with this agreement and other project
 5   documents are developer permits; is that correct?
 6        A.   That is the language that we just looked at.
 7        Q.   And I -- you know, will ask if you will agree
 8   that the definition of permit under these PTAs means any
 9   authorization, approval or consent.  It goes on and
10   related to any governmental authority.  That
11   unfortunately is in Appendix Z.  I am happy to read the
12   whole thing or give you a copy of Appendix Z if you
13   would prefer.
14             I don't -- and I believe that at least the
15   version that was put online, Appendix Z was one of those
16   that was just referenced in the hyperlink to the RFT
17   documents, it was not actually included into the record.
18             Do you know, did Rocky EMD -- or did
19   PacifiCorp in its formal filing submit all of the
20   exhibits, or just the ones that were included in the
21   online filing?  And I ask just to know if I need to
22   incorporate this into the record?
23        A.   Yeah.  I am not sure I know the answer to
24   that, but I believe we incorporated the form of the
25   agreement, maybe not Exhibit Z.  I am not sure.
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 1        Q.   Actually, at this point if Mr. Teply will just
 2   read into the definition of permit.  I probably don't
 3   need to mark it.
 4        A.   So do you want to refer to section 4?
 5        Q.   I'm sorry.  The BTA Appendix Z, please read
 6   the definition of permit.
 7        A.   The permit definition reads, "It means any
 8   authorization, approval, consent, waiver, exception,
 9   variation -- or sorry, variance, order, publication,
10   license, filing, registration, ruling, permit, tariff,
11   certification, exemption and other action required by,
12   or with and noticed to and declarations of or with any
13   governmental authority."
14        Q.   Thank you.  Now, would you -- would you
15   stipulate, I suppose subject to check, that that
16   definition of permits is what's used to modify the
17   definition of developer permit in section 4.5 A?
18        A.   Yeah.  So I think section 4.5 A reads,
19   "Schedule 4.5 A sets forth all permits required by," and
20   skipping the hypothetical or the parenthetical there,
21   "required by applicable law in connection with the
22   design, engineering, development, construction,
23   start-up, testing, commissioning, completion, ownership
24   and operation of the project in accordance with this
25   agreement and other project documents."
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 1             So there's a schedule, 4.5 A that we haven't
 2   looked at.
 3        Q.   Correct.  But permits is a capital term, and
 4   in the first line on subparagraph A, permits is
 5   capitalized, correct?
 6        A.   Yes.  Permit is capitalized, but the driver
 7   here would be schedule 4.5 A.
 8        Q.   The schedule would set forth the specific
 9   permits.  But permits does -- is defined in the Appendix
10   Z that you just read, correct?
11        A.   Yeah.  Permits is broadly defined, and then
12   schedule 4.5 A is intended to limit that list.
13        Q.   Thank you.  If we move to subparagraph B, that
14   defines -- that says, "All developer permits" -- I'll
15   skip some of the standard, "are in full force and effect
16   and are final, and all appeal periods with respect
17   thereto have expired and terminated."  Is that correct?
18        A.   Yes.  I would just continue to say, that is
19   with respect to the permits identified in schedule 4.5
20   A, which we don't have here.
21        Q.   "And there is no action, suit, investigation
22   or proceeding pending, or to developer's knowledge
23   threatened that could result in the modification,
24   rescission, termination or suspension of any developer
25   permit obtained prior to the date this representation is
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 1   made or deemed made pursuant to this agreement."
 2             Did I read that correctly?
 3        A.   Yes.  You have read it correctly as it
 4   pertains to the developer permits on schedule 4.5 A.
 5        Q.   Sure.  And so if -- if the RFP was a developer
 6   permit, this -- and Rocky Mountain Power was the
 7   developer, Rocky Mountain Power would not be able to
 8   make this representation, would it?
 9        A.   It depends on what would be listed on schedule
10   4.5 A as a developer permit.
11        Q.   So if an agreement between Rocky Mountain
12   Power and the rate payers, the rate payers put on
13   schedule 4.5 the request for approval -- the RFP
14   solicitation approval order out of docket 170 --
15   17-035 -- I believe it was 23, and because that order is
16   on appeal, Rocky Mountain Power could not make this
17   representation, correct?
18        A.   Under that set of hypothetical circumstances,
19   that would be correct.
20        Q.   Would you agree with that me that the RFP is
21   integral to the -- that the RFP approval was a necessary
22   step in moving forward in this development process?
23        A.   I would say the RFP approval is a very
24   important step in moving ahead with this approval
25   process, yes.
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 1        Q.   You couldn't have proceeded with this RFP
 2   solicitation without the approval of the RFP, correct?
 3        A.   I -- I don't believe so.  But I would -- I am
 4   subject to check on that.
 5        Q.   Well, it -- you said it was a very necessary,
 6   or it was a material component of the steps that you
 7   have gone through to present the specific request for
 8   approval of your research decision, correct?
 9        A.   Correct, that is what I said.  If we're trying
10   to correlate this to the permits, though, under this
11   contract, that's not the same.
12        Q.   I am not trying to correlate the RFP appeal to
13   the permits that the developers that are your -- your
14   counterparties in a BTA are.  I am trying to say that in
15   such -- what this says to me is, you would not accept an
16   appeal risk from your developers, your counterparties,
17   if that developer permit was -- was necessary for the
18   project to proceed.  Is that what section 4.5 says to
19   you?
20        A.   Required to construct is what it says to me.
21        Q.   In connection with the start-up, testing
22   design, engineering.  That solely relates to just the
23   ability to construct, not all of the approvals to get up
24   to the ability to start constructing?
25        A.   The way I interpret section 4.5, developer
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 1   permits is -- is clearly targeted at construction
 2   related operational permits, permits that are required
 3   to begin construction and/or operate the facility.  I'm
 4   not sure I am tracking your question here.
 5        Q.   Would this include things -- a governmental
 6   authorization such as a cultural resources review?
 7        A.   If that cultural resources review was required
 8   to issue a permit to construct, I would say that would
 9   be a -- that would be included in schedule 4.5 A as
10   defined in this contract.
11        Q.   So if there was a step that was necessary to
12   get to the -- government authorization that was
13   necessary in order for you to proceed to a construction,
14   that would be in schedule 4.5?
15        A.   If it was required for me to be allowed to
16   construct.
17        Q.   So you would not accept the appeal risk of
18   something that material to the project, would you?
19        A.   If I clearly have a requirement to construct,
20   I will make sure that the developer is not subject to
21   appeal prior to beginning to move dirt, for example,
22   because that is a requirement to have that permit in
23   hand prior to starting construction.
24        Q.   But you are asking the rate payers here to
25   take a risk on something that was necessary before you
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 1   could even begin the process to get to putting a shovel
 2   in the dirt; is that correct?
 3        A.   Which risk are we talking about?
 4        Q.   The RFP appeal that is currently pending.
 5        A.   I don't see the RFP appeal as a permit to
 6   construct.  I guess that's the correlation I am not
 7   tying.
 8        Q.   You don't see the RFP as a necessary step in
 9   this process that will eventually allow for you to begin
10   construction, if it is approved?
11        A.   As I mentioned before, I do see it as a
12   necessary step.  What I am delineating here is, I don't
13   see it as a requirement to begin construction, per se.
14   I see that as being more in the -- in the ilk of the
15   regulatory review, the approval of our regulator, and
16   the indication as to how this project would ultimately
17   be included in rates in this example in the state of
18   Utah.
19        Q.   Are you saying you do not need the regulatory
20   approval of the solicitation process to proceed with the
21   construction of this project?
22        A.   That's not necessarily what I am saying.  But
23   what I am saying is, I don't see the approval of the RFP
24   as a permit to construct.
25        Q.   I am not asking if it's a permit to construct.
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 1             MR. LOWNEY:  Objection.  I think the question
 2   has been asked many times in many different ways, and
 3   the answer is the same from Mr. Teply every time.  I'm
 4   not sure we're getting anything new.
 5             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Do you want to respond to the
 6   objection?
 7             MR. BAKER:  Well, I believe he is trying to
 8   evade the question.  I was -- when I was trying to cross
 9   Ms. Crane, I was asking generally about the contracting
10   positions of the company and was told to speak with
11   Mr. Teply.  Now Mr. Teply is evading the question by
12   trying to drive to a very specific, this contract only
13   applies to a very narrow area of construction.
14             I still have not gotten an answer about the
15   company's broader acceptance of appeal risks when it has
16   third party negotiations.  And so I feel he is trying to
17   avoid the question.
18             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  I think I am going to rule
19   that Mr. Teply has answered the question to his -- to
20   his best knowledge and opinion.  I do think we get the
21   point also on the record.  But I am not inclined to
22   force Mr. Teply to answer in a different way than he has
23   so far.
24             MR. BAKER:  I have no further questions.
25   Thank you.
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 1             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.  Any recross?  I
 2   mean, sorry, redirect.
 3             MR. LOWNEY:  We have no redirect.
 4             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.
 5   Commissioner White, do you have any questions?
 6             COMMISSIONER WHITE:  No questions.  Thank you.
 7             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Commissioner Clark.
 8                          EXAMINATION
 9   BY COMMISSIONER CLARK:
10        Q.   Good afternoon, Mr. Teply.
11        A.   Good afternoon.
12        Q.   Forgive my lack of immediate recall of this
13   material.
14        A.   Me too.
15        Q.   But the development transfer agreements, the
16   financial arrangements associated with them, relative to
17   TB Flats and the Ekola, or I mean -- yeah, TB Flats and
18   Ekola Flats projects, are those costs, I'll call them,
19   or financial commitments, are they in the record in any
20   of the confidential material that we have from the
21   company?
22        A.   They would be the -- the costs associated with
23   the development transfer agreements are incorporated
24   into our cost, the benchmark projects cost summaries.
25   I'd have to double-check which exhibits.
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 1        Q.   What I am asking is if they are called out.
 2        A.   Whether they are line item?
 3        Q.   Right.
 4        A.   I would have to double-check.  I know they are
 5   included in -- I have the rollup costs of the individual
 6   projects included in the exhibit.  I would need to
 7   double-check the broader sort of exhibits to find, did I
 8   get a line item on individual DTA costs.
 9        Q.   Okay.
10        A.   I'm not certain that I did.
11        Q.   Uh-huh.  If that's a quick thing to do, but as
12   you go there, let me tell you what my next set of
13   questions are.  I -- because I'd like you to point me to
14   the place in the record where, if the commission wanted
15   to identify by specific project some -- the contract
16   amount, by -- which would be a condition of our approval
17   or something like that.
18             In other words, you -- you have identified,
19   here is -- here is the amount of the -- of the TSA
20   agreement.  Here is the amount of -- or the value of the
21   EPC agreement relative to this particular facility or
22   unit.  Where will I find the numbers that are the
23   current state of your expectations?
24        A.   Okay.
25        Q.   Does that make sense to you?
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 1        A.   I understand your question.
 2        Q.   Probably in the same place as the other.
 3        A.   I'll need to look, yes.
 4             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Okay.  So maybe we can go
 5   off the record for a moment while he does that, if
 6   that's all right.
 7             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Sure.  About how long do you
 8   think?
 9             THE WITNESS:  Just a few minutes.  I think I
10   just need to flip through this book.
11             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Should we just sit
12   here while you do it?
13             THE WITNESS:  That's fine.
14             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Is there any reason to
15   recess?
16             THE WITNESS:  I think I can do it --  I've got
17   rollups in my exhibits.  I was going to check with
18   Mr. Link to see.  He's got them probably in his rollups
19   so...
20             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Maybe we should just take a
21   brief recess then.  Why don't we take 10 minutes, then
22   we'll reconvene in 10 minutes.
23             THE WITNESS:  Yep.
24             (Recess from 3:57 p.m. to 4:08 p.m.)
25             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  I think we're back on
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 1   the record, and I think Commissioner Clark wanted to
 2   make a brief clarification to his question.
 3        Q.   (By Commissioner Clark)  I was a little vague.
 4   But, and please don't read more into my question than --
 5   you would make a mistake if you did read more into any
 6   of my questions than I'm intending.
 7             But what I am attempting to do is, I am
 8   envisioning a scenario in which the commission wants to
 9   condition approval on at least the execution of
10   contracts that have the values and the terms that you
11   had represented in the -- in your testimony, or the
12   record generally, and that you based -- that is the
13   company has based its economic analysis on.
14        A.   Uh-huh.
15        Q.   So that's -- so I just want to know, in --
16   where we can exactly find the current state of play of
17   those items?
18        A.   Okay.  Okay.  So I think when we have looked
19   at the various exhibits between my testimony and
20   Mr. Link's testimony, and the best rollup of those
21   costs -- now, I don't think it's to the level of detail
22   you are looking for.
23        Q.   Right.
24        A.   The best rollup of those costs is my Exhibit
25   CAT-5SS.  And would I just explain that exhibit provides
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 1   project-by-project costs.
 2        Q.   Oh, good.
 3        A.   What it doesn't do is then break my individual
 4   project costs down into individual line items, for
 5   example --
 6        Q.   Sure.
 7        A.   -- EPC, term and supply agreement, development
 8   transfer agreement.  We did submit that information as
 9   part of the RFP process.  So we have that information,
10   but we haven't submitted it as an exhibit, primarily
11   because it's highly confidential, and it literally lists
12   my bid price --
13        Q.   Uh-huh.
14        A.   -- for turbine supply agreement, EPC
15   agreement, et cetera.  So we could produce that.  It
16   would need to be retained under a level of highly
17   confidential protection, only for those line items,
18   because they effectively set the price that we have paid
19   for those individual contracts for the individual
20   projects.
21             So I have the rollup by project, but the
22   detail underneath that is available.  We just haven't
23   submitted it because of the sensitivity of that
24   information.
25        Q.   And the state of the art pro forma agreements
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 1   that I think you have told us you expect will be
 2   materially the same?
 3        A.   Right.
 4        Q.   When executed?
 5        A.   Yes.  Those are exhibits in my testimony.
 6        Q.   And are those -- where would those be exactly?
 7        A.   So the one --
 8        Q.   In their most current form?
 9        A.   Yeah.  So the pro forma agreements, CAT, I
10   think it was 4SS-8, I believe.  The -- should be the
11   build transfer agreement.
12        Q.   Uh-huh.
13        A.   Formal contract.  Is that correct, Adam?  Just
14   want to double-check that reference.
15             MR. LOWNEY:  Yep.
16        A.   And then the EPC contract.
17        Q.   (By Commissioner Clark)  Right.
18        A.   CAT1SS-17.  And those would be the two, you
19   know, major agreements for our -- for the kind of the
20   contract body form-up agreements there.  And the turbine
21   supply agreements I have some early pro formas we could
22   submit something more recent there.
23        Q.   And the PPA?
24        A.   I don't have a PPA in my exhibits, and I'm not
25   sure if Mr. Link submitted that.  That's the form of the
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 1   PPA is available publicly on the RFP website, which we
 2   could make available.
 3        Q.   Okay.
 4        A.   But Mr. Link could confirm that.  I think
 5   that's the latest form.  Although I think he stepped out
 6   maybe.  But that's available per the RFP website.
 7        Q.   So with regard at least to the -- thank you.
 8   I think that's the information I am looking for.  With
 9   regard to the BTA, there's a liquidated damages
10   performance provision in that agreement; am I correct?
11        A.   Yeah.  There are several contractor
12   performance guarantees of that ilk with liquidated
13   damages, et cetera.  Primarily around schedule delivery,
14   megawatts, all the capacity of the facility.
15             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Thank you.  Those are my
16   questions.
17                          EXAMINATION
18   BY CHAIRMAN LEVAR:
19        Q.   I just have one question, to close the loop on
20   a question that Mr. Michel asked you, since I know you
21   enjoy talking about the clean power plan.
22        A.   Absolutely.
23        Q.   You know, he asked about what I will call the
24   REC-like credits that were potentially available under
25   that plan, and if I am referring to it in an artful way,
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 1   I apologize.  And recognizing the current status of the
 2   plan with the court stay and the current
 3   administration's position, as I recall, some -- some
 4   aspects of some kind of renewable credits under that
 5   plan were state specific, and some would be owned by the
 6   owner of the generation facility.
 7             Would something like this project that we're
 8   looking at be a state specific that the EPA would have
 9   to decide whether it was -- whether it benefitted Utah
10   or Wyoming, or would that be a utility owned credit that
11   was marketable?
12        A.   And obviously the -- oh, sorry.  Sorry.
13        Q.   To the best of your recollection of the clean
14   power plan.  But since the issue was raised, I'd like to
15   see if we could close that loop a little bit more.
16        A.   Sure.  I think the concepts were relatively
17   open to discussion at the time of the clean power plan
18   being proposed and challenged and so forth.  But a
19   variety of concepts existed, one of which I would say --
20   and the way we tended to assess the plan was, in the
21   event there was a tradeable commodity, per se, from a --
22   from a zero emitting resource like these projects.
23             The way we tended to assess that was, we
24   assumed, for the lack of more clarity around the rule,
25   that the -- any value associated with that tradeable
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 1   commodity, per se, would be allocated on a
 2   state-by-state basis at the time pursuant to our
 3   multistate allocation of cost responsibilities and so
 4   forth across the state.
 5             So we tried to -- we assumed for the sake of
 6   assessment of that particular potential value stream
 7   that we would allocate based on the same ratios of our
 8   cost allocation across our states from a value
 9   proposition, even though the facility was technically --
10   these facilities were located in Wyoming.
11             There are arguments out there that, well, if
12   it's located in Wyoming, maybe Wyoming should, you know,
13   get the credits.  I would say those were all open-ended,
14   yet to be determined.  And now with the plan and in the
15   state that it is, you know, I think we have tried to
16   address the potential greenhouse gas CO2 side of things,
17   obviously with the various sensitivity that Mr. Link
18   described, High CO2, low CO2 and zero C2.
19             So we kind of come at it maybe a different way
20   for this set of assessments, recognizing the clean power
21   plan is highly questionable.
22             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  I appreciate that for
23   that additional clarification.  Commissioner White, did
24   you have a follow-up question?
25             COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yeah, I actually did.
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 1                          EXAMINATION
 2   BY COMMISSIONER WHITE:
 3        Q.   So since we're speaking of environmental
 4   attributes, is it confidential as to the ownership of
 5   those environment attributes in terms of the BTA?  In
 6   other words, who would those -- who would those --
 7        A.   No.  We would -- I don't know that it would be
 8   confidential.  I don't think it would be confidential.
 9   We would ultimately own the environment attributes as we
10   would own the asset.
11        Q.   Okay.  And what other -- we've talked about
12   WECCs and NERCs.  And what other -- I mean, typically
13   what is that -- what -- what does that mean to you,
14   environment attributes in terms of that as being right
15   under the contract, I guess?
16        A.   Well, I think to some extent to maybe to the
17   earlier discussion to some extent, it is, is there a
18   value established at some point with whether it be
19   federal rule making, state rule making, to establish
20   maybe more a broader tradable fungible commodity there?
21   Or is it more of a, you know, what we see today,
22   renewable portfolio standards, those types of things,
23   where you have a tangible value in certain states for
24   certain compliance obligations?
25             So I'd say over time from a value proposition,
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 1   that could change, depending on, you know, federal law,
 2   state law, you know, if there are new programs that
 3   are -- that are promulgated that provide a fungible
 4   tradeable value to that attribute.
 5        Q.   So I think what you are saying, tell me if I
 6   am wrong, is that, you know, assuming that the clean
 7   power plan does not go beyond or is, you know, repealed,
 8   you know, not revived, I guess, is there other options
 9   potentially that the company examines in their IRP
10   process that those could be utilized for purposes of
11   regulatory compliance?
12        A.   I don't know that we have assessed any other
13   options per se at this time.  You know, as I mentioned,
14   we look at CO2.  We have looked at it more from a cost
15   of compliance perspective in our assessments in the IRP
16   and so forth.  I think there are potential values there.
17             I think if you take a look at our, as a system
18   our CO2 emissions over time, as well as all our other
19   emissions, as well from our thermal resources, as
20   renewables expand their penetration level, you do see
21   those CO2 levels comings down as a fleet year on year,
22   which is an inherent environmental benefit, if you will.
23             Whether there's a cost associated with that,
24   I'd say the best way we are capturing that right now is
25   through the IRP, the sensitivities around potential CO2
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 1   costs and how that might play into our portfolios.  But
 2   I think until there's a, you know, a new rule enacted at
 3   the federal level, other state laws enacted, that you
 4   know, provide some tradeable commodity that we can start
 5   to assess a little bit more from a tangible perspective,
 6   for now, we make assumptions around CO2 cost per ton as
 7   the surrogate.
 8             COMMISSIONER WHITE:  That's all the questions
 9   I have.  Thanks.
10             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you, Mr. Teply.  We
11   appreciate your testimony today.
12             THE WITNESS:  Thank you.
13             MR. LOWNEY:  I just have one follow-up to
14   Commissioner Clark's inquiry about the pro forma PPA.  I
15   believe that it is provided in the record as part of
16   Mr. Link's exhibits.  So it RTL11SS, which was the RPF
17   materials.
18             It was an extremely -- I think it's a 6,000
19   page document so it was provided electronically.  So I
20   think it was on a CD is my understanding.  So in
21   addition to -- I believe Mr. Teply's correct is, it's
22   publicly available on the company's RFP website.  It
23   would also be found, I believe, in that exhibit.
24             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.  That gives us
25   some light reading to do.
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 1             MR. LOWNEY:  I don't think the PPA was 6,000
 2   pages.
 3             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Ms. McDowell or Mr. Lowney,
 4   your next witness.
 5             MR. LOWNEY:  The company calls Ms. Joelle
 6   Steward.
 7             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Ms. Steward, do you swear to
 8   tell the truth?
 9             THE WITNESS:  I do.
10             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.
11                        JOELLE STEWARD,
12   was called as a witness, and having been first duly
13   sworn, testified as follows:
14                      DIRECT EXAMINATION
15   BY MR. LOWNEY:
16        Q.   Ms. Steward, could you please state and spell
17   your name for the record.
18        A.   My name is Joelle Steward.  J-O-E-L-L-E,
19   S-T-E-W-A-R-D.
20        Q.   And how are you employed?
21        A.   I am the vice president of regulation.
22        Q.   And in that capacity, have you either filed or
23   adopted the prefiled testimony that has been labeled
24   direct testimony, supplemental direct and rebuttal
25   testimony, second supplemental direct testimony and
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 1   surrebuttal testimony?
 2        A.   Yes.
 3        Q.   And do you have any changes or corrections to
 4   that testimony today?
 5        A.   I do not.
 6        Q.   And if I ask you the same questions as
 7   included in that testimony, will your answers be the
 8   same?
 9        A.   Yes.
10             MR. LOWNEY:  I move to admit the testimony of
11   Ms. Steward into the record.
12             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Any party object to that
13   motion, please indicate to me.  I am not seeing any
14   objection, so the motion is granted.  Thank you.
15        Q.   (By Mr. Lowney)  Ms. Steward, have you
16   prepared a summary for the commission today?
17        A.   I have.
18        Q.   Please proceed.
19        A.   Thank you.  Good afternoon.  My testimony
20   explains the company's proposed rate making treatment
21   for costs and benefits of the combined projects in this
22   application.  As in the repowering case, the company
23   proposes an interim mechanism, the resource trafficking
24   mechanism or RTM, to recover the costs and pass back the
25   full benefits of the projects until those are reflected
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 1   in base rates in a general rate case.
 2             The RTM would work in conjunction with the
 3   energy balancing account or EBA, to match recovery of
 4   costs with the benefits.  The RTM would include the
 5   capital cost of the projects and the benefits from the
 6   production tax credits from the new wind resources.  The
 7   EBA, absent any adjustment, would include a hundred
 8   percent of the incremental zero fuel cost energy from
 9   the new wind projects, the wheeling revenue from the new
10   transmission line, and the costs of the PPA.
11             I acknowledge the commission declined to adopt
12   the RTM in the repowering case and stated that the
13   company can seek recovery of the costs and benefits
14   through available rate making mechanisms, such as a
15   general rate case, deferral accounting treatment and/or
16   the EBA.
17             As in the repowering case, the company
18   believes the RTM is the best proposal to match costs and
19   benefits of the new projects.  However, the company is
20   open to these rate making alternatives to the extent
21   they treat costs and benefits consistently.
22             Being able to pursue rate making such as a
23   deferral in conjunction with the EBA, outside of a
24   general rate case, is beneficial for a couple of
25   reasons.  First and foremost, it matches benefits with
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 1   the cost.  Without the RTM or a deferral or a general
 2   rate case, customers will begin receiving benefits from
 3   the incremental zero fuel cost energy of the new wind
 4   projects without paying any of the costs incurred to
 5   obtain those benefits.
 6             For example, in 2021, the first full year of
 7   operation for the combined projects, without a way to
 8   match the cost and benefits, customers would receive an
 9   estimated $35 million of net power cost benefits and new
10   wheeling revenue, which would equate to reduction in
11   rates of about 1.7 percent, while the company would
12   absorb $63 million in costs.
13             As other parties have pointed out, the company
14   has added new resources in the past without requesting a
15   cost recovery mechanism.  However, that was prior to the
16   current power cost mechanism and at a smaller magnitude
17   in terms of both costs and benefits.
18             Second, the combined projects are a key driver
19   for the company's next general rate case.  A deferral or
20   the RTM will allow the company to align that rate case
21   timing for these projects with other cost pressures the
22   company is facing over the next couple of years into one
23   general rate case, which will help avoid the cost and
24   complexity of back-to-back rate cases.
25             Importantly, any rate making treatment outside
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 1   of a general rate case would only include costs up to
 2   the projected levels of the combined projects.  This is
 3   consistent with the approval statutes for both the
 4   significant energy resource decisions and the voluntary
 5   request for resource decisions.
 6             The company would need to seek recovery of any
 7   costs in excess of the projected costs in a general rate
 8   case.  As such, approval of rate making treatment now
 9   will not diminish the company's incentive to prudently
10   manage the cost of the combined projects because all
11   costs will be subject to a prudence review before
12   inclusion in rates.
13             Several parties propose conditions that they
14   argue should apply if the combined projects are
15   approved.  However, we believe these conditions are
16   entirely unnecessary because the preapproval statute
17   already provides sufficient customer protections.  As I
18   already mentioned, the law allows preapproval only up to
19   the projected cost.  Any cost overruns would need to be
20   evaluated in a general rate case.
21             Additionally, in the event of a material
22   change in circumstance, the company will use the process
23   provided in the law for additional commission and
24   stakeholder review.  As in the repowering case, the
25   company bears the risk for meeting the PTC
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 1   qualifications for the new wind resources, except due to
 2   changes in law or an event that is beyond the reasonable
 3   control of the company, or those with whom the company
 4   has contracted for project development.
 5             The company also agrees to pass back to
 6   customers any liquidated damages received by the company
 7   from vendors under contractual agreements.  However, the
 8   company does not agree it should be held responsible for
 9   risks outside of its control.
10             Lastly, parties claim that there is an uneven
11   sharing of benefits between the company and customers.
12   The company believes that this claim is incorrect.  The
13   combined projects are traditional resources that will
14   meet customer needs at the lowest reasonable cost.  The
15   only customer benefit is the recovery of its cost,
16   including its cost of capital.
17             In closing, the company requests that the
18   commission approve the combined projects up to the total
19   projected costs identified in Table 1 of my surrebuttal
20   testimony and rate making treatment that will provide a
21   matching of costs with benefits.  And that concludes my
22   summary.
23             MR. LOWNEY:  Thank you.  Ms. Steward is
24   available for cross-examination and commissioner
25   questions.
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 1             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.
 2   Mr. Longson, do you have any questions for Ms. Steward?
 3             MR. LONGSON:  No questions.  Thank you.
 4             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.
 5   Mr. Holman.
 6             MR. HOLMAN:  No questions.  Thank you.
 7             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Ms. Hayes.
 8             MS. HAYES:  No questions.  Thank you.
 9             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.  Mr. Jetter or
10   Ms. Schmid.
11             MR. JETTER:  I'd just like to ask just a
12   couple brief questions.
13                       CROSS-EXAMINATION
14   BY MR. JETTER:
15        Q.   Good afternoon.  You would agree with us that
16   is -- if this project were approved, it would be a
17   significant increase in the company's rate base?
18        A.   It's a significant, yes.  It's -- well, I
19   don't want to say any number, because it was
20   confidential in my testimony, but it's a large
21   investment.
22        Q.   A large investment.  And it's even quite large
23   relative to the company's entire portfolio; is that
24   correct?
25        A.   I believe you could say that.  I haven't seen
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 1   those proportions recently.  But --
 2        Q.   Okay.  In fact, it was so large that the
 3   company witnesses in a tax refund docket testified that
 4   it might endanger the credit rating to give full tax
 5   refunds because of the size of the debt that would
 6   accompany this; is that correct?
 7        A.   I don't believe that is correct.  I don't
 8   believe our -- the combined projects in this application
 9   had no bearing on our filing for tax reform.
10        Q.   So the debt that would come along with this
11   was not part of the debt-to-revenue ratios that were
12   relevant in that case?
13        A.   Well, it's included as Ms. Kobliha testified.
14   Our overall financing includes everything we do, not
15   project specific.
16        Q.   Would you agree that the debt that would be
17   required for this project would make up a significant
18   portion of the company's overall debt?
19        A.   I think Ms. Kobliha would actually be the
20   better witness for that.  She handles the financing.
21        Q.   Okay.  Are you aware of any company pressures
22   in the near future that would be more significant than
23   the value of this project?
24        A.   More significant?  Not necessarily.  But we
25   do -- we haven't finalized our depreciation study, which
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 1   we're going to be filing in September, which we do
 2   expect to have significant cost pressures.  We also have
 3   our repowering and the drop-off of the current PTCs for
 4   the current wind assets.  So all together, we have
 5   several cost drivers coming in over a two-year period.
 6             And even with this large project and the
 7   investment, the overall rate impact, because of the size
 8   of the benefits and the PTCs, is still relatively
 9   modest, at only 1.4 percent in the first full year of
10   operation.
11        Q.   Okay.  But you -- is it your position that
12   it's a small enough impact on the company that it
13   wouldn't drive a rate case in its own right?
14        A.   No.  I mean, because of all of the cost
15   pressures we have coming, and depending on what sort of
16   rate making treatment we have, if we're passing back the
17   benefits but not getting recovery of the costs, that
18   would likely -- very likely drive us in for a rate case.
19             MR. JETTER:  Okay.  That's my only question.
20   Thank you.
21             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr. Jetter.
22   Mr. Moore or Mr. Snarr?
23                       CROSS-EXAMINATION
24   BY MR. MOORE:
25        Q.   Hello.
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 1        A.   Hi.
 2        Q.   Are you aware that in response to OCS data
 3   request 13.9, the company acknowledged that it plans to
 4   file a statutory rate case during the year 2020, using a
 5   proposed test year of 2021?
 6        A.   I don't recall the specific data request, but
 7   I -- that -- I am aware that that is our plan, yes.
 8        Q.   Now, the -- Mr. Teply, I believe, stated that
 9   the inservice date for TB Flats 2 -- 1 and 2, and Ekola
10   Flats is scheduled for November 15th, 2020, and Cedar
11   Springs is established for November 26, 2020.  Does that
12   sound correct to you?
13        A.   Yes.
14        Q.   Accordingly, isn't it true that the new wind
15   and transmission projects will only be in service for
16   approximately one and a half months prior to the
17   proposed year -- the next plan test year for the general
18   rate case?
19        A.   Yes.  And that is still assuming we got the
20   test period we were seeking.
21        Q.   Generally, you have criticized the office's
22   position regarding the need to have a general rate case,
23   because it allows customers to receive benefits of zero
24   fuel costs through the EBA prior to the costs of the
25   projects being incorporated into rates with a general
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 1   rate case; isn't that true?
 2        A.   Yes.  We're looking for a balance, a match of
 3   costs and benefits.
 4        Q.   However, given your plans to oppose the RTM
 5   and file a rate case in 2020, with the future test year
 6   proposed as 2021, the company's position is that it
 7   should recover all expenses prior to a general rate
 8   case, even if those expenditures do not cause the
 9   company to earn less than its authorized rate of return.
10             And isn't it also true that the company's
11   position that the rate could be in effect for several
12   years, based on the capital costs in 2021, which is the
13   highest capital cost in the combined projects?  Do you
14   want me to break that up?
15        A.   Yes, please.
16        Q.   All right.  Given your plans concerning the
17   general rate case that we have discussed, the company's
18   position is that it should recover all expenditures
19   to -- prior to the general rate case, even if those
20   expenditures do not cause the company to earn less than
21   its authorized rate of return; is that true?
22        A.   All expenditures, all are investments as well
23   as the benefits we proposed will be -- will start being
24   recovered consistently.  You know, I cannot speak to
25   whether or not we would be earning our authorized rate
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 1   of return at that time, at that point in time, two years
 2   from now, given all the other drivers we have before
 3   then.
 4        Q.   And isn't it true that the company's position
 5   that rates could be in effect for several years, based
 6   on capital costs in 2021, the proposed test year, which
 7   is the highest year of capital costs in the combined
 8   projects; isn't that true?
 9        A.   It's possible, if we do a rate case, and it
10   goes into service in 2021.  That is the first full year,
11   and at that point revenue requirement starts declining
12   for individual investments due to depreciation.
13   However, that helps us offset other costs that come in
14   during that time to help us stay out of a rate case, and
15   that's been traditional rate making.
16        Q.   Isn't it true that the company has not
17   provided any evidence that pursuing these projects will
18   jeopardize its ability to earn its authorized rate of
19   return?
20        A.   I would disagree with that.  We have made
21   available our -- our business plan is highly
22   confidential.  Parties have -- were able to come on site
23   and actually look at those returns forecasted over the
24   next 10 years.  And since they are highly confidential,
25   I will not speak to what they are specifically, but I
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 1   disagree that nothing was provided.
 2        Q.   In lines 87 and 96 of the company's June 30,
 3   2017, direct testimony, which you adopted, the question
 4   was asked, "Under what authority is the company
 5   proposing approval for the rate making treatment for
 6   the -- for the wind and transmission projects?"
 7             And was your answer by referring to three
 8   statutes, Utah code section 54-4-23, 54-17-202, and
 9   54-17-403?  Isn't that correct?
10        A.   Yes, that's correct.
11        Q.   Isn't it true that none of these provisions
12   have a section like 54-7-13.5(4)(c) of the EBA statute,
13   which provides an energy balancing account that is
14   formed and maintained in accordance with this section
15   does not constitute impermissible retroactive rate
16   manager or single issue rate making?
17        A.   I don't have that statute you cited in front
18   of me.
19        Q.   May I approach?
20        A.   You will need to restate the cite again.
21        Q.   54-7-13.5(4)(c).
22        A.   That is correct.  Neither -- none of these,
23   the three of them, do not to my recollection have that
24   same energy balancing account.  But that would not make
25   it, in my view, prohibitive to adopt an RTM-like
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 1   mechanism, or a deferral of the costs and benefits.  We
 2   have the EBA or the RBA, which is not pursuant to this
 3   statute as well related to the EBA.
 4        Q.   Isn't it true that the company contends that
 5   the rate making treatment is needed to match the costs
 6   and benefits, not because of the occurrence of an
 7   unforeseeable event that is beyond control of the
 8   company and that has an extraordinary impact on the
 9   company's finances?
10        A.   Could you restate that again?
11        Q.   Isn't it true that the company contends that
12   the RTM is needed primarily to match costs and benefits?
13        A.   Yes.
14        Q.   And you do not contend that it's needed
15   because of the occurrence of an unforeseen event that is
16   beyond the company's control and has extraordinary
17   impact on the company's finances?
18        A.   That -- that's correct.  I mean, essentially
19   we're proposing it because of the benefits will be
20   passing through the EBA without recovery of those costs.
21        Q.   All right.  This is a very similar question,
22   so bear with me.  Isn't it true that the company does
23   not contend the RTM is making -- is, taken as a whole,
24   is needed because of increase in recurring costs that
25   are both unexpected and beyond the company's control?
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 1        A.   That's correct.
 2        Q.   May I direct your attention to the May 15th,
 3   2018, surrebuttal testimony.
 4        A.   Okay.
 5        Q.   And I'll direct your attention to lines 22 and
 6   37.  And this coincides with your summary where you said
 7   that you believe the preconditions proposed by some of
 8   the parties are unnecessary?
 9        A.   Yes.
10        Q.   That's consistent with this testimony?
11        A.   Yes.
12        Q.   You also cited provisions -- you also cited to
13   provisions of the Energy Resource Procurement Act
14   related to recovery of costs above the preapproved costs
15   and seeking commission's guidance upon change in
16   circumstances and stated, "Additional conditions on caps
17   and operation and maintenance are inconsistent with Utah
18   resource approval laws."  Isn't that your testimony?
19        A.   Could you point me to that?  Is that in the
20   surrebuttal?
21        Q.   That's in the surrebuttal.  I think lines 23
22   -- lines 22 -- I'm sorry.  Lines 22 to 24.
23        A.   I don't recall talking about O and M in -- was
24   that in your question?
25        Q.   No, it was not meant to be.  I apologize if it
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 1   was.  This paragraph starting on lines 22 and finishing
 2   on lines 37.
 3        A.   Yes.
 4        Q.   That's what I was referring to, and it ends
 5   with, "petition for caps on" --
 6        A.   Oh.
 7        Q.   "For cost caps on capital operations and
 8   maintenance are inconsistent with Utah's resource
 9   approval laws."
10        A.   Yes.
11        Q.   All right.  However, isn't it true that
12   section 54-17-302 (5)(B) provides the commission can
13   approve significant resource decision subject to
14   conditions imposed by the commission?
15        A.   Yes, it does say that.
16        Q.   And similarly, section 54-17-402 (6)(B)
17   provides that the commission can approve all or part of
18   the voluntary resource decision subject to conditions
19   imposed by the commission?
20        A.   Yes, it does say that.
21        Q.   May I direct your attention to your May 15,
22   2018, surrebuttal testimony lines 281 to 289?
23        A.   Okay.
24        Q.   These lines include a question that states in
25   part, "Mr. Vastag expressed concern relating to the
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 1   current multistate process, MSP, and recommends that
 2   Mr. Hayet's cost caps should be adopted to address these
 3   concerns."  And then it references Mr. Vastag's rebuttal
 4   testimony.
 5        A.   Yes.
 6        Q.   The question is, are these reasonable
 7   recommendations?  Is that correct?
 8        A.   Yes.  That's what the question is.
 9        Q.   You answered this question no.  This is
10   contrary to 217 protocol currently approved for
11   interjurisdictional cost allocations in the Utah -- in
12   the state of Utah; isn't that correct?
13        A.   Yes.
14        Q.   Isn't it true that the combined projects are
15   not coming online for service until the end of 2020?
16        A.   Yes.
17        Q.   And there is presently no multistate
18   allocation method agreed upon for 2020; isn't that true?
19        A.   Yes.  That's correct.
20        Q.   Isn't it true that placing a cap on
21   preapproval, as Mr. Vastag and Mr. Hayet suggests, does
22   not limit the amount the company can ultimately seek for
23   recovery?  Do you want me to read that again?
24        A.   Yeah.
25        Q.   Isn't it true that placing a cap on
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 1   preapproval, as Mr. Vastag suggests, does not limit the
 2   amount the company can ultimately seek for recovery?
 3        A.   That is not how I understood Mr. Vastag's
 4   testimony.  If it's preapproval as consistent with the
 5   law, with the ability to come in and seek recovery in a
 6   general rate case for any cost overruns, but I believe I
 7   read Mr. Vastag's testimony as an overall hard cap that
 8   we could never seek additional costs.
 9        Q.   I am going to hand you a copy Mr. Vastag's
10   testimony that you cited.  It's in the record, but I
11   assume you don't have it.  The sentence starting
12   therefore on 87, and ending with responsible under
13   preapproval, will you read that sentence into the record
14   please?
15        A.   I'm sorry.  On line?
16        Q.   Here, I'll do it.
17        A.   On 87.
18        Q.   "Therefore, if the commission decides to
19   approve these economic opportunity projects, the office
20   recommends that the commission specify the maximum
21   dollar amount of the project cost for which Utah payers
22   would be responsible for under preapproval."
23        A.   I see now, yes.
24        Q.   With that clarification, does that change your
25   testimony regarding the -- whether the proposed cap on
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 1   preapproval violates the 2017 protocol?
 2        A.   Well, the 2017 protocol may not be in effect
 3   at that time.  As we all know, those discussions are
 4   currently being determined.  Setting a Utah
 5   jurisdictional amount, and a cap on that, prejudges and,
 6   you know, imposes on those ongoing discussions a cap
 7   that I don't believe -- I don't agree with because right
 8   now allocation factors are dynamic based on loads and
 9   resources.
10        Q.   That's under -- well, I am going to hand you a
11   portion of your testimony in the repowering docket.
12   Since this is not on the record, I'll make an exhibit of
13   it.
14             Now, on page 2, this is a -- actually, it's
15   page 160 of the transcript, page 2 of the handout.  On
16   line 7.  This was, like, the last time I questioned you.
17   I asked, "Is it true that capping the amount of
18   preapproved costs does not violate the 2017 protocol"?
19   And you respond, "I believe that is correct, yes?"
20        A.   Yes, I see that.
21        Q.   And you are aware, as you have mentioned, that
22   your Oregon Public Service Commission issued an order
23   refusing to acknowledge PacifiCorp's final short list?
24        A.   I'm aware of that, yes.
25        Q.   Doesn't this create additional uncertainty
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 1   regarding how the new MSP cost allocation method will
 2   affect the cost sharing of the combined projects?
 3        A.   I don't think that creates any additional
 4   uncertainty.
 5        Q.   If the Oregon ultimately decides not to allow
 6   recovery costs for the combined projects and rates, how
 7   does the company plan to seek recovery of the costs for
 8   the combined projects under the multistate protocol?
 9        A.   I can't speak to that.  I don't have -- I am
10   not involved in those MSP discussions at this point.
11   You are talking about seeking recovery in Oregon for
12   those?  Because in Oregon, they do not -- they have not
13   disallowed our ability to come in and seek recovery of
14   those costs.
15        Q.   Yes.  My question was, assuming the
16   hypothetical, if they did, how would this affect how
17   these costs are allocated among the states, in the
18   multistate process?
19        A.   With what we know right now, in the 2017, it
20   wouldn't.  Utah would still get its allocation based on
21   its -- the factors in the protocol.  And I imagine that
22   will be part of any discussions going forward in MSP.
23   We have a resource in Oregon that is not in rates in
24   Oregon.  We have a resource, actually Rolling Hill, that
25   is not in rates in Oregon that did not shift costs to
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 1   other states.
 2        Q.   And that result's consistent with Mr. Hayet's
 3   cap on preapproval, isn't it?
 4        A.   Mr. Hayet's cap?
 5        Q.   Mr. -- Mr. Vastag mentioned Mr. Hayet's cap on
 6   preapproval?
 7        A.   No.  I think the nuance is setting a Utah
 8   jurisdictional cap for a resource that's going into
 9   service in two years, when under the current methodology
10   for MSP or 2017 protocol, is based on dynamic factors
11   and what those loads are at that time.  That's my
12   concern about presetting a Utah jurisdictional cap now.
13   Loads could go up, load could go down in Utah, relative
14   to other states.
15        Q.   And you could come in and make that argument
16   under a prudence review to allocate more -- more of the
17   cost to Utah.  But that would be your obligation if the
18   preapproval was just capped?
19        A.   I don't think that's a prudence review
20   determination.  I think that's just an allocation
21   determination.  And I don't think we should preset or
22   predetermine what those allocations would be in two
23   years from now.
24        Q.   Well, the cap is set on pre -- well, fine.
25   Thank you very much.
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 1        A.   Okay.
 2             MR. MOORE:  I have no further questions.
 3             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thanks, Mr. Moore.
 4   Mr. Russell.
 5             MR. RUSSELL:  Thank you, Chair LeVar.  I don't
 6   have any questions for this witness.
 7             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Mr. Baker?
 8             MR. BAKER:  Thank you.  I just have a couple
 9   of questions.
10                       CROSS-EXAMINATION
11   BY MR. BAKER:
12        Q.   In other states such as Wyoming, you have
13   agreed to abandon your request for an RTM; is that
14   correct?  Or I'm sorry, in Wyoming.  In Wyoming you have
15   abandoned your request for an RTM?
16        A.   In Wyoming we have a comprehensive settlement
17   with several parties.  One in particular, Wyoming
18   Industrial Energy Users.  As a part of that settlement,
19   it had repowering, it had EB 2020, these resources
20   before us today, as well as tax reform.
21             Within the overall context of those
22   settlements, we did agree not to pursue the RTM.
23   However, we do have cost recovery for these resources
24   through other aspects of that, those stipulations, and
25   specifically through the tax reform docket.  It allows
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 1   us to retain costs from the deferred tax benefits
 2   related to these resources once they go into service.
 3        Q.   In Oregon you have to go back in for a full
 4   rate review should you proceed with this project; is
 5   that correct?
 6        A.   That's -- that was always the plan.  The
 7   docket in Oregon was for acknowledgement of the final
 8   short list.  It was not a rate making proceeding.
 9        Q.   And I just want to clarify what I think I
10   heard, was that the company will not shift any
11   unrecovered costs from a partial or full disallowance in
12   another state to Utah customers?
13        A.   I don't believe that's exactly what I said.  I
14   used an example of under the current protocol, how that
15   did not occur, as we have discussed.  Those discussions
16   are ongoing.  I am not involved in those discussions.  I
17   cannot speak to what that potential outcome will be.
18        Q.   So you can't state for certain what will
19   happen by the time these projects come online, if they
20   are approved?
21        A.   No, I can't.  And I think our parties in that
22   process are aware of these projects, and that will be
23   part of those discussions.
24             MR. BAKER:  Thanks.  I have no further
25   questions.
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 1             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.
 2   Mr. Lowney, and redirect?
 3             MR. LOWNEY:  Just a few questions.
 4                     REDIRECT EXAMINATION
 5   BY MR. LOWNEY:
 6        Q.   First, do you recall when counsel for the
 7   division was asking you questions about the magnitude of
 8   this investment?
 9        A.   Yes.
10        Q.   Do you recall those questions -- and I believe
11   you noted in response to one of those questions that the
12   rate increase in the first year these projects will be
13   in operation is 1.4 percent.  Do you recall that?
14        A.   The overall net impacts, yes.
15        Q.   And isn't it true that that is the highest
16   rate increase, in the near term anyway, relative to
17   these projects?
18        A.   Yes.
19        Q.   And just one other clarifying question.  And I
20   would refer you to the OCS Exhibit D that you were asked
21   questions about.  This is your testimony in the
22   repowering case, and you were asked specifically about a
23   question on page 160 involving whether or not a cap on
24   the amount of preapproval costs violates the 2017
25   protocol.
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 1        A.   Yes.
 2        Q.   And I just wanted to be clear for the record.
 3   The discussion in that case involving the cap was not a
 4   hard cap in the sense that anything over and above those
 5   amounts would be, per se, unrecoverable.  This
 6   discussion involved the soft cap, correct?
 7        A.   I believe so, yes.
 8             MR. LOWNEY:  Thank you.  I have no further
 9   questions.
10             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  If Mr. Lowney's
11   questions prompt any recross, please indicate to me.
12             MR. MOORE:  I have one quick question.
13             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Let me just ask, does anyone
14   else have any recross based Mr. Lowney's, or are we just
15   Mr. Moore?  Okay.
16                      RECROSS-EXAMINATION
17   BY MR. MOORE:
18        Q.   Do you understand the office's position in
19   this docket that having a preapproved cap is a soft cap
20   or a hard cap?  Is it the same cap we suggested in the
21   repowering docket or is it a different cap?
22        A.   You have me a little uncertain now actually.
23   I had read the testimony as a hard cap.
24        Q.   I'm sorry.  I guess we'll get this cleared up
25   on direct.  But you do agree that if the office is
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 1   referring to a soft cap, that that's not -- that would
 2   not in the hypothetical we discussed violate the 2017
 3   protocol?
 4        A.   If it's a soft cap, it's consistent with the
 5   statute, and I think where we may disagree is whether or
 6   not that cap, soft cap should be set based on a Utah
 7   jurisdictional amount or a total project cost amount.
 8        Q.   All right.  Let's assume the case as a Utah
 9   jurisdictional amount.
10        A.   Okay.
11        Q.   Would a soft cap on that amount violate the
12   2017 protocol?
13        A.   I am not sure I see the point then of a soft
14   cap, if we can still come in under jurisdictional
15   allocations, with whatever jurisdictional allocation
16   there is at that time.
17        Q.   So it doesn't prejudice Rocky Mountain Power
18   greatly?
19        A.   I don't know that I would agree to that.  I
20   mean, it could, depending on how that played out.  It
21   shifts some additional risk to us that I don't think is
22   justified, based on the dynamics going on, and that are
23   known under the current revised protocol or 2017
24   protocol, as well as the ongoing discussions.
25             MR. MOORE:  Thank you.  I have no further
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 1   questions.
 2             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.
 3   Commissioner Clark, do you have any questions for
 4   Ms. Steward?
 5             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  No questions.  Thank you.
 6             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Commissioner White?
 7             COMMISSIONER WHITE:  No questions.  Thank you.
 8             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  And I don't have any
 9   other questions.  Thank you for your testimony today.
10   Ms. McDowell or Mr. Lowney.
11             MR. LOWNEY:  That concludes the company's
12   case.
13             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.  I think we
14   will go ahead at this time with Interwest Energy
15   Alliance.  If you would like to call your witness.
16             MR. LONGSON:  Interwest calls Gregory Jenner.
17             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Mr. Jenner, do you swear to
18   tell the truth?
19             THE WITNESS:  I do.
20             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.
21                        GREGORY JENNER,
22   was called as a witness, and having been first duly
23   sworn, testified as follows:
24                      DIRECT EXAMINATION
25   BY MR. LONGSON:
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 1        Q.   Mr. Jenner, could you please state and spell
 2   your name, please.
 3        A.   My full name is Gregory Jenner.  That's
 4   G-R-E-G-O-R-Y, J-E-N-N-E-R.
 5        Q.   And could you tell us your current employer
 6   and business address?
 7        A.   I am a partner at Stoel Rives, LLP.  The
 8   address is 601 13th Street, Northwest, Washington, D.C.
 9   20005.
10        Q.   And in this docket, Mr. Jenner, you submitted
11   for Interwest direct testimony and supplemental answer
12   testimony; is that correct?
13        A.   That is correct.
14        Q.   Interwest -- excuse me.  If the same questions
15   were asked in those documents today, would your answers
16   be the same?
17        A.   Yes, they would.
18             MR. LONGSON:  Interwest moves for the
19   admission of the direct and supplemental answer
20   testimony of Mr. Jenner.
21             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  If any party objects
22   to that, please indicate to me.  I am not seeing any
23   objection.  So motion is granted.  Thank you.
24        Q.   (By Mr. Longson)  Have you prepared a summary
25   of your testimony, Mr. Jenner?
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 1        A.   Yes, I have.
 2        Q.   Go ahead.
 3        A.   Thank you very much.  Mr. Chairman,
 4   Commissioners White and Clark.  It's a pleasure to be
 5   here.  The original purpose of my testimony early in --
 6   excuse me, in late 2017 was to talk about the new tax
 7   bill.  It was pending at the time, and there was some
 8   uncertainty about which way congress was going to go.
 9             As we know, the concerns that had been raised
10   about the effects on renewable energy, certain negative
11   effects on renewable energy were resolved and resolved
12   favorably to the renewable energy industry so the
13   original purpose of my testimony is now somewhat moot.
14             The secondary purpose of my testimony was
15   focused on my expertise in the renewable energy tax area
16   and to talk about the analysis of the possible risks
17   regarding completion of transmission, issues including
18   continuous construction and placed-in-service dates for
19   the combined facilities, principally to confirm Rocky
20   Mountain Power's analysis that the risks of losing the
21   PTCs were minimal and had been mitigated substantially.
22             In my experience, it's understandable why
23   Rocky Mountain Power is pursuing wind first before
24   solar.  And frankly, that mirrors what's happening in
25   the industry generally.  My practice, which is about 85
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 1   percent renewable energy tax, we are seeing a
 2   substantial decline in solar projects because everybody
 3   is trying to get the wind projects in service before the
 4   various deadlines that have been talked about.  And I
 5   will go into those details in a minute.
 6             I represent both developers and independent
 7   power producers.  They are all -- many of them are
 8   pursuing wind before solar.  Solar will be next, because
 9   as has been discussed, it phases down, but not out, as
10   wind does, after 2019.
11             There's a lot of confusion about how the --
12   the various dates and deadlines and phase-outs of the
13   production tax credit works.  Rocky Mountain Power has
14   presented testimony correct in my view.  Absolutely
15   correct in my view.  But there has been again, I want to
16   get into some of the nuances.
17             The first date that's important for everybody
18   to consider is when construction begins on a project.
19   As has been discussed, if construction begins in 2016,
20   that project, assuming all other things being equal,
21   will qualify for 100 percent of the PTCs.
22             Redeeming item after beginning construction is
23   the continuity requirement, and there's been a little
24   bit of confusion about the continuity requirement.  I
25   wanted to explain in more detail what the continuity
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 1   requirement is so that it's clear for everybody.
 2             Once construction has begun, the developer has
 3   an obligation to maintain continuous construction or
 4   continuous efforts.  And what the IRS has said is, they
 5   will presume that that standard has been met if the
 6   project has been placed in service within the fourth
 7   calendar year after the project begins construction.
 8   And that is why we are so focused on the 2020 date,
 9   because if you place the project in service within 2020,
10   assuming that you had begun construction in 2016, you
11   will qualify.  You will meet the continuity requirement,
12   and you will qualify for 100 percent of the PTCs.
13             That is not the only way, however, that you
14   can qualify for 100 percent of the PTCs.  Even if the
15   project were not in service in 2020, there is still a
16   possibility, based on the facts and circumstances, that
17   the project will qualify for 100 percent of the PTCs.
18   As I said, it's a fact and circumstances determination.
19   But the IRS has laid out a series of what they call
20   excusable disruptions which they will look at and
21   consider in determining whether continuity has been met.
22             One of those excusable disruptions is a delay
23   in interconnection and transmission.  So for example, if
24   a transmission facility were delayed for any reason, and
25   therefore the turbines could not be placed in service on
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 1   or before the end of 2020, the IRS may still consider
 2   that project as qualified for 100 percent of the PTCs.
 3             So what Rocky Mountain Power has done is, has
 4   built in redundancy into the risk mitigation.  The first
 5   way that they are going to mitigate risk is to have the
 6   turbines in service before the end of 2020.
 7             If for some reason or another the IRS deems
 8   that not -- those turbines not to be in service, they
 9   can -- because of the transmission facilities, they can
10   still look to the excusable disruption standard and
11   still qualify for 100 percent of the PTCs.  That's not a
12   given, but it certainly is a backstop to the 2020 placed
13   in service date.
14             So I would say that Rocky Mountain Power has
15   in all regards, as best they possibly can, mitigated the
16   risk of missing out on 100 percent of the PTCs in their
17   plan.  With that, I'll conclude.
18             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.
19             MR. LONGSON:  Mr. Jenner is available for
20   cross examination.
21             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.  Mr. Holman, do
22   you have any questions for Mr. Jenner?
23             MR. HOLMAN:  I don't, thank you.
24             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Ms. Hayes, do you have any
25   questions?
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 1             MS. HAYES:  I do not.  Thank you.
 2             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.  Ms. McDowell or
 3   Mr. Lowney?
 4             MR. LOWNEY:  The company has no questions.
 5             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Mr. Jetter.
 6             MR. JETTER:  I have no questions.  Thank you.
 7             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Mr. Moore.
 8             MR. MOORE:  I'm going to ask just one quick
 9   question, and I apologize to all in this room.  This is
10   a question I asked before, but I didn't understand the
11   answer.
12             THE WITNESS:  Okay.
13                       CROSS-EXAMINATION
14   BY MR. MOORE:
15        Q.   If a project seeks to qualify for PTCs by
16   beginning construction in 2016, and misses the 2020 date
17   by one day --
18        A.   Uh-huh.
19        Q.   -- they lose off on 100 percent PTCs, but do
20   they receive any lower amount of PTCs, or is it a
21   complete zero PTC?
22        A.   Well, may I disagree with your premise?
23        Q.   Well, you can restate a premise that makes
24   more sense if I didn't.
25        A.   Thank you.  It is not correct that if they
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 1   miss the placed-in-service deadline by one day, they
 2   miss out on 100 percent of the PTCs.  If there is a
 3   reason, they would -- if they miss the placed-in-service
 4   deadline, they would then fall back on the facts and
 5   circumstances test.
 6             As I mentioned, one of the facts that the IRS
 7   will look at, and this was promulgated in notice 2016-31
 8   for your review, one of the excusable disruptions that
 9   the IRS will consider is the failure of the ability to
10   put transmission in place to carry the load.  So in
11   other words, the IRS will not necessarily consider the
12   failure to place the turbines in service as in 2020 as
13   causing 100 percent of the PTCs to be lost.  So that's
14   why I was disagreeing with your question.
15             Now, I think if I might, where you are going,
16   so I will try and address that question.  If for one
17   reason or another, either because the 2020
18   placed-in-service deadline was missed or because the IRS
19   after -- and I'm sure this would be litigated until the
20   cows come home.  If the taxpayer then was unable to
21   determine or establish that they had continuity under
22   the facts and circumstances, in other words, the
23   turbines were not placed in service in 2020, you missed
24   the continuity requirement, then you would not qualify
25   for any PTCs whatsoever.
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 1             MR. MOORE:  Thank you very much.  I have no
 2   more questions.
 3             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.
 4   Mr. Russell.
 5             MR. RUSSELL:  Thank you.  I don't have any
 6   questions for Mr. Jenner.
 7             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Mr. Baker.
 8             MR. BAKER:  Thank you.  I have no questions
 9   either.
10             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Commissioner White, do
11   you have any questions?
12             COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yeah.  Thank you,
13   Mr. Jenner.
14                          EXAMINATION
15   BY COMMISSIONER WHITE:
16        Q.   I am just wondering, the guidance you are
17   providing, is that -- how did the IRS -- is that through
18   like a code violation?  Is that a 5S letter ruling, or
19   how are they basing that?
20        A.   None of the above.  It was done through what's
21   called a notice.  And that's all of the beginning
22   construction guidance has been done through the -- a
23   notice.  A series of them beginning in 2013, two in
24   2013, one in '14, one in '15, a couple in '16.  They've
25   been churning them out regularly.
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 1             So notice 2016-31 repromulgated a list of
 2   excusable disruptions.  And what is significant in
 3   2016-31 is, they added transmission, disruption of
 4   transmission as an excusable disruption.  That was new.
 5   So we can -- you can draw your own conclusions.
 6             I would conclude, based on what I know about
 7   how treasury and IRS operate, that industry
 8   representatives came to them and said, hey, we have a
 9   problem here with transmission.  There is at least the
10   possibility that transmission may not be in place.  And
11   therefore, we think it's appropriate that you add
12   transmission as an excusable disruption, and the IRS
13   agreed.  That would be my speculation.
14             COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you.  That's all I
15   have got.
16             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.
17   Commissioner Clark.
18             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  I just have a couple
19   questions too, Mr. Jenner.
20             THE WITNESS:  Yes, sir.
21                          EXAMINATION
22   BY COMMISSIONER CLARK:
23        Q.   So the four year in-service horizon that you
24   described, is that -- in your world, is that the safe
25   harbor -- is that referred to as the safe harbor?
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 1        A.   It is.  It's not the only safe harbor.  There
 2   was the 5 percent safe harbor that was referred to
 3   earlier, but yes, it is a safe harbor.
 4        Q.   And the excusable disruptions that have been
 5   denominated, I -- it's been months since I looked at the
 6   list, but do any of them relate to governmental permits,
 7   regulatory approvals, any delays of that sort?
 8        A.   Yes, they do.  I could give you the list.  I
 9   can't remember them off the top of my head.  There are
10   things as nuanced and esoteric as Indian tribes in the
11   list.  It is failure to get custom-made parts.  It looks
12   a lot like force majeure, but it's not denominated as
13   force majeure.
14        Q.   What about the approval of a Public Service
15   Commission to go forward with the project?
16        A.   With all due respect, Commissioner, I don't
17   think so.  That's probably not excused.
18        Q.   It's disappointing.
19        A.   Yeah, I was afraid you were going to say that.
20   No, I doubt seriously whether the failure of a Public
21   Service Commissioner -- Commission, exercising its
22   duties as such, would qualify as excusable disruption.
23        Q.   And in relation to the facts and circumstances
24   alternative path for qualifying --
25        A.   Uh-huh.
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 1        Q.   -- would that be a situation where the
 2   taxpayer claims the credit in its filing to the service,
 3   and then the service challenges it and then there's --
 4   it's -- there's audit, and then there's the hearings
 5   that would ensue if -- if it wasn't resolved in some
 6   way?
 7        A.   Yes, sir.  That's -- it's a full employment
 8   act for tax lawyers.
 9             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Thanks very much.  Those
10   are my questions.
11             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  I think I just have one
12   follow-up question.
13                          EXAMINATION
14   BY CHAIRMAN LEVAR:
15        Q.   Following up to Commissioner White's questions
16   as you described the notice -- the notices that the IRS
17   has used.  Just based on your experience and expertise
18   with the IRS, how would you describe the existence or
19   nonexistence, or what would be your description of any
20   potential risk that in the next few short years the IRS
21   might change its position in a way that's detrimental to
22   a developer of a PTC eligible resource?
23        A.   With respect to wind, I think it highly
24   unlikely.  There have been -- there is so much water
25   under the bridge, too many decisions been -- that have
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 1   been made.  The guidance has been basically consistent,
 2   evolving, but consistent throughout the process.
 3             I would find it remarkable if the IRS would
 4   reverse themselves on these things.  And there would be
 5   such an outcry, myself included.  You know, there would
 6   be people with pitchforks and torches standing outside
 7   the gates of the IRS to join all the others that are
 8   there already.  So I would doubt seriously that they
 9   would reverse themselves.
10             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  I don't think I have
11   follow-up questions.  So thank you.  We appreciate your
12   testimony today.
13             THE WITNESS:  Thank you very much, sir.
14             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Anything else from Interwest
15   Energy Alliance?
16             MR. LONGSON:  No.  Thank you, Chairman.
17             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Mr. Jetter, we could continue
18   for a little while, or we could see this as a natural
19   time to break for the day and come back tomorrow.  Would
20   there be any use to getting your first witness's summary
21   on the record, or would you rather just start fresh in
22   the morning?
23             MR. JETTER:  I have spoken with my witness.  I
24   think we would prefer to proceed tonight, if we can.
25             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  We can plan to go a
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 1   little bit farther tonight.  Why don't you call your
 2   first witness.
 3             MR. JETTER:  Thank you.  The division would
 4   like to call division witness Joni Zenger.
 5             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Good afternoon, Dr. Zenger.
 6   Do you swear to tell the truth?
 7             THE WITNESS:  Yes.
 8             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.
 9                        JONI S. ZENGER,
10   was called as a witness, and having been first duly
11   sworn, testified as follows:
12                      DIRECT EXAMINATION
13   BY MR. JETTER:
14        Q.   Good afternoon, Ms. Zenger.  Would you please
15   state your name and occupation for the record?  Excuse
16   me, I'd like to correct that.  Dr. Zenger.
17        A.   Dr. Joni S. Zenger, Z-E-N-G-E-R, technical
18   consultant for the energy section.
19        Q.   Thank you.  And in the course of your
20   employment with the Utah Division of Public Utilities,
21   did you create and cause to be filed with the commission
22   direct, rebuttal and supplemental rebuttal and
23   surrebuttal testimonies?
24        A.   Yes.
25        Q.   If you were asked the same questions included
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 1   in those testimonies today, would your answers remain
 2   the same?
 3        A.   Yes.
 4        Q.   Do you have any corrections or edits you would
 5   like to make?
 6        A.   I have one small correction.  It's on my
 7   direct testimony on page 10.  It's the very last line.
 8   It says, "the covered projects," and it should say "the
 9   combined projects."
10        Q.   Okay.  Thank you.  And is the correct
11   identification of that is, that would be DPU 1.0 direct
12   testimony, and line 215?
13        A.   Exactly.  Thank you.
14        Q.   Thank you.  And have you prepared a statement
15   summarizing your testimony in this docket?
16        A.   Yes.
17        Q.   Please go ahead.
18        A.   If you can stay awake a few more minutes here.
19   The division -- the commission should not approve the
20   combined projects according to the division's opinion.
21   They are not in the public interest.  The combined
22   projects, if they were approved, would require the
23   expenditure of billions of dollars of rate payer funds
24   over decades for the small hope of a low probability
25   benefit for customers and a large high probability
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 1   benefit for the utility.  The purported need for such a
 2   project is very modest capacity addition.
 3             Further, the division has little confidence in
 4   the RFP results because of the limited nature of the RFP
 5   and utility-imposed constraints upon it.  The final
 6   removal of the Uinta PPA is largely unreviewed and
 7   unreviewable, given the exceedingly late date that the
 8   company informed Utah parties that it intended to remove
 9   it.
10             Moreover, significant new risks have arisen.
11   Given the Oregon commission's recent decision to not
12   acknowledge the RFP results, new risks concerning
13   multistate allocation exist.
14             The company's proposal offers a narrow benefit
15   if any.  It will be years before we know whether it
16   proves to be a beneficial resource or not.  It should
17   not be approved on the projections and assumptions
18   relied on by the utility, because forecast
19   uncertainties, the utility's predictive track record,
20   present unreasonable risk for a project that is not
21   needed.
22             In particular, the gas forecasting by the
23   company has historically been higher than actual gas
24   prices.  Indeed in the Jim Bridger SER case, the
25   company's lowest-cost forecast was higher than actual
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 1   gas prices have been.  Similarly, in the last decade,
 2   customers have been subject to significant trading
 3   losses that resulted in part from over forecast gas
 4   prices.
 5             Now, the company claims it has demonstrated
 6   the combined projects are the most -- are most likely
 7   the least-cost, least-risk resources through its IRP
 8   modeling analysis, and repeated SO and PaR sensitivity
 9   studies.  However, the results of the company's model
10   simulations are only as credible as the company inputs
11   and assumptions, which the division has shown are
12   questionable and uncertain.
13             Caution is warranted based on the nature of
14   predictions, and the company's history of being wrong in
15   recent years in ways that led to unacceptable risk for
16   the unnecessary combined projects.
17             Indeed, although the utility now claims a need
18   for these projects, the capacity contribution of the
19   combined projects is miniscule and costly.  The utility
20   argues that it is pursuing lower cost energy in the
21   customer's interest, yet customer groups oppose that
22   acquisition.  The customer groups are not naive or
23   confused.  They know the risks and ask the commission
24   not to take them.
25             Although net benefits might materialize, there
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 1   is also a very good chance that they will not.  The
 2   benefits are far from certain as the division has
 3   testified.  The only certainty if the combined projects
 4   are approved is that customers will pay billions of
 5   dollars in capital costs in returns to the utility for
 6   decades.  And further, unlike in the repowering case,
 7   these projects have no operational history, adding
 8   additional risk to this resource decision.
 9             While the company claims its results show the
10   combined projects are favorable in 16 out of 18 price
11   policies scenarios, in actuality, the division's
12   analysis shows the combined projects are not cost
13   effective in most price policy scenarios and can end up
14   harming Utah rate payers when considering the cost and
15   the risk tradeoffs in the proposal.
16             Rocky Mountain Power continues to claim in its
17   analysis, and its analysis reveals benefits in most
18   scenarios, but the division neither agrees with those
19   scenarios nor the assumptions underlying them.
20   Mr. Peaco will address these points further.
21             At times utilities and regulators must rely on
22   the best available information and projections and
23   proceed on those assumptions.  Those situations
24   typically involve the choice between two or more
25   similar -- similarly uncertain choices.  A no-action
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 1   alternative usually has a cost that is rarely
 2   quantified.  The cost of failure to serve customers for
 3   instance, is so high that the nonaction alternative is
 4   typically not considered.
 5             We do not agree that this case presents a
 6   similar set of facts, where some action is necessary.
 7   The no-action alternative available here plainly
 8   represents the least-risk scenario.  It further provides
 9   flexibility in a quickly changing energy industry to
10   adapt to new opportunities.
11             Locking in billions of dollars of long-term
12   assets that provide very little meaningful capacity
13   value for decades is not an appropriate choice for
14   customers, when there is no demonstrated need for new
15   resources.
16             When speculating about future benefits, one
17   should be humble about the limits of current knowledge.
18   Multiple parties across multiple states conducting their
19   own independent analysis agree.  Though using different
20   methods of analysis and criticizing different parts of
21   the utility's analysis, the conclusions are largely the
22   same.  The utility is overstating benefits and
23   understating risks.
24             Independent experts, consultants, economists,
25   engineers and accountants agree that the combined
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 1   projects should not be approved.  Rocky Mountain Power
 2   has cited the case of environmental controls at the Jim
 3   Bridger coal facility in Wyoming as an instant where the
 4   division tolerates similar uncertainties.  However, two
 5   points must be understood about the Bridger example.
 6             First, as I have explained, the decision about
 7   adding controls repowering or closing, it had to be made
 8   based on the best available information.  The status quo
 9   was not an option in that case.  Second, in retrospect,
10   the decision was likely not the least-cost choice, given
11   the gas and the carbon prices since then have proven
12   such.
13             The Bridger decision illustrates the risk that
14   facts will not match projections, making the decision
15   the wrong one in retrospect.  The division is not
16   suggesting making decisions about prudence with the
17   benefits of hindsight.  Rather, the division is
18   illustrating that predictions are inherently risky.
19             Here, we have credible doubt before us that
20   the combined projects resulting from the RFP short list
21   are the lowest-cost and lowest-risk resources.  We know
22   this because of several demonstrated facts.
23             No. 1, the commission determined the
24   foundational analysis of the company's plan to build the
25   wind and transmission resources to be less credible,
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 1   failing to meet its IRP guideline No. 3.  Parties were
 2   deprived of a process that might have resulted in more
 3   comprehensive consideration of resource options and a
 4   more stable analysis to evaluate.
 5             Number 2, that deprivation has led to a clunky
 6   process in the RFP and in this docket, where parties
 7   have faced multiple changes in methods and analysis,
 8   arguing about shifting assumptions and facts.  The
 9   proposal in this docket has shifted in every round of
10   testimony filed by the utility.
11             Not only did the division determine this
12   proposal had problems, but the Oregon commission also
13   found similar problems with the company's proposal as it
14   stated, quote, we simply are not persuaded at this time
15   that the RFP process was adequate to demonstrate that
16   the specific projects selected are the lowest cost and
17   lowest risk for utility customers.
18             Due to the rushed nature of this RFP and
19   adjustments late in the process, related to accelerating
20   the completion of the transmission line, there remain
21   just four viable project options for consideration.  The
22   narrow short list left little ability to evaluate cost
23   and risks tradeoffs that we and the RFP's independent
24   evaluator considered important.  End quote.
25             And No. 3, further, the IE evaluating the bids
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 1   confirmed that the selected bids were not the
 2   lowest-cost offers, but rather the lowest-cost offers
 3   that were viable under the current transmission
 4   assumptions and constraints imposed by the company in
 5   its RFP.
 6             One important risk that the division has
 7   previously identified is the risk that other state
 8   commissions will not approve recovery of all or part of
 9   the combined projects.  That risk has come to partial
10   fruition in the Oregon order, refusing to acknowledge
11   the RFP results.
12             In the event this commission approves the
13   combined projects and submits Utah rate payers to its
14   share of the costs, while other states do not, it may
15   leave Utah at a significant disadvantage when
16   negotiating allocation of those resource costs, as
17   compared to states that have not approved.
18             Even within the narrow scope of the utility's
19   consideration of renewable resources, more options for
20   consideration would likely have been available had the
21   utility better sequenced and coordinated its resource,
22   planning and procurement.  The haste the utility claims
23   as an exigent circumstance preventing normal
24   consideration is self inflicted.
25             Production tax credits have existed for years.
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 1   So the IRP results that now favor of the combined
 2   projects, that result in significant benefits to the
 3   utility are not credible.  The RFP results are
 4   questionable at best, and the company's analysis of the
 5   research decision is not persuasive.
 6             Given the shifting set of projects,
 7   assumptions and data that we have had to work with in
 8   this case, in almost a year now, we arrive at this
 9   hearing uncertain of whether the removal of one selected
10   project was properly evaluated, how the removed project
11   would look without the other projects, and whether other
12   sources of generation may be more economical among other
13   things.  Rocky Mountain Power has had every opportunity
14   to present a consistent cohesive proposal that the
15   commission and parties could reasonably evaluate on the
16   merits.  It has failed to do so.
17             The combined projects pose unacceptable risk
18   to customers and should be denied.  In its initial
19   filings, PacifiCorp admitted that the acquisition of the
20   combined projects was early, but that it still made
21   sense to acquire the resources because they presented
22   such a compelling opportunity.
23             The company stated the following in IRP docket
24   No. 67 before the Oregon commission, quote, if taking an
25   early action is the least-cost, least-risk option, then
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 1   doing so is consistent with the commission's principles
 2   for least cost planning, even if there is no immediate
 3   need for additional resources.  Closed quote.  And that
 4   was on page 19 on October 5 of the staff's final
 5   comments.
 6             Finally, with respect to the segment D-2
 7   transmission line, the September 14th, 2017, IRP
 8   technical conference, the company concedes that its
 9   proposed transmission line is not needed to address
10   short-term reliability concerns on a stand-alone basis.
11   In the absence of the new end acquisition, PacifiCorp
12   would not construct or acquire the new transmission
13   line, at least not until the year 2024.
14             As the company stated, we are currently
15   complying with NERC reliability standards and expect to
16   be going forward.  Thus, PacifiCorp admitted in the
17   Oregon docket what it now denies in this one.  The
18   commission should evaluate this decision based on the
19   representation that the transmission line would not
20   otherwise be built.  Thank you.
21             MR. JETTER:  Thank you, Dr. Zenger.  The
22   division would like to move, at this time, to enter into
23   the record direct, rebuttal and supplemental rebuttal
24   and surrebuttal testimonies filed by Dr. Zenger.  And
25   these are DPU Exhibits 1.1 DIR, 1.0 R, 1.0 RSUP, and 1.0
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 1   SR., and I believe that is all of Ms. Zenger's
 2   testimony.
 3             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.  If any
 4   party objects to that motion, please indicate to me.
 5   Not seeing any objection, so the motion is granted.
 6   Thank you, Mr. Jetter.
 7             MR. JETTER:  Thank you.  And I have been made
 8   aware that I have not entered the Public Utility
 9   Commission of Oregon order that I used as DPU Cross, I
10   believe it was Exhibit 3.  But I don't recall that I
11   marked it.  And I'd like to just move at this time to
12   enter that into the record.
13             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  If any party objects
14   to that motion, please indicate to me.  I am not seeing
15   any objection.  The motion is granted.
16             MR. JETTER:  Thank you.  Ms. Zenger is
17   available for questions, cross from the parties or the
18   commission.  I'm not sure if the commission would like
19   to proceed with some of that now or --
20             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Why don't we go through some
21   of that, and see if we find a good stopping point after
22   a while.  Mr. Moore, do you have any questions for
23   Dr. Zenger?
24             MR. MOORE:  No questions.  Thank you.
25             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Mr. Russell.
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 1             MR. RUSSELL:  No questions.  Thank you, Chair.
 2             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Mr. Baker.
 3             MR. BAKER:  No questions.  Thank you.
 4             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Mr. Holman.
 5             MR. HOLMAN:  No questions.  Thank you.
 6             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Ms. Hayes.
 7             MS. HAYES:  Just a very few.  Thank you.
 8                       CROSS-EXAMINATION
 9   BY MS. HAYES:
10        Q.   Good afternoon, Dr. Zenger.
11        A.   Good afternoon.
12        Q.   So your summary was very helpful.  I just want
13   to try and clarify a couple issues with the division's
14   position, and I'm looking at page 26 of your April 17th
15   testimony, which is the rebuttal -- supplemental
16   rebuttal and surrebuttal.
17        A.   The confidential.
18        Q.   Well, I think I am looking at a redacted
19   version.
20        A.   Okay.
21        Q.   But I am not getting into anything that would
22   be impacted.
23        A.   Okay.  What page was that?
24        Q.   Oh, 26.  And I am looking specifically at
25   footnote 43, where you -- well, maybe I'll just read
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 1   this to you.  "Table 514 of the 2017 IRP shows without
 2   the energy vision 2020 investment available FOTs of
 3   1,670 megawatts exceed the system requirements by a wide
 4   margin through the first 10 years of the study."
 5   Period.
 6             "In 2026 PacifiCorp expects that currently
 7   available resources and FOTs will exceed total system
 8   requirements, including a 13 percent planning reserve,
 9   by approximately 447 megawatts.  This means that without
10   acquiring any new generating resources or transmission
11   lines, PacifiCorp will continue to be capable of
12   providing adequate services to customers in Utah,
13   inclusive of a material reserve margin.  As such, the
14   proposal cannot reasonably be characterized as
15   addressing a resource need."
16             Did I read that correctly?
17        A.   Yes.
18        Q.   So is it the division's position that
19   available front office transactions should be pursued
20   irrespective of the availability of resources that are
21   lower cost?
22        A.   No, not necessarily.  Low-cost resources
23   should be pursued.  If the FOTs are lower-cost resource,
24   then definitely pursue them.
25        Q.   Okay.
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 1        A.   This -- this is just the first time it's been
 2   introduced to us in an IRP context that it would be like
 3   treated as other supply side resource.
 4        Q.   Okay.  So if there are resources that are
 5   lower cost than the front office transactions, what --
 6   let me back up and say, so in your -- in your testimony
 7   you -- you present pursuing the available front office
 8   transactions as sort of the no-action alternative; is
 9   that correct?
10        A.   Well, it's correct that this IRP the -- with
11   the load and the resource deficit and balance that we
12   had, that the FOT -- we were just presented with the
13   numbers that the company gave us.  And so those are the
14   numbers that we accepted based on the availability in
15   many different hubs.
16        Q.   Okay.  So just assuming that there are
17   resources that are lower cost than the front office
18   transactions, would -- and if front office transactions
19   are sort of the no-action alternative, wouldn't that
20   demonstrate that pursuing the no-action alternative is
21   more costly?
22        A.   With the premise that front office
23   transactions cost more, it would be.
24        Q.   Yes.  Yes.
25        A.   Okay.
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 1        Q.   Okay.  And so the -- the economics of the
 2   project costs, for example, the relative economics of
 3   front office transactions versus an alternative, is
 4   relevant to the issue of whether there is a resource
 5   need; is that correct?
 6        A.   It's my understanding that it is going forward
 7   now.
 8             MS. HAYES:  Okay.  I have no other questions.
 9   Thank you.
10             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you, Ms. Hayes.
11   Mr. Longson, do you have any questions for Dr. Zenger?
12             MR. LONGSON:  No questions.  Thank you.
13             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.
14   Ms. McDowell or Mr. Lowney, I don't know if it makes
15   sense to start your cross-examination and have to finish
16   it tomorrow.  Unless you expect it to be 20 minutes or
17   less, it probably makes sense to wait until tomorrow.
18   Why don't you indicate to me what your preference is.
19             MS. MCDOWELL:  I think my preference would be
20   to wait until tomorrow.  It will be longer than 20
21   minutes, and I -- you know, I know people start to fade
22   out as the day goes on.  So I appreciate being able to
23   start in the morning.
24             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Well, with that, I
25   think it's an appropriate time to recess for the day
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 1   unless anyone else has anything we should address
 2   procedurally before we recess.  I am not seeing anything
 3   from anyone, so we are in recess until 9:00 a.m.
 4   tomorrow morning.  Thank you.
 5             (The hearing concluded at 5:40 p.m.)
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 1                     C E R T I F I C A T E
 2   STATE OF UTAH       )
 3   COUNTY OF SALT LAKE )
 4        THIS IS TO CERTIFY that the foregoing proceedings
 5   were taken before me, Teri Hansen Cronenwett, Certified
 6   Realtime Reporter, Registered Merit Reporter and Notary
 7   Public in and for the State of Utah.
 8        That the proceedings were reported by me in
 9   Stenotype, and thereafter transcribed by computer under
10   my supervision, and that a full, true, and correct
11   transcription is set forth in the foregoing pages,
12   numbered 264 through 567 inclusive.
13        I further certify that I am not of kin or otherwise
14   associated with any of the parties to said cause of
15   action, and that I am not interested in the event
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19
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Rebuttal Testimony of Wavne J. Oliver


4 I. INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE OF TESTIMONY


PLEASE STATE YOI]R NAMB, POSITION, AND BUSINESS ADDRESS.


My name is Vy'ayne J. Oliver. I am President and Founder of Merrimack Energy Group,


Inc. ("Merrimack Energy"). My business address is 26 Shipway Place, Charlestown,


Massachusetts 02129.


11 a. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF YOUR REBUTTAL TESTIMOI\IY?


The purpose of my testimony is to respond to the Commission's Order of August 22,


2077 to determine whether the RFP "will most likely result in the acquisition, production,


and delivery of electricity at the lowest reasonable cost to the retail customers of an


affected electrical utility located in this state." In this testimony, I will discuss my


conclusions and recommendations based on the "Report of the Utah Independent


Evaluator Regarding PacifiCorp's Draft Renewable Request for Proposals (2017R RFP)"


as submitted on August 17,2017 in Docket No. 17-035-23.In addition, I will discuss


PacifiCorp's response to my conclusions and recommendations, as presented in


PacifiCorp's Reply Comments of August 18,2017 and Supplemental Testimony of Rick


Link filed on August 37 , 2077 .I will also respond to any outstanding issues associated
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with the 2017R RFP and present my overall recommendations and approach for


proceeding with this solicitation process.


PLEASE PROVIDE AN OVERVIEW OF'YOUR PROFESSIONAL


EXPERIENCE IN THE ENERGY FIELD.


I have nearly 40 years of experience in the energy industry. During that time, I have held


senior level positions as an economist and consultant with government agencies and


private sector firms. I was formerly a Founder and Senior Officer of Reed Consulting


Group, Inc. I also served as a Director of Navigant Consulting, Inc. after the acquisition


of Reed Consulting Group by Metzler and Associates in 1997 and the subsequent


formation of Navigant Consulting to integrate a number of consulting firms acquired by


Metzler and Associates. I have also been an Assistant Professor in the Economics


Department at Northeastern University and an Adjunct Professor in the Finance


Department at Babson College, where I taught courses in Risk Management (at the MBA


level) and Futures and Options. I have a Masters in Economics. My resume is attached as


IE Exhibit 1.1 REB.


WHAT IS YOUR EXPERIENCE WITH COMPETITIVE BIDDING PROGRAMS


AND POWBR PROCUREMENT PROCESSES?


I have served as Project Manager for over 100 competitive bidding assignments in 20 states


and 3 Canadian Provinces on behalf of electric utilities, public utility commissions, other


power buyers, and public-sector organizations representing a range of different
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technologies, project structures, and product types, dating back to the late 1980's, including


several PacifiCorp solicitation processes. Among the competitive bidding assignments


identified above, I have served as Independent Evaluator ("IE") or Independent Monitor


("IM") on over 75 competitive bidding processes for conventional supply, renewable


resources and demand-side resources, including a number of all-source solicitations. For


these assignments, I have reviewed and evaluated thousands of power supply proposals in


the United States and Canada. I have also assisted clients in the design and development


of competitive bidding programs, the development of the rules and guidelines underlying


the requirements to undertake competitive bidding for power supplies, the development of


the Request for Proposals ("RFPs") and evaluation criteria for both power supply


(conventional supply options and renewable resources) and Demand Side resource options,


and in the negotiation of power contracts. In addition, I have provided technical assistance


to utilities and others in evaluating bids in the areas of economic modeling and quantitative


assessment of bids, fuel supply arangements, critical path assessment, credit and financial


analysis, and the commercial terms of power supply contracts. I have also worked with


power generators in submitting power supply proposals, conducting market assessments,


and conducting due diligence assessments for power project acquisition.
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il. ROLE OF THE INDEPENDENT EVALUATOR (IE)


A. PLEASE SUMMARIZE YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES AS THE INDEPENDENT


EVALUATOR FOR PACIFICORP'S 2017 RENEWABLE RESOI]RCES RFP.


A. The primary responsibilities of the IE are listed in Section 54-17-203 of


the Utah Code and Regulations. These include:
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Actively monitor the solicitation process for fairness and compliance with


Commission rules;


Report regularly to the Commission and others directed by the Commission;


Develop one or more reports addressing (1) the solicitation process; (2) any


concerns of the IE related to the solicitation process; and (3) the ultimate results


of the solicitation process, including the opinions and conclusions of the


Independent Evaluator;


Provide ongoing input regarding issues, concerns, and improvements in the


solicitation process with the objective of correcting ongoing deficiencies in the


solicitation process to the Commission and others directed by the Commission;


Render an opinion as to whether the solicitation process is fair and incompliance


with Utah Code and Regulations;


Testifu in any proceeding under Section 54-17-302; and
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83


84


a Perform other functions and provide other input and reports as the Commission


85


may direct, including periodic presentations to interested parties regarding the


solicitation process.


ilI. SUMMARY OF THE INDEPENDENT EVALUATOROS REPORT ON
PACIFICORP'S DRAFT RFP


PLEASE STATE YOI]R OVERALL CONCLUSIONS REGARDING TIfr 2017


RENEWABLE RESOIJRCES RF'P.


My conclusions and support for those conclusions are presented in the August ll,2017


Report of the Utah Independent Evaluator Regarding PacifiCorp's Draft Renewable


Request for Proposals (2017R RFP) filed in this Docket and which is attached as IE


Exhibit 1.2 REB. My overall conclusion was that the Draft RFP documents and processes


were generally consistent with Utah Admin. Code, Regulations and Statutes pertaining to


the requirements for the design and development of the competitive bidding process. The


IE believes that PacifiCorp adequately addressed most of the requirements listed in the


Statutes. However, under the structure of the Draft RFP it is not certain at this time if the


solicitation process will lead to the acquisition and delivery of electricity at the lowest


reasonable cost to the retail customers. The IE raised a concern in the report that


construction of the transmission facilities proposed could pose risks to bidders and


consumers if the transmission facilities are not built on time to allow third-party bidders


or the benchmark resources to achieve the Production Tax Credit ("PTC") benefits. The


IE and others suggested revisions to the RFP which should hopefully result in a more
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105 competitive, fair and transparent process that will verif,, the IRP action plan identified by


106 PacifiCorp without extending the solicitation schedule, which could jeopardize the


t07 potential benefits to customers associated with the availability of the PTC.


108


I09 A. PLEASB LIST THE SPECIFIC ISSUES YOU RAISED AND


111


RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING TIIE DRAFT RF'P.


Based on my review of the Draft RFP relative to the requirements of the Utah Statutes


and industry standards the IE identified the following recommended revisions to the


solicitation process:


Expand the eligibility provisions in the RFP to include: (a) removal of the requirement


that only new wind projects who can quality for the full PTC benefits are eligible to bid:


(b) Repowering projects that are not under contract at the time of bid submission or


contract execution should be eligible to bid: (c) eliminate the requirement in the Draft


RFP that bidders must use the proposed Aeolus to Bridger/Anticline transmission


facilities or demonstrate they can deliver the power into Wyoming;


The IE concluded that there are very different risk provisions in the Power Purchase


Agreement ("PPA") and Build Transfer Agreement ("BTA") which could unduly favor


the Benchmark option and/or chill competition based on risk allocation from a


comparability standpoint. The IE recommended that PacifiCorp either revise the contracts


to create a more balanced risk proflrle or allow bidders to provide comments and


exceptions to the provisions of the contract, without penalty. Bidders should be


encouraged to identifl' provisions that are "deal breakers" and that may affect a number
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of bidders. This could serve to identif, provisions in the contract that should be subject to


negotiation;


3. The IE also provided recommendations associated with meeting the requirements in the


Statutes for equivalent contract terms. The IE recommended that PPA bidders be allowed


to offer at their option either a 3O-year contract term or a2Ù-year contract term with up to


a 10-year extension at a firm price that would be exercised at the option of the buyer;


4. The IE recommends that the Commission grant PacifiCorp's request for a waiver of the


bid blinding requirements in the Statute. However, the IE suggests that questions and


answers will still be blinded;


5. The IE recommended that PacifiCorp allow bidders to submit a base bid and two


alternatives for the bid fee of $10,000 instead of the base bid and one altemative since


PacifiCorp is also requesting bidders to include a contractual option for PacifiCorp to


acquire the facilþ either during or upon the end of the term of the PPA;


6. Based on the importance of transmission, the IE suggested that Paci{iCorp consider either


providing a workshop on transmission issues and interconnection requirements and status


of transmission options or include a detailed discussion of these issues as part of the


Bidders Conference to be held after issuance of the Final RFP;


7, The IE suggested that PacifiCorp consider revising its non-price factors to include


additional project viability characteristics such as bidder experience, access to generating


equipment, financing plan, O&M plan, etc.;


8. The IE noted that there was little information regarding credit requirements to allow


bidders to reflect the credit requirements in their bid pricing or affect their decision to
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compete, unlike previous PacifiCorp RFPs. PacifiCorp could either include credit


requirements based on $/kW bid or update its previous credit methodology;


9. The IE suggested including language in Section 5F - Accounting of the RFP to require


PacifiCorp to provide documentation to the IE justifuing any decision to reject a bid due


to accounting issues. The IE suggested adding the following sentence to the end of the


second paragraph in this section: "To the extent that PacifiCorp rejects a proposal


submitted in this RFP because it triggers capital lease or VIE treatment, PacifiCorp shall


provide documentation to the IEs justiffing the basis for the decision."


10. Task 38 of the IE Scope of Work requires the IE to set up and maintain a webpage or


database for information exchange between bidders and PacifiCorp only if directed by the


PSC in its Approval of the Solicitation Process. Menimack Energy has proposed a


separate webpage on its website to accommodate this requirement;


1 l. The IE suggested that PacifiCorp move the date for submission of the Intent to Bid Forms


until after the Bidders Conference, not before the Bidders Conference, as proposed, to


allow Bidders the opportunity to base its decision to compete on the information provided


at the Bidders Conference, including initial response to questions;


12. The IE suggested revisions to the Code of Conduct as included in the Draft RFP. The IE


noted that the Code of Conduct in the Draft RFP was based on PacifiCorp's 2016 All


Source RFP which did not contain benchmark resources and therefore did not address the


role of the benchmark team in the Code of Conduct.
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PLEASE DESCRIBE PACIFICORP'S RESPONSE TO TIIB IE'S SUGGESTED


REVISIONS TO TIIE DRAFT RFP.


PacifiCorp accepted the majority of the suggestions I raised regarding the Draft RFP, as


stated in its Reply Comments submitted in this Docket on August 18,2017.In its Reply


Comments, PacifiCorp objected to one of the IE's recommendations regarding eligibility


to bid. The recommendation which was the subject of the objection was the proposal by


the IE to eliminate the requirement that the bidders must use the proposed Aeolus-to-


Bridger/Anticline transmission facilities or demonstrate they can deliver the power into


Wyoming. In addition, while PacifiCorp generally accepted the remainder of my


recommendations, I believe that it may be necessary to clarify my recommendations in a


few areas.


PLEASE CLARIFY YOI]R RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING ELIGIBILITY


REQUIREMBNTS


As the Commission stated in its Order of August 22,2017, "neither the DPU nor the IE


made a specific recommendation with respect to RMP's selection of resource type."


While I did not specifically state a recommendation for resource eligibility, I believe that


a targeted solicitation is reasonable given the unique circumstances associated with the


potential value to customers of procuring additional wind resources at this time to take


advantage of the PTC benefits. PacifiCorp is not alone in proposing to solicit proposals


for wind-only resources at this time. I am aware of other utilities such as American


Electric Power subsidiaries, Xcel Energy, and Alliant Energy Corporation who are
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proposing to issue or have issued RFPs for wind proposals. Such targeted solicitations or


focus on specific resource tlpes are not unusual in the utility industry if there is a unique


opportunity or rcgulatory rcquircmcnt. For cxamplc, Mcrrimack Encrgy was rcccntly


involved as IE on several solicitations in which the focus was on securing contracts for


solar projects to take advantage of the Investment Tax Credit, which was scheduled to


expire, to take advantage of the potential benefit of lower costs for customers. Merrimack


Energy has also served as IE for targeted solicitations for energy storage projects, gas-


fired generation options, demand response options and renewable resources only.


I also proposed that wind projects that do not necessarily have to connect to the proposed


Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline transmission facilities or demonstrate they can deliver the


power into Wyoming should be allowed to bid. That recommendation was based on my


concem that there may not be a sufficient response from eligible wind bidders located in


or delivering power into Wyoming. Furthermore, I was concerned that if the results of the


solicitation could not be vetted through the IRP during the schedule for the solicitation


that it would present a challenge to veriSr the level of benefits potentially accruing to


customers. As I understand, it appears that the schedule for the IRP process in Utah and


the results of the RFP should be correlated. Ideally, the solicitation process results would


be vetted through the IRP to assess the potential benefits to customers. Otherwise, it will


be up to PacifiCorp to justiff that the benefits are reasonable and sufficient to


accept/approve any proposals.
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I also wish to clarifu a few of my other recommendations. For example, PacifiCorp


agreed to allow bidders to redline the PPA or BTA to mitigate the difficuþ of addressing


comparability risk. While I suggested as an option that bidders be allowed to redline the


Agreements I also recommended that bidders be allowed to provide written comments


with their proposals to assess if there are any "deal breaker" provisions in the contracts.


Bidders may be more willing at this point to provide written comments regarding the


contract issues or provisions of concern to more fully explain their position rather than


providing a red-line copy of the Agteement only. I believe this option for the bidders to


provide a separate document with comments should also be allowable and should be


included in the RFP.


A second area I wish to address is the option for bidders to offer an up to 1O-year


extension offer for a PPA. PacifiCorp correctly noted in its reply comments that there


may be accounting implications associated with a 1O-year extension option that


PacifiCorp will assess in its evaluation. We suggest that PacifiCorp include a statement in


the RFP that bidders should assess the potential lease accounting or VIE treatment


implications associated with a longer-term contract (i.e. up to 30 years) or contract


extension to take the potential financial implications to the buyer into consideration in its


decision to offer an extension option.
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OVERALL RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING APPROVAL OF
TTIE 2017 RENEWABLE RESOURCES RFP


\ryIIAT IS YOUR OVERALL RECOMMEIIDATION REGARDING


COMMISSION APPROVAL OF PACIFICORP'S 2017 RENEWABLE


RESOURCE RFP?


In my view, I believe it is reasonable for the Commission to approve issuance of the


Renewable Resources RFP subject to the final list of recommendations included in this


testimony.


PLEASE DISCUSS TIIE BASIS F'OR YOT]R OVERALL RECOMMENDATION


THAT TIIE COMIVtrSSION APPROVE TIIE Rru SUBJECT TO THE


RESOLUTION OX'THE ISSUES IDENTIFIED IN YOT]R TESTIMONY.


As I indicated in my report on the Draft RFP, the RFP documents and processes are


generally consistent with the Utah Admin. Codes, Regulations and Statutes pertaining to


the requirements for the design and development of the competitive solicitation process,


notably the Disclosures and Requirements listed in Section Pi746-420-3 of Utah Code and


Regulations. In addition, there are a number of safeguards included in the solicitation


process which should ensure that all bidders will have access to the same information at


the same time with no undue benefrt for the benchmark bids. The safeguards included in


this solicitation process are identified on pages 37-32 of IE Exhibit 1.2 REB.'Whilethe


solicitation process may provide a unique opportunity to generate benefits for customers
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due to the ability of Bidders to secure the benefits of the Production Tax Credits for wind


projects and their abilþ to pass on these benefits to consumers in the form of a lower price,


there may also be issues that emerge that could derail the opportunity for such benefits.


Whether the RFP will most likely result in the acquisition, production and delivery of


electricity at the lowest reasonable cost to retail customers, the potential benefits to


customers, and the ability of the process to meet public interest requirements will not be


known at the time of issuance of the RFP. However, the IE believes that there are several


"ofÊramps" which are inherently included in the solicitation process and schedule that can


lead either to termination of the solicitation by PacifiCorp or an opinion by the


Commission, IE, or other parties to suggest the solicitation process not continue if it


appears that the public interest standard will not be met.


A. PLBASE DBSCRIBE THB OFF-R,A.MPS YOU ARB REFERRING TO IN TIIE


ABOVE QUESTION?


A. There are five off-ramps or key decision points in the solicitation process that could result


in a "go or no-go" decision for the solicitation process. The first off-ramp is the response


of bidders. If there is not a robust response from bidders resulting in little or no competition


for the Benchmark options, this could be one basis for terminating the solicitation process.


The second ofÊramp will occur atthe time ofthe initial shortlist selection. Bidders selected


for the initial shortlist will be required to provide a System Impact Study ("SIS"). If


competition is affected because Bidders are not able to secure an SIS, this could also signal


lack of competition and jeopardizethe process going forward, particularly since PacifiCorp
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Transmission will likely undertake the studies. The third off-ramp will occur at the time of


final shortlist selection and can be informed by the IE reports required at this stage of the


process. The fourth uff-runp coultl be triggered during the period from final shortlist


selection to Commission approval based on the status of the application for the


transmission line from the Aeolus substation to the Bridger/Anticline substation and


PacifiCorp's ability to secure rights-of-ways for the transmission facilities. The final off-


ramp will be the approval process associated with Commission review and approval of the


proposals selected by PacifiCorp for contract selection and approval. Given the timeframe


for this solicitation, all five will occur within a fairly short timeframe.


DOES THIS CONCLIIDE YOUR REBUTTAL TESTIMONY?


Yes.
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               1   May 30, 2018                                   9:00 a.m.

               2                     P R O C E E D I N G S

               3             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Good morning.  We're

               4   back on the record in Public Service Commission docket

               5   17-35-40, the application of Rocky Mountain Power for

               6   approval of a significant energy resource decision and

               7   voluntary request for approval of the resource decision.

               8             We were in the middle of cross-examination for

               9   witness Rick T. Link for the utility.  Are there any

              10   preliminary matters before we continue with that

              11   testimony?  Not seeing anything from anyone.

              12             So Mr. Link, if you want to take the stand.

              13   You are still under oath from yesterday.  And I believe

              14   it was Mr. Baker's turn to cross-examine.

              15                          RICK LINK,

              16   was called as a witness, and having been previously

              17   sworn, testified as follows:

              18                       CROSS-EXAMINATION

              19   BY MR. BAKER:

              20        Q.   Good morning, Commissioners.  Thank you and

              21   good morning, Mr. Link.  I just have a few questions for

              22   you this morning.  Your model includes assumptions of

              23   the generation profiles of these wind projects; is that

              24   correct?

              25        A.   Yes, it does.
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               1        Q.   And where did these generation profile

               2   assumptions come from?

               3        A.   The generation profiles are based on the

               4   information supplied with the bids that were submitted

               5   into the 2017R RFP ultimately backed by the historical

               6   data sets that were a requirement as part of the RFP in

               7   terms of wind speed and their own assessment, using

               8   their own experts, to derive essentially what we call a

               9   12 by 24, which can get converted into an 8,760 hour

              10   wind generation profile.

              11             And then we subsequently had our own expert

              12   review that data and information to confirm whether

              13   those profiles and ultimate expected performance levels

              14   were -- were accurate in accordance with the data that

              15   were provided.

              16        Q.   And from -- from these assumptions, you

              17   generate the PTC value of the project; is that correct?

              18        A.   The PTC value is more a reflection of the

              19   aggregate energy at any given point in time, or through

              20   annually.  So it's -- in other words, the PTC value

              21   doesn't matter, the time of day in which the generation

              22   is being produced.  It's more a reflection of just the

              23   total output, the total megawatt hours.

              24        Q.   So what other assumptions are in your PTC

              25   value?
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               1        A.   It's essentially the total volume by year.  So

               2   megawatts hours by project by year times the PTC value

               3   dollars per megawatt hour.

               4        Q.   And the PTC values help drive your claimed

               5   economic benefits of the combined projects; is that

               6   correct?

               7        A.   Yes.  The PTCs are a critical element of the

               8   net benefits that we're projecting for these projects.

               9   I think in aggregate we're at about 1.2 billion or so of

              10   gross PTC benefits for the projects.

              11        Q.   And is the company guaranteeing the PTC values

              12   used in its economic model?

              13        A.   The company is guaranteeing the qualification

              14   for the PTCs, but we are not guaranteeing that the wind

              15   will blow.

              16        Q.   Or that the generation profiles will actually

              17   meet what are estimated; is that correct?

              18        A.   Correct.  The generation profiles on an hourly

              19   basis across the year, as I indicated, are backed by the

              20   historical data set supplied by the bidders, and then

              21   validated by our own third party experts.  But the

              22   actual, again, hourly profiles are not in and of

              23   themselves a critical driver to the PTC benefit.  That's

              24   more just aggregate generation levels.

              25             MR. BAKER:  No further questions.
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               1             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.

               2   Ms. McDowell, do you have any redirect?

               3             MS. MCDOWELL:  Yes, I just have one question

               4   for Mr. Link.

               5                     REDIRECT EXAMINATION

               6   BY MS. MCDOWELL:

               7        Q.   And you were asked some questions about the IE

               8   report, specifically page 81 of the IE report.  Can you

               9   turn to that?  So yesterday there was some discussion

              10   around the modeling of PTCs and how that impacted the

              11   bid valuation.  Do you recall those questions?

              12        A.   Yes.

              13        Q.   And you were asked some questions about the

              14   second full paragraph of the IE report.  I'd like to

              15   direct your attention to the third full paragraph of

              16   that report.  And can you give me your interpretation of

              17   what that third paragraph means as it relates to the

              18   paragraph you were questioned about yesterday?

              19             MR. BAKER:  Chair LeVar, at this point I'll

              20   object to the question for the same reason that counsel

              21   objected to other questions yesterday.  We have the

              22   author of this report, who will testify before us.  We

              23   can ask him about his understanding or his reasons for

              24   writing that paragraph, I suppose.

              25             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Ms. McDowell, do you want to
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               1   respond to the objection?

               2             MS. MCDOWELL:  Well, we can ask that question

               3   to Mr. Oliver, but those questions were asked to

               4   Mr. Link yesterday.  So I think it's fair to get his

               5   interpretation of not just the second paragraph, but

               6   also the third paragraph.

               7             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Yeah.  Considering the extent

               8   of discussion during cross-examination, I think I am

               9   inclined to deny the objection and allow the question to

              10   go forward.

              11        A.   So the paragraph states that the independent

              12   evaluator essentially concluded, or did not believe that

              13   any bid was -- had an inherent competitive disadvantage

              14   associated with any of the parameters of the

              15   solicitation process.

              16             So I believe, if I recall the line of

              17   questioning yesterday, was in regard to the treatment of

              18   PTCs, and how that might influence selections of a BTA,

              19   a build transfer agreement, versus say a power purchase

              20   agreement.  And I believe in my response I had indicated

              21   that ultimately the IE, from what I recalled in the

              22   report, found that it didn't cause a competitive

              23   disadvantage, and I believe that reference to the third

              24   paragraph is where I recall that being stated.

              25             MS. MCDOWELL:  That's all I have.  Thank you.
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               1             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.  Any

               2   recross based on that question?  I am not seeing any

               3   indication from anyone.  Commissioner White, do you have

               4   any questions for Mr. Link?

               5                          EXAMINATION

               6   BY COMMISSIONER WHITE:

               7        Q.   Yeah.  It's been a while since yesterday.  I

               8   wanted to return to something you were explaining your

               9   summary about, the response of the company to the

              10   commission's order on the RFP with respect to how it

              11   performed the solar RFP.

              12             And what I thought I heard you say was

              13   something to the extent that -- and let me back up here

              14   for a second.  I recognize that we have had new portions

              15   of the -- your testimony with respect to that report.

              16   The analysis and part of the report itself has been

              17   stricken.  So I certainly don't want to stray there.

              18             But could you go back and explain again what,

              19   how that -- how the company responded to the

              20   commission's direction in terms of including wind.  And

              21   I think I heard you correctly, tell me if I am wrong,

              22   that wind was included in the analysis of the solar RFP?

              23        A.   Yes.  And I can respond without addressing any

              24   of the information that has been struck from the record

              25   in my testimony.
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               1             So when -- as -- because we were -- we were

               2   processing the two RFPs in parallel, they were on

               3   slightly different staggered schedules, but they were

               4   still being done concurrently with one another.  We had

               5   received, you know, initial pricing from the solar RFP

               6   at various stages of our evaluation of bids in the wind

               7   RFP, and then ultimately received best and final pricing

               8   from the solar bidders in the solar RFP in coordination

               9   with the wind RFP process.

              10             And as we received that information, we were

              11   updating our sensitivities in this docket to account for

              12   the solar RFP bids.  So initially we had kind of the

              13   initial bids, the indicative offers that informed our

              14   solar sensitivities, and then ultimately we had best and

              15   final pricing from the solar RFP that we brought into

              16   the winds RFP to perform those sensitivities.

              17             And I think what's key, and how I feel we

              18   responded to the concerns raised in your order for the

              19   RFP approval, is that when we performed the

              20   sensitivities, we allowed our model to choose from all

              21   bids, the wind and the solar.

              22             So we didn't hard code the wind projects into

              23   the model's portfolio.  We allowed it to choose from

              24   those bids and the solar bids, and it could choose any

              25   combination it wanted to based on the economics to
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               1   arrive at essentially the least cost portfolio.

               2             So that was why I made the statement yesterday

               3   in my summary that the sensitivities essentially were

               4   analyzed as if those bids were submitted into a single

               5   RFP.  That's how we would evaluate them if they were

               6   done through a single RFP.  And our models in those

               7   cases continued to choose the wind projects, along with

               8   the solar projects.

               9             So when the solar bids were introduced as an

              10   alternative, it didn't displace the wind bids as a

              11   result of that.  It continued to choose them, and then

              12   it added the solar bids to it.  And fundamentally,

              13   that's the rationale behind my statements in the

              14   position that the -- the solar bids do not displace the

              15   wind projects, they are best viewed as really an

              16   incremental opportunity in addition to the wind

              17   projects.

              18        Q.   Okay.  There was discussion yesterday about

              19   price policy scenarios and the company's use of the

              20   official forward price curve.  Can you walk me through

              21   how that was utilized in this RFP versus how that

              22   particular data set is used in other scenarios that the

              23   company utilizes it?  For example, the IRP or other --

              24   other dockets.

              25        A.   Sure.  Yeah.  We use our official forward
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               1   price curve, the easy answer is really for everything

               2   that we do.  So it gets used in our avoided cost

               3   pricing.  It gets used in power cost studies.

               4             The term obviously varies there.  Net power

               5   costs are typically a one year view.  But it's still the

               6   same official forward price curve that we use

               7   essentially throughout our business to support our

               8   financial analysis of projects, to support our position

               9   for which we trade around, to support really all of our

              10   analysis that we perform.

              11             We routinely update our official forward price

              12   curve no less than every quarter.  And our process for

              13   establishing what our official forward price curve is,

              14   fundamentally has not changed for many, many years.  And

              15   that process is one in which we, at the end of a given

              16   trading day, at the end of, let's say, of a calendar

              17   quarter.

              18             So first quarter March 31st, as long as that's

              19   a weekday, our traders in our front office have exposure

              20   to where the market is transacting on that day, where

              21   it's closing for various market hubs, both power and

              22   natural gas.  They -- they lock those prices down at the

              23   end of that trading day, and we use that data for

              24   essentially the first six years of the term of our

              25   forward curve, so actual observed market quotes of where
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               1   the market is transacting to form our official curve.

               2             I would highlight that that -- those set of

               3   data get validated by our risk management team to ensure

               4   that they are consistent with their independent

               5   assessment of broker quotes that they received for that

               6   same trading day to make sure that they're within reason

               7   of what an independent broker is seeing in the market.

               8             And then beyond that six year period, we use a

               9   fundamentals based or fundamental-driven forecast, and

              10   then we blend the two together over a one year

              11   transition period.  So in year seven, it's an average of

              12   essentially the prior year's -- let's say January price

              13   of market and the subsequent forward year of the

              14   forecast so that we get a blended transition of market

              15   to the fundamentals forecast.  And that's done for

              16   natural gas.

              17             And then for power, we use that gas price

              18   forecast to inform our electricity price projections on

              19   the wholesale market, using a model that has the same

              20   gas price information to get that fundamentals period.

              21   And so that same curve is used throughout the company.

              22        Q.   And is that -- is that typically industry

              23   practice?  I mean, I guess what I am wondering is what

              24   other options are there in terms of data sets used if

              25   you are doing, or trying to do future pricing
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               1   comparisons?

               2        A.   Yeah.  In my experience, that general concept

               3   is what I am familiar with from my counterparts that I

               4   speak to routinely through IRPs or other forums; and

               5   even within our affiliates, let's say within Berkshire

               6   Hathaway, a very similar process is used.

               7             Each company can use slightly different

               8   assumptions around how much market they use, whether

               9   it's six years, four years, longer periods, and which

              10   fundamental curves they use.  So I think but

              11   conceptually from my experience, a lot of utilities do a

              12   very similar approach to establish their base forecast.

              13             Other alternatives that I have seen in other

              14   forums is just to rely on, let's say, something like an

              15   Energy Information Administration kind of reference case

              16   type forecast, and we haven't done that.  That forecast

              17   is actually higher than our current official forward

              18   price curve as it stands today.  And that's primarily

              19   because sometimes that EIA forecast can become a little

              20   stale.  It's not updated as often relative to some of

              21   the other forecasts that we have access to, which we

              22   review every quarter along the way.

              23             So as changes are being implemented in

              24   fundamental markets that these forecasters are seeing,

              25   we try to stay on top of that to make sure we have kind
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               1   of the most current and up-to-date information

               2   available.

               3        Q.   Thanks.  And I guess the final question --

               4   sorry.  The final question is, in terms of carbon

               5   policy, where does the company derive that?  I mean,

               6   obviously that's -- from a political standpoint, that's

               7   a real moving target right now.  But just help me

               8   understand where the company derives that.

               9        A.   Sure.

              10        Q.   Those different options.

              11        A.   The pricing that we have used in our analysis

              12   here is also based off third party.  So the same third

              13   party forecasters that produce the natural gas price

              14   forecasts that we review, and ultimately use to

              15   establish not only our official curve but our low and

              16   high price scenarios, also produce various scenarios

              17   that include different CO2 price levels in their

              18   assumptions.

              19             And so we rely on those forecasts to help

              20   derive where -- in this docket essentially our medium

              21   and high price assumptions would fall.  For the low

              22   case, we use zero, conservatively throughout the entire

              23   time frame.

              24             And so we really rely on those.  They are

              25   intended to be kind of proxy price assumptions for
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               1   future regulations, because obviously we're a little

               2   uncertain how anything might be implemented, if it is

               3   implemented at some point in time, whether it's a tax or

               4   a cap and trade or some other structure to try to

               5   regulate those emissions.

               6             But regardless of the structure, the

               7   regulatory paradigm behind those price forecasts, the

               8   concept is, there is still some incremental cost that

               9   has to be accounted for if there is a policy, and what's

              10   an appropriate level or range that might be required to

              11   achieve certain levels of emission reductions over --

              12   over time.  So they're estimates.  They're forecasts.

              13             The numbers that we are using are relatively

              14   low.  You know, we don't start the CO2 price assumption

              15   in the medium case, I think until around 2030.  So a

              16   full 10 years into the operation of the proposed

              17   projects.  And the price point on those are relatively

              18   low and not hugely impactful to the economic analysis.

              19             The high case it starts, I think in 2026, and

              20   it's a little bit higher price point, but not nearly as

              21   high, let's say, as some other alternatives, like a

              22   social cost of carbon or some of those other numbers

              23   that have been tossed out there.

              24             COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you.  That's all

              25   the questions I have.  Thank you.
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               1             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.  Commissioner

               2   Clark.

               3             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Thanks.

               4                          EXAMINATION

               5   BY COMMISSIONER CLARK:

               6        Q.   Good morning, Mr. Link.

               7        A.   Good morning.

               8        Q.   I also want to ask a few questions about the

               9   work that you did with the final results of the solar

              10   bid process in relation to the projects that are under

              11   consideration in this docket, the wind projects.  And

              12   you mentioned that the model was selecting both the

              13   projects in question here plus some solar --

              14        A.   Uh-huh.

              15        Q.   -- projects, or the wind and solar projects.

              16   The -- what I am interested in is the relative value of

              17   the projects that were selected.  So -- and I am -- I

              18   certainly -- my questions are not intended to draw from

              19   your -- invite you to share confidential information, or

              20   invite you to the -- the material that's been stricken

              21   relative to sensitivity modeling that you did with

              22   respect to the solar projects.

              23             But I'd like to get a sense of where the

              24   relative values are as you reviewed them, wind versus

              25   solar.  Were the solar projects sprinkled among the
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               1   wind?  Were the solar projects coming in all of lesser

               2   value than all the wind?  Were they all of higher value

               3   than the wind projects in question?  What did -- what

               4   would that look like?

               5        A.   Sure.  So our primary focus -- I'll start by

               6   answering, and noting that our primary focus on the

               7   sensitivities for the solar analysis were done through

               8   that 2036 time horizon, and that's primarily because

               9   that's the study period, as I think I noted yesterday,

              10   where our models are choosing the projects among the --

              11   all of the options, whether it's solar or wind.

              12             And so in reference to the results from those

              13   studies, we -- we ran our sensitivities two ways, really

              14   to help answer this specific type of question.  So we

              15   first ran, as I described in response to Commissioner

              16   White's question, allowing all bids to be chosen,

              17   whether they are wind or solar, and in that case it

              18   choose both.

              19             We also, of course, have in this proceeding

              20   the 18 cases for the wind projects, kind of the wind by

              21   itself without consideration of any of the solar bids.

              22   And so to kind of close that loop, we also ran

              23   sensitivities that were solar only and did not allow the

              24   wind bids so that we could get a sense of how everything

              25   compared and stacked up to one another.
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               1             And essentially what we found when comparing

               2   the wind-only to the solar-only proposals through that

               3   2036 case, using our base case assumptions, is that the

               4   wind and transmission projects produced more value than

               5   the solar projects, in terms of a PVRRD benefit.

               6             It's not to say that the solar projects, in

               7   and of themselves, didn't lower system cost.  And so

               8   there is still, you know, very much so an economic and

               9   opportunity to fill our remaining capacity needs with

              10   those projects as well.  They provide incremental

              11   benefits, but the wind was proportionately higher.

              12             I think we found that they were very similarly

              13   situated or got a little closer when we went to the low

              14   gas zero CO2 price policy sensitivity under that,

              15   through 2036 perspective.

              16             But I would highlight then that when we ran

              17   them together, given the fact that they both showed

              18   value independently, when the model chose -- had the

              19   ability to choose from all of them and chose both solar

              20   and wind, the aggregate of the PVRRD of that combined

              21   renewable portfolio, which was over a thousand megawatts

              22   of solar and over a thousand megawatts of wind in

              23   aggregate, had a higher overall PVRRD benefit than what

              24   we're showing for just the combined projects in this

              25   case, as summarized in my testimony.
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               1        Q.   What conclusion would you draw from that?

               2        A.   I think the most important conclusion that I

               3   draw that's pertinent to this proceeding is that there's

               4   an opportunity for us to pursue the solar as supported

               5   by that analysis, suggesting that there is value to

               6   doing the solar in addition to the wind.  But regardless

               7   of where that ultimately lands, and we're continuing to

               8   have active discussions with solar developers to

               9   identify, and if there's value there, to pursue those

              10   projects.

              11             But regardless of what happens there, the

              12   economics of the wind and transmission, the combined

              13   projects in this proceeding, are retained and will only

              14   grow if we add the additional resource.  So if we don't

              15   do any solar, we have got that documented in my

              16   testimony.  If we end up adding the solar to it and find

              17   those additional opportunities that we think bring value

              18   to our customers, that won't in any way harm the

              19   economics that we're seeing from the combined projects.

              20   Those economics will be retained.

              21        Q.   Could you also conclude that the solar

              22   projects are more valuable than the wind projects?

              23        A.   I haven't concluded that, based on the

              24   testimony and the analysis that I have performed.  And

              25   this starts to dabble a little bit into the area of the
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               1   restricted information.

               2        Q.   Okay.  I appreciate it.  And the model run

               3   that addressed both, and that selected wind and solar

               4   together, does that outcome give you any -- any

               5   indication of how they -- how -- any ability to rank

               6   order them, the ones that are selected from a value

               7   perspective?  Is it simply, it's in or it's out, or does

               8   it -- or can you assess some -- some differences in

               9   value?

              10        A.   I think it could be -- it could be estimated

              11   from the information we have available to us.  We

              12   haven't performed that estimate to try to rank order

              13   project by project how that would exactly work.  To kind

              14   of model it explicitly outside of an estimate, I think

              15   would require, you know, ident -- having all of the

              16   resources in the aggregate wind and solar portfolio, as

              17   a starting point.

              18             We have that simulation of what system costs

              19   are, and then stepwise removing one project at a time,

              20   to try to get a sense of what its marginal contribution

              21   is to that overall aggregate portfolio value.  And we

              22   haven't gone through and done all of those model runs

              23   independently at this stage.

              24             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Thank you.  Those are my

              25   questions.  Thank you.
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               1             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.  And I

               2   don't have any further ones.  So thank you, Mr. Link.

               3   We appreciate your testimony --

               4             THE WITNESS:  Thank you.

               5             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  -- yesterday and today.  And

               6   I think we are going to move to Mr. Oliver next to go a

               7   little bit out of order to accommodate his schedule.  So

               8   if you will come to the stand.

               9             Mr. Oliver, do you swear to tell the truth?

              10             THE WITNESS:  Yes, I do.

              11                         WAYNE OLIVER,

              12   was called as a witness, and having been first duly

              13   sworn, testified as follows:

              14             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.  And let me

              15   just make a few comments before he starts.  His

              16   statutory role in this process is a little bit unique.

              17   He's employed by the commission.  We have elected during

              18   his testimony today not to engage one of our commission

              19   attorneys in an adversarial role in this process.  So to

              20   accommodate his testimony and cross-examination, I think

              21   the way we're going to move forward is, we'll allow him

              22   to give a summary of his report, and then we'll allow

              23   any of the attorneys in the room to cross-examine.

              24             We will entertain objections to any

              25   cross-examination questions from any -- from any party.
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               1   So in the essence of him having a dedicated attorney,

               2   we'll entertain those objections if the -- if the need

               3   arises.  So feel free to do so.

               4             So Mr. Oliver, why don't you start by just

               5   explaining your relationship with the commission in this

               6   docket, the work you performed and summarize your final

               7   report.

               8             THE WITNESS:  Thank you, Chairman LeVar,

               9   Commissioners Clark and White.  My name is Wayne Oliver.

              10   I am president of Merrimack Energy Group Incorporated.

              11   My business address is 26 Shipway Place in Charlestown,

              12   Massachusetts.

              13             Merrimack Energy was retained by the Public

              14   Service Commission of Utah to serve as independent

              15   evaluator for PacifiCorp's 2017 renewable energy

              16   requests for proposals.  Merrimack Energy's involvement

              17   as IE began at the initiation of the solicitation

              18   process, at the time of development of the RFP, and

              19   continued through evaluation and selection of the

              20   preferred resources.

              21             As part of the IE's assignment, we are

              22   required to prepare a final report on the solicitation

              23   process, which is intended to provide an assessment of

              24   all aspects of the solicitation process, including the

              25   IE observations, conclusions, and recommendations.  The
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               1   IE report was filed as part of this docket on February

               2   27th, 2018.

               3             The RFP was undertaken under the Utah statutes

               4   dealing with energy resource procurement, which

               5   establishes the requirements for undertaking the

               6   solicitation process and defines the role of the IE.

               7   Merrimack's Energy's -- Energy's final report provided a

               8   description of the entire solicitation process up

               9   through the final selection of the preferred resources.

              10             In that regard, I will focus on our primary

              11   conclusions regarding the solicitation process.  I will

              12   first address my observations regarding the

              13   implementation of the solicitation process, as it

              14   pertains to the Utah statutes.  I will then discuss the

              15   risks that are present in this process, which could

              16   potentially affect customers.

              17             From a solicitation process perspective, we

              18   found that the 2017R RFP generally conformed to the

              19   requirements of rule R 746-420, and that all bidders

              20   were treated the same and were provided the same level

              21   of information at the same time.  All bidders provided

              22   the same information in their proposals, that allowed

              23   for a consistent and equitable evaluation.

              24             The evaluation methodology used by PacifiCorp

              25   was the same general methodology as adopted for its
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               1   integrated resource plan, and was based on the same

               2   models as used for IRP assessments, including the SO, or

               3   system optimizer model, and the planning and risk PaR

               4   model.  The IE found that the benchmark resources

               5   provide the same information as all other proposals and

               6   were evaluated using the same methodology and

               7   assumptions.

               8             The results of the solicitation process

               9   illustrate that the pursuit of wind resources to take

              10   advantage of the production tax credits should result in

              11   significant savings to customers based on the SO and PaR

              12   model runs.

              13             The result of the RFP was that cost for wind

              14   resources were lower than the cost of -- than the costs

              15   included in the original IRP analysis, and the benefits

              16   to customers even higher than projected.  The IE found

              17   that the initial short list evaluation and selection was

              18   reasonable.

              19             The IE also found that PacifiCorp's selection

              20   of the final portfolio of wind resources was a

              21   reasonable selection based on the economics of the

              22   resources selected, and given the transmission

              23   constraints associated with the position of various

              24   resources in the interconnection queue.

              25             The final resources selected were the top
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               1   ranked projects from an economic perspective.  While the

               2   process overall was undertaken in an effective and

               3   consistent manner, consistent with Utah statutes, the IE

               4   believes there are still several risks that need to be

               5   considered in any final decision on the value of the

               6   resource proposals put forward by PacifiCorp.

               7             Merrimack Energy concluded that the capital

               8   cost of PacifiCorp's benchmark resources should be

               9   closely scrutinized to ensure that the costs on which

              10   the economic evaluation was based are realistic.  We had

              11   some reservations in our assessment, both of the initial

              12   cost of the benchmarks as described in our report on the

              13   benchmark resources, and also of the best and final

              14   offers of the benchmarks.  In the latter regard, we were

              15   concerned about the continuing lowering of costs for the

              16   benchmark resources relative to the pricing of other

              17   wind proposals submitted.

              18             As IE, one of our primary concerns with

              19   utility ownership resources competing with third parties

              20   is the case where the utility ownership option wins the

              21   bid with a low cost estimate of its capital and

              22   operating costs but then experiences higher actual

              23   costs, or cost overruns relative to the winning proposal

              24   that could have resulted in a different resource

              25   selection if the costs had been more realistically
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               1   anticipated and properly accounted for.

               2             Therefore, we are concerned, based on the

               3   benchmark costs relative -- relative to other wind

               4   projects that were competing with the risks that actual

               5   capital costs for PacifiCorp's benchmark resources could

               6   have been higher than bid.

               7             The second major risk we were concerned about

               8   is the PTC risk.  We raised the issue in our report on

               9   the design of RPF that transmission facilities are not

              10   completed on time, the benefits of the PTCs could be

              11   lost or eroded.  The PT benefits -- PTC benefits are

              12   significant and drive the economics of these resources.

              13             Merrimack Energy included a table in our final

              14   report that listed the expected PTC benefits for each

              15   project based on PacifiCorp's analysis, including the

              16   estimated levels of generation for each PacifiCorp owned

              17   resource.

              18             PTC benefits can be eroded depending on

              19   several factors, including whether or not the actual

              20   capacity factors of the wind resources are lower than

              21   expected based on wind resource studies.  A third major

              22   risk is the cost associated with the transmission

              23   facilities, either as a result of potential cost

              24   overruns or one or more wind generation projects fails.

              25             One of the concerns we had, as described in
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               1   our RFP design report, was that PacifiCorp's contracts

               2   attempted to shift risks onto PPAs and BTAs suppliers

               3   who were asked to absorb the risk that the transmission

               4   facilities would not be completed in time to be able to

               5   garner all the PTC benefits.  We noted that assigning

               6   risks to counterparties who cannot manage that risk was

               7   a concern.

               8             Finally, one of the primary issues the IE is

               9   required to address in its assessments of the

              10   solicitation process is whether the solicitation process

              11   is consistent with Utah statutes, 54-17-101, and is in

              12   the public interest taking into consideration whether it

              13   will most likely result in the acquisition, production

              14   and delivery of electricity at the lowest reasonable

              15   cost to retail customers of an effective utility located

              16   in the state, including 1, long-term or short-term

              17   impaction, 2, risks, 3, reliability, 4, financial

              18   impacts on the affected utility, and 5, other factors

              19   determined by the commission to be relevant.

              20             In our view PacifiCorp's selection of the

              21   final portfolio of wind resources is in the public

              22   interest based on the wind proposal submitted, albeit

              23   subject to cost risks associated with the benchmark

              24   resources and other risks as discussed previously.

              25             Since PacifiCorp's solicitation is based on
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               1   procurement of wind resources, combined with new

               2   transmission capacity, it is not possible to determine

               3   if this combination meets the lowest reasonable cost

               4   standard, since the analysis did not determine other

               5   resources, including solar resources would have been

               6   included in a final least-cost, or least-risk system

               7   portfolio.

               8             Thank you, and that concludes my initial

               9   comments.

              10             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr. Oliver.

              11   I think we'll go next to Ms. Hickey.  Do you have any

              12   questions for Mr. Oliver?

              13             MS. HICKEY:  Good morning.  Thank you, Chair

              14   LeVar.  Just a couple.

              15                          EXAMINATION

              16   BY MS. HICKEY:

              17        Q.   I think that first of all, sir, my name is

              18   Lisa Tormoen Hickey.  I represent the Interwest Energy

              19   Alliance.  We're a trade association of wind and solar

              20   developers working with renewable -- with environmental

              21   groups.

              22             I wanted to leave aside most of what you said

              23   but for the recommendations specific to future RFP.  Was

              24   one of the goals of your work to develop recommendations

              25   that might be viewed going forward into future RFPs?
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               1        A.   One of our, you know, tasks was to provide

               2   recommendations as part of the process, and we did

               3   include several recommendations in our report.

               4        Q.   Do any of those recommendations apply to all

               5   sorts of RFPs for renewable energy, including RFPs

               6   directed to solar resources as opposed to just wind

               7   resources?

               8        A.   Do you have a specific reference in the report

               9   to that?

              10        Q.   Yes.  Now, I have a redacted nonconfidential

              11   copy, but I will refer you to part B at the very end,

              12   recommendation.  My page 83.

              13        A.   Okay.

              14        Q.   So I am assuming because it's at the end, and

              15   these are general recommendations, that these

              16   recommendations might apply to future RFPs; is that

              17   true?

              18        A.   That's correct, yes.

              19        Q.   Now, you talked about a transmission workshop,

              20   and I understand the PacifiCorp did pull a transmission

              21   workshop in effect, combined with another workshop;

              22   isn't that true?

              23        A.   Well, I guess I -- you know, we have been in

              24   several PacifiCorp solicitations, and we have -- and

              25   other solicitations requested a -- or suggested a
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               1   transmission specific workshop.  And that -- those were

               2   held by PacifiCorp.  And those workshops, I would --

               3   that type of workshop I would have considered consistent

               4   with the workshop of the entire solicitation that was

               5   presented in this case.

               6        Q.   Would that be important in the solar RFP?

               7        A.   Transmission issues and interconnection issues

               8   are important in any RFP, but I think -- you know, so I

               9   would say it would be applicable to a solar RFP as well.

              10        Q.   Would the spreadsheet model recommendation

              11   number -- second bullet, simplifying that model, would

              12   that improve RFPs going forward related to solar

              13   resources?

              14        A.   I'm not sure if those models were used with

              15   the solar valuation or not, but certainly we -- you

              16   know, the model is -- the model is very detailed.  All

              17   the models were very detailed, but they were somewhat

              18   cumbersome to review and evaluate, and that was the

              19   issue we were focusing on.

              20             But we were able to track through and follow

              21   the results, you know, fairly easily.  But it was -- not

              22   fairly easily, but we had to do a lot of, you know,

              23   review back and forth to different tabs in the model.

              24   But I think it really needs to be, you know, cleaned up

              25   and better organized more than anything.
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               1        Q.   Does that improve transparency for you in your

               2   role as an independent evaluator?

               3        A.   Yes, it would.

               4        Q.   Your third bullet point relates to benchmark

               5   costs.  I think you have talked about that.  Would

               6   that -- would that recommendation apply to solar

               7   resources also, if benchmark projects were included?

               8        A.   Well, if there's a benchmark project, for any

               9   type of resource, I mean, one of the things that we

              10   focus on is really scrutinizing in detail the resource

              11   costs relative to market benchmark, and based on our own

              12   knowledge of being involved in a number of different

              13   solicitations with different types of resources, and we

              14   also attempt to ensure that all costs are accounted for

              15   by the utility in its cost structures.  So it really

              16   would apply to any type of resource.

              17        Q.   If there is anticipated a solar RFP going

              18   forward, would you want the opportunity to review the

              19   RFP in advance, as you did this wind RFP, in order to

              20   set it up to incorporate some of these recommendations?

              21        A.   Yes.  And ideally as an independent evaluator,

              22   you had -- it's preferable to get involved up front in

              23   the process, to at least be able to review the initial

              24   RFP and provide comments if there's anything we see in

              25   the RFP that could affect the integrity of the
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               1   valuation, integrity of the process.

               2        Q.   As to your fourth bullet point related to the

               3   terminal value, would that apply to solar resources?

               4   Would that recommendation apply?

               5        A.   I'm not certain about that.  If terminal value

               6   is just used for the wind RFP because of the unique

               7   aspects of the assets, that would apply to wind as

               8   opposed to solar.

               9             MS. HICKEY:  Thank you.  I have no more

              10   questions.

              11             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.

              12   Mr. Holman, do you have any questions for Mr. Oliver?

              13             MR. HOLMAN:  Thank you, Mr. Chair.  No, I do

              14   not.  Thanks.

              15             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.  Ms. Hayes?

              16             MS. HAYES:  No.  Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

              17             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.  I think

              18   I'll go to Ms. McDowell next.

              19             MS. MCDOWELL:  Thank you.

              20                          EXAMINATION

              21   BY MS. MCDOWELL:

              22        Q.   Good morning, Mr. Oliver.

              23        A.   Good morning.

              24        Q.   I'm Katherine McDowell, here on behalf of

              25   Rocky Mountain Power.
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               1        A.   Good morning.

               2        Q.   Thank you for your testimony today.  I just

               3   have a few questions.  I believe your testimony was that

               4   you, on the ultimate question of whether this

               5   solicitation and results were in the public interest,

               6   your opinion is that it was in the public interest,

               7   correct?

               8        A.   Yes.  The overall results associated with the

               9   wind solicitation, which I was a part of, were in the

              10   public interest and are estimated to provide substantial

              11   benefits.

              12        Q.   So in -- and you supported, just going back to

              13   the RFP approval process, I did review your testimony in

              14   that case, and it -- your testimony did support the

              15   wind-only solicitation, the targeted solicitation; isn't

              16   that correct?

              17        A.   Well, as I recall, I don't have my testimony

              18   in front of me, but we did support the process of going

              19   forward with the wind RFP.  But we also raised the issue

              20   that a solar -- we thought a solar RFP could be

              21   dovetailed on the wind RFP.

              22        Q.   And I -- let me just quote.  I didn't -- I

              23   wasn't able to print out the transcript, but I am just

              24   going to quote a section of your testimony from the

              25   transcript and ask you to accept it, subject to check,
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               1   that it sounds like a reasonable statement of your

               2   position.  I think it does capture what you just said.

               3             And this is a quote from the transcript at

               4   page 161 of the December 19th, hearing.  "It seemed to

               5   me that if the solicitation process that PacifiCorp has

               6   offered today, based on issuing this RFP at this time

               7   for wind resources only, and a separate RFP for other

               8   renewable resources as soon as practicable, is not

               9   unreasonable and provides a significant opportunity to

              10   test the market and assess the potential system benefits

              11   associated with other renewable resources."

              12             Does that sound like your position from the

              13   RFP process?

              14        A.   It sounds consistent and reasonable, yes.

              15        Q.   And is it your understanding that PacifiCorp

              16   in fact did conduct a concurrent solar RFP?

              17        A.   Yes.  I am aware that PacifiCorp did conduct a

              18   separate RFP, yes.

              19        Q.   So just going to your statement that while the

              20   wind resources provide significant benefit and are in

              21   the public interest, you cannot determine whether

              22   wind-only resources are in the lowest, are the lowest

              23   reasonable cost without an integrated procurement

              24   process.  I think you included that in your summary,

              25   that conclusion.  Do you recall that?
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               1        A.   Yes.

               2        Q.   So you were not the IE for the solar RFP,

               3   correct?

               4        A.   That's correct.

               5        Q.   And you haven't studied all the testimony and

               6   analysis in this proceeding; is that true?

               7        A.   I have read, you know, different pieces of

               8   testimony, but not all of them.

               9        Q.   So I assume your limited scope of work

              10   contributes to a conclusion that you cannot say whether

              11   the wind resources are the lowest-cost resource; is that

              12   correct?

              13        A.   Well, my scope of work really ended at the

              14   time I -- we submitted the report in terms of, you know,

              15   reviewing any resources.  And at that time, you know,

              16   basically what we had presented to us, you know, by

              17   PacifiCorp was, what I looked at was more of a parallel

              18   evaluation, you know, the SO -- the SO and PaR model

              19   results for wind versus the SO and PaR model results for

              20   all the solar.

              21             It was, you know, no integration at that

              22   point.  It was basically just -- you know, it was really

              23   a parallel evaluation process, based on the last

              24   information I had from, you know, as the IE in this

              25   process.
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               1        Q.   So you would agree that the commission could

               2   make that cost determination if it had that information,

               3   the information that integrated the results of those two

               4   RFPs, correct?

               5             MR. BAKER:  Objection.  I believe that

               6   question is outside the scope of Mr. Oliver.  I think he

               7   had appropriately described what his scope was, and it's

               8   not to continue beyond after his report here.

               9             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Do you want to respond to the

              10   objection?

              11             MS. MCDOWELL:  Yeah.  I mean, this just goes

              12   to his statement about while he believes the results of

              13   this RFP process are in the public interest, it's

              14   difficult for him to conclude, given his scope of work,

              15   that they are the lowest-cost resources available.  So I

              16   am just exploring how it is that the commission could

              17   make that determination, which is the ultimate

              18   determination in this case.

              19             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  And I think he is -- I think

              20   he has given answers to what the scope was and what his

              21   recommendations covered.  I think to that particular

              22   question I am going to sustain the objection.

              23        Q.   (By Ms. McDowell)  So is it your understanding

              24   that when the commission makes that public interest

              25   determination, that the commission looks at several
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               1   factors?  You know, I think you listed the multiple

               2   factors, the low cost factor ones, but there is several

               3   other factors?

               4             MR. BAKER:  Objection.  I don't believe his

               5   scope of work includes opining on what the commission

               6   should consider in making the overall public

               7   determination.  He looked and talked about what his --

               8   his interpretation is based on the specific RFP, not

               9   what the commission should decide based on the broader

              10   statutory scheme.

              11             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  I think I am going to

              12   overrule that objection.  I think his statutory

              13   relationship with the commission is advisory to the

              14   commission.  So I am going to allow him to answer this

              15   question.

              16        Q.   (By Ms. McDowell)  Do you need me to restate

              17   the question?

              18        A.   Yes, if you could please.

              19        Q.   Yes.  So ultimately the question that the

              20   commission needs to determine is whether these resources

              21   are in the public interest, and the commission looks at

              22   several factors.  And that low cost factor is one of

              23   five; is that correct?

              24        A.   That's correct.  Yes.

              25        Q.   So I just want to review a couple of the key
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               1   conclusions of your report.  Would you agree that the

               2   response to this RFP was robust?

               3        A.   Yes, it was, and we -- that was one of our

               4   conclusions in our report.

               5        Q.   And just again, was your ultimate conclusion

               6   that PacifiCorp complied in general with the rules and

               7   statutes that pertain to the RFP process in Utah?

               8        A.   That -- that was one of our conclusions, yes.

               9        Q.   And I think you also mentioned that PacifiCorp

              10   used a consistent and equitable evaluation process, and

              11   by that, were you meaning that with respect to all of

              12   the bids presented, it applied the same modeling

              13   methodology?

              14        A.   Yes.  You know, the same modeling methodology,

              15   same assumptions, same input forms that all the bidders

              16   had to put -- all the bidders, including the benchmarks,

              17   had to provide the same level of information.

              18        Q.   And that was the 20 year SO modeling.  Is that

              19   the modeling and evaluation you are referring to?

              20        A.   The modeling and evaluation took several

              21   forms.  It was -- you know, the short list analysis, it

              22   was based on the spreadsheet model and the more detailed

              23   analysis based on the SO and PaR models.

              24        Q.   So you mentioned that you had some concerns

              25   about whether the benchmark bids could be potentially
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               1   understated in terms of the costs.  Do you recall that

               2   part of your summary?

               3        A.   Yes, I do.

               4        Q.   Are you aware that under this process, the

               5   commission preapproves the amount of costs only up to

               6   the company's estimates for the cost of the projects?

               7        A.   I am not -- no, I am not -- I am not aware of

               8   that specific --

               9        Q.   Well, let me just ask you to assume that

              10   hypothetically.  Assume that the commission is approving

              11   only the amounts that were bid into the process, only

              12   the amounts of the estimate, and that any amount over

              13   those estimates would be closely scrutinized by the

              14   commission and would have to be established to be

              15   prudent.

              16             Would that address the concerns you had about

              17   the commission closely scrutinizing the actual costs of

              18   the bids?

              19        A.   Well, certainly there are a number of ways of

              20   doing that, and one is to establish, you know, a firm

              21   cap.  There's -- you know -- but it's, you know, it's

              22   not my -- you know, I don't look at it as my role to

              23   firmly state that that's the way it should be done.  But

              24   that's a requirement in some -- you know, that's one

              25   option, I guess.
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               1             The other is, you know, the prudent standard

               2   and how broad that could be.  But it's, you know, that's

               3   really, you know, up to the commission to determine, you

               4   know, that -- that process.

               5             But I -- I raise that because there's, you

               6   know, there's some consideration that if, you know, you

               7   know, how do you define that prudent standard?  And if

               8   costs, you know, end up being a lot higher than

               9   anticipated, you know, the PPA bids are firm, they have

              10   to live by the bid they submit.  Whereas, you know, I

              11   have seen cases where they are self build or benchmark

              12   could, you know, increase the price of it, and they may

              13   not have won under that original price, but they could

              14   win under the, you know, under the low price.

              15             And that's my concern.  And as IE, that's one

              16   of the things we focus on all the time that, you know,

              17   making sure that the pricing is reasonable and that, you

              18   know, all costs for the benchmark are accounted for.

              19   And that's what we try to do.

              20        Q.   So your recommendation would be in a -- in a

              21   statutory scheme where the costs are preapproved up to

              22   the estimate, and then prudence has to be established

              23   for anything above that, that the commission apply a

              24   strict prudence standard?

              25        A.   I think, yeah.  In a case like this, I think,
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               1   yeah, that prudent standard should be -- should be

               2   fairly strict.

               3             MS. MCDOWELL:  That's all I have.  Thank you.

               4             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you,

               5   Ms. McDowell.  Mr. Jetter.

               6                          EXAMINATION

               7   BY MR. JETTER:

               8        Q.   Hi.  Good morning, Mr. Oliver.  My name is

               9   Justin Jetter.  I'm an attorney with the Utah Attorney

              10   General's office, and I represent one of the Utah's

              11   regulatory agencies, the Division of Public Utilities.

              12        A.   Good morning.

              13        Q.   I have just a few brief questions for you this

              14   morning.  You described the comparison a little bit,

              15   that you didn't have that available to you in your

              16   analysis to directly compare the solar RFP results along

              17   with the wind results.  Is that accurate?

              18        A.   Yes.  The only thing we had was the

              19   presentation that PacifiCorp provided us that identified

              20   the results.  But again, that was -- we looked at it as

              21   more of a parallel path evaluation.  It was, you know,

              22   two separate evaluations.

              23        Q.   Okay.  Thank you.  And are you aware, there

              24   was no all-source RFP, and so is it accurate that there

              25   wasn't information on current bid prices for other
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               1   resource options?

               2        A.   That's correct, yes.

               3        Q.   And so it would be fair to say that those

               4   could be cheaper; we just don't know?

               5        A.   That's -- that's a -- I can accept that

               6   statement, yes.

               7        Q.   Okay.  And would you accept -- would you agree

               8   that if we were seeking to fill capacity need with a

               9   lowest-cost alternative resource, it would be prudent to

              10   review all types of generation that could provide that

              11   capacity?

              12        A.   You know, utilities, you know, generally, you

              13   know, apply different -- different approaches, but I

              14   think for, you know, for a capacity need, it should

              15   be -- I would say, you know, given the market as it is

              16   today with so many different options out there, I would

              17   say that an all-source RFP would be an appropriate way

              18   of filling a capacity need.  And in fact, many utilities

              19   are doing that right now.

              20        Q.   Thank you for that.  I would like to just

              21   change gears just a little bit to ask you a question

              22   about some of the bids that were excluded because of

              23   queue position in the transmission queue.

              24             Is my understanding accurate that there were

              25   some PPAs that may have been lower cost resources if
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               1   they had been at a more preferential spot in the queue

               2   for transmission?

               3        A.   There was one PPA that potentially could have

               4   been lower cost.

               5        Q.   Okay.  In your experience, would you say that

               6   if third party developers had advanced knowledge of what

               7   the queue position cutoff would be, that would have

               8   given them some advantage ahead of time to be able to

               9   secure an earlier queue position?

              10        A.   Well, I don't know if it would allow them to

              11   secure an earlier queue position, but it may have

              12   affected how they -- how they bid, or if they bid.

              13        Q.   Okay.  Thank you.  Mr. Oliver, those are all

              14   of my questions.  Thank you for your time and your

              15   report.  It's been very useful for the parties.

              16        A.   Thank you.

              17             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you, Mr. Jetter.

              18   Mr. Moore.

              19             MR. RUSSELL:  The office has no questions.

              20   Thank you.

              21             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.

              22   Mr. Russell.

              23             MR. RUSSELL:  Thank you, Chair LeVar.

              24                          EXAMINATION

              25   BY MR. RUSSELL:
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               1        Q.   Mr. Oliver, my name is Phillip Russell.  I'm

               2   an attorney representing an industrial consumer group

               3   called the Utah Association of Energies or UAE.  I do

               4   have a few questions for you.

               5             COURT REPORTER:  Can you pull your mic closer

               6   to you?

               7             MR. RUSSELL:  Yeah, sorry.  She chastised me

               8   about that before the hearing started, and I'm

               9   apparently not a very good listener.

              10        Q.   (By Mr. Russell)  Your report addresses the

              11   final short list, correct?

              12        A.   Yes.

              13        Q.   And that final short list consisted of four

              14   projects totaling approximately 1,300 megawatts of

              15   capacity, correct?

              16        A.   Subject to check, it should be correct.

              17        Q.   Yeah.  And are you aware that the -- that one

              18   of those projects has been removed from consideration in

              19   this docket?

              20        A.   Yes, I am.

              21        Q.   Okay.  And that's the Uinta project, correct?

              22        A.   Correct.

              23        Q.   And that is the one of the four that would not

              24   have interconnected in the new -- on the new

              25   transmission line that's also being considered, correct?
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               1        A.   It's my understanding.

               2        Q.   Do you have an understanding as to why the

               3   Uinta project has been removed?

               4        A.   Not -- not totally.  I don't fully understand

               5   that, you know, justification behind the decision.

               6        Q.   Okay.  As we have discussed, the Uinta project

               7   didn't interconnect to the new transmission segment, and

               8   so it could be built without incurring the expense of

               9   that transmission line, right?

              10        A.   That -- that's my understanding, correct.

              11        Q.   And you note in your report that the costs of

              12   the transmission line are approximately $700 million,

              13   right?

              14        A.   I believe that's correct.

              15        Q.   Yeah, and just -- if you need to check it,

              16   it's on page 85 of your report, towards the top.

              17        A.   I -- subject to check, I think it's correct.

              18        Q.   All right.  When the company conducted its

              19   economic review and analysis of the initial short list

              20   that it developed, and then to narrow that initial short

              21   list down to the final short list, it imposed the cost

              22   of the transmission projects on all of those initial

              23   short list projects, right?

              24        A.   I'm sorry.  Could you repeat that?  Are you

              25   talking about the initial -- the short list evaluation?
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               1        Q.   Yeah.  After they had the initial short list

               2   of projects, to narrow that initial short list to the

               3   final short list, they imposed the costs of the

               4   transmission projects on those initial short list

               5   projects, right?  To get it down to the final short

               6   list?

               7        A.   That's my recollection, but I am not sure if

               8   you -- if you could point me?

               9        Q.   I believe it's on page 31 of your report.

              10        A.   My report -- my report pages may be slightly

              11   different than yours, so...

              12        Q.   That -- that that may be the case.  I'm in a

              13   section in -- that's section 4, bid, evaluation,

              14   methodology, and there's a subsection titled short list

              15   evaluation methodology.

              16        A.   Okay.  I have that.

              17        Q.   Okay.  And I don't know what page we are

              18   working with so let's just work from that sub header

              19   down.

              20        A.   Okay.

              21        Q.   It's the third paragraph starting the nominal

              22   levelized.  Do you see that?

              23        A.   Right.

              24        Q.   Okay.  And it states, "The nominal levelized

              25   net benefit reflects interconnection network upgrade
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               1   costs but does not include the cost of the

               2   Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline transmission line, which

               3   would be captured in the economic analysis in forming

               4   selection of the final short list."  Do you see that?

               5        A.   Yes.

               6        Q.   Okay.  So does that -- does that refresh your

               7   recollection as to the question I had originally asked?

               8        A.   Yeah.  Yeah.  Certainly the -- the only

               9   network upgrade costs are included in the initial short

              10   list evaluation, but the full transmission costs were

              11   included in the final.

              12        Q.   And that was true with respect to projects

              13   that did not require the new transmission line in order

              14   to interconnect, correct?

              15        A.   Yes.

              16        Q.   Okay.  Including Uinta?

              17        A.   Yeah.  I, you know, again subject to check,

              18   but I'm -- you know, there's a lot -- there's a lot of

              19   data that was available.  You know, the company's

              20   looking at a portfolio.  So, you know, the transmission

              21   costs for the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline project were

              22   included in that evaluation.

              23        Q.   Okay.  Thank you.  So let's imagine a scenario

              24   where the transmission project costs were only imposed

              25   on those projects that required the transmission line to
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               1   be built in order to interconnect.

               2             So those projects that did not require the

               3   transmission line, like Uinta and presumably others, is

               4   it possible that we could have ended up with a different

               5   mix of resources in the final short list than those

               6   currently being presented in the final short list?

               7             MS. MCDOWELL:  I think I am going to object to

               8   this question on the basis that I think it goes outside

               9   his -- the scope of his report, which is to evaluate the

              10   resources that were presented, not to get into

              11   hypotheticals about what other -- how else it could have

              12   been done, what else could have happened.

              13             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Mr. Russell, could you repeat

              14   the question again, and then respond to the objection?

              15             MR. RUSSELL:  Sure.  The question was if --

              16   and, again, we're talking about the fact -- or we're

              17   talking about the imposition of transmission project

              18   costs on all projects that were selected to the initial

              19   short list, and narrowing those down to the final short

              20   list, regardless of whether those projects required the

              21   new transmission segment to interconnect.

              22             And the question was, is it possible that if

              23   the transmission project costs were imposed only on

              24   those that required the new transmission segment to

              25   interconnect, is it possible that we might have ended up
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               1   with a different final short list, if those PPAs or bids

               2   that were outside of that transmission constraint were

               3   not burdened with the cost of the transmission line?

               4             In response to counsel's objection, I'll note

               5   that Mr. Oliver was involved from this process before

               6   the RFP was written.  He's been involved in this process

               7   from the timing of the selection of the bids, through

               8   the initial short list.  He was involved in the

               9   narrowing down from the initial short list to the final

              10   short list.

              11             I think this question is well within

              12   Mr. Oliver's purview as an evaluator of whether this RFP

              13   was fair and transparent.

              14             MS. MCDOWELL:  So I think part of my concern

              15   here is that I believe that the record is getting

              16   confused by exactly how the transmission costs were

              17   assigned.  They were not assigned on a project by

              18   project basis, and I think that is the predicate for the

              19   question.  And somehow or other we got from this part of

              20   the report to that conclusion, which is really not what

              21   happened.  And I think -- I am concerned about now we're

              22   getting into a hypothetical that is based on a

              23   misrepresentation of how the costs were assigned in this

              24   RFP.

              25             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Considering that and
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               1   considering the explanation, I think I'm going to allow

               2   Mr. Oliver to answer the question.  If you feel like any

               3   follow-up questions are appropriate for clarity after

               4   everyone has asked questions, I think we'll allow that.

               5   But I think it's an appropriate question for him to

               6   answer at this point.

               7        A.   Okay.  Yeah, it was my understanding, the

               8   transmission costs were just -- the total transmission

               9   costs, it was, you know, basically the analysis was cost

              10   and benefits.  And the transmission costs were applied,

              11   you know, the costs for transmission was applied, you

              12   know, to the cost of the portfolio.  So, you know, the

              13   SO model selected a number of two different portfolios,

              14   and then, you know, those portfolios were evaluated

              15   through PaR.  So transmission was applied overall, not

              16   individually to each project.

              17        Q.   (By Mr. Russell)  Well, yeah.  And I wasn't

              18   suggesting that the transmission costs were imposed on

              19   each project, on a project-by-project basis.  But what I

              20   think you just said was that the SO model assumed the

              21   cost of the $700 million transmission project regardless

              22   of whether the bids that were being evaluated required

              23   that project to interconnect, correct.

              24        A.   There's my understanding, yes.

              25        Q.   Okay.  I want to ask a different set of
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               1   questions now.  One of the projects as we discussed is

               2   the Cedar Springs project, right?

               3        A.   Correct.

               4        Q.   And that, I -- as I gather in the final short

               5   list, is a -- is a combined BTA and PPA project, yes?

               6        A.   That's correct.

               7        Q.   How -- how was that evaluated?  Was it

               8   evaluated as a single project or two separate projects?

               9   Because those are different formats and I'm curious as

              10   to how -- how you evaluated that -- that project.

              11        A.   Well, it was -- several different options

              12   there.  One was, the project was offered as a separate,

              13   like you said, 200 megawatt BTA and 200 megawatt PBA,

              14   and those were evaluated separately based on the type

              15   of -- you know, the how PPA was evaluated with its costs

              16   and benefits, and how BTA was evaluated with its costs

              17   and benefits and then combined.

              18             And the second option was it was basically

              19   399, 400 megawatt PPA, and that was evaluated as a PPA.

              20   The BTA, PPA option was the one that was included in

              21   the -- as -- in the final -- the final short list.

              22        Q.   Yeah, and the question I am trying to ask, is

              23   it -- was that evaluated as two separate projects?

              24   Really one approximately 200 megawatt BTA, and then one

              25   approximately 200 megawatt PPA?
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               1        A.   No.  You, I guess, the question -- I don't

               2   know if I can ask the question back.  But are you

               3   referring to the initial short list or the final short

               4   list?

               5        Q.   The final.

               6        A.   Well, the final short list, it was -- it was a

               7   combined project basically as a 200 megawatt PPA and a

               8   200 megawatt BTA.

               9        Q.   Yeah, I understand that.  I'm just trying to

              10   figure out how -- how you could evaluate that as a

              11   single project, when it does have two different formats.

              12   And I'll tell you why I am asking.

              13             There's a considerable amount of time in you,

              14   you know, space spent in your report discussing the

              15   different evaluations of BTA projects versus PPA

              16   projects.  And I think the Cedar Springs may give us a

              17   sense of how you went about ensuring that those were

              18   evaluated on a level basis.

              19        A.   Well, you know, the projects were evaluated as

              20   they were offered.  So the PP -- you know, again, it

              21   was -- it was a portfolio.  But that portfolio does have

              22   different -- would have different line items, I guess,

              23   for lack of a better term.  And the 200 megawatt PPA was

              24   evaluated as a PPA, and the 200 megawatt BTA was

              25   evaluated as a BTA option.
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               1             So it would be -- the company would eventually

               2   own that project, and it would be included in the rate

               3   base and evaluated like any other rate base project

               4   would be.

               5        Q.   Okay.  Let's talk about PPA projects and BTA

               6   projects more generally.  Your understanding is that the

               7   first model run -- say you got all the bids in, you have

               8   got some PPAs and some BTAs.  The first model run would

               9   be -- would go through the company's system optimizer

              10   model, right?

              11        A.   Well, the bids come in -- the first run is

              12   basically based on a spreadsheet model.  That would

              13   include different cost -- cost and benefit items

              14   depending on the type of resource.  And that's basically

              15   just a spreadsheet model.  So, and you know, it would

              16   basically project out over time depending on how many

              17   years.

              18             So if it's a BTA, it would be -- you know,

              19   have revenue requirements associated with it, you know,

              20   primary cost components.  If it's a PPA, then it's the

              21   bid price, times the generation.  So it would be an

              22   annual cost.  And that that would be, you know, you

              23   would model that depending on that cost structure.

              24        Q.   Sure.  And what length of time would you study

              25   those projects?
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               1        A.   The PPA was over the term of the bid, whether

               2   it was the 20 years plus.  You know, the bidders had an

               3   option of offering an extension.  That was one of the

               4   issues that we suggested earlier on to put the BTA and

               5   the PPA options on an equal footing.  And the BTA

               6   options were evaluated over 30 years.

               7        Q.   Okay.  So you know, in an effort to put the

               8   BTA and the PPAs on an equal footing, you actually

               9   evaluated them based on the length of the project and

              10   not cut off at some time, some year?

              11        A.   No.  We're talking about now, again, the

              12   initial evaluation, the short list evaluation that was

              13   based on the term of the project.

              14        Q.   Sorry.  I missed that last part.  The initial

              15   was based on the term of the projects?

              16        A.   The term bid, yes.

              17        Q.   And that could be different for each bid?

              18        A.   That's correct.

              19        Q.   Okay.

              20        A.   One thing to keep in mind, just to follow up,

              21   is that it's cost and benefits.  So there's really not

              22   a -- I don't look at it as being a bias there, because

              23   the cost and the benefit side is, you know, equally

              24   accounted for, whether it's 20 years or 30 years.

              25   It's -- you know, you are evaluating the costs and the
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               1   benefits of those resources over the time period that

               2   they had -- that they are bid at basically.

               3        Q.   But in order to capture all of those costs and

               4   benefits of each project, you carried the analysis out

               5   to the term of each bid, right?

               6        A.   Correct.

               7        Q.   Okay.  I want to ask you some questions that

               8   touch on some of the questions that Ms. McDowell posed

               9   to you, and that relates to your statements.  You know,

              10   I'll point to it here.

              11        A.   Okay.

              12        Q.   I think it's on page 71.  It's my page 71,

              13   anyway.  This is your table 20.

              14        A.   Okay.

              15        Q.   And you look at the second bullet point under

              16   general requirements there.  Do you have that?

              17        A.   Okay.  Yes, I do.

              18        Q.   Okay.  And on the left-hand side you cite the

              19   commission rule stating the solicitation process must be

              20   designed to lead to the acquisition of electricity at

              21   the lowest reasonable cost, and I actually want to focus

              22   on your statement on the right-hand side.

              23             The very last sentence there states, "However,

              24   it is not possible to determine if the wind only

              25   resources offer the lowest reasonable cost without an
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               1   integrated resource procurement and evaluation process

               2   that also includes solar and potentially other

               3   resources."

               4             And I guess the question I have is, is it your

               5   belief that in order to determine whether a resource

               6   selected is the least cost, we need to test it against

               7   the whole market?  Is that the idea here?

               8        A.   Well, like I said, as I mentioned before, I

               9   mean, I think -- there are different ways of designing a

              10   solicitation.  In some cases it's tested against the

              11   entire market.  In other cases it's, you know, defined

              12   based on, you know, what type of product you are looking

              13   to fill.

              14             If it's a resource need for firm capacity, you

              15   know, as opposed to just a, you know, an intimate

              16   resource, for example, you know, you could have

              17   different -- different types of solicitations.

              18             But what I was saying here, the point I was

              19   trying to make here is that I couldn't, as you know,

              20   based on the information that I had -- I couldn't make

              21   that determination, because I didn't, as I mentioned

              22   before -- what we had at the end of the period when the

              23   report was completed was a parallel evaluation for the

              24   solar bids and the bids, and that was it.

              25             You know, how much, what the total of, you
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               1   know, the benefits were from solar versus wind and, you

               2   know, some discussion about how, if you add both of them

               3   together, it would still be additional benefits, you

               4   know, incremental benefits.  But that was it.  It was

               5   no, you know, assessment of how the -- you know, how the

               6   bids stack up.  Like, was it two wind bids and then

               7   three solar bids or what?  I mean, we had no idea how

               8   that -- how they were integrated.

               9        Q.   Do you recall testifying in a separate docket

              10   in this -- in this matter -- actually not in this

              11   matter.  It's a separate docket -- in this commission,

              12   regarding the solicitation process itself?

              13        A.   In this solicitation process?

              14        Q.   Yeah.  So there was -- there was the docket

              15   that related to what the solicitation process would look

              16   like.

              17        A.   Right, right.  Okay.

              18        Q.   And now we have done the RFP, or we're

              19   finalizing the RFP I guess?

              20        A.   Right.

              21        Q.   And we, you know, proposed to select some

              22   resources.  What I want to ask you about is the initial

              23   scope of your work related to the solicitation process.

              24   Do you remember testifying in that docket?

              25        A.   Yes, I do.
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               1        Q.   Okay.  I have got some of your testimony I

               2   want to ask you some questions about.  It will take me a

               3   second to hand it out here.

               4             For purposes of the record, I will note that I

               5   have handed out Mr. Oliver's September 13th, 2017,

               6   rebuttal testimony -- prefiled rebuttal testimony in

               7   docket 17-035-23 that we will mark as UAE Cross Exhibit

               8   2, and I'll ask you to take a look at it and see if you

               9   recognize it.

              10             (UAE Cross Exhibit No. 2 was marked.)

              11        A.   Yes, I do recognize this testimony.

              12        Q.   (Mr. Russell)  And was this the testimony that

              13   you submitted in that docket?

              14        A.   Yes, it was.

              15        Q.   Okay.  Let's turn to the next to last page,

              16   and it's line 258.  And on that line you begin a

              17   sentence that states, "Whether the RFP will most likely

              18   result in the acquisition, production and delivery of

              19   electricity at the lowest reasonable cost to retail

              20   customers, the potential benefits to customers, and the

              21   ability of the process to meet public interest

              22   requirements will not be known at the time of issuance

              23   of the RFP."

              24             Can you tell me, and I know we're going back a

              25   little bit, what was -- what was your thinking with
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               1   respect to that particular statement?

               2        A.   Well, I mean, this is a -- I look at this is a

               3   results oriented issue, that you really -- you know,

               4   that's one of the issues that we opine on at the end of

               5   the process once the process takes place.  But it's not

               6   known and knowable at the time the RFP is issued.

               7        Q.   So you are saying just because you are at the

               8   front of the process, you don't know the answer?

               9        A.   Correct.

              10        Q.   Is what you are telling me now?

              11        A.   Exactly.

              12        Q.   And we just read some -- going back to your

              13   testimony in, excuse me, your final report, in this

              14   docket, you have just said that looking at the wind and

              15   solar on parallel tracks, you can't say whether the wind

              16   projects selected here are the least cost, right?

              17        A.   From the information that we have, we can't.

              18        Q.   And I want to direct your attention to page

              19   80 -- it's my page 84 of your report.  It's in your list

              20   of conclusions.

              21        A.   Okay.

              22        Q.   There's a bullet point in that list of

              23   conclusions that starts, "one of the primary issues."

              24   Do you see that?

              25        A.   Yes, I do.
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               1        Q.   Okay.  There's -- I want to talk to you about

               2   a sentence maybe two thirds of the way down that starts,

               3   "Since PacifiCorp's solicitation."  Do you see that?

               4        A.   Right.

               5        Q.   Okay.  "Since Pacific Corp's solicitation is

               6   based solely on the solicitation for system wind

               7   resources, it is not possible to determine if other

               8   resources would have been included in the final

               9   least-cost, least-risk system portfolio, potentially

              10   displacing one or more wind resources."

              11             And so you testified that your testimony at

              12   the front end on the solicitation process was results

              13   oriented, and now that you have seen the results, your

              14   conclusion is that you still can't tell whether this is

              15   the least cost, right?

              16        A.   That's correct.  And I -- as I understand

              17   also, that the process has changed a bit.  As we've gone

              18   along we're -- you know, initially the discussion was

              19   about, you know, taking advantage of a unique

              20   opportunity as an intermittent resource, and now we are

              21   talking about filling a resource need.  So there's a

              22   difference there.

              23             And that's why it's very hard to make a

              24   determination at the end of the day whether or not this

              25   solicitation process, you know, meets the provisions
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               1   listed here.

               2        Q.   Okay.  Let's switch gears to another of the

               3   public interest factors, which is whether there was a

               4   robust response.

               5        A.   Okay.

               6        Q.   I'll ask you to turn to, it's back to page 71.

               7   It's that table 20 we were looking at earlier.

               8        A.   Okay.

               9        Q.   And it's the fourth bullet point from the top

              10   in the general requirements.

              11        A.   Okay.

              12        Q.   And on the left do you see that you've got

              13   the -- you cite the commission rule and state, "Be

              14   designed to solicit a robust set of bids."  And you --

              15   your testimony and your report indicated there was a

              16   robust set of bids, right?

              17        A.   Correct.

              18        Q.   Okay.  You also have a statement in -- in

              19   response to this element of the public interest factors

              20   that says, and I am going to read it.  I'll help you get

              21   there.  There's a sentence that starts in, you know,

              22   that middle that says, "While there was a robust

              23   response."  Do you see that?

              24        A.   Yes.

              25        Q.   Okay.  "While there was a robust response, it
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               1   became obvious later in the process that based on the

               2   interconnection queue, bidders who had only initiated

               3   project development had little or no chance to compete."

               4   Do you see that?

               5        A.   Yes.

               6        Q.   How does the fact that there were very few of

               7   the bidders could compete, while there were a number of

               8   bidders, how does that affect your evaluation as to

               9   whether the response was robust?

              10        A.   Well, the response itself was robust.  You

              11   know, there were a number of bid -- we received a number

              12   of bids and a number of different types of bids, you

              13   know, PPAs and BTAs.  So from -- you know, that's how I

              14   would define a robust response is the initial -- initial

              15   response from the bidder.  So the bidders at that point,

              16   you know, felt confident that they, you know, they had

              17   good projects they were willing to, you know, offer

              18   those projects into the solicitation.

              19        Q.   Does the robustness -- pardon me.  Does the

              20   robustness of the response -- in your determination of

              21   whether a response is robust, do you consider whether

              22   those -- whether the bids can provide competition for

              23   the benchmark resources?

              24        A.   When we look at a robust response -- when we

              25   look at response to bids, we were looking at basically,
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               1   initially at this point, when I say robust, it really

               2   just gets into how many bids did you receive, what types

               3   of bids.  Were they, you know, all of one type or

               4   different types?

               5             And we also look at what -- how many megawatts

               6   are offered relative to how much the company is looking

               7   for.  And in this case we -- you know, there was much

               8   more than the company was looking for.  So that's how I

               9   would define robust.

              10        Q.   Okay.  All right.  That's fair.  I'm going

              11   to -- let's go back to this.  It's your rebuttal

              12   testimony in the prior docket.

              13        A.   Okay.

              14        Q.   And I'll point you to that same page.  It's

              15   actually the very next sentence, starting on line 261.

              16   Do you have that?

              17        A.   Yes, I do.

              18        Q.   Okay.  You say, "However, the IE believes that

              19   there are several off-ramps which are inherently

              20   included in the solicitation process in schedule that

              21   can lead either to termination of the solicitation by

              22   PacifiCorp, or an opinion by the commission, IE or other

              23   parties to suggest the solicitation process not

              24   continue, if it appears that the public interest

              25   standards will not be met."
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               1             And does this -- does this kind of go back to

               2   your statement about your -- the sentence that we read

               3   previously that you were kind of at the front end of the

               4   process and you don't know how it's going to turn out?

               5   You are focused on the result, right?

               6        A.   Right.  Like for example here, if there were

               7   only four bids or three bids or very -- only the

               8   benchmark bids were offered, then maybe it's, you know,

               9   you know, the IE may conclude or commission may conclude

              10   that it's really not a robust process.  There's no

              11   competition.  You know, do you even go forward with it?

              12             So it's that type of thing, I mean, that you

              13   could -- that's why I was talking about off-ramps.

              14   There'd be different points in time that you would have

              15   an idea whether or not at least it's going to be a

              16   competitive process where, you know, bidders have the

              17   opportunity to compete.

              18        Q.   Sure.  And let's -- I'm going to talk about

              19   this idea of the off-ramps, because, again, you are at

              20   the front end of this process.  You are kind of looking

              21   into the future, and if the process doesn't yield

              22   competition or several other factors, you are saying,

              23   you know, we can -- we can decide not to go forward.  We

              24   can terminate it, right?

              25        A.   Right.
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               1        Q.   Okay.  And let's look at this -- the next

               2   question and answer actually asks you to describe those

               3   off-ramps, or at least some of them.  And I want to read

               4   the first two.  You indicate that there are five.

               5        A.   Yeah.

               6        Q.   You state in your answer here on line 269, you

               7   say, "There are five off-ramps or key decision points in

               8   the solicitation process that could result in a go or no

               9   go decision for the solicitation process."  And I'll

              10   just read the first two here.

              11             You state, "The first off-ramp is the response

              12   of bidders.  If there is not a robust response from

              13   bidders, resulting in little or no competition for the

              14   benchmark option, this could be one basis for

              15   terminating the solicitation process."  I'll stop there

              16   for a second.

              17             You indicate that if the -- if the bids do not

              18   result in competition for the benchmark resources, that

              19   this could be an off-ramp, right?

              20        A.   Correct.

              21        Q.   Right.  And we've talked a little bit about --

              22   there was -- there was a lot of response from bidders,

              23   but you indicated in your report that that response

              24   didn't necessarily result in a lot of competition for

              25   the benchmark resources, right?
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               1        A.   Sorry.  Could you repeat that, please?

               2        Q.   Yeah.  When we were looking at the table 20 in

               3   your report, you indicated that while there was a robust

               4   response, that robust response didn't necessarily yield

               5   a lot of competition for the benchmark resources, right?

               6        A.   Well, in the initial -- when the bids were

               7   initially submitted, it did.  There were a number of

               8   different -- you know, there were a number of PPA bids

               9   and benchmark and BTA bids that were submitted.

              10        Q.   Yeah.  But as you indicate in your discussion

              11   of the interconnection queue, a lot of those were not

              12   viable as a result of that -- the interconnection

              13   process, right?

              14        A.   Yeah.  As we found out at the end of the day,

              15   right.  That's correct.

              16        Q.   Yeah.  So I am kind of drawing a distinction

              17   between the initial response from bids and whether those

              18   bids could have provided competition and whether they

              19   did.  And your indication, I think from your report, and

              20   correct me if I'm wrong, is that at the end of the day,

              21   while we got a lot of bids, they didn't provide a lot of

              22   competition for the benchmark resources, right?

              23        A.   At the end of the day, it -- they didn't.  But

              24   we didn't know that -- I didn't know that at the time.

              25        Q.   No.  Understood.  Yeah, yeah.  So let's talk
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               1   about the second off-ramp.  So we're at line 73 of your

               2   prior testimony.  "The second off-ramp will occur at the

               3   time of the initial short list selection.  Bidders

               4   selected for the initial short list will be required to

               5   provide a system impact study.  If competition is

               6   affected because bidders are not able to secure an SIS,

               7   this could also signal lack of competition and

               8   jeopardize the process going forward, particularly since

               9   PacifiCorp transmission will likely undertake the

              10   studies."

              11             Now, I don't have a specific question about

              12   the SIS, but, again, this is your concern that even if

              13   we get a lot of bids, something could happen during the

              14   process that results in those bids not providing

              15   competition for the benchmark resources, right?

              16        A.   That's correct, yeah.

              17             MR. RUSSELL:  Okay.  I don't have any further

              18   questions for Mr. Oliver.

              19             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you,

              20   Mr. Russell.  Mr. Baker.

              21             MR. BAKER:  Thank you.

              22                          EXAMINATION

              23   BY MR. BAKER:

              24        Q.   Good morning, Mr. Oliver.

              25        A.   Good morning.
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               1        Q.   My name is Chad Baker.  I represent an

               2   intervention coalition known as the Utah Industrial

               3   Energy Consumers.  I just have a couple of follow-up

               4   questions for you.

               5             In the -- well, one, I believe in your report,

               6   or in your testimony here today, you have alluded to

               7   PPAs being less risky from a customer perspective; is

               8   that correct?

               9        A.   Yeah, that's correct.

              10        Q.   In the selection of the resources of a BTA

              11   versus a PPA, and how you try to put them on equal

              12   footing, did that evaluation consider the risks to

              13   customers of these different vehicles?

              14        A.   In doing the overall evaluation or --

              15        Q.   Yes.

              16        A.   Well, it -- we tried to account for that as

              17   part of the -- as reviewing the quantitative evaluation,

              18   you know, at that point.  Basically, as I mentioned, you

              19   know, the list selection process, ensuring that, you

              20   know, that all the costs and benefits for each of --

              21   each of the options was, you know, was carefully looked

              22   at and that type of thing.

              23             So we looked at it from a quantitative

              24   perspective.  We didn't put any adders on or anything

              25   for, you know, for qualitative.
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               1        Q.   So the -- if I understand correctly, there was

               2   no quantitative assignment of the reduced -- of the

               3   reduction in risk that a PPA may provide?

               4        A.   No.  There was not at that -- not at that

               5   stage in the process.

               6        Q.   And --

               7        A.   And by the way, we did actually -- based on

               8   our design report, we did scrutinize the contracts

               9   pretty closely as well, to identify those issues.

              10        Q.   When you say you "scrutinized the contracts,"

              11   did you scrutinize the final contracts or the exemplar

              12   contracts that were submitted in the bid package?

              13        A.   The pro forma contracts, were included in the

              14   bid package.

              15        Q.   When -- when you were discussing the -- the

              16   queue position and its impact on some of the bidders, I

              17   can't recall, do those become nonviable because either

              18   the transmission costs necessary to connect them to the

              19   system had to be imposed and that sent it off, or were

              20   they actually imposed and that made them nonviable?

              21        A.   No.  My recollection was that -- when we get

              22   to that point and I think we -- I mention in my report

              23   that I was, you know, surprised by, you know,

              24   disappointed by the, you know, that result.

              25             That -- what happened at that point, for those
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               1   projects to be connected they would -- they would -- the

               2   company would have to build out Gateway South and

               3   Gateway West as I recall, and the costs associated with

               4   those would be substantial.  But it was never -- it was

               5   never quantified in the evaluation.

               6        Q.   Thanks for that clarification.  Is

               7   guaranteeing the -- having the company guarantee the

               8   costs and capacity factors one way to address your

               9   concerns about project actuals equaling forecast?

              10        A.   I had -- say it --

              11        Q.   We had had a discussion earlier about your

              12   concern.  I believe there's, you talked about cost

              13   overruns?

              14        A.   Right.

              15        Q.   I also believe you talk about capacity

              16   factors, and actuals not generally being below forecast.

              17   And so would hard guarantees on costs and capacity

              18   factors be one way to address that concern?

              19        A.   I think costs can be, you know, subject to --

              20   you know, again, you know, I want to make policy, don't

              21   try to suggest policy.  But you know, certain -- you

              22   know, close scrutiny of the cost is one thing as I, you

              23   know, have talked about before, and I think that's

              24   reasonable.

              25             The capacity factors is somewhat difficult
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               1   because it is subject to, you know, to the wind and that

               2   type of thing and the forecasts and of, you know, of

               3   generation profiles that are submitted.  But, you know,

               4   the I -- I think, you know, how -- if the company is

               5   required to, or any company is required to meet the, you

               6   know, generation level to similar to how PPA would have

               7   to meet those levels, I think that would be one way of,

               8   you know, handling that.

               9             So PPA is basically committed to, you know, to

              10   meeting the, you know, within some limits of meeting

              11   those levels.  I think that type of provision could be

              12   applied to any resource.

              13        Q.   If we focus on cost for a moment then.  So

              14   guarantee on the costs would be one mechanism to address

              15   your concern of actuals not equaling forecasts, correct?

              16        A.   Yeah.  I think a cap on the costs or something

              17   along those lines.

              18        Q.   Would -- would a cost cap provide better rate

              19   payer protection than a prudence review of cost overruns

              20   once the concrete's already been poured?

              21        A.   I am not sure.  I don't know if I can answer

              22   that question.

              23        Q.   Okay.  That's fine.  I think the record has

              24   established that, so I will leave it at that.  And with

              25   that, I have no further questions for you today.  Thank
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               1   you.

               2        A.   Thank you.

               3             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr. Baker.

               4   I think what we're going to do after a short break is,

               5   since we don't really have an opportunity for redirect

               6   for Mr. Oliver, I think the fairest way is to give

               7   everyone one more shot if they have follow-up questions.

               8   So after a short break, I will ask everyone whether you

               9   intend to do any follow-up questions, and if there are,

              10   for those who do, we will go in generally the same

              11   order.  So we will break until about 10:45.  Thank you.

              12             (Recess from 10:33 a.m. to 10:47 a.m.)

              13             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  I think we're ready to

              14   go back on the record.  We apologize that so many of our

              15   hearing breaks happen when one or the other of the

              16   restrooms are being cleaned.  We were discussing options

              17   other than just not getting them clean, which I don't

              18   think is the best option.  We'll continue to -- we might

              19   make some of our morning breaks a little bit longer just

              20   to accommodate, if people are taking the elevator down

              21   to the first floor.

              22             With that, I think we will just go in the same

              23   order that we previously had questions.  So I'll first

              24   go to Ms. Hickey.  Do you have any follow-up questions

              25   for Mr. Oliver?
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               1             MS. HICKEY:  No, sir.  Thank you.

               2             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.

               3   Mr. Holman.

               4             MR. HOLMAN:  I have no questions.  Thank you.

               5             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Ms. Hayes.

               6             MS. HAYES:  Yeah, just really briefly.  Thank

               7   you.

               8                         EXAMINATION

               9   BY MS. HAYES:

              10        Q.   My name is Sophie Hayes.  I'm representing

              11   Western Resource Advocates.  You have testified a bit

              12   about how some of the evaluation criteria includes

              13   looking at IRP models.  Is that correct?

              14        A.   Yeah.  The quantitative evaluation criteria is

              15   based on the IRP modeling approach.

              16        Q.   And you have also been asked a bit about

              17   whether an all-source RFP would give you a

              18   representation of sort of the full range of resources

              19   able to meet -- cost effectively meet end capacity need;

              20   is that correct?

              21        A.   I was asked that question, yes.

              22        Q.   Is it your understanding that in the -- in the

              23   lead-up to this RFP, that the IRP itself selected wind

              24   resources?

              25        A.   That's my understanding.  I mean, I think that
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               1   was what initiated the solicitation process.

               2        Q.   Okay.  Thank you.

               3             MS. HAYES:  No questions.  No other questions.

               4             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Ms. McDowell.

               5                      FURTHER EXAMINATION

               6   BY MS. MCDOWELL:

               7        Q.   Thank you.  So Mr. Oliver, I just have a

               8   couple of questions for you.  Beginning with your -- the

               9   testimony that you were handed, UAE Cross Exhibit 2.  Do

              10   you have that?

              11        A.   Yes.

              12        Q.   So can you turn to page 9 of that testimony.

              13   I want to direct your attention to your testimony at

              14   line 1 -- beginning on line 185, where you state, "While

              15   I did not specifically state a recommendation for

              16   resource eligibility, I believe that a targeted

              17   solicitation is reasonable given the unique

              18   circumstances associated with the potential value to

              19   customers of procuring additional wind resources at this

              20   time to take advantage of the PTC benefits."

              21             So what I wanted to ask you about that

              22   testimony is, is I recall from reading the transcript

              23   that you testified that an all-source RFP would

              24   potentially take quite a bit longer than a targeted RFP;

              25   is that correct?
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               1        A.   I -- subject to check, that's correct.

               2        Q.   So in your experience, generally, an

               3   all-source RFP is a more complex and protracted process

               4   than a targeted RFP?

               5        A.   Yes.  And at the time that I submitted this,

               6   as I recall, the company was looking at more of an

               7   intermittent type, you know, to meet a specific need to

               8   take advantages of the PTCs.  And as I understand now,

               9   the solicitation or the justification has changed to be

              10   more of a resource need.

              11             So that's why -- that was the gist here was

              12   basically, you know, a tighter solicitation is generally

              13   more applicable or can be more applicable for an

              14   intermittent-type resource as opposed to a, you know, a

              15   capacity-type resource where you are looking for -- you

              16   know, or an all-source may be more applicable.

              17        Q.   So you could have a resource need that would

              18   be both, correct?  Where you would be both seeking an

              19   economic opportunity and looking to meet capacity need,

              20   correct?

              21        A.   That's correct, yes.

              22        Q.   So I also wanted to ask you a question about

              23   the issues on the assigning of transmission costs.  I

              24   was concerned the record might have gotten a little

              25   confused.  So just to take it back, because I think some
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               1   of the questions were about Uinta.  Could the model

               2   here, or could the RFP have chosen Uinta without any

               3   other bid, if it was the lowest-cost resource?

               4        A.   The model was basically designed to establish

               5   the least-cost portfolio as a resource, so it could have

               6   selected Uinta without, you know, without the

               7   transmission.

               8        Q.   In that -- is it your understanding in that

               9   case that the costs of the Aeolus-to-Bridger line would

              10   not have been assigned to the Uinta bid?

              11        A.   Well, that's correct, yes.  I never expected

              12   it, you know what I mean.  From all we knew that the

              13   Uinta was basically a, you know, didn't need the

              14   Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line to, you know, to become

              15   part of the portfolio.

              16        Q.   So the last question I have for you was on the

              17   interconnection issues you discussed.  So you indicated

              18   that the short list was compiled before any of these

              19   transmission issues, interconnection issues became --

              20   surfaced, became known; is that correct?

              21        A.   That's correct.

              22        Q.   And can you turn to page 84 of your -- of your

              23   report.  I wanted to ask you a little bit about the last

              24   bullet on that page.  So there you talk a little bit

              25   about the interconnection issue, and before I ask you
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               1   about your report, can you confirm that ultimately

               2   between the initial short list and the final short list

               3   there was only one resource that changed?

               4        A.   The -- in the -- in the portfolios, that was

               5   correct.  However, you know, as I mentioned before,

               6   there was one PPA that both IEs had suggested that be

               7   included.  In our recommendation on this final short

               8   list, we had suggested that a PPA be included on that

               9   list.

              10        Q.   And that PPA did not -- was not able to

              11   interconnect; is that correct?

              12        A.   It was further down in the queue, that's

              13   correct.

              14        Q.   And ultimately on page 84, you concluded, and

              15   this is the -- I think the second line from the bottom

              16   of the page, "While the IE had concerns over the basis

              17   of this constraint, these projects were the lowest-cost

              18   options available."  So were you referring to the final

              19   short list there?

              20        A.   Yes.  The final short list that was selected

              21   were the lowest-cost projects, without constraints on

              22   the transmission.  You know, with the, you know, as I

              23   mentioned, I think there were -- the PPA was close, at

              24   least in the initial evaluation, based on different

              25   sensitivities.  But I think overall these four projects,
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               1   you know, based on the methodology were the, you know,

               2   were the least cost projects.

               3             MS. MCDOWELL:  That's all I have, thank you.

               4             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you,

               5   Ms. McDowell.  Mr. Jetter.

               6                      FURTHER EXAMINATION

               7   BY MR. JETTER:

               8        Q.   Thank you.  I have just a few very brief

               9   follow-up questions.  Just to clarify for the record,

              10   when you were discussing the final short list that you

              11   recommended being the lowest-cost option, is it your

              12   understanding that that is the same project being

              13   proposed in this docket today by Rocky Mountain Power?

              14        A.   I'm not sure.  Could you repeat that please or

              15   clarify that?

              16        Q.   So the final short list that you recommended

              17   as being the least cost option, did that include the

              18   Uinta project?

              19        A.   Well, the -- we sort of looked at the Uinta

              20   project as being a separate project, because of the --

              21   you know, I mean, it was part of the portfolio that was

              22   included.  But, you know, our focus was really, you

              23   know, I say more on the projects that were competing for

              24   interconnection on the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line.

              25        Q.   Okay.  Would it be fair to say that in your
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               1   analysis, the three projects, plus Uinta, offered more

               2   benefits to customers than the three projects without

               3   Uinta?

               4        A.   As I recall, the Uinta project offered

               5   positive benefits.  So that would be the case, yes.

               6        Q.   Okay.  And so the option, the final short list

               7   that you had recommended may have been better for

               8   customers than the final short list being presented

               9   today?

              10        A.   If Uinta -- if Uinta was on the final short

              11   list, it would have added some positive benefits.

              12        Q.   Okay.  Thank you.  And changing gears just

              13   very briefly.  This is on page 86 of my version, which

              14   is, the one I am looking at is the redacted version, and

              15   what I am looking at is the header that says B,

              16   recommendations.

              17        A.   Okay.

              18        Q.   And you had some discussions about what was

              19   known by who about this and at what times about the

              20   transmission constraints.  Would you just read the first

              21   sentence of the first bullet point there?

              22        A.   "Merrimack Energy recommended that PacifiCorp

              23   hold a transmission workshop for bidders," is that the

              24   one?

              25        Q.   Yes.
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               1        A.   "Transmission workshop for bidders as they

               2   have for previous solicitations."

               3        Q.   Okay.  And do you know if PacifiCorp in fact

               4   held the recommended workshop for that?

               5        A.   In my view they didn't.

               6        Q.   Okay.

               7        A.   It was one slide in the -- the bidders'

               8   conference presentation that talked about transmission

               9   issues, but it really didn't get into interconnection.

              10   So, you know, I don't -- I don't think that was

              11   sufficient to what I was thinking of, but, you know, I

              12   didn't push it either.

              13             I mean, I guess -- and I, again, I mean, we

              14   did have calls, the IEs did have calls with PacifiCorp's

              15   transmission group to, you know, during the process.

              16   One I think on the end of October, I think was the last

              17   one, the end of October.

              18        Q.   Okay.  And do you know if any of the bidders

              19   were privy to the information that you gained through

              20   those phone calls?

              21        A.   No, not that I am aware of.  I don't -- but I

              22   don't know what the bidders knew.

              23        Q.   Okay --

              24        A.   I mean, you know, I sort of look at this very

              25   sophisticated bidders, that, -you know, bidding
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               1   throughout the industry and the whole process as well.

               2   So you know, I -- I would assume they were pretty, you

               3   know, they would have been somewhat knowledgeable about

               4   the process.  But I don't know for a fact.

               5             MR. JETTER:  Okay.  Thank you.  Those are all

               6   my questions.  Thank you.

               7             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.  Mr. Moore.

               8             MR. MOORE:  No questions.  Thank you.

               9             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thanks.  Mr. Russell.

              10             MR. RUSSELL:  I don't have any further

              11   questions for the witness, but I would like to take the

              12   opportunity to move for the admission of UAE Cross

              13   Exhibit 2.

              14             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  If any party objects to that

              15   motion, please indicate to me.  I am not seeing any

              16   objection, so the motion is granted.  Thank you.

              17   Mr. Baker, do you have any further questions?

              18             MR. BAKER:  Just a couple follow-up.  Thank

              19   you.

              20                      FURTHER EXAMINATION

              21   BY MR. BAKER:

              22        Q.   So in some of the conversation about your

              23   understanding of the initial RFP and what it was for,

              24   can you clarify, am I correct that it was your

              25   understanding it was premised on an economic opportunity
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               1   for PTCs?

               2        A.   Yeah, yes.

               3        Q.   And so would you say that an RFP for

               4   intermittent resources would help you identify the

               5   lowest-cost resource for a firm resource need?

               6        A.   No, not necessarily.

               7             MR. BAKER:  Thank you.  No further questions.

               8             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr. Baker.

               9                          EXAMINATION

              10   BY CHAIRMAN LEVAR:

              11        Q.   I have just one follow-up to an answer you

              12   gave to Mr. Jetter during his first round of

              13   questioning, and he was talking about the restrictions

              14   that came later in the process with respect to

              15   transmission queue position.  And I believe I heard your

              16   answer to one of his questions to say, I don't know if a

              17   bidder or potential bidder could have improved their

              18   queue position if they had known that information

              19   earlier.

              20             I'd like to ask you to follow up a little bit

              21   on that.  Are you saying it would have been difficult

              22   for a potential bidder or bidder to improve their queue

              23   position if they had known the information earlier, or

              24   was that something impossible?

              25        A.   I mean, I guess, bidders could -- you know,
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               1   queue is public information.  So they can always look at

               2   that and apply as soon as they can in terms of, you

               3   know, once they -- there is indication the RFP is coming

               4   out, they can, you know, submit their application, you

               5   know, immediately.  That would be one way, I guess, of

               6   improving the queue position.

               7             But if others are already in there, then, you

               8   know, they are going to be behind other projects that

               9   are ahead of them, because the queue is a serial queue

              10   and whoever is in first.

              11             Now, the one thing I always looked at, and I

              12   believe Mr. Link mentioned in one of his -- and I don't

              13   recall what round of testimony it was, that bidders

              14   could always, you know, could move up in the queue if

              15   someone withdraws from the queue or perhaps is not

              16   selected in an RFP and decides that, you know, they are

              17   going to withdraw their project or not pay the fees.

              18   That's another way the bidders could move up, if someone

              19   else drops out.

              20             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.  I

              21   appreciate that clarification.  Commissioner Clark, do

              22   you have any questions for him?

              23             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Yes.  Yes.  Thank you.

              24                          EXAMINATION

              25   BY COMMISSIONER CLARK:
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               1        Q.   I'd like to begin with the way transmission

               2   interconnection requirements were addressed, and I think

               3   I became a little confused about that during the -- your

               4   earlier examination as well.  So I am going to -- I may

               5   be going over some very routine areas, but as I

               6   understand it, I think you told us that the

               7   Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline transmission upgrade costs

               8   were -- were basically treated as though they -- they

               9   were -- would be encountered regardless of any of the

              10   projects under consideration.  Is that -- is that an

              11   accurate characterization?

              12        A.   Well, the Bridger -- those costs were included

              13   in the final evaluation.  But they -- you know, they

              14   weren't allocated to any projects.  They were just, you

              15   know, the projects that were selected would be -- would

              16   have to connect to that line.  So those costs were just,

              17   you know, overall part of the, you know, the cost

              18   evaluation that was applied to the projects, you know,

              19   that were going to be connecting to the Bridger

              20   Anticline line.

              21        Q.   So initially at least there were wind bids

              22   from projects that wouldn't have interconnected with

              23   that line, right?

              24        A.   That's correct.

              25        Q.   And so when they were evaluated, how were the
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               1   costs of the transmission upgrades treated with respect

               2   to them?

               3        A.   Well, the initial evaluation, the short list

               4   evaluation, they were -- none of the bids were allocated

               5   any costs to that line.  So all the bids were evaluated

               6   the same without any of those costs.  They were only

               7   included -- the only costs included were their specific

               8   interconnection costs.

               9             So short list was selected, and then the SO

              10   model was then used to select the portfolios.  And there

              11   were two portfolios selected, which resulted -- as I

              12   recall, two bids that weren't -- that wouldn't connect

              13   to the -- two small bids that wouldn't connect to the

              14   Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line.

              15             And one of the portfolios was selected then

              16   for the PaR analysis, and the PaR analysis picked that

              17   portfolio where -- was it three projects were, as I

              18   recall, three projects I believe were -- would

              19   transport -- would connect to that line, and then the

              20   other project was the Uinta project that provided

              21   benefits but didn't -- didn't connect to that line.

              22        Q.   Thank you.  With regard to queue position and

              23   its effect on the ultimate selections, if parties had

              24   known, or bidders had known that their queue position --

              25   position would be so influential in the ultimate
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               1   outcome, and I think you suggested that it would have

               2   been desirable for them to learn that through a workshop

               3   earlier on in the process, because maybe they wouldn't

               4   have bid if they had known that, is that -- am I

               5   characterizing your report accurately to that point?

               6        A.   Yes.  I think the more information they would

               7   have known, it would have been beneficial to them one

               8   way or another.  You know, whether they decided to bid

               9   or, you know, decide, you know, different location or

              10   something.  I don't know what they could have done

              11   differently.  But, you know, they were sophisticated

              12   bidders, I guess that's the one thing.  The majority of

              13   them were -- were very sophisticated.

              14        Q.   Just hypothetically, if they had understood

              15   that, had then chosen not to participate in the process

              16   because it -- for whatever reason, would you have

              17   considered the participation of just the three bidders

              18   that remained to be a robust response to the -- to the

              19   RFP?

              20        A.   Probably not.  Because it would -- it would

              21   have been probably less than the total capacity of the

              22   trans -- you know, the company was looking for, but it

              23   doesn't mean that, you know, that the RFP should be

              24   canceled.

              25             I guess at that point it would -- you know, we
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               1   would have brought it to the, you know, commission's

               2   attention that there's not a big response here, but

               3   that, you know, that maybe there's a different way of

               4   proceeding with this process.  And I think that's what

               5   the outcome might have been if no one bid.

               6        Q.   In other words we would have been at the

               7   position of exercising one of the options that you have

               8   described would have been available to us when you gave

               9   your testimony in the RFP proceeding, right?

              10        A.   One of the off-ramps, right.

              11        Q.   One of the off-ramps?

              12        A.   Right.

              13        Q.   Looking at UAE Cross Exhibit 2, and that

              14   testimony on page 9 about targeted solicitation.

              15        A.   Yes, I have it.  Yes, I have it here.

              16        Q.   So knowing what you know now about the

              17   objectives of the solicitation process, if you had -- if

              18   you had known -- had that same knowledge when you gave

              19   this testimony, would you have felt different about

              20   limiting the resources that could respond to just wind

              21   resources?

              22        A.   And that knowledge would be that this is now

              23   more of a resource capacity need type?

              24        Q.   However you understand it to be now.  I mean,

              25   I'm going to ask you to explain that in some detail in a
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               1   minute so...

               2        A.   If -- if it's a capacity need or resource need

               3   that's -- that is being looked at here, I would have

               4   suggested something different, yes.

               5        Q.   So can you take us through sort of what you

               6   understood the nature of your assignment to be in

               7   relation to the objective at the outset of your

               8   engagement, and then how that evolved over time to the

               9   issuance of your final report, and sort of when it --

              10   when you became aware of the changing nature, and how

              11   you became aware of the changing nature of your

              12   assignment as -- or the objectives of the RFP process as

              13   you understood them?

              14        A.   Well, I think when we started the process, I

              15   had -- you know, as I recall, the whole objective was,

              16   this was a unique opportunity to take advantage of the

              17   PTC benefits.  And the company was going to issue an RFP

              18   to solicit bids for wind resources that would be, you

              19   know, targeted to that ben -- to taking advantage of

              20   that benefit, and that would be, you know, that would

              21   basically require transmission upgrade to meet those

              22   requirements in Wyoming.

              23             When we were -- shortly after we were

              24   retained, we actually submitted a number of questions,

              25   probably 30, 40 questions, to the company to try and get
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               1   a better understanding of the whole nature of the

               2   process and the company, because I really wasn't sure at

               3   that time whether, you know, even on interconnection on

               4   what would the allowance be.

               5             You know, are you interconnecting just to that

               6   Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line?  You know, that type

               7   of thing.  So the company provided, you know, pretty

               8   detailed responses back, which provided our better, you

               9   know, knowledge of what -- what the solicitation process

              10   was, which is then reflected here.

              11             You know, I understood the process at that

              12   point to be a unique opportunity, and that's why I

              13   thought, you know, I said, you know, my view was

              14   probably should be issued to see if there are very

              15   positive benefits that are out there.

              16        Q.   And the unique opportunity would have been the

              17   potential to build wind resources with the benefits of

              18   the production tax credits, correct?

              19        A.   Correct.  And I don't recall when -- when I

              20   knew when -- or when I heard that the company's, I don't

              21   know if its objectives or what's the right word here,

              22   but that the -- that it became more of a resource need

              23   as opposed to, you know, just, you know, energy

              24   procurement need to, you know, or energy procurement

              25   requirement to maximize the PTC benefits.
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               1             I don't recall the date.  But it seems like it

               2   has shifted over time, and I -- at least that's the

               3   impression I get.  But our involvement, like I said,

               4   really terminated or didn't continue once we filed the

               5   report in mid February.

               6             We have been involved a little bit in

               7   negotiations, but in terms of the testimony and the

               8   proceeding and who is -- you know, you know, who is

               9   testifying to what, I haven't been following that on a

              10   constant basis.

              11        Q.   Those conclude my questions.  Thanks very

              12   much, Mr. Oliver, for your assistance to the commission.

              13        A.   Thank you.

              14             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.

              15   Commissioner White.

              16                          EXAMINATION

              17   BY COMMISSIONER WHITE:

              18        Q.   Good morning.

              19        A.   Good morning.

              20        Q.   Just following up on a couple questions from

              21   Commissioner Clark.  Was there ever a question in your

              22   mind that the purpose of the RFP was to take advantage

              23   of an opportunity with respect to wind and the

              24   associated DBCs to fill a need, meaning a capacity

              25   that's now a capacity that's now being fulfilled by
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               1   front office transactions?

               2             In other words, I mean, is it in your mind, is

               3   there a question that they were not pursuing an economic

               4   opportunity to pursue a generation resource to not

               5   supply load?  I mean to fill a load requirement?

               6        A.   I guess in my view, initially, I was under the

               7   impression it was mostly an energy procurement as

               8   opposed to a capacity -- to capacity procurement.

               9        Q.   Well, yeah, and I apologize.  Energy capacity,

              10   mostly energy?

              11        A.   Right.

              12        Q.   Okay.  Well, let me ask you a question

              13   about -- you mentioned something -- you keep referring

              14   to sophisticated bidders with respect to the

              15   transmission issue.  Understanding that the transmission

              16   information is publicly available on Oasis, et cetera,

              17   is there something that you would recommend specifically

              18   that, you know, if we go back in time to specifically

              19   the company would have conveyed through a workshop to

              20   these bidders?

              21        A.   Well, as I mentioned, I think, you know, some

              22   of the previous solicitations that we have been IE for

              23   PacifiCorp, we did have -- we did require -- suggest the

              24   company have a workshop for bidders and they did.  And

              25   that workshop generally included just the overall
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               1   assessment, overall description of the system, what some

               2   of the planned additions were to the system, how to get

               3   into the queue, you know, to apply for, you know,

               4   interconnection service, that type of thing.

               5             So I didn't see that as a major effort, but I

               6   thought it was something that could be, you know, put

               7   together fairly quickly and would at least, you know,

               8   something -- that would have provided some value to

               9   bidders.  Even though they were sophisticated bidders,

              10   there may have been some information that they weren't

              11   -- they would at least have the opportunity to ask

              12   questions, you know.

              13             And I know they did in other forums but, you

              14   know, through the, you know, the Q and A process, but

              15   they could have directly asked questions to the

              16   PacifiCorp transmission folks.

              17             COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you.  I have no

              18   further questions.

              19             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you, Mr. Oliver.  We

              20   appreciate your participation in this docket and your

              21   testimony today.  Let me just ask both commissioners and

              22   colleagues if there's any reason not to excuse

              23   Mr. Oliver, or if anyone sees a potential need for

              24   recall.  If you see a problem or a need for potential

              25   recall, please indicate to me.  I am not seeing any
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               1   indication from anyone in the room.  So thank you,

               2   Mr. Oliver.

               3             THE WITNESS:  Thank you very much.

               4             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Before we go back to Rocky

               5   Mountain Power's next witness, Ms. Hickey, is your

               6   witness here yet?

               7             MS. HICKEY:  He is in town on his way over.

               8             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Well, maybe we'll try to get

               9   that witness in this afternoon or in the morning.  Would

              10   either of those work?

              11             MS. HICKEY:  Yes, sir.  Perhaps we could

              12   revisit later this afternoon a break or something.

              13             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.

              14             MS. HAYES:  Mr. Chair, I apologize for

              15   interrupting.  While we're discussing that, I am

              16   wondering if I could ask what you are considering in

              17   terms of the general order of witnesses.  Are you

              18   planning to go in the same order that you have been

              19   calling on attorneys?  I am just trying to get a sense

              20   of when my witness may come up.

              21             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Sure.  Well, not necessarily.

              22   I have been trying to do cross-examination trying to

              23   group similar positions together.

              24             MS. HAYES:  Sure.

              25             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  That's not necessarily -- I
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               1   hadn't thought about who I would go it to next after --

               2             MS. HAYES:  Okay.

               3             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Typically we go to the

               4   division and the office next, but where we have some

               5   parties with positions more similar to the utility than

               6   the division and the office, it might make sense to go

               7   to -- in the order we have been doing cross-examination.

               8   As I think about your question right now, I'm probably

               9   inclined to do that.

              10             MS. HAYES:  Okay.

              11             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Obviously, we have one timing

              12   need.  But other than that, I think that's probably

              13   where you are going, is to go -- I assume Utah Clean

              14   Energy and Western Resource Advocates before we go to

              15   the division and the office, if there's no objection to

              16   that.  If anyone does have an objection, let me know

              17   now.

              18             MR. RUSSELL:  Chair LeVar, I don't have a

              19   specific objection to that.  That does put my witness

              20   going last, and we may have some travel requirements.

              21   I'll discuss that with him during the lunch break and

              22   see if there's not.  I don't know that it's an issue,

              23   but it may be.

              24             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  You know, I think the

              25   parties in these proceedings have generally been
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               1   flexible to try to meet travel needs of witnesses.  The

               2   order we go in typically doesn't have too much

               3   substantive impact, but we want to be open about it.  So

               4   thank you.

               5             MR. LOWNEY:  The company's next witness is

               6   Rick Vail.

               7             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Mr. Vail, do you swear

               8   to tell the truth?

               9             THE WITNESS:  I do.

              10             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.

              11                          RICK VAIL,

              12   was called as a witness, and having been first duly

              13   sworn, testified as follows:

              14                      DIRECT EXAMINATION

              15   BY MR. LOWNEY:

              16        Q.   Mr. Vail, could you please state and spell

              17   your name for the record?

              18        A.   Yes.  It's Rick Vail.  It's R-I-C-K, V-A-I-L.

              19        Q.   Okay.  Mr. Vail, how are you employed?

              20        A.   I am the vice president of transmission for

              21   PacifiCorp.

              22        Q.   And in that capacity, did you file direct

              23   testimony, supplemental direct and rebuttal testimony,

              24   second supplemental direct testimony and surrebuttal

              25   testimony in this case?
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               1        A.   Yes, I did.

               2        Q.   And Mr. Vail, do you have any corrections or

               3   changes to that testimony today?

               4        A.   I do have one correction.  It's on my

               5   surrebuttal testimony.  That correction is on page 21.

               6   It's on line 461.  And I need to add the words "segment

               7   D-1" after "energy Gateway West."

               8        Q.   I'll just give everyone a moment to reflect

               9   that change before we go one.

              10             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Could I ask you just to

              11   repeat that change.

              12             THE WITNESS:  Yes.  So it's surrebuttal

              13   testimony, page 21, lines 461.  Following the words

              14   "Gateway West," we need to add "Segment D-1."

              15        Q.   (By Mr. Lowney) Mr. Vail, with that change, if

              16   I were to ask you the same questions today that are

              17   included in your prefiled testimony, would your answers

              18   be the same?

              19        A.   Yes, they would.

              20             MR. LOWNEY:  I would move to admit Mr. Veil's

              21   testimony as it was in the record.

              22             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  If any party objects

              23   to that motion, please indicate to me.  I am not seeing

              24   any objection in the room, so the motion is granted.

              25   Thank you.
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               1             MR. LOWNEY:  Mr. Vail is available for

               2   cross-examination and commissioner questions.

               3             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Do you want to put in a

               4   summary?

               5             MR. LOWNEY:  I'm sorry.

               6        Q.   (By Mr. Lowney)  Mr. Vail, have you prepared a

               7   summary today?

               8        A.   I have.

               9        Q.   All right.  Please proceed.

              10        A.   You bet.  I have to check, is it still

              11   morning?  So good morning, Commission Chair LeVar,

              12   Commissioner Clark and Commissioner White.  I oversee

              13   the transmission system planning, the administration of

              14   the company's open access transmission tariff or OATT,

              15   the customer generation interconnection requests and the

              16   regional transmission planning initiatives for

              17   PacifiCorp.

              18             My testimony describes substantial and

              19   immediate customer benefits resulting from the

              20   construction of the transmission projects.  The

              21   centerpiece of the transmission projects is the proposed

              22   140 mile, 500 KV Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline

              23   transmission line also known as segment D-2 of the

              24   energy -- of the company's energy gateway transmission

              25   expansion projects.
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               1             This transmission line has been in development

               2   since 2007 and is part of the long-term transmission

               3   plan designed to strengthen the company's and the

               4   region's transmission system to better serve customers.

               5   The unprecedented opportunity before the commission

               6   today allows the company to construct this line with

               7   minimal customer rate impact.

               8             So first, I'm going to address the need for

               9   the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline transmission line.  The

              10   end -- the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline transmission line

              11   is needed today.  The transmission system in southeast

              12   Wyoming is currently constrained with generation

              13   capacity behind the TOT 4A cut plane exceeding

              14   transmission capacity.

              15             From a transmission planning perspective,

              16   there is no reasonable basis to conclude that the

              17   company will not need to construct the

              18   Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line in the relatively near

              19   future.  Although the company has been able to defer

              20   construction of this line by upgrading the existing

              21   transmission system and implementing alternative

              22   transmission technologies, the upgrades that we have

              23   made are not a long-term solution for this line.

              24             Given the existing constraints on the Wyoming

              25   transmission system, the addition of the new
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               1   transmission capacity is the only long-term feasible

               2   solution.  It is not a question of if

               3   Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line will be constructed.

               4   It is a question of when.

               5             This means that the real question presented by

               6   this case is whether it is in the public interest to

               7   construct the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line in 2020,

               8   when it is subsidized by the PTCs, or after 2020, when

               9   it is not.

              10             Foregoing today's opportunities presents

              11   substantial downside risk for customers.  Current plans

              12   call for the construction of this line by 2024.  But

              13   even that date is not certain.  A small change in the

              14   generation resources or a change in load could require

              15   the line to be built without the benefit of the federal

              16   production tax credits as an offset to the costs as

              17   provided for in the company's open access transmission

              18   tariff.

              19             It is possible that an interconnection or

              20   transmission customer could also trigger the need to

              21   construct the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line before

              22   2024, and the cost to accelerate that construction would

              23   ultimately be borne by the -- and paid for by the retail

              24   customers.

              25             The sheer volume of new wind projects that are
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               1   being developed in the transmission constrained area,

               2   southeastern Wyoming, indicates that there is a very

               3   real risk the company could be forced to construct this

               4   line through one of those old mechanisms.  This means

               5   the retail customers would bear the full cost of 697

               6   million dollars, with only the revenue from third party

               7   transmission customers as an offset.  This is not an

               8   insubstantial or speculative risk.

               9             I want to talk a little bit about the benefits

              10   of the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line.  First the

              11   Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line will increase the east

              12   to west transmission capacity by approximately 951

              13   megawatts.  It will also enable the company to more

              14   efficiently utilize existing generation resources in

              15   Wyoming that serve loads in Wyoming, Idaho, Utah, and

              16   the Pacific Northwest.

              17             Second, with the transmission projects, the

              18   company will also be able to interconnect up to a total

              19   of 1,510 megawatts of resources in the prime region --

              20   prime wind region in southeastern Wyoming, including the

              21   three wind projects selected in the 2017R RFP.

              22             The third benefit is that the transmission

              23   projects will improve system reliability.  Currently the

              24   company operates its system to ensure that we meet

              25   and/or exceed all acceptable reliability and performance
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               1   standards.  Due to the long lead time required to

               2   construct high voltage transmission lines, however, the

               3   company must be proactive to ensure that it remains in

               4   position to effectively meet its obligations in the face

               5   of future uncertainty or changing circumstances.

               6             In particular, the North American Reliability

               7   Corporation, NERC, has established system planning

               8   requirements intended to ensure that the bulk electric

               9   system will operate reliably over a broad spectrum of

              10   system conditions and following a wide range of probable

              11   contingencies.

              12             The Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line has been

              13   included in a required annual reliability assessment as

              14   part of the company's short-term and long-term plans to

              15   dependably meet both NERC and WECC reliability

              16   requirements.  The company has thoroughly and

              17   comprehensively studied the transmission projects to

              18   verify that the expected benefits will materialize.

              19             Most importantly, the company has obtained its

              20   final phase 3 path rating from WECC.  This WECC approval

              21   is critical, because it allows the company to

              22   interconnect this transmission line into the wider

              23   transmission system in the entire area and reliably

              24   operate the project at its approved rating.

              25             The company has also completed all of the
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               1   interconnection studies required for the wind projects

               2   and completed the Aeolus west transmission path transfer

               3   capability assessments.

               4             The results of the final transfer capabilities

               5   assessments demonstrate that the company's initial

               6   assessments were conservative, and confirm that the

               7   transmission projects will increase transmission

               8   capability by approximately 200 megawatts more than what

               9   was originally anticipated or is factored into the

              10   benefit calculation.

              11             More detailed studies of the wind projects

              12   that were selected in the 2017R RFP, also increase the

              13   interconnection capabilities from -- it was originally

              14   1,270 megawatts, up to 1,510 megawatts.

              15             The company is confident that the remaining

              16   studies confirm that the estimated costs and benefits of

              17   the transmission projects, also as addressed in my

              18   testimony, the risk of the transmission projects have

              19   continued to decrease over the course of this case, and

              20   the costs have become more certain.

              21             There is now greater cost certainty for the

              22   transmission projects because of the competitive market

              23   solicitations that have occurred during this case.  The

              24   company's bid solicitation process for EPC contractors

              25   for the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line have confirmed
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               1   the company's initial cost estimates.  Because the line

               2   represents approximately 85 percent of the total cost of

               3   the transmission projects, cost certainty for that

               4   portion of the project has increased.  The company is

               5   ready to build and confident that we can deliver the

               6   project on budget.

               7             The risk of delay beyond 2020 has also

               8   decreased over the course of the case as project

               9   implementation has continued.  The company has extensive

              10   past experience implementing projects comparable in

              11   scope to the transmission projects and on similar

              12   construction schedules.

              13             Like past projects, the company intends to use

              14   contracting provisions to provide greater price

              15   certainty and to ensure, through all available means,

              16   the contractors meet the deadlines required for the

              17   transmission projects to become operational by the end

              18   of 2020.

              19             Finally, the company did not mismanage its

              20   generation interconnection queue, or attempt to use the

              21   generator interconnection queue to bias the outcome of

              22   the 2017 request for proposals.  The company's treatment

              23   of all projects in its generation interconnection queue,

              24   whether bidders or not, was consistent with the terms

              25   and conditions of its open access transmission tariff.
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               1             The facts that the full build-out of Gateway

               2   South was trigged as queue position number 708 has been

               3   public knowledge.  It was public knowledge prior to the

               4   issuance of the 2017R RFP, and it has been public

               5   knowledge and out on Oasis since 2015.

               6             The interconnection restudies which change the

               7   assumption of the inservice date for the bridge --

               8   sorry, Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line resulted in

               9   increasing the interconnection capability, prior to that

              10   study.  And Gateway South went from being triggered at

              11   queue position 708, down to queue position 713.

              12             So the final restudy of that generation

              13   interconnection queue actually included more projects

              14   that would be available to interconnect with the

              15   addition of the segment D-2 line than were originally

              16   assumed prior to the completion of those studies.

              17             In summary, this case does really present us

              18   an unprecedented opportunity to obtain the numerous

              19   benefits that the transmission projects provide with

              20   little customer rate impacts, primarily because of the

              21   PTCs generated by the wind projects.  This is a unique

              22   time-limited opportunity to build a much needed

              23   transmission line and actually save customers money by

              24   doing so.

              25             If the company delays the construction of the
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               1   Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line until PTCs are no

               2   longer available, the customer rate impact will be

               3   significantly greater when the line is required to be

               4   built.  Thank you.

               5        Q.   Mr. Vail, does that conclude your summary?

               6        A.   Yes, it does.

               7             MR. LOWNEY:  And now Mr. Vail is available for

               8   cross-examination and commissioner questions.

               9             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr. Lowney.

              10   Ms. Hickey, do you have any questions for Mr. Vail?

              11             MS. HICKEY:  No.  Thank you, sir.

              12             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.

              13   Mr. Holman.

              14             MR. HOLMAN:  I have no questions.  Thank you.

              15             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Ms. Hayes.

              16             MS. HAYES:  No questions.  Thank you.

              17             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.  Mr. Jetter.

              18             MR. JETTER:  I do have a few questions.

              19                       CROSS-EXAMINATION

              20   BY MR. JETTER:

              21        Q.   Good morning.

              22        A.   Good morning.

              23        Q.   Do you have your direct testimony in front of

              24   you?

              25        A.   Yes, I do.
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               1        Q.   Would you please turn to -- this is page 19,

               2   and there is a question beginning on line 429, and the

               3   answer concludes on line 433.  Would you please read

               4   that question and answer?

               5        A.   Starting on 429?

               6        Q.   Yes, please.

               7        A.   Okay.  "Will the transmission projects also

               8   enhance the company's ability to meet the reliability

               9   standards applicable to its transmission system?  Yes,

              10   although the company currently meets or exceeds the

              11   applicable reliability standards and criteria, the

              12   addition of the transmission projects will allow the

              13   company to more efficiently meet or exceed those

              14   standards and criteria."

              15        Q.   Thank you.  And is that an accurate statement

              16   that the current transmission in that area currently

              17   meets or exceeds the applicable reliability standards

              18   and criteria?

              19        A.   Yes, that's an accurate statement.

              20        Q.   Thank you.

              21             MR. JETTER:  I am going to -- if I may

              22   approach?  I would like to present a cross-examination

              23   exhibit.

              24             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Yes.

              25             MR. JETTER:  Limited copies of this.  I only
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               1   have one extra copy of it.

               2        Q.   (By Mr. Jetter)  Would you please identify

               3   what the cover page of this document is?

               4        A.   The cover page states that this is the 2017

               5   integrated resource plan before the Public Utility

               6   Commission of Oregon.

               7        Q.   Okay.  And does this on the, I guess the

               8   right-hand side of that first page, the final -- or

               9   excuse me, it says "staff final comments."  Is that

              10   correct?

              11        A.   Yeah, that's what the cover page states.  I

              12   don't see anything on the next page to verify.  But,

              13   yeah, it looks like it's that document.

              14        Q.   Okay.  Thank you.  And turning to the second

              15   page of this document, I haven't reproduced the entire

              16   document here, would you start -- there's a header that

              17   is a No. 3.  And would you read that header along with

              18   the rest of this document down to the end of that

              19   paragraph before the next header that starts with the

              20   No. 3?

              21        A.   You would like me to read that whole section?

              22        Q.   Yes, please.

              23        A.   "PacifiCorp concedes that its proposed

              24   transmission line is not needed to address short-term

              25   reliability concerns on a stand-alone basis.  In the
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               1   absence of a new wind acquisition, PacifiCorp would not

               2   construct or acquire the new transmission line.

               3   Representatives of PacifiCorp have repeatedly

               4   acknowledged this fact.

               5             "Staff:  Quote, Without the 100 -- I'm sorry,

               6   1,100 megawatts of wind would PacifiCorp build this

               7   transmission line?

               8             "PacifiCorp:  No.  In essence that's what

               9   we're trying to demonstrate, this transmission line paid

              10   for by the benefits of the wind.

              11             "Staff:  So there is no reliability need to

              12   put this transmission in place at some point; is that

              13   correct?

              14             "Right.  We are currently compliant with the

              15   NERC reliability standards and expect to be going

              16   forward."

              17        Q.   And I could actually just stop you there.  I

              18   think we can skip that next paragraph to speed things up

              19   a little.  Is it accurate that at the bottom of those --

              20   that transcript portion that you have just read, there

              21   is a footnote notation for No. 26?

              22        A.   Yes.

              23        Q.   And if you go down to footnote 26, does that

              24   read, "Approximately 2 hours 20 minutes to 2 hours 30

              25   minutes of the September 14th, 2017, LC67 special public
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               1   meeting"?

               2        A.   Yes, it does.

               3        Q.   Do you have any reason to believe that that is

               4   an incorrect transcription of that public meeting?

               5        A.   No.  I don't believe that is incorrect.  As I

               6   noted in my summary, I think I have been very clear in

               7   testimony all along, PacifiCorp is currently in

               8   compliance with the NERC reliability standards in

               9   southeastern Wyoming.  But I would also add that any

              10   small change in circumstance could change that, and one

              11   of the primary tools we have is our long-term

              12   transmission planning in order to make sure that we're

              13   ready to address those needs when that time does come.

              14        Q.   And you described this morning your opinion is

              15   that if -- or let me actually ask you that.  Is it your

              16   opinion that if a third party generator in that area

              17   were to require network upgrades on that transmission

              18   line, that Utah rate payers would pay for those costs?

              19        A.   Can you clarify on which transmission line and

              20   when you are speaking of network upgrades what you are

              21   referring to?

              22        Q.   Okay.

              23        A.   So I can be specific.  Are you talking

              24   generation interconnection network upgrades?

              25        Q.   So I am speaking to, yes, interconnection
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               1   network upgrades that would be required to interconnect

               2   a third party generator, anywhere, I believe it's north

               3   or northeast, depending on how you look at the map, of

               4   the cut plane that you have described where the

               5   congestion is.

               6        A.   And just so I can be responsive to the

               7   question, are these network upgrades part of the

               8   company's long-term transmission plan?

               9        Q.   No.

              10        A.   Okay.  And so what was the question?

              11        Q.   So the question is, is if a third party

              12   generator seeks an interconnection agreement for a

              13   long-term generation interconnection -- excuse me.  A

              14   long-term interconnection for a large generator in that

              15   area, and it requires network upgrades, is it your

              16   testimony today that rate payers of Rocky Mountain Power

              17   would pay for those upgrades?

              18        A.   Yes.  Let me just clarify to be clear here.

              19   What we're talking about is a FERC jurisdictional

              20   generation interconnection request.  In that case the

              21   network upgrades, the way FERC looks at those network

              22   upgrades is that they benefit all users of the

              23   transmission system so they would be rolled into the

              24   formula rates.

              25             And then at the same time, PacifiCorp would
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               1   come in for recovery on those network upgrades, and then

               2   basically the -- the transmission so, again, you have to

               3   be careful here.  We went from interconnection being

               4   FERC jurisdictional.  They would also have to come in

               5   for a transmission service request.

               6             When they enter into that transmission service

               7   request, they pay transmission service, and that

               8   transmission service that is collected would then be

               9   credited back to the individual states.

              10        Q.   And are you aware of an instance where --

              11   maybe describe to me the most recent two or three

              12   instances briefly where a third party generation

              13   interconnection that are not approved PPAs between -- by

              14   any of the six states that PacifiCorp serves, have

              15   interconnected required network transmission upgrades

              16   and that those upgrades have been paid for by customers,

              17   in those six states.

              18        A.   I'm sorry.  I followed most of that.  So,

              19   again, I just want to clarify.  Are we talking a FERC

              20   jurisdictional interconnection?  So you have a FERC

              21   jurisdictional generation interconnection request.

              22        Q.   I would actually say, a FERC jurisdictional

              23   interconnection request.

              24        A.   Well, the answer is different, and it's

              25   different depending on the state.  And that's why I am
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               1   asking for clarification.

               2        Q.   So what I am asking you to describe is a

               3   situation where a third party generation provider

               4   interconnected and Utah rate payers were responsible for

               5   the cost of any network upgrade that was required as a

               6   result of that interconnection.

               7        A.   So off the top of my head, I don't have a

               8   specific example.  I will say this.  Almost all FERC

               9   jurisdictional interconnection requests that have a

              10   network upgrade requirement would then roll into the

              11   retail rates.  They would be part of the capital

              12   addition that the company would have.

              13        Q.   Okay.  I'd like permission to approach the

              14   witness again.  Again, provide a document.

              15             I have handed you -- is this accurate that

              16   what I've handed you is a cover page that identifies

              17   this document as a 7th Circuit United States Court of

              18   Appeals order, citation 798 F.3rd 603?  And it's Pioneer

              19   Trail Wind Farm LLC versus FERC?

              20        A.   This -- that's what it reads.  Yeah.

              21        Q.   Okay.  And I have highlighted a portion of

              22   that on page 3 of that document.

              23             MR. LOWNEY:  I'm going to object, before we

              24   get too far down this path.  I don't think there's been

              25   any basis established for Mr. Vail to be testifying
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               1   about a 7th Circuit case, particularly one that doesn't

               2   involve PacifiCorp, Rocky Mountain Power.  It involves

               3   difference generators.  It involves different utilities.

               4   It involves an RTO.  It's in the 7th Circuit.

               5             MR. JETTER:  I think this is perfectly within

               6   the scope of his testimony that Utah customers would be

               7   paying for upgrades to this transmission line.  And

               8   rather than print out the roughly 2 or 3,000 pages that

               9   are PERC orders 2003 A, B, C, and I think it's D, as

              10   well as there's a new FERC order 845 that also addresses

              11   this, I thought it might be easier to summarize those

              12   from a federal Court of Appeals to ask the witness if

              13   his understanding matches the understanding of what the

              14   federal court who wrote this opinion is on who would pay

              15   for those upgrades.

              16             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  I will note we didn't get a

              17   copy of it.  So I'm at a little disadvantage on dealing

              18   with the objection.  But it might be premature to rule

              19   on the objection until we hear what kind of questions he

              20   asks.  I don't know that I am ready to prohibit any

              21   questions about this order, but it might depend on the

              22   specific questions.

              23             MR. JETTER:  Maybe it would be easier if I

              24   read it, and then ask if this is consistent with his

              25   understanding.  Would that --
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               1             MR. LOWNEY:  Well, I guess I would -- if I

               2   could ask one question.  (Mumbling.)

               3             COURT REPORTER:  Is your mic on?

               4             MS. MCDOWELL:  Yeah.  Mr. Vail, have you ever

               5   seen this order before?

               6             THE WITNESS:  No, I have not.

               7             MS. LOWNEY:  Are you familiar with the facts

               8   of this case?

               9             THE WITNESS:  Not at all.

              10             MR. LOWNEY:  Are you familiar with MISO's

              11   interconnection rules?

              12             THE WITNESS:  No, I am not.

              13             MR. LOWNEY:  And it appears MISO is the party

              14   that the RTO that is whose interconnection issues are at

              15   stake in this case.

              16             THE WITNESS:  Correct.

              17             MR. LOWNEY:  I would just offer that in

              18   support of the objection.

              19             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Let me just ask you this

              20   question, Mr. Lowney.  Considering the testimony that

              21   Mr. Vail just gave about interconnection costs, what

              22   would you propose is the right forum for Mr. Jetter to

              23   present this, I guess, rebuttal position?

              24             MR. LOWNEY:  Well, I think there -- you know,

              25   there's the company's open access transition tariff.
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               1   There's potentially orders that maybe involved

               2   PacifiCorp that Mr. Vail may be familiar with.  You

               3   know, I have no problem with him perhaps asking

               4   questions here.  I just don't want Mr. Vail to testify

               5   about what the 7th Circuit did or didn't decide relative

               6   to a tariff that is not the company's tariff.

               7             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  I think again, subject to

               8   objections, if you have any further as we go on, I think

               9   I'm going to allow Mr. Jetter to do as he described, to

              10   let him read this excerpt from this case and then ask

              11   Mr. Vail, to the extent of whatever knowledge Mr. Vail

              12   might or might not have, and we'll see where we go from

              13   that point forward.

              14             MR. BAKER:  Commissioner LeVar, I apologize

              15   for the quick interruption.  But Mr. Jetter, could you

              16   please recite the case cite for us since we don't have a

              17   copy?

              18             MR. JETTER:  Yes.  It's 798 F.3rd 603.

              19             I believe we're at the point, is that correct,

              20   we can go ahead?

              21             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Yes.  Yes.

              22        Q.   (By Mr. Jetter)  Would you please go ahead and

              23   read that highlighted portion.

              24        A.   It states, "In 2003, FERC standardized the

              25   generation interconnection process to which we
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               1   reluctantly refer to as the GIP, following the industry

               2   jargon.  Under the GIP the interconnection customers,

               3   such as Pioneer and Settlers, submit requests to the

               4   grid operator, in this case MISO.  MISO then produces

               5   studies to assess the impact of the projects on the

               6   grid.

               7             "These studies identify what additional

               8   upgrades are needed to ensure that those additional

               9   connections do not adversely affect the grid.  These

              10   studies also inform interconnection customers what the

              11   costs of the upgrades will be.  The step is supposed to

              12   enable the customers to decide if in fact they want to

              13   be connected to the grid or perhaps even build the

              14   plants at all.  The interconnection customers cover the

              15   cost of MISO's studies."

              16        Q.   Thank you.  Now, was your understanding that

              17   PacifiCorp's OATT, do you believe that PacifiCorp's

              18   process is different from what has been described that

              19   have you just read?

              20        A.   The process -- so you gave me a highlighted

              21   portion.  I just note if you go to the next paragraph

              22   down, it starts getting more specific about the

              23   different studies and titles of studies that are

              24   performed.  So I think we would probably need to -- I

              25   would need to understand a little bit more.
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               1             One other thing, and I'll be very clear on

               2   this, because FERC is really specific with the language

               3   that they utilize, and so when the circuit court here

               4   says these studies also inform interconnection customers

               5   what costs the upgrades will be, they are not being

               6   specific.

               7             And I, as we got to spend some time together a

               8   while back on interconnection terminology and FERC, the

               9   language of FERC is very -- is very specific.  And in

              10   this case, you know, it doesn't say generation

              11   interconnection network upgrades.  It just says

              12   upgrades, which in my mind could be either just the --

              13   what we would call a direct assign charge to the

              14   customer, just to be able to plug into the system.  Or

              15   it could include network upgrades.

              16             I don't know.  So it's hard for me to -- I

              17   just think there's some ambiguity in the language that

              18   the circuit court chose to use in that statement.

              19        Q.   Thank you for that explanation.  But you are

              20   not aware of any instance that you can identify where

              21   it's actually happened that a third party

              22   interconnection customer required a network upgrade and

              23   Utah rate payers were burdened with that cost?

              24        A.   Again, I don't have a specific example off the

              25   top of my mind.  I'd be happy to come back with, you
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               1   know, 40 or 50 examples, because that's very common

               2   within the interconnection process.  I just -- I don't

               3   have one off the top of my head.

               4        Q.   And isn't it true that in your standard power

               5   purchase agreements that you have for third party

               6   generators, specifically typical qualifying facilities,

               7   that it requires those facilities to pay for all network

               8   upgrades?

               9        A.   So I am on the transmission side of the

              10   business.  I do not negotiate or see the power purchase

              11   agreements.  I cannot answer that question.

              12        Q.   Okay.  Are you aware of any qualifying

              13   facility having interconnection that required a network

              14   upgrade that would have not been paid for by the

              15   interconnecting qualifying facility?

              16        A.   Okay.  So again, just to be clear, we're

              17   talking about a QF here, which is a state jurisdiction.

              18   So I am not sure which state you're referring to.  But

              19   depending on the state, primarily the qualified

              20   facilities would be paying for the network upgrades

              21   themselves.  My answers up to this time have been

              22   focused on FERC jurisdictional, which is a different

              23   answer.

              24        Q.   Thank you.  And I am looking at the map on

              25   page 6 which is RAV-1SR.  Could please turn to that
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               1   page?

               2             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Which testimony is this from?

               3             MR. JETTER:  This is the surrebuttal testimony

               4   of Mr. Rick Vail, and it's --

               5        A.   Sorry, one SR?

               6        Q.   (By Mr. Jetter)  RAV-1SR, and this is page 6

               7   of 6.

               8        A.   Okay.  I am there.

               9        Q.   Are you aware of anywhere that would be on

              10   this map, or in the vicinity of this map, that Rocky

              11   Mountain Power intends to construct generation other

              12   than these wind projects that would then connect to this

              13   line?

              14        A.   I am not aware.

              15        Q.   Thank you.

              16             MR. JETTER:  I have no further questions.

              17   Thank you, Mr. Vail.

              18             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you, Mr. Jetter.

              19   Mr. Moore.

              20             MR. MOORE:  Mr. Snarr will be handling the

              21   questions.

              22             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Did you have an exhibit to

              23   enter into evidence?

              24             MR. JETTER:  Oh, I do.  And I don't remember

              25   what number I was at.
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               1             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Just the staff comments.

               2             MR. JETTER:  Yeah.  We could call it DPU Cross

               3   Exhibit probably at five.  I think five is --

               4             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Yeah, I don't know.  Do you

               5   want to call it five?

               6             MR. JETTER:  Yes.  I think the court reporter

               7   actually --

               8             (Discussion off the record.)

               9             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Is there any objection to the

              10   motion to enter that into evidence?  I am not seeing

              11   any.  So the motion is granted.

              12             (DPU Cross Exhibit No. 5 was marked.)

              13             MR. JETTER:  Okay.  Thank you.

              14             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay, Mr. Snarr.

              15             MR. SNARR:  Thank you.

              16                       CROSS-EXAMINATION

              17   BY MR. SNARR:

              18        Q.   Mr. Vail, I'd like to touch on two or three

              19   areas.  Should be brief though.

              20        A.   Okay.

              21        Q.   First, in your surrebuttal testimony filed in

              22   May of 2018, at line 445, you indicate that because

              23   the -- of the wind interconnection requirements, the

              24   date for the completion of the transmission facilities

              25   was moved up from 2024 to 2020; is that correct?
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               1        A.   I am sorry.  I didn't hear your exact wording

               2   on that.  I would just note, yeah, from a long-term

               3   transmission plan standpoint, we moved the segment D-2

               4   line to be in service in 2020 instead of 2024.

               5        Q.   And that's because of the new wind that you

               6   are planning to service there, right?

               7        A.   Yeah.  It's to take advantages of the time

               8   limited opportunities of the BTCs, correct.

               9        Q.   Okay.  Now, if the 2 -- if the 2024 date

              10   represents the company's best estimates of an inservice

              11   date associated with the need for new transmission

              12   facilities, but for those deadlines related to wind and

              13   PTCs, then why wasn't the 2024 date used in the base

              14   assumptions for the modeling analysis that took place

              15   concerning the transmission facilities?

              16        A.   Which modeling assumptions?

              17        Q.   The modeling that took place to analyze the

              18   benefits and to determine whether the project should go

              19   forward.

              20        A.   So I'll just probably clarify.  My guess is

              21   what we're talking about is the IRP, and then what came

              22   out of the preferred portfolio of the IRP?

              23        Q.   It's the RFP and the portfolio of wind and

              24   transmission that we're looking at today in this

              25   proceeding.
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               1        A.   And --

               2        Q.   Mr. Link's analysis.  Why wasn't the 2024 date

               3   used as a basis to bring those transmission facilities

               4   into the analysis instead of the 2020 date?

               5             MR. LOWNEY:  Objection.  The RFP modeling is

               6   in the purview of Mr. Link's testimony.  He is the one

               7   that testified on this issue.  He testified both in

               8   prefiled testimony as well as here during his live

               9   presentation.  So I think this question was -- should

              10   have been, and I think was, directed to Mr. Link in

              11   several different respects during his testimony in the

              12   hearing.

              13             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Mr. Snarr, do you want to

              14   respond to the objection?  And I think your microphone

              15   is not on.

              16             MR. SNARR:  I'll bring it closer.  I think

              17   it's on.  Mr. Vail testifies about the change of the

              18   date from 2024 to 2020.  He indicates that it's

              19   appropriate to build the transmission facilities in 2020

              20   because they are intertwined or codependent with the

              21   wind facilities.

              22             And I am just asking if that's the case, then

              23   looking at the question of whether we should build or

              24   not build should have started with the assumption that

              25   the 2024 facility should have been modeled as 2024
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               1   facilities.  If he knows an answer to that question,

               2   that's fine.  If he doesn't know or want to refer to

               3   back to Link, I understand.

               4             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  I think that's an appropriate

               5   way to go forward.  Mr. Vail, do you -- if you have --

               6   if you can answer that question, do so.  Just indicate

               7   whether you can't.

               8             THE WITNESS:  Yeah, I don't know that I can

               9   answer that question.

              10        Q.   (By Mr. Snarr)  Okay.

              11        A.   I would just kind of repeat my answer though.

              12   Because I don't want to not be responsive.  You know,

              13   again, what we did is took that 2024 date, and in order

              14   to be able to capture those PTC benefits, moved the line

              15   into 2020.  So in my mind if you were going to do any

              16   kind of modeling that captures the PTC benefits, you

              17   would need to have the 2020 date of the transmission

              18   line as the basis for that modeling.

              19        Q.   Let me just check my notes here.  Referring to

              20   your testimony, in your surrebuttal testimony, I am

              21   looking now at page 9, I believe it is.  In any event --

              22   in any event lines 238 to 240.  If you could --

              23        A.   So in my surrebuttal I am seeing that as page

              24   11.

              25        Q.   I am sorry.  Thank you.
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               1        A.   Okay.  I am there.

               2        Q.   You address there -- you indicate that if the

               3   solar projects were built instead of wind projects, that

               4   the transmission facilities would still be needed but

               5   the construction would more likely be moved back to

               6   2024; is that correct?

               7        A.   That is correct.

               8        Q.   Now, in response to questions that were

               9   proposed by division counsel, you -- you were

              10   described -- you were asked to address whether or not

              11   the transmission projects were actually needed to

              12   improve the standards of your transmission system or

              13   whether or not they would -- your transmission system

              14   was currently in compliance with reliability standards,

              15   right?

              16        A.   Yes, I was asked those questions.

              17        Q.   Okay.  And is it your testimony that your

              18   system would be able to maintain the sort of reliability

              19   through 2024, but for the opportunity to construct these

              20   facilities earlier?

              21        A.   Yeah.  I think my testimony is pretty clear.

              22   I mean, right now the company's best estimated time

              23   frame to build the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line is

              24   2024.  And again, I want to be very clear and on the

              25   record that we are currently compliant with NERC
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               1   reliability standards.

               2             As I mentioned in my summary, though, it can

               3   take a pretty small shift in load or a small shift in

               4   the generation resources that would trigger the

               5   immediate need to build this line for a reliability

               6   standard reason.  And it's a little bit

               7   counterintuitive, and I do want to kind of get this

               8   point across.

               9             In Wyoming one of the biggest challenges we

              10   face in meeting the NERC reliability standards is not

              11   additional load.  It's actually a low load period when

              12   you have the wind all of a sudden comes up and you have

              13   a lot of wind generation in that area, as the thermal

              14   fleet is also generating.  So there's been some

              15   discussions around load forecast declining and stuff

              16   like that, but one of the real difficult or challenges

              17   that we face in eastern Wyoming area is actually a low

              18   load period with high wind.  So it's a little bit

              19   counterintuitive to some of the discussions we've had.

              20        Q.   Following up on that, Mr. Vail, under your

              21   current proposal, my understanding is that the company

              22   will be adding significant megawatts of new wind

              23   capacity; is that correct?

              24        A.   Yes, that's correct.

              25        Q.   And what's the amount of that new wind
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               1   capacity?

               2        A.   I believe it's 1,150 megawatts.

               3        Q.   Okay.  And at page 24 of your surrebuttal, at

               4   line 519, you indicate that the company would be adding

               5   951 megawatts of transfer capability; is that correct?

               6        A.   Yes, that is correct.

               7        Q.   Now, you also indicated that earlier something

               8   about the capacity behind the TOT 4A cut plane.  Here is

               9   the question I have.  If you are adding more wind

              10   capacity than transmission capacity, won't that add to

              11   the problem that you already mentioned in which the

              12   transmission system in eastern Wyoming is currently

              13   constrained with generation capacity behind that TOT 4A

              14   cut plane?

              15        A.   No.  That's actually not the case.  We will

              16   actually be relieving the constraint here pretty

              17   significantly.  We're talking about 1,150 megawatts of

              18   load -- excuse me, 1,150 megawatts of wind being added

              19   to the system.  Certainly the wind doesn't blow all the

              20   time.  When we have that 950 megawatts of transfer

              21   capability, we're going to not only be able to harness

              22   all the new wind and the existing wind that is there,

              23   but during significant periods throughout the year,

              24   we'll also be able to harness additional generation out

              25   of the DJ and the Wyodak plants, that are behind that
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               1   constraint.

               2             So it comes down to a little bit of a matter

               3   of how much the wind is blowing and when it's blowing.

               4   But for the majority, or for significant hours

               5   throughout the year, we will actually be able to get our

               6   existing resources out of Wyoming more effectively than

               7   we do today.

               8        Q.   Thank you.  Now, going back to the basic

               9   driver for this, the transmission projects.  I note in

              10   your direct testimony of June 2017, I am looking at page

              11   13.  You mention at line 298, you have described the

              12   transmission projects and wind projects as codependent.

              13             Now, isn't it true that the codependence of

              14   these projects and their combined economics is the

              15   primary driver for proposing the current construction of

              16   your transmission project?

              17        A.   Again, if what you are referring to is the

              18   construction time line to get it in service by 2020, the

              19   idea is to be able to build this transmission line and

              20   take advantage of the PTCs, yes.

              21        Q.   Thank you.  Do you recall when the possible

              22   construction of this transmission segment or line was

              23   first contemplated or put into plans for the company?

              24        A.   The projects, I'll call it, you know, was

              25   first thought about or from a concept standpoint was
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               1   2007, I believe.  And active work on the project began

               2   in 2008, I believe.

               3        Q.   And I did review your 2008 IRP which listed

               4   the line and described its justification.  May I read

               5   that for you?  Or I can provide you a copy.

               6        A.   Yeah.  A copy would be fantastic.

               7        Q.   I have additional copies, but I think my

               8   question's going to be limited.  Let me know if someone

               9   else needs one.

              10             Mr. Vail, I have highlighted a few lines there

              11   that are talking about the, as I believe the D-2 segment

              12   of the line that is at issue today.  Do you see that

              13   area highlighted in blue?

              14        A.   I do.

              15        Q.   Would you please read that for us?

              16        A.   It says that -- sorry.  "The last section will

              17   connect the new annex substation located near Bridger

              18   substation to the Populus substation that is being

              19   constructed as part of the Populus to Terminal segment.

              20   When completed in 2014, the entire segment will move

              21   wind or other resources from eastern Wyoming to a

              22   critical hub Populus, located near Downey, Idaho.

              23        Q.   Now, that's the same one we're talking about

              24   as part of the Aeolus-to-Bridger line you are proposing

              25   to construct; is that right?
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               1        A.   Well, what this segment actually refers to

               2   here is going from Bridger substation to Populus.  And

               3   so it's actually the segment D-3.  And again, just for a

               4   little bit of clarification, the Gateway West was broken

               5   down into two segments initially.  We had segment D,

               6   which went from Windstar all the way over to Populus.

               7   And then we had segment E that went from Populus over to

               8   Hemmingway.

               9             Later, I believe it was in the 2013 IRP, we

              10   broke the segments apart into D-1, D-2 and D-3.  And so

              11   the segment referenced here, Bridger to Populous, is

              12   actually D-3 and not segment D-2.  D-2 is the segment

              13   that we're discussing here today.

              14        Q.   Okay.  With respect to the segments that are

              15   part of this Aeolus-to-Bridger Gateway project, this

              16   indicates that at least some aspects of that -- that

              17   project were being contemplated to meet the needs of

              18   wind and other resources to move it from eastern Wyoming

              19   to the west; is that right?

              20        A.   That is correct.

              21        Q.   And isn't that what you are contemplating by

              22   the transmission project that is the subject of these

              23   proceedings?

              24        A.   Yes.  This is a subsegment to move basically

              25   from southeast Wyoming to the Bridger hub.
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               1        Q.   So as early as 2008 in your IRPs, you are

               2   discussing this potential project, even though the

               3   inservice date has obviously slipped, but you are

               4   discussing this kind of transmission project to really

               5   aid the addition of new resources to move out onto the

               6   system and to move westward; isn't that correct?

               7        A.   So just to clarify, you know, I was not part

               8   of the 2008 IRP process.  I just want to kind of frame

               9   that up.  When the Energy Gateway projects were first

              10   conceptualized, there was, you know, forecasted

              11   significant load growth along the Wasatch Front.  There

              12   was plans to build significant resources in Wyoming and

              13   in other places throughout the territory.

              14             So, you know, I would just say that if you

              15   kind of go back to 2008, the world was very different,

              16   and we had this economic crisis that relate -- you know,

              17   significantly changed, I think, everybody's plans.  And

              18   so you know, again, back then, just to kind of be clear,

              19   it was to add additional renewables and then try to

              20   serve the significant load growth that at that time was

              21   anticipated along the Wasatch Front.

              22        Q.   All right.  Just one last area of questioning

              23   here.  In your surrebuttal testimony filed in May of

              24   2018, I am looking at pages 35 and 36, you discuss the

              25   company's assumption that 12 percent of the revenue
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               1   requirement for the transmission projects will be

               2   recovered from third party transmission customers

               3   through FERC rates or FERC established OATT rates; is

               4   that correct?

               5        A.   Yeah.  It is.  Can I just ask the line

               6   reference again?  I'm sorry.

               7        Q.   Lines 35, 36.

               8        A.   So I am on page 35 and 36.  Just the lines.

               9        Q.   Okay, excuse me.  I missed the line reference.

              10   I'm sorry.  It's at page 35, 36, and I didn't have the

              11   line reference noted here.

              12             MS. SCHMID:  750?

              13             MR. SNARR:  Counsel suggests 750.

              14        A.   Okay.

              15        Q.   (By Mr. Snarr) But the --

              16        A.   Here what -- basically what you are talking

              17   about is the 12 percent assumption of third party

              18   transmission.

              19        Q.   That's right.

              20        A.   Thank you.  I'm there.

              21        Q.   Does that reflect basically the current

              22   allocation in terms of cost recovery through the OATT

              23   process?

              24        A.   Yes, it does.  That's a, you know, basically

              25   our best information today of what the third party
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               1   transmission revenues are on the system.

               2        Q.   Now, of course, that would leave then 88

               3   percent to be recovered from retail rate payers?

               4        A.   Yes, that's correct.

               5        Q.   And just following on that, the next few lines

               6   you discuss that the estimated third party revenues

               7   should continue consistent with historical data, which

               8   is -- to continue with historical data; is that correct?

               9        A.   Yeah, I do.  And just to note, we also get,

              10   you know, updated load and resource forecasts from

              11   all -- all users of the transmission system.  And so

              12   what we've kind of seen recently is that a number of our

              13   third party transmission customer load are actually

              14   increasing a little bit, faster than PacifiCorp's load

              15   forecast.

              16             So, again, there's been quiet a bit of

              17   discussion in this case on the load forecast here, and I

              18   would just note that we're starting to see additional

              19   load increases from our third party transmission

              20   customers over and above what we're seeing from

              21   PacifiCorp load standpoint.

              22        Q.   You also note, I believe, that the PacifiCorp

              23   load is expected to decline.  Isn't that correct?

              24        A.   I would just clarify that.  I am not expecting

              25   the load to decline.  What we are talking about is the
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               1   load forecast continues to decline.  When you -- when

               2   you develop transmission, you actually have to develop

               3   to peak load.  And we are not seeing a decline in peak

               4   load.  What we're seeing is a decline in the forecast --

               5   the forecasted growth of peak load.

               6        Q.   Okay.  In light of the discussions as you have

               7   explained it there, the company would not realistically

               8   be put at risk if this commission were to determine that

               9   retail customers should be protected by the

              10   establishment of a cap at 88 percent for their revenue

              11   responsibility for the transmission projects; isn't that

              12   correct?

              13        A.   I am sorry.  Could you repeat the question.

              14        Q.   I am really contemplating that this

              15   commission, in order to protect retail rate payers,

              16   might establish a cap, a cap of 88 percent maximum

              17   recovery through Utah retail rates for anything that

              18   would come through the use of this transmission project.

              19   And I am suggesting to you that the company really

              20   wouldn't be put at risk if that cap at 88 percent was

              21   established by this commission; isn't that correct?

              22        A.   So prior to answering the question, you know,

              23   I guess looking at it, would a cap protect rate payers

              24   and lock PacifiCorp, the company at 88 percent?  The

              25   answer is yes.  I would just add to it though, just like
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               1   anything that goes through a prudence review, you know,

               2   this is -- this is, you know, based on the best

               3   information that we have today.

               4             If, for some reason, like a third party

               5   transmission customer load were to be, you know, lost or

               6   something like that, you know, I think I would go back

               7   to, is it anything that the company has done at fault or

               8   not, and try to determine then -- you know, would we

               9   want to make, you know, that commitment.  And I don't

              10   know if I am in a position today to be able to say the

              11   company would be willing to take on that commitment.

              12        Q.   Two follow-ups to that.  Excuse me.  Two

              13   follow-ups to that.  Number one, I am really asking you

              14   to comment on the factual presentation you made.  And

              15   that is, that historic data for third party transmission

              16   customers seems to be steady or increasing?

              17        A.   Correct.

              18        Q.   And that your current forecast for PacifiCorp

              19   load may decline?

              20        A.   Okay.

              21        Q.   As a factual matter.

              22        A.   Correct.

              23        Q.   All right.  And then the other question, would

              24   you --

              25        A.   Let me just clarify.  Again, I am not saying
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               1   that PacifiCorp's load would decline.  I'm saying that

               2   the ratio of third party load to PacifiCorp load could

               3   change.

               4        Q.   All right.

               5        A.   I just want to be, for the record.

               6        Q.   It's more likely that the change would be

               7   something that would move PacifiCorp's percentage a

               8   smidgen below 88 percent as opposed to going above 88

               9   percent, based upon the facts you have presented in your

              10   testimony?

              11        A.   Correct.

              12        Q.   All right.  And you indicated that you were

              13   concerned about whether or not it would be appropriate

              14   to allow for any kind of penalization of the company for

              15   something that might be out of their control; is that

              16   right?

              17        A.   I think I did make that statement, yes.

              18        Q.   And wouldn't it also be a concern for this

              19   commission to determine whether or not some kind of cost

              20   fly-up or result might be out of the control of rate

              21   payers, and that the rate payers themselves might need

              22   to have protections?

              23        A.   And I would say, I would look to the

              24   commission, as it's probably a part of their

              25   responsibility, yes.
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               1        Q.   All right.  Thank you.

               2             MR. SNARR:  I have no more questions.

               3             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr. Snarr.

               4   I think it's probably an appropriate time for a break.

               5   So why don't we recess for one hour, and then we'll

               6   continue with cross-examination of Mr. Vail.  Thank you.

               7             (Lunch recess from 12:13 p.m. to 1:14 p.m.)

               8             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Good afternoon.  We're

               9   back on the record, and we are continuing with the

              10   cross-examination of Mr. Vail.  You are still under oath

              11   from this morning.

              12             THE WITNESS:  Okay.

              13             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  And we'll go next to

              14   Mr. Russell.

              15             MR. RUSSELL:  Thank you, Chair LeVar.

              16                       CROSS-EXAMINATION

              17   BY MR. RUSSELL:

              18        Q.   Mr. Vail, I want to ask you some questions,

              19   but I'll have you turn in your surrebuttal testimony to

              20   page 4.

              21        A.   Okay.  I'm there.

              22        Q.   Okay.  Thanks.  I want to look at this

              23   sentence on lines 78, which states, "In my previously

              24   filed testimony, I explained that the

              25   Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line is necessary to relieve
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               1   the existing congestion on the system, and that without

               2   the new transmission line, the company's ability to

               3   deliver resources to load will remain constrained."

               4             And I want to get a better understanding what

               5   is meant by transmission congestion, and whether that's

               6   different than an a constraint, and if so, how.

               7        A.   No.  It's -- I think those two terms are

               8   fairly interchangeable.  What I am trying to explain

               9   here is, is that we currently have a situation where we

              10   have more generation behind the TOT 4A cut plane than we

              11   have transmission capability.

              12        Q.   And you are talking about current existing

              13   generation or potential generation?

              14        A.   Existing generation.

              15        Q.   Okay.  Are any of the -- is any of the -- any

              16   of that existing generation behind that cut plane

              17   scheduled to be retired in the coming years?

              18        A.   I don't know the exact retirement dates of

              19   each of the different facilities.  The Dave Johnson

              20   plant does have a retirement life to it.  I am not sure

              21   of the date, though.  It's within eight to ten years.

              22        Q.   Yeah.  We can get it out if we need to.  I'll

              23   represent to you that I believe the 2017 IRP indicates

              24   an expectation that the four units at Dave Johnson will

              25   be retired by 2028.  Does that sound --
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               1        A.   That sounds about right.

               2        Q.   Okay.  What other generation resources behind

               3   that cut plane are you aware of that are scheduled for

               4   retirement in the coming years?

               5        A.   Again, I am not the -- I don't have the exact

               6   date.  The Wyodak plant would also have a retirement

               7   life to it.  I'm not sure of that date.

               8        Q.   And -- and I'm disadvantaged because I'm not

               9   sure I totally understand what a cut plane is.  So I'm

              10   not sure what's behind it.

              11        A.   Sorry.  The Wyodak plant would be another one

              12   that would be along that portion of the transmission

              13   system that is constrained.

              14        Q.   And would retirements at Jim Bridger assist in

              15   this relief of congestion or no?

              16        A.   No.  This transmission line basically

              17   terminates at the Jim Bridger plant.  So what we're

              18   trying to do here is take the existing transmission

              19   system from eastern Wyoming and transport it over to the

              20   Jim Bridger hub.  So retirement to Jim Bridger would not

              21   impact the existing constraint on the cut plane I

              22   referred to.

              23        Q.   Okay.  Thanks.  And then just to circle back,

              24   those retirements will help alleviate some of the -- the

              25   existing congestion on the system, correct?
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               1        A.   They will certainly help alleviate the

               2   congestion.  What it actually does is create some

               3   additional reliability issues out in that area.  If you

               4   think in terms of a couple of these coal-fired plants,

               5   they are very large spinning masses.

               6             One of the things I have talked about is the

               7   voltage support and reliability in that area.  One of

               8   the additional benefits of this transmission line is

               9   getting that bigger pipe to help support the voltage and

              10   stability out in that area.  The retirement of those big

              11   spinning mass units will actually create more of a

              12   reliability issue, even though it would help alleviate

              13   some of the constraint that's there.

              14        Q.   Also in your testimony, you used the term

              15   voltage support, and I'm not sure I totally understand

              16   what voltage support is, and you indicate that the

              17   transmission projects will help strengthen reliability

              18   by adding voltage support.  What are you referring to

              19   there?

              20        A.   So a couple of items on the voltage support.

              21   One of the examples I gave a little bit earlier was,

              22   when we have a pretty low load situation in eastern

              23   Wyoming area, and the wind really starts to blow, the

              24   voltage levels can get very high.

              25             And then you can also have high wind
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               1   generation type of situation, and all of a sudden the

               2   wind stops blowing.  And then those generators come off

               3   line or stop producing at the same amount, and then that

               4   actually creates a low voltage situation.

               5             So what we have is quite a bit of generation

               6   out there that's on an existing 230 KV transmission

               7   system, and by adding this 500 KV line, we're in essence

               8   doubling the size of the pipe that connects those

               9   generation resources to our loads.

              10        Q.   But by adding the wind projects you are also

              11   adding more wind out there, correct?

              12        A.   Yeah, that's correct.

              13        Q.   There was a -- there's a statement in the

              14   transfer capability assessment that's attached to your

              15   testimony.  I don't know that we need to go through it.

              16   It refers to -- we can, I am not trying to prevent you

              17   from doing that.  It refers to a 230 KV substation at

              18   the Latham substation and that that particular

              19   substation requires voltage control.  Maybe you can

              20   speak to that a little bit.

              21        A.   Yeah.  So one of the components of the energy

              22   division 2020 transmission projects here is a voltage

              23   control or voltage support device at the Latham

              24   substation.  We are still in the process of finalizing

              25   the sizing of that particular device.  We assumed what
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               1   I'll call worst case or very conservative, that we would

               2   need a roughly 350 megabar synchronous -- I'm sorry,

               3   static voltage controller there.

               4             Currently we are at, from an internal studies

               5   standpoint, we think it will be closer to 250 megabars,

               6   and we're finalizing the dynamic studies right now with

               7   an outside consultant that will finalize the size of

               8   that device within the Latham substation.

               9        Q.   All right.  Thank you.  And tell me why that

              10   particular voltage control substation, or why voltage

              11   control is required at that substation.

              12        A.   So again, I talked a little bit about

              13   current -- the current situation out in southeastern

              14   Wyoming, and, you know, we are going to add this 500 KV

              15   line, which helps us support.  But we are also adding

              16   1,150 megawatts of wind, and so that device is, you

              17   know -- one of the key factors as I talked about the

              18   voltage going up or down, that device is a very fast

              19   acting voltage control device.  It will help control the

              20   voltages out in that area.

              21        Q.   Would a device like that installed on the

              22   existing transmission system assist with the existing

              23   voltage issues?

              24        A.   Yeah.  It certainly would assist, not to the

              25   same degree.  So again, I talked a little bit about that
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               1   2 -- the 230 KV lines out there.  When we add this 500

               2   KV line, it's going to be a lot lower resistance line,

               3   and it basically doubles the size of the pipe.

               4             So right now we've got basically three 230 KV

               5   lines out there.  When we add this one 500 KV line, it's

               6   going to basically be double the size of the wire going

               7   out there.  So this device can be much more effective

               8   with a 500 KV line in service versus the 230 -- having

               9   it on 230 system and not that 500 KV line there.

              10        Q.   Okay.  Thank you.  I am going to switch gears

              11   to your testimony that relates to the NTTG, or Northern

              12   Tier Transmission Group.  My specific questions relate

              13   to your testimony starting at line 225 in your

              14   surrebuttal testimony.

              15        A.   Okay.  I am there.

              16        Q.   Okay.  You state on line 225 that "NTTG

              17   concluded that the NTTG area would be reliably served in

              18   the year 2026 only by including several proposed

              19   transmission projects, including the

              20   Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line."

              21             I want to talk a little bit about what the

              22   NTTG area is.  That's not just PacifiCorp rate payers or

              23   PacifiCorp concerns, correct?

              24        A.   No.  There are additional members of the

              25   Northern Tier Transmission Group, and a number of those
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               1   are interconnected to PacifiCorp's transmission system.

               2        Q.   And the reference here that you quote in that

               3   line that I just read comes from the regional

               4   transmission plan, correct?

               5        A.   Correct.

               6        Q.   And in creating that regional transmission

               7   plan, there was an assumption that the wind projects

               8   here would be interconnected, correct?

               9        A.   Yes, that is correct.

              10        Q.   And also that there would be other

              11   transmission projects built, separate and apart from

              12   this one as well, correct?

              13        A.   Correct.

              14        Q.   And the regional transmission plan is not a

              15   construction plan; is that right?

              16        A.   No, it's not.  You know, again, from a

              17   transmission planning standpoint, we are required by

              18   FERC order 1,000 to participate in regional transmission

              19   planning, and it is what it is, is a long-term

              20   transmission plan of the entities that make up each of

              21   the different regional planning organizations.

              22        Q.   And in creating that regional transmission

              23   plan, the process does not consider redispatch or

              24   reoptimization of generation resources, correct?

              25        A.   I'm sorry.  I am pausing.  I honest -- I do
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               1   not know that I know the answer to that question.

               2        Q.   I've got a copy of the regional transmission

               3   plan -- excuse me.  I've got a copy of that plan.  If I

               4   showed it to you, would that help?

               5        A.   Yeah, definitely.

               6        Q.   While the witness reviews the document, I have

               7   handed him a copy of the Northern Tier Transmission

               8   Group 2016, 2017 regional transmission plan.  I've got

               9   copies here if anybody else wants one.  I'm mostly just

              10   trying to refresh his recollection.  It is -- Mr. Vail,

              11   when you're ready.  Sorry.

              12        A.   No, you are fine.  You are correct.  I mean,

              13   it states right in here.  "Does not consider the

              14   redispatch of reoptimization of resource assumptions."

              15        Q.   Okay.  Thank you.  Is it your understanding

              16   that the process of creating this plan permits

              17   stakeholders to request studies be done after the plan

              18   is -- has been formulated?

              19        A.   Yeah.  So again, there is a -- it's a very

              20   public process.  There are stakeholders that can request

              21   different studies based on, you know, different

              22   scenarios.  Primarily they tend to be policy-driven-type

              23   scenarios that -- of policies that may or may not have

              24   been enacted yet.

              25        Q.   And are you aware of a request for a study to
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               1   be performed in which Wyoming coal plants are

               2   redispatched down when Wyoming wind is assumed to be

               3   high?

               4        A.   So I'll clarify -- I'll clarify just a little

               5   bit.  You know, my understanding is that some of the

               6   stakeholders of the Northern Tier Transmission Group

               7   submitted a policy study recommendation into the 2019,

               8   2020 planning cycle to NTTG.  I am not familiar with all

               9   of the details of what that request is.

              10        Q.   Okay.  I get that you may not be familiar with

              11   all the details.  Do you understand that it includes a

              12   request to study the plan with reduced generation from

              13   coal resources when Wyoming wind generation is high?

              14        A.   Subject to check, I think that was the basic

              15   idea of that study request.

              16        Q.   And you indicated that there is -- this is a

              17   study request.  Is there a process to grant those types

              18   of requests?

              19        A.   Yeah, so the NTTG has a number of different

              20   committees.  They have a steering committee, and they

              21   also have a planning committee.  Those requests are

              22   submitted to the planning committee, and then eventually

              23   a recommendation goes to the steering committee, and

              24   they either approve or not approve the request for the

              25   study to move forward.
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               1        Q.   And this particular study that we have been

               2   talking about, do you know whether that -- where that is

               3   in the process?

               4        A.   Again, subject to check, it was just within

               5   the last couple of weeks, I believe, that NTTG made some

               6   modifications to the study request.  And based on those

               7   modifications, they have agreed that they will study

               8   that policy consideration.

               9        Q.   And so that -- that policy consideration will

              10   be studied in the next regional training commission plan

              11   or what?

              12        A.   Yes.  So right now the process is, we start

              13   gathering what base cases will be utilized.  Each of the

              14   member utilities submit their different integrated

              15   resource plans, along with their long-term transmission

              16   plans, and then any public policy or stakeholder studies

              17   that are requested.  And so that study process will be

              18   kicking off here shortly.

              19        Q.   And it will conclude when roughly?

              20        A.   Roughly, it will be about one year study time.

              21   A draft -- draft study reports come out.  Then there's

              22   stakeholder meetings to review those draft studies, and

              23   there's a final report that is generated, approved by

              24   the steering committee, and then issued -- or my best

              25   guess is, we're probably about 18 months from having
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               1   that study finalized and issued.

               2        Q.   Okay.  Thank you.

               3             MR. RUSSELL:  I don't have any further

               4   questions.

               5             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.  Mr. Baker.

               6             MR. BAKER:  Thank you, Chairman LeVar.

               7                       CROSS-EXAMINATION

               8   BY MR. BAKER:

               9        Q.   Good afternoon, Mr. Vail.  Can I direct you to

              10   your surrebuttal testimony on page 15, lines 312 through

              11   313?

              12        A.   Okay.  I am there.

              13        Q.   In that you state that the tower technology is

              14   neither new nor undeveloped; is that correct?

              15        A.   That is correct.

              16        Q.   Can I refer you to your supplemental testimony

              17   on page 6?

              18        A.   Supplemental direct and rebuttal.

              19        Q.   Direct -- yes.  Say your February testimony.

              20   On page 6, lines 115?

              21        A.   I am sorry.  I am not --

              22        Q.   Still getting there.

              23        A.   -- there yet.  I apologize.  So we're at

              24   second supplemental direct.

              25        Q.   Sorry, no.  I was correct first.  January.  I
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               1   apologize.

               2        A.   So supplemental --

               3        Q.   Supplemental direct and rebuttal.

               4        A.   And I'm sorry.  What was the page number?

               5        Q.   Page 6.

               6        A.   Okay.  I'm there.

               7        Q.   Lines 115 through 116.

               8        A.   Okay.

               9        Q.   And starting towards the end of line 115, "The

              10   company decided it could use a new tower design."  Is

              11   that correct?

              12        A.   Yes.

              13        Q.   On lines 118 through 119 you describe that the

              14   company is in the process of developing and taking -- or

              15   and testing these revised structures; is that correct?

              16        A.   That is correct.

              17        Q.   Can we please go to your exhibit RAV-2.  Now,

              18   RAV-2 is in the initial application.

              19        A.   Okay.  I am there.

              20        Q.   That -- that drawing has, I read three

              21   different dates on it; is that correct?

              22        A.   Yes.  It looks like there's an original and

              23   then two revisions.

              24        Q.   And what's the date of the last revision?

              25        A.   January 23rd of 2015.
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               1        Q.   Is this the drawing of the new design that was

               2   referenced in your supplemental direct testimony?

               3        A.   No.  This is, you know, indicative design of

               4   what the transmission towers are going to look like.  We

               5   will be utilizing the same kind of L-shaped members.

               6   This is not the final design, just to be clear.  Also,

               7   there's six different, you know, tower designs that will

               8   be utilized on this project.

               9        Q.   And the -- this -- this design for the 500 KV

              10   is -- towers, is this the major tower design associated

              11   with the -- I believe you said the Anticline portion was

              12   85 percent of the cost of the transmission project?

              13        A.   Yeah.  So this is the main, what you call

              14   tangent tower, that will be utilized on the project.  So

              15   we talked about the towers being 85 percent -- I'm

              16   sorry.  The cost of the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line

              17   was about 85 percent of the overall project cost.  Out

              18   of the towers that will be utilized for the 140 miles of

              19   this, about 80 percent of them will be this particular

              20   tower.

              21             I just note this was -- this is a preliminary

              22   design, and throughout this case and throughout the

              23   process, we have been finalizing the design, and we're

              24   currently in testing on the final tower designs.

              25        Q.   Can I return you to your supplemental direct,
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               1   lines 148 through 151?

               2        A.   I am there.

               3        Q.   You testified then that the company was still

               4   in the competitive selection process for an EPC

               5   contractor for the Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line; is

               6   that correct?

               7        A.   Correct.

               8        Q.   At the time that those bids went out, did you

               9   have the final drawing of these towers that are going to

              10   comprise 80 percent of the 140 mile line?

              11        A.   I do not know the answer to that.

              12        Q.   Did the EPC contractors bid on the final tower

              13   design?

              14        A.   To the best of my knowledge, yes.  I am not

              15   the -- I am not exactly sure, though, what -- what date

              16   we sent them, you know, the updated drawings.  I would

              17   have to verify that date.

              18        Q.   On page 6, actually, earlier we testified that

              19   during your supplemental direct testimony you indicated

              20   that the company was still developing and testing the

              21   structures, correct?

              22        A.   We're in final testing of -- of the final

              23   three structures.  We've now had three of the structures

              24   pass final tests, and we're in testing on the final

              25   three.
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               1        Q.   Yes.  So now you have -- you have completed

               2   that, but in January of 16th, you said you were still

               3   developing and testing, and I believe it said the design

               4   was not yet complete.

               5        A.   If you could just direct me so I can, you

               6   know, verify that that's my testimony.  It sounds

               7   correct.  If you could just give me the line numbers,

               8   I'd appreciate it.

               9        Q.   Yes.  Again, so we -- we're discussing on line

              10   118 and 119, is it says, you are developing and testing

              11   revised structures?

              12        A.   There, you go, yep.  Thank you.

              13        Q.   And so in January, as you were still

              14   designing, revising and testing, and you were still in

              15   the bid process, I don't -- I am having trouble

              16   understanding how they could have had the final design

              17   in their bid package.

              18        A.   So just to be clear, one of the key elements

              19   when you bid on a transmission line is having,

              20   obviously, where those sites are going to be located,

              21   what the terrain is like, but getting a good idea of

              22   what the steel cost is going to be on those towers.

              23             So the design is new to the company, this is

              24   not a new transmission design out in this the world.  I

              25   mean, this -- these particular transmission towers have
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               1   been, you know, utilized all over the world to build

               2   transmission lines.

               3             So while it's a new design to the company, the

               4   number of members, the weights of the members, the tower

               5   heights are well known.  There's a lot of standard

               6   industry estimating that you can pull in order to get a

               7   very accurate cost estimate of what it would take to,

               8   you know, build towers like this.

               9             So I would just submit that, you know, again,

              10   I would need to check the date that they had the final

              11   design.  If they did not have it prior to going out for

              12   that initial contract bid, then, you know, as soon as we

              13   have that final design, which is a key element before

              14   you enter into final negotiation with the contractor to

              15   bid on this, you would want to, you know, be able to

              16   hand that off.

              17             But from a cost estimate standpoint, we're

              18   very comfortable that there is plenty of data out there,

              19   or again accurate cost estimate of the weights and what

              20   it would cost to erect these towers.

              21        Q.   And I think earlier you also testified that

              22   your contracts are going to provide mitigation measures

              23   from potentially cost overruns, for example, associated

              24   with, you know, the bidding on the project, and I am

              25   adding that example.  I think you had said though that
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               1   the contract had -- would include mitigation measures on

               2   cost and schedule; is that correct?

               3        A.   So just to be clear on the answer there, the

               4   way I would answer that is, you know, we enter into

               5   engineering procurement and construction contracts, and

               6   those are fixed price contracts that also have, you

               7   know, clearly identified performance targets for the

               8   contractors to meet.  And I am not trying to be evasive

               9   on the answer.  I just -- I want to be clear on what I

              10   am answering.

              11        Q.   No, I appreciate that.  You answered my

              12   question on that.  Now, those performance targets and

              13   some of the other terms, those were subject to

              14   negotiation during your bid selection process, correct?

              15        A.   So to be clear, we've gone out to bid and we

              16   selected a contractor.  We have not, you know, signed

              17   the final contract, and we have not provided even a

              18   limited notice to proceed at this time.  We certainly,

              19   with the transmission line being part of the critical

              20   path here, we need to have clear understanding of where

              21   we are through the regulatory process prior to

              22   committing, you know, dollars to the construction of

              23   this line.

              24        Q.   So the final contract hasn't been signed, but

              25   you have a final contract that is ready to be signed?
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               1   Subject to approval by the commission?

               2        A.   I don't believe we have the -- the final

               3   numbers.  Let me back up.  I would say, I am not a

               4   hundred percent sure of where we are as far as the

               5   contract being ready to sign or not sign.  I know

               6   there's a number of terms and conditions.  What we have

               7   is the firm price, you know, fixed bids from the

               8   contractors, and we will finalize the negotiation on

               9   those contracts once we understand what the regulatory

              10   environment looks like.

              11        Q.   And so just so I understand, there are still

              12   terms and conditions associated with the contract that

              13   have not been finalized?

              14        A.   Again, I would answer, I do not know exactly

              15   where we are at on that final contract.  So I would -- I

              16   would have to go back to the delivery team and ask that

              17   question.  I don't have that exact detail.

              18             I know we're in the final stages of getting

              19   that contract completed, but I don't know exactly where

              20   we are at today.

              21        Q.   So is it fair to say that there is not in this

              22   record a final contract that is representative of the

              23   exact deal you hope to strike with your PC contractor?

              24        A.   Again, we don't have a contract signed today.

              25   So I think the answer would be, you're correct.
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               1             MR. BAKER:  Thank you.  No further questions.

               2             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Mr. Lowney, any

               3   redirect?

               4             MR. LOWNEY:  Yes.  We just have a few

               5   questions.

               6                     REDIRECT EXAMINATION

               7   BY MR. LOWNEY:

               8        Q.   Mr. Vail, do you recall when you were being

               9   asked questions about the fact that the

              10   Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline transmission line is

              11   included in the company's long-term transmission plan,

              12   and as part of that plan will be constructed in 2024, if

              13   not constructed in 2020.  Do you recall those lines of

              14   questions?

              15        A.   Yes, I do.

              16        Q.   And has the company -- and let me preface one

              17   more question.  You were asked specifically about

              18   whether or not or how the company accounted for that

              19   fact in its RFP modeling.  Do you recall those

              20   questions?

              21        A.   Yes.

              22        Q.   And has the company quantified the impact of

              23   including that transmission line in the base case

              24   modeling?

              25        A.   Yes, we have.  If we looked at Mr. Link's
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               1   testimony, had we included the modification or the cost

               2   of the transmission line in that base case,

               3   conservatively it would have added an additional $300

               4   million worth of benefits to customers, I think in --

               5   across all of the policy cases.

               6        Q.   And Mr. Vail, you were also asked a series of

               7   questions about the company's current compliance with

               8   all of the applicable reliability standards.  Do you

               9   recall those questions?

              10        A.   Yes, I do.

              11        Q.   And just because the company is compliant

              12   today, does that necessarily mean that the company will

              13   be compliant in the future?

              14        A.   No, it doesn't.  And, you know, the long-term

              15   transmission plan is one of the key tools to ensure that

              16   we will be compliant going forward.  If I were to answer

              17   today that we were not compliant, that would have --

              18   that would be a pretty bad miss on my part.

              19             So what we have to do is continue, and we do

              20   every year, we analyze the reliability of the system.

              21   As I mentioned, any small changes out in the eastern

              22   Wyoming area, in particular, you know, load in that area

              23   or load along the Wasatch Front, could easily, you know,

              24   generate the need for that line in the very near future.

              25             So the long-term transmission planning really
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               1   is the key tool to monitor and ensure that we're

               2   compliant with our reliability standards prior to the

               3   point where we're not, because failure is a million

               4   dollars per day, per incident fine from NERC.

               5        Q.   Mr. Vail, you were also asked a series of

               6   questions related to the company's assumed third party

               7   transmission revenue.  Do you recall those questions?

               8        A.   I do.

               9        Q.   And just to be clear, because the record got a

              10   little muddled, at least from my perspective, the

              11   company has not agreed to guarantee the third party

              12   transmission revenue in this case, has it?

              13        A.   No.  The company has not guaranteed that.

              14        Q.   Okay.  One more question.  I think it will be

              15   my last.  Do you recall when you were being asked

              16   questions regarding the voltage support benefits of the

              17   new transmission line?

              18        A.   Yes.

              19        Q.   Now, would you agree that adding the new --

              20   the new wind projects does not compromise the voltage

              21   support benefits that are assumed for that transmission

              22   line?

              23        A.   Yes.  That's correct.  I -- when I was trying

              24   to explain the existing 230 KV transmission line system

              25   and then adding 500 KV line, that 500 KV line basically
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               1   doubles the size of the wire that's going into that

               2   area.  It's also a lower impedence line.  So with that

               3   line there, it provides significant voltage support.

               4   And then, again, when you add in that additional

               5   reactive device, having that 500 KV line in there is a

               6   large benefit to the voltage support that we need in

               7   that area.

               8             MR. LOWNEY:  Thank you.  I have no further

               9   questions.

              10             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.  Please

              11   indicate if Mr. Lowney's questions on redirect prompt

              12   any recross.  My Snarr?  Anyone else for recross?  Just

              13   so we'll know.  Okay.  Mr. Snarr.

              14                      RECROSS-EXAMINATION

              15   BY MR. SNARR:

              16        Q.   Thank you.  Mr. Vail, the questions that were

              17   just asked prompt me just to ask a question or two for

              18   clarification.

              19        A.   Okay.

              20        Q.   In connection with the OATT process

              21   establishing rates, we talked about third party

              22   transportation revenues.

              23        A.   Yes, we did.

              24        Q.   And we also talked about the percentage ratio

              25   that I'll just say leftover for PacifiCorp to cover
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               1   because of its load; is that right?

               2        A.   Yeah.  So we talked about the PacifiCorp's

               3   share of the transmission system is roughly 88 percent,

               4   with third party being 12 percent.

               5        Q.   And you recall that my question was aimed at

               6   whether or not this commission might consider some sort

               7   of cap on the amount of revenues that would flow through

               8   PacifiCorp to the retail rates of the Utah jurisdiction;

               9   is that right?

              10        A.   I believe that that is what you said, yes.

              11        Q.   And we did not address in our questioning any

              12   limits or magnitude of what might be happening with the

              13   third party transportation rates; is that correct?

              14        A.   To the best of my knowledge, that is correct.

              15        Q.   Those clarifications are fine.  Thank you.

              16             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr. Snarr.

              17   Commissioner Clark, do you have any questions for

              18   Mr. Vail?

              19             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Yes.

              20                          EXAMINATION

              21   BY COMMISSIONER CLARK:

              22        Q.   I'd like to understand better the implications

              23   of the planned retirement, I think I can call it planned

              24   retirement, or at least the assumed retirement Of the

              25   Dave Johnson units in 2028.  The capacity of those units
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               1   is roughly what in the aggregate?

               2        A.   Best guess in the 700 megawatt range.

               3        Q.   I know one of them is 220, so it's going to be

               4   7 or 800 or something like that roughly?

               5        A.   Yeah, subject to check.  I apologize.  I

               6   should know that off the top of my head.

               7        Q.   So that's going to be a significant reduction

               8   in the load that that transmission line is currently

               9   called upon to address; isn't that true?

              10        A.   Yeah.  I would just say that I would just kind

              11   of reverse it.  Obviously, there would be less

              12   generation on the system when that coal unit retires.

              13   One of the, you know, difficult aspects from a

              14   transmission planning standpoint is understanding where

              15   the replacement resource is going to come from.

              16             At the request at one of our other state's

              17   proceedings, you know, we were asked to do a study of

              18   what it would take to -- if we did not build the

              19   Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline line and you retire DJ and

              20   you want to stick additional replacement resources back

              21   there, and the cost of that alternative was actually a

              22   little bit more expensive than the Aeolus-to-Bridger

              23   transmission line, primarily because in order to

              24   basically get the same benefits, you have to put a whole

              25   bunch more 230 KV transmission lines in the area to keep
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               1   the stability.

               2             So it's not a simple question to answer.  You

               3   know, I would say that certainly when that resource

               4   retires, there will be replacement resources.  Now,

               5   where exactly they are going to be located or what types

               6   of resources they are eventually going to be, I don't

               7   know the answer to that.

               8        Q.   Sure.  Just assume then, since we don't know

               9   that, the replacement resources are not interconnected

              10   with that line.  They are somewhere else.  If you were

              11   to -- and the plant that's under consideration in this

              12   application is not built for whatever reason.  So we

              13   come to 2024, or at least we approach it, and we look at

              14   that retirement of Dave Johnson generation.

              15             How would you address whatever reliability

              16   concerns, voltage support concerns you might have,

              17   frequency control concerns, whatever they are, that

              18   result from the retirement of that plant?  How -- what

              19   are your options to address those?

              20        A.   There are a couple of different options.  So

              21   we talked about the large spinning mass.  You can put --

              22   certainly put additional synchronous condensers out in

              23   that area.  I will say the company has not had the

              24   opportunity to fully study and understand from a

              25   frequency response standpoint.  That's a relatively new
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               1   NERC reliability standard.

               2             And one of the largest concerns, is having

               3   these large spinning masses taken out of the system

               4   because they do provide very effective frequency

               5   response.  So one of the alternatives obviously could be

               6   one synchronous condenser.  It could be a number of

               7   synchronous condensers out in that area.  It could also

               8   be, you know, additional transmission build.  So again,

               9   a lot of it will depend on the kind of assumptions

              10   that -- or what the system is like when that day

              11   happens.

              12             I will say though, even with the retirement of

              13   the Dave Johnson plant, when this transmission line, the

              14   existing wind resources that are out in that area, the,

              15   you know, again, assuming that you add new resources,

              16   and with the repowering effort as well, there is an

              17   opportunity to basically keep that pipe, the new pipe

              18   pretty full with the resources that would be out there.

              19             So again, the answer is going to be -- it

              20   depends a little bit, but certainly large synchronous

              21   condensers, capacitor banks and potentially additional

              22   transmission into the area to provide that voltage

              23   support when DJ retires.

              24        Q.   Roughly what's one large synchronous condenser

              25   cost to install?
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               1        A.   So a modest sized synchronous condenser, we

               2   did the standpipe synchronous condenser in Wyoming.  I

               3   think it was in the neighborhood of $36 million, $40

               4   million for the total project.

               5        Q.   Is it also possible to spin the generator and

               6   create the inertia, but not generate power, and is that

               7   a technique that at least people are examining these

               8   days in order to provide the inertia in areas where

               9   there are a lot of renewable or variable generation

              10   resources that are being installed and there's a need

              11   for the inertia?

              12        A.   Yeah.  So from PacifiCorp's standpoint, I

              13   don't believe we -- we certainly haven't attached any

              14   cost to that or done an evaluation on it.  It's

              15   certainly being looked at and talked about in the

              16   industry itself.

              17             To your point the larger integration of

              18   renewables into the system and then retiring of the

              19   spinning mass is creating a big concern.  So yes, those

              20   are some of the alternatives that are being evaluated.

              21   I don't know of any specific examples where they are

              22   being utilized today.

              23             And then just to give you one more option,

              24   certainly it would be a conversion to, let's say,

              25   natural gas of the existing plant, which would
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               1   accomplish similar to, you know, the idea you are

               2   talking about.

               3             CHAIRMAN CLARK:  Thank you very much.  Those

               4   are my questions.

               5             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.

               6   Commissioner White.

               7                          EXAMINATION

               8   BY COMMISSIONER WHITE:

               9        Q.   Good afternoon.  We may be retreading some old

              10   ground, but I just want to make sure I'm clear, because

              11   I know there's been some back and forth in terms of

              12   cross today.  It's left a few issues at least in my mind

              13   confused.

              14             Bring me back to why -- what was driving the

              15   need for this project that was set to go in place in

              16   2024, and maybe talk a little bit more about the NTTG or

              17   the long-term transition planning process.

              18        A.   Sure.  So a number of drivers.  You know, one

              19   of the things that we have been able to do over the last

              20   several years is take what I'll call incremental or

              21   smaller steps to improve the reliability out in that --

              22   in the southeastern Wyoming area.

              23             You know, we have added dynamic line ratings

              24   to the system out there.  We added the synchronous

              25   condenser as well.  We have also done some voltage
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               1   control type of activity as well.  And so again, one of

               2   the main drivers of that line is a combination of many

               3   things.  It is the existing congestion.

               4             Without going into too much detail, there is a

               5   nomogram, and the path that we're talking about here,

               6   the TOT 4A path, is heavily impacted by another path

               7   that is the TOT 4B path.  So that interaction can

               8   extreme -- can limit the transfer capabilities that you

               9   get out of the system.

              10             So we evaluated 23 different system elements

              11   at the 230 KV level that when they are taken out of

              12   service, it has an impact on that nomogram, which then

              13   has a direct impact on the capacity of the TOT 4A.  And

              14   that can be a pretty limiting constraint out in that

              15   area.

              16             The second thing is, trying to find windows of

              17   opportunity to take those different segments out of

              18   service for maintenance activities.  I am not answering

              19   your question.

              20        Q.   Well, yeah.  Maybe I bring it down even

              21   further level.  What is the suspect here?  Is this wind?

              22   What is causing the need?  What is the congestion being

              23   caused by?

              24             Because I guess what I am trying to get at --

              25   let me get to the point here, is what input is the NTTG
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               1   process utilizing to get to the point where they are

               2   saying, yes, we think that there is a need here?  Is it

               3   being called by planned future projections for wind in

               4   that area?  Is it -- I guess, I am just trying to figure

               5   out what is the --

               6        A.   Okay.  Fair enough.  I think I understand

               7   where you are going.  So from an NTTG perspective, all

               8   of the segment D energy Gateway West has been part of

               9   each of the planning cycles for a number of years now.

              10   Certainly the NTTG organization takes the input from

              11   each of the different member utilities.

              12             I will note, though, and this is one of the

              13   reasons why PacifiCorp decided to sub segment, segment D

              14   into D-1, D-2, and D-3.  During the previous NTTG

              15   planning cycle, PacifiCorp submitted the entire segment

              16   D, and the NTTG did their study.  This was prior to any

              17   new wind generation even being contemplated, or the

              18   combined projects being considered.

              19             The NTTG plan could not -- and they wanted an

              20   example to do cost allocation from, and they made a

              21   generic project from Aeolus to Jim Bridger area, and

              22   that project was needed in that plan in order for it to

              23   be able to solve just the power flow studies in the 2026

              24   time frame.

              25             So there is a lot of value to this particular
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               1   segment, and what's contributing to that, certainly it's

               2   a combination of a couple of things.  It's the fairly

               3   weak 230 KV transmission system.  It's the fact that we

               4   have a lot of generation that is a long way from

               5   basically the load center.  And then it is also the

               6   variability of the wind resources that are behind that

               7   constraint.

               8             And so based on the inputs that NTTG was

               9   given, they identified what is in essence this exact

              10   Aeolus-to-Bridger/Anticline project as needed by 2026 in

              11   order to solve their case in the previous planning

              12   cycle.

              13        Q.   That's helpful.  So is it safe to assume then

              14   that, you know, putting aside who gave input, but the

              15   solution is driven by an assumption there will be wind

              16   causing issues in that area?

              17        A.   So in that -- in that particular study cycle,

              18   there was no additional new wind.  It was based on the

              19   existing resources, and then any of the resources in the

              20   member companies' IRPs that were identified, and I

              21   don't -- from a PacifiCorp standpoint, Mr. Link could

              22   speak to what was in there, but I believe it was only a

              23   couple hundred megawatts of wind that were required.

              24             But again, in order to solve that, there was

              25   no -- none of this new wind in the combined projects
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               1   assumed, and the line was still found to be necessary.

               2        Q.   So you know, I want to -- I want to circle

               3   back to a couple questions that Mr. Jetter was asking in

               4   terms of who -- who pays for what.  This project that,

               5   you know -- let's just, you know, assume, you know, that

               6   NTTG's plan is, you know -- you know, ultimately the

               7   solution requires -- by NERC.  It's got to happen in

               8   2024.

               9             Now, who again pays for that in 2024, absent

              10   the potential opportunity to offset it with the benefits

              11   from the PTCs?  Who pays for that then?

              12        A.   It would be the PacifiCorp retail customers,

              13   and then there would be the revenue credit back from

              14   third party transmission customers.  So the line would

              15   go into service.

              16             Those costs -- I am assuming PacifiCorp would

              17   come to the states for some kind of regulatory recovery,

              18   and at the same time, the year following that asset

              19   going into service, it would be included in the FERC

              20   formula rate.  And then that 12 percent revenue, credit

              21   assumption, would flow back to the states as a credit.

              22        Q.   And that's based upon PacifiCorp's current

              23   OATT?  I mean, putting aside case law, et cetera, that's

              24   based upon -- that construct for cost allocation is

              25   based upon PacifiCorp's current OATT?
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               1        A.   Yes.  And I would just -- I mean, significant

               2   for precedent, certainly that it's, you know, considered

               3   a network transmission asset.  Yes.

               4             COMMISSIONER WHITE:  That's all the questions

               5   I have.  Thank you.

               6             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.  I don't

               7   have anything to add to that.  So thank you for your

               8   testimony, Mr. Vail.

               9             THE WITNESS:  Thank you.

              10             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Would this be an appropriate

              11   time to go out of order and get Mr. Jenner from

              12   Interwest Energy Alliance on the stand?  Are there any

              13   objections?

              14             MR. LONGSON:  Chairman, we would prefer that

              15   Mr. Teply go first from the company.

              16             (Discussion off the record.)

              17             MR. LONGSON:  We would prefer that Mr. Teply

              18   go first.  I think that might make more sense before

              19   Mr. Jenner.

              20             MR. JETTER:  And since we're discussing this,

              21   I'd like to bring up a brief discussion that some of the

              22   parties have had during the lunch break today, which

              23   was -- would be that we have -- all the -- I guess the

              24   intervening parties have agreed that, excluding

              25   Interwest going at this point, that the division would
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               1   follow the company's witnesses, then followed by the

               2   Office of Consumer Services, and the intervenors after

               3   that, generally, possibly making some readjustments in

               4   there for certain witnesses that may have to leave town,

               5   if that's okay with the Commission.

               6             I think everyone else is either not objected

               7   or agreed that that would be a way to go forward.

               8             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Assuming there's no

               9   objection from any other the parties, we'll plan to

              10   proceed that way.

              11             MR. JETTER:  Thank you.

              12             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  So PacifiCorp's next

              13   witness.

              14             MR. LOWNEY:  Company calls Nikki Kobliha.

              15             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Ms. Kobliha, do you swear to

              16   tell the truth?

              17             THE WITNESS:  Yes.

              18             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.

              19                        NIKKI KOBLIHA,

              20   was called as a witness, and having been first duly

              21   sworn, testified as follows:

              22                      DIRECT EXAMINATION

              23   BY MR. LOWNEY:

              24        Q.   Ms. Kobliha, could please state and spell your

              25   name for the record.
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               1        A.   Nikki Kobliha.  N-I-K-K-I, K-O-B-L-I-H-A.

               2        Q.   And how are you employed?

               3        A.   I am vice president, chief financial officer

               4   and treasurer of PacifiCorp.

               5        Q.   And in that capacity, did you file

               6   supplemental, direct and rebuttal testimony in this

               7   case?

               8        A.   Yes, I did.

               9        Q.   And do you have any corrections or changes to

              10   that testimony today?

              11        A.   No, I do not.

              12        Q.   And if I were to ask you the same questions

              13   that are posed in that testimony, would your answers be

              14   the same?

              15        A.   Yes, they would.

              16             MR. LOWNEY:  I would move to admit

              17   Ms. Kobliha's supplemental, direct and rebuttal

              18   testimony into the record.

              19             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  If any party objects

              20   to that motion, please indicate to me.  I am not seeing

              21   any objection, so the motion is granted.

              22        Q.   (By Mr. Lowney)  Ms. Kobliha, did you prepare

              23   a summary for the commission today?

              24        A.   Yes, I did.

              25        Q.   Please proceed.
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               1        A.   Thank you.  So good afternoon, Commissioner

               2   Chair LeVar, Commissioners Clark and White.  I am

               3   pleased to be here today to discuss with you my

               4   testimony in this matter.

               5             My testimony -- in my testimony I discuss the

               6   relevant provisions of the federal tax code that the

               7   company relies on to obtain the benefits of the federal

               8   wind production tax credits or PTCs, which provide

               9   significant value to the projects.  I also outline the

              10   relevant provisions of the federal income tax reform

              11   that was enacted in December of 2017 and confirm that

              12   there are no changes in the federal income tax law as it

              13   relates to PTCs.

              14             The internal revenue code provides that a wind

              15   facility can generate a PTC equal to an inflation

              16   adjusted 1.5 cents per kilowatt hour of electricity that

              17   is produced and sold to a third party for a period of 10

              18   years beginning on the date that the facility is placed

              19   in service.

              20             PTCs, however, are being phased out.  A wind

              21   facility is eligible for 100 percent of the PTCs.  So as

              22   long as the construction began prior to January 1st,

              23   2017.  A taxpayer can demonstrate that construction

              24   began by incurring more than 5 percent of the eventual

              25   total cost of the facility.
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               1             The company is relying on this 5 percent safe

               2   harbor in order to demonstrate that it has met the

               3   construction of each -- sorry.  We're relying on the

               4   safe harbor to demonstrate that construction of each one

               5   of the wind facilities selected in 2017 RFP, began

               6   construction prior to that January 1st, 2017, date and

               7   are therefore eligible for 100 percent of the PTC.

               8             In addition to the 5 percent safe harbor

               9   requirement, the wind facility must satisfy the

              10   continuity of construction requirement.  The company

              11   intends to meet this requirement through the four year

              12   calendar year safe harbor, which in our case means that

              13   the facilities must be placed in service no later than

              14   December 31st, 2020.  The company plans to have the wind

              15   projects placed in service by that December 31st, 2020,

              16   date in order to qualify for the 100 percent of the

              17   PTCs.

              18             In December of 2017, congress passed and the

              19   president signed HR1, more commonly referred to as the

              20   tax act.  The passage of the tax act resulted in several

              21   changes that impacted the company, most notably the

              22   reduction of the federal tax rate from 35 percent to 21

              23   percent, and the modification of the bonus depreciation

              24   rules related to public utility property.

              25             The tax act, however, does not make any
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               1   modifications to the federal income tax code or any

               2   Internal Revenue Service guidance related to the value

               3   of the PTCs, or of the methods by which the company

               4   intends for the wind projects to qualify for 100 percent

               5   of the PTCs.  The enactment of the tax act therefore

               6   resolved the uncertainty that existed in late 2017,

               7   because the impacts are now known as incorporated into

               8   the company's analysis.  That concludes my summary.

               9             MR. DOWNEY:  Thank you.  Ms. Kobliha is

              10   available for cross-examination and commissioner

              11   questions.

              12             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.

              13   Mr. Longson, do you have any questions?

              14             MR. LONGSON:  No questions.  Thank you.

              15             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.  Mr. Holman.

              16             MR. HOLMAN:  I have no questions.  Thank you.

              17             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Ms. Hayes.

              18             MS. HAYES:  No, thank you.

              19             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.  Mr. Jetter.

              20             MR. JETTER:  No questions.  Thank you.

              21             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Mr. Moore.

              22             MR. MOORE:  Just one quick question.

              23                       CROSS-EXAMINATION

              24   BY MR. MOORE:

              25        Q.   You mentioned that they have to be in service
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               1   by 2020 to get a hundred percent of PTCs?

               2        A.   Correct.

               3        Q.   It's true, isn't it, that if they miss that by

               4   one day, they get zero percent of the PTCs?

               5        A.   Not necessarily.  So it's not going to be an

               6   all for nothing provision where the entire project has

               7   to be placed in service.  Of course, the project has to

               8   be generating electricity and getting somehow onto the

               9   grid.  But I wouldn't say it's going to be, it's a one

              10   or none type of situation.

              11        Q.   Are you talking about turbines, or are you

              12   talking about the projects?  You mentioned that they

              13   were phasing them out.  They are not phasing them out in

              14   the last years, are they?  I mean, if you miss by one --

              15   if a project misses by one day, they don't go down to 80

              16   percent.  They go down to -- all the wind turbines that

              17   are not functioning go down to zero percent; is that

              18   correct?

              19        A.   So yeah.  I think that's what I meant in terms

              20   of components of the project.  So we intend, of course,

              21   to have everything complete and in service by that date,

              22   and I think we have guaranteed that qualification

              23   position.  But if you were to look at, let's say, you

              24   know, 9 out of 10 towers was in service.  Then you would

              25   receive PTCs so long as they are generating and putting
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               1   electricity onto the grid.

               2             So in that scenario, that might be one tower

               3   that wouldn't qualify for PTCs, unless you can say that

               4   there is an allocation of the 5 percent safe harbor

               5   dollars that you could say maybe it qualified for 80

               6   percent, and you have one more year to place that

               7   particular tower in service.  So it kind of depends.

               8             MR. MOORE:  I have no further questions.

               9             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr. Moore.

              10   Mr. Russell?

              11             MR. RUSSELL:  No questions, Chair.  Thank you.

              12             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Mr. Baker.

              13             MR. BAKER:  No questions.  Thank you.

              14             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Commissioner White?

              15             COMMISSIONER WHITE:  I just have one question.

              16                          EXAMINATION

              17   BY COMMISSIONER WHITE:

              18        Q.   You know, the statute that we were looking at

              19   in terms of standards, you know, asks us to determine

              20   the public interest based upon, you know, factors

              21   including these costs, risk, liability.

              22             But the one I haven't heard a lot on, and

              23   wondered if you have any thoughts on, is the financial

              24   impacts on the effective electric facility and

              25   whether -- and I know that's not necessarily in your
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               1   testimony, but if that's something you have an opinion

               2   as to -- as to whether this project affects it, and how

               3   it affects it?

               4        A.   Sure.  So we report on the business plan

               5   process every year, and in our last planning cycle, we

               6   did include the projects that we are proposing here, at

               7   least some subset, you know.  As you know, they have

               8   continued to evolve.  And through that we were able to

               9   assess our, you know, financial needs, where going out

              10   to the bond market or modifying our dividend payments,

              11   for example, or using cash from operation.

              12             So all those things combined in our analysis

              13   would lend me to conclude that, yes, we have the ability

              14   to fund and finance all these projects through our

              15   access to the markets would be the main source of

              16   funding.

              17        Q.   The Oregon commission issued an order where

              18   they have not acknowledged the short list.  Has there

              19   been any nonconfidential information from the market as

              20   to whether or not that would potentially affect the

              21   potential, you know, lending or borrowing for those

              22   projects?

              23        A.   So we actually don't borrow on a

              24   project-by-project basis.  It's more of a big picture,

              25   here is the entire needs of the company.  So we would
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               1   have never looked at, when we go out to market, this

               2   particular project, you know, isn't being acknowledged.

               3   Therefore, maybe there isn't a cash flow that you would

               4   expect.

               5             That would never come into our conversations.

               6   It's definitely more big picture as to what's happening

               7   with the company.

               8             COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thanks.  That's all the

               9   questions I have.

              10             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.  Before we

              11   go to Commissioner Clark, I failed to ask Mr. Lowney if

              12   he had any redirect based on Mr. Moore's cross.

              13             MR. LOWNEY:  I do not.

              14             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.

              15   Commissioner Clark.

              16             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  I'm desperately trying to

              17   find something in the --

              18             THE WITNESS:  Taxes are my favorite subject.

              19                          EXAMINATION

              20   BY COMMISSIONER CLARK:

              21        Q.   So I'm just going to ask you to help me rather

              22   than try to find it in the IE report.  But I guess I am

              23   following up on what Mr. Moore was asking you about.  Do

              24   you have general familiarity with the investment tax

              25   credits that apply to solar projects?
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               1        A.   Yes, I do.

               2        Q.   So as I understand it, at some point, and I

               3   can't remember if it's the end of 2020 or 2021, those

               4   tax credits start to glide away.  But the glide path is

               5   like a reduction from a hundred percent one year to 80

               6   percent, to 55 or 60 or something like that.  In other

               7   words, it steps down over a period of years.  Is that

               8   true with respect to ITCs?

               9        A.   Yes.  So the investment tax credit is on a

              10   phase-down plan.  So if construction begins prior to the

              11   end of 2019, or you could say January 1st, 2020, then

              12   the project would still be eligible for the 30 percent

              13   investment tax credit.

              14             The next year, so calendar year 2020, it goes

              15   down to 26 percent.  And then it steps down to 22

              16   percent in the next year.  And then it steps down to 10

              17   percent for projects that begin after 2020.  And then

              18   projects where construction starts after 2027 is zero

              19   percent.

              20        Q.   Okay.  And with respect to the PTCs that apply

              21   to wind, we're not in a similar type of step-down

              22   transition at the end of 2020.  Am I -- is that accurate

              23   generally?

              24        A.   There is also the phase down with the PTCs,

              25   where construction has to begin prior to 2017 to get a
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               1   hundred percent.  2018 was 80 percent.  2019 was 60

               2   percent, 40 percent, and then it goes to zero.

               3        Q.   So it would harken back to the time that

               4   construction began, rather than it going into service,

               5   2021, or 2022 or 2023?

               6        A.   Yeah.  In terms of the PTCs, that's where that

               7   four year calendar safe harbor comes in in terms of

               8   completing the projects.  The ITCs are a little bit

               9   different in there actually isn't any guidance out there

              10   for what does the beginning of construction mean.  Like

              11   our 5 percent safe harbor we have for PTCs.

              12             And there also isn't any guidance about that

              13   four year calendar safe harbor at this point from the

              14   IRS.  Parties have asked for that guidance to know what

              15   does it actually mean that you began construction for a

              16   solar facility.

              17             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Thanks very much.  That

              18   helps me.

              19             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.  I don't have any

              20   further questions.  So thank you for your testimony

              21   today.

              22             THE WITNESS:  Thank you.

              23             MS. LOWNEY:  The company's next witness is

              24   Chad Teply.

              25             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Good afternoon, Mr. Teply.
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               1   Do you swear to tell the truths?

               2             THE WITNESS:  Raise my hand?

               3             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  You can raise it or not.  Do

               4   you swear to tell the truth?

               5             THE WITNESS:  I do.

               6             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.

               7                          CHAD TEPLY,

               8   was called as a witness, and having been first duly

               9   sworn, testified as follows:

              10                      DIRECT EXAMINATION

              11   BY MR. LOWNEY:

              12        Q.   Mr. Teply, would you please state and spell

              13   your name for the record.

              14        A.   Sure.  My name is Chad -- my name is Chad

              15   Teply.  That is spelled C-H-A-D, T-E-P-L-Y.

              16        Q.   And how are you employed, Mr. Teply?

              17        A.   I am employed as the senior vice president of

              18   strategy and development for Rocky Mountain Power.

              19        Q.   And in that capacity, did you file direct

              20   testimony, supplemental direct testimony, second

              21   supplemental direct testimony, and surrebuttal testimony

              22   in this case?

              23        A.   I did.

              24        Q.   And do you have any changes or corrections to

              25   that testimony today?
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               1        A.   I do not.

               2        Q.   And if I were to ask you the same questions,

               3   would your answers be the same?

               4        A.   Yes, they would.

               5             MR. LOWNEY:  I would move for the admission of

               6   Mr. Teply's testimony and accompanying exhibits, and I

               7   would just note before we -- in support of that motion,

               8   in the exhibit list that we provided, we will not be

               9   moving for the admission of certain exhibits that are

              10   struck through.

              11             And those consist of several highly

              12   confidential documents that have been superseded by

              13   subsequent -- either subsequent exhibits or, for

              14   example, several of the exhibits relating to the

              15   McFadden Ridge project.  And that's no longer part of

              16   the case.  So I can walk through those exhibits.  That

              17   would be CAT1-1.  CAT1-7.

              18             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  If everyone has this list, it

              19   may not be necessary to walk through.  Does everyone

              20   have the list that shows the strikethroughs?

              21             MR. DOWNEY:  I did distribute it, and I have

              22   more copies for everybody.

              23             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  I don't think it's

              24   necessary for you to walk through all the ones you have

              25   stricken through it.  Is there any objection to entering
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               1   these into the record, with the exception of the ones

               2   that are stricken through on the exhibit list?

               3   Mr. Russell.

               4             MR. RUSSELL:  No objection from UAE, although

               5   I would like clarification.  Some of these exhibits

               6   remain marked highly confidential.  I am just curious

               7   whether that designation remains on the exhibits.  And I

               8   ask that question partly because some of these were

               9   marked a number of months ago.  So I don't know whether

              10   they remain highly confidential or not.

              11             MR. LOWNEY:  The ones that are marked highly

              12   confidential remain highly confidential.

              13             MR. RUSSELL:  Okay.  Thanks.

              14             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  With that clarification, is

              15   there any objection to the motion?  I am not seeing any

              16   objection, so the motion is granted.  Thank you.

              17        Q.   (By Mr. Lowney)  Mr. Teply, have you prepared

              18   a summary?

              19        A.   I have.

              20        Q.   Would you please proceed.

              21        A.   Sure.  Good afternoon, Chair LeVar, Commission

              22   Clark, Commissioner White.  My testimony in this

              23   proceeding describes the wind projects that were

              24   initially submitted as proxies in the company's

              25   application in this docket, and those that were
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               1   ultimately selected via 2017R RFP for which we seek

               2   approval of the significant energy resource decision.

               3             Two of the three originally submitted

               4   benchmark projects remain in the final short list, when

               5   considering TB Flats 1 and 2 as a single project at this

               6   point.

               7             As discussed by Mr. Link, the company's 2017

               8   IRP or integrated resource plan, filed in April of 2017,

               9   identified a time-limited opportunity to procure wind

              10   resources and needed transmission and to -- which

              11   allowed interconnection and decongestion, if you will,

              12   of the transmission in the north and southeastern

              13   Wyoming.

              14             To support the subsequent 2017 RFP that

              15   followed the IRP, the company engaged the competitive

              16   market, including project developers with preferred

              17   interconnection queue positions that I have described in

              18   my direct testimony.  As discussed in that testimony, we

              19   negotiated contingent development transfer agreements.

              20             Having identified through the public process,

              21   and through our engagement with the developers in the

              22   integrated resource planning process, these projects, we

              23   entered into the development transfer agreement with the

              24   focus on, one, ensuring that the company could submit

              25   benchmark resources, not only in this application, but
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               1   ultimately in the 2017R RFP that ensured the company at

               2   a minimum would have an offering there for which the

               3   various regulatory parties could assess the economics of

               4   the combined winds and transmission.

               5             A key component to the development transfer

               6   agreements that we negotiated is the fact that the

               7   developer that held those key interconnection queue

               8   positions and the development asset rights was also

               9   in -- retains the ability to bid into that same 2017R

              10   RFP.

              11             The company ultimately submitted three

              12   projects into the 2017R RFP, those three projects being

              13   the TB Flats 1 and 2 project that I have just described,

              14   which is a 500 megawatt project located immediately

              15   adjacent to our Dunlap wind farm that has been in

              16   operation since 2010; the Ekola Flats wind project.

              17   It's a 250 megawatt project that is located immediately

              18   in between Seven Mile Hill and the Dunlap wind farm that

              19   were both constructed in the 2008 through 2010 time

              20   frame; and ultimately our McFadden Ridge 2 project,

              21   which is 109 megawatt project located near and adjacent

              22   to our High Plains in McFadden Ridge 1 project.

              23             Each of our initial submittals and each of our

              24   benchmarks was selected to the initial short list in the

              25   2017R RFP, and requested to submit best and final offers
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               1   in November of 2017.

               2             In the company's January 2018 filing in this

               3   proceeding, the final short list and the preliminary

               4   final short list of the 2017 RFP results were reported.

               5   Those results included the TB Flats 1 and 2 project and

               6   the McFadden Ridge 2 benchmark projects.

               7             In addition, as we had described in direct

               8   testimony in the application, the RFP also resulted in

               9   two market offerings; the Cedar Springs project that you

              10   have heard about today, which is a 400 megawatt project

              11   bifurcated into two parts effectively, a 200 watt -- 200

              12   megawatt field transfer agreement, and a 200 megawatt

              13   power purchase agreement.  The fourth project that was

              14   selected and reported in January was the Uinta project

              15   that we talked about today.

              16             Following the interconnection restudies that

              17   you have heard about in testimony from Mr. Vail and

              18   Mr. Link earlier in this proceeding, the McFadden Ridge

              19   project that I just described, was removed from the

              20   final shot list selection in February and replaced with

              21   the company's Ekola Flats benchmark project, the 250

              22   megawatt project, which was larger and more economic

              23   than the McFadden Ridge 2 project, but was facilitated

              24   and enabled by the interconnection restudy.

              25             And as you heard in testimony from Mr. Vail,
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               1   the change in the queue positions with the change from

               2   the cut-off for the Gateway South, if you will, going

               3   from the interconnection queue position 708 down to, I

               4   believe he requested -- or he quoted 713.  So that

               5   facilitated the Ekola Flats addition, as well as the

               6   additional transfer capability that Mr. Vail has

               7   described earlier today.

               8             We found that the 2017R RFP was a -- provided

               9   a good response.  We have heard about the robustness of

              10   the response from the market.  But from a commercial --

              11   commercial structures perspective, I think it's worth

              12   talking a little bit about the different types of

              13   commercial structures that were included and are

              14   included today, following the 2017R RFP.

              15             We have our benchmark projects, the TB Flats 1

              16   and 2 projects and the Ekola Flats projects that

              17   effectively are structured to be contracted under an

              18   engineer procure construct contract, one for each

              19   project, and turbine supply agreements, separate for

              20   each project.  Those agreements would be directly

              21   between Pacific Corp and those -- and those contractors

              22   and turbine supply providers.

              23             The build transfer agreements, the pro forma

              24   which is included in the exhibits in my testimony, would

              25   now apply to the next era 200 megawatt project.  So
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               1   there's a build transfer agreement.

               2             And I think it's important to point out from a

               3   commercial perspective, the build transfer agreement is

               4   basically an arm's length commercial structure, wherein

               5   there is a contract between PacifiCorp and the developer

               6   of that project.  The developer of that project then

               7   goes to the market for construction and turbine supply.

               8   So an arm's length between PacifiCorp and say the

               9   contractors and turbine supply agreements.

              10             Also recognizing that under a build transfer

              11   agreement, care, custody and control of the asset

              12   typically transfers on a closing date following

              13   commercial operation of the asset.  So different

              14   commercial structure than an EPC, such as the benchmark.

              15             And then ultimately the power purchase

              16   agreement, therein, again, a contract between PacifiCorp

              17   and the developer of the individual project with the

              18   developer there again having the responsibility to get

              19   the project built, deliver it and meet certain

              20   obligations for delivery.

              21             During the regulatory review process, we have

              22   addressed this earlier in the proceeding, the company

              23   has stipulated with parties in Wyoming and Idaho as to

              24   the removal of the Uinta project, so leaving three

              25   projects, TB Flats 1 and 2, Ekola Flats, all of which
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               1   were originally included in the application, and now

               2   plus the Cedar Springs 400 megawatt BTA PPA.

               3             The project remains well positioned to provide

               4   the customer benefits incorporated into the case.  The

               5   timelines and off-ramps for the projects are being

               6   effectively developed and maintained in parallel to the

               7   ongoing regulatory proceedings like this one, the

               8   ongoing procurement activities, permitting at both the

               9   state and federal level, and actually -- and also

              10   right-of-way acquisition, not only for the wind farms

              11   but also for the transmission line.

              12             Procurement timelines have been adjusted along

              13   the way, primarily to adjust and accommodate the

              14   changing regulatory schedules, not only here in Utah,

              15   but in our other states.  We've worked closely with the

              16   project developers, the contractors and turbine

              17   suppliers, as we discussed a little bit earlier today,

              18   with respect to the criticality of those dates, bid

              19   validity periods, et cetera.  We have been effective in

              20   maintaining that schedule alignment to date.

              21             Our focus in that review was to maintain the

              22   firm fixed pricing, to begin our negotiations, such that

              23   we would have near final major agreements such as the

              24   EPC, the turbine supply agreements, the build transfer

              25   agreements, et cetera.  But to have the results of our
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               1   regulatory reviews prior to entering into binding

               2   agreements.

               3             We have done that intentionally.  The company

               4   is positioned to execute binding agreements in June of

               5   2018, following regulatory approvals, assuming we get

               6   them, for the wind projects, and in particular the

               7   benchmarks, and in July, early July of 2018, with the

               8   current schedule with our build transfer supplier, BTA

               9   supplier for Cedar Springs.

              10             Project costs and delivery risks continue to

              11   be reduced, through the successful competitive market

              12   engagement that I described earlier.  We have -- we have

              13   demonstrated and provided in our testimony significant

              14   capital cost reductions, particularly for the wind

              15   projects since the time of our application.

              16             For the benchmark projects in particular, that

              17   was an item that was discussed earlier today from the

              18   stand.  It's important to note that for the benchmark

              19   project, the key driver to the capital cost differences

              20   there is that as we engage the competitive market,

              21   we selected bids from a wide variety of Tier 1 wind

              22   turbine suppliers.

              23             The benchmark projects were ultimately based

              24   on a large wind turbine generator design, large meaning

              25   4.2 megawatt machines.  As compared to other bids, if
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               1   you were to look through the details, anywhere from I'd

               2   say one and a half to, say, 3.2 megawatt machines, so in

               3   effect, getting the same megawatt output with less

               4   infrastructure; i.e., less capital cost to construct.

               5   So a very key driver to the reason the benchmark project

               6   costs were much lower comparatively to the market for

               7   installation costs.

               8             The other reason that we hang our hat on with

               9   respect to the benchmark project competitiveness is the

              10   fact that we did go to the competitive market prior to

              11   submitting our benchmark proposals in October of 2017,

              12   not only for the turbine supply agreements, but also for

              13   construction of contracts, EPC contracts.  So we had

              14   begun negotiations -- sorry.  We had received proposals,

              15   begun negotiations and based our proposals on that

              16   status at the time.

              17             So I can't speak for the other bidders as to

              18   what level of effort they went into to support their

              19   proposals in the 2017 RFP, but I did think that was

              20   worth flagging for the commission.

              21             We have been effective at maintaining our

              22   off-ramps from a commercial perspective throughout the

              23   process, I think in particular, with respect to the

              24   major contracts for engineer procure and construct.

              25             On the wind farms, we have incorporated what
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               1   we consider -- what is traditionally termed a limited

               2   notice to proceed contract -- concept.  The limited

               3   notice to proceed concept allows your counterparty to

               4   begin key critical path activities, such as engineering,

               5   preliminary procurement, permitting, mobilizations of

               6   personnel, et cetera, early, before you have made that

               7   final commitment to actually begin spending major

               8   capital on equipment procurement, material supply, site

               9   work.

              10             The way we have incorporated that into the

              11   benchmarks in particular is an LNTP concept that would

              12   begin, assuming we sign contracts and binding agreements

              13   in June time frame of this year, and ultimately carrying

              14   through to a full notice to proceed concept at the

              15   beginning of next year for the wind farms.  So in other

              16   words, I would say the April 2019 time frame.

              17             The key driver for that limited notice to

              18   proceed concept with respect to the wind farms is, we

              19   want to make sure that the transmission project, in the

              20   event we receive approvals, has time to acquire the

              21   rights-of-way.  The rights-of-way acquisition leading

              22   into the construction cycle for transmission is the

              23   critical path for the overall combined projects.

              24             The rights-of-way acquisition cycle and

              25   process effectively has already begun, but waiting on
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               1   regulatory approvals and the proceedings and outcomes in

               2   our various dockets, we have not yet signed final

               3   binding agreements.  So we have worked with and had

               4   negotiations with all of the parties along the

               5   transmission corridor, but we have a lot of work to do

               6   there.

               7             We -- if you -- if you take a look at the

               8   transmission corridor in particular, and if you were

               9   following the Wyoming proceedings, we had upwards of six

              10   intervenors, landowners, particularly in that

              11   proceeding, all of which we engaged, five of which we

              12   engaged successfully, one of which we did not.

              13             But we have reached agreements with those

              14   parties that effectively allowed them to withdraw from

              15   the Wyoming CPCN proceedings.  The Wyoming CPCNs that we

              16   received for each project are conditioned on final

              17   receipt of all right-of-way, particularly for the

              18   transmission.  That becomes the tie back to my wind

              19   projects, if you will.

              20             So we're managing through the right-of-way

              21   process, with those landowners that I just mentioned

              22   that we have, I'll say agreements in principal with, and

              23   then if I include the federal -- the federal

              24   checkerboard lands, that are included in transmission

              25   right-of-way, as well as the state lands that we're
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               1   working to finalize agreements on, that equates to over

               2   50 percent of our corridor for the 500 KV transmission

               3   line.  So making good progress there, but work

               4   remaining.

               5             We built into our schedule in the event we had

               6   had to revert to the approach of last resort, which

               7   would be eminent domain -- we have incorporated those

               8   schedules in the time frame for eminent domain into the

               9   project critical path schedule.  That ultimately leads

              10   you to the April 1 time frame of 2019.

              11             As you heard from Mr. Vail, two construction

              12   cycles or two seasons of construction, the summer of

              13   2019 and the summer of 2020, are critical to the

              14   transmission line, without having to invoke work-arounds

              15   and accelerated plans.

              16             Equally as important as to the commercial

              17   agreements that we have incorporated and are working to

              18   finalize with our contractors is that we remain

              19   committed to return to the commission should material

              20   issues arise, not only during this predevelopment phase,

              21   the remainder of 2018, but ultimately during the

              22   implementation phases that would proceed through 2019

              23   and ultimately 2020.

              24             We also are planning to maintain our

              25   contracting off-ramps and manage those appropriately.
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               1   Each of our projects will qualify for the production tax

               2   credit safe harbor that you just heard described by

               3   Ms. Kobliha.

               4             We have entered into the opportunity as we

               5   started to look at projects in the 2017 -- heading into

               6   the 2017 RFP, particularly from a benchmark perspective,

               7   looking for projects that could demonstrate and validate

               8   their ability to qualify, not only for the hundred

               9   percent PTC but ultimately ideally under the safe harbor

              10   provision, because the safe harbor provision is viewed

              11   as a more, I will call it a bright line test, with --

              12   from the IRS's perspective.

              13             We'll get -- we have validated the three

              14   projects that you have before you today, TB Flat 1 and

              15   2, Ekola Flats and NextEra -- no, I mean, I'm sorry, and

              16   Cedar Springs as being eligible under the safe harbor

              17   provisions.

              18             The company's direct engagement on the EPC

              19   front with respect to its benchmarks helps to mitigate

              20   risk with respect to the PTC eligibility and ultimate

              21   delivery of the projects by 2020.  I would say with each

              22   commercial structure that I have described earlier, I've

              23   become a little bit more arm's length with respect to my

              24   ability to ensure that that -- those dates are achieved.

              25             Nonetheless, we have worked with respect to
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               1   the terms and pro forma contracts that I have included

               2   in my exhibits for the power -- for the build transfer

               3   agreement, as well as the EPC, to ensure that we have

               4   the appropriate checkpoints in place; schedule

               5   monitoring, guarantees from contractors and

               6   counterparties, oversight with respect to quality

               7   control, those types of issues that you would expect

               8   from a significant contract like the ones we're talking

               9   about today.

              10             The projects will be operated consistently

              11   with PacifiCorp over a decade of experience operating

              12   similar projects.  As we stated in our testimony, we

              13   have guaranteed and will incorporate a 90 -- 97 percent

              14   mechanical availability guarantee into our contracts.

              15             In summary, the construction of the new wind

              16   project and the transmission projects are in the public

              17   interest.  Projects provide an economically attractive

              18   and environmentally responsible opportunity to serve our

              19   customer load needs.

              20             The projects have been validated as desirable

              21   due to their location-specific attributes, particularly

              22   with respect to wind performance.  And that wind

              23   performance has been assessed by an independent third

              24   party to validate its -- the information we have used.

              25             The project timelines and development plans,
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               1   as well as the commercial off-ramps have been maintained

               2   to ensure that these wind projects become an essential

               3   part of Rocky Mountain Power's diversified portfolio.

               4   The commission's review of the company's prudence in

               5   maintaining the costs and managing material changes,

               6   should they occur, will be pursued.  And the combined

               7   projects will benefit the company's customers as a

               8   whole.

               9             The company appreciates the parties'

              10   engagements in these proceedings and believes that the

              11   combined projects will benefit from this rigorous

              12   review.  For all of those reasons, we urge you to

              13   approve the significant energy resource decision that is

              14   before you.  Thank you.

              15             MR. LOWNEY:  Mr. Teply is available for

              16   cross-examination and commissioner questions.

              17             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.  Why don't we take

              18   a short break and return in about 10 minutes and start

              19   cross-examination.  We'll be in brief recess.

              20             (Recess from 2:39 p.m. to 2:51 p.m.)

              21             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  We are back on the

              22   record.  Before we move to cross-examination of

              23   Mr. Teply, I want to discuss one issue that I think we

              24   should plan to maybe finalize tomorrow morning, and that

              25   is the usefulness of closing arguments at the conclusion
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               1   of this hearing.

               2             We do seem to be in a time frame where

               3   posthearing briefs probably is a luxury we do not have

               4   available to us, but maybe we could discuss.  And of

               5   course, this also -- I realize, you know, no one can

               6   predict how much time the rest of the hearing is going

               7   to take between now and Friday, and if we finish at 6:00

               8   p.m. Friday, there may not be a lot of interest in

               9   staying for a couple more hours.

              10             But I am throwing the issue out there that

              11   maybe first thing tomorrow morning we can have a

              12   conversation about whether parties see a benefit to

              13   closing arguments at the conclusion of the hearing.  I

              14   think we would want to cap them at no more than two

              15   hours total.

              16             We have about eight parties, and how that

              17   would be divided up, we could discuss in the morning, if

              18   there's interest.  But I just want to throw the concept

              19   out there so you can think about it and be prepared to

              20   talk about it tomorrow morning before we start

              21   testimony.

              22             So unless there's any questions, I think

              23   that's a conversation we'll have in the morning and just

              24   give you some time to think about that.  Obviously,

              25   we're bringing it up because we might see some
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               1   usefulness to it, or otherwise we wouldn't be raising it

               2   at this point.

               3             So with that, we'll go to cross-examination of

               4   Mr. Teply -- sorry.  And we'll start with, did you have

               5   something?

               6             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Chair LeVar, did you

               7   mention time frames, kind of what we are thinking?

               8             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Well, I said two hours at a

               9   maximum for the entirety of it.  I don't think we have

              10   the luxury of more than that, you know.  Unless we

              11   finish everything Friday morning and we a little more

              12   time on our hands, but I don't think we can plan on

              13   that.  So that's probably the time frame we ought to be

              14   thinking about.

              15             MR. MICHEL:  Mr. Chairman.

              16             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Yes, Mr. Michel.

              17             MR. MICHEL:  You had mentioned yesterday the

              18   possibility of going evenings if this doesn't go as

              19   quickly as we had -- folks had anticipated.  I was just

              20   wondering if you had any more thoughts about either this

              21   evening or tomorrow evening, or if it's still, if you --

              22   just -- if you have any ideas on what -- where you think

              23   that might be going.

              24             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Well, I'll say, anybody

              25   else's guess in this room is as good as mine on what we
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               1   are looking at in terms of cross-examination for the

               2   remaining witnesses.  Everyone knows how many witnesses

               3   we have.  I can say we made better progress today than

               4   we did yesterday.

               5             In terms of today, you know, I think we'll see

               6   where we get, and if there's a good stopping point that

               7   seems like a convenient place to stop or -- I don't

               8   envision us going much past 6:00 or 6:30 this evening,

               9   but if we're at a point where it seems like pushing

              10   until six or a little after six seems like we're --

              11   might be -- if it seems like that might be a stopping

              12   point, I'm not opposed to going a little bit late like

              13   that this evening.

              14             I am not sure there's much need to go past

              15   that, and then reassess where we are this same time

              16   tomorrow.  So I mean that's how I am thinking about it,

              17   but like I said, anybody else's guess is as good as mine

              18   of what we are looking at on the remaining list of

              19   witnesses and knowing what each other are thinking in

              20   terms of your plans for cross-examination.

              21             So with that, I'll just ask if there's any --

              22   if there's any party who cannot stay at all past five

              23   o'clock today, please let me know.  But I am thinking we

              24   might have some flexibility in just seeing what a

              25   natural stopping point is going to be today, as we look
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               1   at approaching the next two days.  Also considering that

               2   we might want to reserve some time for closing

               3   arguments.

               4             That was a long answer that didn't really tell

               5   you anything.  Thankfully most of you are giving shorter

               6   answers than that.  Mr. Longson.

               7             MR.  LONGSON:  Chair, I will just note that

               8   Interwest will be happy to put Mr. Jenner on this

               9   evening after Mr. Teply, depending on how long he goes.

              10   So either this evening or tomorrow morning works great

              11   for us.

              12             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  I think I was going to let

              13   PacifiCorp decide if they wanted to do their final

              14   witness first.  But I think we are in plenty of time to

              15   get your witness within your time constraints ether

              16   today or tomorrow morning.

              17             MR. LONGSON:  Okay.  Thank you.

              18             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Anything else before we go to

              19   cross-examination?  Okay.  Thank you.  Mr. Longson, do

              20   you have any questions for Mr. Teply?

              21             MR. LONGSON:  No questions.  Thank you.

              22             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Mr. Holman.

              23             MR. HOLMAN:  No questions.  Thank you.

              24             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Mr. Michel.

              25             MR. MICHEL:  Just a couple questions.
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               1                       CROSS-EXAMINATION

               2   BY MR. MICHEL:

               3        Q.   Good afternoon, Mr. Teply.

               4        A.   Good afternoon.

               5        Q.   You have described the project that makes up

               6   the combined project that the company is seeking

               7   approval for in your testimony, right?

               8        A.   Yes, that's correct.

               9        Q.   And as part of your background, you did -- you

              10   did work evaluating EPA's clean power plan?

              11        A.   I did.

              12        Q.   And if EPA's clean power plan were to be

              13   revived in the future, would the projects or the

              14   facilities that make up the combined project, exclusive

              15   of the transmission facilities, would those be eligible

              16   to receive emission reduction credits under that clean

              17   power plan?  Or would those have been eligible?

              18        A.   Yeah.  I think the answer to -- if we are

              19   basing the question on the originally prescribed clean

              20   power plan, there were credits available for any

              21   nonemitting resource.  So I would say in that context

              22   the -- obviously, the new wind farms, enough wind

              23   projects as part of this combined project would qualify

              24   under the originally contemplated clean power plan.

              25        Q.   And those credits under certain circumstances
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               1   could be traded or sold much like renewable energy

               2   credits?

               3        A.   The concept of trading was one of the

               4   considerations in the clean power plan as originally

               5   proposed, yes.

               6             MR. MICHEL:  Okay.  That's all I have.  Thank

               7   you.

               8             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.

               9   Mr. Jetter.

              10                       CROSS-EXAMINATION

              11   BY MR. JETTER:

              12        Q.   Hi.  Good afternoon.

              13        A.   Good afternoon.

              14        Q.   I'll try to keep this as brief as I can.  You

              15   mentioned that the company had purchased development

              16   transfer agreements, which were a type of an option

              17   agreements; is that correct?

              18        A.   Yes.  I did mention that we had entered into

              19   development transfer agreements for the -- just to be

              20   clear, the TB Flats 1 and 2, and the Ekola Flats

              21   projects that I discussed earlier in testimony.

              22        Q.   And as part of that, you received the

              23   opportunity to bid a relatively favorable queue

              24   position?

              25        A.   So as we, as I described in my -- in my direct
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               1   testimony, we had reviewed the interconnection queue.

               2   We had engagements with several developers, obviously

               3   through the integrated resource plan, and integrated

               4   resource planning process that ran through 2016, into

               5   2017.

               6             We get a lot of interest that -- in the

               7   strategy and development group from the sophisticated

               8   parties that you have heard a lot about today that

               9   monitor the queue, develop wind projects, solar

              10   projects, all types of projects.

              11             So our interest, as we headed into the RFP

              12   process here, was to ensure that we could, one, identify

              13   whether or not there was an interested counterparty that

              14   did have what I would call as a preferred

              15   interconnection queue position, that would be willing to

              16   let the company bid on that set of projects while

              17   allowing them to bid on that set of projects as well.

              18        Q.   Thank you.  And so I understand that

              19   correctly, you purchased those in sometime 2016?

              20        A.   Actually, no.  We engaged that party in the

              21   spring of 2017, following the integrated resource plan

              22   filing.  We ultimately signed the development transfer

              23   agreement.

              24             And when you say purchased, I just want to be

              25   clear.  There is a limited payment stream associated
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               1   with the development activities that are ongoing for

               2   those projects.  Those agreements are contingent, as I

               3   mentioned, upon receiving regulatory approvals across

               4   our regulated states.  They are also contingent upon

               5   that developer completing permitting through the end of

               6   this year.

               7             And then ultimately they have a concept around

               8   a closing, which is when we would actually inquire and

               9   any interconnection queue positions as the agreements

              10   would be assigned at that closing, which is anticipated,

              11   assuming we continue to progress through the development

              12   of the combined projects, late this year or early next

              13   year.

              14        Q.   And so is it -- is it correct to say that for

              15   the optionality you acquired with those options in --

              16   in, it sounded like early 2017, that wasn't free, was

              17   it?

              18        A.   No.  Those -- those were not free agreements.

              19   But they were very limited, from a cost exposure

              20   perspective, as compared to say, acquisition of an

              21   entire project.

              22        Q.   Okay.  And your intention would be then for

              23   those costs to be wrapped into the capital costs,

              24   county-wise for these project; is that correct?

              25        A.   Yes.  Those costs are contemplated as part of
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               1   our project estimates that were submitted in the 2017

               2   RFP process.

               3        Q.   And did you offer to transfer any rights to

               4   any of the other bidders who might have been in a lower

               5   queue position to also bid in at that project level

               6   if --

               7        A.   I didn't have -- as I just explained, I

               8   didn't -- I don't have the right to transfer an

               9   interconnection queue position that I have contingently

              10   acquired as a development transfer agreement that has

              11   not yet closed.  So I don't have anything to transfer to

              12   another bidder.  The developer of the project retains

              13   all of their original development assets today.

              14             And as I mentioned, those are contingent

              15   development transfer agreements, wherein, in the event

              16   several conditions precedent throughout the course of

              17   this year come to fruition, we would ultimately close on

              18   a set of development assets, which would include the

              19   interconnection queue agreements.

              20        Q.   In the event that the commission does not

              21   approve this and the company decides not to go forward

              22   with these projects, does the company still intend to

              23   seek recovery for those dollars that were expended on

              24   the development transfer agreement options?

              25        A.   I would presume that if the company did not --
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               1   well, if approvals were not received and the company did

               2   not choose to go forward in any context with respect to

               3   Utah, in that hypothetical, I would not assume that we

               4   could recover those costs because they were -- would not

               5   be used and useful.

               6             MR. JETTER:  Thank you.  I have no further

               7   questions.

               8             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.  Mr. Moore.

               9                       CROSS-EXAMINATION

              10   BY MR. MOORE:

              11        Q.   Hello, Mr. Teply.

              12        A.   Hello.

              13        Q.   May I direct your attention to lines 318 and

              14   323 of your May 15th, 2018, surrebuttal testimony?

              15        A.   I'm there.

              16        Q.   You stated that you do not agree with the

              17   office's witness, Commissioner Hayet's suggestions that

              18   the commission place various conditions on preapproval

              19   of the project, and categorize suggestions conditions as

              20   unnecessary, unprecedented, unsupported and setting

              21   positions that go well beyond the existing regulatory

              22   compact.

              23             Did I state your testimony correctly?

              24        A.   That's what I stated, yes.

              25        Q.   Do you want me to repeat that?  Are you aware
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               1   that Utah code section 54-17-302(5)(b) provides the

               2   commission has the option to approve the significant

               3   energy resource decisions subject to conditions proposed

               4   by the commission?

               5        A.   That sounds correct, subject to check.

               6        Q.   Now, may I direct you to your May 15th,

               7   surrebuttal testimony, lines 88 and 99 -- 88 and 90.

               8   I'm sorry.

               9        A.   One more time.  Sorry, I lost you.

              10        Q.   Your May 15th, 2018, surrebuttal testimony,

              11   lines 88 through 90.

              12        A.   I'm there.

              13        Q.   You stated that the company's condition --

              14   "The company conditionally guarantees to provide PC

              15   eligible wind projects to achieve -- to activities for

              16   which the company can control, clearly noting exceptions

              17   for force majeure and changes in law."  Is that correct?

              18        A.   That's correct.

              19        Q.   Did you hear Ms. Crane's testimony yesterday

              20   stating that that guarantee is also provided to your

              21   contracting partners, for their failures to -- to -- a

              22   failure that results in the loss of PATs that does not

              23   constitute a force majeure -- force majeure or a change

              24   in law?

              25        A.   I did hear Ms. Crane's testimony regarding
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               1   force majeure and contractor requirements.

               2        Q.   Would you agree with me that I correctly

               3   summarized her testimony?

               4        A.   Subject to check, in general, I believe that

               5   was the concept that Ms. Crane committed to.

               6        Q.   Now, may I direct your testimony to your

               7   January 16th, 2018, supplemental direct and rebuttal

               8   testimony, lines 363 to 365?

               9        A.   I'm there.

              10        Q.   This may be easier if I have you read those

              11   two lines.  Starting with the company anticipates that

              12   substantial completion.

              13        A.   "The company anticipates that substantial

              14   completion for the wind projects under normal

              15   construction circumstances, weather conditions, labor

              16   availability, materials delivery, will be achieved by

              17   November 15th, 2020, or as otherwise updated during

              18   detail negotiation of project contracts, schedules and

              19   implementation plans, with each of the short-listed wind

              20   project counterparties."

              21        Q.   Now, could look at your February 16th, 2018,

              22   second supplemental redirect testimony?

              23        A.   Okay.

              24        Q.   Lines 193, 195.  Again, you stated, "The

              25   company anticipates a substantial completion for the
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               1   Ekola Flats project under again normal construction

               2   circumstances, weather conditions and labor

               3   availability, and materials will be achieved by November

               4   15th, 2020."  Is that correct?

               5        A.   That's correct.

               6        Q.   It's true, isn't it, that a number of

               7   circumstances could arise that vary from normal

               8   construction, weather and labor and material

               9   availability conditions?

              10        A.   Yes, absolutely.  And that's why when I

              11   referred to those two excerpts as you noted, the dates

              12   that I have provided are November 15th, versus the end

              13   of the year, the intent of which really as we are

              14   negotiating with our contracts is to provide some float

              15   in the construction contracts, recognizing that on major

              16   projects things like weather, delivery slips, those

              17   types of things must be considered and accommodated

              18   going into the contracting phase.

              19             So that's why we established the dates that I

              20   have and -- in testimony and we'll continue to finalize

              21   those dates with our contractors.

              22        Q.   Is it your contention that a weather condition

              23   or a material availability condition that deviates from

              24   normal would be subject to the company's guarantee for

              25   providing PTCs?
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               1        A.   No.  I think as we have testified, any -- any

               2   activities that are within our control, other than force

               3   majeure and change in law, would be the exclusions

               4   there.  I would say, when we define the term force

               5   majeure as we have included in the pro forma contract,

               6   for example, the EPC in my exhibits has a definition of

               7   force majeure.  Normal events are, you know, anything

               8   that cannot otherwise be defined as force majeure, would

               9   fall under the category company controlled and/or

              10   contractor controlled events in that regard.

              11        Q.   Thank you.  Now, taking a different track now.

              12   May I direct you to your January 16th, 2018,

              13   supplemental and direct and rebuttal testimony?

              14        A.   Okay.

              15        Q.   Line 159 through 161.

              16        A.   I am there.

              17        Q.   You stated "That the company's targeted the

              18   date of April 16th, 2018, for the execution of

              19   definitive agreements regarding the TB Flats 1 and 2 and

              20   the Cedar Springs projects."  Is that your testimony as

              21   of January 16th, 2018?

              22        A.   Yes.  That was the testimony at that time.

              23   Obviously, we have updated those dates to align with the

              24   regulatory schedules that we now have before us as I

              25   discussed in my summary.
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               1        Q.   I am going to walk us through these changes

               2   for a second here.  So you can bear with me please?

               3        A.   Sure.

               4        Q.   Thank you.  Now, may I direct your attention

               5   to your February 16th, 2018, second supplemental direct

               6   testimony, lines 89, 93.

               7        A.   I am there.

               8        Q.   And again, you testified that your

               9   negotiations to finalize the terms and conditions of the

              10   target for executing definitive agreements for the --

              11   I'm paraphrasing here, for the EPC and TSA -- and TSA

              12   contracts by April 16th, again, to align with -- and

              13   this time you mentioned to align with the ongoing

              14   regulatory review process.  Is that your testimony, as

              15   of February 16th?

              16        A.   As of February 16th, yes.

              17        Q.   Directing your attention to your May 15th,

              18   2018, surrebuttal testimony, lines 204, 220.

              19        A.   I am there.

              20        Q.   Your testimony is, well, April 16 has passed

              21   without the execution of definitive agreements for DPTC

              22   contracts for TB Flats 1 and 2, and Ekola Flats are now

              23   scheduled for execution on May 31st, 2018.  And the TSA

              24   contracts are scheduled for execution June 15th, 2018.

              25   That's your testimony as of May 15th, 2018, correct?
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               1        A.   Yes.  As I stated in my summary, we have

               2   adjusted the schedules for targeted dates for contract

               3   executions based on the changes that occurred from early

               4   in the year to today, or to the May 15th filing, amongst

               5   the various regulatory proceedings that ran across our

               6   various states.

               7        Q.   My question to you is, what regulatory

               8   proceeding was the commission unaware of at the time of

               9   your February 16th testimony, when you stated -- when

              10   you stated the April 16th, deadline for executing

              11   definitive agreements aligned with ongoing regulatory

              12   review proceedings that you became aware of after the

              13   16th testimony after -- excuse me.  I'm going to start

              14   that over.

              15             That you became aware of after your February

              16   16th testimony before your May 15th testimony?

              17        A.   Yeah.  So the procedural schedules in Wyoming,

              18   I am trying to think back.  I don't have the dates off

              19   the top of my head with respect to when we adjusted

              20   procedural schedules in Utah, with respect to hearing

              21   dates and so forth and ultimately assumed order dates.

              22             But early in the year, as we made our filings

              23   in January and February, parties had requested in

              24   certain instances more time to review certain

              25   information.  So we amended procedural schedules across,
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               1   I think all three of our states post-February, subject

               2   to check on those dates.

               3             And then we engaged our counterparties and

               4   requested extensions of bid validity periods from that

               5   April 16th time frame that we had originally prescribed,

               6   not only in the 2017R RFP but also in our parallel path

               7   commercial engagements, and requested extensions from

               8   those counterparties to allow us to receive the results

               9   of the R -- of the regulatory reviews.

              10             And as I mentioned in my summary, so that we

              11   could incorporate any outcomes into any definitive

              12   binding agreements prior to their execution, and not to

              13   preempt an assumed outcome from our regulators.

              14        Q.   In your May 15th, 2018, surrebuttal, lines 193

              15   to 196 -- oh, I just.  I'm sorry.  That's a bad quote.

              16   Bad cite.

              17             The -- I understand -- did I understand your

              18   testimony that the definitive agreements are set for

              19   June now?

              20        A.   Yes.  With the testimony you were just

              21   referring to, lines 204 through 220 in my May testimony,

              22   I list the various dates for the various agreements by

              23   project, as to what we are currently targeting.  Here

              24   again, as we discussed in response to some commission

              25   questions earlier today, I believe it was today, we do
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               1   have some remaining flexibility there.

               2             In the event we don't receive all orders, we

               3   are currently engaged with our counterparties to be

               4   flexible, if we are talking about a few days one way or

               5   the other.  So I would say, you know, that testimony

               6   could be changed and altered, depending on when orders

               7   would ultimately be received as we communicated, I

               8   believe, to the commission earlier today.  I think that

               9   was today.

              10             MR. MOORE:  Thank you.  That's all I have.

              11             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr. Moore.

              12   Mr. Russell.

              13             MR. RUSSELL:  Thank you, Chair LeVar.

              14                       CROSS-EXAMINATION

              15   BY MR. RUSSELL:

              16        Q.   I've got some questions that kind of piggyback

              17   on what we were just talking about.  I think it will

              18   help if we focus on pages 9 and 10 of your surrebuttal

              19   testimony.

              20        A.   Okay.  I'm there.

              21        Q.   On pages 9 and 10 you discuss in this sort of

              22   bullet pointed form the progress and anticipated dates

              23   for certain contracts related to the TB Flats 1 and 2,

              24   Ekola Flats and Cedar Springs projects, right?

              25        A.   That's correct.
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               1        Q.   And I -- I want to understand where things

               2   stand now so that we can understand what needs to happen

               3   between now and some of these dates that you have got

               4   that are set out in the future.  Because the TB Flats 1

               5   and 2 and Ekola Flats have kind of identical dates and

               6   formats, maybe we can talk about those together.  Both

               7   of those indicate firm price EPC and TSA offers received

               8   complete, but they also indicate that executable EPC and

               9   TSA contracts will be done sometime in the future.  Do

              10   you see that?

              11        A.   I do.

              12        Q.   And tell me what needs to be done between now

              13   and, say, June 15th to get to a point where you can have

              14   an executable TSA for each of those projects.

              15        A.   So for the TB Flats and Ekola Flats projects

              16   that we have listed, the TSA agreement by June 15, the

              17   reason I have a lag between the May 31st date for the

              18   executable EPC contract and the follow-on June 15th TSA

              19   contract is that in the event we have some sort of a

              20   schedule outcome from the regulatory proceedings, we

              21   have effectively negotiated the contract terms for both

              22   the EPC and the turbine supply agreements.

              23             But we are leaving open the potential need to

              24   align delivery dates amongst the schedules.  Obviously,

              25   the EPC contract is contingent upon timely receipt of
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               1   turbines so that they can meet their obligations under

               2   the EPC contract.  And then we need to be able to hold

               3   the turbine supply agreement -- or the turbine supplier

               4   accountable for delivery schedules.

               5             So I'd say primarily the remaining terms to be

               6   negotiated are delivery schedules for equipment.  We

               7   have effectively exchanged the rounds and rounds of red

               8   lines, where applicable, to the form contracts for EPC

               9   and the TSA.  So from an agreement perspective, we've

              10   largely come to terms.

              11             I would say, however, that the counterparties

              12   in certain instances, depending on the amount of lag, in

              13   the event we don't receive approvals, as I mentioned

              14   earlier, bid validity periods do expire.  And in the

              15   event they expire, that can change schedules, which are

              16   exhibits to contracts, terms, pricing, those types of

              17   things.

              18             So I would say that the items that remain to

              19   be completed are largely those that are contingent upon

              20   receiving approvals and then being able to finalize the

              21   details of the interactions between an EPC contractor

              22   and a turbine supplier with respect to TB Flats 1 and 2

              23   and Ekola.  Sorry.

              24        Q.   So those additional terms that need to be

              25   finalized, between now and whenever the contracts become
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               1   executable, those additional terms could be terms upon

               2   which the -- your counterparty could decide they no

               3   longer want to be a part of this contract, right?

               4        A.   In the event we don't receive approvals, I

               5   would say, you know, I think there are potentials for

               6   changes there.  Counterparties are obviously watching

               7   our regulatory proceedings very closely, as you can

               8   imagine.

               9             We -- we have engaged the market, but

              10   ultimately, you know, if you do not receive approvals,

              11   it is -- there is a potential that the terms do change,

              12   and that's largely why we have attempted to enter into

              13   good faith negotiations, take them as far as we can, but

              14   recognize the fact that we still are subject to

              15   regulatory reviews and approvals.

              16             And in trying to maintain that -- that status,

              17   if you will, with the counterparties.  And as I

              18   mentioned earlier, not preempt or presume commission

              19   outcomes, regulator review outcomes by signing --

              20   signing binding agreements and potentially commercial

              21   commitments prior to receiving those approvals.

              22        Q.   And if -- if the company hasn't entered into

              23   those commitments, neither have your counterparties,

              24   right?

              25        A.   So the counterparties, as I mentioned, with
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               1   bid validity periods and so forth, they have engaged the

               2   competitive market for things like steel, aluminum,

               3   copper.  So we do know where they stand with respect to

               4   the current bid validity periods, but without binding

               5   agreements, they have not procured equipment, those

               6   types of things.

               7        Q.   And I guess the direct point I am asking about

               8   is, if, you know, for some reason the -- your

               9   counterparty on the TSA contract for Ekola Flats

              10   decides, setting aside the -- whatever ruling we get

              11   from this commission on this issue, that they decide

              12   they want to walk; maybe turbine costs are higher, steel

              13   costs are higher, whatever it is, they could walk

              14   tomorrow if they decided it was in their commercial best

              15   interest?

              16        A.   I would say any party, until there is a

              17   binding agreement, could walk if that's the term of art

              18   today.  I would also mention that we also, obviously, as

              19   I mentioned earlier, we did go to the competitive

              20   market.  We short-listed EPC contractors.  We

              21   short-listed turbine equipment suppliers.  So I think

              22   the risk then becomes, do you go to your next best bid

              23   and finalize negotiations there.

              24        Q.   Okay.  And I appreciate you walking through

              25   this with me.  I -- in your testimony in this -- we can
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               1   get to the direct quote if we need to, but you indicate

               2   that the projects will have robust risk mitigation

               3   provisions in them.

               4             And I guess my question about that is, that's

               5   your anticipation that the projects will have -- that

               6   the contracts you intend to sign with EPC TSA, ETA

               7   agreements, that they will have those risk mitigation

               8   measures that you testified about.  But until there's --

               9   those contracts are signed, those risk mitigation

              10   measures can't be enforced, right?

              11        A.   I can't enforce an agreement that I haven't

              12   signed.  But as I mentioned earlier, the parties that

              13   were engaged with -- are engaged in the process, they

              14   are looking forward to moving forward with these

              15   projects.  So I don't see that as a -- as a major risk.

              16             But in the event we -- as I also mentioned, we

              17   have intentionally not signed these agreements.  But

              18   there is always that risk that a counterparty does

              19   remove itself from a competitive offering, and as I

              20   mentioned earlier, our next step or our work-around in

              21   that regard would be to go to the next bidder.

              22        Q.   Okay.  Thank you.  I want to switch gears here

              23   for a second.  My next question may require us to give

              24   you a copy of the Utah independent evaluator's report.

              25   But we'll see where we get.  Have you reviewed that
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               1   report?

               2        A.   Yes, I have.

               3        Q.   Okay.  There was a provision in there, and

               4   it's on page 85 of the redacted -- excuse me, the

               5   unredacted confidential version, that there's a bullet

               6   point in the recommendations that discussed the

               7   potential for one of the projects to have a lower wind

               8   generation outcome than is anticipated.  Do you recall

               9   that?

              10        A.   Yes, I do.  The -- and if I am not mistaken,

              11   it's the TB Flats 1 and 2 project.  Does that sound

              12   right?

              13        Q.   Okay.  I think that's right, although I think

              14   that part was redacted, but I'm not sure if that's --

              15        A.   When we're going by memory, I don't know what

              16   was redacted.

              17             MS. MCDOWELL:  Let me just hand you a copy.

              18             MR. RUSSELL:  I don't know whether it was or

              19   not.

              20        Q.   (By Mr. Russell) So yeah, let's turn -- it's

              21   page 85 of that one.

              22        A.   I'm there.

              23        Q.   Okay.  And I think the bullet starts "a common

              24   occurrence in the wind industry."  Do you see that?

              25        A.   Yes, I do.
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               1        Q.   Okay.  And I don't intend to read the whole

               2   thing, but if you -- and if you need to read it before

               3   you answer this question, go ahead, but my question

               4   relates to the IE's concern about a project having --

               5   the representation that the wind generation from that

               6   project will be greater than what is, you know, realized

               7   in real life.

               8             And my question to you is, what -- what

               9   provisions of the agreements seek to mitigate those

              10   risks, if any?

              11        A.   Okay.  So with respect to those risks, the

              12   risks that we are talking about are wake losses, and

              13   with respect to that given project, there is an upstream

              14   project that we own and operate.  I won't name it, even

              15   though I already did.  But there's an upstream project

              16   that is known.  We have assessed that wake effect from

              17   that upstream project, not only in the report that's

              18   mentioned here -- let me see if it's redacted.

              19        Q.   No.

              20        A.   No.  The superior report.  But also in our

              21   original work that we did to assess the wind regime on

              22   TB -- on that project with Blackened Beach.  So we have

              23   looked at the wake effects.  We feel that that risk can

              24   be mitigated.

              25             I think it's also important to note that the
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               1   typical way of mitigating any additional effects is as

               2   we get into micrositing of individual turbines, we'll

               3   continue to rely on wind assessments.  It's not a

               4   one-time deal.  We have obviously, based on our

               5   proposals and so forth on those initial assessments, but

               6   as we get into micrositing, we will be looking at that

               7   very closely, because obviously we're very familiar with

               8   that upwind farm.

               9        Q.   Sure.  In the agreements that you are

              10   contemplating, we talked a little bit earlier about the

              11   TSA, the EPC contracts.  Are there any provisions in

              12   those agreements that can help mitigate the risks that

              13   the IE is talking about in this bullet pointed

              14   paragraph?

              15        A.   Yeah.  I think the provisions in the contracts

              16   that help mitigate their risks from a cost and

              17   performance perspective, when you go into micrositing,

              18   obviously there are -- there's bandwidth around what the

              19   original proposal contemplated.  There's mechanism

              20   within which to submit updated layouts.

              21             If there is a perceived change in work, for

              22   example, to relocate a turbine, we'll look at the

              23   offsetting costs.  Did we save collector system costs

              24   versus a relocation?  Did we save on foundation costs

              25   for an individual turbine?  So the protections and the
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               1   mitigations largely would be managed via the change in

               2   work provisions in the contract.

               3             I don't know that that completely mitigates

               4   the risk.  I think the main focus is the fact that we

               5   have two -- two reports out of two independent wind

               6   assessments firms that have assessed the wind

               7   performance.  And then as I mentioned, as we get into

               8   micrositing, we'll take one more look at it, and that

               9   really becomes your risk mitigation for the long-term

              10   operation of the facility.  That micrositing effort is

              11   important to us.

              12             MR. RUSSELL:  Okay.  Thank you.  That's all I

              13   have.

              14             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you,

              15   Mr. Russell.  Mr. Baker.

              16             MR. BAKER:  Thank you.

              17                       CROSS-EXAMINATION

              18   BY MR. BAKER:

              19        Q.   Good afternoon Mr. Teply.

              20        A.   Good afternoon.

              21        Q.   I want to quickly follow up on a question

              22   about clean power plan.  Are you aware that the Supreme

              23   Court has stayed the rule that's known as the clean

              24   power plan?

              25        A.   Absolutely.
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               1        Q.   And are you aware that the current

               2   administration, through the EPA, has proposed the repeal

               3   of that stayed clean power plan?

               4        A.   Yes.  I helped submit comments on that from

               5   Berkshire Hathaway Energy.

               6        Q.   All right.  Moving to another issue here

               7   quickly, the robust mitigation measures that you speak

               8   of in the contract, those are in the various -- those

               9   are ultimately, will be determined by the executable

              10   contracts; is that correct?

              11        A.   Yes.  The terms and conditions as included

              12   originally in the pro forma agreements that I have

              13   attached as exhibits ultimately are negotiated kind of

              14   line by line, if you will.  Particularly the -- those

              15   around, you know, significant provisions like force

              16   majeure, indemnity, performance guarantees, the types of

              17   terms we have in those agreements, and then we

              18   actually -- we ultimately capture the agreement in the

              19   executed documents.

              20        Q.   And so the -- the version that's currently --

              21   that have been submitted as part of the record are just

              22   the pro forma contracts; is that correct?

              23        A.   Yes.  As I mentioned, we've intentionally not

              24   submitted nor finalized our definitive agreements at

              25   this point.  We have negotiated them to the point that
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               1   we can deliver on the dates that I have in my testimony,

               2   but we have not included the executed contracts as of

               3   yet, because they are not executed as of yet.

               4        Q.   But so the revised versions that have gone

               5   through numerous red lines, those are not -- where you

               6   sit today, those revised terms and conditions are not

               7   available for -- for review by any party or the

               8   commission today, are they?

               9        A.   If they would have been requested, we would

              10   have provided them under highly confidential

              11   protections, but largely because they were still being

              12   negotiated, we have not made them available.  Not that

              13   we wouldn't have made them available if requested.

              14        Q.   They are not in the record though for the

              15   commission to review today, are they?

              16        A.   Not at this time.  You know, we have followed

              17   a very similar path with respect to this significant

              18   energy resource decision docket as we did, for example,

              19   with the Jim Bridger 3 and 4 SERS, where we ran a

              20   parallel path, request for proposals process.

              21             We entered into this process recognizing the

              22   timing required, and ultimately I think in that docket,

              23   and subject to check, effectively were approved

              24   conditionally upon ultimately submitting those contracts

              25   for final reviews at the appropriate time, after they
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               1   had been executed.

               2        Q.   So -- so the answer is no, they are presently

               3   not available, and that leaves us taking your word that

               4   they are robust mitigation measures, correct?

               5        A.   To the extent that you have reviewed the pro

               6   forma documents that are in the exhibits in my -- in my

               7   testimony, I would say the final agreements remain

               8   material -- materially consistent.  But as you -- as

               9   anyone that's negotiated a contract can imagine, there

              10   have been rounds of red lines on specific terms and

              11   conditions, but I'd say materially consistent.  So from

              12   a take my word for it, I would refer you to the pro

              13   forma contracts that we have provided.

              14        Q.   And so we can't verify either the robustness

              15   or that they are materially consistent at this point;

              16   can we?

              17        A.   Only via the discovery opportunities that I

              18   mentioned earlier.

              19        Q.   I want to go in -- while we're talking about

              20   contracts, ask you about force majeure.  And, you know,

              21   I think you said that, and Mr. Vail testified about two

              22   construction windows, or two construction seasons puts

              23   it tight, but perhaps adequate to meet the 2020

              24   deadline; is that correct?

              25        A.   Yes.  We believe the remaining construction
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               1   schedules, the two construction seasons for the

               2   transmission in particular, remain appropriate to

               3   deliver the projects by 2020.

               4        Q.   And so hypothetically speaking, if there is a

               5   forest fire that significantly disrupts one of those

               6   construction schedules -- one of those construction

               7   seasons or actually removes it all completely, would you

               8   view that as a force majeure event?

               9        A.   I wouldn't -- with the right-of-way that we

              10   have prescribed, as well as the wind farm sites that we

              11   have identified, a forest fire is not a concern.  But

              12   for that hypothetical, I would mention that I would say

              13   depending upon the impact, the original cause, each

              14   force majeure potential event is reviewed on a

              15   circumstance-by-circumstance basis.

              16             While I don't think that's a good hypothetical

              17   in this instance, in the event an event similar to a

              18   forest fire was deemed to be a force majeure, pursuant

              19   to the force majeure contract terms, we would bring that

              20   back to the commission as we have committed to do.

              21        Q.   I guess a forest fire isn't a good example

              22   because of the -- of a force majeure event because of

              23   the rights-of-way and some of the other things that you

              24   mentioned.  Are you then testifying that forest fires

              25   are within -- or insulation from forest fires are within
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               1   your control?

               2        A.   No.  That's not what I testified to.  I think

               3   the main point being force majeure is defined in each

               4   contract.  We have an example of force majeure

               5   definition in the contract in my exhibits, if we would

               6   like to read through that.

               7             But my point being, a force majeure event will

               8   first be defined by the individual contract and force

               9   majeure definitions are not that -- are very somewhat

              10   boilerplate, contract to contract.  I think you do get

              11   some negotiation around particularly, you know, site

              12   specific type of events.

              13             So I would -- I would just go back to force

              14   majeure perspective.  It will be defined in the

              15   contract.  We will administer force majeure pursuant to

              16   those terms, and we would bring such an event to the

              17   commission if it was not commercially resolvable and

              18   became a material issue for the commission to weigh in

              19   on.

              20        Q.   So switching gears here briefly.  So

              21   yesterday, I was asking Cindy Crane about the company's

              22   risk tolerances in kind of arm's length negotiations.

              23   And one of the examples I want to use was your build

              24   transfer agreements that you reference in your

              25   testimony.  So we deferred that question until today.
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               1             And I think during -- you said that BTAs

               2   reflect an arm's length transaction; is that correct?

               3        A.   BTAs arm's length with respect to PacifiCorp's

               4   direct access to the constructors and the equipment

               5   suppliers.  Obviously our contract under a build

               6   transfer is with the developer or the project proponent.

               7        Q.   Can I turn your attention to Exhibit CAT4SS-8.

               8        A.   CAT4SS?

               9        Q.   Yes, 4SS.  More specifically, page 28 of that.

              10             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Let me just clarify.  Page 28

              11   from what's at the top right of the page?

              12             MR. BAKER:  Yeah.  Page 28 to 117.

              13             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.

              14        Q.   (By Mr. Baker)  And I'm not sure if the -- I'm

              15   looking at what was filed with the redacted version.  So

              16   just to -- I want to be talking about -- or ask some

              17   questions about section 4.5 of the build transfer

              18   agreement, and I believe that's page 17 of your BTA.

              19        A.   I'm there.

              20        Q.   You are there.  So this section pertains to

              21   developer permits and developer regulatory approvals; is

              22   that correct?

              23        A.   Yes, it is.

              24        Q.   And the definition starting in paragraph 8

              25   sets forth that all permits required by law, and I'm
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               1   paraphrasing here, with the design, engineering,

               2   development, construction, start-up, testing, commission

               3   and completion, ownership and operation of the project,

               4   in accordance with this agreement and other project

               5   documents are developer permits; is that correct?

               6        A.   That is the language that we just looked at.

               7        Q.   And I -- you know, will ask if you will agree

               8   that the definition of permit under these PTAs means any

               9   authorization, approval or consent.  It goes on and

              10   related to any governmental authority.  That

              11   unfortunately is in Appendix Z.  I am happy to read the

              12   whole thing or give you a copy of Appendix Z if you

              13   would prefer.

              14             I don't -- and I believe that at least the

              15   version that was put online, Appendix Z was one of those

              16   that was just referenced in the hyperlink to the RFT

              17   documents, it was not actually included into the record.

              18             Do you know, did Rocky EMD -- or did

              19   PacifiCorp in its formal filing submit all of the

              20   exhibits, or just the ones that were included in the

              21   online filing?  And I ask just to know if I need to

              22   incorporate this into the record?

              23        A.   Yeah.  I am not sure I know the answer to

              24   that, but I believe we incorporated the form of the

              25   agreement, maybe not Exhibit Z.  I am not sure.
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               1        Q.   Actually, at this point if Mr. Teply will just

               2   read into the definition of permit.  I probably don't

               3   need to mark it.

               4        A.   So do you want to refer to section 4?

               5        Q.   I'm sorry.  The BTA Appendix Z, please read

               6   the definition of permit.

               7        A.   The permit definition reads, "It means any

               8   authorization, approval, consent, waiver, exception,

               9   variation -- or sorry, variance, order, publication,

              10   license, filing, registration, ruling, permit, tariff,

              11   certification, exemption and other action required by,

              12   or with and noticed to and declarations of or with any

              13   governmental authority."

              14        Q.   Thank you.  Now, would you -- would you

              15   stipulate, I suppose subject to check, that that

              16   definition of permits is what's used to modify the

              17   definition of developer permit in section 4.5 A?

              18        A.   Yeah.  So I think section 4.5 A reads,

              19   "Schedule 4.5 A sets forth all permits required by," and

              20   skipping the hypothetical or the parenthetical there,

              21   "required by applicable law in connection with the

              22   design, engineering, development, construction,

              23   start-up, testing, commissioning, completion, ownership

              24   and operation of the project in accordance with this

              25   agreement and other project documents."
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               1             So there's a schedule, 4.5 A that we haven't

               2   looked at.

               3        Q.   Correct.  But permits is a capital term, and

               4   in the first line on subparagraph A, permits is

               5   capitalized, correct?

               6        A.   Yes.  Permit is capitalized, but the driver

               7   here would be schedule 4.5 A.

               8        Q.   The schedule would set forth the specific

               9   permits.  But permits does -- is defined in the Appendix

              10   Z that you just read, correct?

              11        A.   Yeah.  Permits is broadly defined, and then

              12   schedule 4.5 A is intended to limit that list.

              13        Q.   Thank you.  If we move to subparagraph B, that

              14   defines -- that says, "All developer permits" -- I'll

              15   skip some of the standard, "are in full force and effect

              16   and are final, and all appeal periods with respect

              17   thereto have expired and terminated."  Is that correct?

              18        A.   Yes.  I would just continue to say, that is

              19   with respect to the permits identified in schedule 4.5

              20   A, which we don't have here.

              21        Q.   "And there is no action, suit, investigation

              22   or proceeding pending, or to developer's knowledge

              23   threatened that could result in the modification,

              24   rescission, termination or suspension of any developer

              25   permit obtained prior to the date this representation is
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               1   made or deemed made pursuant to this agreement."

               2             Did I read that correctly?

               3        A.   Yes.  You have read it correctly as it

               4   pertains to the developer permits on schedule 4.5 A.

               5        Q.   Sure.  And so if -- if the RFP was a developer

               6   permit, this -- and Rocky Mountain Power was the

               7   developer, Rocky Mountain Power would not be able to

               8   make this representation, would it?

               9        A.   It depends on what would be listed on schedule

              10   4.5 A as a developer permit.

              11        Q.   So if an agreement between Rocky Mountain

              12   Power and the rate payers, the rate payers put on

              13   schedule 4.5 the request for approval -- the RFP

              14   solicitation approval order out of docket 170 --

              15   17-035 -- I believe it was 23, and because that order is

              16   on appeal, Rocky Mountain Power could not make this

              17   representation, correct?

              18        A.   Under that set of hypothetical circumstances,

              19   that would be correct.

              20        Q.   Would you agree with that me that the RFP is

              21   integral to the -- that the RFP approval was a necessary

              22   step in moving forward in this development process?

              23        A.   I would say the RFP approval is a very

              24   important step in moving ahead with this approval

              25   process, yes.
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               1        Q.   You couldn't have proceeded with this RFP

               2   solicitation without the approval of the RFP, correct?

               3        A.   I -- I don't believe so.  But I would -- I am

               4   subject to check on that.

               5        Q.   Well, it -- you said it was a very necessary,

               6   or it was a material component of the steps that you

               7   have gone through to present the specific request for

               8   approval of your research decision, correct?

               9        A.   Correct, that is what I said.  If we're trying

              10   to correlate this to the permits, though, under this

              11   contract, that's not the same.

              12        Q.   I am not trying to correlate the RFP appeal to

              13   the permits that the developers that are your -- your

              14   counterparties in a BTA are.  I am trying to say that in

              15   such -- what this says to me is, you would not accept an

              16   appeal risk from your developers, your counterparties,

              17   if that developer permit was -- was necessary for the

              18   project to proceed.  Is that what section 4.5 says to

              19   you?

              20        A.   Required to construct is what it says to me.

              21        Q.   In connection with the start-up, testing

              22   design, engineering.  That solely relates to just the

              23   ability to construct, not all of the approvals to get up

              24   to the ability to start constructing?

              25        A.   The way I interpret section 4.5, developer
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               1   permits is -- is clearly targeted at construction

               2   related operational permits, permits that are required

               3   to begin construction and/or operate the facility.  I'm

               4   not sure I am tracking your question here.

               5        Q.   Would this include things -- a governmental

               6   authorization such as a cultural resources review?

               7        A.   If that cultural resources review was required

               8   to issue a permit to construct, I would say that would

               9   be a -- that would be included in schedule 4.5 A as

              10   defined in this contract.

              11        Q.   So if there was a step that was necessary to

              12   get to the -- government authorization that was

              13   necessary in order for you to proceed to a construction,

              14   that would be in schedule 4.5?

              15        A.   If it was required for me to be allowed to

              16   construct.

              17        Q.   So you would not accept the appeal risk of

              18   something that material to the project, would you?

              19        A.   If I clearly have a requirement to construct,

              20   I will make sure that the developer is not subject to

              21   appeal prior to beginning to move dirt, for example,

              22   because that is a requirement to have that permit in

              23   hand prior to starting construction.

              24        Q.   But you are asking the rate payers here to

              25   take a risk on something that was necessary before you
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               1   could even begin the process to get to putting a shovel

               2   in the dirt; is that correct?

               3        A.   Which risk are we talking about?

               4        Q.   The RFP appeal that is currently pending.

               5        A.   I don't see the RFP appeal as a permit to

               6   construct.  I guess that's the correlation I am not

               7   tying.

               8        Q.   You don't see the RFP as a necessary step in

               9   this process that will eventually allow for you to begin

              10   construction, if it is approved?

              11        A.   As I mentioned before, I do see it as a

              12   necessary step.  What I am delineating here is, I don't

              13   see it as a requirement to begin construction, per se.

              14   I see that as being more in the -- in the ilk of the

              15   regulatory review, the approval of our regulator, and

              16   the indication as to how this project would ultimately

              17   be included in rates in this example in the state of

              18   Utah.

              19        Q.   Are you saying you do not need the regulatory

              20   approval of the solicitation process to proceed with the

              21   construction of this project?

              22        A.   That's not necessarily what I am saying.  But

              23   what I am saying is, I don't see the approval of the RFP

              24   as a permit to construct.

              25        Q.   I am not asking if it's a permit to construct.
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               1             MR. LOWNEY:  Objection.  I think the question

               2   has been asked many times in many different ways, and

               3   the answer is the same from Mr. Teply every time.  I'm

               4   not sure we're getting anything new.

               5             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Do you want to respond to the

               6   objection?

               7             MR. BAKER:  Well, I believe he is trying to

               8   evade the question.  I was -- when I was trying to cross

               9   Ms. Crane, I was asking generally about the contracting

              10   positions of the company and was told to speak with

              11   Mr. Teply.  Now Mr. Teply is evading the question by

              12   trying to drive to a very specific, this contract only

              13   applies to a very narrow area of construction.

              14             I still have not gotten an answer about the

              15   company's broader acceptance of appeal risks when it has

              16   third party negotiations.  And so I feel he is trying to

              17   avoid the question.

              18             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  I think I am going to rule

              19   that Mr. Teply has answered the question to his -- to

              20   his best knowledge and opinion.  I do think we get the

              21   point also on the record.  But I am not inclined to

              22   force Mr. Teply to answer in a different way than he has

              23   so far.

              24             MR. BAKER:  I have no further questions.

              25   Thank you.
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               1             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.  Any recross?  I

               2   mean, sorry, redirect.

               3             MR. LOWNEY:  We have no redirect.

               4             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.

               5   Commissioner White, do you have any questions?

               6             COMMISSIONER WHITE:  No questions.  Thank you.

               7             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Commissioner Clark.

               8                          EXAMINATION

               9   BY COMMISSIONER CLARK:

              10        Q.   Good afternoon, Mr. Teply.

              11        A.   Good afternoon.

              12        Q.   Forgive my lack of immediate recall of this

              13   material.

              14        A.   Me too.

              15        Q.   But the development transfer agreements, the

              16   financial arrangements associated with them, relative to

              17   TB Flats and the Ekola, or I mean -- yeah, TB Flats and

              18   Ekola Flats projects, are those costs, I'll call them,

              19   or financial commitments, are they in the record in any

              20   of the confidential material that we have from the

              21   company?

              22        A.   They would be the -- the costs associated with

              23   the development transfer agreements are incorporated

              24   into our cost, the benchmark projects cost summaries.

              25   I'd have to double-check which exhibits.
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               1        Q.   What I am asking is if they are called out.

               2        A.   Whether they are line item?

               3        Q.   Right.

               4        A.   I would have to double-check.  I know they are

               5   included in -- I have the rollup costs of the individual

               6   projects included in the exhibit.  I would need to

               7   double-check the broader sort of exhibits to find, did I

               8   get a line item on individual DTA costs.

               9        Q.   Okay.

              10        A.   I'm not certain that I did.

              11        Q.   Uh-huh.  If that's a quick thing to do, but as

              12   you go there, let me tell you what my next set of

              13   questions are.  I -- because I'd like you to point me to

              14   the place in the record where, if the commission wanted

              15   to identify by specific project some -- the contract

              16   amount, by -- which would be a condition of our approval

              17   or something like that.

              18             In other words, you -- you have identified,

              19   here is -- here is the amount of the -- of the TSA

              20   agreement.  Here is the amount of -- or the value of the

              21   EPC agreement relative to this particular facility or

              22   unit.  Where will I find the numbers that are the

              23   current state of your expectations?

              24        A.   Okay.

              25        Q.   Does that make sense to you?
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               1        A.   I understand your question.

               2        Q.   Probably in the same place as the other.

               3        A.   I'll need to look, yes.

               4             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Okay.  So maybe we can go

               5   off the record for a moment while he does that, if

               6   that's all right.

               7             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Sure.  About how long do you

               8   think?

               9             THE WITNESS:  Just a few minutes.  I think I

              10   just need to flip through this book.

              11             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Should we just sit

              12   here while you do it?

              13             THE WITNESS:  That's fine.

              14             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Is there any reason to

              15   recess?

              16             THE WITNESS:  I think I can do it --  I've got

              17   rollups in my exhibits.  I was going to check with

              18   Mr. Link to see.  He's got them probably in his rollups

              19   so...

              20             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Maybe we should just take a

              21   brief recess then.  Why don't we take 10 minutes, then

              22   we'll reconvene in 10 minutes.

              23             THE WITNESS:  Yep.

              24             (Recess from 3:57 p.m. to 4:08 p.m.)

              25             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  I think we're back on
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               1   the record, and I think Commissioner Clark wanted to

               2   make a brief clarification to his question.

               3        Q.   (By Commissioner Clark)  I was a little vague.

               4   But, and please don't read more into my question than --

               5   you would make a mistake if you did read more into any

               6   of my questions than I'm intending.

               7             But what I am attempting to do is, I am

               8   envisioning a scenario in which the commission wants to

               9   condition approval on at least the execution of

              10   contracts that have the values and the terms that you

              11   had represented in the -- in your testimony, or the

              12   record generally, and that you based -- that is the

              13   company has based its economic analysis on.

              14        A.   Uh-huh.

              15        Q.   So that's -- so I just want to know, in --

              16   where we can exactly find the current state of play of

              17   those items?

              18        A.   Okay.  Okay.  So I think when we have looked

              19   at the various exhibits between my testimony and

              20   Mr. Link's testimony, and the best rollup of those

              21   costs -- now, I don't think it's to the level of detail

              22   you are looking for.

              23        Q.   Right.

              24        A.   The best rollup of those costs is my Exhibit

              25   CAT-5SS.  And would I just explain that exhibit provides
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               1   project-by-project costs.

               2        Q.   Oh, good.

               3        A.   What it doesn't do is then break my individual

               4   project costs down into individual line items, for

               5   example --

               6        Q.   Sure.

               7        A.   -- EPC, term and supply agreement, development

               8   transfer agreement.  We did submit that information as

               9   part of the RFP process.  So we have that information,

              10   but we haven't submitted it as an exhibit, primarily

              11   because it's highly confidential, and it literally lists

              12   my bid price --

              13        Q.   Uh-huh.

              14        A.   -- for turbine supply agreement, EPC

              15   agreement, et cetera.  So we could produce that.  It

              16   would need to be retained under a level of highly

              17   confidential protection, only for those line items,

              18   because they effectively set the price that we have paid

              19   for those individual contracts for the individual

              20   projects.

              21             So I have the rollup by project, but the

              22   detail underneath that is available.  We just haven't

              23   submitted it because of the sensitivity of that

              24   information.

              25        Q.   And the state of the art pro forma agreements
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               1   that I think you have told us you expect will be

               2   materially the same?

               3        A.   Right.

               4        Q.   When executed?

               5        A.   Yes.  Those are exhibits in my testimony.

               6        Q.   And are those -- where would those be exactly?

               7        A.   So the one --

               8        Q.   In their most current form?

               9        A.   Yeah.  So the pro forma agreements, CAT, I

              10   think it was 4SS-8, I believe.  The -- should be the

              11   build transfer agreement.

              12        Q.   Uh-huh.

              13        A.   Formal contract.  Is that correct, Adam?  Just

              14   want to double-check that reference.

              15             MR. LOWNEY:  Yep.

              16        A.   And then the EPC contract.

              17        Q.   (By Commissioner Clark)  Right.

              18        A.   CAT1SS-17.  And those would be the two, you

              19   know, major agreements for our -- for the kind of the

              20   contract body form-up agreements there.  And the turbine

              21   supply agreements I have some early pro formas we could

              22   submit something more recent there.

              23        Q.   And the PPA?

              24        A.   I don't have a PPA in my exhibits, and I'm not

              25   sure if Mr. Link submitted that.  That's the form of the
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               1   PPA is available publicly on the RFP website, which we

               2   could make available.

               3        Q.   Okay.

               4        A.   But Mr. Link could confirm that.  I think

               5   that's the latest form.  Although I think he stepped out

               6   maybe.  But that's available per the RFP website.

               7        Q.   So with regard at least to the -- thank you.

               8   I think that's the information I am looking for.  With

               9   regard to the BTA, there's a liquidated damages

              10   performance provision in that agreement; am I correct?

              11        A.   Yeah.  There are several contractor

              12   performance guarantees of that ilk with liquidated

              13   damages, et cetera.  Primarily around schedule delivery,

              14   megawatts, all the capacity of the facility.

              15             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Thank you.  Those are my

              16   questions.

              17                          EXAMINATION

              18   BY CHAIRMAN LEVAR:

              19        Q.   I just have one question, to close the loop on

              20   a question that Mr. Michel asked you, since I know you

              21   enjoy talking about the clean power plan.

              22        A.   Absolutely.

              23        Q.   You know, he asked about what I will call the

              24   REC-like credits that were potentially available under

              25   that plan, and if I am referring to it in an artful way,
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               1   I apologize.  And recognizing the current status of the

               2   plan with the court stay and the current

               3   administration's position, as I recall, some -- some

               4   aspects of some kind of renewable credits under that

               5   plan were state specific, and some would be owned by the

               6   owner of the generation facility.

               7             Would something like this project that we're

               8   looking at be a state specific that the EPA would have

               9   to decide whether it was -- whether it benefitted Utah

              10   or Wyoming, or would that be a utility owned credit that

              11   was marketable?

              12        A.   And obviously the -- oh, sorry.  Sorry.

              13        Q.   To the best of your recollection of the clean

              14   power plan.  But since the issue was raised, I'd like to

              15   see if we could close that loop a little bit more.

              16        A.   Sure.  I think the concepts were relatively

              17   open to discussion at the time of the clean power plan

              18   being proposed and challenged and so forth.  But a

              19   variety of concepts existed, one of which I would say --

              20   and the way we tended to assess the plan was, in the

              21   event there was a tradeable commodity, per se, from a --

              22   from a zero emitting resource like these projects.

              23             The way we tended to assess that was, we

              24   assumed, for the lack of more clarity around the rule,

              25   that the -- any value associated with that tradeable
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               1   commodity, per se, would be allocated on a

               2   state-by-state basis at the time pursuant to our

               3   multistate allocation of cost responsibilities and so

               4   forth across the state.

               5             So we tried to -- we assumed for the sake of

               6   assessment of that particular potential value stream

               7   that we would allocate based on the same ratios of our

               8   cost allocation across our states from a value

               9   proposition, even though the facility was technically --

              10   these facilities were located in Wyoming.

              11             There are arguments out there that, well, if

              12   it's located in Wyoming, maybe Wyoming should, you know,

              13   get the credits.  I would say those were all open-ended,

              14   yet to be determined.  And now with the plan and in the

              15   state that it is, you know, I think we have tried to

              16   address the potential greenhouse gas CO2 side of things,

              17   obviously with the various sensitivity that Mr. Link

              18   described, High CO2, low CO2 and zero C2.

              19             So we kind of come at it maybe a different way

              20   for this set of assessments, recognizing the clean power

              21   plan is highly questionable.

              22             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  I appreciate that for

              23   that additional clarification.  Commissioner White, did

              24   you have a follow-up question?

              25             COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yeah, I actually did.
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               1                          EXAMINATION

               2   BY COMMISSIONER WHITE:

               3        Q.   So since we're speaking of environmental

               4   attributes, is it confidential as to the ownership of

               5   those environment attributes in terms of the BTA?  In

               6   other words, who would those -- who would those --

               7        A.   No.  We would -- I don't know that it would be

               8   confidential.  I don't think it would be confidential.

               9   We would ultimately own the environment attributes as we

              10   would own the asset.

              11        Q.   Okay.  And what other -- we've talked about

              12   WECCs and NERCs.  And what other -- I mean, typically

              13   what is that -- what -- what does that mean to you,

              14   environment attributes in terms of that as being right

              15   under the contract, I guess?

              16        A.   Well, I think to some extent to maybe to the

              17   earlier discussion to some extent, it is, is there a

              18   value established at some point with whether it be

              19   federal rule making, state rule making, to establish

              20   maybe more a broader tradable fungible commodity there?

              21   Or is it more of a, you know, what we see today,

              22   renewable portfolio standards, those types of things,

              23   where you have a tangible value in certain states for

              24   certain compliance obligations?

              25             So I'd say over time from a value proposition,
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               1   that could change, depending on, you know, federal law,

               2   state law, you know, if there are new programs that

               3   are -- that are promulgated that provide a fungible

               4   tradeable value to that attribute.

               5        Q.   So I think what you are saying, tell me if I

               6   am wrong, is that, you know, assuming that the clean

               7   power plan does not go beyond or is, you know, repealed,

               8   you know, not revived, I guess, is there other options

               9   potentially that the company examines in their IRP

              10   process that those could be utilized for purposes of

              11   regulatory compliance?

              12        A.   I don't know that we have assessed any other

              13   options per se at this time.  You know, as I mentioned,

              14   we look at CO2.  We have looked at it more from a cost

              15   of compliance perspective in our assessments in the IRP

              16   and so forth.  I think there are potential values there.

              17             I think if you take a look at our, as a system

              18   our CO2 emissions over time, as well as all our other

              19   emissions, as well from our thermal resources, as

              20   renewables expand their penetration level, you do see

              21   those CO2 levels comings down as a fleet year on year,

              22   which is an inherent environmental benefit, if you will.

              23             Whether there's a cost associated with that,

              24   I'd say the best way we are capturing that right now is

              25   through the IRP, the sensitivities around potential CO2
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               1   costs and how that might play into our portfolios.  But

               2   I think until there's a, you know, a new rule enacted at

               3   the federal level, other state laws enacted, that you

               4   know, provide some tradeable commodity that we can start

               5   to assess a little bit more from a tangible perspective,

               6   for now, we make assumptions around CO2 cost per ton as

               7   the surrogate.

               8             COMMISSIONER WHITE:  That's all the questions

               9   I have.  Thanks.

              10             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you, Mr. Teply.  We

              11   appreciate your testimony today.

              12             THE WITNESS:  Thank you.

              13             MR. LOWNEY:  I just have one follow-up to

              14   Commissioner Clark's inquiry about the pro forma PPA.  I

              15   believe that it is provided in the record as part of

              16   Mr. Link's exhibits.  So it RTL11SS, which was the RPF

              17   materials.

              18             It was an extremely -- I think it's a 6,000

              19   page document so it was provided electronically.  So I

              20   think it was on a CD is my understanding.  So in

              21   addition to -- I believe Mr. Teply's correct is, it's

              22   publicly available on the company's RFP website.  It

              23   would also be found, I believe, in that exhibit.

              24             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.  That gives us

              25   some light reading to do.
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               1             MR. LOWNEY:  I don't think the PPA was 6,000

               2   pages.

               3             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Ms. McDowell or Mr. Lowney,

               4   your next witness.

               5             MR. LOWNEY:  The company calls Ms. Joelle

               6   Steward.

               7             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Ms. Steward, do you swear to

               8   tell the truth?

               9             THE WITNESS:  I do.

              10             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.

              11                        JOELLE STEWARD,

              12   was called as a witness, and having been first duly

              13   sworn, testified as follows:

              14                      DIRECT EXAMINATION

              15   BY MR. LOWNEY:

              16        Q.   Ms. Steward, could you please state and spell

              17   your name for the record.

              18        A.   My name is Joelle Steward.  J-O-E-L-L-E,

              19   S-T-E-W-A-R-D.

              20        Q.   And how are you employed?

              21        A.   I am the vice president of regulation.

              22        Q.   And in that capacity, have you either filed or

              23   adopted the prefiled testimony that has been labeled

              24   direct testimony, supplemental direct and rebuttal

              25   testimony, second supplemental direct testimony and
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               1   surrebuttal testimony?

               2        A.   Yes.

               3        Q.   And do you have any changes or corrections to

               4   that testimony today?

               5        A.   I do not.

               6        Q.   And if I ask you the same questions as

               7   included in that testimony, will your answers be the

               8   same?

               9        A.   Yes.

              10             MR. LOWNEY:  I move to admit the testimony of

              11   Ms. Steward into the record.

              12             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Any party object to that

              13   motion, please indicate to me.  I am not seeing any

              14   objection, so the motion is granted.  Thank you.

              15        Q.   (By Mr. Lowney)  Ms. Steward, have you

              16   prepared a summary for the commission today?

              17        A.   I have.

              18        Q.   Please proceed.

              19        A.   Thank you.  Good afternoon.  My testimony

              20   explains the company's proposed rate making treatment

              21   for costs and benefits of the combined projects in this

              22   application.  As in the repowering case, the company

              23   proposes an interim mechanism, the resource trafficking

              24   mechanism or RTM, to recover the costs and pass back the

              25   full benefits of the projects until those are reflected
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               1   in base rates in a general rate case.

               2             The RTM would work in conjunction with the

               3   energy balancing account or EBA, to match recovery of

               4   costs with the benefits.  The RTM would include the

               5   capital cost of the projects and the benefits from the

               6   production tax credits from the new wind resources.  The

               7   EBA, absent any adjustment, would include a hundred

               8   percent of the incremental zero fuel cost energy from

               9   the new wind projects, the wheeling revenue from the new

              10   transmission line, and the costs of the PPA.

              11             I acknowledge the commission declined to adopt

              12   the RTM in the repowering case and stated that the

              13   company can seek recovery of the costs and benefits

              14   through available rate making mechanisms, such as a

              15   general rate case, deferral accounting treatment and/or

              16   the EBA.

              17             As in the repowering case, the company

              18   believes the RTM is the best proposal to match costs and

              19   benefits of the new projects.  However, the company is

              20   open to these rate making alternatives to the extent

              21   they treat costs and benefits consistently.

              22             Being able to pursue rate making such as a

              23   deferral in conjunction with the EBA, outside of a

              24   general rate case, is beneficial for a couple of

              25   reasons.  First and foremost, it matches benefits with
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               1   the cost.  Without the RTM or a deferral or a general

               2   rate case, customers will begin receiving benefits from

               3   the incremental zero fuel cost energy of the new wind

               4   projects without paying any of the costs incurred to

               5   obtain those benefits.

               6             For example, in 2021, the first full year of

               7   operation for the combined projects, without a way to

               8   match the cost and benefits, customers would receive an

               9   estimated $35 million of net power cost benefits and new

              10   wheeling revenue, which would equate to reduction in

              11   rates of about 1.7 percent, while the company would

              12   absorb $63 million in costs.

              13             As other parties have pointed out, the company

              14   has added new resources in the past without requesting a

              15   cost recovery mechanism.  However, that was prior to the

              16   current power cost mechanism and at a smaller magnitude

              17   in terms of both costs and benefits.

              18             Second, the combined projects are a key driver

              19   for the company's next general rate case.  A deferral or

              20   the RTM will allow the company to align that rate case

              21   timing for these projects with other cost pressures the

              22   company is facing over the next couple of years into one

              23   general rate case, which will help avoid the cost and

              24   complexity of back-to-back rate cases.

              25             Importantly, any rate making treatment outside
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               1   of a general rate case would only include costs up to

               2   the projected levels of the combined projects.  This is

               3   consistent with the approval statutes for both the

               4   significant energy resource decisions and the voluntary

               5   request for resource decisions.

               6             The company would need to seek recovery of any

               7   costs in excess of the projected costs in a general rate

               8   case.  As such, approval of rate making treatment now

               9   will not diminish the company's incentive to prudently

              10   manage the cost of the combined projects because all

              11   costs will be subject to a prudence review before

              12   inclusion in rates.

              13             Several parties propose conditions that they

              14   argue should apply if the combined projects are

              15   approved.  However, we believe these conditions are

              16   entirely unnecessary because the preapproval statute

              17   already provides sufficient customer protections.  As I

              18   already mentioned, the law allows preapproval only up to

              19   the projected cost.  Any cost overruns would need to be

              20   evaluated in a general rate case.

              21             Additionally, in the event of a material

              22   change in circumstance, the company will use the process

              23   provided in the law for additional commission and

              24   stakeholder review.  As in the repowering case, the

              25   company bears the risk for meeting the PTC
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               1   qualifications for the new wind resources, except due to

               2   changes in law or an event that is beyond the reasonable

               3   control of the company, or those with whom the company

               4   has contracted for project development.

               5             The company also agrees to pass back to

               6   customers any liquidated damages received by the company

               7   from vendors under contractual agreements.  However, the

               8   company does not agree it should be held responsible for

               9   risks outside of its control.

              10             Lastly, parties claim that there is an uneven

              11   sharing of benefits between the company and customers.

              12   The company believes that this claim is incorrect.  The

              13   combined projects are traditional resources that will

              14   meet customer needs at the lowest reasonable cost.  The

              15   only customer benefit is the recovery of its cost,

              16   including its cost of capital.

              17             In closing, the company requests that the

              18   commission approve the combined projects up to the total

              19   projected costs identified in Table 1 of my surrebuttal

              20   testimony and rate making treatment that will provide a

              21   matching of costs with benefits.  And that concludes my

              22   summary.

              23             MR. LOWNEY:  Thank you.  Ms. Steward is

              24   available for cross-examination and commissioner

              25   questions.
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               1             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.

               2   Mr. Longson, do you have any questions for Ms. Steward?

               3             MR. LONGSON:  No questions.  Thank you.

               4             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.

               5   Mr. Holman.

               6             MR. HOLMAN:  No questions.  Thank you.

               7             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Ms. Hayes.

               8             MS. HAYES:  No questions.  Thank you.

               9             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.  Mr. Jetter or

              10   Ms. Schmid.

              11             MR. JETTER:  I'd just like to ask just a

              12   couple brief questions.

              13                       CROSS-EXAMINATION

              14   BY MR. JETTER:

              15        Q.   Good afternoon.  You would agree with us that

              16   is -- if this project were approved, it would be a

              17   significant increase in the company's rate base?

              18        A.   It's a significant, yes.  It's -- well, I

              19   don't want to say any number, because it was

              20   confidential in my testimony, but it's a large

              21   investment.

              22        Q.   A large investment.  And it's even quite large

              23   relative to the company's entire portfolio; is that

              24   correct?

              25        A.   I believe you could say that.  I haven't seen
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               1   those proportions recently.  But --

               2        Q.   Okay.  In fact, it was so large that the

               3   company witnesses in a tax refund docket testified that

               4   it might endanger the credit rating to give full tax

               5   refunds because of the size of the debt that would

               6   accompany this; is that correct?

               7        A.   I don't believe that is correct.  I don't

               8   believe our -- the combined projects in this application

               9   had no bearing on our filing for tax reform.

              10        Q.   So the debt that would come along with this

              11   was not part of the debt-to-revenue ratios that were

              12   relevant in that case?

              13        A.   Well, it's included as Ms. Kobliha testified.

              14   Our overall financing includes everything we do, not

              15   project specific.

              16        Q.   Would you agree that the debt that would be

              17   required for this project would make up a significant

              18   portion of the company's overall debt?

              19        A.   I think Ms. Kobliha would actually be the

              20   better witness for that.  She handles the financing.

              21        Q.   Okay.  Are you aware of any company pressures

              22   in the near future that would be more significant than

              23   the value of this project?

              24        A.   More significant?  Not necessarily.  But we

              25   do -- we haven't finalized our depreciation study, which
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               1   we're going to be filing in September, which we do

               2   expect to have significant cost pressures.  We also have

               3   our repowering and the drop-off of the current PTCs for

               4   the current wind assets.  So all together, we have

               5   several cost drivers coming in over a two-year period.

               6             And even with this large project and the

               7   investment, the overall rate impact, because of the size

               8   of the benefits and the PTCs, is still relatively

               9   modest, at only 1.4 percent in the first full year of

              10   operation.

              11        Q.   Okay.  But you -- is it your position that

              12   it's a small enough impact on the company that it

              13   wouldn't drive a rate case in its own right?

              14        A.   No.  I mean, because of all of the cost

              15   pressures we have coming, and depending on what sort of

              16   rate making treatment we have, if we're passing back the

              17   benefits but not getting recovery of the costs, that

              18   would likely -- very likely drive us in for a rate case.

              19             MR. JETTER:  Okay.  That's my only question.

              20   Thank you.

              21             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr. Jetter.

              22   Mr. Moore or Mr. Snarr?

              23                       CROSS-EXAMINATION

              24   BY MR. MOORE:

              25        Q.   Hello.
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               1        A.   Hi.

               2        Q.   Are you aware that in response to OCS data

               3   request 13.9, the company acknowledged that it plans to

               4   file a statutory rate case during the year 2020, using a

               5   proposed test year of 2021?

               6        A.   I don't recall the specific data request, but

               7   I -- that -- I am aware that that is our plan, yes.

               8        Q.   Now, the -- Mr. Teply, I believe, stated that

               9   the inservice date for TB Flats 2 -- 1 and 2, and Ekola

              10   Flats is scheduled for November 15th, 2020, and Cedar

              11   Springs is established for November 26, 2020.  Does that

              12   sound correct to you?

              13        A.   Yes.

              14        Q.   Accordingly, isn't it true that the new wind

              15   and transmission projects will only be in service for

              16   approximately one and a half months prior to the

              17   proposed year -- the next plan test year for the general

              18   rate case?

              19        A.   Yes.  And that is still assuming we got the

              20   test period we were seeking.

              21        Q.   Generally, you have criticized the office's

              22   position regarding the need to have a general rate case,

              23   because it allows customers to receive benefits of zero

              24   fuel costs through the EBA prior to the costs of the

              25   projects being incorporated into rates with a general
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               1   rate case; isn't that true?

               2        A.   Yes.  We're looking for a balance, a match of

               3   costs and benefits.

               4        Q.   However, given your plans to oppose the RTM

               5   and file a rate case in 2020, with the future test year

               6   proposed as 2021, the company's position is that it

               7   should recover all expenses prior to a general rate

               8   case, even if those expenditures do not cause the

               9   company to earn less than its authorized rate of return.

              10             And isn't it also true that the company's

              11   position that the rate could be in effect for several

              12   years, based on the capital costs in 2021, which is the

              13   highest capital cost in the combined projects?  Do you

              14   want me to break that up?

              15        A.   Yes, please.

              16        Q.   All right.  Given your plans concerning the

              17   general rate case that we have discussed, the company's

              18   position is that it should recover all expenditures

              19   to -- prior to the general rate case, even if those

              20   expenditures do not cause the company to earn less than

              21   its authorized rate of return; is that true?

              22        A.   All expenditures, all are investments as well

              23   as the benefits we proposed will be -- will start being

              24   recovered consistently.  You know, I cannot speak to

              25   whether or not we would be earning our authorized rate
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               1   of return at that time, at that point in time, two years

               2   from now, given all the other drivers we have before

               3   then.

               4        Q.   And isn't it true that the company's position

               5   that rates could be in effect for several years, based

               6   on capital costs in 2021, the proposed test year, which

               7   is the highest year of capital costs in the combined

               8   projects; isn't that true?

               9        A.   It's possible, if we do a rate case, and it

              10   goes into service in 2021.  That is the first full year,

              11   and at that point revenue requirement starts declining

              12   for individual investments due to depreciation.

              13   However, that helps us offset other costs that come in

              14   during that time to help us stay out of a rate case, and

              15   that's been traditional rate making.

              16        Q.   Isn't it true that the company has not

              17   provided any evidence that pursuing these projects will

              18   jeopardize its ability to earn its authorized rate of

              19   return?

              20        A.   I would disagree with that.  We have made

              21   available our -- our business plan is highly

              22   confidential.  Parties have -- were able to come on site

              23   and actually look at those returns forecasted over the

              24   next 10 years.  And since they are highly confidential,

              25   I will not speak to what they are specifically, but I
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               1   disagree that nothing was provided.

               2        Q.   In lines 87 and 96 of the company's June 30,

               3   2017, direct testimony, which you adopted, the question

               4   was asked, "Under what authority is the company

               5   proposing approval for the rate making treatment for

               6   the -- for the wind and transmission projects?"

               7             And was your answer by referring to three

               8   statutes, Utah code section 54-4-23, 54-17-202, and

               9   54-17-403?  Isn't that correct?

              10        A.   Yes, that's correct.

              11        Q.   Isn't it true that none of these provisions

              12   have a section like 54-7-13.5(4)(c) of the EBA statute,

              13   which provides an energy balancing account that is

              14   formed and maintained in accordance with this section

              15   does not constitute impermissible retroactive rate

              16   manager or single issue rate making?

              17        A.   I don't have that statute you cited in front

              18   of me.

              19        Q.   May I approach?

              20        A.   You will need to restate the cite again.

              21        Q.   54-7-13.5(4)(c).

              22        A.   That is correct.  Neither -- none of these,

              23   the three of them, do not to my recollection have that

              24   same energy balancing account.  But that would not make

              25   it, in my view, prohibitive to adopt an RTM-like
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               1   mechanism, or a deferral of the costs and benefits.  We

               2   have the EBA or the RBA, which is not pursuant to this

               3   statute as well related to the EBA.

               4        Q.   Isn't it true that the company contends that

               5   the rate making treatment is needed to match the costs

               6   and benefits, not because of the occurrence of an

               7   unforeseeable event that is beyond control of the

               8   company and that has an extraordinary impact on the

               9   company's finances?

              10        A.   Could you restate that again?

              11        Q.   Isn't it true that the company contends that

              12   the RTM is needed primarily to match costs and benefits?

              13        A.   Yes.

              14        Q.   And you do not contend that it's needed

              15   because of the occurrence of an unforeseen event that is

              16   beyond the company's control and has extraordinary

              17   impact on the company's finances?

              18        A.   That -- that's correct.  I mean, essentially

              19   we're proposing it because of the benefits will be

              20   passing through the EBA without recovery of those costs.

              21        Q.   All right.  This is a very similar question,

              22   so bear with me.  Isn't it true that the company does

              23   not contend the RTM is making -- is, taken as a whole,

              24   is needed because of increase in recurring costs that

              25   are both unexpected and beyond the company's control?
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               1        A.   That's correct.

               2        Q.   May I direct your attention to the May 15th,

               3   2018, surrebuttal testimony.

               4        A.   Okay.

               5        Q.   And I'll direct your attention to lines 22 and

               6   37.  And this coincides with your summary where you said

               7   that you believe the preconditions proposed by some of

               8   the parties are unnecessary?

               9        A.   Yes.

              10        Q.   That's consistent with this testimony?

              11        A.   Yes.

              12        Q.   You also cited provisions -- you also cited to

              13   provisions of the Energy Resource Procurement Act

              14   related to recovery of costs above the preapproved costs

              15   and seeking commission's guidance upon change in

              16   circumstances and stated, "Additional conditions on caps

              17   and operation and maintenance are inconsistent with Utah

              18   resource approval laws."  Isn't that your testimony?

              19        A.   Could you point me to that?  Is that in the

              20   surrebuttal?

              21        Q.   That's in the surrebuttal.  I think lines 23

              22   -- lines 22 -- I'm sorry.  Lines 22 to 24.

              23        A.   I don't recall talking about O and M in -- was

              24   that in your question?

              25        Q.   No, it was not meant to be.  I apologize if it
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               1   was.  This paragraph starting on lines 22 and finishing

               2   on lines 37.

               3        A.   Yes.

               4        Q.   That's what I was referring to, and it ends

               5   with, "petition for caps on" --

               6        A.   Oh.

               7        Q.   "For cost caps on capital operations and

               8   maintenance are inconsistent with Utah's resource

               9   approval laws."

              10        A.   Yes.

              11        Q.   All right.  However, isn't it true that

              12   section 54-17-302 (5)(B) provides the commission can

              13   approve significant resource decision subject to

              14   conditions imposed by the commission?

              15        A.   Yes, it does say that.

              16        Q.   And similarly, section 54-17-402 (6)(B)

              17   provides that the commission can approve all or part of

              18   the voluntary resource decision subject to conditions

              19   imposed by the commission?

              20        A.   Yes, it does say that.

              21        Q.   May I direct your attention to your May 15,

              22   2018, surrebuttal testimony lines 281 to 289?

              23        A.   Okay.

              24        Q.   These lines include a question that states in

              25   part, "Mr. Vastag expressed concern relating to the
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               1   current multistate process, MSP, and recommends that

               2   Mr. Hayet's cost caps should be adopted to address these

               3   concerns."  And then it references Mr. Vastag's rebuttal

               4   testimony.

               5        A.   Yes.

               6        Q.   The question is, are these reasonable

               7   recommendations?  Is that correct?

               8        A.   Yes.  That's what the question is.

               9        Q.   You answered this question no.  This is

              10   contrary to 217 protocol currently approved for

              11   interjurisdictional cost allocations in the Utah -- in

              12   the state of Utah; isn't that correct?

              13        A.   Yes.

              14        Q.   Isn't it true that the combined projects are

              15   not coming online for service until the end of 2020?

              16        A.   Yes.

              17        Q.   And there is presently no multistate

              18   allocation method agreed upon for 2020; isn't that true?

              19        A.   Yes.  That's correct.

              20        Q.   Isn't it true that placing a cap on

              21   preapproval, as Mr. Vastag and Mr. Hayet suggests, does

              22   not limit the amount the company can ultimately seek for

              23   recovery?  Do you want me to read that again?

              24        A.   Yeah.

              25        Q.   Isn't it true that placing a cap on
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               1   preapproval, as Mr. Vastag suggests, does not limit the

               2   amount the company can ultimately seek for recovery?

               3        A.   That is not how I understood Mr. Vastag's

               4   testimony.  If it's preapproval as consistent with the

               5   law, with the ability to come in and seek recovery in a

               6   general rate case for any cost overruns, but I believe I

               7   read Mr. Vastag's testimony as an overall hard cap that

               8   we could never seek additional costs.

               9        Q.   I am going to hand you a copy Mr. Vastag's

              10   testimony that you cited.  It's in the record, but I

              11   assume you don't have it.  The sentence starting

              12   therefore on 87, and ending with responsible under

              13   preapproval, will you read that sentence into the record

              14   please?

              15        A.   I'm sorry.  On line?

              16        Q.   Here, I'll do it.

              17        A.   On 87.

              18        Q.   "Therefore, if the commission decides to

              19   approve these economic opportunity projects, the office

              20   recommends that the commission specify the maximum

              21   dollar amount of the project cost for which Utah payers

              22   would be responsible for under preapproval."

              23        A.   I see now, yes.

              24        Q.   With that clarification, does that change your

              25   testimony regarding the -- whether the proposed cap on
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               1   preapproval violates the 2017 protocol?

               2        A.   Well, the 2017 protocol may not be in effect

               3   at that time.  As we all know, those discussions are

               4   currently being determined.  Setting a Utah

               5   jurisdictional amount, and a cap on that, prejudges and,

               6   you know, imposes on those ongoing discussions a cap

               7   that I don't believe -- I don't agree with because right

               8   now allocation factors are dynamic based on loads and

               9   resources.

              10        Q.   That's under -- well, I am going to hand you a

              11   portion of your testimony in the repowering docket.

              12   Since this is not on the record, I'll make an exhibit of

              13   it.

              14             Now, on page 2, this is a -- actually, it's

              15   page 160 of the transcript, page 2 of the handout.  On

              16   line 7.  This was, like, the last time I questioned you.

              17   I asked, "Is it true that capping the amount of

              18   preapproved costs does not violate the 2017 protocol"?

              19   And you respond, "I believe that is correct, yes?"

              20        A.   Yes, I see that.

              21        Q.   And you are aware, as you have mentioned, that

              22   your Oregon Public Service Commission issued an order

              23   refusing to acknowledge PacifiCorp's final short list?

              24        A.   I'm aware of that, yes.

              25        Q.   Doesn't this create additional uncertainty
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               1   regarding how the new MSP cost allocation method will

               2   affect the cost sharing of the combined projects?

               3        A.   I don't think that creates any additional

               4   uncertainty.

               5        Q.   If the Oregon ultimately decides not to allow

               6   recovery costs for the combined projects and rates, how

               7   does the company plan to seek recovery of the costs for

               8   the combined projects under the multistate protocol?

               9        A.   I can't speak to that.  I don't have -- I am

              10   not involved in those MSP discussions at this point.

              11   You are talking about seeking recovery in Oregon for

              12   those?  Because in Oregon, they do not -- they have not

              13   disallowed our ability to come in and seek recovery of

              14   those costs.

              15        Q.   Yes.  My question was, assuming the

              16   hypothetical, if they did, how would this affect how

              17   these costs are allocated among the states, in the

              18   multistate process?

              19        A.   With what we know right now, in the 2017, it

              20   wouldn't.  Utah would still get its allocation based on

              21   its -- the factors in the protocol.  And I imagine that

              22   will be part of any discussions going forward in MSP.

              23   We have a resource in Oregon that is not in rates in

              24   Oregon.  We have a resource, actually Rolling Hill, that

              25   is not in rates in Oregon that did not shift costs to
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               1   other states.

               2        Q.   And that result's consistent with Mr. Hayet's

               3   cap on preapproval, isn't it?

               4        A.   Mr. Hayet's cap?

               5        Q.   Mr. -- Mr. Vastag mentioned Mr. Hayet's cap on

               6   preapproval?

               7        A.   No.  I think the nuance is setting a Utah

               8   jurisdictional cap for a resource that's going into

               9   service in two years, when under the current methodology

              10   for MSP or 2017 protocol, is based on dynamic factors

              11   and what those loads are at that time.  That's my

              12   concern about presetting a Utah jurisdictional cap now.

              13   Loads could go up, load could go down in Utah, relative

              14   to other states.

              15        Q.   And you could come in and make that argument

              16   under a prudence review to allocate more -- more of the

              17   cost to Utah.  But that would be your obligation if the

              18   preapproval was just capped?

              19        A.   I don't think that's a prudence review

              20   determination.  I think that's just an allocation

              21   determination.  And I don't think we should preset or

              22   predetermine what those allocations would be in two

              23   years from now.

              24        Q.   Well, the cap is set on pre -- well, fine.

              25   Thank you very much.
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               1        A.   Okay.

               2             MR. MOORE:  I have no further questions.

               3             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thanks, Mr. Moore.

               4   Mr. Russell.

               5             MR. RUSSELL:  Thank you, Chair LeVar.  I don't

               6   have any questions for this witness.

               7             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Mr. Baker?

               8             MR. BAKER:  Thank you.  I just have a couple

               9   of questions.

              10                       CROSS-EXAMINATION

              11   BY MR. BAKER:

              12        Q.   In other states such as Wyoming, you have

              13   agreed to abandon your request for an RTM; is that

              14   correct?  Or I'm sorry, in Wyoming.  In Wyoming you have

              15   abandoned your request for an RTM?

              16        A.   In Wyoming we have a comprehensive settlement

              17   with several parties.  One in particular, Wyoming

              18   Industrial Energy Users.  As a part of that settlement,

              19   it had repowering, it had EB 2020, these resources

              20   before us today, as well as tax reform.

              21             Within the overall context of those

              22   settlements, we did agree not to pursue the RTM.

              23   However, we do have cost recovery for these resources

              24   through other aspects of that, those stipulations, and

              25   specifically through the tax reform docket.  It allows
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               1   us to retain costs from the deferred tax benefits

               2   related to these resources once they go into service.

               3        Q.   In Oregon you have to go back in for a full

               4   rate review should you proceed with this project; is

               5   that correct?

               6        A.   That's -- that was always the plan.  The

               7   docket in Oregon was for acknowledgement of the final

               8   short list.  It was not a rate making proceeding.

               9        Q.   And I just want to clarify what I think I

              10   heard, was that the company will not shift any

              11   unrecovered costs from a partial or full disallowance in

              12   another state to Utah customers?

              13        A.   I don't believe that's exactly what I said.  I

              14   used an example of under the current protocol, how that

              15   did not occur, as we have discussed.  Those discussions

              16   are ongoing.  I am not involved in those discussions.  I

              17   cannot speak to what that potential outcome will be.

              18        Q.   So you can't state for certain what will

              19   happen by the time these projects come online, if they

              20   are approved?

              21        A.   No, I can't.  And I think our parties in that

              22   process are aware of these projects, and that will be

              23   part of those discussions.

              24             MR. BAKER:  Thanks.  I have no further

              25   questions.
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               1             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.

               2   Mr. Lowney, and redirect?

               3             MR. LOWNEY:  Just a few questions.

               4                     REDIRECT EXAMINATION

               5   BY MR. LOWNEY:

               6        Q.   First, do you recall when counsel for the

               7   division was asking you questions about the magnitude of

               8   this investment?

               9        A.   Yes.

              10        Q.   Do you recall those questions -- and I believe

              11   you noted in response to one of those questions that the

              12   rate increase in the first year these projects will be

              13   in operation is 1.4 percent.  Do you recall that?

              14        A.   The overall net impacts, yes.

              15        Q.   And isn't it true that that is the highest

              16   rate increase, in the near term anyway, relative to

              17   these projects?

              18        A.   Yes.

              19        Q.   And just one other clarifying question.  And I

              20   would refer you to the OCS Exhibit D that you were asked

              21   questions about.  This is your testimony in the

              22   repowering case, and you were asked specifically about a

              23   question on page 160 involving whether or not a cap on

              24   the amount of preapproval costs violates the 2017

              25   protocol.
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               1        A.   Yes.

               2        Q.   And I just wanted to be clear for the record.

               3   The discussion in that case involving the cap was not a

               4   hard cap in the sense that anything over and above those

               5   amounts would be, per se, unrecoverable.  This

               6   discussion involved the soft cap, correct?

               7        A.   I believe so, yes.

               8             MR. LOWNEY:  Thank you.  I have no further

               9   questions.

              10             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  If Mr. Lowney's

              11   questions prompt any recross, please indicate to me.

              12             MR. MOORE:  I have one quick question.

              13             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Let me just ask, does anyone

              14   else have any recross based Mr. Lowney's, or are we just

              15   Mr. Moore?  Okay.

              16                      RECROSS-EXAMINATION

              17   BY MR. MOORE:

              18        Q.   Do you understand the office's position in

              19   this docket that having a preapproved cap is a soft cap

              20   or a hard cap?  Is it the same cap we suggested in the

              21   repowering docket or is it a different cap?

              22        A.   You have me a little uncertain now actually.

              23   I had read the testimony as a hard cap.

              24        Q.   I'm sorry.  I guess we'll get this cleared up

              25   on direct.  But you do agree that if the office is
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               1   referring to a soft cap, that that's not -- that would

               2   not in the hypothetical we discussed violate the 2017

               3   protocol?

               4        A.   If it's a soft cap, it's consistent with the

               5   statute, and I think where we may disagree is whether or

               6   not that cap, soft cap should be set based on a Utah

               7   jurisdictional amount or a total project cost amount.

               8        Q.   All right.  Let's assume the case as a Utah

               9   jurisdictional amount.

              10        A.   Okay.

              11        Q.   Would a soft cap on that amount violate the

              12   2017 protocol?

              13        A.   I am not sure I see the point then of a soft

              14   cap, if we can still come in under jurisdictional

              15   allocations, with whatever jurisdictional allocation

              16   there is at that time.

              17        Q.   So it doesn't prejudice Rocky Mountain Power

              18   greatly?

              19        A.   I don't know that I would agree to that.  I

              20   mean, it could, depending on how that played out.  It

              21   shifts some additional risk to us that I don't think is

              22   justified, based on the dynamics going on, and that are

              23   known under the current revised protocol or 2017

              24   protocol, as well as the ongoing discussions.

              25             MR. MOORE:  Thank you.  I have no further
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               1   questions.

               2             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.

               3   Commissioner Clark, do you have any questions for

               4   Ms. Steward?

               5             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  No questions.  Thank you.

               6             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Commissioner White?

               7             COMMISSIONER WHITE:  No questions.  Thank you.

               8             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  And I don't have any

               9   other questions.  Thank you for your testimony today.

              10   Ms. McDowell or Mr. Lowney.

              11             MR. LOWNEY:  That concludes the company's

              12   case.

              13             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.  I think we

              14   will go ahead at this time with Interwest Energy

              15   Alliance.  If you would like to call your witness.

              16             MR. LONGSON:  Interwest calls Gregory Jenner.

              17             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Mr. Jenner, do you swear to

              18   tell the truth?

              19             THE WITNESS:  I do.

              20             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.

              21                        GREGORY JENNER,

              22   was called as a witness, and having been first duly

              23   sworn, testified as follows:

              24                      DIRECT EXAMINATION

              25   BY MR. LONGSON:
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               1        Q.   Mr. Jenner, could you please state and spell

               2   your name, please.

               3        A.   My full name is Gregory Jenner.  That's

               4   G-R-E-G-O-R-Y, J-E-N-N-E-R.

               5        Q.   And could you tell us your current employer

               6   and business address?

               7        A.   I am a partner at Stoel Rives, LLP.  The

               8   address is 601 13th Street, Northwest, Washington, D.C.

               9   20005.

              10        Q.   And in this docket, Mr. Jenner, you submitted

              11   for Interwest direct testimony and supplemental answer

              12   testimony; is that correct?

              13        A.   That is correct.

              14        Q.   Interwest -- excuse me.  If the same questions

              15   were asked in those documents today, would your answers

              16   be the same?

              17        A.   Yes, they would.

              18             MR. LONGSON:  Interwest moves for the

              19   admission of the direct and supplemental answer

              20   testimony of Mr. Jenner.

              21             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  If any party objects

              22   to that, please indicate to me.  I am not seeing any

              23   objection.  So motion is granted.  Thank you.

              24        Q.   (By Mr. Longson)  Have you prepared a summary

              25   of your testimony, Mr. Jenner?
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               1        A.   Yes, I have.

               2        Q.   Go ahead.

               3        A.   Thank you very much.  Mr. Chairman,

               4   Commissioners White and Clark.  It's a pleasure to be

               5   here.  The original purpose of my testimony early in --

               6   excuse me, in late 2017 was to talk about the new tax

               7   bill.  It was pending at the time, and there was some

               8   uncertainty about which way congress was going to go.

               9             As we know, the concerns that had been raised

              10   about the effects on renewable energy, certain negative

              11   effects on renewable energy were resolved and resolved

              12   favorably to the renewable energy industry so the

              13   original purpose of my testimony is now somewhat moot.

              14             The secondary purpose of my testimony was

              15   focused on my expertise in the renewable energy tax area

              16   and to talk about the analysis of the possible risks

              17   regarding completion of transmission, issues including

              18   continuous construction and placed-in-service dates for

              19   the combined facilities, principally to confirm Rocky

              20   Mountain Power's analysis that the risks of losing the

              21   PTCs were minimal and had been mitigated substantially.

              22             In my experience, it's understandable why

              23   Rocky Mountain Power is pursuing wind first before

              24   solar.  And frankly, that mirrors what's happening in

              25   the industry generally.  My practice, which is about 85
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               1   percent renewable energy tax, we are seeing a

               2   substantial decline in solar projects because everybody

               3   is trying to get the wind projects in service before the

               4   various deadlines that have been talked about.  And I

               5   will go into those details in a minute.

               6             I represent both developers and independent

               7   power producers.  They are all -- many of them are

               8   pursuing wind before solar.  Solar will be next, because

               9   as has been discussed, it phases down, but not out, as

              10   wind does, after 2019.

              11             There's a lot of confusion about how the --

              12   the various dates and deadlines and phase-outs of the

              13   production tax credit works.  Rocky Mountain Power has

              14   presented testimony correct in my view.  Absolutely

              15   correct in my view.  But there has been again, I want to

              16   get into some of the nuances.

              17             The first date that's important for everybody

              18   to consider is when construction begins on a project.

              19   As has been discussed, if construction begins in 2016,

              20   that project, assuming all other things being equal,

              21   will qualify for 100 percent of the PTCs.

              22             Redeeming item after beginning construction is

              23   the continuity requirement, and there's been a little

              24   bit of confusion about the continuity requirement.  I

              25   wanted to explain in more detail what the continuity
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               1   requirement is so that it's clear for everybody.

               2             Once construction has begun, the developer has

               3   an obligation to maintain continuous construction or

               4   continuous efforts.  And what the IRS has said is, they

               5   will presume that that standard has been met if the

               6   project has been placed in service within the fourth

               7   calendar year after the project begins construction.

               8   And that is why we are so focused on the 2020 date,

               9   because if you place the project in service within 2020,

              10   assuming that you had begun construction in 2016, you

              11   will qualify.  You will meet the continuity requirement,

              12   and you will qualify for 100 percent of the PTCs.

              13             That is not the only way, however, that you

              14   can qualify for 100 percent of the PTCs.  Even if the

              15   project were not in service in 2020, there is still a

              16   possibility, based on the facts and circumstances, that

              17   the project will qualify for 100 percent of the PTCs.

              18   As I said, it's a fact and circumstances determination.

              19   But the IRS has laid out a series of what they call

              20   excusable disruptions which they will look at and

              21   consider in determining whether continuity has been met.

              22             One of those excusable disruptions is a delay

              23   in interconnection and transmission.  So for example, if

              24   a transmission facility were delayed for any reason, and

              25   therefore the turbines could not be placed in service on
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               1   or before the end of 2020, the IRS may still consider

               2   that project as qualified for 100 percent of the PTCs.

               3             So what Rocky Mountain Power has done is, has

               4   built in redundancy into the risk mitigation.  The first

               5   way that they are going to mitigate risk is to have the

               6   turbines in service before the end of 2020.

               7             If for some reason or another the IRS deems

               8   that not -- those turbines not to be in service, they

               9   can -- because of the transmission facilities, they can

              10   still look to the excusable disruption standard and

              11   still qualify for 100 percent of the PTCs.  That's not a

              12   given, but it certainly is a backstop to the 2020 placed

              13   in service date.

              14             So I would say that Rocky Mountain Power has

              15   in all regards, as best they possibly can, mitigated the

              16   risk of missing out on 100 percent of the PTCs in their

              17   plan.  With that, I'll conclude.

              18             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.

              19             MR. LONGSON:  Mr. Jenner is available for

              20   cross examination.

              21             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.  Mr. Holman, do

              22   you have any questions for Mr. Jenner?

              23             MR. HOLMAN:  I don't, thank you.

              24             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Ms. Hayes, do you have any

              25   questions?
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               1             MS. HAYES:  I do not.  Thank you.

               2             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.  Ms. McDowell or

               3   Mr. Lowney?

               4             MR. LOWNEY:  The company has no questions.

               5             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Mr. Jetter.

               6             MR. JETTER:  I have no questions.  Thank you.

               7             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Mr. Moore.

               8             MR. MOORE:  I'm going to ask just one quick

               9   question, and I apologize to all in this room.  This is

              10   a question I asked before, but I didn't understand the

              11   answer.

              12             THE WITNESS:  Okay.

              13                       CROSS-EXAMINATION

              14   BY MR. MOORE:

              15        Q.   If a project seeks to qualify for PTCs by

              16   beginning construction in 2016, and misses the 2020 date

              17   by one day --

              18        A.   Uh-huh.

              19        Q.   -- they lose off on 100 percent PTCs, but do

              20   they receive any lower amount of PTCs, or is it a

              21   complete zero PTC?

              22        A.   Well, may I disagree with your premise?

              23        Q.   Well, you can restate a premise that makes

              24   more sense if I didn't.

              25        A.   Thank you.  It is not correct that if they
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               1   miss the placed-in-service deadline by one day, they

               2   miss out on 100 percent of the PTCs.  If there is a

               3   reason, they would -- if they miss the placed-in-service

               4   deadline, they would then fall back on the facts and

               5   circumstances test.

               6             As I mentioned, one of the facts that the IRS

               7   will look at, and this was promulgated in notice 2016-31

               8   for your review, one of the excusable disruptions that

               9   the IRS will consider is the failure of the ability to

              10   put transmission in place to carry the load.  So in

              11   other words, the IRS will not necessarily consider the

              12   failure to place the turbines in service as in 2020 as

              13   causing 100 percent of the PTCs to be lost.  So that's

              14   why I was disagreeing with your question.

              15             Now, I think if I might, where you are going,

              16   so I will try and address that question.  If for one

              17   reason or another, either because the 2020

              18   placed-in-service deadline was missed or because the IRS

              19   after -- and I'm sure this would be litigated until the

              20   cows come home.  If the taxpayer then was unable to

              21   determine or establish that they had continuity under

              22   the facts and circumstances, in other words, the

              23   turbines were not placed in service in 2020, you missed

              24   the continuity requirement, then you would not qualify

              25   for any PTCs whatsoever.
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               1             MR. MOORE:  Thank you very much.  I have no

               2   more questions.

               3             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.

               4   Mr. Russell.

               5             MR. RUSSELL:  Thank you.  I don't have any

               6   questions for Mr. Jenner.

               7             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Mr. Baker.

               8             MR. BAKER:  Thank you.  I have no questions

               9   either.

              10             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Commissioner White, do

              11   you have any questions?

              12             COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Yeah.  Thank you,

              13   Mr. Jenner.

              14                          EXAMINATION

              15   BY COMMISSIONER WHITE:

              16        Q.   I am just wondering, the guidance you are

              17   providing, is that -- how did the IRS -- is that through

              18   like a code violation?  Is that a 5S letter ruling, or

              19   how are they basing that?

              20        A.   None of the above.  It was done through what's

              21   called a notice.  And that's all of the beginning

              22   construction guidance has been done through the -- a

              23   notice.  A series of them beginning in 2013, two in

              24   2013, one in '14, one in '15, a couple in '16.  They've

              25   been churning them out regularly.
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               1             So notice 2016-31 repromulgated a list of

               2   excusable disruptions.  And what is significant in

               3   2016-31 is, they added transmission, disruption of

               4   transmission as an excusable disruption.  That was new.

               5   So we can -- you can draw your own conclusions.

               6             I would conclude, based on what I know about

               7   how treasury and IRS operate, that industry

               8   representatives came to them and said, hey, we have a

               9   problem here with transmission.  There is at least the

              10   possibility that transmission may not be in place.  And

              11   therefore, we think it's appropriate that you add

              12   transmission as an excusable disruption, and the IRS

              13   agreed.  That would be my speculation.

              14             COMMISSIONER WHITE:  Thank you.  That's all I

              15   have got.

              16             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.

              17   Commissioner Clark.

              18             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  I just have a couple

              19   questions too, Mr. Jenner.

              20             THE WITNESS:  Yes, sir.

              21                          EXAMINATION

              22   BY COMMISSIONER CLARK:

              23        Q.   So the four year in-service horizon that you

              24   described, is that -- in your world, is that the safe

              25   harbor -- is that referred to as the safe harbor?
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               1        A.   It is.  It's not the only safe harbor.  There

               2   was the 5 percent safe harbor that was referred to

               3   earlier, but yes, it is a safe harbor.

               4        Q.   And the excusable disruptions that have been

               5   denominated, I -- it's been months since I looked at the

               6   list, but do any of them relate to governmental permits,

               7   regulatory approvals, any delays of that sort?

               8        A.   Yes, they do.  I could give you the list.  I

               9   can't remember them off the top of my head.  There are

              10   things as nuanced and esoteric as Indian tribes in the

              11   list.  It is failure to get custom-made parts.  It looks

              12   a lot like force majeure, but it's not denominated as

              13   force majeure.

              14        Q.   What about the approval of a Public Service

              15   Commission to go forward with the project?

              16        A.   With all due respect, Commissioner, I don't

              17   think so.  That's probably not excused.

              18        Q.   It's disappointing.

              19        A.   Yeah, I was afraid you were going to say that.

              20   No, I doubt seriously whether the failure of a Public

              21   Service Commissioner -- Commission, exercising its

              22   duties as such, would qualify as excusable disruption.

              23        Q.   And in relation to the facts and circumstances

              24   alternative path for qualifying --

              25        A.   Uh-huh.
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               1        Q.   -- would that be a situation where the

               2   taxpayer claims the credit in its filing to the service,

               3   and then the service challenges it and then there's --

               4   it's -- there's audit, and then there's the hearings

               5   that would ensue if -- if it wasn't resolved in some

               6   way?

               7        A.   Yes, sir.  That's -- it's a full employment

               8   act for tax lawyers.

               9             COMMISSIONER CLARK:  Thanks very much.  Those

              10   are my questions.

              11             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  I think I just have one

              12   follow-up question.

              13                          EXAMINATION

              14   BY CHAIRMAN LEVAR:

              15        Q.   Following up to Commissioner White's questions

              16   as you described the notice -- the notices that the IRS

              17   has used.  Just based on your experience and expertise

              18   with the IRS, how would you describe the existence or

              19   nonexistence, or what would be your description of any

              20   potential risk that in the next few short years the IRS

              21   might change its position in a way that's detrimental to

              22   a developer of a PTC eligible resource?

              23        A.   With respect to wind, I think it highly

              24   unlikely.  There have been -- there is so much water

              25   under the bridge, too many decisions been -- that have
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               1   been made.  The guidance has been basically consistent,

               2   evolving, but consistent throughout the process.

               3             I would find it remarkable if the IRS would

               4   reverse themselves on these things.  And there would be

               5   such an outcry, myself included.  You know, there would

               6   be people with pitchforks and torches standing outside

               7   the gates of the IRS to join all the others that are

               8   there already.  So I would doubt seriously that they

               9   would reverse themselves.

              10             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  I don't think I have

              11   follow-up questions.  So thank you.  We appreciate your

              12   testimony today.

              13             THE WITNESS:  Thank you very much, sir.

              14             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Anything else from Interwest

              15   Energy Alliance?

              16             MR. LONGSON:  No.  Thank you, Chairman.

              17             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Mr. Jetter, we could continue

              18   for a little while, or we could see this as a natural

              19   time to break for the day and come back tomorrow.  Would

              20   there be any use to getting your first witness's summary

              21   on the record, or would you rather just start fresh in

              22   the morning?

              23             MR. JETTER:  I have spoken with my witness.  I

              24   think we would prefer to proceed tonight, if we can.

              25             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  We can plan to go a
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               1   little bit farther tonight.  Why don't you call your

               2   first witness.

               3             MR. JETTER:  Thank you.  The division would

               4   like to call division witness Joni Zenger.

               5             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Good afternoon, Dr. Zenger.

               6   Do you swear to tell the truth?

               7             THE WITNESS:  Yes.

               8             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Thank you.

               9                        JONI S. ZENGER,

              10   was called as a witness, and having been first duly

              11   sworn, testified as follows:

              12                      DIRECT EXAMINATION

              13   BY MR. JETTER:

              14        Q.   Good afternoon, Ms. Zenger.  Would you please

              15   state your name and occupation for the record?  Excuse

              16   me, I'd like to correct that.  Dr. Zenger.

              17        A.   Dr. Joni S. Zenger, Z-E-N-G-E-R, technical

              18   consultant for the energy section.

              19        Q.   Thank you.  And in the course of your

              20   employment with the Utah Division of Public Utilities,

              21   did you create and cause to be filed with the commission

              22   direct, rebuttal and supplemental rebuttal and

              23   surrebuttal testimonies?

              24        A.   Yes.

              25        Q.   If you were asked the same questions included
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               1   in those testimonies today, would your answers remain

               2   the same?

               3        A.   Yes.

               4        Q.   Do you have any corrections or edits you would

               5   like to make?

               6        A.   I have one small correction.  It's on my

               7   direct testimony on page 10.  It's the very last line.

               8   It says, "the covered projects," and it should say "the

               9   combined projects."

              10        Q.   Okay.  Thank you.  And is the correct

              11   identification of that is, that would be DPU 1.0 direct

              12   testimony, and line 215?

              13        A.   Exactly.  Thank you.

              14        Q.   Thank you.  And have you prepared a statement

              15   summarizing your testimony in this docket?

              16        A.   Yes.

              17        Q.   Please go ahead.

              18        A.   If you can stay awake a few more minutes here.

              19   The division -- the commission should not approve the

              20   combined projects according to the division's opinion.

              21   They are not in the public interest.  The combined

              22   projects, if they were approved, would require the

              23   expenditure of billions of dollars of rate payer funds

              24   over decades for the small hope of a low probability

              25   benefit for customers and a large high probability
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               1   benefit for the utility.  The purported need for such a

               2   project is very modest capacity addition.

               3             Further, the division has little confidence in

               4   the RFP results because of the limited nature of the RFP

               5   and utility-imposed constraints upon it.  The final

               6   removal of the Uinta PPA is largely unreviewed and

               7   unreviewable, given the exceedingly late date that the

               8   company informed Utah parties that it intended to remove

               9   it.

              10             Moreover, significant new risks have arisen.

              11   Given the Oregon commission's recent decision to not

              12   acknowledge the RFP results, new risks concerning

              13   multistate allocation exist.

              14             The company's proposal offers a narrow benefit

              15   if any.  It will be years before we know whether it

              16   proves to be a beneficial resource or not.  It should

              17   not be approved on the projections and assumptions

              18   relied on by the utility, because forecast

              19   uncertainties, the utility's predictive track record,

              20   present unreasonable risk for a project that is not

              21   needed.

              22             In particular, the gas forecasting by the

              23   company has historically been higher than actual gas

              24   prices.  Indeed in the Jim Bridger SER case, the

              25   company's lowest-cost forecast was higher than actual
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               1   gas prices have been.  Similarly, in the last decade,

               2   customers have been subject to significant trading

               3   losses that resulted in part from over forecast gas

               4   prices.

               5             Now, the company claims it has demonstrated

               6   the combined projects are the most -- are most likely

               7   the least-cost, least-risk resources through its IRP

               8   modeling analysis, and repeated SO and PaR sensitivity

               9   studies.  However, the results of the company's model

              10   simulations are only as credible as the company inputs

              11   and assumptions, which the division has shown are

              12   questionable and uncertain.

              13             Caution is warranted based on the nature of

              14   predictions, and the company's history of being wrong in

              15   recent years in ways that led to unacceptable risk for

              16   the unnecessary combined projects.

              17             Indeed, although the utility now claims a need

              18   for these projects, the capacity contribution of the

              19   combined projects is miniscule and costly.  The utility

              20   argues that it is pursuing lower cost energy in the

              21   customer's interest, yet customer groups oppose that

              22   acquisition.  The customer groups are not naive or

              23   confused.  They know the risks and ask the commission

              24   not to take them.

              25             Although net benefits might materialize, there
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               1   is also a very good chance that they will not.  The

               2   benefits are far from certain as the division has

               3   testified.  The only certainty if the combined projects

               4   are approved is that customers will pay billions of

               5   dollars in capital costs in returns to the utility for

               6   decades.  And further, unlike in the repowering case,

               7   these projects have no operational history, adding

               8   additional risk to this resource decision.

               9             While the company claims its results show the

              10   combined projects are favorable in 16 out of 18 price

              11   policies scenarios, in actuality, the division's

              12   analysis shows the combined projects are not cost

              13   effective in most price policy scenarios and can end up

              14   harming Utah rate payers when considering the cost and

              15   the risk tradeoffs in the proposal.

              16             Rocky Mountain Power continues to claim in its

              17   analysis, and its analysis reveals benefits in most

              18   scenarios, but the division neither agrees with those

              19   scenarios nor the assumptions underlying them.

              20   Mr. Peaco will address these points further.

              21             At times utilities and regulators must rely on

              22   the best available information and projections and

              23   proceed on those assumptions.  Those situations

              24   typically involve the choice between two or more

              25   similar -- similarly uncertain choices.  A no-action
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               1   alternative usually has a cost that is rarely

               2   quantified.  The cost of failure to serve customers for

               3   instance, is so high that the nonaction alternative is

               4   typically not considered.

               5             We do not agree that this case presents a

               6   similar set of facts, where some action is necessary.

               7   The no-action alternative available here plainly

               8   represents the least-risk scenario.  It further provides

               9   flexibility in a quickly changing energy industry to

              10   adapt to new opportunities.

              11             Locking in billions of dollars of long-term

              12   assets that provide very little meaningful capacity

              13   value for decades is not an appropriate choice for

              14   customers, when there is no demonstrated need for new

              15   resources.

              16             When speculating about future benefits, one

              17   should be humble about the limits of current knowledge.

              18   Multiple parties across multiple states conducting their

              19   own independent analysis agree.  Though using different

              20   methods of analysis and criticizing different parts of

              21   the utility's analysis, the conclusions are largely the

              22   same.  The utility is overstating benefits and

              23   understating risks.

              24             Independent experts, consultants, economists,

              25   engineers and accountants agree that the combined
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               1   projects should not be approved.  Rocky Mountain Power

               2   has cited the case of environmental controls at the Jim

               3   Bridger coal facility in Wyoming as an instant where the

               4   division tolerates similar uncertainties.  However, two

               5   points must be understood about the Bridger example.

               6             First, as I have explained, the decision about

               7   adding controls repowering or closing, it had to be made

               8   based on the best available information.  The status quo

               9   was not an option in that case.  Second, in retrospect,

              10   the decision was likely not the least-cost choice, given

              11   the gas and the carbon prices since then have proven

              12   such.

              13             The Bridger decision illustrates the risk that

              14   facts will not match projections, making the decision

              15   the wrong one in retrospect.  The division is not

              16   suggesting making decisions about prudence with the

              17   benefits of hindsight.  Rather, the division is

              18   illustrating that predictions are inherently risky.

              19             Here, we have credible doubt before us that

              20   the combined projects resulting from the RFP short list

              21   are the lowest-cost and lowest-risk resources.  We know

              22   this because of several demonstrated facts.

              23             No. 1, the commission determined the

              24   foundational analysis of the company's plan to build the

              25   wind and transmission resources to be less credible,
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               1   failing to meet its IRP guideline No. 3.  Parties were

               2   deprived of a process that might have resulted in more

               3   comprehensive consideration of resource options and a

               4   more stable analysis to evaluate.

               5             Number 2, that deprivation has led to a clunky

               6   process in the RFP and in this docket, where parties

               7   have faced multiple changes in methods and analysis,

               8   arguing about shifting assumptions and facts.  The

               9   proposal in this docket has shifted in every round of

              10   testimony filed by the utility.

              11             Not only did the division determine this

              12   proposal had problems, but the Oregon commission also

              13   found similar problems with the company's proposal as it

              14   stated, quote, we simply are not persuaded at this time

              15   that the RFP process was adequate to demonstrate that

              16   the specific projects selected are the lowest cost and

              17   lowest risk for utility customers.

              18             Due to the rushed nature of this RFP and

              19   adjustments late in the process, related to accelerating

              20   the completion of the transmission line, there remain

              21   just four viable project options for consideration.  The

              22   narrow short list left little ability to evaluate cost

              23   and risks tradeoffs that we and the RFP's independent

              24   evaluator considered important.  End quote.

              25             And No. 3, further, the IE evaluating the bids
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               1   confirmed that the selected bids were not the

               2   lowest-cost offers, but rather the lowest-cost offers

               3   that were viable under the current transmission

               4   assumptions and constraints imposed by the company in

               5   its RFP.

               6             One important risk that the division has

               7   previously identified is the risk that other state

               8   commissions will not approve recovery of all or part of

               9   the combined projects.  That risk has come to partial

              10   fruition in the Oregon order, refusing to acknowledge

              11   the RFP results.

              12             In the event this commission approves the

              13   combined projects and submits Utah rate payers to its

              14   share of the costs, while other states do not, it may

              15   leave Utah at a significant disadvantage when

              16   negotiating allocation of those resource costs, as

              17   compared to states that have not approved.

              18             Even within the narrow scope of the utility's

              19   consideration of renewable resources, more options for

              20   consideration would likely have been available had the

              21   utility better sequenced and coordinated its resource,

              22   planning and procurement.  The haste the utility claims

              23   as an exigent circumstance preventing normal

              24   consideration is self inflicted.

              25             Production tax credits have existed for years.
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               1   So the IRP results that now favor of the combined

               2   projects, that result in significant benefits to the

               3   utility are not credible.  The RFP results are

               4   questionable at best, and the company's analysis of the

               5   research decision is not persuasive.

               6             Given the shifting set of projects,

               7   assumptions and data that we have had to work with in

               8   this case, in almost a year now, we arrive at this

               9   hearing uncertain of whether the removal of one selected

              10   project was properly evaluated, how the removed project

              11   would look without the other projects, and whether other

              12   sources of generation may be more economical among other

              13   things.  Rocky Mountain Power has had every opportunity

              14   to present a consistent cohesive proposal that the

              15   commission and parties could reasonably evaluate on the

              16   merits.  It has failed to do so.

              17             The combined projects pose unacceptable risk

              18   to customers and should be denied.  In its initial

              19   filings, PacifiCorp admitted that the acquisition of the

              20   combined projects was early, but that it still made

              21   sense to acquire the resources because they presented

              22   such a compelling opportunity.

              23             The company stated the following in IRP docket

              24   No. 67 before the Oregon commission, quote, if taking an

              25   early action is the least-cost, least-risk option, then
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               1   doing so is consistent with the commission's principles

               2   for least cost planning, even if there is no immediate

               3   need for additional resources.  Closed quote.  And that

               4   was on page 19 on October 5 of the staff's final

               5   comments.

               6             Finally, with respect to the segment D-2

               7   transmission line, the September 14th, 2017, IRP

               8   technical conference, the company concedes that its

               9   proposed transmission line is not needed to address

              10   short-term reliability concerns on a stand-alone basis.

              11   In the absence of the new end acquisition, PacifiCorp

              12   would not construct or acquire the new transmission

              13   line, at least not until the year 2024.

              14             As the company stated, we are currently

              15   complying with NERC reliability standards and expect to

              16   be going forward.  Thus, PacifiCorp admitted in the

              17   Oregon docket what it now denies in this one.  The

              18   commission should evaluate this decision based on the

              19   representation that the transmission line would not

              20   otherwise be built.  Thank you.

              21             MR. JETTER:  Thank you, Dr. Zenger.  The

              22   division would like to move, at this time, to enter into

              23   the record direct, rebuttal and supplemental rebuttal

              24   and surrebuttal testimonies filed by Dr. Zenger.  And

              25   these are DPU Exhibits 1.1 DIR, 1.0 R, 1.0 RSUP, and 1.0
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               1   SR., and I believe that is all of Ms. Zenger's

               2   testimony.

               3             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.  If any

               4   party objects to that motion, please indicate to me.

               5   Not seeing any objection, so the motion is granted.

               6   Thank you, Mr. Jetter.

               7             MR. JETTER:  Thank you.  And I have been made

               8   aware that I have not entered the Public Utility

               9   Commission of Oregon order that I used as DPU Cross, I

              10   believe it was Exhibit 3.  But I don't recall that I

              11   marked it.  And I'd like to just move at this time to

              12   enter that into the record.

              13             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  If any party objects

              14   to that motion, please indicate to me.  I am not seeing

              15   any objection.  The motion is granted.

              16             MR. JETTER:  Thank you.  Ms. Zenger is

              17   available for questions, cross from the parties or the

              18   commission.  I'm not sure if the commission would like

              19   to proceed with some of that now or --

              20             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Why don't we go through some

              21   of that, and see if we find a good stopping point after

              22   a while.  Mr. Moore, do you have any questions for

              23   Dr. Zenger?

              24             MR. MOORE:  No questions.  Thank you.

              25             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Mr. Russell.
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               1             MR. RUSSELL:  No questions.  Thank you, Chair.

               2             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Mr. Baker.

               3             MR. BAKER:  No questions.  Thank you.

               4             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Mr. Holman.

               5             MR. HOLMAN:  No questions.  Thank you.

               6             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Ms. Hayes.

               7             MS. HAYES:  Just a very few.  Thank you.

               8                       CROSS-EXAMINATION

               9   BY MS. HAYES:

              10        Q.   Good afternoon, Dr. Zenger.

              11        A.   Good afternoon.

              12        Q.   So your summary was very helpful.  I just want

              13   to try and clarify a couple issues with the division's

              14   position, and I'm looking at page 26 of your April 17th

              15   testimony, which is the rebuttal -- supplemental

              16   rebuttal and surrebuttal.

              17        A.   The confidential.

              18        Q.   Well, I think I am looking at a redacted

              19   version.

              20        A.   Okay.

              21        Q.   But I am not getting into anything that would

              22   be impacted.

              23        A.   Okay.  What page was that?

              24        Q.   Oh, 26.  And I am looking specifically at

              25   footnote 43, where you -- well, maybe I'll just read
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               1   this to you.  "Table 514 of the 2017 IRP shows without

               2   the energy vision 2020 investment available FOTs of

               3   1,670 megawatts exceed the system requirements by a wide

               4   margin through the first 10 years of the study."

               5   Period.

               6             "In 2026 PacifiCorp expects that currently

               7   available resources and FOTs will exceed total system

               8   requirements, including a 13 percent planning reserve,

               9   by approximately 447 megawatts.  This means that without

              10   acquiring any new generating resources or transmission

              11   lines, PacifiCorp will continue to be capable of

              12   providing adequate services to customers in Utah,

              13   inclusive of a material reserve margin.  As such, the

              14   proposal cannot reasonably be characterized as

              15   addressing a resource need."

              16             Did I read that correctly?

              17        A.   Yes.

              18        Q.   So is it the division's position that

              19   available front office transactions should be pursued

              20   irrespective of the availability of resources that are

              21   lower cost?

              22        A.   No, not necessarily.  Low-cost resources

              23   should be pursued.  If the FOTs are lower-cost resource,

              24   then definitely pursue them.

              25        Q.   Okay.
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               1        A.   This -- this is just the first time it's been

               2   introduced to us in an IRP context that it would be like

               3   treated as other supply side resource.

               4        Q.   Okay.  So if there are resources that are

               5   lower cost than the front office transactions, what --

               6   let me back up and say, so in your -- in your testimony

               7   you -- you present pursuing the available front office

               8   transactions as sort of the no-action alternative; is

               9   that correct?

              10        A.   Well, it's correct that this IRP the -- with

              11   the load and the resource deficit and balance that we

              12   had, that the FOT -- we were just presented with the

              13   numbers that the company gave us.  And so those are the

              14   numbers that we accepted based on the availability in

              15   many different hubs.

              16        Q.   Okay.  So just assuming that there are

              17   resources that are lower cost than the front office

              18   transactions, would -- and if front office transactions

              19   are sort of the no-action alternative, wouldn't that

              20   demonstrate that pursuing the no-action alternative is

              21   more costly?

              22        A.   With the premise that front office

              23   transactions cost more, it would be.

              24        Q.   Yes.  Yes.

              25        A.   Okay.
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               1        Q.   Okay.  And so the -- the economics of the

               2   project costs, for example, the relative economics of

               3   front office transactions versus an alternative, is

               4   relevant to the issue of whether there is a resource

               5   need; is that correct?

               6        A.   It's my understanding that it is going forward

               7   now.

               8             MS. HAYES:  Okay.  I have no other questions.

               9   Thank you.

              10             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you, Ms. Hayes.

              11   Mr. Longson, do you have any questions for Dr. Zenger?

              12             MR. LONGSON:  No questions.  Thank you.

              13             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Thank you.

              14   Ms. McDowell or Mr. Lowney, I don't know if it makes

              15   sense to start your cross-examination and have to finish

              16   it tomorrow.  Unless you expect it to be 20 minutes or

              17   less, it probably makes sense to wait until tomorrow.

              18   Why don't you indicate to me what your preference is.

              19             MS. MCDOWELL:  I think my preference would be

              20   to wait until tomorrow.  It will be longer than 20

              21   minutes, and I -- you know, I know people start to fade

              22   out as the day goes on.  So I appreciate being able to

              23   start in the morning.

              24             CHAIRMAN LEVAR:  Okay.  Well, with that, I

              25   think it's an appropriate time to recess for the day
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               1   unless anyone else has anything we should address

               2   procedurally before we recess.  I am not seeing anything

               3   from anyone, so we are in recess until 9:00 a.m.

               4   tomorrow morning.  Thank you.

               5             (The hearing concluded at 5:40 p.m.)

               6
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               1                     C E R T I F I C A T E

               2   STATE OF UTAH       )

               3   COUNTY OF SALT LAKE )

               4        THIS IS TO CERTIFY that the foregoing proceedings

               5   were taken before me, Teri Hansen Cronenwett, Certified

               6   Realtime Reporter, Registered Merit Reporter and Notary

               7   Public in and for the State of Utah.

               8        That the proceedings were reported by me in

               9   Stenotype, and thereafter transcribed by computer under

              10   my supervision, and that a full, true, and correct

              11   transcription is set forth in the foregoing pages,

              12   numbered 264 through 567 inclusive.

              13        I further certify that I am not of kin or otherwise

              14   associated with any of the parties to said cause of

              15   action, and that I am not interested in the event

              16   thereof.

              17        WITNESS MY HAND and official seal at Salt Lake

              18   City, Utah, this 7th day of June, 2018.

              19

              20
                                       Teri Hansen Cronenwett, CRR, RMR
              21                       License No. 91-109812-7801

              22   My commission expires:
                   January 19, 2019
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The above referenced slide states that the wind is needed to "improve reliability-this
need persists even if coal generation is retired." PacifiCorp has echoed this point in


other recent filings: "PacifiCorp needs and has needed the new transmission line for
quite some time."2s Contrary to these statements, it is clear that the construction of the
segment represents an economic opportunity, not a need.


3. PacifiCorp concedes that its proposed transmission line is not needed to
address short-term reliability concerns on a stand-alone basis


ln the absence of the new wind acquisition, PacifiCorp would not construct or acquire
the new transmission line. Representatives of PacifiCorp have repeatedly
acknowledged this fact:


Staff: "Without the 1 ,100 MW of wind, would PacifiCorp build this
transmission?


PacifiCorp: "No, in essence that's what we're trying to demonstrate this
transmission line paid for by the benefits of the wind."


Staff: "So there is no reliability need to put this transmission in place


absent the wind, is that correct?"


PacifiCorp: "Right. We are currently compliant with NERC reliability
standards and expect to be going forward." 26


PacifiCorp's acquisition of new transmission associated with the 1,100 MW wind
development proposal is therefore an economic opportunity, and not a needed system
asset. lf the resource were needed, it would be needed independent of any wind
development. Staff is firmly convinced that PacifiCorp has not demonstrated a system
need for capacity or transmission. Accordingly, Action ltems 1a (as the above
arguments apply equally to the 999 MW wind repowering project), 1b, and 2a should be
reviewed and analyzed as economic opportunities, not actions to fulfill a need.


nificant Gustomer Risks Associated with E
Vision 2020.


Given that the projects proposed by PacifiCorp do not address a capacity or energy
shortfall, the focus on the risks they pose to PacifiCorp's customers becomes more
acute. As previously noted, Staff is aware that, when investor-owned utilities invest in


large capital projects for their systems, they are necessarily exposing their customers to
financial risks the customers would not have otherwise been subject to. Barring a later
finding of utility imprudence, it is the customer who absorbs variances in future
outcomes, so that the investors of the utilities have the opportunity to realize their
Commission-authorized returns with minimal risk. These risks, such as construction cost
overruns and revenue shortfalls, can be significant. ln this section, Staff highlights


25 UM 1845 - PacifiCorp's Response Comments to Staff's Recommendation, p.2.
26 Approximately 2:20 to 2:30 of the September 14, 2017 LC 67 Special Public Meeting.
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